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INTRODUCTION 

“Tye corruption of a poet,” says Dryden, “is the 
generation of a critic.” But the poets of Greece 
seem to have been free from this decay. In the 
fifth century at any rate they left criticism to the 
Sophists, such as Gorgias, Protagoras, and Empedo- 
cles; but like those who seek biology in Hebrew 
poetry, the poets’ views were warped by practical 
aims, the production of good citizens and instruction 
in the art of persuasion. Thus to them that poetry 
was good which seemed to have a good effect on 
conduct, and that prose was good which could work 
upon an audience the illusion of truth. Since they 
were sensitive to form and understood that the art 
of persuasion depended on formal excellence, they 
studied in some measure the use of words and 
evolved the earliest theories of grammar and syntax. 
But their “ ethical twist’ puts them out of court 
as literary critics. 

The Greek Comedians may be excluded on the 
same ground. Others besides Aristophanes sought 
to amuse and to instruct their audiences. by rough- 
handling the tragedians and even by formulating 
theories of dramatic composition. But their aims, 

* The phrase is borrowed from Professor Saintsbury, to 
whom all students of criticism owe a debt which it is a 
pleasure to acknowledge, 
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INTRODUCTION 

too, were practical, to find fun where they could and 
to tickle the taste of Demos. The judges both of 
Tragedy and of Comedy were selected annually by 
lot, and, although there was a right of legal action 
against their verdict, who can doubt that such an 
action, if it were ever brought, would be argued 
upon good, plain reasons and not upon the techni- 
calities of aesthetic theory? Even Aristotle was 
catholic enough to maintain that “the many ” are 
better judges of poetry than the expert few, and, 
since it was the function of the Comedian to reflect the 
taste of the many, his judgements of literature were 
those of the man who is content to know what he likes 
and deride what he doesn’t. The plain man, being 
more intimately concerned with goodness than with 
beauty, ascribes to poetry a moral and political aim 
and readily endorses Aristophanes’ dictum that 

Children and boys have a teacher assigned them,, 
The bard is a master for manhood and youth. 4 

Plato is the first Greek writer who really graduated 
in literary criticism. He valued Art chiefly, it is 
true, for its moral effect on conduct in the city 
state. But he valued it too for its own sake and, if 
he was frightened of its fascination, that conclusively 
proves him aware of it. His aesthetic theory, culled 
from several dialogues, may be roughly summed up 
thus: All the arts are “imitative,” but the objects 
which they represent are not the deceptive pheno- 
mena of sense (alc@yrd) but essential truths appre~ 
hended by the mind (voyrd) and dimly descried in 

a rols wey yap madaploow 
tore diddoxaros boris pdfer, rots HBGow 82 roinral, 

Frogs, 1054-5, 
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phenomena. The process by which the artist appre- 
hends such truths is not the meth®d, slow and sure, 
of dialectic. , It is the ecstasy of inspiration, a mystic 
memory of something known before birth, a super- 
natural apprehension born from a mingled love of 
truth and beauty. His power is a spiritual magnetism 
Inspired therewith by God, the poet in turn inspires 
his interpreter, the “rhapsodist,”’ and through the 
interpreter the magnetic current passes to the audi- 
ence, who dangle fascinated at the loose end of the 
chain. This fascination—a tvyaywyla or conjuring 
of the soul—is the object of Art ; and the test of its 
excellence is its power of affecting with its peculiar 
pleasure the souls of those whose native qualities 
and education make them sensitive to its magic. 

There is little fault to find with this account of 
Art, except that its statement is more enthusiastic 
than logical. It clearly disproves the view that 
Plato was insensitive to Art. It was because his 
pulses throbbed alarmingly under the stress of poetry 
and music that he published the paradox in the 
Republic which has been often put forward as his 
considered judgement upon Art. How is it that the 
Poet who appears in the Jon and the Phaedrus as a 
divine creature is abused in the Republic and sternly 
banished from the ideal state? The paradox comes 
of Plato’s preoccupation with a purely political point 
of view. The “ ethical twist ” is at its work again. 
Human emotion is always the stumbling-block of 

the political idealist, and he inevitably scents danger 
in the influence of these inspired singers, who so 
powerfully affect the emotions of their audience. 
The ideal citizen must be logical, resolute, and 
sternly self-controlled Poetry waters and nourishes 
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emotions which ought to be desiccated. Wonderful 
creatures, these pdets, but out they must go.. They 
endanger the ideals of citizenship. f 
And Plato, as a political reformer, has another 

complaint against Art. His citizens must be clear 
thinkers who face facts and reverence truth above 
all things. “ But art does not deal in truth. It is 
content to represent the data of sense which are 
themselves a distorted image of reality. It is three 
removes from truth.” This flatly contradicts the 
aesthetic theory expressed in Plato’s other dialogues 
and seems to be a piece of special pleading designed 
to disguise the reformer’s prejudice. Possessed by 
a serious and practical aim, he looks at Art as false 
and unreal, an irrelevant triviality. In the Laws he 
writes: ‘‘ Our social life is the best Tragedy: it is 
an imitation of the Best Life. What do we want 
with an imitation of an imitation?” And even in 
the Phaedrus, where his enthusiasm for literature is 
not concealed, he complains that books are unsatis- 
factory, because you cannot cross-examine them. 
They are no good at dialectic. “ They go on saying 
the same thing over and over again.” “It is the 
speech of the man who knows that is alive: the 
written word is really but its ghost.” 

It is this view that Aristotle combats, finding the 
answer in Plato’s own mouth. It is not the “ par- 
ticulars ” of sense (rd xaf’ éxaera) that Art repre- 
sents, but “ universal ” truths (rd «a@éAov), the inner 
interpretation of the mind. Therefore Art is serious, 
more serious and more philosophical and therefore 
more useful than History, which he conceives—in the 
face of Herodotus and Thucydides—as a calendar of 

* Plato, Rep. 606 v rpépe: yap raira dpdovea, déor abypelr, 
xii 
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unrelated incidents. So poetry is not three removes 
from tyuth : it comes nearer the truth than any other 
human process, since it records “ not what did happen 
but what would happen’ * and thus disentangles 
from human incidents the principles on which life 
works. The truth of art is higher than the truth of 
fact. What the artist “imitates ” is God’s method 
of creation. Understanding what happens and how 
it happens, he can create new happenings, in the 
texture of which the pattern of life is plainer than in 
any ‘‘ particular ”’ experience. 
And in dealing with Emotion, Aristotle meets 

Plato’s sensitive hesitation with hard common sense. 
Of course emotions are dangerous in the body politic. 
But what good is done by ignoring them or by 
heaping legislation on the safety-valve? We must 
face them as facts and use Art as their medicine. 
The soul, like the body, needs an occasional purge 
(xé8apors). Pent-up emotion is apt to explode in- 
conveniently. What the citizens need is an outlet 
such as dramatic poetry conveniently supplied. We 
must remember that the Athenian could not go to 
the theatre every day. That would be emotional 
dysentery. He took his purge regularly twice a 
year. Thus the emotions that would otherwise have 
curdled or atrophied were stirred to a storm and 
safely drawn off. To afford this pleasurable relief is 
the object of poetic drama. Poets must be recalled 
from exile to serve as medical officers. 

This is Aristotle’s chief contribution to the art of 
literary criticism, of which he was the first fully- 
qualified professional practitioner. That the content 
of the art-form is “ universal ’’ is a truth borrowed 

« Poetics, ch. ix. § 1. 
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from Plato who had absent-mindedly forgotten it. 
That its aim is a peculiar form of pleasure, tlie pleasure 
of having one’s emotions stirred not by the facts of 
life but by their artistic representation, that scems 
to have been Aristotle’s own discovery. 

His other merits as a critic are those of an analyt- 
ical scientist. His treatment of style is the best 
example. He pins a poem on his board for observa- 
tion. What makes it different from a piece of prose ? 
Not only the metre. There is a difference in voca- 
bulary as well. “Strange words,” the poet uses. 
Not strange words only, that would be jargon. <A 
judicious mixture of strange and ordinary words. 
Then he will be both intelligible and “ poetic.” An 
uninspiring recipe, but as sound as careful observa- 
tion and analysis can make it. Peter Bell was no 
more blind to the beauty of his primrose than is 
Aristotle to the enchantment of words. 

And it is the same with “plot.” The plays he 
knows are set for careful observation, he probes 
them with his scalpel, distinguishes, compares, and 
draws conclusions. The resultant rules are admir- 
ably sound—a plot must have unity, it must be oe 
story, not several; it must not be so long that the 
audience forgets the beginning before it is ended ; 
the hero must be “ heroic” and must cause his fate 
but not deserve it; the chorus must play its part in 
the action ; psychology must be subordinate to plot. 
His conclusions are impeccable ; but they allow the 
crudest melodrama to rank with the Oedipus T'yrannus 
and above the Agamemnon. That Greek Tragedians 
were the Prophets of their age he seems wholly 
unaware. 
And why is it that Greek Tragedies all deal with 
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the adventures of a small group of heroes? He has 
observed fuis in the course of his enalysis, and made 
a careful note of it. The reason must be that these 
stories alone fulfil the exacting requirements of a 
tragic plot. A perfect example of the circular argu- 
ment; and not a hint of the historical reason that 
tragedy arose as a means of interpreting the saga 
stories in the light of a later morality. One might as 
well explain I'ra Angelico’s choice of subjects without 
a reference to the Catholic religion. 

But science has its use among the Arts, and 
Aristotle’s indifference to literature gives value to 
his observation. Unmoved by the grandeur of 
Aeschylus and the sparkle of Aristophanes, he was 
all the more able to analyse their work objectively, 
and such principles in the art of literary criticism. as 
are capable of exact definition he deduced and settled 
once for all. His dissection discovers all the great 
first principles except the principle of life, and, while 
we deplore the capital omission, we must admit that 
he has taught all later critics more than they can ever 
afford to forget. 
The critics who followed along the trail which 

Aristotle blazed as the most enterprising of human 
pioneers, were dull dogs who reproduced his vices 
without any of his merits. The pedants of Alex- 
andria and Pergamos confined themselves either to 
verbal criticisin or to the literal examination of poctic 
statements, a futility to which the twenty-fifth 
chapter of the Poetics might have supplied an anti- 
dote. A Victorian statistician once criticized Tenny- 
son’s statement: “‘ Every moment dics a man, and 
every moment one is born,” and urged him to insert 
the decimal points of strict accuracy. He might 
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have thrived at Alexandria. Even Aristarchus, who 
asserted the princfple of “ explaining Homer by him- 
self,” rejected the line which stated that Odysseus 
opened and shut the door of the Wooden Horse ; 
fupwpod yap épyov; Odysseus was no mere porter. 
Nor could Aphrodite have demeaned her godhead 
by setting a chair for Helen; and never could 
Nausicaa have been so indelicate as to propose to 
Odysseus. 

Hqually futile was the invention and analysis of 
technical terms to express the myriad facets of litera- 
ture——‘‘anthypallage,” “ epanaphora,” “ anadiplosis”’ 
—a bleak pageant of terminological exactitudes, the 
heartless anatomy of dead literature by critics who 
regarded any piece of writing as a chemical com- 
pound easily produced by those who would learn 
from them the appropriate formula, Criticism had 
deserted the throne of philosophy to cohabit with 
philology and syntax. ! 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus certainly raised the 
tone in the last century z.c. He inherits Aristotle’s 
common sense and adds to it an appreciation of 
beauty in phrase and rhythm, dealing freely, as the 
earlier critics seldom dealt, with prose as well as 
poetry. But he was a propagandist and a school- 
master. His aims were to advocate the merits of 
the plain “classical” style against wanton Asiatic 
innovations and to teach his pupils how to avoid 
faults in composition. The former aim limits his 
sympathy almost to the point of absurdity and in 
pursuing the latter aim he failed to notice that all 
rules for writing are rules for writing badly. He can 
justly appreciate what he likes and give reasons for 
his liking, but he lacks the supreme critical quality 
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of responding to all excellence in literature and 
infecting his audience with enthusiasm. 

This supreme quality “ Longinus”’ possesses. 
“Till now,” says Gibbon in his Journal, ‘I was 
acquainted only with two ways of criticizing a beauti- 
ful passage, the one to show by an exact anatomy 
of it the distinct beauties of it and whence they 
sprung; the other an idle exclamation or a general 
encomium, which leaves nothing behind it. Longinus 
has shown me that there is a third. He tells me his 
own feelings upon reading it, and tells them with 
such energy that he communicates them.” When 
Gibbon wrote that, he believed the author of the 
treatise On the Sublime to be Longinus of Palmyra, 
the friend and counsellor of Queen Zenobia, and 
acknowledged by his contemporaries of the third 
century a.p. to be one of the greatest of literary 
critics. Gibbon liked to think that he had “ in the 
Court of a Syrian Queen preserved the spirit of 
ancient Athens.” Later students have found reason 
to doubt the ascription. The manuscripts of chief 
authority give the author, some as “ Dionysius 
Longinus,” others as “ Dionysius or Longinus.” 
Zenobia’s counsellor was Cassius Longinus. But 
perhaps he had the name of Dionysius as well? Or 
if-not that, then “ Dionysius or Longinus ” may be 
taken to express a doubt whether the author is 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus or Cassius Longinus of 
Palmyra ; and no one who has read the former can 
hesitate for a moment between the horns of that 
dilemma. Whoever is the author of this admirable 
treatise, it is not Dionysius of Halicarnassus. But 
there is certainly reason to doubt that the treatise 
was written as late as the third century a.p. It has 
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no affinity to the age of Aurelian. It sets out to con- 
trovert a work wfitten in the reign of Augustus. It 

mentions no author later than the firs century a.p. 
The description of the Roman world in the last 
chapter suits the first century better than the third, 
and suggests an obvious comparison with Tacitus’s 
Dialogue on Oratory. Certainly the arguments for 
Cassius Longinus as the author of this treatise are 
not more conclusive than those against. All we can 
safely say of the author is that we do not know who 
he was or where he lived or when he wrote. His 
excellence and his influence are matters of far grcater 
importance. 

Strangely enough the records of “ antiquity ” 
contain no reference to this treatise, and its exist- 
ence was unknown until Robortello published it at 
Basle in 1554. It was republished and translated in 
Italy, Switzerland, and England during the following 
hundred years but remained a close preserve for 
scholars until in 1674 Boileau published his trans- 
lation, which was re-issued more than twenty times 
in the next hundred years. From that moment 
** Longinus on the Sublime ” won fame commensur- 
ate with his merits, and the list of his students and 
admirers includes such names as those of Fénelon, 
Dryden, Addison, Pope, Goldsmith, Reynolds, Hurd, 
Fielding, Sterne, Gibbon, Fox, and Grattan. And 
whereas Aristotle’s Poetics won for a time the position 
of a Bible and was most adulated by those who under- 
stood it least, the eulogists of Longinus clearly speak 
from warmth of personal acquaintance, inspired by 
his enthusiasm and grateful for the stimulus to their 
appreciation of literature. As one of his modern 
admirers says: ‘‘ What Swift observed of books 
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generally, {hat they give the same tone to our mind 
as good,company gives to our air*and manners, is 
particularly applicable to this treatise. It is essenti- 
ally noble ; it is inspiring, it is elevating, it is illumin- 
ing; it taught criticism a new language, it breathed 
into it a new soul.”* The history of literature is 
full of adventure, but it records no fate more romantic 
than this of our unknown author, who came into his 
own twelve or fifteen hundred years after his death, 
and enjoys to-day a fame his dreams could never have 
foretold. 

The merit of this brief and mutilated treatise is 
that for the first time in human history, a critic here 
faces the consequences of Aristotle’s admission that 
the end of literature is pleasure, the kind of pleasure 
which it alone can give; and that this is valuable 
not as a means towards guiding conduct or cajoling 
a jury but as an end in itself. The criterion of 
excellence in literature is the absorption or illusion 
(éxoraots) of the audience or reader and that effect 
comes not from the mechanical application of rules 
or the rigid avoidance of mistakes but from the ex- 
pression of a forceful human character. Just as fine 
glass or well cast iron rings true to the stroke, so 
grandeur or sublimity in art gives the unmistakable 
“ring” of a great soul. “‘ Style is the shadow of a 
personality.” 

The chief means by which personality can thus be 
expressed are beautiful words, but to their proper 
use sincerity is essential, a mind full of meaning. 
There is nothing more nauseating than their empty 
and frivolous use. And since there is need also of 

« Churton Collins, Studies in Poetry and Criticism (Bell 
& Sons, 1903), 
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technical skill before personality can be adequately 
expressed in words, ‘‘ Longinus ” employs the terms 
and categories which the philological anatomists 
invented. He speaks of tropes and figures. But 
throughout he insists that these are only means of 
analysis. The one essential is genuine feeling. 
Without that no skill in writing is of value and its 
presence covers a multitude of faults. 

Sensitive, acute, enthusiastic, here is a critic who 
makes it clear at last beyond all doubt that literature 
is a function of life and that those who, having some- 
thing to say, have learnt how to say it create a 
revelation as sweet to the world as the making of it 
is to them, and work one of the many miracles that 
make life worth living. 

=x 
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NOTE ON THE TEXT 

Tur text here printed is based on Vahlen’s third 
edition (Leipzig, 1885), and the chief deviations 
from it are noted at the foot of each page. 

The prime source of all existing texts of the 
Poetics is the eleventh century Paris manuscript, 
No. 1741, designated as A° To the manuscripts of 
the Renaissance few, except Dr. Margoliouth, now 
assign any independent value, but they contain 
useful suggestions for the correction of obvious 
errors and defects in A®. These are here designated 
“copies.” V. stands for Vahlen’s third edition, and 
By. for the late Professor Ingram Bywater, who has 
earned the gratitude and admiration of all students 
of the Poetics by his services both to the text and 
to its interpretation. 

Then there is the Arabic transcript. Translated 
in the eleventh century from a Syriac translation 
made in the eighth century; it appears to make 
little sense, but sometimes gives dim visions of the 
readings of a manuscript three centuries older but 
not necessarily better than A‘, readings which 
confirm some of the improvements introduced into 
Renaissance texts, 
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2 

APIS TOTEAOTS 

TIEPI IlOIHTIKHS 

1. Tlepi TOUNTUCTS auras ihe Kab Tay elocov avTis, 

vv rive Suvapuy éxaotTov éxer, Kab ms del ovr- 
toracba Tous pdbous et peer Karas eGew a) 
moinots, ere be ex moowy Kal mrotcov éort popiwy, 
dpoiws 5é Kat wept rdv dAkwy doa Tis adris éore 
p<0680u, Acyeper dp&duevo. Kara dvow mpdrov 
dro T&v mpdrwv. 

*"Ezrorrouia 87) Kal % THs tpaywdias mroinots ery 
dé Kepeepdia Kab F SPupapBorounrucn Kab THS avd- 
Aqructis 7 meiorn Kab Baprorixis, maou. Tuy: 

3 xdvovow odoa puproers TO ovvodor, Stap€povor dé 
aAArAcsy Tpioiv, 4 yep TQ yéveu érépots [upeetoba 
7) TD erepa 7 7 érépos Kat pay Tov atrov TpdTor. 

4 @omep yap Kat xpdpwace Kal oxTact ToAAd jute 
1 yéver AC: ép Vi 

@ The explanation of ulunots, as Aristotle uses the wor ‘a, 
demands a treatise; all that a footnule can say is this -— 
Life ‘‘ presents ” ,to the arlist the phenomena of sense, 
which the artist “re-presents” in his own medium, giving 
coherence, designing a pat tlern. That this is true not only 
of drama and fiction but es of relia music (‘‘ most 
flute-playing and harp “playing *’ was more obvious to a 
Greek than to us, since Greek instrumental music was more 
definitely imitative. The technical display of the virtuoso 
4 



ARISTOTLE’S POETICS 

1. Ler us here deal with Poetry, its essence and its 
several species, with the characteristic function of 
each species and the way in which plots must be 
constructed if the poem is to be a success; and also 
with the number and character of the constituent 
parts of a poem, and similarly with all other matters 
proper to this same inquiry; and let us, as nature 
directs, begin first with first principles. 

Kipie poetry, then, and the poetry of tragic drama, 
and, moreover, comedy and dithyrambic poetry, and 
most flute-playing and harp-playing, these, speak- 
ing generally, may all be said to be “‘ representa- 
tions of life.” ? But they differ one from another 
in three ways: either in using means generically 
different ® or in representing different objects or in 
representing objects not in the same way but in a 
different manner. Tor just as by the use both of 
colour and form pcople represent many objects, 

Plato describes as ‘a beastly noise.” Since xtyqets in 
this sense and gisyris and the verb pisetofar have a wider 
scope than any one English word, it is necessary to use 
more than one word in translation, eg. giuyris is what 
we call an ‘artist’; and for uiuyow where “ representa- 
tion * would be clumsy we may use the word “art”; 
the adjective must be ‘‘ imitative,” since “ representative ” 
has other meanings. ee 

» je. means that can be divided into separate categories. 
5 
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podvrat Twes dgreucadlovres (of pev Sud réxvys of bé 
ud oun Geias), erEpor dé Sua Ths puis," ouTw Kav 
rails eipnévais TEXVOLLS dmracae per movobyran Thy 
peunow ev prdue@ Kal Ady Kal dppovia, Tovrous 3 

57) Xewpis 7 [ue peypevors otov dpjovia per Kal pudud 
Xpdpevat povov q Te abryrucn Kal KBaprorexn 
Kav eb Tues Erepau Tuyxdvovow ovoo <rovatrat > 

6 TI Sdvapw olov y Tov oupiyyov adr dé 7@ ) pvdu@ 
pupodyrau xwpis dpyovias at Tay dpxnoTay, Kat 
va,p obroe dud Tov oxn Bare opeveay pubuav posodv~ 
Tar Kab HOn Kab man kal mpdters. 

7 ‘H dé [errozrouia ]* pdvov Tots Adyous ytAots 7 rots 
1447 b pérpous ral ToUToLs cire puyvica, per’ aAAjAwY Eth 

évi Tw yevet xpwpevy TOY weTPUWY <dvdvupios >° 
8 Tuyxdvet otcoa® HExXpe Tob viv, ovdev yap dy EXouwev 
dvopdoat Kouvov rods Ladgpovos Kal & Bevdpyou pat- 

9 Lous weal Tovs Xwxparucods Adyous ode eb Tis 
dud TpyLeTpwy i) eeyetov 7) nq Tov dAAwy TWwav TaY 

10 Towovrey qToLotro TI polpenoty: may ab dvOperrrot ye 
ouvdarovres TH perp TO mrovely eAeyelorrotovs TOvs 
de € emromouods dvopdLovow, oby ads Kara THY piunow 
motos aAAd, Kowh Kara TO ET pOV mpooayopevov- 

ll res kat yap dy larpixov 7 povowxdy te Sid THY 

} éroroula, deleted by Ucberweg and omitted in the Arabic 
version, is probably a mistaken gloss, It gives no satisfactory 
sense. 

* dvdvuyos inserted by Bernays: confirmed by Arabic 
version. 

8 ruyydver ofca Suckow for ruyydvoven AS 

® waéy Kal wpdtes cover the whole field of life, what men 
do (wpd&es) and what men experience (rdéy). Since rdOy 
means also “ emotions’ that sense may be present here, 

6 



POETIGS, 1. 4-11 

making likemesses of them—some having a know- 
ledge of art and some working empirically—and 
just as others use the human voice; so is jt also in 
the arts which we have mentioned, they all make 
their representations in rhythm and language and 
tune, using these means either separately or in 
combination. For tune and rhythm alone are em- 
ployed in flute-playing and harp-playing and in any 
other arts which have a similar function, as, for 
example, pipe-playing. Rhythm alone without tune 
is employed by dancers in their representations, for 
by means of rhythmical gestures they represent both 
character and experiences and actions.* 

But the art which employs words either in bare 
prose or in metres, either in one kind of metre or 
combining several, happens up to the present day 
to have no name. For we can find no common 
term to apply to the mimes of Sophron and Xen- 
archus® and to the Socratic dialogues: nor again 
supposing a poet were to make his representation in 
iambics or elegiacs or any other such metre—except 
that people attach the word poet (maker) to the 
name of the metre and speak of elegiac poets and 
of others as epic poets. Thus they do not call them 
poets in virtue of their representation but apply 
the name indiscriminately in virtue of the metre. 
For if people publish medical or scientific treatises 
but as a technical term in this treatise rdéos is a calamity 
or tragic incident, something that happens to the hero. 

’ Sophron and Xenarchus, said to be father and son, 
lived in Syracuse, the elder a contemporary of Euripides. 
They wrote “ mimes,” 7.¢. simple and usually farcical 
sketches of familiar incidents, similar to the mimes of 
Herondas and the fiftecuth Idyll of Theocritus, but in prose, 
There was a tradition that their mimes suggested to Plato 
the use of dialogue. 7 
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* Empedocles (floruit 445 3.c.) expressed. his philosophical 
and religious teaching in hexameter verse, to which Aristotle 
elsewhere attributes genuine value as poetry, but it is here 
excluded from the ranks of poetry because the object is 
definitely didactic. 

» Chaeremon was a tragedian and rhapsodist. The 
Centaur was apparently an experiment which might be 
classed as either drama or epic. Cy. chapter xxiv. § IL. 

* See Additional Note, p. 116. 
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in metre th® custom is to call them poets. But 
Homer arfl Empedocles* have nothing in common 
except the metre, so that it would be proper to 
call the one a poet and the other not a poet but a 
scientist. Similarly if a man makes his represen- 
tation by combining all the metres, as Chacremon 
did when he wrote his rhapsody The Centaur, a 
medley of all the metres, he too should be given 
the name of poet.? On this point the distinctions 
thus made may suflice. 

There are certain arts which employ all the means 
which I have mentioned, such as rhythm and tune 
and metre—dithyrambic and “nomic” poetry,® for 
example, and tragedy too and comedy. The differ- 
ence here is that some use all these at once, others 
use now one now another. These differences then 
in the various arts I call the means of representation. 

2, Since living persons ® are the objects of repre- 
sentation, these must necessarily be either good men 
or inferior—thus only are characters normally dis- 
tinguished, since ethical differences depend upon 
vice and virtue—that is to say either better than 
ourselves or worse or much what we are. It is the 
same with painters. Polygnotus depicted men as 
better than they are and Pauson worse, while 
Dionysius made likenesses.° Clearly each of the 

@ Literally “ men doing or experiencing something.” Cf, 
p. 22, note 6, 

* Polygnotus’s portraits were in the grand style and yet 
expressive of character (ef. ch. vi. § 15): Aristophanes 
alludes to a Pauson as a “ perfectly wicked caricaturist ”’ : 
Dionysius of Colophon earned the name of “the man- 
painter because he always painted men and presumably 
made “ good likenesses,” 
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” 4 v4 , as \ LY ¢ a 3. "Ere 5¢ rovrwy tpirn diadopa 7d ws exaora 
2rovrwy pyujoatro dv Tis. Kab yap ev rots adbrots 
Kal Ta adra pipetobar gorw 7) dré pev daayyéeA- 
Aovra éré 8°? érepdv Te yuyvdpevov womep “Opnpos 

a Me 1 14 9 8 1 oA , a motel, ) as [rov]* adrov Kat wh peraBdddorra, 7 
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47g By.: ra A which V. brackets. 
2 yao] no satisfactory explanation. A line may be lost 

giving names of two writers and the title of the subject 
which they treated differently. : 

84. , éré 5] Zeller’s alteration of Ac which omits éré & 
and gives # in its place. 

4 [rdv] cut out by By. to give exact sense required. 
5 advra Casaubon for A° rdvrac. 

s Cleophon wrote “epics” (7.e. hexameter poems), de- 
scribing scenes of daily life in commonplace diction (cf. 
ch. xxii. § 2): Hegemon wrote mock epics in the style of 
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above mentitgned arts will admit of these distinctions, 
and they-will differ in representing objects which 
differ from eacl*other in the way here described. In 
painting too, and flute-playing and harp-playing, 
these diversities may certainly be found, and it is the 
same in prose and in unaccompanied verse. For 
instance Homer's people are “ better,’ Cleophon’s 
are “like,” while in Hegemon of Thasos, the first 
writer of parodies, and in Nicochares, the author of 
the Poltrooniad, they are “ worse.” It is the same 
in dithyrambic and nomic poetry, for instance « * * 
a writer might draw characters like the Cyclops as 
drawn by Timotheus and Philoxenus.? It is just in 
this respect that tragedy differs from comedy. The 
latter sets out to represent people as worse than they 
are to-day, the former as better. 

3. A third difference in these arts is the manner 
in which one may represent each of these objecis. 
For in representing the same objects by the same 
means it is possible to proceed either partly by 
narrative and partly by assuming a character other 
than your own—this is Homer’s method—or by 
remaining yourself without any such change, or else 
to represent the characters as carrying out the whole 
action themselves. 

These, as we said above, are the three differ- 
ences which form the several species of the art of 
representation, the means, the objects, and the 
manner. 

the surviving Batile of Frogs and Mice: of Nicochares 
nothing is known, but his forte was evidently satire. 

» Both famous dithyrambic poets. There is evidence 
that Philoxenus treated Polyphemus in the vein of satires 
Timotheus may have drawn a more dignified picture. 

1] 
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2Qairia, Svo rwes Kai adras prowKat. TO TE dp 
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“Drama” being derived from dpay “to do.” 
: > The inhabitants of Megara Hyblaea. 
8 Epicharmus of Cos wrote in Sicily burlesques and 

i mimies ” * depicting scenes of daily life. He and Phormis 
were “ originators of comedy ” in that they sketched types 
instead of lampooning individuals (ef. ch. v. § 5): 
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It folloys that in one respect Sophocles would be 
the same kind of artist as Homer, Yor both represent 
good men, angl in another respect he would resemble 
Aristophanes, for they both represent men in action 
and doing things. And that according to some is the 
reason why they are called ‘“‘ dramas,” because they 
present people as doing “things. And for this reason 
the Dorians claim as their own both tragedy and 
comedy—comedy is claimed both by the Megarians 
here in Greece, who say that it originated in the 
days of their democracy, and by the Megarians in 
Sicily,” for it was from there the poet Epicharmus ¢ 
came, who was much earlier than Chionides and 
Magnes; and tragedy some of the Peloponnesians 
claim. Their evidence is the two names. Their 
name, they say, for suburb villages is «@pac—the 
Atheuians call them ‘‘ Demes ’”—and comedians are 
so called not from kwydfev, “to revel,” but because 
they were turned out of the towns and went strolling 
round the villages («k@yar). Their word for action, 
they add, is Spay, whereas the Athenian word is 
mpdtrev. So much then for the differences, their 
number, and their nature. 

4, Speaking generally, poetry seems to owe its 
origin to two particular causes, both natural. From 
childhood men have an instinct for representation, 
and in this respect man differs from the other 
animals that he is far more imitative and learns his 
first lessons by representing things. And then there 
is the enjoyment people always get from representa- 
tions. What happens in actual experience proves 
this, for we enjoy looking at accurate likenesses of 

Chionides and Magnes we only know that they were “ early” 
comedians, ze. in the first half of the fifth century u.c 
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@ It is not clear whether the ‘‘ two natural causes” are 
(1) the instinct for imitation, (2) the natural enjoyment of 
mimicry by others; or whether these two are combined 
into one and the second cause is the instinct for tune and 
rhythm. Obviously this last is an essential cause of poetry. 
14 
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things wich are themselves painful to see, obscene 
beasts, for instance, and corpses The reason is 
this. Learning things gives great pleasure not only 
to philosophers but also in the same way to all 
other men, though they share this pleasure only to 
a small degree. The reason why we enjoy seeing 
likenesses is that, as we look, we learn and infer 
what each is, for instance, “‘ that is so and so.” 
If we have never happened to see the original, 
our pleasure is not dué to the representation as such 
but to the technique or the colour or some other 
such cause. 
We have, then, a natural instinct for representa- 

tion and for tune and rhythm *—for the metres are 
obviously sections of rhythms '—and starting with 
these instincts men very gradually developed them 
until they produced poetry out of their improvisa- 
tions. Poetry then split into two kinds according 
to the poet’s nature. For the more serious poets 
represented fine doings and the doings of fine men, 
while those of a less exalted nature represented 
the actions of inferior men, at first writing satire 
just as the others at first wrote hymns and eulogies. 
Before Homer we cannot indeed name any such 
poem, though there were probably many satirical 
poets, but starting from Homer, there is, for in- 
stance, his Margites* and other similar poems. 
For these the iambic metre was fittingly introduced 
and that is why it is still called iambic, because it 

> eg. the rhythm of the blacksmith’s hammer or of a 
trotting horse is dactylic, but the hexameter is a“ section ” 
or slice of that rhythm ; it is cut up into sixes. 

¢ A famous burlesque which Aristotle attributes to Homer. 
“ Other similar poems ’’ must mean other early burlesques 
not necessarily attributed to Homer. 
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« Since the iambic came to be the metre of invective, 
the verb iauBlfex acquired the meaning “to Jampoon.” 
Seas probably implied a derivation from idrrew, ‘‘ to 
assa 
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was the metre in which they lampooned each other.* 
Of the ancients some wrote heroit verse and some 
iambic. And,just as Homer was a supreme poet in 
the serious style, since he alone made his representa- 
tions not only good but also dramatic, so, too, he 
was the first to mark out the main lines of comedy, 
since he made his drama not out of personal satire 
but out of the laughable as such. His Margites 
indeed provides an analogy: as are the Jtad and 
Odyssey to our tragedies, so is the Margites to our 
comedies. 
When tragedy and comedy came to light, poets 

were drawn by their natural bent towards one or 
the other. Some became writers of comedies 
instead of lampoons, the others produced tragedies 
instead of epics; the reason being that the former 
is in each case a higher kind of art and has greater 
value. 

To consider whether tragedy is fully developed 
by now in all its various species or not, and to 
criticize it both in itself and in relation to the 
stage, that is another question. At any rate it orig- 
inated in improvisation—both tragedy itself and 
comedy. The one came from the prelude? to the 
dithyramb and the other from the prelude to the 
phallic songs which still survive as institutions in 
many cities. Tragedy then gradually evolved as 
men developed each element that came to light 
and after going through many changes, it stopped 

» Before the chorus began (or in pauses between their 
songs) the leader of the performance would improvise some 
appropriate tale or state the theme which they were to 
elaborate. Thus he was called 6 cEdpyoy or ‘‘ the starter,” 
and becaie in time the first ‘‘ actor.” 
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* A Satyr play was an interlude performed by a troupe 
of actors dressed as the goat-like followers of Dionysus. 
Hence rpaywoia, “ goat-song.”’ Aristotle seems so clear about 
this that he does not trouble to give a full explanation. 
But we can see from this passage that the Satyr plays were 
short, jocose and in the trochaic metre which suited their 
dances, and that in Aristotle’s view tragedy was evolved 
from these. No example of a primitive Satyr play survives, 
but we can make inferenees from the later, more sophisticated 
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when it hd found its own natural form. Thus it was 
Aeschylus who first raised the number of the actors 
from one to two. He also curtailed the chorus and 
gave the dialogue the leading part. Three actors 
and scene-painting Sophocles introduced. Then as 
to magnitude. Being a development of the Satyr 
play,* it was quite late before tragedy rose from 
short plots and comic diction to its full dignity, and 
that the iambic metre was used instead of the 
trochaic tetrameter. At first they used the tetra- 
meter because its poetry suited the Satyrs and was 
better for dancing, but when dialogue was intro- 
duced, Nature herself discovered the proper metre. 
The iambic is indeed the most conversational of the 
metres, and the proof is that in talking to each other 
we most often use iambic lines but very rarely 
hexameters and only when we rise above the ordinary 
pitch of conversation. Then there is the number 
of acts. The further embellishments’ and the 
story of their introduction one by one we may take 
as told, for it would probably be a long task to go 
through them in detail. 

5. Comedy, as we have said, is a representation 
of inferior people, not indeed in the full sense of 
the word bad, but the laughable is a species of 
the base or ugly. It consists in some blunder or 
ugliness that does not cause pain or disaster, an 
Cyclops of Euripides and the fragments of Sophocles’ 
"Tyvevral, The Trackers, We cannot be certain that Aristotle’s 
theory is historically correct; the balance of evidence is 
against it, > Masks, costumes, ete. 

«* Ugly’? was to a Greek an equivalent of ‘ bad.” 
The persons in Comedy are “ inferior” (see chapter fi.) bat 
have only one of the many qualities which make un Ugliness 
or Badness, viz. the quality of being ludicrous and therefore 
in some degree contemptible. 
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* Probably about 465 z.c. 
> In the fifth century dramatists submitted their plays to 
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obvious ‘xample being the comic mask which is 
ugly and distorted but not painful? 

‘The various stages of tragedy and the originators 
of each are well known, but comedy remains obscure 
because it was not at first treated seriously. Indeed 
it is only quite late in its history ¢ that the archon 
granted a chorus for a comic poet ; before that they 
were volunteers.2. Comedy had already taken certain 
forms before there is any mention of those who are 
calledits poets. Who introduced masks or prologues, 
the number of actors, and so on,is not known. Plot 
making [Epicharmus and Phormis]¢ originally came 
from Sicily, and of the Athenian poets Crates 4 
was the first to give up the lampooning form and to 
generalize his dialogue and plots. 

Epic poetry agreed with tragedy only in so far 
as it was a metrical representation of heroic action, 
but inasmuch as it has a single metre and is narrative 
in that respect they are different. And then as 
regards length, tragedy tends to fall within a single 
revolution of the sun or slightly to exceed that, 
whereas epic is unlimited in point of time; and 
that is another difference, although originally the 
practice was the same in tragedy as in epic poetry. 

the archon in charge of the festival at which they wished 
them to be performed. He selected the number required by 
the particular festival, and to the poets thus selected ** granted 
a chorus,” é.¢. provided a choregus who paid the expenses of 
the chorus. The earlier “volunteers” had themselves paid 
for and produced their plays. 

¢ Kpicharmus and Phormis, being both early Sicilian 
“ comedians” (ef. p. 12, note ¢), are appropriatehere. Hither 
part of a sentence is lost or an explanatory note has got 
into the text. 

¢ Fragments of his comedies survive, dating about the 
middle of the fifth century z.c. 

Be al 
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6. lepi pev oby Tis ev ef aeTpots Myantucis Kab 
TEpl KWpWdlas LoTEpoV epotuey" mept be Tpayedias 
Adyupev dmoAaBovres adriis ex Tov elpneveny TOV 

2 ywopevov 6pov THs ovolas. éorw oby Tpaywoia 
puipnous mpagews omovoalas Kad TeAcias peyebos 
exovons, povopevyp Adyas xwpls éxdota’ réy «idan 
év rots poptous, Spuvrav Kak ob bu dmayyeNas, de 
éAgou Kal PoBov mepaivovea THY TOV TOLOUTEY maby - 

3 pdroov Kabapow. Aéyos be 7Ovopevov pev Adyvov TOY 
4 exovra pubucy Kab dppoviay Kat péhos, vo Se xwpis 
Tots eldeot TO Sid eTpwv evia pdvoy mepaivecbas 
Kal mddw & érepa dud phous. 

5 "Exrel dé mdr roves mowdvrat THY poinow, mpa- 
tov per e€ dvayxns dv ein Te Hdpiov Tpaywdias 6 
ris drfiecos Kdopos, cira pehorrouta Kat eis: ev 

6 Tovrois yep movodvrar THY pipnow. Aeyw 5é AdEw 
pev rourny” Thy TOV jwérpwv atvbeow, pshorouay 

76é 6 ry Suvayuey davepav exer mea. evel dé 
mpagecus € cork pipnors, mpdrrera dé bard Tway mpor~ 
rovTwy, os dvayKn wovovs rivas elvan KaTd TE TO 

A éedory Tyrwhitt for Ae éxaorou, 
2 rairyy By. for AS ari. 

* i.e. epic poetry. 
> Margoliouth’s phrase, ‘ta chapter of life,” illuminates 

the meaning, since mpaéus includes what the hero does and 
what happens to him. (Cf. ch. ii. line 1 and note.) 
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The eciystituent parts are some of them the same 
and some peculiar to tragedy. ‘Consequently any 
one who knqws about tragedy, good and bad, knows 
about epics too, since tragedy has all the elements 
of epic poetry, though the elements of tragedy are 
not all present in the epic. 

6. With the representation of life in hexameter 
verse? and with comedy we will deal later. 
We must now treat of tragedy after first 
gathering up the definition of its nature which 
results from what we have said already. Tragedy 
is, then, a representation of an action? that is 
heroic and complete and of a certain magnitude 
~-by means of language enriched with all kinds of 
ornament, each used separately in the different 
parts of the play: it represents men in action and 
does not use narrative, and through pity and fear it 
effects relief to these and similar emotions. By 
“ Janguage enriched’ I mean that which has rhythm 
and tune, i.e. song, and by “ the kinds separately ” 
I mean that some effects are produced by verse 
alone and some again by song. 

Since the representation is performed by living 
persons, it follows at once that one essential part of 
a tragedy is the spectacular effect, and, besides that, 
song-making and diction. For these are the means 
of the representation. By “ diction’ I mean here 
the metrical arrangement of the words ; and “ song- 
making ” I use in the full, obvious sense of the word. 
And since tragedy represents action and is acted 
by living persons, who must of necessity have certain 

¢ The sense of ‘‘ the pity of it * and fear lest such disasters 
might befall ourselves are not the only emotions which 
tragedy releases, but Aristotle specifies them as the most 
characteristic. For «é@apers see Introduction, pp. xiliand xiv. 
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KEXPNVT OL rots eBeow" Kat yap diets é exet meV Kob 
Hoos Kab p0Gov Kal AdEw Kat pédos Kal Sidvo.ay 
WIAUTWS. 

12 Meéytorov dé rovrwr eorly i) TOV mpay dir eay ov- 
oracis' 4 yap Tpaywota payors éorw ovic dvOpumeov 
ddAa mpdgews Kat Btov Kat <ddaynovias <Kab KAKO- 
Saysovias, 7 a 5e eddaynovia > ral 4 karcoBauLovia, € ev 
mpager € éorly Kal TO réhos mpakis TUS éoriv, od Trou ~ 
7s" elo dé KaTad mev Ta 70 mrovol Twes, Kara dé 

13 Tas mpacers eddaiuoves 7 7 Tovvaytiov. odKovv Orrws 
Ta HOn HyOWVTOL mparrovow, ara, re 701 oUpL- 
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1 gépuxe & for A® wrdduxey and gor 5 for 6é are both 
suggested by By. and seem necessary. 

® The “ means” are diction and music: the “ manner ” 
is “spectacle”: the “ objects” represented are actions or 
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qualities *»f character and thought—for it is these 
which determine the quality of an action; indeed 
thought and character are the natural causes of 
any action and it is in virtue of these that all men 
succeed. or fail—it follows then that it is the plot 
which represents the action. By “plot” I mean 
here the arrangement of the incidents : “ character ” 
is that which determines the quality of the agents, 
and “thought”? appears wherever in the dialogue 
they put forward an argument or deliver an opinion, 

Necessarily then every tragedy has six constituent 
parts, and on these its quality depends. These are 
plot, character, diction, thought, ‘spectacle, and 
song. Two of these are the means of representa- 
tion: one 'is the manner: three are the objects 
represented.? This list is exhaustive, and practically 
all the poets employ these elements, for every drama 
includes alike spectacle and character and plot and 
diction and song and thought. 

The most important of these is the arrangement 
of the incidents,® for tragedy is not a representation 
of men but of a piece of action, of life, of happiness 
and unhappiness, which come under the head of 
action, and the end aimed at is the representation 
not of qualities of character but of some action ; 
and while character makes men what they are, it is 
their actions and experiences that make them happy 
or the opposite. They do not therefore act to re- 
present character, but character-study is included 
for the sake of the action. It follows that the 
incidents and the plot are the end at which tragedy 
aims, and in everything the end aimed at is of prime 

experiences and the moral or intellectual qualities of the 
dramatis personae. > ie.“ plot,” as defined above. 
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* See p. 9, note a Zeuxis’s portraits were “ ideal ” (ef. 
chapter xxv. 28). 

® See chapter xi- 
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importante. Moreover, you could not have a tragedy 
without action, but you can Rave one without 
character-study. Indeed the tragedies of most 
modern poets are without this, and, speaking gen- 
erally, there are many such writers, whose case 
is like that of Zeuxis compared with Polygnotus.¢ 
The latter was good at depicting character, but 
there is nothing of this in Zeuxis’s painting. A 
further argument is that if a man writes a series of 
speeches full of character and excellent in point of 
diction and thought, he will not achieve the proper 
function of tragedy nearly so well as a tragedy 
which, while inferior in these qualities, has a plot 
or arrangement of incidents. And furthermore, two 
of the most important elements in the emotional 
effect of tragedy, “ reversals ’’ and “ discoveries,” ® 
are parts of the plot. And here is further proof: 
those who try to write tragedy are much sooner 
successful in language and character-study than in 
arranging the incidents. It is the same with almost 
all the earliest poets. 

The plot then is the first principle and as it 
were the soul of tragedy: character comes second. 
It is much the same also in painting; if a man 
smeared a canvas with the loveliest colours at random, 
it would not give as much pleasure as an outline in 
black and white.2 And it is mainly because a play 
is a representation of action that it also for that 
reason represents people. 

Third comes ‘“‘ thought.” This means the ability 
to say what is possible and appropriate. It comes 
in the dialogue and is the function of the statesman’s 

¢ Selection and design are necessary for any work of 
“ representation.” 
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1 roy dv \éyw By. for A® ray udv Adyur, 

* Cf. chapter xix. 
> Or ‘in the style of ordinary people, 

rhetorical artifice. 
° wpoalpests is a technical term in Aristotle’s ethics, 

corresponding to our use of the term “ Will,” the deliberate 
adoption of any course of conduct or Hine of action. It is 
a man’s will or choice in this sense that determines the 
goodness or badness of his character. If character is to be 
revealed in drama, a man must be shown in the exercise 
of his will, choosing between one line of conduct and another, 
28 
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or the rMetorician’s art. The old writers made 
their characters talk like statesnfen,® the moderns 
like rhetoriciens. 

Character is that which reveals choice,° shows 
what sort of thing a man chooses or avoids in cireum- 
stances where the choice is not obvious, so those 
speeches convey no character in which there is 
nothing whatever which the speaker chooses or 
avoids. 
“Thought” you find in speeches which contain 

an argument that something is or is not, or a general 
expression of opinion. 
The fourth of the literary elements is the language. 

By this I mean, as we said above, the expression 
of meaning in words,’ and this is essentially the same 
in verse and in prose. 

Of the other elements which “ enrich ” * tragedy 
the most important is song-making. Spectacle, while 
highly effective, is yet quite foreign to the art and 
has nothing to do with poetry. Indeed the effect 
of tragedy does not depend on its performance by 
actors, and, moreover, for achieving the spectacular 
effects the art of the costumier is more authoritative 
than that of the poet. 

7. After these definitions we must next discuss 
the proper arrangement of the incidents, since this 
is the first and most important thing in tragedy. 
and he must be placed in circumstances in which the choice 
is not obvious, i.e. cirewmstances in which everybody's 
choice would not be the same. The choice of death rather 
than dishonourable wealth reveals character; the choice of 
a nectarine rather than a turnip does not. 

4 This seems to be a mistaken reference to § 6 above 
where ‘‘ diction "’ is defined as ‘‘ the metrical arrangement of 
the words.” In poetry they come to the same thing. 

& See chap. vi. § 2. 
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@ With a very small object the duration of our vision is, as 
it were, so rapid that the parts are invisible ; we, therefore, 
cannot appreciate their proportion and arrangement, in 
which beauty consists. 
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We have ‘aid it down that tragedy is a representa- 
tion of an action that is whole and‘complete and of a 
certain magwitude, since a thing may be a whole 
and yet have no magnitude. A whole is what has 
a beginning and middle and end. A beginning is 
that which is not a necessary consequent of anything 
else but after which something else exists or happens 
as a natural result. An end on the contrary is that 
which is inevitably or, as a rule, the natural result 
of something else but from which nothing else 
follows ; a middle follows something else and some- 
thing follows from it. Well constructed plots must 
not therefore begin and end at random, but must 
embody the formulae we have stated. 

Moreover, in everything that is beautiful, whether 
it be a living creature or any organism composed of 
parts, these parts must not only be orderly arranged 
but must also have a certain magnitude of their own ; 
for beauty consists in magnitude and ordered arrange- 
ment. Irom which it follows that neither would a 
very small creature be beautiful—for our view of 
it is almost instantaneous and therefore confused *— 
nor a very large one, since being unable to view it 
all at once, we lose the effect of a single whole; for 
instance, suppose a creature a thousand miles long. 
As then creatures and other organic structures must 
have a certain magnitude and yet be easily taken 
in by the eye, so too with plots: they must have 
length but must be easily taken in by the memory. 

The limit of length considered in relation to 
competitions and production” before an audience 
does not concern this treatise. Had it been the 

> ale@yois is the play’s ‘‘ perception” by an audience— 
how much an audience will stand. 
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1 obdé By. for A® oddév. 
* Aéyouer] the copies have this: A° has Aéyorzev, which V. 

keeps, inserting ay after ofav. 

~ ® Aristotle condemns them all, assuming—or perhaps 
assured by experience—that their sole claim to unity lay in 
the fact that all the.stories in the poem had a common hero, 
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rule to préduce a hundred tragedies, the performance 
would have been regulated by thé water clock, as it 
is said they eid once in other days. But as for the 
natural limit of the action, the longer the better as 
far as magnitude goes, provided it can all be grasped 
at once. To give a simple definition : the magnitude 
which admits of a change from bad fortune to good 
or from good fortune to bad, in a sequence of events 
which follow one another either inevitably or accord- 
ing to probability, that is the proper limit. 

8. A plot does not have unity, as some people 
think, simply because it deals with a single hero. 
Many and indeed innumerable things happen to an 
individual, some of which do not go to make up any 
unity, and similarly an individual is concerned in 
many actions which do not combine into a single 
piece of action. It seems therefore that all those 
poets are wrong who have written a Heracleid or 
Theseid or other such poems. They think that 
because Heracles was a single individual the plot must 
for that reason have unity. But Homer, supreme 
also in all other respects, was apparently well aware 
of this truth either by instinct or from knowledge 
of his art. For in writing an Odyssey he did not put 
in all that ever happened to Odysseus, his being 
wounded on Parnassus, for instance, or his feigned 
madness when the host was gathered (these being 
events neither of which necessarily or probably led 
to the other), but he constructed his Odyssey round 
a single action in our sense of the phrase. And the 
Itiad the same. As then in the other arts of re- 
presentation a single representation means a re- 
presentation of a single object, so too the plot being 
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4 "Korw 8é xabdAov pév, r@ roiw Ta Tota arra, 
ovpPaiver Aéyew 7) wparrew Kara Td eikds 7 Td 
dvayKatov, ob oroydleras 4 roinow ovduara érert- 

ya 1 4 7° #3 VA v Bepévy’ ro 5é al? Exaoroy, ré “AAKiBiddys erpakev 
at to 2 oN \ S o~ f ” o~ 5H rt eraber. eri pev ody THs Kwumdias 75n TobTO 
dfAov yéyovev* cvoricarres yap Tov wOGov dud Trav 
eixérwv otrw ra TuxévTa dvéuara troriéacw Kat 
otx Worrep of iapBorool wept Tov Kal? ExaoTov 

4 The names indicate types. This is obvious, as he says, 
in Comedy and is also true of Greek Tragedy, which, 
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a represeritation of a piece of action must represent 
a single piece of action and the Whole of it; and 
the component incidents must be so arranged that 
if one of them be transposed or removed, the unity 
of the whole is dislocated and destroyed. For if 
the presence or absence of a thing makes no visible 
difference, then it is not an integral part of the whole, 

9. What we have said already makes it further 
clear that a poet’s object is not to tell what actually 
happened but what could and would happen either 
probably or inevitably. The difference between a 
historian and a poet is not that one writes in prose 
and the other in verse—indeed the writings of 
Herodotus could be put into verse and yet would 
still be a kind of history, whether written in metre 
or not. The real difference is this, that one tells 
what happened and the other what might happen. 
For this reason poetry is something more scientific 
and serious than history, because poetry tends to 
give general truths while history gives particular 
facts. 
By a “ general truth’? I mean the sort of thing 

that a certain type of man will do-or say either 
probably or necessarily. That is what poetry aims 
at in giving names to the characters? A “ parti- 
cular fact” is what Alcibiades did or what was done 
to him. In the case of comedy this has now become 
obvious, for comedians construct their plots out of 
probable incidents and then put in any names 
that oceur to them. They do not, like the iambic 
although it deals with traditional heroes regarded as “real 
people,’ yet keeps to a few stories in which each character 
as become a type. In Chapter xvii. the dramatist is re- 

commended to sketch first his outline plot, making it clear 
and coherent, before he puts in the names. 
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10 kedy dpa. oun BH yevdpeve. Tovey, jobber i YTTOV ToL 
THS €oTe THY yerp vevopeveny évwa oddev KrwAdvet 
rowadra «lvar ola. ay elxos yeveoBan Kal duvard 
yevéobar, Kal’ 6 éxetvos adrédy mounTi}s cor. 

11 Tar dé dm Adv pvdwy Kat mpd&ewv ai erercodid- 
Sets eioly yelptorar. Adyw 8 ewewodiddy poor 

¢ Aristophanes of course did write about individuals. 
But Aristotle is thinking of the New Comedy, where the 
names of the characters were invented by the author and 
there was no reference to real people. 

> The name, apparently, of an imaginary hero. The 
word might be “Avéos, but “ The Flower” is an unlikely 
title for a Greek tragedy. 

¢ The reason why Greek tragedy dealt only with a few 
familiar themes is to be found of course in its religious origin. 
It was the function of tragedy to interpret and embroider 
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satirists, write about individuals? In tragedy, on 
the other hand, they keep to veal names. The 
reason is that what is possible carries conviction. 
If a thing has not happened, we do not yet believe 
in its possibility, but what has happened is obviously 
possible. Had it been impossible, it would not have 
happened. It is true that in some tragedies one or 
two of the names are familiar and the rest invented ; 
indeed in some they are all invented, as for instance 
in Agathon’s Antheus,? where both the incidents and 
the names are invented and yet it is none the less 
a favourite. One need not therefore endeavour 
invariably to keep to the traditional stories with 
which our tragedies deal. Indeed it would be 
absurd to do that, seeing that the familiar themes 
are familiar only to a few and yet please all.° 

It is clear, then, from what we have said that 
the poet must be a “ maker” not of verses but of 
stories, since he is a poet in virtue of his “ representa- 
tion,” and what he represents is action. Even 
supposing he represents what has actually happened, 
he is none the less a poet, for there is nothing to 
prevent some actual occurrences being the sort of 
thing that would probably or inevitably happen, 
and it is in virtue of that that he is their “‘ maker.” 

Of “simple” @ plots and actions the worst are 
those which are “ episodic.” By this I mean a 
myths. Aristotle never gives this reason, but offers instead 
the unconvincing explanation that tragedians adhered to 
certain “ real” stories to gain verisimilitude—and yet he has 
to admit that, since to many of the auditors these stories 
were unfamiliar and none the less attractive, dramatists might 
just as well invent new themes. 

4 This term is defined in the next chapter. It seems odd 
to use it before its meaning is explained. Perhaps we 
should read é\Awv (Tyrwhitt) and translate ‘‘ of all plots.” 
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Bavdrov TO Mirw, Gewpobvre eumeciy eoue yap 

13 Td rowabra, ovK elk yeveoban, wore avayKn Tovs 
rotovrous elvyat KaAAious pdBovs. 
10. Biol b€ réov pvdev ob pey darhot ot de memey- 

pevor Kat yap at mpdgers ap pysoets ot pBGot 
2 elow dardpxovow evOvs oboe Towabra.. Aéyen de 
darAty pe mpagw As ywopnevns domep dproras 
ouvexods Kal pas dveu mepirerclas 7 divaryved 

3 propob 7 perdBacts yiver au, memAcywevny dé Adyw 
Fs” werd, dvayrupiop.od 7 Tmepumeretas i) dupoty 1) ” 

4peraBaois dorw. ratra dé det yiveoOar &€ advris 
kat pa@ddov] bracketed by Spengel: V.. keeps these 

words and suggests that a line ending in a second uddora 
has been lost just before them. 

2 qerheyudvyy Sé \éyw fs] suggested by By. for Ae re- 
mwherypdvn 6¢ Méfis. “V. has werdeypérvy dé dary eb Hs. 

® Or ‘lTegie.” He means the chain of ¢ cause and effect, 
wherein each incident is the result of what has gone before. 
Sec the end of the next chapter. 
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plot in which the episodes do not follow each other 
probably or inevitably. Bad poets’ write such plays 
because theyscannot help it, and good poets write 
them to please the actors. Writing as they do 
for competition, they often strain a plot beyond its 
capacity and are thus obliged to sacrifice continuity.* 
But this is bad work, since tragedy represents not 
only a complete action but also incidents that cause 
fear and pity, and this happens most of all when 
the incidents are unexpected and yet one is a 
consequence of the other. For in that way the 
incidents will cause more amazement than if they 
happened mechanically and accidentally, since the 
most amazing accidental occurrences are those which 
seem to have been providential, for instance when 
the statue of Mitys at Argos killed the man who 
caused Mitys’s death by falling on him at a festival. 
Such events do not seem to be mere accidents. So 
such plots as these must necessarily be the best. 

10. Some plots are “‘ simple’? and some “ com- 
plex,” as indeed the actions represented by the plots 
are obviously such. By a simple action I mean one 
that is single and continuous in the sense of our 
definition above, wherein the change of fortune 
occurs without “reversal” or “discovery”; by a com- 
plex action I mean one wherein the change coincides 
with a “ discovery ” or “ reversal’”’ or both. These 

® The logic suffers from ellipse. Plays which fail to 
exhibit the sequence of cause and effect are condemned 
(1) because they lack the unity which befits tragedy, 
(2) because they miss that supreme effect of fear or pity pro- 
duced by incidents which, thongh unexpected, are seen to 
be no mere accident but the inevitable result of what has 
gone before. 

¢ In chapters vii. and viii. 
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2 ws 8reo Spengel for A® dorep which V. keeps, marking 
a lacuna before it. 

® At the end of chapter vii. See Additional Note, p. 116. 
>» The messenger from Corinth announces the death of 

Polybus and Oedipus’s succession to the throne. Oecdipus, 
feeling now safe from the prophecy that he would murder his 
father, still fears to return to Corinth, lest he should fulfil 
the other prophecy and marry his mother. The messenger 
seeks to reassure him by announcing that Polybus and 
Merope are not his parents. But the effect of this was to 
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should result from the actual structure of the plot 
in such a way that what has already’ happened makes 
the result inetitable or probable ; for there is indeed 
a vast difference between what happens propter hoc 
and post hoc. 

11. A “reversal ” is a change of the situation into 
the opposite, as described above, this change being, 
moreover, as we are saying, probable or inevitable— 
like the man in the Oedipus who came to cheer 
Oedipus and rid him of his anxiety about his mother 
by revealing his parentage and changed the whole 
situation? In the Lynceus, too, there is the man led 
off to execution and Danaus following to kill him, 
and the result of what had already happened was 
that the latter was killed and the former escaped.° 
A “discovery,” as the term itself implies, is a 

change from ignorance to knowledge, producing 
either friendship or hatred in those who are destined 
for good fortune or ill, A discovery is most effective 
when it coincides with reversals, such as that involved 
by the discovery in the Oedipus. There are also 
other forms of discovery, for what we have described 
may: in a sense occur in relation to inanimate and 
trivial objects, or one may discover whether some 
one has done something or not. But the discovery 
which is most essentially part of the plot and part 

“change the whole situation” for Oedipus by revealing the 
truth that he had murdered his father, Laius, and married 
his mother, Jocasta. This “reversal” is the more effective 
because it is immediately coincident with the discovery of 
the truth. 

¢ Lynceus married Hypermnestra who disobeyed Danaus 
in not murdering him. Danaus trying by process of law to 
compass the death of their son Abas was killed himself, 
“ The dog it was that died.” 
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@ Euripides’ Iphigeneia in Tauris—Orestes and Pylades 
arriving among the Tauri are by the custom of the country 
to be sacrificed to Artemis by her priestess, Iphigencia. It 
is agreed that Pylaces shall be spared to carry a letter from 
Iphigeneia to Oniskis whom she supposes to be in Argos. 
In order thal Pylades may deliver t ; message, even if he 
should lose the letter, she reads it aloud. Orestes thus dis- 
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of the action is of the kind described above, for such 
a discovery and reversal of fortune will involve 
either pity or fear, and it is actions such as these 
which, according to our hypothesis, tragedy re- 
presents; and, moreover, misfortune and good fortune 
are likely to turn upon such incidents. 
Now since the discovery is somebody’s discovery, 

im some scenes one character only is discovered 
to another, the identity of the other being obvious ; 
but sometimes each must discover the other. Thus 
Iphigeneia was discovered to Orestes through the 
sending of the letter, but a separate discovery was 
needed to make him known to [phigeneia.¢ 
We see then that two elements of the plot, re- 

versal and discovery, turn upon these incidents. A 
third element isacalamity. Of these three elements 
we have already described reversal and discovery. A 
calamity is a destructive or painful occurrence, such 
as a death on the stage, acute suffering and wounding 
and so on. 

12. We have already ® spoken of the constituent 
parts to be used as ingredients of tragedy. The 
separable members into which it is quantitatively 
divided are these: Prologue, Episode, Hxode, 
Choral Song, the last being divided into Parode and 
Stasimon. These are common to all tragedies; 
songs sung by actors on the stage and “ commoi”’ 
are peculiar to certain plays. 
A prologue is the whole of that part of a tragedy 

which precedes the entrance of the chorus. An 

covers who she is. He then reveals himself to her by 
declaring who he is and proving his identity by his memories 
of their home. 

» In chapter vi. 
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4 This does not apply to surviving Greek tragedies, but 
may be true of those of Aristotle’s time. The word Stasimon 
is applied to all choruses in a tragedy other than those sung 
during entry or exit. It is usually explained as meaning a 
‘stationary song,’ ” because it was sung after the chorus 
had taken up its “ station” in the orchestra. 
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episode is the whole of that part of a tragedy which 
falls between whole choral songs. An exode is the 
whole of that part of a tragedy which is not followed 
by a song of the chorus, A parode is the whole 
of the first utterance of the chorus. A stasimon is a 
choral song without anapaests or trochaics.¢ A 
commos is a song of lament shared by the chorus and 
the actors on the stage. 

The constituent parts to be used as ingredients 
of tragedy have been described above; these are 
the separable members into which it is quantitatively 
divided.? 

13. Following upon what has been said above we 
should next state what ought to be aimed at and 
what avoided in the construction of a plot, and the 
means by which the object of tragedy may be 
achieved, Since then the structure of the best 
tragedy should be not simple but complex ¢ and one 
that represents incidents arousing fear and pity— 
for that is peculiar to this form of art—it is obvious 
to begin with that one should not show worthy men 
passing from good fortune to bad. That does not 
arouse fear or pity but shocks our feelings. Nor 
again wicked people passing from bad fortune to 
good. That is the most untragie of all, having 
none of the requisite qualities, since it does not 
satisfy our feelings ¢ or arouse pity or fear. Nor again 
the passing of a thoroughly bad man from good 
fortune to bad fortune. Such a structure might 
satisfy our feelings but it arouses neither pity nor . 
fear, the one being for the man who does not deserve 

» The whole of chapter xii. bears marks of belonging 
to the Poeties but seems out of place, since it interrupts the 
discussion of “ plot.” ¢ See chapter x. 

4 i.e, our preference for “ poetic justice.” 
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1 ré] By. brackets for sake of sense. 

* Sce Additional Note, p. 117. 
b 4 rr | <ihy s * 4 en Pe drdots Gloewhere in the Poetics means “ simple’ as 
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his misfortune and the other for, the man who is 
like ourselveg—pity for the undeserved misfortune, 
fear for the man like ourselves—so that the result 
will arouse neither pity nor fear. 

There remains then the mean between these: 
This is the sort of man who is not pre-eminenily 
virtuous and just, and yet it is through no bad- 
ness or villainy of his own that he falls into the 
misfortune, but rather through some flaw in him,’ 
he being one of those who are in high station 
and good fortune, like Oedipus and Thyestes and 
the famous men of such families as those. The 
successful plot must then have a single > and not, as 
some say, a double issue; and the change must 
be not to good fortune from bad but, on the 
contrary, from good to bad fortune, and it must 
not be due to villainy but to some great flaw in 
such a man as we have described, or of one who is 
better rather than worse. This can be seen also 
in actual practice. For at first poets accepted any 
plots, but to-day the best tragedies are written 
about a few families—Alemaeon for instance and 
Oedipus and Orestes and Meleager and Thyestes 
and Telephus and all the others whom it befell to 
suffer or inflict terrible disasters. 
Judged then by the theory of the art, the best ¢ 

tragedy is of this construction. Those critics are 
therefore wrong who charge Huripides with doing 
this in his tragedies, and say that many of his end 
in misfortune. That is, as we have shown, correct. 

opposed to erheyudvos, “ complex; here it is opposed 
to durhots, which describes a double dénouement, involving 
happiness for some and disaster for others. 

¢ This is modified by § 19 in the following chapter, where 
he finds an even better formula for the tragic effect. 
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* Against Euripides Aristotle makes the following criti- 
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And there is very good evidence of this, for on the 
stage and in competitions such plays appear the 
most tragic of all, if they are successful, and even if 
Euripides is in other respects a bad manager,? yet he 
is certainly the most tragic of the poets. 

Next in order comes the structure which some 
put first, that which has a double issue, like the 
Odyssey, and ends in opposite ways for the good 
characters and the bad. It is the sentimentality of 
the audience which makes this seem the best form; 
for the poets follow the wish of the spectators. But 
this is not the true tragic pleasure but rather 
characteristic of comedy, where those who are bitter 
enemies in the story, Orestes and Aegisthus, for 
instance, go off at the end, having made friends, 
and nobody kills anybody. 

14, Fear and pity sometimes result from the 
spectacle and are sometimes aroused by the actual 
arrangement of the incidents, which is preferable 
and the mark of a better poet. The plot should 
be so constructed that even without seeing the 
lay anyone hearing of the incidents happening 

thrills with fear and pity as a result of what occurs. 
So would anyone feel who heard the story of Oedipus. 
To produce this effect by means of an appeal to the 
eye is inartistic and needs adventitious aid, while 
those who by such means produce an effect which is 
not fearful but merely monstrous have nothing in 

cisms: (1) his choruses are often irrelevant; (2) the character 
of the heroine in his Iphigeneia in Tauris is inconsistent; 
(3) in the Jfedea the deliberate killing of the children 
is ineffective and the play is inartistically ended by the 
machina; (4) the character of Menelaus in the Orestes 
is needlessly depraved; (5) Melanippe is too philosophical 
for a woman. 
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* That there were plays which relicd for their cffect on 
the scenery and “ make up ” is clear from chapter xviii. :— 
“« The Phorcides and Prometheus and Scenes laid in Hades.” 
It was even possible to produce the Humenides so badly 
as to bring it into this category. But Aristotle’s criticism 
here includes the more important point that the poignancy 
of a Greek tragedy is due to what happens and not to our 
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common with tragedy.* [Tor one should not seek 
from tragedy all kinds of pleasure but that which is 
peculiar to #ragedy, and since the poet must by 
“ representation ’’ produce the pleasure which comes 
from feeling pity and fear, obviously this quality 
must be embodied in the incidents. 
We must now decide what incidents seem dreadful 

or rather pitiable. Such must necessarily be the 
actions of friends to each other or of enemies or of 
people that are neither. Now if an enemy does it 
to an enemy, there is nothing pitiable either in the 
deed or the intention, except so far as the actual 
calamity goes. Nor would there be if they were 
neither friends nor enemies. But when these 
calamities happen among friends, when for instance 
brother kills brother, or son father, or mother son, or 
son mother—either kills or intends to kill, or does 
something of the kind, that is what we must look for. 
Now it is not right to break up the traditional 

stories, I mean, for instance, Clytaemnestra being 
killed by Orestes and Eriphyle by Alemaeon, but 
the poet must show invention and make a skilful 
use of the tradition. 

But we must state more clearly what is meant by 
“skilful.” The action may happen in the way in 
which the old dramatists made their characters act— 
consciously and knowing the facts, as Euripides ® also 
made his Medea kill her children. Or they may 
do the deed but without realizing the horror of it 

seeing it happen. That Medea murders her children is 
tragic: to display the murder coram populo would add 
either nothing or something merely ‘ monstrous.” And 
although Sophocles shows Oedipus with his eyes out, it is 
the fact and not the sight which is properly “ tragic.” 

» See Additional Note, p. 117. 
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* 4.¢. Oedipus kills his father Lajus before the play opens. 
® A prolific tragedian of the fourth century. 
¢ Haemon, discovered by his father Creon embracing 

the dead body of Antigone, drew his sword on him but 
missed his aim and Creon fied. 

@ By Euripides. Polyphontes killed Cresphontes, king of 
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and then discover the relationship afterwards, like 
Oedipus in Sophocles. That indeed lies outside the 
play,* but an*example of this in the tragedy itself 
is the Alemaeon of Astydamas® or Telegonus in 
the Wounded Odysseus. A third alternative is to 
intend to do some irremediable action in ignorance 
and to discover the truth before doing it. Besides 
these there is no other way, for they must either 
do the deed or not, either knowing or unknowing. 
The worst of these is to intend the action with full 
knowledge and not to perform it. That outrages 
the feelings and is not tragic, for there is no calamity. 
So nobody does that, except occasionally, as, for 
instance, Haemon and Creon® in the Antigone, 
Next comes the doing of the deed. It is better to 
act in ignorance and discover afterwards. Our 
feelings are not outraged and the discovery is 
startling. Best of all is the last ; in the Cresphontes,? 
for instance, Merope intends to kill her son and does © 
not kill him but discovers; and in the Iphigeneia® 
the case of the sister and brother; and in the Helle? 
the son discovers just as he is on the point of giving 
up his mother. 
So this is the reason, as was said above,’ why 

tragedies axe about a few families. For in their 
experiments it was from no technical knowledge 
but purely by chance that they found out how to 
produce such an effect in their stories. So they are 

Messenia, and gained possession of his kingdom and his 
wife, Merope. She had concealed her son, Aepytus, tn 
Areadia, and when he returned, seeking vengeance, she 
nearly killed him in ignorance but discovered who he was. 
He then killed Polyphontes and reigned in his stead. 

* In Tauris. See chapter xi. § 8, note. 
¢ Author and play unknown. # See chapter xiii. § 7. 
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@ See chapter ix. § 8, note. ® Sec chapter vi. § 24. 
¢ The meaning probably is “ like the traditional person,” 

e.g. Achilles must not be soft nor Odysseus stupid. Cf. 
Horace, Ars Poet. 120 “ famam sequere.” 

@ Aristotle has a personal distaste for this character on 
the ground that Euripides made him a creature meaner 
than the plot demands. 
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obliged to have recourse to those families in which 
such calamities befell.¢ 
Now coneérning the structure of the incidents 

and the proper character of the plots enough has 
been said. 

15. Concerning “ character ”’ there are four points 
to aim at. The first and most important is that 
the character should be good. The play will show 
character if, as we said above,” either the dialogue 
or the actions reveal some choice; and the character 
will be good, if the choice is good. But this is 
relative to each class of people. Even a woman is 
“good” and so is a slave, although it may be said 
that a woman is an inferior thing and a slave beneath 
consideration. 
The second point is that the characters should 

be appropriate. A character may be manly, but 
it is not appropriate for a woman to be manly or 
clever. : 

Thirdly, it should be “like.”* This is different 
from making the character good and from making 
it appropriate in the sense of the word as used above, 

Fourthly, it should be consistent. Even if the 
original be inconsistent and offers such a character 
to the poet for representation, still he must be 
consistently inconsistent. 
An example of unnecessary badness of character 

is Menelaos in the Orestes*; of character that is 
unfitting and inappropriate the lament of Odysseus 
in the Scylla* and Melanippe’s speech’; of in- 

¢ A dithyramb by Timotheus. CA chapter xxvi. §3. 
’ A fragment survives (Nauck 484). Euripides seems 

to have given her a knowledge of science and philosophy 
inappropriate to a woman. 
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@ Or “ unravelling.” 
> Zl, ii. 155-181, where it is only the arbitrary (7.e. un- 

caused) intervention of Athene which stays the flight of 
the Greeks. In the Afedea the heroine, having killed her 
rival and her children, is spirited away in the chariot of the 
Sun, a result not “caused” by what has gone before. 

© The pyxary or * car ” was a sort of crane with a pulley 
attached, which was fixed at the top of the back-scene in 
the left corner of the stage. By it a god or hero could be 
lowered or raised or exhibited motionless in mid-air. Weak 
dramatists thus introduced a car to “eut the knot” by 
declaring the dénoucment instead of unravelling the plot 
by the logic of cause and effect, It was presumably on 
such a “car’’ that Medea was borne away. 
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consistent character Iphigeneia in Aulis, for the 
suppliant Iphigeneia is not at all like her later 
character. * 

In character-drawing just as much as in the 
arrangement of the incidents one should always 
seek what is inevitable or probable, so as to make it 
inevitable or probable that such and such a person 
should say or do such and such; and inevitable or 
probable that one thing should follow another. 

Clearly therefore the “dénouement ”’@ of each 
play should also be the result of the plot itself and 
not produced mechanically as in the Medea and the 
incident of the embarkation in the Iliad.’ The 
“ god in the car” ¢ should only be used to explain 
what lies outside the play, either what happened 
earlier and is therefore beyond human knowledge, 
or what happens later and needs to be foretold in 
a proclamation. For we ascribe to the gods the 
power of seeing everything. There must, however, 
be nothing inexplicable in the incidents, or, if there 
is, it must lie outside the tragedy. There is an 
example in Sophocles’ Oedipus.4 

Since tragedy is a representation of men better 
than ourselves we must copy the good portrait- 
painters who, while rendering the distinctive form 
and making a likeness, yet paint people better than 

# ¢.¢. Ocdipus had killed Laius in a wayside quarrel, not 
knowing who he was. When his subjects at Thebes crave 
his help to remove the curse which is blighting their crops, 
he pledges himself to discover the murderer of Laius. It 
may seem odd that he should not know enough about the 
details of the murder to connect it in his mind with his own 
murderous quarrel. But that was long ago, and neither an 
audience nor a novel-reader is critical about incidents which 
occur long before the point at which the story begins. See 
chapter xxiv. § 20. 
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1 By. brackets wapddecyya oxdnpédryros which looks like 
marginal note. 

* Apparently a nole on Achilles which has becn copied 
by mistake into the text. 

> de, stage-craft rather than staging. 
¢ As distinct from the body of “ esoteric” doctrine 

circulated by oral teaching among Aristotle’s pupils. 
4 In chapter xi. 
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they are. It is the same with the poet. When 
representing people who are hot-tempered or lazy, 
or have other such traits of character, he should 
make them such, yet men of worth [an example of 
hardness|?; take the way in which Agathon and 
Homer portray Achilles. 

Keep, then, a careful eye on these rules and also 
on the appeal to the eye ® which is necessarily bound 
up with the poet’s business; for that offers many 
opportunities of going wrong. But this subject 
has been adequately discussed in the published 
treatises .° 

16, What a “ Discovery” is has been already 
stated. As for kinds of Discovery, first comes the 
least artistic kind, which is largely used owing to 
incompetence—discovery by tokens. These may 
be congenital, like “the spear the Earth-born 
bear’’ or stars, like those which Carcinus @ uses in 
his Thyestes ;7 or they may be acquired and these 
may be on the body, for instance, wounds, or 
external things like necklaces, and in the Tyro% 
the discovery by means of the boat. There is a 
better and a worse way of using these tokens; for 
instance Odysseus, by means of his wound, was 
discovered in one way by the nurse and in another 

A prolific tragedian of the early fourth century. The 
fard iy ae ane vo thdicn’ed in Aristophanes’ Wasps. 

/ ibese were “ birtn-inarks.’ ‘The “ spear-head’’ dis- 
tinguished the descendants of the Spartoi at Thebes; the 
star or bright spot on the descendants of Pelops com- 
memorated his ivory shoulder, and in Carcinus’s play it 
seems to have survived cooking. 

9 A play by Sophocles. Tyro’s twins by Poseidon, who 
appeared to her in the guise of the river Enipeus, were 
exposed in a little boat or ark, like Moses in the bulrushes, 
and this led to their identification. 
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1 dybeodar] A® has alcGécOa which does not really yield 
satisfactory sense, as the outward sign is essential to this 
form of discovery. 

@ Od. xix. 386 sq.and xxi. 205 sq. The first came about 
automalically, the second was a deliberate demonstration 
“to prove the point.” Aristotle here distinguishes between 
a discovery inevitably produced by the logic of events (4.9. 
it was inevitable or at least probable that Odysseus, arriving 
as a strange traveller, should be washed by Euryceleia, and 
that she should thus see the old sear on his thigh and discover 
his identity) and a discovery produced by a deliberate 
declaration (e.g. Odysseus’s declaration of his identity to 
Kumaeus). The latter kind is “ manufactured by the poet,” 
not logically caused by what has gone before. 

> Od. xix. 892. See preceding note. 
¢ Euripides’ /phigeneiain Tauris. Secchapter xi. §8, note. 
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way by the swinc-herds.¢ Discovery scencs con- 
structed to prove the point are inartistic and so are 
all such scenes, but those are better which arise out 
of a reversal scene, as, for instance, in “ The Wash- 
ing.” > In the second place come those which are 
manufactured by the poet and are therefore inartistic. 
For instance, in the Iphigeneta® Orestes revealed 
himself. She was revealed to him through the 
letter, but Orestes says himself what the poet 
wants and not what the plot requires. So this 
comes near to the fault already mentioned, for he 
might just as well have actually brought some 
tokens.¢ And there is “ the voice of the shuttle ” ¢ 
in Sophocles’ Tereus. 

The third kind is due to memory, to showing 
distress on seeing something. An example of this 
is the scene in the Cyprians by Dicaeogenes; on 
seeing the picture he burst into tears’: and again 
in the ‘“ Tale of Alcinous,”% hearing the minstrel 
he remembered and burst into tears; and thus they 
were recognized. The fourth kind results from an 
inference; for instance, in the Choéphoroe “ Someone 
like me has come; but nobody is like me except 

4 To prove his identity Orestes mentions Pelops’ lance 
and other ‘‘ things from home,” which is much the same 
as producing visible tokens. 

® When Philomela’s tongue was cut out, she wove in 
embroidery the story of her rape by Tereus. Thus the 
facts were discovered to her sister, Procne, by deliberate 
demonstration. 

7 Teucer, returning to Salamis in disguise and seeing a 
portrait of his dead father Telamon, burst into tears and was 
thus discovered. So, too, in The wo Gentlemen of Verona 
Julia is discovered because she swoons on hearing Valentine 
offer Sylvia to his rival. 

# Od, vill. 521 sq. 
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odros dpa eAjAvbev. Kat % TloAveidou rod codi- 
orod wept ths “Iduyeveias: etxds yap tov “Opéorny 

é Ad av be \ 9 4 \ % ~ ovAdoyioacbat dre A 7 ddEAP? ETVON Kal adrg oup- 
} é x 2 a -) ? T 3 a Lad Baive. Qvec8a. Kat év 7 Ocoddxrov Tvdet, dru 

2A\@ \ € ¢ f en 3 \ 3 SAX A @ eMfav ws etphjowr vidv abros amdAdutar. Kab 7} 
bi “a ~ ev Tots Diweidais: isodca. yap Tov Té7rov cuvedoyi- 
cavro Ti eipapuévny Ore ev rovTw ciapTo aaTo~ 
Bavelv abrais, Kal yap eEeréOnoay evrada. 

10 “Korw 5é tis Kat ovvOe7?) ex capadoytopod rob 
Gedrpov, ofov dv r@ “Odvoce? r@ pevdayyéeAw: 6 
bev yap To TOEov by yrwoeobar 6 ody EwpdKet, TO 
5é ws 87" éxeivou dvayvwpodvros 81d rovrou 
Toujoat, tapadoyiopos.” 

ll [lacdy dé BeAtiorn dvayvadpicig 4 €€ adrdv rév 
n / TpayLatwv THs éxmdAnEews yuyvopevns 8: eikd- 

twv, otov [6] év TQ Lodokrdous Oidiarod. Kat rH 
> “ Iduyeveia <ixds yap BotrAcoOat emifetvar ypdp- 
para. at yap Toradras pdvat dvev tdv memroun- 

12 wévav onelwv Kal mepidepaiwy. Setrepar S€é at 
éx avAdoyiopod. 

1 §} Tyrwhitt for A® 6’, 
1 4 ts) fox AC ~xpadoyiopér, suggested by V. and 

fon ried ds Uleeerdiond 46 and the Arabic transeript. 
mM et 

* A Sophist who cither wrote an Jphigeneia with this 
dénouement or more probably suggested in a work of 
erilicism (ef chapter xvii. § 6) that Orestes on being Jed 
to his fate should speenlale aloud upon the odd coincidence 
thai both he and his sister should be sacrificed, thus revealing 
his identity to Iphigeneia. Like most critics, Polyidos 
would have been a poor dramatist. There is an example of 
this form of discovery in the French opera Ceur de Lion, 
where the old knight says ‘“ goddam” and is thus dis- 
covered to be an Englishman. 

> In these cases the inference was presumably uttered 
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Orestes; therefore he has come.” And there is 
Polyidus’s* idea about Iphigencia, for it is likely 
enough that Orestes should make an inference that, 
whereas his sister was sacrificed, here is the same 
thing happening to him. And in Theodectes’ 
Tydeus that “having come to find a son, he is 
perishing himself.” And the scene in the Phineidae, 
where on seeing the spot the women inferred their 
fate, that they were meant to die there for it was 
there that they had been exposed.? 

There is also a kind of fictitious discovery which 
depends on a false inference on the part of the 
audience, for instance in Odysseus the False Messenger, 
he said he would recognize the bow, which as a 
matter of fact he had not seen, but to assume that 
he really would reveal himself by this means is a 
false inference.° 

Best of all is the discovery which is brought 
about directly by the incidents, the surprise being 
produced by means of what is likely—take the scene 
in Sophocles’ Oedipus or in the Iphigeneia—for it 
is likely enough that she should want to send a 
letter. These are the only discovery scenes which 
dispense with artificial tokens, like necklaces.? In 
the second place come those that are the result of 
inference. 
aloud and hence the identity of the speakers discovered, 
Nothing else is known of these plays. 

° See Additional Note, p. 117. 
# The classical example of these tokens in English drama 

is “‘the strawberry mark on the left arm’? in Bow and 
Cox. But Aristotle seems here to use “tokens” ina wider 
sense than at the beginning of the chapter and to include 
not only birthmarks, necklaces, ete., but any statement 
or action which may be used as a sign in the scene of 
Discovery. 
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17. Ac? 8é rods ut0ovs ovmordvar Kat TH Ader 
ovvamepyateobat ore pdAvora mpd opparer rilé- 
pevov' otTw yap by évapyéorara [6]* ép@v womep 
wap’ abrois yuyvéuevos trols mparromevois etpioxor 
TO Mpémrov Kal Kota av AavOdvor [rd] Ta drrevayria. 

2oanwctov dé rovrou 8 érerysdtro Kapkivw 6 yap 
’"Audidpaos é& tepod aijet, O ph dpdvra® ov 
mouth éAdvOavev, emt 8€ Ths oxnvits e&érrecer 

3 Sucyepavavrwy Totro rv Gearav. doa dé duvardy 
Kal trois oxnuaow ovvarepyagduevor. mdava- 
Taro. yap amo THs adris dvcews ot ev Tots maQecty 
elow Kal yeaiver 6 yeywalduevos Kal yaAeratves 6 

4 dpycldpuevos dAnOwarara. 81d edpvots 7 mownTucr) 
gor 7) wavicod: rodrwv yap of wev evmrAaoror ot Se 
exoratiKol’ low. 

5 Tos re Adyous Kal rods semounuévous Sef Kat 
1assb adrdv mrowobyra exrieoba. Kalddrov, ff otrws 

6 erevoodioby Kal mapareiverv. Adyw de ovrws av 
fewpetabar 7d Kabddou, olov ris “Iduyevetas: ru- 
felons twos Kdpns Kal adaviobeions adijAws rots 
Qdoacw, iSpurOcians dé eis dAAqv xdpav, ev F 

t 1 By. brackets 6 which the copies emit: perhaps we 
should keep 6 and insert royr#s. 

® dodyra AS. 
3 srocntiy] I cannot persuade myself that @carhy A gives 

any sense and have adopted Dacier’s sugyestion. 
4 ékoraricol appears in one of the copies: A’ has éerarreirol. 

* The example is obscure, Clearly Carcinus introduced 
an absurdity which escaped notice until the play was staged. 
Margoliouth suggests that if Amphiarans were a god he 
should come down, and if a mere hero, he should not have a 
temple. In The Alaster of Ballantrae Mrs. Henry cleans 
a sword by thrusting it up to the hilt in the ground—which 
is iron-bound by frost. ‘This would be noliced on the stage : 
a reader may nuss the incongruity. 
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17. In constructing plots and completing the effect 
by the help of dialogue the poet should, as far as 
possible, keep the scene before his eyes. Only 
thus by getting the picture as clear as if he were 
present at the actual event, will he find what is 
fitting and detect contradictions. The censure 
upon Carcinos is evidence of this. Amphiaraos was 
was made to rise from a temple. The poet did not 
visualize the scene and therefore this escaped his 
notice, but on the stage it was a failure since the 
audience objected.* The poet should also, as far as 
possible, complete the effect by using the gestures. 
Foy, if their natural powers are equal, those who are 
actually in the emotions are the most convincing ; he 
who is agitated blusters and the angry man rages 
with the maximum of conviction.2 And that is 
why poetry needs either a sympathetic nature or a 
madman, the former being impressionable and the 
latter inspired. 

The stories, whether they are traditional or 
whether you make them up yourself, should first 
be sketched in outline and then expanded by putting 
in episodes. I mean that one might look at the 
general outline, say of the {phigeneia, like this: A 
certain maiden has been sacrificed, and has dis- 
appeared beyond the ken of those who sacrificed 
her and has been established in another country, 

® Sir Joshua Reynolds used thus to simulate emotion before 
a mirror. In his Preface to the Lyrical Ballads Wordsworth 
says that the poet will wish ‘“ to bring his feelings near to 
those of the persons whose feclings he describes . .. and 
even confound and identify his own feelings with theirs.” 
See also Burke, On the Sublime and Beautiful, 4. 4. 

¢ “Genius to madness near allied” is the meaning of 
avixds as used here. Plato held that the only excuse for 
a poet was that he couldn't help it. 7 
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/ - \ é f a ~ - ” ‘ woos Hv Tods Edvous Qew 7H Ged, TavTyv Eoyxe THY 

iepwotvnv' xpdvm Sé vorepov TH adeAG@ ovveby 
~ ”~ “~ oO 

eADetv ris iepelas, To Sé bre dvetAev 6 Peds did TWO 
> ¢ wv ~ / 12 a 3 lal \ o>7? airiav [éEw rob KabdAov |* éAdety exet Kal ep’ 6 Te 

dé dw rod pvOou: e\Owy 8é Kai Andbeis AecOa 
4 3 tA wry ¢ " F é uQ?> LY wero aveyvapioev, «tf ws Hdpuridns i’ ds 

lToAvesdos évoinoev, Kara TO eixds eimav Ore odie 
» / ‘ > 4 3 A \ 2 + ~ dpa povov TH addeApiy dAAd Kat adrov ede. rulFvat, 
Kai evredlev 7 owrnpia. pera tadra bé 752 

~ A id 8 brobévra Ta dvéuara emevoodiobv: dws b€ Eorae 

9 

> om 1 95 ? . 9 ~ ? / ¢ , oixeta Ta éemeroddia, olov ev tO “Opéoryn 7 pavia 
> > , Ve / A iad é dt” Hs eAndn Kat 4} owrnpia dia THs Kaldapoews. 
"Ey pev ody rots Spdwaow ra érecoddua cdvropa, 

10) 8° évomoutia rovros pnKvveras. THs yap *Odu0- 

II 

ro) / ceias od paxpos 6 Adyos eaTiv: drrodénpobyrds Twos 
av os 7 ery TOAAG Kal wapapvAarropevov tro tod Toce- 
ddvos Kal pdvov dvros, er. 8é r&v olor ovrws 

Ll eyovTwy wore Ta xpiuara bro pynoThpayv ay- 
? 4 \- ey > , 2 A be adickeoPat Kat Tov viov émPBovdcdecbat, airds dé 

2 “ / aduxvetras yeypacbels Kab dvayvwptoas ore? adbrés, 
3 emGeuevos abros péev éawd&n rods 8° éy@pods 8:- 
a \ 4 S M * AY > » > éplewpe. Td pev ody tov Tobro, Ta 8° GAN. erreto- 
ddua. 

18. "Hor: 3€ dons tpaywdias 7d perv Séois TO 
\ coal dé Adows, TA ev CEwhev Kal Gra tov gowbev roA- 
1 Duentzer brackets these words which seem to be an 

explanation ‘of #w rod wv@ov with reference to the use of 
caddnrov in § 5, 

4 8r. By. for Ae ras. 
@ See p. 62, note a. 
» In the Iphigencia in Tauris Orestes is captured because 

he is suffering from a fit of mania; and at the end Iphigeneia 
pretends that the image of Artemis has been infected by the 
blood-guiltiness of the Greek strangers, and that, before they 
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where it is a custom to sacrifice strangers to the 
goddess ; and this priesthood she holds. Some time 
afterwards ithappens that the brother of the priestess 
arrives there—the fact that the god told him to go 
there, and why, and the object of his journey, lie 
outside the outline-plot. He arrives, is seized, and 
is on the point of being sacrificcd, when he reveals 
his identity either by Euripides’ method or according 
to Polyidos,* by making the very natural remark that 
after all it is not only his sister who was born to be 
sacrificed but himself too; and thus he is saved. 
Not until this has been done should you put in names 
and insert the episodes; and you must mind that 
the episodes are appropriate, as, for instance, in the 
case of Orestes the madness that led to his capture 
and his escape by means of the purification.? 
Now in drama the episodes are short, but it is by 

them that the epic gains its length. The story of 
the Odyssey is quite short. A man is for many years 
away from home and his footsteps are dogged by 
Poseidon and he is all alone. Moreover, affairs at 
home are in such a state that his estate is being 
wasted by suitors and a plot laid against his son, 
but after being storm-tossed he arrives himself, 
reveals who he is, and attacks them, with the result 
that he is saved and destroys his enemies. That is 
the essence, the rest is episodes. 

18. In every tragedy there is a complication and 
a dénouement.¢ The incidents outside the plot 
and some of those in it usually form the complication, 
can be sacrificed, she must cleanse both image and strangers 
secretly inthe sea. Thus they all escape together by boat. 

¢ The Greek says simply “tying *? and “ loosing.” 
Complication and dénouement seem clumsy equivalents, 
yet they are the words we use in dramatic criticism. 
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2 Adkts 4 Séous, TO 5é Aowrdv 4H Avows. A€yw Sé Séow 
poev clvas ray am dpyfs péypt Tovrou Tob pépovs 
6 doyardyv éorw é& od peraPaivew els ebrvylay <é 
duotuytas ovpPaiver H é& edruyias eis SvoTvyiay >} 
AJow Sé ri amd ris dpyffs THs meraBdcews peype 

3 TéAous' Womep ev TH Avyxel rd Ocodénrou ddois 
peev Th TE TpoTEmpaypeva Kal 7 TOD mraidiov AnYus 

\ ; ¢ tow , 9 9% € 9 4 sy Kal mddw  adradv, <Avow>* 8’ 4 amd THs alred- 
cews Too Oavdrou péyps tod réAous. Siratov é 

\ é » \ \ > \ / b] \ Kat Tpaywolay ddAnv Kal rHv adriv Adyew oddevt 
tows tT wvOw: robro b€, dy 4 adry wAoK} Kal AVors. 
mohAol bé wAéEavres €B AVovor Kakdds: Sef 5é dudw 
del kpareioban.* 

4 Tpaywdias dé eidn eiol récoapa (rocatra ydp 
‘ b) / ir f rf) ge 4 >t 7 ‘ fl 5 Kal Ta wépyn éEAdyOn), H wer werAeymevn, Hs TO GAov 

6 éorly mepimérera Kal avayvebptows, 4 dé wabyriKy, 
7 olov of re Atavres kat of “Téloves, 4) S¢ HOvKy, ofov 

14s6a a DOcadrides cal 6 IInAeds. 1d b€ réraprov dyns,' 
@ ’ , Y ‘ 1« > o 

8 olov at re Dopkides Kal Tpounbeds cal doa év ddov. 
9 pdAiora pev odv dravra Set weipdobas eyew, ef Be 

1 The inserted words are V.’s suggestion and obviously 
needed. 

2 One of the copies gives Avews, which is clearly wanted. 
8 The words dlxaov 62... Kpareiodac come in AC at 1456 b 

lines 7-10. I have adopted Susemihl’s suggestion and trans- 
ferred them here for the sake of the sense. ovdert Tyrwhitt 
for A® ovden, 

4 Ac has rd 8¢ réraprov ons: Sys, very close to ons in 
uncials, is By.’s conjecture. 

® See p. 41, note ce. The boy must be Abas, and ‘ they ” 
are presumably Danaus and perhaps his other daughters, 
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the rest is the dénouement. I mean this, that the 
complication is the part from the beginning up to 
the point whith immediately precedes the occurrence 
of a change from bad to good fortune or from good 
fortune to bad; the dénouement is from the begin- 
ning of the change down to the end. For instance, 
in the Lynceus of Theodectes the complication is the 
preceding events, and the scizure of the boy, and 
then their own seizure; and the dénouement is 
from the capital charge to the end.@ 

Tragedies should properly be classed as the same 
or different mainly in virtue of the plot, that is 
to say those that have the same entanglement and 
dénouement. Many who entangle well are bad at 
the dénouement. Both should always be mastered. 

There are four varieties of tragedy—the same as 
the number given for the “ elements ” ’—first the 
complex kind, which all turns on reversal and dis- 
covery ; the “calamity play” like the stories of 
Ajax and Ixion; the “character play” like the 
Phthian Women® and the Peleus The fourth 
element is spectacle, like the Phorcides*® and 
Prometheus, and all scenes laid in Hades. One 
should ideally try to include all these elements or, 
Aristotle seems to regard the arrest of Danaus not as part of 
the Adows, but as the end of the ddots. 

» Apparently the reference here is to the four elements 
into which in the course of chapters x.-xv. Plot has been 
analysed, ‘ Reversal,” “ Discovery,” “ Calamity,” and 
* Character.”” But the symmetry is spoilt by the fact that 
his first species, “* the complex play,” corresponds to the first 
two of these four elements, viz. to “ Reversal” and “ Dis- 
covery.” Thus his fourth species is left in the air and he 
hurriedly introduces “ Spectacle ” as the fourth correspond- 
ing element. Other explanations scem even sillier than this. 

¢ By Sophoeles. 4 Both Sophocles and Euripides 
wrote a Peleus. * See Add, Note, p. 118. 
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ph, TH peeytora read mAciora, dAAwS Te Kal ws viv 
ouxopavrodow Tovs mowmTds* yeyordToy yap Kae’ 
EKAOTOV ppos dyabay momrav, éxdorou tod iSiou 
ayalod ag vobot Tov éva, vmepBaArew. 

12 Xpr) de 6 OTrep etpy Tae ToAAd Ks pepvajcbas Kab pa 
13 rocety emrorrouLK OV ovoTnua Tpaywoiay. émromouKoy 

dé Aéyw [dé] 7d moAtvbov- otov el Ts TOV Tis 
14 “TArddos éAov mouol pdGor. EXEL bev yap dea 70 

LfjKos AapPdver ra Hepn 70 mpétrov péyeos, ev 
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py Kard. [Epos domep Evpuridys, <i> NeoBnyv eu 
py worrep Aloxvros, 7 H exminrovaw 7 ands dycwvt- 
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16 €v Sé rails mepurerelas Kal év rots dadois mpdy- 
pact oroxdlovras dv BovAovrat Gaupacras: Tpa- 

17 yeKov yap Tooro Kal prdvOpwmov. éorw dé rotro, 
oray 6 godos ev pera. movnpias <o° > eEarrarnOh, 
WOmTEp Liovdos, Kal 6 dvd peios “bev dducos o€ 

18 ares. corw dé rotro «ikds womep “Aydbow 
Aéyen, elkos yap yiveoBau moAAd, Kal mapa Td elxds. 

19 Kat rov Xopov Oe éva Set brrodaBetv Tay vTmo- 
KpiTra@yv reat jdptov elvat Too SAov kal auvaywvile- 
ofa. pu) worep Edpumridy GAN womep Loporrc. 

20 Tots be Aourots ra GSdpweve. <otdev> pGAdAov rob 
pvdov 7 EdXns Tpaywdtas € éoriv: 816 epPdhysa. g gdou- 
ow mpwrou dipSavros "Aydbuvos Tob Tovovrou. 
Kalrou tt Suapéper 7 7 €uBoAyse. gdew 4 7 ei phow €€ 
dAAov eis dANo 4 dpporror }) émetadSiov 6 odov 5 

19. TTlept ev ody T&v dAdkwy Yn elpyrat, Aoumov 

* 4.¢. those that have no “ Discovery ” “ Reversal.” 
See chapter x. 
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failing that, the most important and as many as 
possible, especially since it is the modern fashion 
to carp at péets, and, because there have been good 
poets in each style, to demand that a single author 
should surpass the peculiar merits of each. 

One must remember, as we have often said, not 
to make a tragedy an epic structure: by epic I 
mean made up of many stories—suppose, for instance, 
one were to dramatize the Iliad as a whole. The 
length of the Iad allows to the parts their proper 
size, but in plays the result is full of disappoint- 
ment. And the proof is that all who have dramatized 
the Sack of Troy as a whole, and not, like Euripides. 
piecemeal, or the Niobe story as a whole and not 
like Aeschylus, either fail or fare badly in competition. 
Indeed even Agathon failed in this point alone. 
In “ reversals,” however, and in “ simple” stories # 
too, they admirably achieve their end, which is a 
tragic effect that also satisfies your feelings. This 
is achieved when the wise man, who is, however, 
unscrupulous, is deceived—like Sisyphus—and the 
man who is brave but wicked is worsted. And this, 
as Agathon says, is a likely result, since it is likely 
that many quite unlikely things should happen. 

The chorus too must be regarded as one of the 
actors. It must be part of the whole and share in 
the action, not as in Euripides but as in Sophocles. 
In the others the choral odes have no more to do 
with the plot than with any other tragedy. And so 
they sing interludes, a practice begun by Agathon, 
And yet to sing interludes is quite as bad as trans- 
ferring a whole speech or scene from one play to 
another. 

19. The other factors have been already discussed. 
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Tob Adyovros mapacKevdleobar kai mapa Tov Adyov 
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7 Tov dé wepl riv Acéw &v pév éorw efdos Dewpias 
Ta oxnuara ths AdEews, ad éorw ciddvar Tis dr0- 
Kpirikhis Kal rod rip rowadryy éyovros dpxt- 
rexroviKny, olov ti evtoAy Kal Ti Edy) Kal Sujyynous” 
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8 dAAo rowwbrov: mapa yap THY TovTwWY ydow 7 
dyvotay oddév els THY monTiKTy eruTiLna PépeTat 
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* th Séot V.’s third edit lion for At i5éa, 

ee Thoug ht?’-—no Knglish word esac tly corre sponds: with 
didvova—is all thal which is expressed or effeeted by the words 
(of. chap, vi. §8 22, 28 and 25), ‘Phurs the student i is rightly re- 
ferred to the ‘Art of Rhetoric, where he learns ‘“‘ what to say in 
every case.” Aristotle adds ‘that the rules there given for the 
use of 4-as will enide him alco in nae use of incidents, since the 
same.Teei rire ne p produced ciiher ’ by talk or by “‘ situation.’ 
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It remains to speak of “ Diction”” and “ Thought.” 
All that concgrns Thought may be left to the treatise 
on Rhetoric, for the subject is more proper to that 
inquiry.¢ Under the head of Thought come all the 
effects to be produced by the language. Some of 
these are proof and refutation, the arousing of feelings 
like pity, fear, anger, and so on, and then again 
exaggeration and depreciation.2 It is clear that 
in the case of the incidents, too, one should work on 
the same principles, when effects of pity or terror 
or exaggeration or probability have to be produced. 
There is just this difference, that some effects must 
be clear without explanation,* whereas others are 
produced in the speeches by the speaker and are 
due to the speeches. For what would be the use of 
a speaker, if the required effect were likely to be 
felt without the aid of the speeches ? 

Under the head of Diction one subject of inquiry 
is the various modes of speech, the knowledge of 
which is proper to elocution or to the man who 
knows the master art @—I mean for instance, what 
is a command, a prayer, a statement, a threat, 
question, answer, and so on. The knowledge or 
ignorance of such matters brings upon the poet no 
censure worth serious consideration. For who could 
suppose that there is any fault in the passage which 
Protagoras censures, because Homer, intending to 

® It is an important part of the orator’s skill to depreciate 
what is important and to exaggerate trivial points. 

& Those necdneed by ‘ situation.” 
@Roawiowte ts a “master art” in relation to elocution, 

since it decides the effects to be produced, and elocution 
decides how to produce them. So the doctor’s art is 
“master ’’ to that of the dispenser, and the art of riding 
to that of the maker of bridles. 
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37 > é olopevos emTarreL etsy “ peavey dewe bed, "3 TO 
yap Keredoas pnow mrovely To oR pa emrakls cor. 

9610 mapeicOw ods addAns Kal ob THs wounTiKAs ov 
Geadpynua. 

20. Tis dé AdEews amdons Tad" éort To, pépn, 
orouxetov ovAdaBr) odvdeopos: dpBpov dvopto, pha 

2 mrBous Adyos. orouxeloy per oty oT poovn 
adtatperos, od méoa, d¢ add’ €€ Hs mepune GUVETT) 
ylyvecbau pari: Kal yap T&v Onpiwy <ioiy ddrai~ 

3 perou povat dy ovdeptav Aéyen oroueloy. TAUTNS 
dé pépn 76 TE puvijev Kat TO Huipavov Kat apwvov. 
éorw oe cvijev poev <To>* ty Tos, oAfs €, éxov pw- 
viv dcovoriy, 1 jpidwvov 6 é 70 pera mpoaBoAns 
éyov porn a aKovoTHy, ofov TO Bs Kal vo P, dipeavov 
dé TO pera mpooBodis Kae? adTo pev odSepiay 2 éxov 
pari, pera, dé Tov exvTenv Two peviy ‘yevdpLevor 

4 dcouaror, olov 76 r Kab TO A. rabra. dé Siadepet 
oxnpacty Te 708 orduaros Kal Tomo Kab Sacvrnre 
aut pudrdrgre kal papier eal i Bpaxdryre & ert bé ogurnre 
Kat Baptryre Kal TO peow: mept ov Kal” Exacrov 
[ev]* rots jeTpucots TpoojKeEt Dewpetv. 

5 LwAdapy | dd éorw dur) donpwos ouvbert) | e€ 
dpasvou Kal paviy é eEXovTos" Keak yap vo ['P dvev 
70d A ovMaBn Kat werd To A, olov 76 TPA. dada. 
Kal Tovrwv Oewphoa Tas Sasopds THS PETpUCTS 
€or. 

1 7 added by Christ. 2 Spengel brackets ¢v. 

* A translator is bound to render this chapter, since the 
balance of evidence is in favour of its inclusion. But the 
reader is advised to skip it, since it is written from the 
ic of view of grammar and philology, and does not, 
ike the succeeding chapter, deal with the literary use of 
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utter a prayer, gives a command when he says, 
‘Sing, goddess, the wrath’? To order something 
to be done or not is, he points out, a command, 

So we may leave this topic as one that belongs 
not to poetry but to another art. 

20. Diction as a whole * is made up of these parts : 
letter, syllable, conjunction, joint,’ noun, verb, case, 
phrase. A letter is an indivisible sound, not every 
such sound but one of which an intelligible sound 
can be formed. Animals utter indivisible sounds 
but none that I should call a letter. Such sounds 
may be subdivided into vowel, semi-vowel, and mute. 
A vowel is that which without any addition has an 
audible sound; a semivowel needs the addition of 
another letter to give it audible sound, for instance 
5S and R; a mute is that which with addition has 
no sound of its own but becomes audible when 
combined with some of the letters which have a 
sound. Examples of mutes are G and D. Letters 
differ according to the shape of the mouth and the 
place at which they are sounded; in being with 
or withont aspiration; in being long and short; and 
lastly in having an acute, grave, or intermediate 
accent. But the detailed study of these matters 
properly concerns students of metre. 
A syllable is a sound without meaning, composed 

of a mute and a letter that has a sound.: GR, for 
example, without A is a syllable just as much as 
GRA with an A. But these distinctions also belong 
to the theory of metre. 

words. It is also very obscure. Students should refer to 
Bywater’s edition. 

» A “joint,” as defined below, appears to be a word which 
indicates the beginning or end of a clause. 
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6 Lydeopos dé éorw pert) donpos 9 ovre Kwdver 
Mista OUTE ToLel Pwviy play onpavricyy eK mAcvoveny 

pouvav mepucutay owribecBar [ eg kat emt Tov 
axpwy kat éml rob pécou id Ha) dppdrret ev apxy 
Adyou rev kal? adrov, olov pév 81} Tol b€: 7} puvy 
conpos 4 ek mAeudveny pev davav jusds onwavTucdy 
dé mrovety mepurey pilav onuavrucny peviy otov TO 
apdi Kal To Tmept Kal Ta da.” 

7 “A pOpov &° é€ort pwr donwos 4 Adyou dpxny, q 
Tédos 7 Svopiopov dnAoe, [7 pwr donos ) ovre 
Kkwlvet ore move? Pw poiav onpavrucny ék meus - 
vo puvdry }° mepunvia TibecOat Kal él rdv aKpwv 
Kal emt Tot péoou. 

8 "Ovoja, bé ore put) ovvders) onpayTeKt dvev 
xpdvov As peépos ovdev € €oTs Kal’ aire oTNavreKoy: 
ev yap rots SurAots ov xpdireda. ws Kat avro Kal’ 
avo onpaivor, olov év TH Ocodampw ro Sdpov od 
onpaiver. 

9 ‘Pha dé porn owvberh onpayricn pera xpevov 
As oder [uépos onpuaiver weal adro worrep Kat emt 
TOV ovopdreny’ TO pev yap dvOpwaros 7 H AevKdv ob 
onuaiver To more, ro dé Badiler 7 a) BeBddircev mpoc- 
onpaives TO ev Tov TwapdvTa ypdvov Td bé Tov Tap- 
eAnaAv@dra. 

10 IIrdous oi éorty dvoparos 7] Phporos 7) BY | xe) 

Kara <70> Tovrou a robrep onpsaivov Kal doa. 
Towaira., H 5é Kare TO évt i moots, olov dvO pwrrot 
y) dvOpwros, 4 O€ Kara 70, droKpiTeKd, olov Kat" 
epairnow jemiragy: TO yap eBadicev; ) Badile 
nra&os pruaros Kara Tatra Ta €ldn oe 

1 See note 3 below. 
2°V. keeps ofov . . . 7& Ada after dcopicydy Syro? where 
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A conjunction is a sound without meaning, which 
neither hinders nor causes the formation of a single 
significant sound or phrase out of several sounds, 
and which, if the phrase stands by itself, cannot 
properly stand at the beginning of it, e.g. uév, 9, 
vol, 5€; or else it is a sound without meaning 
capable of forming one significant sound or phrase 
out of several sounds having each a meaning of 
their own, e.g. dpi, epi. 
A joint is a sound without meaning which marks 

the beginning or end of a phrase or a division in it, 
and naturally stands at either end or in the middle.* 
A noun is a composite sound with a meaning, 

not indicative of time, no part of which has a meaning 
by itself; for in compounds we do not use each 
part as having a meaning of its own, for instance, in 
‘‘ Theodorus,”’ there is no meaning of dupor (gift). 
A verb is a composite sound with a meaning, 

indicative of time, no part of which has a meaning 
by itself—just as in nouns. “ Man” or “ white ” 
does not signify time, but “ walks’’ and “ has walked” 
connote present and past time respectively. 
A case (or inflexion) of a noun or verb is that 

which signifies cither “ of” or “ to” a thing and the 
like; or gives the sense of “one” or “ many ”’ e.g. 
men and man ; or else it may depend on the delivery, 
for example question and command. “ Walked?” 
and “ Walk |” are verbal “ cases ”’ of this kind. 

* This paragraph remains a cause of despair. Bywater’s 
notes suggest a restoration. 

they stand in AS. But they seem to exemplify the alterna- 
tive meaning of ctvdeopos. 

2 'V. brackets # pwr)... él rod uéoov. I have followed 
By.’s suggestion and rescued the last ten words. Clearly 
there has been confusion with 1457 a 2, 
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1 Adyos be pov} ouvBers) onuavrucy Hs evea pepy 
12 kal? avre, onpaiver Te od yap dias Agyos € ek pypd~ 

TOV Kab OvomaTwY ovyKerral (ofov 6 6 Tod avOpwrrou 
Opiopios ) adn’ évdéyerar dvev pypdrey elvar Adyov, 
[uépos peVTOU det Te onpeatvov eGer otov év 7 Babi- 

13 Geu Krcwv 6 Kréwr. els 5€ dort Adyos Siydis, 7 
yap o ev onuaiveny no ex mAcroverv owvoeoum, otov 
y) "Taras pev ovvddapw eis, 6 bé Tod vO pebrrov TH 
ev sonnaive. 

‘Ovéparos dé eidy TO pev amAotv, dmdoby dé 
reve wo O por) éK onpouwovrey OUYKELTAL, olov yh, TO 

2 dé "SumoBy TovTOV de TO prev ex onpatvovros, [ad 
dorjov |,’ wAny otk év 7H dvopart onaivorros, Kab 

3 dorjpou, Td O€ ek onpawdvrwr ovyKeras. ety O° 
dv kal tpumdoby Kal rerpamAocby dvowa Kat wodAa- 

1457 wAoby, olov 74 TodAd r&v peyadewrTay,* ‘Kouo- 
4 xaixdeavbos .. . daav &eé , Ovopid. €oTw 7) KU plop 
q yAdrra 7 7) petapopa 7 q Kdopos iY memomucrey 9 
drexrerapévoy 7 SppypEvoy H é€nAAaypévov. 

5 Aéyoo dé Kd piov per BD xXpGvrau EXQOTOL, yAGrrav dé 
6 & Erepour Bore davepdv Srv Kab ypA@rray kat «tpiov 

1 I have followed Ussing and omitted xal dojmou as an 
unintelligible repetition. 

* neyarewrav By, for A® peyakwwrdr, On the margin of 
one of the copies is written xoAAyrouvoyadiwrdy, which may 
conceal the real reading, i.e a multiple animal. In the 
Arabic transcript the sentence finishes with some words 
about “ praying to the Lord of Heaven”? which might seem 
to indicate a third multiple word. 

® There is no exact English equivalent of this meaning of 
Aéyos, which has been used already in § 7 above without 
explanation. “ Statement” and “ proposition ” also cover 
part of its meaning. 

® Probably one of the two definitions given ia the Zopies, 
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A phrase ¢ is a composite sound with a meaning, 
some parts of which mean something by themselves, 
It is not true to say that every “ phrase ”’ is made up 
of nouns and verbs, e.g. the definition of man?; 
but although it is possible to have a “ phrase” 
without verbs, yet some part of it will always have 
a meaning of its own, for example, Cleon in “ Cleon 
walks.” A “phrase” may be a unit in two ways; 
either it signifies one thing or it is a combination 
of several “‘ phrases.” The unity of the Jhad, for 
instance, is due to such combination, but the defini- 
tion of man is “one phrase” because it signifies 
one thing. 

21. Nouns are of two kinds. There is the simple 
noun, by which I mean one made up of parts that 
have no meaning, like yj, and there is the com- 
pound noun. These may be made up either of a 
part which has no meaning and a part which has a 
meaning—though it does not have its meaning in 
the compound—or of two parts both having a 
meaning. A compound noun may be triple and 
quadruple and multiple, e.g. many of the bombastic 
names like Hermocaicoxanthus. ... Every noun 
is either “ ordinary ” 4 or ‘‘ rare” or “ metaphorical ”’ 
or “ ornamental ” or “invented” or “ lengthened ” 
or “curtailed” or “altered.” An “ ordinary ” 
word is one used by everybody, a “ rare ” word one 
used by some; so that a word may obviously be 

**a two-footed land animal” and “an animal amenable 
to reason.” 

¢ A compound of the names of three rivers, Hermus, 
Caicus, and Xanthus. 

4 4.¢e, one which has gained normal currency as contrasted 
with the “rare word,” which is confined to a dialect or 
horrowed from a foreign language. 
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elvat Suvarov Td atrd, pay trois adbrois 5€- Td yap 
oiyuvov Kumpious jie KUpiov, jutv Oe prarra. 

7 Meragopa. b€ cory ovdparos dAAorpiov emupope. 
7 dard rob yevous emt <i8os 7) H ano roo eiSous € emt To 
yévos 7) dro 708 eldous é emt eibos 7 7 Kare. To dvdAoyov. 

8 Adyeo dé azo yevous pev emt eldos olov § ‘ ynds dé jou 
975° éorniey "sd yap oppely éorw éordvar Tt. Ga 
eldous dé emt yevos * 7 57 pup’ ’Odvaceds éoOha. 
copyev.” 70 yap puptov aond €or, @ viv avr 

10 tod mohoo KEXPNT OL. din” elSous Sé él eldos oloy 
“vaAK@ dad puynv dptoas Kat “© TOL direupeéu 
Xarn@.” evradla yap TO pLev dptoa Tape, 70 
be Tamely aptoat elpyievs dudw yap adedrciy ri 
€oTw. 

11 To de dvdAoyov dey, 6 orav Opoiws éyn Td ded- 
TEpov mpos: 70 mparov Kad TO réTapTov qpOs 70 
Tplrov" épet yap duré rot Seurépov TO. TéTapToV +) 

12 dyri_ rob Terdprov TO Sedrepov. Kal évlore mpoo~ 
réaow av? ob Ayer mpos 6 €or. Aéyun Be ofov 
omotas: exer puahy mpos Aidvucov Kal aozis mpos 
" * épet Totvuy Thy pedAny domida Atovdicou Kal 

13 THY aomiba pudAny ° "Apews. 7 6 yijpas ampos Biov, 
Kab éorépa, mpos Tyepav: €pet Toivuv Tay éomrépav 
yhipas pepas y) WomTEp "Epredoxdfjs, x Kat 70 yAjpos 

+ dorépay Biov 7 Suopas Biov. éviows 8 ob éoTrw 
& Meaning “ spear.” 
» Probably “the bronze” is in the first case a Iknife 

and in the second a cupping-bowl. This would make the 
meta, hor intelligible. 

‘his may claim to be one of Aristotle’s least lucid 
Pee It means this: If Old Age: Life: : Evening : 
Day, then, we may call old age “ the Evening of Life.” In 
that case “ old age” is “‘ the lerm supplanted by the meta- 
phor,” and it is relative to “ Life”; therefore ‘“ Life” 
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both “‘ ordinary” and “rare,” but not in relation 
to the same, people. ofyuvor,* for instance, is to 
the Cypriots an “ ordinary ’ word but to us a “‘ rare” 
one. 

Metaphor is the application of a strange term either 
transferred from the genus and applied to the 
species or from the species and applied to the genus, 
or from one species to another or else by analogy. 
An example of a term transferred from genus to 
species is ‘‘ Here stands my ship.” Riding at 
anchor is a species of standing. An example of 
transference from species to genus is “ Indeed ten 
thousand noble things Odysseus did,” for ten 
thousand, which is a species of many, is here used 
instead of the word “many.” An example of trans- 
ference from one species to another is “ Drawing off 
his life with the bronze” and “ Severing with the 
tireless bronze,’’ where “ drawing off” is used for 
“severing” and “ severing”’ for “drawing off,” 
both being species of “ removing.”’ > 

Metaphor by analogy means this: when B is to 
A as D is to C, then instead of B the poet will say 
D and B instead of D. And sometimes they add 
that to which the term supplanted by the metaphor 
is relative. For instance, a cup is to Dionysus 
what a shield is to Ares; so he will call the cup 
“ Dionysus’s shield’ and the shield “ Ares’ cup.” 
Or old age is to life as evening is to day ; so he will 
call the evening “‘ day’s old-age ’’ or use Empedocles’ 
phrase?; and old age he will call “the evening of 
life” or “ life’s setting sun.” Sometimes there is 

(i.e. “ that to which the term supplanted by the metaphor 
is relative ") is added to the metaphorical (or “ transferred ”) 
term “ Evening.” 4 Unknown to us. 
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dvope Keluevov TOV dvddoyov, GAN’ ovdev arrov 
Opoiws AexGijoera: oloy To 70y KapTroy pee dipuevau 
ometpew, TO O€ THY proya € emt! rob HAtov & avesvypo: 
aAN’ dmoiws exer Tobro TpOs Tov apALov Kab TO o7rei~ 
peur ampos Tov Kapmdv, 810 eipyras “ oeipwr Peo- 
Krioray proya.” 

15 "Eore Sé 7@ Tpdm@ TovTw TIS peradopas xpfobae 
Kal dws, mpooayopedoavra 70 Mor prov dro - 
pijoas Tov oixelwy TL, olov eb THY aomlda ¢lzor 
pidAdny po} “Apews aan’ dowov. Loe 

17 Lemrounpeevov S éorly 6 ddws By) ahovpevor b dire 
Twey adres riberat 6 é mounT ys” Soxet yap & eve. elas 
towafra, ofov 7a Képara epyiyas Kat vTov tepéa 
dpyriipa. 

18 °Eaexrerapéevov 6¢ éorw 7 dpnpnpevov TO [Lev 
1s58a €dy duvijevre parporépyp Kexpnsevov fh Tod oixetou 

7 ovhasy euBeBAnuevy, 70 d€ ¢ av adnpnuevov TL 7 
19 adrod, ETEKTETAMLEVOV [Lev Olav TO ToAEwS addnos 

Kal TO IInAeiSov* TnAnuddew, adynonuevov dé olov 
TO Kpe Kat TO OO ical Bia yiveras dypor épen ous.” 

20 “En Maypevov 8 dorly Grav rot dvopa.Lopevou 
xe) pev Karadevmy 70 dé wou, olov rd “ deEvrepdv 
Kara patov” avert Tob Sebidv. 

21 Airéy dé Tay dvouid:ren 76, eev d.ppeva, ra de 
22 Orjdea Ta Sé prerakd, dppeva poev daa TeAcuTe els 7d 

1 érl Schmidt for Ae azo. 
* Tiyeldov By. from one of the copies for AS IfyAdos which 

¥V. reads with a lacuna after it. 

® Or you might call Love “ Venus’s loodless War.” At 
this point a few lines on “ Ornament” have evidently been 
lost, Since this is its place in the catalogue of nouns above. 
By “ ornament” he scems to mean an embellishing epithet 
or synonym, In the Rhetoric he quotes ‘‘ Our lady the 
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no word for some of the terms of the analogy but 
the metaphor can be used allthesame. For instance, 
to seatter seed is to sow, but there is no word for 
the action of the sun in scattering its fire. Yet this 
has to the sunshine the same relation as sowing has 
to the seed, and so you have the phrase “ sowing 
the god-created fire.” 

Besides this another way of employing metaphor 
is to call a thing by the strange name and then to 
deny it some attribute of that name. For instance, 
suppose you call the shield not ‘‘ Ares’ cup” but a 
“wineless cup.”7... 
An invented word is one not used at all by any 

people and coined by the poet. There seem to be 
such words, e.g. “ sprouters ” for horns and “‘ pray-er ” 
for priest. 
A word is “lengthened” or “curtailed,” the 

former when use is made of a longer vowel than 
usual or a syllable inserted, and the latter when part 
of the word is curtailed. An example of a lengthened 
word is réAnos for roAéws and InAquddew for InAcidov; 
and of a curtailed word xp? and 066, and e.g. pia 
vyiverat dpporépwv ow? 

A word is “ altered’ when the poet coins part 
of.the word and leaves the rest unchanged, e.g. 
Sefirepdv xara palsy instead of defudv. 

Of the nouns themselves, some are masculine, 
some feminine, and some neuter.© Masculine are 

fig-tree *’ as a misplaced “ ornament.” One might add 
the seventeenth-century use of “ Thames ” for “* water.” 

> xpe for xpidy, “barley”; 68 for déua “house”; by for 
Sins “ face,” ‘ eye,” or “ appearance.” 

¢ This paragraph the reader should either skip or study 
with Bywater’s notes. Without them these generalizations 
on gender seem merely wrong. 
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N cat P <xal 2> Kai doa ex rovrov otyresrat, 
28 (ratra 3° doriv dvo0, V Kai &), OjAea S¢ dca ex ray 

pwvnevrav els Te TA del prakpa, olov eis H Kai Q, cat 
24 ray emrenrewou.eveov els A: adore toa ovpBaiver 

mAnOn els 00a, TA dppeva. Kal TO OrjAca vo yap ‘VP cat 
25 TO EB <7r@ L> ravra corw. els Se adewvor ovdey 
26 ovojto. redevra, ov0é eis dwviev Bpaxe. els dé rd 

I Tpia povor, per KOU meTEpL. els 6€ 70 V arévre. 
Ta, O€ peTa€d ets Tatra, kal N Kaul 2. 

22. Ad&ews be a dpern) ough reaut pe) Tamewny elvat. 
cabeoraryn fev ov €or  €k TOV Kuptoy dvop.a~ 

27wv, dAAa rarrewh. wapddevpyua dé 7 KAcoddvros 
3 mroinots Kal% LOevérov. oem dé Kat efadlarroved 
To idwwriKov 7 ros Eevixois Kexpnévn. Eevuxdv 
dé Ady yrdrrav reaut perapopay KOL eméxracw Kab 

4 adv TO Tapa. TO Kdpuov. aA av rts [av] drravra 
Tovatira moujon, } alviypa dora 7 BapBapropds- 
dy pev ovv ék perapopav, alvuypa, edy de éx 

5 yhwrrdiv, Bap aprouds. odviypuaros Te yop idda 
avry earl, TO Aéyovra o imdpyovra addvvara, ouvdipat. 
KOTO, pev obp TH TOV dvoparay ovvicow ody oldy 
Te TovTo moufjoas, Kata dé THY petadopay ev- 
déxera, ofov “ dv8p’ eidov rupt xaAdnov em avepe 

6 xoAAjoarra, Kat 7a -Towbra. ec Tov yrwrray 
7 BapBapropds. det dpa rexpd.cbat mws TOUTOIS” TO 
pev yap ph iSuericdy qoujoe. unde ramewdv, olov 

1 7g Z} an anonymous conjecture adopted by By. as neces- 
sary to the sense. 

8 See p. 10, note. 
uae tragedian whom Aristophancs ridicules for the 

insipidity of his diction. 
* See preceding chapter § 19. 
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all that end in N and P and = and in the two com- 
pounds of 2, ¥ and &. Feminine are all that end 
in those of the vowels that are always long, for 
instance H and @, and in A among vowels that can 
be lengthened. The result is that the number of 
masculine and feminine terminations is the same, 
for ¥ and 47 are the same as Y. No noun ends in 
a mute or in a short vowel. Only three end in I, 
weAL, Kopp, aNd wérept. Five end in Y. The neuters 
end in these letters and in N and 2. 

22. The merit of diction is to be clear and not 
commonplace. The clearest diction is that made 
up of ordinary words, but it is commonplace. An 
example is the poetry of Cleophon ¢ and of Sthenelus.’ 
That which employs unfamiliar words is dignified 

-and outside the common usage. By “ unfamiliar” 
I mean a rare word, a metaphor, a lengthening,’ 
and anything beyond the ordinary use. But if a 
poet writes entirely in such words, the result will be 
either a riddle or jargon ; if made up of metaphors, 
a riddle and if of rare words, jargon. The essence 
of a riddle consists in describing a fact by an im- 
possible combination of words. By merely combining 
the ordinary names of things this cannot be done, but 
it is made possible by combining metaphors. For 
instance, “‘ I saw a man weld bronze upon a man with 
fire,” and so on.4 A medley of rare words is jargon. 
We need then a sort of mixture of the two. For the 
one kind will save the diction from being prosaic 

¢ The answer is a cupping-bowl. This was a bronze 
vessel which was applied to the body at the place at which 
a small incision had been made. Heated lint was placed 
in the bowl of it and the reduction of air-pressure thus caused 
a strong flow of blood. For this form of riddle ef. “ Out 
of the strong came forth sweetness.” 
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Pvwvely Tod elwhdros TO cadés Eorar. wore odK 
ophas yeyovow ot emery L@vres TO Towovryp Tpom 
vijs dtad€rov kal ScascwoppSodvres TOV Tout HY 
otov EdxAcidns 6 dpxaios, ws padvov aotetv, €b Tis 
dwoe. exreivew ep émdcov BovdAeras, lapsBomroutoas 
ev atrtn Th AeE«u.  Emuxdpny <i8ov Mapabavdde 
Bodilovra, Kal “* odie dv y" épdpevos Tov eicelvou 

10 éAAeBopov.’ TO peev ody paivecbat Tes Xpwsevov 
11 Toure TO Tpome yedoiov: 70 be jerpov™ Kouov 

amavroy éorl Tov pep@v. Kat yap peragopats Kal 
yAdrraus Kal trois Mos eiBeor Xpipevos ampends 
Kab émirnbdes € ert TO yeroia TO adTo dy dmepydoairo. 

12 To éé dp uorrov Ooov Suadeper emt Tov endy 
Bewpetoben evr ilepeveny ray ovopdrey eis TO per pov. 

13 reat emt THs yAwrrys O€é Kal ert Trev berapopay Kad 
ent thy dAAwy idedy perarilels dv ris Ta KUpLa 

1 yérproy Spengel for A® wérpor. 

& See Pp. 82, note. 
> A critic of this name wrote on the drama, but his date 

is uncertain. 
¢ In Homer we find short vowels lengthened “ by position,” 

but, whereas Homer uses the licence sparingly, Eucleides 
raised a laugh by overdoing it and writing in parody such 
hexameters as those here quoted. A moctern parallel mey 
illustrate this. The poet Stephen Phillips employed to excess 
the licence which allows a clash between the nalural accent 
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and commonplace, the rare word, for example, and 
the metaphor and the “ ornament,’’* whereas the 
ordinary words give clarity. 

A considerable aid to clarity and distinction are 
the lengthening and abbreviation and alteration of 
words. Being otherwise than in the ordinary form 
and thus unusual, these will produce the effect of 
distinetion, and clarity will be preserved by retaining 
part of the usual form. Those eritics are therefore 
wrong who censure this manner of idiom and poke 
fun at the poet, as did the elder Eucleides? who said 
it was easy to write poetry, granted the right to 
lengthen syllables at will. He had made a burlesque 
in this very style : 

'Emixd|pqy elélov MapalOavdde j Badl|fovra 
and 

obx dy | épduelvos rov | éxeilyou eddlBopov.® 

Now to make an obtrusive use of this licence is 
ridiculous; but moderation is a requisite common 
to all kinds of writing. The same effect could be got 
by using metaphors and rare words and the rest 
unsuitably for the express purpose of raising a 
laugh. 
What a difference is made by the proper use of 

such licence may be seen in epic poetry, if you 
substitute in the verse the ordinary forms. Take 
a rare word or metaphor or any of the others and 
substitute the ordinary word; the truth of our 

and the metrical ictus, and Mr. Owen Seaman, “ for the 
express purpose of raising a laugh,” parodied the trick by 
carrying it to further excess and wrote in blank verse, 

“ She 4 milliner was and hér brothérs 
Dynamitérs.”’ 
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dvdpara Karidot Gt. dAnOA Aéyopev: ofov Td adrd 
mounoavros layBetov AicyvAov kat Kdépuridov, év dé 
pdvov Gvopa perarilevros, avrt Kupiov eiwOdros 

an 4 \ é \ A 3 ? / yAdrrav, To poev paiverat KaAdv ro 8° edredds. 
Aloytaros pev yap év r@ Didonrirn eroince 

t ¢ , 2 gr : payédawa 4 wou odpKas abies nodds, 

6 Sé dvri rot éobier 7O Oowdrat peréOnnev. rat 
“a fa > ON 2\7 XY ? \ \ 3 / viv dé pw éay ddAlyos Te Kal odriBaves Kal dedys, 

” , A) A / él tis Aéyou Ta KUpLa, perarieis 
~ / 7 94 ; 4 3 A 1 3 7 vov 5é pw’ éwv puixpds Te Kat aobevicds Kat devdys. 

\ Kat 
» 3 

dippov 7° aetxéAcov Katabels dAiyny te Tedrelav. 
f \ ‘ 

didpov poyOnpov Karabeis pixpav te rpdareCav. 
‘ \ ¢t 3 # / a7 > + / Kal 6 ‘‘ nudves Bodwow ”’ hidves xpdlovow. 

? ? \ 

1a "Ere b¢ “Apippddns rods rpaymdods éexwpdder, 
ért & oddels Gy EelzroL ev TH OtadenT@ TovToLs ypav- 
Tat, olov Td Swpdrewv dao GAAG wy) ard Swdrwvr 

14592 kal ro ober Kal To eyw Sé vw Kal rd “AyiAddws 
? > \ \ \ 9 Aé Vv Tr lo mépt GAA uy wept “AxiAdéws Kal doa dAda rovatra. 

1B 81d ydp rd ur elvan ev roils Kuplois ove? 7d ut} 
=~ f ~ n 

iduuricoyv ev TH AcE avavra Ta Tovadra: éxetvos | 
dé rotro Hyvee. 
"Eorw dé wéya pev TO éxdorw rév eipnudvwy 

Po % ral 

mpeovrws xpjolat, Kat Sirdots dvdpace Kal yAdr- 
rae 4, SSOP Oe SESE RS RC sen REEL SIR CER Ca 

@ Similarly we might use “ordinary” words instead of 
those which Keats chose so carefully and speak of “ wonderful 
windows abutling on to a dangerous sea-shore in a dreary, 
mysterious country.” 
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contention will then be obvious. For instance, 
Aeschylus and Euripides wrote the same iambic 
line with the change of one word only, a rare word in 
place of one made ordinary by custom, yet the one 
line seems beautiful and the other trivial. Aeschylus 
in the Philocteles wrote, , 

The ulcer eats the flesh of this my foot, 

and Euripides instead of “ eats” put “ feasts upon.” 
Or take 

I that am small, of no account nor goodly ; 

suppose one were to read the line substituting the 
ordinary words, 

I that am little and weak and ugly. 

Or compare 

He set a stool unseemly and a table small. 
with 

He set a shabby stool and a little table, 

’ 

or “ the sea-shore is roaring’ with “ the sea-shore 
is shrieking.” # 

Ariphrades® again made fun of the tragedians 
because they employ phrases which no one would 
use in conversation, like “ Swpdrwyv dao” instead of 
dd dwudrov and their “ réGev” and “ éyw Oé ver” and 
“? A veAAgus répe”’ for wept AyrAAgws, and soon. All 
that sort of thing, not being in the ordinary form, 
gives distinction to the diction, which was what he 
failed to understand. 

It is a great thing to make a proper use of each 
of the elements mentioned, and of double words 

®’ Unknown. 
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Tous, mond dé peyorov 70 peradopurcov etvae. 
17 povov yap Tobro ore map: adddov €or AaBety ev~ 

putas TE onpetoy cor’ TO yap «0 weTapepev TO Td 
GLLOLOV Becwpeiv éorw. 

18 Tév & dvondrwr ra weév StmAG pudAcora apydrrec 
Tots SulupdpBots, at d€ yAOrrat rots pwexots, at 

195é€ peradopat rots tauPetou. Kat ey pev rots 
Hpwicots dmavra yphoyw.a ra elpyéva, ev S€ Trois 
iapBelous dud Td Ors pdAcora AdEw pupretabas Tabra 
Ap LOorTrEt Tov dvopudreny ooots Kav ey [Scars | 
Adyors Tis Xpnoarro éort dé Ta ToLabra TO KUpLoV 
Kal peragopa. Kat Kdo[MOS. 

20 TTepi [ev ovv Tpayewotas Kea Tis év T@ wparrew 

ponoews €orw py ikava Td etpnieva. 
23, Ilept dé Tijs Sunynparuchs Kab ev perpep [aun 

TUS, OTe bet Tovs pvous kaldarep ev rats Tpaye- 
dias ouvioTavat Spayarucods: Kal mepl pia mpagw 
ohn v Kat Terelay € éxovoay dpxny weal péoo. Kat Tédos, 
iv” domep EGov ey dAov moun Thy otkelay Hooray, 

2 OfjAov, Kal He olas* toroptas Tas ovv7jGes elvas, ev ats 
dvdyren ox! pads mpdfews movetabat diAwow adn’ 
EVOS XPOvoU, | doa ev Tour ouveBy rept eva 7 
metovs, dv eKaoTov as eruxer exee Tpos adAnAc.. 

3 Wamep yap kara TOUS avrovs xpévous ac ep 
aAapive eyevero voupaxia weal 4 ev Luncedtg Kap~ 

xndoview pdx oudev mpos TO aUvro ourreivougat 
Tédos, ourw Kal ev rots ébeEfs ypdovots eviore 

1 olas for A® duolas seems the simplest of the many allera- 
tions suggested, all with the idea of giving the same 
general sense. 

9 je, the power of detecting “identity in difference ” 
which distinguishes also both the philosopher and the 
scientist. 
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and rare words too, but by far the greatest thing is 
the use of metaphor. That alone cannot be learnt ; 
it is the token of genius. For the right use of 
metaphor means an eye for resemblances.* 

Of the various kinds of words the double forms 
are most suited for dithyrambs, rare words for heroic 
verse and metaphors for iambics. And indeed in 
heroic verse they are all useful; but since iambic 
verse is largely an imitation of speech, only those 
nouns are suitable which might be used in talking. 
These are the ordinary word, metaphor, and “ orna- 
ment.” ® 

Now concerning tragedy and the art of represent- 
ing life in action, what we have said already must 
suffice. 

23. We come now to the art of representation 
which is narrative and in metre.° Clearly the story 
must be constructed as in tragedy, dramatically, 
yound a single piece of action, whole and complete 
in itself, with a beginning, middle and end, so that 
like a single living organism it may produce its own 
peculiar form of pleasure. It must not be such as 
we normally find in history, where what is required 
is an exposition not of a single piece of action but 
of a single period of time, showing all that within 
the period befell one or more persons, events that 
have a merely casual relation to each other. For 
just as the battle of Salamis occurred at the same 
time as the Carthaginian battle in Sicily, but they 
do not converge to the same result ?; so, too, in any 

> See note on p. 82. 
* i.e. Epic. 
4 Gelo’s defeat of the Carthaginians in Sicily in 480 b.c. 

took place, according to Herodotus, on the same day as the 
battle of Salamis. 
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yiverau Gdrepov pera Darepov, e& ov & obdéy 
4 yiverou TéAos. oxedov dé ot moXot 7.0v Trout ov 
5 TOUTO dpaov. 820 womep elzropiev 78 Kab Tabry 
Deoméouos ¢ av davein * ‘Opmpos TaApa. Tovs dMous, To 
pnde TOV moNe}Lov Kalmep é eXovTa, apy Kab réhos 
emxerphoas moueiv GAov: Atay yap av péeyas Kat ovr 
evovvorrros eweAAev eocatar, ) TO peyeBer peTpid~ 
Covra KaTamemeypLevov TH mouciAld. voy 8° & 
poépos dmohaBav emeraodtous KexXpyTaL avTav moMois, 
otov vedy Karardye Kab aAdous emrerooblors ols 

6 SiaapBdver ry smoinow. ot & dAdou rept eva 
moor Kab mept eva xpovov Kal play mpagw Tmohu~ 

14s9 b MEH, olov 6 Ta Kumpia moujoas Kat Ty puupay 
" “Vedba. Tovyapody ek pev “Thiddos Kab ‘OSvocetas 
pia Tpaymdta movelr ae éxarépas 4 dvo pdovar, ék 
de Kumpiwv moAAat Kat THs puKpas "Aud dos aAgov 
éxrd, olov dmAwy Kpiots, Drroriirns, Neo- 
mrdAepos, Edpumvios, mTMxEta, Adrawan, *IAlov 
mepous Kab ammdaAous Kal Live Kall Tewddes. 

24. “Ere dé [ére 5é] ra <ldy TavTa del é exew THY 
emomoulay TH Tpaypdia, H yap dary 7) memAey~ 

Qmevny 7 nO ueny q molnrucry ral Ta Bépn eto 
jcdorotias Kal oypews radra: Kal yap mepumeTEevay 
def Kal dvayvepicecy reat mrabnudroy ert ras 

3 diavoias Kat rhv AdEw éyew Kxadds. ols arracw 

@ As we have seen already in chapter viii. (p. 32), a poem 
or a play must be one story and not several stories about 
one hero. ‘hus, since the Ziad and Ody yssey have this 
essential unity (i.e. one thread runs through the narrative of 
each), few plays can be made out of them but many out of 
the Cypria or the Little Riad, which are merely collections 
of Jays on similar themes. 
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sequence of time one event may follow another and 
yet they may notissuein any oneresult. Yet most of 
the poets do this. So in this respect, too, compared 
with all other poets Homer may seem, as we have 
already said, divinely inspired, in that even with 
the Trojan war, which has a beginning and an end, 
he did not endeavour to dramatize it as a whole, 
since it would have been either too long to be taken 
in all at once or, if he had moderated the length, 
he would have complicated it by the variety of 
incident. As it is, he takes one part of the story 
only and uses many incidents from other parts, such 
as the Catalogue of Ships and other incidents with 
which he diversifies his poetry. The others, on the 
contrary, all write about a single hero or about a 
single period or about a single action with a great 
many parts, the authors, for example, of the 
Cypria and the Little Ihad.* The result is that out 
of an Iliad or an Odyssey only one tragedy can be 
made, or two at most, whereas several have been 
made out of the Cypria, and out of the Litile Iliad 
more than eight, e.g. The Award of Arms, Philocietes, 
Neoptolemus, Hurypylus, The Begging, The Laconian 
lVomen, The Sack of Troy, and Sailng of the Fleet, 
and Sinon, too, and The Trojan Women. 

24, The next point is that there must be the 
same varieties of epic as of tragedy®: an epic . 
must be “simple” or ‘ complex,” ¢ or else turn on 

character” or on “calamity.” The constituent 
parts, too, are the same with the exception of song 
and spectacle. Epic needs reversals and discoveries 
and calamities, and the thought and diction too 
must be good. All these were used by Homer 

» See chapicr xviii. § 4. ¢ See chapter x. 
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"Opnpos KeXpnTat Kal mpOros Kat ikavds. Kal 
yop Kat Tév mrounudir ey ExaTEpOV ourgaTn Kev  peev 
"Thtdas dardoty Kal mallyrurcdy, 9 dé ’Odvoce.a 
metAcypévov (dvayriiprars yap SidAov) Kat HO. 
mpos yap rovTos Ag€er kat Siavoia mavra dbaep- 
BéBAnkev. 

4 Ataddper 8€ xara re THs ovordocews TO UHKos H 
5 évoTrotla Kat TO LeTPOV. TOD prev OBV JurjKOUS Gpos 
ixaves 6 elpnuéevos. Svvacbar yap de? ovvopaobar 
Thy apxnv Kat To TéAos. etn 0 dv Tobro, «i TOV 
juev apyaiwy éAdrrovs at ovordoes elev, mpds 
dé ro mARO0s Tpaywdidv rdv eis play axpdaow 

6 riWewevev mapyKoev. exer S€ mpds TO émeKreive- 
ofa TO wéeyeOos TOAY Te errorrotia, WOLov Sud TO ev 
perv TH Tpaywodia py evdéyeoIar dua mparrépeva 
TOAAG poépy poyretoBas GAAa TO emt THS oKYVAs Kal 
Tov brokpirav pepos wdvov: év dé TH érromrovia Sid 
TO Oupynow elvas €ort TOAAG pepn dpa. trovety TrepaL~ 
voneva, 0h @v olkeiwy Gvrwv avkerat 6 TOO mown- 

7paros byKos. wore robtr’ éxes 7d ayalldy eis 
peyaronpéreav kab tro peraBdAdew Kal érew- 
odtoby dvojsolots émercodiouss TO yap duotov Tayd 
mAnpoty Tov akovovra’ éxrimrew woudl Tas Tpay~ 
moias. 

8 Td dé pérpov Td npwixdy amd THs metpas FppoKer. 
ei yap tis ev GAAw Twi wérpa@ Sinynuarucny oinow 

9 moLotro 7) ev woAXois, amperes av atvotro* TO yap 
1 cov dxo¥ovra in A® follows weraBdddew and V. prints thus. 

Bywater’s ex ample of zeraBdddrev transitive in the Problems 
is nota real parallel. 
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for the first time, and used well. Of his poems he 
made the one, the Ihad, a “ simple” story turning 
on “calamity,” and the Odyssey a “ complex” 
story—it is full of “‘ discoveries ’—turning on char- 
acter. Besides this they surpass all other poems in 
diction and thought. 

Epie differs from tragedy in the length of the 
composition and in metre. The limit of length 
already given ® will suffice—it must be possible to 
embrace the beginning and the end in one view, 
which would be the case if the compositions were 
shorter than the ancient epics but reached to the 
length of the tragedies presented at a single enter- 
tainment2 Epic has a special advantage which 
enables the length to be inereased, because in 
tragedy it is not possible to represent several parts 
of the story as going on simultaneously, but only 
to show what is on the stage, that part of the story 
which the actors are performing ; whereas, in the 
epic, because it is narrative, several parts can be 
portrayed as being enacted at the same time. If 
these incidents are relevant, they increase the bulk 
of the poem, and this increase gives the epic a great 
advantage in richness as well as the variety due to 
the diverse incidents; for it is monotony which, 
soon satiating the audience, makes tragedies fail. 

Experience has shown that the heroic hexameter 
is the right metre. Were anyone to write a narrative 
poem in any other metre or in several metres, the 
effect would be wrong. The hexameter is the most 

# See chapter vii. § 12 (p. 32). 
» See Additional Note, p. 118. 
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Tpeoucoy oTaoyararov Kal, oyKwdéoTarov Tov 
peétrpwr éoriv, 510 Kat yAdrras | Kal peraopas 
déxerau pddora: TEpurry yap Kal v) Sunynparucn 

10 poipenors Tad dade . 70 be lay, etov ea TeTpa~ 
1460.8 LLeT POV KUnTuKd Keauk 70 joev opxNoTUcr, TO be 

1 TMPAKTLUCOY. rt 5€ aromeébrepov Et payvdou Ts aird, 
12 @orep 3 Nauprweov. 5d ovdets peaucpav ovoraow év 
ddd memoinicey H TO POD» adn’ domep etrropey 
adr 4 dda SiSdoxe. 76 dpudrrov abrA [8e-] 
atpetabar. 

13 “Ounpos Sé dAAa re wodAd dEvos érawetofas Kat 
7) Kat Ore pedvos Tay mounT av ovK dyvoet 6 det 

movety adrdv. atrov yap | Sef Tov mounTaY eAdxuora. 
lf Aéyew: ov ydp éort KaTa TAvTa, [LlenT As. ob ev 

obv dAdo. adrot ev Ov ddov cywrilovrar, pyodyrae 
dé ddiyar kad dhuyais® 6 bé olive ppoysracdrevos 
edOds etodiyer av8pa. 7 H yvvatca 4 dAAo tt AO0s Kat 
oboe’ ann an’ exovra HOn. 

1 Ae? | bev ouv ev Tats Tpayediats mouely TO Baw 
paordy, psddov Oy evdeXeTaut év 7H émroTotig. TO 
dAoyou, du’ 6 oupBatver pddvora TO Gavpacrdy, bud 

16 TO ya) opav eis Tov mparrovre., eret [ra] ra mept 
rip “Excropos Siwgwy émt oxnvijs évrTa yedota av 
pavein, ob peu éordres Kal ov Sudicovres, 6 be 

17 qvavetoov, év 5€ rots éveow AavOdver. +d Sé Gav- 

# This tales us back to the beginning of chapter Hi, 
where the various “manners” of “representation are dis- 
tinguished. Homer represents life partly by narration, 
partly by assuming a character other than his own. Both 
these ‘‘ manners come under the head of ‘ Imitation.” 
When Aristotle says “ the poet speaks himself” and “ plays a 
part himself ”’ he refers not to narrative, of which there is a 
great deal in Homer, but to the “ preludes” (ef. ppoumacrduevos 
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sedate and stately of all metres and therefore 
admits of rare words and metaphors more than 
others, and narrative poetry is itself elaborate above 
all others. The iambic and the trochaic tetrameter 
are lively, the latter suits dancing and the former 
suits real life. Still more unsuitable is it to use 
several metres as Chaeremon did. So no one has 
composed a long poem in any metre other than the 
heroic hexameter. As we said above, Nature shows 
that this is the right mctre to choose. 
Homer deserves praise for many things and 

especially for this, that alone of all poets he does not 
fail to understand what he ought to do himself. 
The poet should speak as seldom as possible in his 
own character, since he is not “ representing ” the 
story in that sense.* Now the other poets play a 
part themselves throughout the poem and only 
occasionally “ represent ” a few things dramatically. 
but Homer after a brief prelude at omen: beings ip 
a man or a woman or some other character, never 
without character, but all having character of their 
own. 
Now the marvellous should certainly be portrayed 

in tragedy, but epic affords greater scope for the 
inexplicable (which is the chief element in what 
is marvellous), because we do not actually see the 
persons of the story. The incident of Hector’s 
pursuit ® would look ridiculous on the stage, the 
people standing stil] and not pursuing and Achilles 
waving them back, but in epic that is not noticed. 
But that the marvellous causes pleasure is shown 
below) in which the poet, invoking the Muse, speaks in his 
own person. Ridgeway points out that in the whole of the 
Iliad and Odyssey tLomer thus “ speaks himself ” only 24. lines. 

* See Additional Note, p. 118. 
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peacrdy Ov: onpeiov dé, mdvres yap mpooriOevres 
amrayyéAdovow ws Xaprldprevor. 

18 Acdidayev be pdhuora. * ‘Opmpos Kal Tods dAAous 
pevdhj Néyew ws del. eore dé TodTO mapadoyiopios. 
olovrau yap dvipwrro., éray Tovdl é OVTOS Toot “il 4 
yivop.évou yiunrat, et TO Jorepov cow, Kat TO mpo- 
TEpov eivat 77 yiveca: rotro o¢ éore peBSos. dio 
bei," av TO mp@rov peDSos, dAdo 8° 6 rovrov ovTos 
dvdyicn elvat yevertar 7 4, mpoabeivar dud yap To 
TOUTO eidevar adn Bes ov, mapadoyilerat pay " 
boxy Kal TO mpOrov ws dv. mapadevypa dé rodro 
ex Tov Ninrpwv. 

19 IIpoatpetobai re det aovvara cixora paAdov ae) 
20 duvara amifava: rods re Adyous p17) cuvioracbas € eK 

pepOv dAdyeov, d.AAd. pdhora pev pondev exeu 
GAoyov, «i Sé py, e&w rod pvbedparos, wormrep 
Oi8izous TO pA eldevar mas 6 5 Adios dareBaver, GANG 
pa ev TO Spdware, @ awomep ev "HAérerpa. of ra TdGca 
darayyéMovres 7 ev Mvoois 6 _apuvos eK ‘Teyéas 
eis THe Muciay yewv. wore To Aéyew 6 ore avipyro 

21 av 6 ) 080s yedrotov: e€ & apyis yap ob Se? cuvioracbas 
rowovTous, ay de OR iCQL Panta oe 

22 évdéyeoPar, Kal dromov: éemet kal ra ev ’Odve- 

t Sef] Bonitz for A® 3). 

* Od. xix. Odysseus tells Penelope that he is a Cretan from 
Gnossus, who once entertained O. on his voyage to Troy. 
As evidence, he describes O.’s dress and his companions 
(U. 164-260). P. commits the fallacy of inferring the truth of 
the antecedent from the trath of the consequent : 

If his story were true, he would know these details ; 
But he does know them ; 
Therefore his story is true. 

The artist in fiction uses the same fallacy, e.g. 1 
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by the fact that people always tell a piece of news 
with additions by way of being agreeable. 

Above all, Homer has taught the others the proper 
way of telling lies, that is, by using a fallacy. When 
B is true if A is true, or B happens if A happens, 
people think that if B is true A must be true or 
happen. But that is false. Consequently if A be 
untrue but there be something else, B, which is 
necessarily true or happens if A is true, the proper 
thing to do is to posit B, for, knowing B to be true, 
our mind falsely infers that A is true also, This is 
an example from the Washing.* 
What is convincing though impossible should 

always be preferred to what is possible and un- 
convincing. Stories should not be made up of in- 
explicable details ; so far as possible there should be 
nothing inexplicable, or, if there is, it should lie 
outside the story—as, for instance, Oedipus not 
knowing how Laius died—and not in the play; for 
example, in the Electra the news of the Pythian 
games,? or in the Mysians the man who came from 
Tegea to Mysia without speaking.*© To say that 
the plot would otherwise have been ruined is 
ridiculous. One should not in the first instance 
construct such a plot, and if a poet does write thus, 
and there seems to be a more reasonable way of 
treating the incident, then it is positively absurd. 
Even in the Odyssey the inexplicable elements in 
If ae could come to life the white knight would be a 

uwirer 5 

But he és a most awful duffer (look at him !); 
Therefore chessmen can come to life. 

He makes his deductions so convincing that we falsely infer 
the truth of his hypothesis. 

» See Add. Note, p. 118. ° Telephus. 
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oeia ddoya, Ta mept ri exDeow ws ov ap iy 
dverrd, SijAov cy yevouro, el aura pathos mounTHS 

1400 b Tounoesey’ voy dé tots dArows ayabois 6 moms 
adaviler OUvev TO aromov. 

933 «(OTF be AcEeu Bet Siarrovely € év Trois apyois pépeow 
rand Lyre 70ucots pyre Suavonrucois* dmoxpémres 
yap maAw 7 Alav Aopumrpa AcE Ta Te HON Kal Tas 
diavolas. 

25. (epi dé wpoBAnudrwy rat Avoewy, éx mécwY 
Te Kab wolwy [dv] eida@v éorw, bd av Cewpodow 

Q yevour’ dy pave pov. erred yap €ore pent ns 6 
mOUNTHS womepavel Lewrypddos 7 res dAhos elicove ~ 
mauos, dvdeyien puyretoBar Tpucay ovrewy TOV d.pB ov 
év rt del, 7 yap ofa Hv 7 goTiv, % old dactw Kal Soxe?, 

3 <)> ofa elvar def. radra oe eSayyedrerou AgEes 4 
Kat yAchrras Kat perapopais: Kal 7odAd wdOy Tijs 
Acfews ort, didouer yap taira roils mourais. 

4mpos Oe ToUTous ot"x 7 adry) dpOdrns éorly Tis 
moduruchs Kol Tis mounrucis ovdde ads TéeXvNS cal 

5 TOUNTUKAS auras, be Tis TounTucts Surry a dpcpria, 
61) bev yap Kal adryv, 7 Se Kara oupBe Kos. &b 
poev yap mpocidero pyrjoooBa <ipapre dé be’>? 
ddvvapiav, adris 7 duapria «ef 6€ 7rd mpocddobat 

1'V. marks a lacuna here, By. suggests the words 
inserted. 

@ Od, xiii. 116 sq. Tt seemed to the critics inexplicable 
that Odysseus should not awake when his ship ran aground 
at the harbour of Phoreys in Ithaca and the Phaeacian 
sailors carried him ashore. 

> The Messengers’ speeches, a regular feature of Greek 
tragedy, may serve to iustrate what is here called the 
‘idle part” of a play, i.e. passages which, but for brilliant 
writing, might be dull, since no chara cter is Lhere elucidated 
and no important “ sentiments ” expressed. 
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the story of his landing ¢ would obviously have been 
intolerable, had they been written by an inferior 
poet. As it is, Homer eonceals the absurdity by 
the charm of all his other merits. 

The diction should be elaborated only in the 
“idle” parts which do not reveal character or 
thought.2 Too brilliant diction frustrates its own 
object by diverting attention from the portrayal of 
character and thought. 

25, With regard to problems,’ and the various 
solutions of them, how many kinds there are, and the 
nature of each kind, all will be clear if we look at them 
like this. Since the poet represents life, as a painter 
does or any other maker of likenesses, he must always 
represent one of three things—either things as they 
were or are ; or things as they are said and seem to 
be; or things as they should be. These are expressed 
in diction with or without rare words and meta- 
phors, there being many modifications of diction, all 
of which we allow the poet to use. Moreover, the 
standard of what is correct is not the same in the axt 
of poetry as it is in the art of social conduct or any 
other art. In the actual art of poetry there are two 
kinds of errors, essential and accidental. If a man 
meant to represent something and failed through in- 
capacity, that is an essential error. But if his error 
is due to his original conception being wrong and his 

¢ A “problem ”’ in this sense is a difficult passage or expres- 
sion which needs explanation and may easily be censured by 
an unsympathetic.critic. Aristotle here classifies the various 
grounds of censure and the various lines of defence. Most 
of his illustrations are drawn from the critical objections 
lodged against the Iliad by Zoilus and other “‘ hammerers 
of Homer.” As the reader will see, many of them are 
abysmally foolish. 
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ea 6p0ds aA TOV iarmrov duper TO befud mpo- 
BeBAnxdra 7 70 wal? Exdorny Téxvyy dyuciprn pic. 
(otov rd Kar’ tarpucny 7) dAAny réexvny) 7 ddvvare, 

7 merroinraL Omosavobr, od Kal” éauTHy. Qare det 
Ta emirysnuara ev Tots mpoPAjpacw ee TovTwr 
emoxomobvTa, Avew. 

Ilpa@rov per TO, 7pos adriy ryy Téxvny: <el> 
g ddvvara | TMETOUnT a, udpryras’ GAN’ plas éyet, 

«i Tuyydver tod réhous rod adbris (ro yap | Tédos 
elpytat), el oUTWS cxemrAnuerucesrepov 7 H adro 7 dAdo 
movel [€pos. mapddevy ia » TOO “Exropos See 

Qe pevrou TO téhos 7 oi) padrov <7) pan" yrrov évedéxeTo 
dmdpyew Kat KaTa THY TWept TOUTED réxvnv, [jwap- 
THobat]*® ad« dpAds: det yap « evdexerar dus 

10 wndapy Tpopriotat. ru Tmorépey éoTl TO audp- 
THA, TOV Kara Ty reXyyy Kat’ dAdo oupBeByeds ; ; 
eAarrov yap. ei pin) YOet Ort EAados OyjAea KEepara. 
ouK yet 7} eb Gyuyuryreos eyparbev. 

1] IIpds dé Tovrots éay emurysara Ort ovr dAn Oi, 
GAN i lows Sel, ofov Kat Lopokags ébn adros pev 
olous de? srouely, Evpurtéqy | dé oloe Eloi, ravry 

12 Auréov, ei Oe pnderépws, ort otrw dacw* otov 
18 70, mept Gedy: i tows yap | ovTE Bédrvov otrw® Aéyew 

lin oUT’ dAnOFR, GAN’ Ervyev dorep Hevoddver* ddd’ odv 

1 4 wh Ueberwex. V. inserts only 3} which secms to give 
wrong sense. 
? 4 By. brackets quaprfc@a: as an insertion from the next 
ne. 
‘obras i is given in one of the copies for -A® ore. 
Revopdve. By. for A® Eevopdvyy which V. prints. 

* See chapter xxiv. § 16 and note. 
» i.e. immoral and eneneryie untrue. He opened the 
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portraying, for example, a horse advancing both its 
right legs, that is then a technical error in some special 
branch of knowledge, in medicine, say, or whatever 
it may be; or else some sort of impossibility has 
been portrayed, but that is not an essential error. 
These considerations must, then, be kept in view 
in mecting the charges contained in these objections. 

Let us first take the charges against the art of 
poctry itself. Ifan impossibility has been portrayed, 
an error has been made. But it is justifiable if the 
poct thus achieves the object of poetry——what that is 
has been already stated—and makes that part or 
some other part of the poem more striking. The pur- 
suit of Hector is an example of this. If, however, 
the object could have been achieved better or just 
as well without sacrifice of technical accuracy, then 
it is not justifiable, for, if possible, there should 
be no error at all in any part of the poem. Again 
one must ask of which kind is the error, is it an error 
in poetic art or a chance error in some other field? 
It is less of an error not to know that a female stag 
has no horns than to make a picture that is un- 
recognizable. ; 

Next, supposing the charge is ‘‘ That is not true,” 
one can meet it by saying “ But perhaps it ought 
to be,” just as Sophocles said that he portrayed 
people as they ought to be and Euripides portrayed 
them as they are. If neither of these will do, then 
say, ‘‘ Such is the tale”; for instance, tales about 
gods. Very likely there is no advantage in telling 
them, and they are not true either, but may well 
be what Xenophanes declared “—all the same such 

assault on Homeric theology at the end of the sixth or the 
beginning of the fifth century B.c. 
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dace. ta dé tows ot BéArvov pev, GAN otrws efyev, 
olov Td, Tept TOV omdww, * (Yer. ord obw bp8? er 
caupwripos:”’ ottw yap Tor’ évdurlov, Worep Kal 
vov “TAdupioé. 

15 Mept dé Tob KaADS 7 poh KarOs F 7 elpnrat Tw y 
Tem paleraut od [ovor oKemTéor els adto Td me~ 
mpayéevoy 7 etpypLevov Brérovra et amrovddtov H 
padror, ddXa raat ets TOV mpurrovre. 7 Aéyoura mpos 
ov n ore q) Orw a) od evexev, olov ef pes iCovos ayabod, 
iva yevnras, <P juctLovos Kaxod, iva dmroyernrar. 

16 Ta dé Tpos civ AdEw dp@vra det Seadvew, olov 
yddrry * obpias joer mpa@rov-’ tows yap od rovs 
Typ.dvous Aéyet aaAra Tovs pihaxas KaL TOV Adda, 
“és p’ 4 Tow eldos pev env KaKos: i ov TO odpe 
dover pov aAAd Td mpdowmov aloypov, Td yap 
evades of Kofires <ro>” edmpoowmoy cahobor: Keaut 
ro Ceupdrepov be Kepaue ou 70 dicparrov ws 

17 olvapAvgwy | dvd vo Garrov. 70 dé Kara peradopay 
eipyrat, oloy * dAAow nev pa Geot re Kal divépes 
ebdor mavviyio.”’ dua Sé dnow “a rou dr és 

1 By. inserts the arlicle which the sense requires. 

@ Niad, x. 152. Problem: “ Surely a bad stance: they 
might so casily fall and cause alarm.” Solution : Hamer 
does not defend it. [le merely states a fact.” It is thus 
that we excuse “ unpleasant”? fiction. 

bl, i. 50: “The mules and switt-footed hounds he 
first beset with his arrows.” Apoilo is sending plague 
upon the Greek army. Problem: “ Why should he first 
atlack the mules?” Solution: “he word may here 
mean ‘ sentinels.’ ” 

¢ Tlx. 316: “ One that was verily evil in form bul swift 
in his running.”’? Problem: “Tf Dolon were deformed, 
how could he run fast?”? Solution: “‘ Form’ may here 
mean ‘ feature.’ ”’ 
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is the tale. In another case, perhaps, there is no 
advantage but “such was the fact,” e.g. the case 
of the arms, ‘ Their spears erect on butt-spikes 
stood,” * for that was then the custom, as it still is 
in Illyria. 

As to the question whether anything that has 
been said or done is morally good or bad, this must 
be answered not merely by seeing whether what has 
actually been done or said is noble or base, but by 
taking into consideration also the man who did or 
said it, and seeing to whom he did or said it, and when 
and for whom and for what reason; for example, 
to secure a greater good or to avoid a greater evil. 
Some objections may be met by reference to the 

diction, for example, by pleading “rare word,” e.g, 
oiphas pev mpwrov, for perhaps he means not mules 
but sentinels.2 And Dolon, “ One that was verily 
evil of form,” it may be not his deformed body but 
his ugly face, for the Cretans use “ fair-formed ” for 
“ fair-featured.”* And again“ Livelier mix it ”’ may 
mean not undiluted as for drunkards but quicker.¢ 
Other expressions are metaphorical, for example : 

Then all the other immortals and men lay all night in 
slumber. 

while yet he says : 

@ Ji. ix, 202: 

“Set me, Menoetius’ son, a larger bowl for the mingling, 
Livelier mix it withal and make ready for each one a 

beaker.” 

Problem: “‘ Livelier’ suggests intemperance.” Solution : 
“ Perhaps the word means ‘ quicker.’” Similar scruples 
emended the lines in “ Young Lochinvar” to read: 

“ And now am I come with this pretty maid 
To dance but one measure, drink one lemonade.” 
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wediov 7d Tpwixov GOpijceev, abtAdv cupiyywyr 6 
v “~ ouadov’’* ro yap mavres avTt <rob> moAXol Kara 
poeradhopay ¢elpnrar, ro yap may woAd te Kal TO 
‘ d 
“olin 8° djapopos”’ Kara ueradopdy, ro yap yrw- 

pyswdrarov wdvov. 
18 Kard 8€ mpoowdlav, wowep ‘“Inmlas eAvev 6 

@dovos +d “ SiSomev Sé of”? Kal “76 ev 08 Kara- 
19 rderat duBpw.” ra dé deatpécer, ofov ’HyuaeSordAFs 

“alia dé Ovijr? ébvovro, Ta mptv pdfov abdvara 
é \ é a? A \ > f cet 

20 (wad re mpiv Kkéxpnro.’ ta dé audiBorla, ‘‘ map- 
A \ - 4, %? \ A f > , f ? wxnney b€ wAdw vvE"’ 76 yap rAciw dpdiBordv éorw. 

9 jl, ii, 1, 2 (quoted by mistake for Jl. x. 1) and x. 18, 14: 
i“ once all the other immortals and all the horse-crested 

eroes 
Night-long slumbered, but Zeus the sweet sleep held 

not... (1. i 1, 2 
Yea, when indeed he gazed at the Trojan plain, Agamemnon 
Marvelled at voices of flutes and of pipes and the din of 

the soldiers.” (Z7. x. 13, 14) 

Problem: “ If all were asleep, who was playing the flute ? ” 
Solution: ‘This may be a metaphor; as explained in 
chapter xxi, ‘all’ is one kind or species of ‘many,’ and 
thus by transference ‘all’ is used for ‘ many,’ the species 
for the genus.” 

> Ql. xviii. 489: 

“She alone of all others shares not in the baths of the 
Ocean.” 

The reference is to the Great Bear. Problem: ‘‘ Why does 
Homer say ‘ she alone’ when the other Northern Constcla- 
tions also do not set?” Solution: “ As in the last instance, 
this may be ‘ metaphorical,’ d.¢. the genus, ‘ sole,’ may be here 
used by transference for one of its species, ‘ best known.’ ” 

¢7l, ii, 15. Our text is different. Aristotle, who 
quotes the line again elsewhere, read thus : 

“ No longer the gods in the halls of Olympus 
Strive in their plans, for Hera has bent them all to her 

purpose 
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Yea, when indeed he gazed at the Trojan plain Aga- 
memnon 

Marvelled at voices of flutes. ... 

? “All” is used instead of “many ”’ metaphorically, 
“all” being a species of “many.” And again, 
“Alone unsharing”’® is metaphorical; the best 
known is called the only one. 
By intonation also; for example, the solutions of 

Hippias of Thasos, his “ didomev 8é of? * and “ rd 
Bev 08 karariGeras duBpw” 4; and by punctuation ; 
for example, the lines of Empedocles : 

Soon mortal grow they that aforetime learnt 
Immortal ways, and pure erstwhile commingled.* 

Or again by ambiguity, e.g. rapdynkey 88 riéw vi, 

Thus by her prayers; and we grant him to win the boast 
of great glory.” 

Zeus is instructing the Dream, whom he is sending to lure 
Agamemnon to disaster. Problem: “ The last statement 
is a lie.” Solution: ‘“ Change the accent and the statement 
didouey 8é of becomes a command (the infinitive Scdduerar 
written in a shortened form and used as an imperative), 
The lie will then be told by the Dream and not by Zeus, 
who may thus save his reputation for veracity.” 

@ Jl. xxiii. $27: 

“A fathom high from the earth there rises a stump all 
withered, 

A stump of an oak or a pine, that rots not at all in the 
rain.” 

Problem: “ The last statement is incredible’? Solution : 
“ Alter the breathing and 7d uév od becomes rd pév of and 
means ‘ part of it rots in the rain,’ ” 

é The problem is whether “ erstwhile ” goes with ‘‘ pure ” 
or with “commingled.” The former interpretation seems 
to give the best solution. Empedocles is speaking of the 
elements or atoms. 
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217d dé Kara TO 00s ris AdEews. Tov KeKpaperor' 
olvéy dacw evar, d0ev memoinras ““ Kvyis veo- 
TevKTov KacotTépoto’ Kat yadkéas rods Tov 
aidnpov épyalopévous, dOev cipyrar 6 Tavupuidns 

ub olvoyoeverv, od muvdvrwy olvov. ein 8 dv totrd 
ye Kara peTapopay. 

22 Ae? 5é kal drayv dvoud re brevavrinud te Soi 
onuctve, emuonorrety mooaxas cy onjurjvere obra 
év T@ elpnuévw, otov ro “TH p’ EoxeTo ydAKeov 
éyyos,” To ravTn KwAvOjvat Trocayds evdéyerar— 

23 adi 7) <wol» ws wardvor’ av rig broAdBou Kara Thy 
a4 KaravriKpd H ws DAaviewr Adyer, dre Evia aAdyws 

1461b MpovrroAapBavovow Kal adrol Karaindrodpevot 

1 By.’s second edition follows the copies in reading rév 
kexpauévoy for AC r&r rexpauerwr, 

* V. suggests but does not print the second o&, It is in 
one of the “ copies,” Riccardianus 46, 

@ Tle x. 952: 

“Come now, the night is far spent and at hand is the 
dawning, 

Far across are the stars and more than Lwo parts of the 
night-time 

Are gone, but a third is still left us.” 

Problem: If “more than two parts” are gone, a third 
cannot be left. Solution: mdéw here means “full,” de. * the 
full night of two-thirds” = “full two-thirds of the night is 
gone,” and so Homer’s arithmetic is saved. 

» Problem: “ Greaves are made not of tin but of an 
alloy of tin and copper.” Solution: “ Compounds are 
called by the name of the more important partner. Just 
as a mixture of wine and water is called ‘ wine,’ so here an 
alloy of tin and copper is called ‘ tin.”?”’ So, too, is whisky 
and water called “ whisky.” 

¢ Nectar: gods:: wine: men. Therefore, according to 
the rules of metaphor in chapter xxi., nectar may be called 
“wine ” or “ the wine of the gods.” 
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where wAciw is ambiguous.¢ Others according to 
the habitual use of the phrase, e.g. wine and water 
is called “wine ’’ so you get the phrase “ greaves 
of new-wrought tin ” ;° or workers in iron are called 
“‘braziers,” and so Ganymede is said to pour wine 
for Zeus, though they do not drink wine. This 
last might however be metaphorical .¢ 
Whenever a word seems to involve a contra- 

diction, one should consider how many different 
meanings it might bear in the passage, e.g. in “ There 
the bronzen shaft was stayed,’ ? we should ask in 
how many ways “ being stayed’ might be taken, 
interpreting the passage in this sense or in that, and 
keeping as far as possible from the attitude which 
Glaucon ¢ describes when he says that people make 
some unwarrantable presupposition and having them- 
selves given an adverse verdict proceed to argue 

8 Tl. xx. 2792: 

“ Nay but the weighty shaft of the warlike hero Aeneas 
Brake not the shield; for the gold, the gift of a god, did 

withstand it. 
Through two folds it drave, yet three were beneath, for 

Hephaestus, 
Crook-footed god, five folds had hammered ; two were of 

bronze-work, 
Two underneath were of tin and one was of gold; there 

the bronzen 
Shaft of the hero was stayed in the gold.” 

Problem: ‘“ Since the gold was presumably outside for the 
sake of ornament, how could the spear be stayed in the gold 
and yet penetrate two folds?” Bywater suggests as a 
solution that ‘“‘ the plate of gold sufficed to stop the course 
of the spear, though the spear-point actually pierced it and 
indented the underlying plates of brass.” 

¢ This may well be ihe Glaucon mentioned in Plato’s 
lon as an authority on Homer. 
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ouMoyifovrar, Kal cos elpndros 3 Tt Soxel éart- 
25 TUL@ow, av drrevavrlov HTH airy olnjaet. Tobro 

dé ménovde ta mept “Tccipuov olovras ‘yap atroy: 
Adkawva etvau dromov oby Td ju) evTuyely Tov 
T Aéuaxov are els Aaedatwova éAdvra.. 70 
O° tows exet womep ot Kepadivés pace Top’ 
avTay yap yeas Agyovor TOV ‘Odvecea Kab eta 
"Ixddiov dW’ ovK *ladpiovs dv audprnua dé 76 
arpoBAnwa eikcds eoTw. 

26 “OdAws 5é TO ddvvarov [ev THPOS THY smotnaw 4 Tpdas 
27 To BéArtov 7) i] mpos Ty Sdfay del dvdyew. ampds Te 

yap THY moinow aiperusrepov muGavov ddwvaroy 7 y 
28 dariBavoy Kat Suvarov: <Kal ef advvaroy>" TowovTous 

elvat, olov Zebéus eypaper, GAAa BéAriov: 7d yap 
mapadery}.c det drepéeyew. 

29 Tlpds a a pacw TaAoye ovre Te Kad ort OTE OUK 
ddoysv € €or’ elKOS yap Kal Tape TO ElKOs yiveobat. 

30 7a. 8S” drrevartios® etpnuéva. oure oxomely domep of 
ev rots Adyous Edeyyxou ei TO adTS Kal mpOS TO adToO 
Kat Moavrus, woTe Kal addy 7) TOs a adros Adyet 

3174 6 dy ppdoviios trobhras. opr) 8° eruripnots Kok 
dAoyic Kal poxOnpia, 6 oray pa) avdyens ovons ponder 
Xpyonrat 7 GAYE, | womep Hdpumidns Tt Aivel, 
TH wovnpia, worep év “Opéory too MeveAdov. 

1 'V. suggests but does not print the words inserted. They 
are confirmed by the Arabic transc ript. 

2 trevayriws By. second edition for A® brevdyria, ds, 

* Penelope's father. 
» See chapter vi. § 15. 
¢ Eurip. Medea, 663. In Aristotle’s opinion there is no 

good reason for Aegeus’s appearance and no good use is 
made of it. 

4 See p, 54, note d. 
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from it, and if what they think the poet has said 
does not agree with their own preconceived ideas, 
they censure him, as if that was what he had said. 
This is what has happened in the case of Icarius.? 
They assume that he was a Spartan and therefore 
find it odd that when Telemachus went to Sparta 
he did not meet him. But the truth may be, as 
the Cephallenians say, that Odysseus married a wife 
from their country and that the name was not 
Icarius but Icadius. So the objection is probably 
due to a mistake. 

In general any “ impossibility ” may be defended 
by reference to the poetic effeet or to the ideal or 
to current opinion. For poetic effect a convincing 
impossibility is preferable to that which is un- 
convincing though possible. It may be impossible 
that there should be such people as Zeuxis® used 
to paint, but it would be better if there were; for 
the type should improve on the actual. 

Popular tradition may be used to defend what 
seems irrational, and you can also say that sometimes 
it is not irrational, for it is likely that unlikely 
things should happen. Contradictions in terms must 
be examined in the same way as an opponent’s 
refutations in argument, to see whether the poet 
refers to the same thing in the same relation and 
in the same sense, and has contradicted either what 
he expressly says himself or what an intelligent 
person would take to be his meaning. It is right, 
however, to censure both improbability and depravity 
where there is no necessity and no use is made of 
the improbability. An example is Euripides’ intro- 
duction of Aegeus ¢ or (of depravity) the character 
of Menelaus in the Orestes.4 
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32. Ta ev ody erirynyjpara ec révre eidav dépovaw- 
7) yap ds ddvvara } ds dAoya 4% cs BAaBepa 7) as 
drevavria ws Tapa Thy opbdryra THY KaTa TéeXVnV. 
at 8€ Avoes ex T&v cipnucvay apiludv oxenréa, 
eloly de dcddexa.. 

26. IIdrepov Sé BeAtiwv 7 évorouK? pinow 7) 
27 Tpayicy, Scamopyocev dv ris. ef yap H Arrov 
poptixn BeAtiov, toradry 8 % apds BeArious Peards 
éorw det, riav SiAov Srey <mpds» dmarra puyov- 

3 evn poprixy: ws yap ovk aicbavoudvwy dy jun 
adros mpoo8h, woAAny Kivnow Kwotyrat, olov of 
datiros abaAyratl kvAidpevot av Sioxov Sén piysctobat, 
Kat €Axovres Tov Kopudatoy dy UnvAdav adAdow. 

4%) pev ody Tpaywoia Toavrn éoriv, ws Kat of mpd- 
Tepov Tovs vorépous adrdy mMovro broKpiras’ ws 
Alav yap trepBadAovra miOnxov 6 Muvvickos tov 
Kaddurmidnv éxdAde, rovatry 8¢ ddfa Kat epi 

1462 Ilevddpov Hv: ws 8° oboe [8] éyovor mpds adrovs, 
5H OAn TéxVN mpds THY erroTroLiay ExeL THY pev OdV 
mpos Oeardas émiexets dacw elvat <ol> oddev 
déovra, trav oxnudrwv, thy 8é€ rpayiKiy mpds 
gavdAous: ei otv hoprixy yeipwr Sfrov dre dv ein. 

1 By. adds rpés which the argument certainly requires, 

@ 4.e. any expression that is criticized should be considered 
with reference to (1) things as they were; (2) things as they 
are; (3) things as they are said to be; (4) things as they seem 
to be; (5) things as they ought to be. Further, we should 
consider whether (6) a rare word or (7) a metaphor is 
used; what is the right (8) accent and (9) punctuation; 
also whether there may be (10) ambiguity and what is (11) 
the habitual use of the phrase; also we may refer to (12) 
the proper standard of correctness in poetry as distinct from 
other arts. 
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The censures they bring are of five kinds; that 
things are either impossible or irrational or harmful 
or inconsistent or contrary to artistic correctness. 
The solutions must be studied under the heads 
specified above, twelve in number.? 

26. The question may be raised whether the epic 
or the tragic form of representation is the better. 
If the better is the less vulgar and the less vulgar 
is always that which appeals to the better audience, 
then obviously the art which makes its appeal to 
everybody is eminently vulgar.?. And indeed actors 
think the audience do not understand unless they put 
in something of their own, and so they strike all sorts 
of attitudes, as you see bad flute-players whirling 
about if they have to do “the Discus,”’ or mauling the 
leader of the chorus when they are playing the 
“ Seylla.”¢ So tragedy is something like what the 
older school of actors thought of their successors, for 
Mynniscus used to call Callippides “‘ the monkey,” 
because he overacted, and the same was said of 
Pindarus.¢ The whole tragic art, then, is to epic 
poetry what these later actors were compared to their 
predecessors, since according to this view epic appeals 
to a cultivated audience which has no need of actor’s 
poses, while tragedy appeals to a lower class. Ifthen 
it is vulgar, it must obviously be inferior. 

> Aristotle first states the popular condemnation of tragedy 
on the ground that it can be and often is spoilt by the stupid 
vulgarity of actors. So might spectators of certain produc- 
tions of Shakespeare in their hasie condemn the poet. The 
refutation of this view begins at § 6. 

° Cf. ch. xy. § 8. 
@ Mynniscus acted for Aeschylus: Callippides belonged 

to the next generation, end of fifth century. Pindarus is 
unknown, 
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ARISTOTLE 

6 I pOrov peev ov Tis Tmounruchs 9 Karnyopia dAAd 
THs UrroKpuriKs, émel ore meprepydGecOar Tots 
onpctots aul paepdobvra,, Omrep [ort | Uwot- 
oTparos, Kat Siddovra, orep erroies Mvacibeos 6 

7°Omotvrios. ira odbe Kino draca dsro~ 
Soxysaoréa,, € etrrep pn opxnous, GAN’ 7 padre, 6 Omep 
wat KadAuraidy érerysdro reatt vov dAAous ws ovK 

8 chevbépas yovatias payovpeveny ere 7 Tpayedia 
Kal dvev Kunoens Trove? To avrhs, womep 1 én10- 
Toute oud yap rot dvaywdorew povepa. 6 drole. ris 
eorw" ei ov €oTt rd y dAAa Kpeirrwv, rotrd ye 
odK dva yrcatov avrh Omdpyew. 

9 "“Enevra dude mavr éxet doumep 7 € emomouia (aud 
10 yap TO perpep egeore xphobat), Kat rt ov joupov 

Hépos THY MOVOLKHY Kat TAs ders, be As ai 7oovat 
ll ouvioravyra. evapyeorara cira. Kab TO evapyes exe 
12 Kat ev rH dvayvedoer kal eri Tay Epywy: ert TQ év 

werd éAdrrove papier TO réhos THs wysnoeus elvas: (76: yap 
dB podrepov WOwov 7 1] TOAD KEeKpajeevov TH xpeve, 
Aéyw 8° ofov ms Tov OiSirouy Gein [Bein | TOV 

13 Bogor Adous ey emeow Goois % “TAids)+ ere arrov 
pita 4} pipnous y) Tv évomowv" ‘(onpetov dé, éx yap 
drrovacoty jeyperjorecos qaAeious Tpaye@diat yivovrat): 
WOTE édy pev eva, wO0ov modow, } Bpayéws Seuvi- 
pevov pvoupoy paivecbat, } axodovdotvra T@ Tob 
pérpov MAKE voapy. 

ey be oloy éay ek meudva mpage q ovy- 
14 Keusevn, worep F Thus ¢ éxet moa roatra eon 

kat % “OSdecea Kal Kal? éavrda ever pwéyebos- 
1 ula) By. for AS # pia. V. brackets ». 

* Both unknown, 
> Literally ‘‘ the length of the (proper) limit.” 
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POETICS, xxvr. 6-14 

First of all, this is not a criticism of poetry but 
of acting: even in reciting a minstrel can overdo 
his gestures, as Sosistratus did, or in asinging competi- 
tion, like Mnasitheus of Opus.* Besides it is not 
all attitudinizing that ought to be barred any more 
than all dancing, but only the attitudes of inferior 
people. That was the objection to Callippides ; 
and modern actors are similarly criticized for re- 
presenting women who are not ladies. Moreover, 
tragedy fulfils its function even without acting, just 
as much as epic, and its quality can be gauged by 
reading aloud. So, if it is in other respects superior, 
this disadvantage is not necessarily inherent. 

Secondly, tragedy has all the elements of the 
epic—it can even use the hexameter—and in 
addition a considerable element of its own in the 
spectacle and the music, which make the pleasure 
all the more vivid; and this vividness can be felt 
whether it is read or acted. Another point is that 
it attains its end with greater economy of length. 
What is concentrated is always more effective than 
what is spread over a long period; suppose, for 
example, Sophocles’ Oedipus were to be turned into 
as many lines as there are in the Iad. Again, the 
art of the epic has less unity, as is shown by the 
fact that any one epic makes several tragedies. The 
result is that, if the epic poet takes a single plot, 
either it is set forth so briefly as to seem curtailed, 
or if it conforms to the limit of length? it seems 
thin and diluted. 

In saying that epic has less unity I mean an epic 
made up of several separate’ actions. The Ikad 
has many such parts and so has the Odyssey, and 
each by itself has a certain magnitude. And yet 
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ARISTOTLE 

Katro. Tatra moujpara owveorncey ds évdéyera 
1S dpiora Kal dre pdAcora, pds mpdéews plunors. ef 

ody rovrois re Siaddper maow Kal er. 7 Ths téyvys 
épyw (Set yap ob thy rvyobcay ASoviv roveiv adbrds 
aida rHv elpyuévnv) pavepsv re kpeitrwav av ely 
padrov rob rédous ruyydvovea ris erorouas. 

Ilept ev ody rpaywdias Kat éromotias, Kat abray 
kat tv €iddv kal trav pepdv, cat méoa Kab ri 
diadéper, Kat rot «d 7 pr tives airiat, Kat arepl 
emiTysjoewr Kat Adcewr, <iprjc0w Tocatra. ... 

16 

_ @ de. the pleasure felt when by the representation of life 
in art “relief is given” to pity, fear, and other such 

Apprtionat Norrs 

P. 8, ¢ The traditional definition is that the Dithyramb was 
sung to a {Inte accompaniment by a chorus in honour of 
Dionysus ; and that the Nome was a solo sung to a harp 
accompaniment in honour of Apollo, but it is not clear that 
Aristotle regarded the Dithyramb as restricted to the worship 
of Dionysus. Timotheus’s dithyramb mentioned in ch. xv. §8 
cannot have been Dionysiac. But there is good evidence 
to show that the dithyramb was primarily associated with 
Dionysus. 

P, 40, * Vahlen and many other exponents of the Poetics 
confine the meaning of “ reversal” to the situation in which 
the hero’s action has consequences directly opposite to his 
intention and expectation. There is much to he said for 
this interpretation, which stresses the irony at the heart of all 
tragedy. But it is too‘narrow for Aristotle’s theory. All 
tragedy involves a change of fortune (merdBacs). In a 
“simple” plot this is gradual; in a “complex” plot it 
is catastrophic, a sudden revolution of fortune’s wheel. In 
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POETICS, xxvr. 14-16 

the composition of these poems is as perfect as can be 
and each of them is—as far as an epic may be—a 
representation of a single action. If then tragedy is 
superior in these respects and also in fulfilling its 
artistic function—for tragedies and epics should pro- 
duce not any form of pleasure but the pleasure we 
have described "—then obviously, since it attains its 
object better than the epic, the better of the two is 
tragedy. 

This must suffice for our treatment of tragedy 
and epic, their characteristics, their species, their 
constituent parts, and their number and attributes ; 
for the causes of success and failure ; and for critical 
problems and their solutions. . . . 

emotions, or, to use a term now prevalent, when such 
emotions are “ released.’? Cf. chapter xiv. § 3. 

Apvpirionan Nores—(continued) 
some of the greatest tragedies, but not in all, this is the 
result of action designed to produce the opposite effect. 

P. 46, * Whether Aristotle regards the‘ flaw ’’ as intellectual 
or moral has been hotly discussed. It may cover both senses, 
The hero must not deserve his misfortune, but he must cause 
it by making a fatal mistake, an error of judgement, which 
may well involve some imperfection of character but not 
such as to make us regard him as ‘‘ morally responsible ” 
for the disasters although they are nevertheless the con- 
sequences of the flaw in him, and his wrong decision at a 
crisis is the inevitable outcome of his character (ef. ch. vi. § 24). 

P. 51, ® This does not necessarily imply that Aristotle 
reckons Euripides ‘‘ a modern,”’ since the Greek can equally 
mean ‘‘ Euripides as well as other old dramatists.’ 

P. 63, ° The text is obscure, and our ignorance of the play 
or rhapsody adds to the darkness, but the reference may be to 
the ruse, common in detective stories, of misleading the 
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ARISTOTLE 

AppitionaL Nores—(continued) 

audience by false clues in order to make the final revelation 
more effective. 

P. 69,¢ A Satyr play by Aeschylus. The Phorcides were 
sisters of the Dragon who kept the garden of the Hesperides, 
and they lived “ under Seythia.’ The Prometheus is not 
the Prometheus Bound but another Satyr play, probably by 
Aeschylus. 

P. 95, > “ Entertainment ’’ must mean a festival. At the 
City Dionysia three poets competed, each wilh three trage- 
dies, By the end of the fifth century only one Satyr play 
was performed at each festival. But the tragedies were 
longer than those we possess. It is therefore likely that the 
nine tragedics together with one Satyr play amounted to 
about 15,000 lines. The /liad contains between 16,000 and 
17,000 lines. 

P. 97, » Iliad, xxii. 205 sq. ‘*‘ And to the host divine 
Achilles nodded with his head a sign and let them not launch 
their bitter darts at Hector, lest another should win glory 
by shooting him and Achilles himself come second.”’ 

P. 99, ® In Sophocles’ Hlectra the plot hinges on a false 
story of Orestes’ death by an accident at the Pythian games, 
Presumably the anachronism shocked Aristotle. 
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NOTE ON THE TEXT 

Tus oldest and best manuscript of this treatise is the 
Paris manuscript 2036 of the 10th century, which is 
probably the source from which all the other existing 
manuscripts are derived. From it twenty pages, 
more than two-thirds of the whole, are unfortunately 
lost. It is designated P. 
The text here printed is based on Vahlen’s fourth 

edition (1910) of Otto Jahn’s text. Readings which 
are neither in P nor in Vahlen’s 1910 text are 
recorded in footnotes, 
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wy AIONTSIOY H AOTTINOY 

IIEPI TWOYTS 

1. To pev rod Kerxidiov ovyypaypdriov, 6 rept 
inkous ovvera€aro, dvackorroupevots Huiv ws otoba 

kow}, Looroduse Tepevriave didrare, rasewdre- 

pov éddvn tis Ans barobdcews, Kal Feira rev 
Kaipiwy ehamrdpevov od rodAjy re Whéddciay, Hs 
pddvora Set oroydleabas tov ypddovra, mepirrovoby 
Tots évruyydvovow* er’ émi mdons rteyvodoylas 
dvely arrarrounévwv, mpotépov pev Tob SeiEat, Ti 7d 
dioxeisevoy, Seurépov dé TH Taber, TH Suvdper Se 
Kupwwrépov, mas av july adrdo Tobro Kat bv dy 
twwv pebddwy nernrov yévouro, duws 6 Kexidwos 
motov ev te dardpyer TO BYAov did pupiwy Cowr 
ws ayvoobor meipGrat Secxvivar, TO be du” Srou Tpd- 
gov Tas éavTav dices mpodyew ioytourer dv eis 
moony peyebavs eridoow, ob 018° Orws dis otk 

QdvayKatoy mapéAurev: mAjvy tows TovTovi wey Tov 
dvdpa ody odrws airiicbar trav éexAcreupever, 
ds abtiis ris érwolas xat omovdis d&wv émauweiy. 

vor, emel 8° evexcAcdow Kat Huds re wept tous wadyrws 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 
ON THE SOBLIME 

1, You know, my dear Postumius Terentianus, that 
when we were studying together Cecilius’s @ little 
treatise on the Sublime we found it was too trivial 
to satisfy the full demands of the subject and 
omitted altogether to touch upon the main points, 
and that consequently it does not render to its 
readers very much of that assistance which should 
be an author’s chief aim. Moreover, in every 
systematic treatise there are two requisites: the 
author must first define his subject, and secondly, 
though this is really more important, he must show 
us how and by what means of study we may reach 
the goal ourselves. Cecilius, however, while assum- 
ing our ignorance and endeavouring by a thousand 
instances to demonstrate the nature of the sublime, 
apparently thought it unnecéssary to deal with the 
means by which we may be enabled to educate our 
natures to the proper pitch of elevation. Still, so 
far as Cecilius is concerned, we ought perhaps rather 
to praise him for the mere conception of such a treat- 
ise and the trouble spent upon it than to blame him 
for his omissions. But since you have now required 
me in my turn to prepare some notes on the sublime 

* A Sicilian rhetorician, in religion a Jew, who taught 
at Rome in the time of Augustus. 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

eis o7v tropvnparioacbar xdpiw, pépe, el re 57 
Sokodpev avdpacr modurucots TeBewpyKevas XPr- 
oor, emoxepwucba. atros 8 hutv, éraipe, ra 
émi pépous, ws _mepuras wal Kabijes, ouvemucpwels 
ddnfeorara: «0 yap 47 6 drobyvdevos, ti Oeots 
Spotoy eyo, 7 evepyeoiay ” elas “‘ Kat aAn ~ 

3 Oeav.’ ypadav Sé mpods oe, pidrare, TOV Tatoelas 
ETLOTHLOVA, GYEOOV dri ayia Kat Tob dtd AE - 
vav wpototibeabar, ws axpdrns Kal eEoyi ts 
Adywv eoti ra tin, Kal wordy re of péyroros Kat 

, > ” wo , \ 3 , ovyypadewy odk dAAobev 7) evOévde wobev éempd- 
Tevoay Kal rats éavrdv mepreBarov edxdAciats tov 

4daidva. ob yap els mea rods akpowpévous dA 

179 v. 

9 y Ed \ ¢ lad ul / \ els exoraow aye. Ta drephuad: mavrn Sé ye odv 
~ ae a 2 a exmraneet rod mifavod Kat rob mpos yapw adel Kparet 

\ / v A 4 \ e \ NS 979 TO Gavudotor, eye TO pev miBavov ws Ta TOAAG éd 
Hutiv, Tadra 5é Suvaoreiay Kal Blavy dyaxov mpoo- 

~ 2 

pépovra mavTos emdven ToD dixpowpLevov KaBiorar at: 
Kal THY pev eurrecpiay Tijs edpécews Kat Ty Tov 
mpaypdreny rage Kab olcovopiay ove €€ évds 
avd’ éx duety, éx 5é rod GAov Td Adywr bdhovs pdris 
expaivoperny dpdpuev, visos b€ mov Katpins é€- 
evexOev rd re mpdypara Sikny oxnmrod mdvra b.- 
epopnoev Kal TH Too pHTopos edOds aOpday evedei- 
Earo dUvayuw. Tatra yap oluas kat Td wapatArjoua, 
Tepevriavé dvore, Kav adros é€« smeipas ddnyi- 
cao. 

2. ‘Huty & exetvo Svaopyrdov ev dpyf, et gorw 

« This remark is attributed both to Pythagoras and to 
Demosthenes, 
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ON THE SUBLIME, 1. 2-11. 1 

purely for your own sake, let us then see whether 
our views have any real value for public speakers ; 
and in the details of our inquiry you yourself, my 
friend, will, I am sure, do what duty and your 
heart alike dictate and give me the benefit of your 
unbiased judgement. For he spoke well who, in 
answer to the question, ‘‘ What have we in common 
with the gods?” said ‘‘ Kindness and Truth.” ¢ 
Further, writing for a man of such learning and 
culture as yourself, dear friend, I almost feel freed 
from the need of a lengthy preface showing how the 
Sublime consists in a consummate excellence and 
distinction of language, and that this alone gave to 
the greatest poets and historians their pre-eminence 
and clothed them with immortal fame. For the 
effect of genius is not to persuade the audience but 
rather to transport them out of themselves. In- 
variably what inspires wonder casts a spell upon us 
and is always superior to what is merely convincing 
and pleasing. For our convictions are usually under 
our own control, while such passages exercise an 
irresistible power of mastery and get the upper 
hand with every member of the audience. 

Again inventive skill and the due disposal and 
marshalling of facts do not show themselves in one 
or two touches: they gradually emerge from the 
whole tissue of the composition, while, on the other 
hand, a well-timed flash of sublimity scatters every- 
thing before it like a bolt of lightning and reveals 
the full power of the speaker at a single stroke, 
But, as I say, my dear Terentianus, these and other 
such hints you with your experience could supply 
yourself, 

2. We must begin now by raising the question 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

txsous tis 7) Babous réyvy, érrel rwes dAwWS olovras 
wnrarhobas Tods Th roLabra, dyovras eis TeyViKG, 

Tapayyedwara. yevveraut yap, got, Ta peyadopuy 
Kat ob Sidaucrd mapayiverar, Kal pia, réyyn mpos 
atrd TO mepuKevae xetpen Te TO. puoi ¢ epya, ws 
olovrat, Kat TH wart Sewdrepa xaSiorara rats 

Q TexvoAoyiats Karaoke)erevdpeva. eye dé édey- 
xijceobau rood" ETEPUS exov pnp, eb emioKeypaurd 
Tis ort 7) Pats, Womwep Ta TOAAG ev Tots waPyTEKOTS 
Kat Sunppuevois adrdévopov, oUTWS ovr elxatov Th rede 
mares dyreBodov elvat pret Kal OTe airy pey 
mpdrov Te Kat dpyérurrov yeveoeus orouxelov ent 
mévrooy dpéorner, TAS be ToooTyTas Kal Tov ep’ 
éxdorou Keaupov ere oe THY drhaveordrny dornot 
Te Kal yphow éixavl Twapopioa. Kal _ouveveyxety i) 
jueBodos: Kal ws emucwduvdrepa, auiird, ep abray 
diya emarHns dorijpucra Kal dvepudriora éa.- 
Géevra +d poeydAa, emi povn 7h hopa Kak dpalet 
ToAun Aeurepeva. bet yap avrots ts KEVTpOV a0 

3 Adxts, obra 8é Kat xoAwos: dep yap o renee 
obévns emt Too xowvod TOV awlpestray dmropaiveras 
Biov, péyworov pev elvar Tov ayab dv To edrvyely, 
Sedrepov be tea ovK éAarrov TO 8] Bovrcvectat, 
émrep ols dy ey Toph cvvavaipet mavTOS Kal Oarepov, 
Toit’ dy Kat emt Téy Ady clrroupev, ws 7 jeev 
puous rH Tis edruxias rag € eméxyet, 7 rexvn be ay 
rijs edBouAias: 70 d¢ KUPLTATOY, ort Kal add 70 
elvat Twa TOV ev Adyous emt povn TH pvoes ovK 
dAAober Huds HY mapa rhs réxyvns expabety det ef 

@ There seems no authority for taking this, as Pope does, 
in the scuse of “ bathos.” The adjective Badds applied te 
mental qualitics means “ deep,” not “ low.” 
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ON THE SUBLIME, nm. 1-3 

whether there is an art of sublimity or profundity,® 
for some think those are wholly at fault who try to. 
bring such matters under systematic rules. Genius, 
it is said, is born and does not come of teaching, 
and the only art for producing it is nature. Works 
of natural genius, so people think, are spoiled and 
utterly demeaned by being reduced to the dry 
bones of rule and precept. For my part I hold that 
the opposite may be proved, if we consider that 
while in lofty emotion Nature for the most part 
knows no law, yet it is not the way of Nature to 
work at random and wholly without system. In 
all production Nature is the prime cause, the great 
exemplar; but as to all questions of degree, of the 
happy moment in each case, and again of the safest 
rules of practice and use, such prescriptions are 
the proper contribution of an art or system. We 
must remember also that mere grandeur runs the 
greater risk, if left to itself without the stay and 
ballast of scientific method, and abandoned to the 
impetus of uninstructed enterprise. For genius 
needs the curb-as often as the spur. Speaking of 
the common life of men Demosthenes? declares 
that the greatest of all blessings is good fortune, and 
that next comes good judgement, which is indeed _ 
quite as important, since the lack of it often com- 
pletely cancels the advantage of the former. We 
may apply this to literature and say that Nature 
fills the place of good fortune, Art that of good 
judgement. And above all we must remember this : 
the very fact that in literature some effects come 
of natural genius alone can only be learnt from art. 

& Aristocrates, § 113. 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

Tail’*, ws edny, émAoyioaito Kab éavrov 6 Trois 
xpnorojabosow emery.ay, oui av ett, joot dod, 
TEpiTTyY Kat aypnorov Thy émt T&v mporeyevwv 
Hyjoato Sewpiar. 

30. . Kae Kapivov ox@at pdcuorov oéhas. 
et yap tw” éoriotyor dipoprat pdvov, 
pola mapetpas tAcKTdvynv XYEydppoov, 
oTéyny mupmow Kat KkaravOpakwoomat: 
voy 8 ob} Kéxpayd mw To yevvatov pédos. 

od TpayiKa ert Tatra, GAAd maparpaywoa, at 7A€EK- 
Tdvat, Kal TO mpos obpayov efeueiv, Kal TO TOV 
Bopéav avdnrihy moueiv, Kal 7d, ddda éfiis" reGodwras 
yap TH ppdcer Kal reBopuByras Tais pavractaus 
paMov 7 ok dedelvwrat, Kay exaorov adr dv mpos abyds 
dvackor fs, éx rot doBepod Kar” oAiyov dirovocrEet 
mpos TO edkarappovyroy. drov 8° ev rpaywoia, 
mpdypwort oye pvoe. Kal emBexouevep oroupov, 
Sues TO Tapa. wéAos oidety 4 _davyyvwaorov, oxory ‘e 
av ota Abyous GAnOuwois ¢ dpudoeey, rary Kat 74 
rob Acovrivou Dopyiou yeAdras ypapovros “ Bhép- 
Ens 6 Trav Tlepody ZLevs,” Kat * yores epapuxor 
Trabou,” Kai Twa Toy Kadduobevous 6 évra ovx tipmAd 
aAAd weréwpa, Kab ere paAdov va KAeurdpxou- 
Prouddns yap dv7}p Kal pvody Kara, Tov doporrea 
* uuxpots prev avrAicKotor, popherdsd drep’ -rd ye pv 
te 

@ From Aeschylus’s Oreithyia, now lost. The speaker is 
Boreas. 

> As these words are not in the quotation, some of it is 
presumably lost. 

¢ A historian who flourished about 300 z.c. 
@ Historian of Alexander the Great, his contemporary. 
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ON THE SUBLIME, nm. 3-111. 2 

If then, I say, those who censure the students of 
this art would lay these considerations to heart, 
they would not, I fancy, be any longer inclined to 
consider the study of these subjects superfluous and 
useless. 

[Two pages of the ms. are missing here.] 

3 
Yea, though they check the chimney’s towering flame. 
For, if I spy one hearthholder alone, 
V’ll weave one torrent coronal of flame 
And fire the steading to a heap of ash. 
But not yet have I blown the noble strain. 

All this has lost the tone of tragedy: it is pseudo- 
tragic,—the “ coronals ”’ and “ spewing to heaven ”? 
and making Boreas a flute-player and all the rest 
of it. The phrasing is turbid, while the images make 
for confusion rather than intensity. Examine each 
in the light of day and it gradually declines from 
the terrible to the ridiculous. Now seeing that in 
tragedy, which is essentially a majestic matter and 
admits of bombast, misplaced tumidity is none the 
less unpardonable, surely it is not likely to suit real 
speeches. Thus it is that people laugh at Gorgias of 
Leontini for calling Xerxes “the Persian Zeus,” and 
vultures “living sepulchres ”’; also at certain phrases 
of Callisthenes ¢ which are not sublime but high- 
falutin, and still more at some of Cleitarchus’s 4 
efforts, an affected creature, blowing, as Sophocles 
says, ““ on scrannel pipes, yet wasting all his wind.’’¢ 

* These lines, quoted in a fuller form by Cicero (Ad Ait. 
li. 16. 2), are probably from an Oreithyia by Sophocles. 
The gopfed was a cheek-strap worn by pipers to check the 
flow of breath. The coronal in 1. 3 may be a blast of wind. 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

*Audixparous Tovatra Kab “Hynotov cat Marpidos: 
moAAayot yap évOovoray éavtots Soxoivres od 

3 Baxyevovaw ddAd railovow. GAws 8° gorcev efvar 
70 oldely ev rots pddtora Svodudaktérarov. dicet 
yap amavres of preyéfous edidevot, hevyovres 
aoeveias Kal Eypdrytos KaTdyywow, odk oid 
Srws emt tod’ dropépovrar, mevOdpevor +h 

180 v. ““ weydAwy droAobaivew duws edyeves dudprnua.” 
4kaxol 8¢ &yxor Kal emt owudrwv Kat Adyov ot 
yadvoe kal dvadyeu Kal powore mepuordavres 
nas «is rodvavriov: oddev yap, daot, Enpdrepor 
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* Amphicrates of Athens (first century x.c.), Hegesias of 
Magnesia (third century u.c.), Matris of Thebes @ second 
emis g.c.), were rhetoricians of the bombastic “‘ Asiatic” 
school. 

» Sros means “trash,” trampery wares. 
* Theodorus was a Gadarene rhetorician of the first 
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You find the same sort of thing in Amphicrates too, 
and in Hegesias and Matris.* For often when they 
think themselves inspired, their supposed ecstasy 
is merely childish folly. Speaking generally, tumidity 
seems one of the hardest faults to guard against. 
For all who aim at grandeur, in trying to avoid the 
charge of being feeble and arid, fall somehow into 
this fault, pinning their faith to the maxim that 
“to miss a high aim is to fail without shame.” 
Tumours are bad things whether in books or bodies, 
those empty inflations, void of sincerity, as likely as 
not producing the opposite to the effect intended. 
For, as they say, “‘ there’s naught so dry as dropsy.” 

Tumidity then comes of trying to outdo the 
sublime. Puerility, on the other hand, is the exact 
opposite of grandeur ; utterly abject, mean-spirited, 
and in fact the most ignoble of faults. What then 
is puerility ? Is it not obviously the academic atti- 
tude, where over-elaboration ends in frigid failure? 
Writers fall into this fault through trying to be 
uncommon and exquisite, and above all to please, 
and founder instead upon the tinsel © reefs of affecta- 
tion. Closely allied to this is a third kind of fault 
-peculiay to emotional passages, what Theodorus 
used to call “ Parenthyrson.”* This is emotion 
misplaced and pointless where none is needed, or 
unrestrained where restraint is required. For 
writers often behave as if they were drunk and 
give way to outbursts of emotion which the subject 
no longer warrants. Such emotion is purely sub- 

century 8.c., one of whose pupils was the Emperor Tiberius, 
Parenthyrson means the poking in of the thyrsus at the 
wrong time, i.e. the affectation of Bacchanalian fury where 
no fury need be (Saintsbury). 
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4 See chap. iii. § 4, 
> A Sicilian historian at the end of the fourth cen tury B.c, 

are so critical that he was nicknamed 'Hmurljacos, “* fault- 
nder.” 
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jective and consequently tedious, so that to an 
audience which feels none of it their behaviour looks 
unseemly. And naturally so, for while they are in 
ecstasy, the audience are not. However we have 
reserved another place in which to treat of emotional 
passages. 

4. The second fault of which we spoke above ? is 
Frigidity, of -which there are many examples in 
Timaeus,’ in other respects a capable writer and 
sometimes far from barren in greatness of style, 
learned, and full of ideas. Yet while keenly critical 
of others’ faults, he is blind and deaf to his own, and 
his insatiable passion for starting strange conceiis 
often lands him in the most puerile bathos. I will 
only quote one or two examples from Timaeus, as 
Cecilius has forestalled me with most of them. In 
his eulogy of Alexander the Great he speaks of 
““one who subdued the whole of Asia in fewer 
years than Isocrates took to write his Panegyric 
urging war on Persia.” Surely this is an odd com- 
parison of the Macedonian to the sophist, for it is ob- 
vious, friend Timaeus, that on this showing Isocrates 
was a far better man than the Spartans, since 
they spent thirty years in subduing Messene, 
while he composed his Panegyric in no more than 
ten! Again, take his denunciatiun of the Athenian 
prisoners in Sicily: ‘‘ Having committed sacrilege 
against Hermes and mutilated his statues they were 
therefore punished, mainly owing to the action of a 
single man, who was kin on his father’s side to the 
injured deity, Hermocrates the son of Hermon.” 
This makes me wonder, my dear Terentianus, why 
he does not write of the tyrant Dionysius that 
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@ Since the genitive of Zeus is Acds, this ironically supplies 
a conceil which matches Timaens’ 8 play on ‘ Flermes”’ and 
6 Hermocr ates the son of Hermon.” 

» The ° pupil of the eye, since it reflects a doll-like image 
of one who looks close into it, was called xépy, a maiden. 
Hence the conceit. Oddly enough our text of Xenophon 
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‘“ Having shown impiety towards Zeus and Heracles, 
he was therefore deprived of his tyranny by Dion? 
and Heracleides.” But why speak of Timaeus 
when those very demi-gods, Xenophon and Plato, 
for all their training in the school of Socrates, yet 
sometimes forget themselves in their fondness’ for 
such cheap effects. In his Constitution of Sparta 
Xenophon says, “ Certainly you would hear as little 
speech from these Spartans as from marble statues, 
and could as easily catch the eye of a bronze figure ; 
indeed you might well think them as modest as the 
maidens in their eyes.”’® It would have better suited 
Amphicrates than Xenophon to speak of the pupils 
in our eyes as modest maidens. And fancy believ- 
ing that every single man of them had modest 
pupils, when they say that people show their im- 
modesty in nothing so much as their eyes! Why, 
an impudent fellow is called “‘ Heavy with wine, 
with the eyes of a dog.’’* However, Timaeus, laying 
hands as it were on stolen goods, could not leave 
even this frigid conceit to Xenophon. For example, 
speaking of Agathocles when he carried off his 
cousin from the unveiling ceremony ¢ although she 
had been given in marriage to another, he says, 
“Who could have done such a thing, had he not 
harlots instead of maidens in his eyes?” And what 
of the otherwise divine Plato? ‘‘ They will inscribe 
and store in the temples,” he says, “ cypress 
memorials,” © meaning wooden tablets: and again, 
* As for walls, Megillus, I would consent with Sparta 
reads ‘‘ maidens in their chambers” rév év rots Oadduors 
mapbéver, Xen. De re publica Laced, 3. 5. 

© Hom. Jl. i. 295. 
@ 7.¢, the third day of the marriage ceremonies. 
€ Laws, v. T41 oc. 
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® Laws, vi. 778 D. bw. 18. 
¢ Chapters xxiii. and xxxviil. 
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to let the walls lie slumbering on the ground and 
never rise again.”’* Herodotus’s phrase for fair 
women is not much better: “ eye torture ” he calls 
them,.2 Yet he has some excuse, for in Herodotus 
this is said by the barbarians, who are, moreover, 
in their cups. Yet even in the mouths of such 
characters as these it is not right to display an 
unseemly triviality before an audience of all the 
ages, 

5. However, all these improprieties in literature 
are weeds sprung from the same seed, namely that 
passion for novel ideas which is the prevalent craze 
of the present day. For our virtues and vices spring 
from much the same sources. And so while beauty 
of style, sublime expression, yes, and agreeable 
phrasing all contribute to successful composition, yet 
these very graces are the source and groundwork no 
less of failure than of success And we must say 
the same, I suppose, about variety of construction 
and the use of exaggeration and the idiomatic plural. 
But we will show later* the danger which they seem 
to us to involve. We are, then, bound at once to 
raise the question and to suggest how we can avoid 
the faults that go so closely with the elevated style. 

6. And this, my friend, is the way. To obtain 
first of all a clear knowledge and appreciation of 
what is really sublime. And yet that is no easy 
task. For judgement in literature is the last fruit 
of ripe experience. However, if I must speak by 
precept, it is not impossible perhaps that a true 
discernment in such matters may be derived from 
some such considerations as these. 

7. We must realize, dear friend, that as in our 
everyday life nothing is really great which it is a 
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« Or “if its appeal is only to the ear.” 
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mark of greatness to despise, I mean, for instance, 
wealth, position, reputation, sovereignty, and all 
the other things which possess a deal of theatrical 
attraction, and yet to a wise man would not seem 
supremely good, since contempt for them is itself 
eminently good—certainly men feel less admiration 
for those who have these things than for those who 
could have them but are big enough to slight them— 
well, so it is with the grand style in poetry and 
prose. We must consider whether some of these 
passages have merely some such outward show of 
grandeur with a rich moulding of casual accretions, 
and whether, if all this is peeled off, they may not 
turn out to be empty bombast which it is more 
noble to despise than to admire? For the true 
sublime, by some virtue of its nature, elevates us : 
uplifted with a sense of proud possession, we are 
filled with joyful pride, as if we had ourselves pro- 
duced the very thing we heard, If, then, a man of 
sense, well-versed in literature, after hearing a 
passage several times finds that it does not affect 
him with a sense of sublimity, and does not leave 
behind in his mind more food for thought than the 
mere words at first suggest, but rather that on 
careful consideration it sinks in his esteem, then it 
cannot really be the true sublime, if its effect does 
not outlast the moment of utterance. For what is 
truly great gives abundant food for thought: it is 
irksome, nay, impossible, to resist its effect: the 
memory of it is stubborn and indelible. To speak 
generally, you should consider that to be truly 
beautiful and sublime which pleases all people at all 
times. For when men who differ in their habits, their 
lives, their tastes, their ages, their dates, all agree 
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# g3pds means “solid,” “robust,” and is used in literary 
criticism in a sense similar to dewds, “* vehement.” “ Weighty 
and solid thought” is the meaning. The book on Xenophon 
is lost; perhaps he means merely “remarks on Xenophon” 
in some other treatise. 
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together in holding one and the same view about 
the same writings, then the unanimous verdict, as it 
were, of such discordant judges makes our faith in 
the admired passage strong and indisputable. 

8. There are, one may say, some five genuine 
sources of the sublime in literature, the common 
groundwork, as it were, of all five being a natural 
faculty of expression, without which nothing can be 
done. The first and most powerful is the command 
of full-blooded ideas*—I have defined this in my 
book on Xenophon—and the second is the inspira- 
tion of vehement emotion. These two constituents 
of the sublime are for the most part congenital. 
But the other three come partly of art, namely the 
proper construction of figures—these being probably 
of two kinds, figures of thought and figures of speech— 
and, over and above these, nobility of phrase, which 
again may be resolved into choice of words and the 
use of metaphor and elaborated diction. The fifth 
cause of grandeur, which embraces all those already 
mentioned, is the general effect of dignity and 
elevation. Let us then consider all that is involved 
under each of these heads, merely prefacing this, 
that Cecilius has omitted some of these five classes, 
one obvious omission being that of emotion. Now 
if he thought that sublimity and emotion were the 
same thing, and that one always essentially involved 
the other, he is wrong. For one can find emotion 
that is mean and devoid of sublimity, for instance 

> The five “sources” are (1) the command of full-blooded 
ideas; (2) emotion; (8) the proper use of “figures”; (4) 
nobility of phrase; (5) general effect. In chapter xxxix. 
ctvéeots means the arrangement of words. Here the phrase 
seems to mean the putting together of the words and clauses 
into a total effect of grandeur, making a whole of them. a 
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* Homer, Od. xi. 315. 
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feelings of commiseration, annoyance, and fear. Onthe 
other hand, many sublime passages are quite apart 
from emotion. There are thousands of examples, for 
instance, the poet’s daring lines about the Aloadae : 4 

Ossa then up on Olympus they strove to set, then upon Ossa 
Pelion, ashiver with leaves, to build them a ladder to Heaven ; 

and the still greater conception that follows, 

Yea and indeed they had done it. 

Then again in the orators their eulogies and 
ceremonial speeches and show pieces throughout in- 
clude touches of dignity and sublimity, yet are 
usually void ofemotion. The result is that emotional 
orators excel least in eulogy, while panegyrists 
equally lack emotion. If, on the other hand, it 
never entered Cecilius’s head that emotion some- 
times contributes towards sublimity, and he therefore 
omitted it as undeserving of mention, then great 
indeed is his mistake. I would confidently lay it 
down that nothing makes so much for grandeur as 
genuine emotion in the right place. It inspires the 
words as it were with a fine frenzy and fills them 
with divine afflatus. 

9. Now, since the first, I mean natural genius,” 
plays a greater part than all the others, here too, 
although it is rather a gift than an acquired quality, 
we should still do our utmost to train our minds 
into sympathy with what is noble and, as it were, 
impregnate them again and again with lofty in- 
spiration. “ How?” you willask. Well, elsewhere 
I have written something like this, ‘ Sublimity is 

» This is apparently a synonym for “ the command of 
full-blooded ideas,’’ stated in the last chapter to be the firsi 
source of the sublime. 
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@ The metaphor is from a bell which ‘“‘rings true” when 
struck. At the stroke of circumstance the noble mind 
gives the true note. CA RLS. “Bright is the ring of 
words, when the right man rings them’? and Newman's 
“« Style is the shadow of a personality.” 

> Od. xi. 543-567. Ajax, summoned from Hades, keeps 
a grim silence, still incensed at the award of Achilles’ arms 
to Odysseus, an affront which caused his suicide. 
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the true ring of a noble mind.” And so even 
without being spoken the bare idea often of itself 
wins admiration for its inherent genius. How 
grand, for instance, is the silence of Ajax in the 
Summoning of the Ghosts,’ more sublime than any 
speech. In the first place, then, it is absolutely 
necessary to suggest its source and to show that the 
mind of the genuine orator must be neither small 
nor ignoble. For it is impossible that those whose 
thoughts and habits all their lives long are petty 
and servile should flash out anything wonderful, 
worthy of immortal life. No, a great style is the 
natural outcome of weighty thoughts, and sublime 
sayings naturally fall to men of spirit. Alexander’s 
answer to Parmenio when he said “ For my part 
Thad been content” .. ° 

[Sia pages of the ms. are lost here.| 

.. . the distance between earth and heaven? One 
might say too that this measured the stature not 
of Strife only but of Homer. Quite unlike this is 
Hesiod’s description of Gloom, if indeed we are 
right in adding the Shield to the list of Hesiod’s 
works : 

¢ “The story runs that Parmenio said to Alexander that 
had he been Alexander he would have been content to have 
brought the war to an end on the terms offered without ven- 
turing further, and that Alexander replied he would have 
done so himself, had he been Parmenio,”’ Arrian ii, 25, 2. 

@ When the ms. resumes Longinus is evidently discussing 
the description of Strife in Iliad, iv. 442 :— 

‘Small is the crest that she rears at the first, but behold her 
thereafter 

Planting her head in the skies, while she treads with her feet 
on the earth.” 
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* Hesiod, Shield of Heracles, 267. > Tliad, 7 v. 770. 
° A conflation of two theomachies, (a) Id. xxi. 388 (confused 

in quotation with v. 750), and (6) ZL. xx. 61-68. 
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Rheum from her nostrils was running.* 

He has not made the image terrible, but offensive. 
But see how Homer magnifies the powers of heaven: 

Far as a man can see with his eyes in the shadowy distance, 
Keeping his watch on a hill-top, agaze o’er the wine-dark 

ocean, 
So far leap at a bound the high-neighing horses of heaven.? 

He makes their stride as far as the East is from 
the West. So supreme is the grandeur of this, one 
might well say that if the horses of heaven take 
two consecutive strides there will then be no place 
found for them in the world. Again he shows the 
imagination of genius in his Battle of the Gods: 

Gan then to trumpet around the firmament vast and Olympus; 
Shuddering down in the depths, the king of the dead, 

Aidoneus, 
Sprang from his throne with a shuddering cry, for fear the 

earthshaker, Poseidon, 
Soon hereafter asunder should splinter the earth, and his 

mansions 
Clear to the eyes of immortals and mortals alike should be 

opened 
Grim and dreary and dank, which the very gods see with 

abhorrence.® 

You see, friend, how the earth is split to its 
foundations, hell itself laid bare, the whole universe 
sundered and turned upside down; and meanwhile 
everything, heaven and hell, mortal and immortal 
alike, shares in the conflict and danger of that battle. 
Terrible as these passages are, all the same, unless 
one takes them allegorically, they are utterly 
irreligious and show no sense of what is fitting. I 
feel indeed that in recording as he does the wounding 
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* A reminiscence of a lost passage in Aeschylus much 
quoted in antiquity. 

» Another coutlation: Ziad, xiii. 18; xx. 60; xiii. 10, 27-29. 
* See Additional Note, p. 254. 
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ON THE SUBLIME, 1x. 7-10 

of the gods, their quarrels, vengeance, tears, im- 
prisonment, and all their manifold passions Homer 
has done his best to make the men in the Iliad gods 
and the gods men. Yet, if we mortals are un- 
happy, death is the “appointed harbour from our 
sea of troubles,” * whereas Homer has given the 
gods not only immortal natures but immortal 
sorrows. The Battle of the Gods, however, is far 
surpassed by those passages which represent the 
divine nature in its true attributes, pure, majestic, 
and unique. Take, for instance, the lines about 
Poseidon, though they have been treated fully 
enough by others before us: 

Then were the woods and the long-lying ranges a-tremble, 
Aye, and the peaks and the city of Troy and the ships of 

Achaia 
Neath the immortal feet and the oncoming march of Poseidon. 
He set him to drive o’er the swell of the sea, and the whales 

at his coming 
Capering leapt from the deep and greeted the voice of their 

master. 
Then the sea parted her waves for joy, and they flew on the 

journey.? 

So, too, the lawgiver of the Jews, no ordinary man, 
having formed a worthy conception of divine power, 
gave expression to it at the very threshold of his 
Laws where he says: “ God said "—what? ‘‘ Let 
there be light,’ and there was light. ‘ Let there 
be earth,’ and there was earth.’ ¢ 

I need not fear to weary you, my friend, if I insert 
here another passage from the Poet, one that 
treats of human affairs, to show you his habit of 
entering into the sublimity of his heroic theme. 
Suddenly he plunges the battle of the Greeks into 
mist and helpless night. At his wits’ end Ajax cries: 
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1 The bracketed words spoil the sense and are presumably 
a mistaken note. Remnants of the Izad are used as 
episodes of the Odyssey. 
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Zeus Father, rescue from out of the mist the sons of 
Achaia, 

Brighten the heaven with sunshine, grant us the sight of 
our eyes. 

So it be but in daylight, destroy us.* 

These are the true feelings of an Ajax. He does 
not plead for his life: such a prayer would demean 
the hero: but since the ineffectual darkness robbed 
his courage of all noble use, therefore, distressed 

to be idle in battle, he prays for light on the instant, 
hoping thus at the worst to find a burial worthy of 
his courage, even though Zeus be ranged against 
him. Here indeed Homer is swept away by the whirl- 
wind of the battle and so affected by it that he too 

Stormily raves, as the War-god, the spearman, or Fire, the 
destroyer, 

Stormily raves on the hills in the deep-lying thickets of 
woodland ; 

Fringed are his lips with the foam-froth.? 

Yet throughout the Odyssey, which for many reasons 
we must not exclude from our consideration, 

Homer shows that, as genius ebbs, it is the love 
of romance that characterizes old age. There are 
indeed many indications that he composed this 
after the Iliad beside the fact that throughout the 
Odyssey he introduces as episodes remnants of the 
adventures at Ilium; yes, and does he not in this 

poem render to his heroes their meed of lamentation 
as if it were a debt long due? In fact the Odyssey 
may be called an epilogue to the Iliad ; 

@ Iliad, xvii. 645. » Tliad, xv. 605. 
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* Odyssey, iii, 102-118, Nestor is telling Telemachus of 
the days at Troy. 
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There then Ajax lies, great warrior ; there lies Achilles ; 
There, too, Patroclus lies, the peer of the gods in counsels 
There, too, mine own dear son.* 

It was, I imagine, for the same reason that, writing 
the Ilad in the heyday of his genius he made the 
whole piece lively with dramatic action, whereas in 
the Odyssey narrative predominates, the character- 
istic of old age. So in the Odyssey one may liken 
Homer to the setting sun; the grandeur remains 
without the intensity. For no longer does he 
preserve the sustained energy of the great Ilad 
lays, the consistent sublimity which never sinks into 
flatness, the flood of moving incidents in quick 
succession, the versatile rapidity and actuality, 
brimful of images drawn from real life. It is rather 
as though the Ocean had shrunk into its lair and lay 
becalmed within its own confines. Henceforth we 
see the ebbing tide of Homer’s greatness, as he 
wanders in the incredible regions of romance. In 
saying this I have not forgotten the storms in the 
Odyssey and such incidents as that of the Cyclops— 
I am describing old age, but the old age of a Homer 
—yet the fact is that in every one of these passages 
reality is worsted by romance. 

I have been led into this digression to show 
you, as I said, that natural genius with the decline 
of vigour often falls very easily into garrulity— 
there is the story of the wine-skin® and the men 
whom Circe turned into swine—Zoilus ° called them 

> Od. x. It was in a wine-skin that Aeolus imprisoned 
for Odysseus the adverse winds, which his meddlesome 
companions released. 

¢ A grammarian—probably of the fourth century 8.c.— 
who was known as Homer’s Scourge. 
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* There is possibly in Od. xii. 63 an allusion to the tale 
that Zeus, hiding in Crete from his father Chronos, was fed 
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ON THE SUBLIME, 1x. I4-x. 1 

“ porkers in tears "—there is the nurturing of Zeus 
like a nestling by the doves, Odysseus’s ten-days’ 
fast on the wrecked ship,” and the incredible story of 
the suitors’ slaying.’ Can one call these aught but 
veritable dreams of Zeus ? ¢ ° 

There is another justification for our considering 
the Odyssey as well as the Ihkad. I wanted you to 
realize how with the decline of their emotional power 
great writers and poets give way to character- 

study. For instance, his character-sketches of the 
daily life in Odysseus’s household are in the style 
of some comedy of character. 

10. Well, then, let us see further whether we could 
find anything else that can make style sublime. Since 
with all things there are associated certain elements, 
essentially inherent in their substance, it follows 
that we shall find one factor of sublimity in a con- 
sistently happy choice of these constituent elements, 
and in the power of combining them together as it 
were into an organic whole. One writer for instance 
attracts the reader by the selection of ideas, another 
by the soldering of these selected. Sappho, for in- 
stance, never fails to take the emotions incident to the 
passion of love from the symptoms which accompany 
it in real life. And wherein does she show her ex- 
cellence ? In the skill with which she selects and com- 
bines the most striking and intense of those symptoms. 

by doves. Odysseus’s ten-days’ swim without food comes 
at the end of the same book. 

» Od. xxii. 
¢ Dreams—divine indeed—but idle in our critic’s eyes 

when compared with the “lively dramatic action” of the 
Iliad. Besides, the Iliad describes real fighting, the serious 
business of life; the Odyssey is but a divine tale. A typical 
* ancient” point of view. They decried Romance. 
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ON TIE SUBLIME, x. 2-4 

1 think him God’s peer that sits near thee face to face, and 
listens to thy sweet speech and lovely laughter. 

*Tis this that makes my heart flutter in my breast. If I 
see thee but for a little, my voice comes no more and 
my tongue is broken. 

At once a delicate flame runs through my limbs; my eyes 
are blinded and my ears thunder. 

The sweat pours down: shivers hunt me all over. I am 
grown paler than grass, and very near to death I feel.* 

Is it not wonderful how she summons at the same 

time, soul, body, hearing, tongue, sight, colour, all 

as though they had wandered off apart from her- 
self? She feels contradictory sensations, freezes, 

burns, raves, reasons—for one that is at the point 

of death is clearly beside herself. She wants to 
display not a single emotion, but a whole congress 

of emotions. Lovers all show such symptoms as 
these, but what gives supreme merit to her art is, 

as I said, the skill with which she chooses the most 

striking and combines them into a single whole. 
It is, I fancy, much in the same way that the poet 
in describing storms picks out the most alarming 

circumstances. The author of the Arimaspeia,’ to 

be sure, thinks these lines awe-inspiring : 

* ¥ could neither find nor contrive any tolerable verse 
translation of this. 

» Aristeas of Proconnesus, who wrote an epic in three 
books on the Arimaspi of the farthest north. Herodotus 
(iv. 27) says their name was derived from Scythian words, 
arima=“ one”’ and spou=“‘ eye.” 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

Baty” jpiv Kat rotro péya dpeo qperépyow. 
avdpes Bop valovow aio xPoves év meAd-yeoou 
Svornvot Tweés eiow, Exovat yep epya mrovnpd, 
Oppar év dorpo.at, yuyny O° evi mévTw Exovaw. 
4 mou moAAd Oeotor pidas ava xelpas Exovres 
evyovras amAdyyvo.o. KaKds dvaBadAopévoror. 

mavrt ofnat SHArov, ws mA€ov dvbos exer Ta Acyomeva 
5 / € Lo rat La xX > \ ~ 

H S€os. 6 5€ “Ounpos Hs; (€v yap amo woAdav 
5 Acyéobw) 

3 > + 3 ¢t ig ~ a a / év 8 émeo’, ws Gre KOua Bo ev vyt wéonor 
? ¢ x é 3 ? € / ~ AdBpov drat vepewy dveworpepes, 7 O€ Te Toa, 

axvn dex pvoon, dvép.ov0 dé Sewods ayrns 
toriw éuBpéwerar, Tpopeouct dé re dpeva vabrat 
SeSudres: rurOdv yap trex Davdro.o dépovras. 

\ 8 erexeipnoey Kat 6 “Aparos To atrd rotTo per- 

185 r. 

eveynety, 

dAlyov Sé dia EAov aid’ epdxet: 
4 A 7 3 x 4. 3 F > A awAnv jauxpov adro kal yAadupdv eémoinoey dri 

m~ ‘ éf b] f ? 4 ft f poBepod: ér. dé mapdpice Tov Kivduvov elaedy “ EvAov 
aid’ dzetpye.’*’”’ odxobv dmeipyer 6 5é mounrns obK 

2 bya / A / > \ 4 > NY 4 ets drra€ mapopile. ro Sewdv, dAAG rods Gael Kal 
Lovovevyl Kara mav KOua wodAdxis drroAAupévous 
etkovoypaget. Kal pny Tas mpobdces dovvldérous 
otoas ovvavaykdoas mapa dvow Kal eis aAAjAas 
ovpBiacduevos “ drréx Oavdrowo” 7d pev ovvep- 

men tetet 

@ Od. xv. 624, » Phaenomena, 299. 
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ON THE SUBLIME, x. 4-6 

Here is another thing also that fills us with feelings of 
wonder, 

Men that dwell in the water, away from the earth, on the 
ocean. 

Sorrowful wretches they are, and theirs is a grievous employ- 
ment: 

Fiver they rivet their eyes on the stars, their thoughts on 
the waters. 

Often, I ween, to the gods they lift up their hands and 
they pray ; 

Ever their innermost parts are terribly tossed to and fro. 

Anyone can see, I fancy, that this is more flowery 
than fearful. But how does Homer do it? Let us 
take one example of many : 

He fell on the host as a wave of the sea ona hurrying vessel, 
Rising up under the clouds, a boisterous son of the storm~- 

wind. 
The good ship is lost in the shroud of the foam, and the 

breath of the tempest 
Terribly roars in the sails; and the sailors for fear are a- 

tremble, 
By the breadth of a hand swept out from under the jaws of 

destruction.? 

Aratus, too, tried to adapt this same idea: 

*Tis but the tiniest plank that bars them from bitter destrue- 
tion.? 

But he has demeaned. the idea and made it elegant 
instead of awe-inspiring. Moreover, he defines the 
danger when he says, “ A plank keeps off destruc- 
tion,” Why then, it does keep it off. Homer, on 
the other hand, instead of defining the danger once 
and for all, depicts the sailors as being all the time, 
again and again, with every wave on the very brink 
of death. Moreover, in the phrase “ out from under 
the jaws of destruction,” by forcing into an abnormal 
union prepositions not usually compounded he has 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

minrovre wader TO eros opoiws Bacavicer, TH Se 
roo emous our Aixber To Taos akpws dmenAdcaro 
Kat povov ovr éveritwoev TH A€Eet Tod Kuy8vvov TO 
iSiwpa a brew §avdrovo pépovrar.” ovr dAAws ¢ 
"Apyidoxos ent Tot vavayiou, Kal emt Th mpooay- 
yeria 6 Anpoobévns: is éorrépa wey yap hv ”’ dnoiv. 
GAAa ras eEoxds ws <av> elirou Tis dprorivdny 
excrcaDjpavres emoavveOncar, obdev providdes 7 
daguvov 7 oxoAucov eyKarararrovres Sud [L€oov. 
Avpaiveras yap Tatra 70 dhov, Woavel pvypara 
7 dparaspara, eumovobyra., <Ta> peyeln GUVOLKO~ 

vopotpeva Th <te> mpos dAAnAa oxéoes ouvreret~ 
yroueva. 

ll. Xdvedpds eore rats TpOEKKeELprevauts dpern Kab 
Vv xahoGow atgnow, 6 Grav Seyouevwy Tay mpay- 
pdrwv Kal dydvwy Kara mepiodous dpxds TE 
mods Kat davaratdas érepa, _ erépots emreto~ 
KuKdovpeve : weyeOn ovvexds emeradynrout xara emt~ 

2 TOW. rotro 6é cite dud. Tomnyopiav, ele delve 

185 v 

ow, 7 TpaypLcronv 7 KaracKkevay émippwow, etr” 
emroukovopiiay epyev q mabey (Hupiou yap Sd 
TOV abtrjoewy) yivouro, xen) ywdorew opens TOV 
piyropa, as oddev dy ToUTWY wal? atid ovorain 
ywpis tious réAciov, mAnv «i pt) ev olxrous dpa v7} 

1 érlracw Wilamowits for ¢érigacw P. 

* There are two existing fragments of Archilochus to 
which this might possibly refer: tery kar’ deny xiuards Te 
xévégov, ‘ he stood on the razor-edge of wave and wind, 
or Wuxas éyorres xuudrwr év dyxddais, * their hearts lay locked 
in the waves’ embrace.” 

> De corona, § 169. Demosthenes describes the alarm at 
Athens caused by the news that Philip of Macedon had 
captured and fortified Elateia, 389 3.c. 
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ON THE SUBLIME, x. 6-x1. 2 

tortured his language into conformity with the im- 
pending disaster, magnificently figured the disaster 
by the compression of his language and almost 
stamped on the diction the form and feature of the 
danger—“ swept out from under the jaws of destruc- 
tion.”” Comparable to this is the passage of Archi- 
lochus about the shipwreck ¢ and the description of 
the arrival of the news in Demosthenes.2 “ Now it 
was evening,” etc. What they have done is to make 
a clean sweep, as it were, of all the main points by 
order of merit, and to bring them together, allowing 
nothing affected or undignified or pedantic to inter- 
vene. For all such irrelevancies are like the intro- 
duction of gaps or open tracery ° in architecture : 
they utterly spoil the effect of sublime ideas, well 
ordered and built into one coherent structure.? 

11. Closely allied to the merits distinguished above 
is what is called “ amplification.” ¢ Whenever the 
subject matter and the issues from section to section 
admit of several fresh starts and halting-places, 
then one great phrase after another is wheeled on 
to the stage with increasing force. This may be 
done either by the development of a commonplace, 
or by exaggeration, or by laying stress on events or 
arguments or by careful husbandry of facts or 
feelings. There are indeed ten thousand kinds of 
amplification. Still the speaker must recognize that 
without sublimity none of these methods by itself can 
form a perfect whole. One may indeed very well 

* Literally ‘ perforations,” ef. xxxil. 5. 
& This sentence has been infinitely emended without much 

benefit. I take 7a wey. as object of kus. and 74 édov as ad- 
verbial. The general sense is that Homer’s ideas are all solid 
masonry. ¢ Effect of accumulation, “* piling it on.” 

7 ie, tours de force. 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

Ata qe edreAopois, trav 8 dav atf&nrixdv 
érov qep av TO tym Adv agehys, as puxny eSarprjcers 
owparos: <d0ds yap arovel Kal Kevotrat TO eu~ 

3 mpaxrov adray pu tots dipeor ouverrippwvrtpevor. 
 pévror Stadéper Tob dpriws elpnuevou Ta. voy Tap~ 
ayyeAAdweva (mepeypagr, yap Tis Hv éxelvo 7Ov 
dicpeav Anqupdroy Kal eis evornra owvragis) Kat 
rive KabdAov Tov adgijoewy mapadAdrrer Ta din, 
al cabnvetas adrijs EVEKO, oUvTopes Sioptoréov. 

‘O pev od Tay Texvoypadwy Spos Emory’ ovK 
a rathicl éovt, ast, Adyos péyedos TEpt~ 
TiHeis Tots drroKeysevous” Barat ‘yap dyueAer Kab 
dipous Kal maGous Kal TpoTrey elvas Kowvds obros 
Gpos, €7ew01) Keaucetva, TQ ovo mepuriOnou ToL 
we peyeBos. euoi Se galverat rabra, aA AwY 
mapadrdrretw, 7] xetrat TO Lev dios ev Sudpyart, 
% S avenous Kat éy mArGeu ds 6 cetvo pev Kav 

2 vorjpare évi modAducts , 7 % O€ wdvrws pera moaorntos 
. Kab mepiovolas Twos ddhiorarar. Kat eorw v] 
abenars, ws Tumrw mepiraBetv, oupTrAnpwots dro 
mevriay TOV eudepopeveny rots mpdypLact poopie 
Kal Torrey, toxupomowodoa TH emyov} TO KaT~ 
eoxevaouevov, ratry THs miotrews Steor@oa, sre 
% pev 7d Enrodpevov dsrodel<nvucw> 

Wor + + mAovowwdsrara, Kabamep te méAayos, eis dva~ 
3 memrapevov Kexurat moMayh péyefos. S0ev otuat 
Kara Adyov 6 wey pijrwp dre ralnrucarepos odd 

2 “ Whereas amplification serves to enhance conviction 
so our author presumably continued and then pronceded 
to illustrate Plato’s skill in amplification and to compare 
his style with that of Demosthenes. It is of Plato that he 
is speaking when the ms. resumes. 
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ON THE SUBLIME, x1. 2-x11. 3 

make an exception where the effect required is one 
of commiseration or depreciation, but in all other forms 
of amplification to remove the touch of sublimity is 

like taking soul from body. For they lose their 
vigour at once and become nerveless and hollow 
without the tonic effect of the sublime. However, 
mere clarity demands that I should briefly define the 
difference between my present precepts and that 
of which I spoke above (the delimitation of the main 
points and their arrangement so as to form a single 
whole) and show generally in what respect sublimity 
is distinct from these effects of amplification. 

12. The definition given in the text-books does 
not satisfy me. Amplification, they say, is language 
which invests the subject with grandeur. Now that 
definition could obviously serve just as well for the 
sublime, the emotional and the metaphorical style, 
since these also invest the language with some 
quality of grandeur. But in my view they are each 
distinct. Sublimity lies in elevation, amplification 
rather in amount ; and so you often find sublimity 
in a single idea, whereas amplification always goes 
with quantity and a certain degree of redundance. 
To give a rough definition, amplification cousists in 
accumulating all the aspects and topics inherent in 
the subject and thus strengthening the argument 
by dwelling upon it. Therein it differs from proof, 
which demonstrates the required point .. .% 

[Zo pages are here lost.| 

... very rich indeed: like a sea, often flooding 
a vast expanse of grandeur. I should say then 
that in point of style the orator? being more 

> Demosthenes. 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

TO Oidmrupov exer Kal Oupuxds exddrAcyduevov, 6 
d¢ xaleoras ev OyKm Kai peyadompeTe? cepvd- 
THTL ODK EuKTat Lev, GAN’ ody OUTWS amaoTpamTeEL.) 

40u kat’ dAda d¢ Twa 4 Tatra, euol doxe?, didrare 
Tepevriave, (Adyw bé, <el> Kat quiv ws “EAAnow 
epetrat te ywwokew) Kat 6 Kirépwr tod Anyuo- 
obdvous ev rots weydbeot mapadddrrer. 6 jev yap 
év tibet TO TAEov amroréum, 6 bé Kixdpwy ev ytoe- 
Kal 6 pev Huérepos da TO pera Blas Exacra ers dé 
Tdaxous pins dSewdryros olov Katew Te dua Kal 
vapmralew oxynmT@ tw mapecadlorr’ ay 7} Kepavve: 

6 5é Kixépwv as audiradrs tis eumpnopos ofuat 
wavrn vepwerat Kal dveetrae, TOAv exwv Kat émi- 
poovoyv Get TO Katov Kat SiaxAnpovopovpevoy aAXor’ 
dAdoiws év abr@ Kal kara Suadoxds dvatpeddevov, 

6 GANG, radra wev dpets dv dwewvov emixpivoure, caupds 
dé rod Anuwoobevixot prev tipous cal dmeprerapévov 
év te Talis dewwoeor Kal Tots ododpots wafer, xa} 
evba det rov dxpoariy 76 otvodov éxmAftoar, rhs 
dé yUoews, Grou xpy KarayTAfjoas Tornyopias Te 
yap Kal émAdyous xard 76 mAdov Kat rapaBdoeor 
kat trois gpaoriois dace Kai émideucricots, 
toropiais Te Kat gpuotodroyiats, Kat odK dAtyous 
GAdois foepeciy apydd.os. 

18. “Ore pévros 6 [lAdrwy (mdveuue ydp) rocod- 
isov. Tw TWh yedpare dibodyri péwy obder wrrov peye- 

werd, dveyywkds ta ev rH Tlodtre’g rdv 
Timov ok ayvoeis. “ot dpa dpovijcews,” dot, 

Kab aperfs daretpou edwytats S€ kal roils rovovrous 
del ovvdvres Kdtw ws douce dépovrar Kat ravTy 

1 dracrpdarre Bentley for érécrpamra P, 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xn. 3-xm, 1 . 

emotional, has abundant warmth and passionate glow, 
whereas Plato, steady in his majestic and stately 
dignity, is far from cold, yet does not flash such fire. 
It is in the very same respect—so I feel, my dear 
Terentianus, if indeed we Greeks may be allowed 
an opinion—that Cicero differs from Demosthenes 
in his grand effects. Demosthenes’ strength is 
usually in rugged sublimity, Cicero’s in diffusion. 
Our countryman with his violence, yes, and his 
speed, his force, his terrific power of rhetoric, burns, as 
it were, and scatters everything before him, and may 
therefore be compared to a flash of lightning or 
a thunder-bolt. Cicero seems to me like a wide- 
spread conflagration, rolling along and devouring 
all around it: his is a strong and steady fire, its 
flames duly distributed, now here, now there, and 
fed by relays of fuel. You Romans, of course, can 
form a better judgement on this question, but clearly 
the opportunity for Demosthenes’ sublimity and 
nervous force comes in his intensity and violent 
emotion, and in passages where he has utterly to 
dumbfounder the audience; whereas diffuseness is 
in place when you need to overwhelm them with a 
flood of rhetoric. The latter then mostly suits the 
treatment of a commonplace, a peroration, a 

digression, and all descriptive and “ show ” passages, 
history, too, and natural philosophy as well as 
various other kinds of literature. 

18. However, to return to Plato, despite his 
noiseless current, he none the less attains greatness. 
You have read the Republic and you know his style. 
‘Those who have then no experience,”’ he says, “ of 
wisdom or of goodness, living always amid banquets 
and other such festivities, are seemingly carried 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

mAavavrat dua Biov, wpds 5é 7d dAnBes diva ob?’ 
dvéBrebay mamore or’ avnvéx@noay odd BeBatouv 
re Kat Kabapads Hdovis éyedcavro, aAAd Booxy- 
parwy deny Karw del Brémovres Kal Kexupdres 
cis viv real els Tpamelas Boorovra XopraGepevor 
Kal dyevorres, Kal Evexa THS TovTwy mAcoveslas 
Aakrilovres Kat kupirrovres aAArjAovs otdnpots 
Képac. Kat omAats dmoxrwrvdovet 8.” daAnortiay.” 

> ? > CoA ay coy > , 
Evdelxvuras 8 juiv otros aviip, «t Bovdoiueda 

pe) Karoduywpetv, ds Kal dAAn Tis mapa Td. elpn- 
peve 000s emt va, windAa reiver. mota bé Kal ris 
avrn; r&v éumpoodev peydrwy ovyypadéwy Kat 
mownTav pipnols Te Kal CjAwows. Kat ye rourou, 
didrare, anpi€ éywpela Tob oKorot: moAXol pap 
addorpiy Jeohopotvras mvetpart Tov avrov TpdTOY, 
ov kat riv Tvbiav Adyos eet rpisrods wAnoudlovear, 
eva phypd dors ys dvamvéov' ws gdacw armor 
&vOeov, adrdfev eyxduova rhs Saysoviov Kab- 
torapevyy Svvduews mapavrika ypnopuwdely Kar’ 
erimvouuy* ovrws amd Ths TOv apyaiwy weyado- 
dvias eis ras Trav Cndovvrwy éxeivous uyas ws 
dad icp@v orouiwy dadppoal ties dépovrar, bd’ 
Ov emumvedtrevor Kat of pn Aiav doBaoriucol +B 

3érépwyv ovverfovordot pweyeler. povos “THpddoros 
é € f > ” / Opmpucesraros eyevero; Zirnoixopos ert mporepov 

6 re “Apyidoyos, mdvrwy bé todrwv puddtora 6 

1 gvarvéov Manutius for dvarvety P. 

* Republic, ix. 586 a, with slight omissions. 
> He seems to play on the two meanings of ord«or, 

the mouth of a prophet and the mouth or rift in the rocky 
floor in the Priestess’s chamber al Delphi, out of which there 
rose an intoxicating vapour. 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xm. 1-3 

downwards and there they wander all their lives. 
They have never yet raised their eyes to the 
truth, never been carried upwards, never tasted 
true, abiding pleasure. They are like so many 
cattle; stooping downwards, with their eyes always 
bent on the earth and on their dinner tables, they 
feed and fatten and breed, and so greedy are they 
for these enjoyments that they kick and butt with 
hooves and horns of iron and kill each other for 
insatiate desire.” 4 

Here is an author who shows us, if we will con- 
descend te see, that there is another road, besides 
those we have mentioned, which leads to sublimity. 
What and what manner of road is this? Zealous 
imitation of the great historians and poets of the 
past. That is the aim, dear friend, and we must 
hold to it with all our might. For many are carried 
away by the inspiration of another, just as the story 
runs that the Pythian priestess on approaching the 
tripod where there is, they say, “ a rift in the earth 
upbreathing steam divine,’ becomes thereby im- 
pregnated with the divine power and is at once 
inspired to utter oracles; so, too, from the natural 
genius of those old writers there flows into the 
hearts of their admirers as it were an emanation 
from the mouth of holiness.’ Inspired by this, even 
those who are not easily moved by the divine afflatus 
share the enthusiasm of these others’ grandeur. 
Was Herodotus alone “ Homeric in the highest’? 
No, there was Stesichorus at a still earlier date and 
Archilochus too,¢ and above all others Plato, who 

¢ Quintilian calls Stesichorus a “‘ lyric Homer,” and Archi- 
lochus, the iambic satirist, was regarded as one of the great 
originals. They both belong te the seventh century 3.c. 
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Tare, dard rod ‘Opypicot Keivov vdyaros eis 
adrov puptas 6oas maparporas: daroxeTevadsevos. 
Kat tows mp dmodetEewy Eder, ef ps1) TA em” Eldous 
Kal ot mepl “Appucovvoy exdefavres dvéyparpay. 

4 dorw 3 ov Kdomn TO mpaypa, aAN’ ws dro Kkahéy 
HOdY" F mAaopdrey 7 7 Snpcoupynpdrey amroTumw - 
ais. Kal ovo ay érakudoat {LoL Ooxel THAucaird 
Twa Tois Tijs pirooodias Sdypace Kal eis mrounre~ 
Kas dAas moAAaxob ouveu Piva Kal ppadcets, Et {7} 
mepl mpuretwv vn Ata mayet fupd mpos “Opnpor, 
as dyraywvoTns véos Tpos 78n TeDavpracpevor, 
tows prev didoverxdrepov Kat olovel Siadoparild- 
pevos, ok dvwdedds 5° 6uws Sunprorevero. a dyes ~ 
On” yap KaTQ TOV “Hoiodov ““épis Se Bporotor.”” 
Kal TD OvTt kaos odros Kal dgvovurdraros edicAclas 
ayo TE xa orepavos, & av @ Kal TO ATTACOaL TAY 
TpoyEeveoTepwv ovK EBokov. 

14; Odxody Kal npés, quik? dy Ssvarrovapev 
bunyopias Te Kat peyarodpoowyns Sedpievor, Kadoy 
avamAdrrecbar Tats puxais, mds av et TUXOU TAVTO 
rob?’ “Ounpos elev, TOs 5 av WAdrwv 7 Anpo- 
obevns tywoay 7 7 ev toropia Oovxvdidys. mpoa~ 
mimrovra. yap yuty xara CHAov é exetva 70. mpoowna, 

is7v, Kat oloy Svampérovra Tas iboxds dvoloe, TwWS mpos 
27d dvedwAomorodjeva pérpa: ere Se paMor, et 
Kdiceivo 7h diavota mpoouTroypadoyner, ms av Td8¢ 
ve ba eod Aeydjuevov mapa “Opunpos Frovcev H 
Anpoobérys, 7 ms dv ent rourw diereOnoay ; 
TH yap ovr. peya TO aywuopua, Towodrov drorife~ 

1 Most editors read cldd» ** forms”; 704» is the reading 
of P. I have changed the 4 which follows it into 7. 

* A pupil of Aristarchus who took over his school at 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xu. 3—xrv. 2 

has irrigated his style with ten thousand runnels 
from the great Homeric spring. We might need 
to give instances, had not Ammonius*® and his 
pupils drawn up a classified selection. Such borrow- 
ing is no theft ; it is rather like taking an impression 
from fine characters as one does from moulded 
figures or other works of art. Plato would never 
have reared so many of these flowers to bloom 
among his philosophic tenets, never have wandered 
so often with Homer into the regions and phrases 
of poetry, had he not striven, yea with heart and 
soul, to contest the prize with Homer like a young 
antagonist with one who had already won his spurs, 
perhaps in too keen emulation, longing as it were 
to break a spear, and yet always to good purpose. 
For, as Hesiod says, “ Good is this strife for man- 
kind.” Fair indeed is the crown, and the fight for 
fame well worth the winning, where even to be 
worsted. by our forerunners is not without glory. 

14, We too, then, when we are working at some 
passage that demands sublimity of thought and 
expression, should do well to form in our hearts the 
question, ‘‘ How perchance would Homer have said 
this, how would Plato or Demosthenes have made 
it sublime or Thucydides in his history?’ Emula- 
tion will bring those great characters before our eyes, 
and like guiding stars they will lead our Lhoughts 
to the ideal standards of perfection. Still more 
will this be so, if we give our minds the further hint, 
“How would Homer or Demosthenes, had either 
been present, have listened to this passage of mine? 
How would it have affected them?’’ Great indeed 

& 
Alexandria. He composed a work on “ Plato’s debt to 
Homer.” 
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ofat rdv iSiwv Adywv Sixaoripiov Kat Péarpov Kat 
év rnAtkovrois ypwour Kpitais Te Kal peapTvow 

8 dméyew Tav ypadouévwy edOvvas memaiyGar. mdgov 
dé rovTwy mapopuntiKdy, et mpoorileins, mas dv 
é€uod rabra ypdibavros 6 per eue mas axovoee 
adv; ef dé tig adrdbev doBotro, p1) Tod idiov Biov 
Kal ypdvov béy€aird re trrepiwepov, avdyen 
Kat 7a ovdAdapBavdueva trod THs TovTov wuyis 
areAR Kal tu¢ddAd domep auBdAotobat, mpdos Tov 
ris dorepodynpias dAws un TEeAcohopovpeva ypdvor. 

15. "Oyxov Kat peyadnyopias Kat dy@vos emi 
TovTois, ® veavia, Kal at davraciat mrapacKeva-~ 
oTiucwTara. odtw yotv <Tas> eidwdAorroitas adrds 
éviot Aéyovot. Kadetrar pev yap Kowds pavracta 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xrv. 2-xv. 2 

is the ordeal, if we propose such a jury and 
audience as this to listen to our own utterances and 
make believe that we are submitting our work to 
the serutiny of such superhuman witnesses and 
judges. Even more stimulating would it be to add, 
“ If write this, how would all posterity receive it ?” 
But if a man shrinks at the very thought of saying 
anything that exceeds the comprehension of his own 
time, then must all the conceptions of that man’s 
nature be like some blind, half-formed embryo, all 
too abortive for the life of posthumous fame. 

15. Weight, grandeur, and energy in writing are 
very largely produced, dear pupil, by the use of 
“images.” (That at least is what some people call 
the actual mental pictures.) For the term Imagina- 
tion is applied in general to an idea which enters 
the mind from any source and engenders speech, 
but the word has now come to be used predominantly 
of passages where, inspired by strong emotion, you 
seem to see what you describe and bring it vividly 
before the eyes of your audience. That imagination 
means one thing in oratory and another in poetry 
you will yourself detect, and also that the object of 
poetry is to enthral,* of prose writing to present 
things vividly, though both indeed aim at this latter 
and at excited feeling. 

Mother, I beg thee tarre not on against me 
These snake-like hags with silent bloody feet. 
See there! Seethere! They leap upon me close.” 

And 

* éerdnss means startling people out of their wits, 
emotional illusion. 

> Eurip. Or. 255. Orestes on his sick-bed in a fit ef 
mania sees Clytaemnestra setting the Furies at him. 
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* Eurip. (7.291. A herdsman describing to Iphigeneia 
how he saw Orestes in a fit of madness on the shore, quotes 
this as one of his wild utterances, 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xv. 2-4 

Ah, she will slay me, whither shall I flee ? ¢ 

In these passages the poet himself had Furies 
before his eyes and almost compelled the audience 
to see what he imagined. Now Euripides spends 
his fondest efforts in presenting these two emotions, 
madness and love, in tragie guise, and succeeds more 
brilliantly with these emotions than, I think, with 
any others; not that he lacks enterprise to attack 
other forms of imagination as well. While his 
natural genius is certainly not sublime, yet in 
many places he forces it into the tragic mould 
and invariably in his grand passages, as the poet 
says, 

His tail at his ribs and his flanks now lashes on this, now 
on that side, 

Ever he spurs himself on to share in the joys of the battle.® 

Yor instance, when Helios hands over the reins to 

Phaéthon :— 

“ And see thou drive not to the Libyan clime. 
Its torrid air with no damp humour tempered 
Will fire thy wheel and melt it.” 

And he goes on, 

“But for the seven Pleiads shape thy course.” 
This heard, voung Phatthon caught up the reins, 
Slashed at the Hanks of his wing-wafled team, 
And launched them Aving to the cloudy coombs. 
Behind, his sire, astride the Dog-siar's back, 
tode, schooling thus his sor. “Now, drive thou there, 
Now this way wheel thy car, this way.’’* 

Would you not say that the writer's feelings are 

» Tlied, xx. 170. The simile is a wounded lion, to which 
Homer compares Achilles preparing to fight with Aeneas. 

* These passages are from the lost Phagthon. 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xy. 4-6 

aboard the car, sharing the perilous flight of those 
winged horses? Never could he have shown such 
imagination, had he not run neck and neck with 
those celestial doings. You find the same in his 
Cassandra’s speech beginning 

Nay, Trojans, lovers of horse flesh. 

Aeschylus ventures upon imaginative passages of 
the true heroic mould. For instance he says of his 
Seven against Thebes : 

Seven resistless captains o’er a shield 
Black-bound with hide have slit a bullock’s throat, 
And dipped their fingers in the bullock’s blood, 
Swearing a mighty oath by War and Havoc 
And Panic, bloodshed’s lover— 

where they all pledge themselves to each other to 
die “apart from pity.”? Sometimes, however, he 
introduces rough ideas, all woolly, as it were, and 
ragged,° and yet Euripides’ emulation leads him to 
embark on the same perilous path. Aeschylus uses 
a startling phrase of Lycurgus’s palace, magically 
possessed at the appearance of Dionysus, 

The house breathes ecstasy, the roof-tree revels.# 

Euripides expressed the same idea differently, 
softening it down, 

* From a lost play, perhaps the Alexander. 
+ Septem, 42-46; ‘‘ apart from pity” is a reminiscence of 

1 51. 

© duaddxrous =lit. “untanned,” de. raw, crude, ° 
# ¥rom the lost trilogy, which dealt with Dionysus’s 

coming to Thrace, Lycurgus’s resistance and the final estab- 
lishment of the Dionysian religion in Thrace. 
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¢ Baechae, 726. A messenger is describing to Pentheus 
how he saw the Bacchanals on Mt. Cithaeron—— 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xv. 6-9 

And all the mountain felt 
And worshipped with them.* 

Sophocles describes with superb imagination the 
dying Oedipus, conducting his own burial amid 
strange portents in the sky 3? and Achilles at the de- 
parture of the Greeks, when he appears above his 
tomb to those embarking,° a scene which nobody 
perhaps has depicted so vividly as Simonides. But to 
give all the instances would be endless. However, as 
I said, these examples from poetry show a romantic 
exaggeration, far exceeding the limits of credibility, 
whereas the most perfect effect of imagination in 
oratory is always one of reality and truth. The 
exceptions to this rule have a strange, outlandish 
air, when the texture of the speech is poetical and 
romantic and deviates into all sorts of impossibilities 
For instance, our wonderful modern orators—save 
the mark !—are like so many tragedians in seeing 
Furies, and the fine fellows cannot even understand 
that when Orestes says, 

Avaunt! Of mine own Furies art thou one 
That clip my waist to cast me down to Hell,* 

he only imagines that, because he is mad. What 
then is the use of imagination in rhetoric? It 
may be said generally to introduce a great deal of 
vigour and emotion into one’s speeches, but when 
combined with argumentative treatment it not only 
convinces the audience, it positively masters them. 
Take Demosthenes: ‘‘And yet, suppose that at 
this very moment we were to hear an uproar in 

> See Oed. Col. 1586-1666. 
© In his lost Polywene. 4 Eurip. Orestes, 264. 
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* Timocrates, § 208. 
> Plutarch tells how after Philip’s victory at Chaeroneia 

(338 B.c.) which ended the freedom of Athens, Demosthenes’ 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xv. 9-xv1. 1 

front of the law courts and someone were to tell 
us, ‘The prison has been broken open and the 
prisoners are escaping,’ there is no man, old or 
young, so careless that he would not run to give 
all the assistance in his power. But suppose someone 
were to come and actually tell us that this was the 
man who set them free, he would be killed on the 
moment without a hearing.” * And then, to be sure, 
there is Hypereides on his trial, when he had moved 
the enfranchisement of the slaves after the Athenian 
reverse. “It was not the speaker that framed this 
measure, but the battle of Chaeroneia.” > There, 
besides developing his technical argument the orator 
uses his imagination and consequently his conception 
far exceeds the limits of mere persuasion. In all 
such cases the stronger aecents seem naturally to 
catch our ears, so that our attention is drawn from 
the reasoning to the enthralling effect of the imagina- 
tion, and the technique is concealed in a halo of 
brilliance. And this effect on us is natural enough ; 
set two forces side by side and the stronger always 
borrows the virtues of the other. 

This must suffice for our treatment of sublimity 
in ideas, as produced by nobility of mind or imitation ¢ 
or imagination. 

16. The topic of figures next claims atten- 
tion, for these too, if rightly handled, may be, 
as I said,? an important element in the sublime. 
However, since it would be a long and indeed an 
interminable task to treat them all in detail at this 
supporter, Hypereides, proposed in panic an illegal extension 
of the franchise and, when subsequently impeached, said 
‘The arms of Macedon obscured my vision. It was not I 
that made the proposal; it was the battle of Chaeroneia.” 

¢ See Chapter xiii. § 2. 4 Chapter viii. 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xvi. i-8 

point, we will by way of strengthening our position 
merely run through a few of those which make for 
grandeur. To proceed then, Demosthenes is pro- 
ducing an argument in favour of his policy. What 
was the natural way to treat it? ‘‘ You were not 
wrong, men of Athens, in undertaking that struggle 
for the freedom of Greece, and you have proof of 
this near home, for neither were the men at Mara- 
thon misguided nor those at Salamis nor those at 
Plataea.” But when in a sudden moment of inspira- 
tion, as if possessed by the divine afflatus, he utters 
his great oath about the champions of Greece, “ It 
cannot be that you were wrong; no, by those who 

bore the brunt at Marathon,” then you feel that by 
employing the single figure of adjuration—which I 
here call apostrophe—he has deified his ancestors 
by suggesting that one should swear by men who 
met such a death, as if they were gods: he has 
filled his judges with the spirit of those who bore 
the brunt there: he has transformed his argument 
into a passage of transcendent sublimity and emotion, 
giving it the power of conviction that lies in so 
strange and startling an oath: and at the same time 
his words have administered to his hearers a remedy 
and an antidote, with the result that, relieved by 
his eulogy, they come to feel as proud of the war 
with Philip as of their victories at Marathon and 
Salamis. In all this by the use of the figure he is 
enabled to carry the audience away with him. 
True he is said to have found the germ of the oath 
in Eupolis : 

@ De corona, 208. Demosthenes is defending against 
Aeschines his aggressive policy, which had led to the 
disastrous defeat at Chaeroneia. He appeals to past history 
to prove that it was sound, however unsuccessful. 
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* From the Demi of the comedian Eupolis, a contemporary 
of Aristophanes. 

» The reference to Hamlet wr. ii. may be justified by the 
author’s reminiscence of Euripides’ Bacchae, 31'7— 
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ON THE SUBLIME, xvr. 3-4 

Nay, by the fight I fought at Marathon, 
No one of them shall scatheless vex my heart.¢ 

But the mere swearing of an oath is not sublime: 
we must consider the place, the manner, the circum- 
stances, the motive. In Eupolis there is nothing 
but an oath, and that addressed to Athens, when still 
in prosperity and needing no encouragement. 
Moreover, the poet’s oath does not immortalize the 
men so as to beget in the audience a true opinion 
of their worth, but instead he wanders from those 
who bore the brunt to an inanimate object, namely 
“the fight.’’ In Demosthenes the oath is carefully 
designed to suit the feelings of defeated men, so 
that the Atheniansshould no longer regard Chaeroneia 
as a disaster; and it is, as I said, at the same time 
a proof that no mistake has been made, an example, 
a sworn confirmation, a eulogy, and a stimulus. The 
orator was faced with the objection, ‘‘ You are 
speaking of a reverse due to your policy and then 
you go swearing by victories,” and therefore in the 
sequel he proceeds to measure his every word and 
keeps on the safe side, inculcating the lesson that 
“im the very whirlwind of passion you must beget 
a temperance.”® ‘Those who bore the brunt,” he 
says, ‘at Marathon and those who fought on ship- 
board at Salamis and Artemisium and those who 
faced the Persians at Plataea never “those who 
won the victory.” Throughout he cunningly avoids 
naming the result, because it was successful and the 
opposite of what happened at Chaeroneia, So 
before his hearers can raise the objection he promptly 

kal yho év Sarxeduauty 
obo’ Hye cw@pur ov Gragpdapjocrat, 

In the wildest rite 
Cometh no stain to her whose heart is white. 
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Bdvav rov mapadoyioudv eviore péev dmobnpiod- 
Tat 76 ovvodov, Kav émiKparyion Sé rod Oupod, 
apos THY mea rdv Adywv mdvrws avridvariberan. 
didrep Kal tére dprorov Boxe? Td oyFua, Srav 
atts rotro diadavOdvyn bre oxfud éorw. 76 Tolvuy 
visos Kat wadOos THs emt 7H oxynparilew drovolas 
adréEnua Kat Savpaorh tis émiuoupia Kablioraras, 
Kat mus mepthaudbetoa’ 4 rod mavoupyety réyvy 
rots KdAAeou Kal meyeleot ro Aowrdv SdduKev Kal 
macay drrowiav exméhevyev. ixavov Sé rexprjpiov rd 
apoeipnevoy “wa tods ev Mapaddu.” rive yap 
evra’ 6 pirwp aréxpupe 7d oxjwa; Sdidov dre 
TO puri aird. oyeddv yap domep ial rduvdpd 
déyyn evadavilera TH HAiw wepravyovmeva, obray 

1 weprraudbcion Bury for rapaiyddetoar P. 
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adds, ‘‘ To all of these the country gave a public 
funeral, Aeschines, not only to those who were 
successful.” 

17. While on this topic I must not omit to mention 
a view of my own, dear friend, which I will state, 
however, quite concisely. Figures seem to be 
natural allies of the sublime and to draw in turn 
marvellous reinforcement from the alliance. Where 
and how? I will tell you. There is an inevitable 
suspicion attaching to the unconscionable use of 
figures. It gives a suggestion of treachery, craft, 
fallacy, especially when your speech is addressed 
to a judge with absolute authority, or stil] more to a 
despot, a king, or a ruler in high place. He is 
promptly put out, if he is treated like a simple child 
and outwitted by the figures of a sophisticated 
speaker. Construing the fallacy as a personal 
affront, he sometimes turns absolutely savage ; and 
even if he controls his feelings, he becomes wholly 
hostile to the reasoning of the speech. So we find 
that a figure is always most effective when it conceals 
the very fact of its being a figure. The sublimity 
and the effect on the emotions are a wonderfully 
helpful antidote against the suspicion that ac- 
companies the use of figures. The effrontery of the 
artifice is somehow lost in its brilliant setting of 
beauty and grandeur: it is no longer obvious, and 
thus avoids all suspicion. A sufficient instance is 
that mentioned above, “ By those at Marathon.” 
In that case how did the orator conceal the figure ? 
Obviously by its very brilliance.* Much in the same 
way that dimmer lights vanish in the surrounding 

9 Of. Ch, xv. § 11. 
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DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

Ta THs pytopixhs codiopara eEapavpot mepryvbey 
advrobev 7d péyebos. od wéppw 8 tows rodrov 
Kal ent ris Cwypadtas te ovpBaiver: émt ydp rod 
atrod Keyevwy éerimédov mapadAjAwy év ypwpacn 
Tis oxids Te Kal TOO dutds, Guws wpotmavTd re 
7o ds Tals dipeor Kal od pdvor eEoyov aAAd Kal 
eyyutépw mapa modAd dalveras. otKody kat rev 
Asywv Ta TAO Kai Ta dim, Tats yuyats Hdv éy- 
yurépw Keiueva, Sud Te PvortKyy Twa ouyyéeverapy 
Kat dia Aaprpdrnra del TOY oynudrwy mpoepe- 
faviverar Kab tiv téyvnv atrdy amookidle. Kal 
olov év xaraxaddwes Typet. 

18. Ti 8 éexetva dduev, ras mevoes tre Kxat 
amoxpices'; dpa odK atrats tals Toy oynudrwv 
eldotrotiats mapa awoAd eumpaxrdrepa Kat coBa- 
prepa ovpreiver Ta Aeyopeva, i “aq Bovreobe, etme 
400, Treptidvres ddA Acay mouvddvecdas: Adyeras TU 
Kawov; ti yap dy yévouro rodrov Kawédrepov 7} 
Maxedarv dvjp Kararodeudv riv “EAAdSa; ré- 
Oynxe Didummos; ob pa A’? GAd’ dobeve?. ri & 
duty Stad€éper; Kat yap dv otrés re maby, raxéws 
buets érepov Diduamov moujcere.”’ Kat sadAw 
“mAdéwpev ert Maxedoviav,” dyoi. “aot $87 
mpocoputovela; Hperd Tis. edpjoer ra oabpa tidy 
Dirinaov mpayparwv adros 6 méAeuos.” Fv dé 
amrAas pylév rd mpdyya TO wavri Karadedorepor, 
vuvi dé rd &vOouv Kat d€vppomov tis wevoews Kat 
dsroxpicews Kal TO mpds éavTdv ws mpds Erepov 
dv@uravrav ob pdvov tilmAdrepov émoince rd 

1 droxpices seems necessary: P's epwrijces is probably 
a mistake. 
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radiance of the sun, so the all-embracing atmosphere 
of grandeur obscures the rhetorical devices. We see 
something of the same kind in painting. Though 
the high lights and shadows lie side by side in the 
same plane, yet the high lights spring to the eye 
and seem not only to stand out but to be actually 
much nearer. So it is in writing. What is sublime 
and moving lies nearer to our hearts, and thus, 
parily from a natural affinity, partly from brilliance 
of effect, it always strikes the eye long before the 
figures, thus throwing their art into the shade and 
keeping it hid as it were under a bushel. 

18. Now what are we to say of our next example, 
the figures of question and answer? Is it not just 
their appeal to the imagination which braces his ¢ 
language into greater vigour and rapidity? “ Tell 
me, my friend, do you all want to go round asking 
each other ‘Is there any news?’ For what stranger 
news could there be than this of a Macedonian 
conquering Greece? ‘Is Philip dead?’ ‘No, not 
dead but ill.’ What difference does it make to you? 
Whatever happens to him, you will soon manufacture 
another Philip for yourselves.” ® Or again: “ Let 
us sail to Macedon. Someone asks me, ‘ Where on 
earth shall we land?’ Why, the mere course of 
the war will find out the weak spots in Philip’s 
fortunes.” Here a bare statement would have 
been utterly inadequate. As it is, the inspiration 
and quick play of the question and answer, and his 
way of meeting his own words as if they were 
someone else’s, make the passage, through his use 

¢ j.e. Démosthenes, who in the Greek is the implied 
subject of the verb. 

» Phil. i. § 10, slightly altered. 
¢ Phil. i. § 44, slightly altered, a 



DIONYSIUS OR LONGINUS 

2 5 7d pnOev GAAG Kab mooTOTEpoV. & oxnpaTLopG 70 py pov. dye 

1921, 

\ / ~ “r ? \ ‘ 

yap Ta rabytiKa TOTE pardrov, orav adra pairyras 
un émurndevew adres 6 Adyww adda year 6 Kaipéds, 
48 epdrynois } els Eavrov Kab adxpiots poypelrar 
rob mdQous Td émixatpov. oxedov yap ws ot dd’ 
érépwv epwripevos mapokvvievres ex rod mapa- 
yphua mpos To AcxBev évaywvins Kat am adrijs 
ris dAnfelas avOuravrdow, ovrws Td oxiua ris 
mevoews Kal aroKploews eis TO SoKely exacrop 
Tov eoxempéevwy e& droytov Kexwiobai re Kat 
AdyeoOan Tov dkpoariy dmdyov Kat tapadoyilera. 
gr. rolvuy (&v ydp te tOv tyndAorarwv ro ‘Ipo- 
Sdrevov memioreuTas) Et oUTWS € 

19... . . <d>doKa éexainres Kal otovel mpo- 
yetrar ta Aeyopeva, oAlyou Sey POdvovra tal 
atrov Tov Aéyorvta. “Kat ovpBaddvres,” Pyolv 6 
Revodav, “ras domidas ewlodyro eudyovro dar- 
éxrewov andéOvnoxov.”” Kat ta tol EvpudAdyou 

WAPower, ws exddeves, avd dpund, Paidcp’ 
"Odvcced. 

Ty > f / - ? 

elSopev ev Biconos rervypéva Sapara Kard. 

Ta yap dAAjAwy Siakekoppéeva Kat oddev Fooov 
Kareotrevapeva pepe. THs aywrias eudacw dua 
Kal épimoadilovons Te Kat cuvdwwKotens. rode’ 
¢ \ aed \ ~ > 7 

» O TOLYATNS EC WNC KE dud. TOY aovvoeTwr, 

20. “Axpws dé Kal 4 émt radra atvodos Tay oyn- 
f os paruv elwle kwetv, drav d¥o % Tpia olov Kard 

fa 

cuppoplay dvaxtpvdgeva dAAjdrows epavidy ri 
* The subject is now the figure Asyndeton, omission of 

conjunctive particles. 
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of the figure, not only loftier but also more convincing. 
For emotion is always more telling when it seems 
not to be premeditated by the speaker but to be 
born of the moment; and this way of questioning 
and answering one’s self counterfeits spontaneous 
emotion. People who are eross-questioned by others 
in the heat of the moment reply forcibly and with 
utter candour; and in much the same way the 
figure of question and answer misleads the audience 
into supposing that each carefully premeditated argu- 
ment is aroused in the mind and put into words on 
the spur of the moment. Moreover—for this passage 
of Herodotus has always been reckoned one of the 
most sublime—if in this way ... 

[Z'wo pages of the us. are here missing. | 

19... .* the phrases drop out unconnected in a 
sort of spate, almost too quick for the speaker 
himself. ‘‘ And locking their shields,” says Keno- 
phon, “ they pushed, fought, slew, fell.” And take 
the words of Eurylochus,® 

We came, as thou badest us come, through the oak-coppice, 
shining Odysseus. 

Builded in thickets we saw habitations of wonderful beauty. 

The phrases being disconnected and yet none the 
less rapid give the idea of an agitation which 
both checks the utterance and at the same time 
hounds it on. Something of this kind the Poet has 
expressed by his use of asyndeton. 

20. The combination of several of these figures 
often has a supremely moving effect, when two or 

three co-operate as it were together to contribute 

>In Od, 251. The words are slightly different from 
those of our text. 
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? AY AY . ws 4 / c a \ 4 Pd) ‘ 

ioydv tiv med ro KdAAos, OTota Kal Ta Eis Tov 
MeStav, rats dvadopais duob Kal 7H dtarunaces 
ouvavarrenAeypéeva, Ta aovvdera. ““moAAd yap ay 
mounoecey 6 TUnTWr, dv 6 Ta0wy evia odd’ dv 
amayyeiAa. Sdvarro érépw, TH oyrypart, TH 

~ ~ F x > \ ~ % ~ 2Préupart, TH pwvy.” if wa pn emt Tdv adrady 
e oN 3? a 4 \ 4 ? “~ 

6 Adyos idv orf (&v oTdoe: yap TO Npepody, ey 
~ . / ¢ 

araéia d¢ 76 mdbos, eret Popa puyts Kat ovyKivnais 
3 é 

corw), «d0ds én dAAa peOjAaro dovvdera Kal 
ran) ~ f a eravadhopas' “r@ oyruwatt, TH PrAkpwpare, rH 

nN ti Ly ¢ ? 4 @ 

duvi, orav ws vBpilwr, drav ws éx@pds, Srav 
4 @ ¢ a e) aarp) eee r 

Kovovadots, orav ws dobAov.”’ odtdev GAAO bia TOUTWY 
B) \ 

6 pyTwp 7) Omep 6 TUTTWY epydaleTaL, THY Sidvotay 
8réav Sixaorav rH emadAjAw wAyrrer Popg. ir’ 

192 v. 

évretbev mdAw ws at xatavyides aAAnV soLov- 
pevos eBodny “ drav KovdvdAous, Grav emt Kdppns””’ 
dno “ratra Kwet, raira é€iornow dvOpamous, 
anfes dvras tot mpomnAaxilecOar: oddeis <dv> 
Taira anayyéAkwy Sdvairo 76 Sewdv mapacrioa.” 
ovxoby Thy ev dvow Tov eravapopay Kat dovy- 
dérwy mavrn duddrre TH ovveye? weraPodAj: obras 
ait Kai y raéis draxrov Kat euradw 4 aragia 
movdy qeptAapBaver ra éw. 

21. Dépe odv, mpdcbes rods auvdéapovs, ef Oddous, 
ws mowdtow ot *looxpdrevo “Kat ujv obdé rodro 
Xp) Twapadurety, ws troAAa dy moujceev 6 TUrTwr, 
mp@rov pev TH oxypart, eira 5€ rH BAdupart, 
cird, ye piv adr 7H dwvh,’ Kat elon xara ro 
eEfs oUtws tapaypadwv, ws tod adfovg ro aur- 

ag 72, 

» This last clause is not in our texts of the Meidias. There 
are a few other less important alterations. 
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force, conviction, beauty. Thus, for instance, in the 
speech against Meidias ¢ the asyndeta are interwoven 
with the figures of repetition and vivid presentation. 
“ For the aggressor may do many injuries, some of 
which the victim could not even describe to anyone 
else—by his manner, his looks, his voice.’” Then to 
prevent the speech running on in the same groove— 
for monotony expresses quiet, while emotion, being 
a violent upheaval of the soul, demands disorder— 
he leaps at once into further asyndeta and repeti- 
tions. ‘ By his manner, his looks, his voice, when 
he strikes with insult, when he strikes like an enemy, 
when he strikes with his knuckles, when he strikes 
you like a slave.” ® Here the orator does just the 
same as the aggressor, he belabours the minds of 
the jury with blow after blow. Then at this point 
he proceeds to make another whirlwind onslaught. 
“When it’s with his knuckles, when it’s a slap 
on the face,” he says, “this rouses, this maddens 
a man who is not accustomed to insult. Nobody 
by describing this could convey its effect.” Thus 
all the time he preserves the essence of his re- 
petitions and asyndeta through continual varia- 
tion, so that his very order is disordered and 
equally his disorder implies a certain element of 
order, 

21. Now insert the connecting particles, if you care 
to do so, in the style of Isocrates and his school. “And 
yet one must not overlook this too, that the aggressor 
may do much, first by his manner, then by his looks, 
and then again by his mere voice.” If you thus 
paraphrase it sentence by sentence you will see 

* Tsaeus, Hypereides, Theopompus, etc. 
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/ bans al 

Seiwypevor Kal arorpaxuvopevov, éeay tots ouv- 
/ oF ‘a 

Sécpors e€opadions eis AcvoTyTa, aKevTpov Te 
, X by A v ae x a” 

2 mpoontmrer Kal dds eofeorat. womep yap Ei Tis 
\ 

198 r. 

ouviicee tév Oedvrwy Ta owpata THY popay 
abrav adypynta, otrws Kat to mafos tro tay 
cuvdéopuv kal rv drwy mpocOynkdy éfrod.- 
fouevov dyavaxret? thy yap éAcubepiay droAAver 
ro Spdpou Kal 7d &s an’ dpydvov Twos adtecbac. 

22. THs 8¢ atrijs iSdas Kal ra drepBara Oeréov. 
Zorw 8¢ AdEewy 7) vojoewy ex TOO Kar’ axodouliay 
Kexwnuevn Takis Kat olovel xapakrTip évaywvriou 
mdbous dAnbéoraros. ws yap of TH Gyre dp- 
yilcpevo. 7 poBovpevoe Q ayavaxrodvres 4 did 
fnrorumias 7) tad dAAov tivds (7odAG yap Kal av- 
apiOunra 7aé0n Kat odd’ ay eizetv Tis Orrdca Stvaito) 
éxgorore mapaninrovres adAAa mpobduevoe moA- 
hdkis én? GAAa petannddor, péco twa wapenBa- 
hovres dAdyws, elt’ abbis emi ra mpOra advaxvedody-~ 
Tes Kal mavTN MpOoS THS aywrias, Ws ba” doTdtoU 
mvevpatos, THO KaKeloe ayyvoTpddws avrt- 
onmwmpevor Tas AdEets Tas vonjaets THY ex TOD KaTa 
dvow ipod mavrotws mpos pupias tpomds éy- 
adddérrovor Taéw, odTW Tapa Tots apioToLs ovy- 
ypadetor bia Thv brepBardv 4 pipnows ext rd. ris 
ptoews Epya déperar. Tore yap y Téyvn TéAeuos, 
qvix dv puvots eivat Sox, 7 0° ad duos émuruyrs, 
orav AavOdvovoay mepiexn thy Téyvynv. dorep 
Ayes 6 Dwxaeds Acovdowos rapa 7d “Hpoddrw: 

emt Evpod yap axis éxerar july Ta wpdyuara, 
avdpes “lwves, efvat édevidpors 7) SovAows Kal rov- 
Tos ws Sparérnow. viv dv tyels jv pev Bov- 
Ancbe radrourwpias evddyeoPat, mapaypfua pev 
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that if the rush and ruggedness of the cmotion is 
fined down and smoothed out by the use of connect- 
ing particles, it falls flat and immediately loses all 
its point and fire. For just as you deprive runners 
of their speed if you tie them together, emotion 
equally resents being hampered by connecting 
particles and other such appendages. It loses its 
freedom of motion and its effect of coming like a 
bolt from a catapult. 

22. In the same category we must place Inversion. 
This figure consists in arranging words and thoughts 
out of the natural sequence, and bears, so to speak, 
the genuine stamp of vehement emotion. Just as 
people who are really angry or frightened or worried 
or are carried away from time to time by jealousy or 
any other feeling—there are countless emotions, more 
than one can say—often put forward one point 
and then spring off to another with various illogical 
interpolations, and then wheel round again to their 
original position, while, under the stress of their excite- 
ment, like a ship before a veering wind, they lay their 
words and thoughts first on one tack then another, 
and keep altering the natural order of sequence 
into innumerable variations—-so, too, the best 
prose-writers by the use of inversions imitate 
nature and achieve the same effect. For art is 
only perfect when it looks like nature and Nature 
succeeds only by concealing art about her person. 
Take the speech of Dionysius, the Phacaean, in 
Herodotus. ‘‘ Indeed our fortunes stand upon a 
razor’s edge, men of Jonia, whether we be free men 
or slaves, aye, and runaway slaves. Now, therefore 
if you are willing to endure hardship, at the moment 

@ vi, ll. 
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mévos butv, oloi re 5é eceabe dwephadrécbat rods 
a > ? 3 oF 2 modeulous.” évradl’ Fv ro Kara taku: “a dvdpes 

193 v 

w lon / > toa 7, ? f lwves, viv xaipds éorw tyiv mévous émdéxecbar: 
emt Evpod yap axpys éxerae quiv ra mpdypara.”’ 
6 86 ro pev “ dvdpes “Iwves”’ drepeBiBacev: 
mpoercéparev obv <d0ds amd tod PdBov, ws pnd’ 
dpynv Odvwv mpds TO édeotws Séos smpoo- 
ayopedoat rods axovovras’ eeita O€ THv TOY von- 
udtwv daréorpete ra€w: mpo yap tod dijoau ore 
adrods Sef rrovely (roiro yap éorw o mapaKedcve- 
rat) eumpoabev drodidwot THY airiay 8° Hv oveiv 
Sei, ‘emi Evpod dxufs”’ dhoas “éyvera, Huiy ra 
mpdypara, ws uy Soxely eoxepeva A€éyew add’ 

3 ivayxaopeva. ert 5€ pGAdov 6 DovKvdidns Kai 
Ta dice. TavTwWS Hvwueva Kal adiavéunta Suws 
rais drepBdceow an’ addjAwy ayew deudraros. 

4 

6 5é Anpoabdvys ody otrws prev adbdddns domep 
odtos, mavrwy 8 év TO yéver TOUTW KaTaKOpeoTaToS 
Kal 7oAd 7d aywrtotiucdy ex Tob brepBiBalew Kal 
Ly \ f ‘ 3 ¢ ? $ t er, vy Aia ro e& dbroydou dAdyew ovveudatvun 
kal mpos totrots «is tov Kivduvoy Tay papa 

4 darepBardy rods dxovovras cuvemioTa@pevos' ToA- 
Adis yap tov vodv oy dpuncev ciety dvaxpeudoas 

4 ; 1 23 2\\/ . 3 re Kab pera€d mws* «is aAAddvAov Kat dareouxvtav 
ta TAN’ + 3 AA Sy x / 1 4 bé a] Taéw GAN én’ dAdows bia pécov Kat €Ewbdy robev 

3 “~ > 

emetoKuKAay eis PdBov euBadrwy tov dxpoariyy 
>} “~ ny 

ws emt mavreAet tod Adyou Siamrdoe, Kal ouvv- 
amoxwovvedew ta’ dywrias tH Adyovts cuvavay- 

/‘ ~ kdoas, elra mrapaddyws 81a paxpod rd mdAat 
4 

Cyrodpevoy edxaipws emi réAe. mov mpocamobdods, 
Lar. ~ ‘ A 

air® TH xara tds depBdcers wapaBfdAw Kai 

1 weratté rows Wilamowitz for uerakd ds P. 
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there is tuil for you, but you will be able to over- 
come your enemies.” Here the natural order was, 

“O men of Ionia, now is the time for you to endure 
toil, for our fortunes stand upon a razor’s edge.” 
He has transposed the ‘‘ men of Ionia ” and started 
at once with his fears; so pressing was the danger 
that he would not even address the audience first. 
He has, moreover, inverted the order of ideas. 

Before saying that they must toil—for that is the 
point of his exhortation—he first gives the reason 
why they must toil, by saying, “ Our fortunes stand 
upon arazor’s edge.” The result is that his words do 
not seem premeditated but rather wrung from him. 
Thucydides is still cleverer at using inversions to 
separate ideas which are naturally one and indivisible. 
Demosthenes, though not indeed so wilful as 
Thueydides, is the most insatiable of all in this kind 
of use and not only employs inversions to give a 
great effect of vehemence, and also, if you please, 

of improvisation, but even drags his audience along 
with him to share the peril of his long inversions. 
For he often hangs up the sense which he has begun 
to express, and meanwhile manages to whee] on to 
the empty stage one extraneous idea after another 
in a strange and unlikely order, making the audience 
terrified for the total collapse of the sentence and 
compelling them from sheer excitement to share the 
speaker’s risk: then unexpectedly, after a great 
interval, the long-lost phrase turns up pat at the 
end, so that he astounds them all the more by the 
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axpoogarel word Gov exmdArjrrer. pewdd 5é rBv 
napaderypareyv €oTw da To TARAos. 

23. Td ye pv moddmrwra Aeyopueva, abporopol 
Kal petaBorat kai KAiwaxes, Tavu dywvioriKd, ws 
oloGa, Kécpou re Kal tavTdos vious Kat mdfous 
auvepyd. Ti dé at THY Trdcewy xpdvwy mpoodrwy 
apOudv yevav eévadAdkes, mas more Kkara- 

2 qouiAAavat Kal émeyelpovot TA EpnvevTiKa; dyet 
14ir. 62 Trav Kara Tos apiOmovs od pova Tabra Koopely, 

é7éca Tois TUmos éviKa dvTa TH duvdwee Kara 
tiv avabedpnow wAnfurTikd edpioKeTar- 

2 7 f 4 3 ‘ attixa (fynot) Aads amelpwr 
Oivvoy én’ hidvecor SuoTrdpevor KeAdSynoar" 

GAN’ éxeiva paAAov maparnpycews déia, dre eof” 
Omov mpooninres Ta wAnbuvrina peyadoppynporé- 

3 oTepa Kai alr So€oKxomobvra TH GyAw Tot apiOyod. 
TolatTo Tapa TH Vopokrci ra emi Tob Oidizou: 

@ ydpror, yapot, 
3 ?, 3 ¢ a & , / edvoal’ Huds Kal putedoavres maAw 
aveire TavrTd omdpua KamedelEare 
marépas adeApods matdas, aly” éeupdrAcov, 

, ” 

viugas yuvatkas unrépas Te ywrdoe 
aioxior ev avOpdmotow épya yiyverat. 

vf A a a ww 7 9 Ie oA 4 mdvra yap tadra év dvoua éorw, Oidtaous, emt Se 
Garépov *loxdory, GAN’ duws yubels eis ra wAn- 

* Strictly this means the use of more than one case 
(rrécts) of the same word, e.g. “ Haeret pede pes, densusque 
viro vir,” but it seems here to cover also rhetorical changes 
of tense, person, number, or gender, 
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mere reckless audacity of his inversions. But there 
are so many examples that I must stay my hand. 

23. Again, accumulation, variation, and climax, 
the so-called “‘ figures of many cases,’ are, as you 
know, a most effective aid in giving ornament and 
every kind of sublime and emotional effect. And 
consider, too, what variety and liveliness is lent to 
the exposition by changes of case, tense, person, 
number, gender. Now in the category of number 
not only are those uses ornamental where the 
singular form is found on consideration to signify a 
plural—take the lines : 

And rsithhway a numberless people 
Seatter the length of the beavles and scund 2. “the Tunny, 

the Tunny '’’? 

—but it is still more worthy of notice that the 
plural sounds more full-mouthed, while the very 
idea of multitude which the plural number conveys 
is itself impressive. This is the case with Sophocles’ 
lines about Oedipus : 

Curse on the marriages 
That gave us birth and having given birth 
Flung forth the self-same seed again and showed 
Fathers and sons and brothers all blood-kin, 
And brides and wives and mothers, all the shame 
Of all the foulest deeds that men have done.° 

These all mean one person, Oedipus, and on the 
other side Jocasta, but the expansion into the plural 

® Author unknown. To the inhabitants of Sicily and S. 
Italy the tunny-fish was as important as the herring is to us. 
A “look-out was stationed on a high place to signal the 
approach of a shoal. Here “ numberless people” is presum- 
ably Se for a crowd of fishermen. 

e 0.7. 1403. 
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1 rege rd Oénrpov Toll for sede ol Pethyevor P, 

® Unknown. >» Menemenus, 245 v. 
* See Additional Note, p. 254, 

4 De cor. 18, 
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serves to make the misfortunes plural as well. 
There is the same sense of multiplication in “ Forth 
came Hectors and Sarpedons too,’ and in the 
passage of Plato about the Athenians,’ which we 
have also quoted elsewhere: “ For no Pelopes nor 
Cadmi nor Egypti and Danai nor any other hordes 
of born barbarians share our home, but we are pure 
Greeks here, no semi-barbarians,” and so on. The 
facts naturally sound more imposing from the 
accumulation of names to signify groups instead 
of individuals. This device should not, however, 
be employed except where the subject invites heroics 
or redundance or exaggeration or emotion, either 
one or more of these. To sound bells* in every 
sentence would be unduly pretentious. 

24, Yet again, the converse of this, the contraction 
of plural to singular, sometimes gives a great effect of 
sublimity. “ Moreover, the whole Peloponnese was 
split,” says Demosthenes.¢ Again, ‘‘ when Phry- 
nichus produced his Capiure of Miletus the theatre 
burst into tears.”¢ In the case of separate indivi- 
duals to compress the number into the singular gives 
more sense of a single whole. The ornamental effect 
is due in both to the same cause. Where the words 
are singular, to make them plural suggests unfore- 
seen emotion: where they are plural and you com- 
bine a number of things into a well-sounding singular, 
then this opposite change gives an effect of surprise. 

* Herodotus, vi. 21: “The Athenians showed in many 
ways their great distress at the capture of Miletus and when 
Phrynichus wrote and produced his Capture of Miletus, the 
theatre burst Into cedar and tbev fined him a thousand 
drachmae for miviraing dew: of. disaster which touched 
them nearly apd e:joind shel cae play should never be 
produced again.” 
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@ Cyrop. vii. 1. 837. 

» fl. xv. 697. addpdowow is omitted after dreipéas. 
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25. Again, if you introduce events in past time 
as happening at the present moment, the passage 
will be transformed from a narrative into a vivid 
actuality. “Someone has fallen,” says Xenophon,? 
“under Cyrus’s horse and, being trodden under 
foot, is striking the horse’s belly with his dagger. 
The horse rearing throws Cyrus and he falls.”” Thucy- 
dides uses such effects as frequently as anybody. 

26. Change of person gives an equally vivid effect, 
and often makes the audience feel themselves set 
in the thick of the danger. 
- +. You would say that unworn and with temper undaunted 
Each met the other in war, so headlong the rush of their 

battle.® 

And Aratus’s line: 

Be not thou in that month in the midst of the surge of the 
ocean.° 

Herodotus does much the same: “ You will sail 
up from the city of Elephantiné and there come to a 
smvoth plain. And when you have passed through 
that place you will board again another ship and 
sail two days and then you will come to a great city, 
the name of which is Meroé.’”? You see, friend, 
how he takes you along with him through the country 
and turns hearing into sight. All such passages 
with a direct personal application set the hearer in 
the centre of the action. By appearing to address 
not the whole audience but a single individual— 
Of Tydeus’ son thou couldst not have known with which 

of the hosts he was fighting *— 

you will move him more and make him more attentive 

© Phaen. 287, 
4 Herod, ii. 29, eheiducd ard *Schity altered. 
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1 rpdoxpyors Manutius for rpdxpyacs P. 
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and full of active interest, if you rouse him by these 
personal appeals. 

27. Again sometimes a writer, while speaking of 
one of his characters, suddenly turns and changes 
into the actual character. A figure of this kind is 
a sort of outbreak of emotion : 

Hector lifted his voice and cried afar to the Trojans 
To haste them back to the galleys and leave the blood- 

spattered booty. 
Whomsoever I spy of his own will afar from the galleys, 
Death for him there will I plan.? 

There the poet has assigned to himself the narrative 
as his proper share, and then suddenly without any 
warning attached the abrupt threat to the angry 
champion. To insert “ Hector said so and so” 
would have been frigid. As it is, the change of 
construction suddenly anticipates the change of 
speaker. So this figure is useful, when a sudden 
crisis will not let the writer wait, and forces him to 
change at once from one character to another. 
There is an instance in Hecataeus®: ‘‘ Ceyx took 
this ill and immediately bade the younger descendants 
of Heracles be gone. For I cannot help you. Soe 
to prevent perishing yourselves and hurting me, 
away with you to some other people.” By a some- 
what different method Demosthenes in the dristo- 
geiton has used the change of person to suggest the 
quick play of emotion. “ And will none of you,” 
he says, ‘‘ be found to feel indignation at the violence 
of this shameless rascal, who—oh you most 
accurstd of villains, when you were cut off from 

@ Fl, xv. 346. 
* ‘The Milesian historian, sixth century s8.c. 
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cimreweva Opwouw ‘Odvcaqjos Beloto 
epycy mavoacbat, odio 8°’ abrots daira réveabau 
pn prnorevoartes, pine dAAof” optAjoavres, 
vorara, Kal mupara, viv evOdde Sewmijoetar, 
ot Ody” dyeipouevor Biorov Karaxkeipere moAnov, 

ove Te TaTpmY 
bpuerépwv thy mpdcbev akovere, maides edvres, 
olos “Odvaceds Eoxe. 

28. Kai pevroL mepidpacts abs ov7x dyn Aorrovey 
obdels dv oluar SuoTrdoeev. ws yop EV [LOUCLK: 
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1 P has rév mpds rov ’Apicroyelrova Advyor, 

® Aristog. i. § 27. 
> As the difficulty of ‘ understanding’ an object tc 

drokurei seems too great, I have followed Toll’s suggestior 
that rats xperds has fallen out of the text, The usual inter 
pretation of the unamended ms. is “ turning off his speech. 
to-Aristogeiton and appearing to abandon him.” Bui 
Demosthenes does the exact opposite. He has not previously 
addressed his speech to Aristogeiton. 

* Od. iv. 681. The first part of L 687 (xrfjow Tyreudyou 
daigpovos) is omitted from the quotation. 
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free speech not by gates and doors which one might 
very well open... .’? Leaving his sense in- 
complete he has made a sudden change and in his 
indignation almost split a single phrase between 
two persons—‘‘ who—oh you most aceurséd ”—and 
thus, while swinging his speech round on to Aristo- 
geiton and appearing to abandon the jury,’ he has 
yet by means of the emotion made his appeal to 
them much more direct. Penelope does the same : 

Herald, oh why have they sent thee hither, those high-born 
suitors ? 

Is it to tell the hand-maidens that serve in the house of 
Odysseus 

To cease them now from their tasks and make ready a 
feast for the suitors ? 

Would that they never had wooed me nor ever met here in 
our halls, 

Would they might make in my house their last and latest 
of banquets, 

Ye that assemble together and woefully minish our substance! 
... nor e’er from your fathers 

Heard ye ever at home long ago in the days of your child- 
hoo 

What manner of man was Odysseus.° 

28. That periphrasis contributes to the sublime, 
no one, I fancy, would question. Just as in music | 
what we call ornament enhances the beauty of 
the main theme, so periphrasis often chimes in with 
the literal expression of our meaning and gives it 
a far richer note, especially if it is not bombastic 

4 This word is used elsewhere of certain intervals which 
were considered a mean between harmony and discord. 
That meaning would not suit this passage. The sense of 
musical ornament or embellishment is appropriate here and 
etymologically probable. Saintsbury suggests “ the dominant 
note is more sweetly brought out by accompanying trills 
and harmonies.” 
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@ Menexenus, 236 vo. » Cyrop. i. 5. 12. 
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or discordant but agreeably in harmony. A sufficient 
proof of this is the opening of Plato’s Funeral 
Oration,* “ First then in deeds we have given them 
their due reward, and, this won, they pass now along 
the appointed path, escorted all in common by their 
country and each man severally by his kinsmen.” 
Here he calls death an appointed path and their en- 
joyment of due rites a sort of public escort by their 
country. Notice what a supreme dignity this gives to 
the thought ; how he has taken the literal expression 
and made it musical, lapping it, as it were, in the 
tuneful harmonies of his periphrasis. Again Xeno- 
phon says, “* You hold that hard work is a guide to 
the pleasures of life and you have stored in your 
hearts the best and most knightly of all treasures. 
For nothing pleases you so much as praise.” ' By 
saying “‘ You make hard work a guide to the pleasures 
of life’ instead of “ You are willing to work hard,” 
and by similarly expanding the rest of his sentence, 
he has extended his eulogy to include a fine idea. 
Then there is that inimitable phrase in Herodotus: 
“Upon those Scythians that sacked her temple the 
goddess sent a female malady.” ¢ 

29. However it is a risky? business, periphrasis, 
more so than any of the other figures, unless used 
with a due sense of proportion. For it soon falls 
flat; smacks of triviality and slow wits. So that 
critics have even made fun of Plato—always so 
clever at a figure, sometimes unseasonably so — 
for saying in his Laws “that we should not let 
silvern treasure nor golden settle and make a home 
inacity.” ® Had he been forbidding people to possess 

¢ i, 105, 4.e. one that made them women, The goddess 
was Aphrodite. ¢ Lit. “ perishable,” likely to go bad. 

¢ See Additional Note, p. 254, 
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31... . Openrixedrarov Kal yéviysoy, To 8 > Ava- 
* This may be explained by reference to what is said about 

the Iliad and Odyssey y in chapter ix. The former, full of 
emotional incidents, is sublime; the latter depends on 
character study and is only agreeable. 

> ic. the mellowness of age, to be taken in close cunnexion 
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sheep, says the critic, he would clearly have said 
“ ovine and bovine treasure.” 

But, my dear Terentianus, this digression must 
suffice for our discussion of the use of figures as 
factors in the sublime. Our conclusion is that they 
all serve to lend emotion and excitement te the style. 
But emotion is as much an element in the sublime, 
as is the study of character in agreeable writing.* 

30. Now, since thought and diction often explain 
each other, we must further consider whether there 
are any elements of style still left untouched. It 
is probably superfluous to explain at length to those 
who know, how the choice of the right word and the 
fine word has a marvellously moving and seductive 
effect upon an audience and how all orators and 
historians make this their supreme object. For 
this of itself gives to the style at once grandeur, 
beauty, a classical flavour,’ weight, force, strength, 
and a sort of glittering charm, like the bloom on 
the surface of the most beautiful bronzes, and 
endues the facts as it were with a living voice. 
Truly, beautiful words are the very light of thought. 
However, their majesty is not for coramon use, 
since to attach great and stately words to trivial 

. things would be like fastening a great tragic mask 
ona simple child. However in poetry and h(istory) 
coe @ 

[Four pages of the as. are here lost.) 
31. ... is most illuminating ° and typical ; so, too, 

with what he goes on to say about the mellowing effect of 
time—probably through oxidization—on bronze statues. 

« Lit. “ gives abundant food for thought.”” Buta genitive 
governed by these two adjectives may be lost: “ greatly 
promoting the growth and productive of...” The 
subject is now metaphor, as one kind of fine phrasing. 
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1 galrot §rrov éwaverdy Jannarakis for cal rdv drjverov P, 

¢ A metaphor for a young girl, not uncommon in Greek 
otal: Latin lyrics. Mid- Victorian humourists thus used 
ee 

b Arisiotle explains in his Poetics (Ch. xxi. § 11) that a 
large class of metaphors rest on an implied analogy, eg. we 
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with Anacreon’s ‘‘ No more care I for the Thracian 
colt.” In the same way the phrase used by Theo- 
pompus, though less admirable, seems to me highly 
expressive in virtue of the analogy implied,’ though 
Cecilius for some reason finds fault with it. “ Philip,” 
he says, “ had a wonderful faculty of stomaching 
things.” Thus the vulgar phrase sometimes proves 
far more enlightening than elegant language. Being 
taken from our common life it is immediately 
recognized, and what is familiar is halfway to con- 
viction. Applied to one whose greedy ambition 
makes him glad to endure with patience what is 
shameful and sordid, “ stomaching things ” forms a 
very vivid phrase. It is much the same with Hero- 
dotus’s phrases: “In his madness,” he says, 
‘“Cleomenes cut his own flesh into strips with a 
dagger, until he made mincemeat of himself and 
perished,” * and “ Pythes went on fighting in the 
ship until he was all cut into collops.”¢ These 
come perilously near to vulgarity,.but are not vulgar 
because they are so expressive. 

$2. As to the proper number of metaphors, 
Cecilius seems on the side of those who lay down 
a jaw that two or at the most three should be 
used together. Demosthenes assuredly is the canon 
in these matters too. And what decides the occa- 
sion for their use? Why, the right moment, when 
emotion sweeps on like a flood and inevitably carries 
the multitude of metaphors along it. ‘ Men,”’ he says, 

ean call old age the evening of life, because old age: life:: 
evening: day. We might expound the analogy here as, 
insults: Philip:: training breakfasts: an oarsman, i.e. they 
are “‘ stomached ” for some ulterior motive. Theopompus of 
Chios was a fourth-century historian. 

¢ Herod. vi. 75. 4 Herod, vii. 181. 
all 
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3 pyropos Oupds. Sidaep 6 pev "AptororeAys Kal 6 
Oedppacros petAtyuard pact twa Tay Spacey 
elvat radro, perapopay, ro“ domepel ’ * pavas Kaul 
“otovet’’ rat “et ypt) Tobrov elmety Tov Tpdmov’ 

4 Kal ‘et def wapaxwouveutixmrepov A€Ear.”” 1) yap 
Smoriunats, paciv, (@rau Ta TOAUNpA* eyes dé Kal 
Tadra prev daro8éxopuat, 6 Ops be mAnbous Kal ToAunS 
petapopOv, omep éedynv Kant rdv oxnpdron, TO 
evKaIpa Kat opodpa. md0y Kab TO yevvatov difos 
elvat dru iBed, Twa dreEidadppaka, OTs TH pobie Tis 
dhopas ravti wépuxev dravra TaAAa mapacvpew Kal 
apowlety, paMov dé Kal wes dvayrata. mdvres eto~ 
mparrectan Ta mapaBora., Kat oK €G TOV acpoaray 
oyoAdlew wept tov roi mAydous éheyxov did TO 
owerbovardy re Aéyortt. GAAd pi & ye tals 

5 TOTNyopiats Kad Siaypagais ovK dAXo Tt ovTws 
Karaonpayrixoy as ob ouveyets kal emaaAdAnaot 
TpdrroL. bu! av Kal Tapa Revopayvre 7 y révOpumivov 
oKyvous avaTouT TopTUKDS Kal ért paMov dva- 
Cwypapetrac Geiws wapa rH TAdrwve. THY pep 
Kepadiv adroi drow axpdrodw, toO pov bé péoov 
diwKodoufoba peragd too or7 fous Tov avyéeva, 
adovdvious re direornpixbai dnow olov orpdduyyas 
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“ of evil life, flatterers, who have each foully mutilated 
their own country and pledged their liberty in a cup 
of wine first to Philip and now to Alexander, men who 
measure happiness by their bellies and their basest 
appetites, and have strewn in ruins that liberty 
and freedom from despotism which to Greeks of 
older days was the canon and standard of all that 
was good.” ? Here it is the orator’s indignation 
against the traitors which sereens the multitude of 
metaphors. Accordingly, Aristotle and Theophrastus 
say that bold metaphors are softened by insert- 
ing “as if” or “as it were” or “if one may say 
so” or “if one may risk the expression.” The 
apology, they tell us, mitigates the audacity of the 
language. I accept this, but at the same time, as I 
said in speaking of “figures,” the proper antidote 
for a multitude of daring metaphors is strong and 
timely emotion and genuine sublimity. These by 
their nature sweep everything along in the forward 
surge of their current, or rather they positively 
demand bold imagery as essential to their effect, 
and do not give the hearer time to examine how 
many metaphors there are, because he shares the 
excitement of the speaker. 

Moreover in the treatment of a commonplace and 
in descriptions there is nothing so expressive as a 
sustained series of metaphors. It is thus that in 
Xenophon ® the anatomy of the human tabernacle 
is magnificently depicted, and still more divinely in 
Plato.© The head he calls the citadel of the body, 
the neck is an isthmus built between the head and 
chest, and the vertebrae, he says, are planted 

3 De cor. 296. ’ Memorabilia, i. 4. 3, 
* Timaeus, 65 c-85 =, The illustrations are selected from 

passages in the Timaeus between 65 c and 85 z, 
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108r. KaL TTY pLev doviy avOpasrrous civac KaKOO déAcup, 
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évros exouoay O7rolov pddayya., iy” 6 Bupsos ddr’ 
ev abri Céon, modaou els darelKov pt) Avpatvarae.”” 
Kal TH pev Trav emiBupeay olxnow mpoacimey ods 
yovarxeavirey, THY TOO Bupob dé domep dv8puvirw: 
Tov ye juny onhiva Tay évros payetov, " 6Gev An - 
povnevos TeV dmroxabarpomeveny peyas Kat Umrovdos 
avéera.” “pera 5€ Tatra capél mavra,’ ' dyot, 
; Kareckiaoay, mpoBoAny r&v efwbev Thy odpia, 
olov 7a. mudora, mpolémevot.’ vopay dé capKa@v 
eon TO afc. 7 Tis dé Tpopis ever,  pyot, “ 8e- 
wyerevcay TO copa, Téuvoyres Borep ev KiyTous 
oxerous, ds eK Twos vdwaros emidvTos, dpatob 
ovTos atAdvos Tou owpLaros, Ta TOV prcBav péou 
vdpara. qvixa 5é 7 TeAevrt) mapaoth, Weobat 
gyno. Ta THs Uvyis olovel vewds meiouara, pcletabat - 
TE aoray eAevbepay. rabra, Kab ra. mapamAjova, 

6 pupi arra €orTly é&fs- amoxpy bé ra dedyAwpeva, 
1osv. WS peydras Te dvow eiolv ai Tpomucat, Kat as 

dymAozrovav at peragopal, Kal ore ot mabyrucot Kab 
Ppacrixol Kara 7d wAeloror adrais yalpovor rémou. 

? Gia wupds of. Plat. Tim. 10 ¢ 3 (Burnet) for dudaupos P, 
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beneath like hinges; pleasure is evil’s bait for man, 
and the tongue is the touchstone of taste. The 
heart is a knot of veins and the source whence the 
blood runs vigorously round, and it has its station 
in the guard-house of the body. The passage-ways 
of the body he calls alleys, and “ for the leaping of 
the heart in the expectation of danger or the arising 
of wrath, since this was due to fiery heat, the gods 
devised a support by implanting the lungs, making 
them a sort of buffer, soft and bloodless and full of 
pores inside, so that when anger boiled up in the heart 
it might throb against a yielding surface and get 
no damage.” The seat of the desires he compares 
to the women’s apartments and the seat of anger 
to the men’s. The spleen again is the napkin of 
the entrails, “ whence it is filled with the offscourings 
and becomes swollen and fetid.” ‘‘ After this,’’ he 
goes on, “ they shrouded the whole in a covering 
of flesh, like a felt mat, to shield it from the outer 
world.” Blood he calls the fodder of the flesh, and 
adds, “For purposes of nutriment they irrigated 
the body, cutting channels as one does in a garden, 
and thus, the body being a conduit full of passages,* 
the streams in the veins were able to flow as it 
were from a running stream.” And when the end 
comes, the soul, he says, is loosed like a ship from 
its moorings and set free. These and thousands of 
similar metaphors oceur throughout. Those we have 
pointed out suffice to show that figurative writing 
has a natural grandeur and that metaphors make for 
sublimity: also that emotional and descriptive 
passages are most glad of them. However, that the 

® Lit. perforated. 
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use of metaphor, like all the other beauties of style, 
always tempts writers to excess is obvious without 
my stating it. Indeed it is for these passages in 
particular that critics pull Plato to pieces, on the 
ground that he is often carried away by the intoxica- 
tion of his language into harsh and intemperate meta- 
phor and allegorical bombast. “It is by no means 
casy tosee,’’ he says, “ that a city needs mixing like a 
wine-bowl, where the mad wine seethes as it is poured 
in, but is chastened by another and a sober god 
and finding good company makes an excellent and 
temperate drink.” ‘To call water “a sober gad” 
and mixing “ chastisement,” say the crities, is the 
language of a poet who is far from sober. 

Cecilius, too, laying his finger on such defects as 
this, has actually had the face to declare in his writings 
in praise of Lysias that Lysias is altogether superior 
to Plato. Here he has given way to two uncritical 
impulses: for though he loves Lysias even better 
than himself, yet his hatred for Plato altogether 
outweighs his love for Lysias. However he is the 
victim of prejudice and even his premisses are not, as 
he supposed, admitted. For he prefers his orator on 
the ground that he is immaculate and never makes 
a mistake, whereas Plato is full of mistakes. But the 
truth, we find, is different, very different indeed. 

33. Suppose we illustrate this by taking some 
altogether immaculate and unimpeachable writer, 
must we not in this very connexion raise Lhe general 
question: Which is the better in poetry and in 
prose, grandeur with a few flaws or correct com- 
position of mediocre quality, yet entirely sound and 
impeccable? Yes, and we must surely ask the 

® Lowe, vi. 173 0. 
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further question whether in literaturc the first place 
is rightly due to the largest number of merits or 
to the merits that are greatest in themselves. 
These inquiries are proper to a treatise on the 
sublime and on every ground demand decision. 
Now I am well aware that the greatest natures are 
least immaculate. Perfect precision runs the risk 
of triviality, whereas in great writing as in great 
wealth there must needs be something overlooked. 
Perhaps it is inevitable that the humble, mediocre 
natures, because they never run any risks, never aim at 
the heights, should remain to a large extent safe from 
error, while in great natures their very greatness spells 
danger. Not indeed that I am ignorant of this second 
point, that whatever men do is always inevitably 
regarded from the worst side: faults make an in- 
eradicable impression, but beauties soon slip from our 
memory. Ihave myself noted a good many faults in 
Homer and the other greatest authors, and though 
these slips certainly offend my taste, yet I prefer 
to call them not wilful mistakes but careless over- 
sights, let in casually almost and at random by 
the heedlessness of genius. In spite, then, of these 
faults I still think that great excellence, even if 
it is not sustained throughout at the same level, 
should always be voted the first place, if for nothing 
else, for its inherent nobility. Apollonius, for 
instance, in his Argonautica is an impeccable poet 
and Theocritus—except in a few extraneous matters 
—-is supremely successful in his pastorals. Yet 
would you not rather be Homer than Apollonius ? 
And what of Eratosthenes * in his Erigone P_ Wholly 

* Versatile scholar of the third century 3.c., who wrote 
history, geography, astronomy, literary criticism, and other 
poems besides the elegy here mentioned. 9 
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1 py Ala Richards for #80 P. 

* Lit. ill-arranged, undigested matter. 
» Rach of the five contests of the Pentathlon would 

doubtless be won by a different specialist, but the all-round 
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blameless as the little poem is, do you therefore 
think him a greater poet than Archilochus with all 
the manifold irrelevance* he carries on his flood ; 
greater than those outbursts of divine inspiration, 
which are so troublesome to bring under any rule ? 
In lyrics, again, would you choose to be Bacchylides 
rather than Pindar, or in tragedy Ion of Chios rather 
than (save the mark !) Sophocles? In both cases the 
former is impeccable and a master of elegance in 
the smooth style. On the other hand Pindar and 
Sophocles sometimes seem to fire the whole land- 
scape as they sweep across it, while often their fire 
is unaccountably quenched and they fall miserably 
flat. Yet would anyone in his senses give the single 
tragedy of Oedipus for all the works of Ion in a row? 

34. Ifexcellence were to be judged by the number 
of merits and not by greatness, Hypereides would then 
be altogether superior to Demosthenes. He has more 
strings to his lute and his merits are more numerous. 
He may almost be said to come a good second in every 
competition, like the winner of the Pentathlon. In 
each contest he loses to the professional champion, 
but comes first of the amateurs.’ Besides re- 
producing all the virtues of Demosthenes, except 
his skill in arrangement,’ Hypereides has, moreover, 
embraced all the merits and graces of Lysias. He 
talks plainly, where necessary, does not make all 
his points in a monotonous series, as Demosthenes 
is said to do, and has the power of characterization, 
seasoned moreover (Heaven knows) by simplicity and 
charm. Then he has an untold store of polished 
athlete who was second in each contest would win the 

prize. ° : F . i 
¢ Or “composition” in the sense in which art-critics use 

the word. 
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1 ddas Tucker for d\n’ P, 
® xaloov Richards for xipiov P. 

~@ In his Deliacos, in which he upheld Athens’ claim to 
the presidency of the Delian temple. 

» A copy of the speech against Athenogenes was dug up 
in Egypt in 1888. The defence of Phryne, famous for the 
story of her disrobing in court, is lost, 
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wit, urbane sarcasm, well-bred elegance, supple 
turns of irony, jests neither tasteless nor ill-bred, 
apposite according to the best models of Attic wit, 
clever satire, plenty of pointed ridicule and well- 
directed fun, and therewithal what I may call an 
inimitable fascination. Nature endowed him fully 
with the power of evoking pity and also of telling 
a tale fluently and winding his way through a 
description with facile inspiration, while he is also 
admirably versatile. His story of Leto,* for instance, 
is highly poetical and his Funeral Oration an almost 
unsurpassed example of ashow piece. Demosthenes, 
on the other hand, has no gift of characterization 
or of fluency, is far from facile and no show orator. 
Speaking generally, He has no part in any one of 
the merits we have just mentioned. When he is 
forced into attempting a jest or a witty passage, 
he rather raises the laugh against himself; and when 
he tries to achieve something like charm, he is 
farther from it than ever. If he had tried to write 
the little speech on Phryne or Athenogenes,? he 
would have recommended Hypereides still further 
to our praise. But nevertheless I feel that the 
beauties of Hypereides, many as they are, yet 
lack grandeur; they are dispassionate, born of 
sober sense, and do not trouble the peace of the 
audience. No one, for instance, is panie-stricken 
while reading Hypereides. But Demosthenes no 
sooner ‘‘takes up the tale’ * than he shows the 
merits of great genius in their most consummate 
form, sublime intensity, living emotion, redundance, 
readiness, speed—where speed is in season—and 

¢ A Homeric phrase used of one minstrel taking up the 
tale where the other dropped it. 
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his own unapproachable vehemence and power: 
snatching into his arms all the wealth of these 
mighty, heaven-sent gifts—it would be impious to 
call them human—he thus by those beauties that he 
has invariably defeats all comers, and to make up 
for those he lacks, he seems to dumbfounder the 
world’s orators with his thunder and lightning. You 
could sooner open your eyes to the descent of a 
thunderbolt than face unwinking his repeated out- 
bursts of emotion. 

35. There is, as I said, a further point of difference 
in the case of Plato. Lysias is far inferior both in 
the greatness and the number of his merits ; and the 
excess of his faults is still greater than the defect 
of his merits. What then was in the mind of those 
demigods who aimed only at what is greatest in 
writing and scorned detailed accuracy? Among 
many other things this, that Nature has distinguished 
man, as a creature of no mean or ignoble quality. 
As if she were inviting us rather to some great 
gathering, she has called us into life, into the whole 
universe, there to be spectators of all that she has 
made and eager competitors for honour; and she 
therefore from the first breathed into our hearts 
an unconquerable passion for whatever is great and 
more divine than ourselves. Thus within the scope 
of human enterprise there lie such powers of con- 
templation and thought that even the whole universe 
cannot satisfy them, but our ideas often pass beyond 
the limits that enring us. Look at life from all sides 
and see how in all things the extraordinary, the great, 
the beautiful stand supreme, and you will soon realize 
the object of our creation. So it is by some natural 

* See chapter xxxii. 
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instinct that we admire, surely not the small streams, 
clear and useful as they are, but the Nile, the Danube, 
the Rhine, and far above all, the sea. The little 
fire we kindle for ourselves keeps clear and steady, 
yet we do not therefore regard it with more amaze- 
ment than the fires of Heaven, which are often 
darkened, or think it more wonderful than the 
craters of Etna in eruption, hurling up rocks and 
whole hills from their depths and sometimes shooting 
forth rivers of that pure Titanic fire. But on all such 
matters 1 would only say this, that what is useful 
and indeed necessary is cheap enough ; it is always 
the unusual which wins our wonder. 

36. In dealing, then, with writers of genius, whose 
grandeur is of a kind that comes within the limits of 
use and profit,* we must at the outset form the con- 
clusion that, while they are far from unerring, yet 
they are all more than human. Other qualities prove 
their possessors men, sublimity lifts them near the 
mighty mind of God. Correctness escapes censure : 
greatness earns admiration as well. We need hardly 
add that each of these great men again and again 
redeems all his mistakes by a single touch of 
sublimity and true excellence ; and, what is finally 
decisive, if we were to pick out all the faults 
in Homer, Demosthenes, Plato and all the other 
greatest authors and put them together, we should 
find them a tiny fraction, not the ten-thousandth 
part, of the true excellence to be found on every 
page of these demi-gods. That is why the judgement 
of all ages, which no jealousy can prove to be amiss, 

? As the grandeurs of Nature, ¢.g. voleanoes, do not. 
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* Quoted in Plato, Phaedrus, 264 0, as part of an epitaph 
said to have been written for Midas. 

> This statue by the great fifth-century sculptor was 
regarded as a canon of the true proportion. The statement 
is probably in Cecilius’s treatise. ¢ See chapter ii. 
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has awarded them the crown of victory, guarding 
it as their inalienable right, and is likely so to 
preserve it, 

So long as the rivers run and the tall trees flourish in green.* 

As to the statement that the faulty Colossus is 
no better than Polycleitus’s spearman,® there are 
many obvious answers to that. In art we admire 
accuracy, in nature grandeur; and it is nature that 
has given man the power of using words. Also 
we expect a statue to resemble a man, but in 
literature, as I said before, we look for something 
greater than human. However, to come back again 
to the doctrine with which we began our treatise,* 
since the merit of impeccable correctness is, generally 
speaking, due to art, and the height of excellence, 
though not sustained, to genius, it is proper that art 
should always assist Nature. Their co-operation 
may thus result in perfection. This much had to be 
said to decide the questions before us. But everyone 
is welcome to his own taste. 

37. To return to metaphors. Closely akin to 
them are illustration and imagery. The only 
difference is . 

[Zo pages of the ms. are here lost.] 

38. . . .4 Laughable also are such things as “ If 
you do not carry your brains trodden down in your 
heels.”?® One must know, then, where to draw the 
line in each case. The hyperbole is sometimes 

4 The mutilated word is assumed to be xarayé\acror. 
Longinus has returned to the topics from which he digressed 
towards the end of chapter xxxii., where the comparison 
of Plato and Lysias led to the discussion of faultlessness 
and genius, just concluded. The ms. resumes with the 
discussion of hyperbole. * See Add. Note, p. 254, 
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ruined by overshooting the mark. Overdo the 
strain and the thing sags, and often produces the 
opposite effect to that intended. For instance 
Isocrates fell into unaccountable puerility through 
his ambition to amplify everything. The theme 
of his Panegyric is that Athens surpasses Sparta in 
her benefits to Greece. But at the very outset¢ 
he puts this: ‘‘ Moreover words have such power 
that they can make great things humble and endue 
small things with greatness, give a new guise to 
what is old and describe recent events in the style 
of long ago ’’—‘ Why Isocrates,” says someone, 
“do you intend by this means to change the réles 
of the Spartans and the Athenians?” For his 
praises of the power of words have all but published 
a prefatory advertisement to the audience that he 

himself is not to be believed. Perhaps then, as 
we said above of figures,? the best hyperbole is the 
one which conceals the very fact of its being a 
hyperbole. And this happens when it is uttered 
under stress of emotion to suit the circumstances 
of a great crisis. This is what Thucydides does 
in speaking of those who perished in Sicily. “‘ For 
the Syracusans went down and began to slaughter 
chiefly those in the river. The water was im- 
mediately tainted but none the less they kept on 
drinking it, foul though it was with mud and gore, 
and most of them were still ready to fight for it.” ¢ 
That a drink of mud and gore should yet be worth 
fighting for is made credible only by the height of 
the emotion which the circumstances arouse. It is 
the same with Herodotus’s description of those who 
fought at Thermopylae. “On this spot,” he says, 

® Paneg. § 8 * See chapter xvii. ¢ Thue. vii. 84. 
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+ 8) Rohde for &d P. 2 abray Richards for atry P. 

2 Herod. vii. 225, ® Chapter vii. 
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“while they defended themselves with daggers, 
such as still had daggers left, and with hands and 
teeth, they were buried by the barbarians.”* Here 
you may well ask what is meant by actually “ fighting 
with teeth ” against armed men or being “ buried” 
with missiles ; yet all the same it earries credence, 
because Herodotus does not seem to have introduced 
the incident to justify the hyperbole, but the hyper- 
bole seems the natural outcome of the incident. AsI 
am never tired of saying, to atone for a daring phrase 
the universal specific is found in actions and feelings 
that almost carry oneaway. Thus, too, comic expres- 
sions, though they go so far as to be incredible, yet 
sound convincing because they are laughable: 

His field was briefer than a Spartan’s letter, 

Laughter indeed is an emotion based on pleasure. 
Hyperbole may tend to belittle as well as to magnify : 
the common element in both is a strain on the facts. 
In a sense too satire is an exaggeration of pettiness. 

39. Of those factors of sublimity which we specified 
at the beginning.® one still remains, good friend— 
I mean the arrangement of the words themselves 
in a certain order. On this question I have in two 
treatises given a sufficient account of such conclusions 
as I could reach, and for our present purpose I 
need only add this, that men find in melody ¢ not 
only a natural instrument of persuasion and plea- 
sure, but also a marvellous instrument of grandeur 
and emotion. Does not the flute, for instance, 
induce certain emotions in those who hear it? 
Does it not seem to carry them away and fill them 
with divine frenzy ? It sets a particular rhythmie 

© See Additional Note, p. 254. 
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“Dem. De corona, 188. The passage follows that 
mentioned in chap. x. (p. 78) in which Demosthenes vividly 
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movement and forces them to movein rhythm. The 
hearer has to conform to the tune, though he may be 
utterly unmusical. Why, the very tones of the harp, 
themselves meaningless, by the variety of their 
sounds and by their mutual pulsation and harmonious 
blending often exercise, as you know, a marvellous 
spell. Yet these are only a bastard counterfeit of 
persuasion, not, as I said above, a genuine activity of 
human nature. We hold, then, that composition, which 
is a kind of melody in words—words which are part 
of man’s nature and reach not his ears only but 
his very soul—stirring as it does myriad ideas of 
words, thoughts, things, beauty, musical charm, all of 
which are born and bred in us; while, moreover, by 
the blending of its own manifold tones it brings into 
the hearts of the bystanders the speaker’s actual 
emotion so that all who hear him share in it, and by 
piling phrase on phrase builds up one majestic 
whole-—we hold, I say, that by these very means it 
casts a spell on us and always turns our thoughts 
towards what is majestic and dignified and sublime 
and all else that it embraces, winning a complete 
mastery over our minds. Now it may indeed seem 
lunacy to raise any question on matters of such 
agreement, since experience is a sufficient test, yet 
surely the idea which Demosthenes attaches to his 
decree strikes one as sublime and truly marvellous : 
“This decree made the peril at that time en- 
compassing the country pass away like as a cloud.” 4 

describes the alarm caused by Philip’s capture of Elateia in 
339 s.c. The decree, passed on Demosthenes’ motion, pro- 
vided for naval and military action against Philip and, more 
important slill, for reconciliation with Thebes. Demosthenes 
served on the embassy to Thebes, and an alliance was made, 
and a joint army formed. 
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Beors, dv & pev oddéev Tp bev ag érépov wal 
éauto agéidAoyov eXEl, mavro. d¢ per dAAjAwY éx- 
mAnpot TéAevov ovoT HLA. ovtws Ta peydda, oKe- 
Sacbevra pev aa’ ddA Aco, dAdoo” ddAn dja 
éavrois ovvdiapopet kal TO vypos, owparomoLovpeva 
dé TH Kowwvia Kal ere Sead THs appovias rept- 

* If the second syllable of érolncer is taken as long, there 

are two dactyls in the sentence, rofra rd at the beginning and 

&omep védos at the end. Longinus seems to regard the 
rhythmical effect as dependent upon the position of these, 
But he goes on to say that the effect of the last two words is 
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But its ring is due no less to the melody than to the 
thought. Its delivery rests wholly on the dactyls, 
which are the noblest of rhythms and make for 
grandeur—and that is why the most beautiful of 
all known metres, the heroic, is composed of dactyls? 
For to be sure if you transfer it ? anywhere you like 
from its proper place—rotro 7d Yrjpiopa domwep védos 
éroiyae tov tore Klvduvov wapeAGciv—or indeed if you 
only cut off a single syllable—éroince wapeAOciv ts 
védos—you will realize how truly the melody chimes 
in with the sublimity. Indeed the actual effect of 
damep vedos depends on the first “foot” being a 
long one, equivalent to four beats. Cut out the 
one syllable—as védos—the curtailment at once 
mutilates the grandeur. So again if you lengthen 
it—rape\Oeiv érolnrev worepel védos—the meaning 
is the same, but it does not strike the same upon the 
ear, because the sheer sublimity loses its solidity and 
tension by lengthening out the concluding beats. 

40. Nothing is of greater service in giving grandeur 
to such passages than the composition’ of the 
various members. It is the same with the human 
body. None of the members has any value by 
itself apart from the others, yet one with another 
they all constitute a perfect organism. Similarly 
if these effects of grandeur are separated, the 
sublimity is scattered with them to the winds: but 
if they are united into a single system and embraced 

due to the fact that deep is a spondee, two long syllables, 
equivalent to four short syllables or four metrical beats. 

> “Tt” seems to refer to the concluding dactyl to which 
Longinus attaches special importance. Or perhaps réhos is 
omitted after'ré re, The sense would be the same. 

* ie. the way they are put together, the anatomy of the 
sentence, 
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KAeidpeva, dT TH KUKAW PwvyjevTa yiverat' Kal 
“ ft ‘ 3 Z oyeddv ev rais mepiddots epavds eore wAnOovs ra 

\ . 

2 peyebn. aAAa pry Ste ye ToAAOL Kat avyypadéay 
~ ‘ Kat Tomntayv odK dvres bymAol ddcet, Amore Sé Kal 

a “ 3 

dpeyebers, Guws Kouvols Kat Snuwdeor toils Gvdpaor 
A 

Kal ovdev émayoudvois mepiTtov ws Tad mmoAAd 
“ ~ 4 ¢ é 

cuyypdjevot, Sua pdvov Tod cuvGetvas Kat apudoat 
“~ ‘ ratta 3 dpws dyKov Kal SidoTHa Kal TO pn} 

a ? % 

ramewot Soxelv elvar wepieBaArovro, Kabdmep dAAou 
. \ , > , ” 3 

te moAAot Kat Didioros, "Apiorodavns ev row, év 
“a / 3 i ¢ ~ Cc oA 8 5 4\ Tois mAcioTors Edpimidns, txaves nytvy ded7nAwras, 

3merad yé Tor THv Texvoxtoviay ‘HpaxAjs dyae 
? a \ 3 f, > >, & lod yew Kax@v 81) KotKér’ eof” Sror rR. 

/ ~ \ 4 > ‘ 4 odddpa Snuddes 7d Aeyduevov, ada yéyovev 
¢ \ lod é > ~ 3 > u > \ bymAdv tH mAdcer avadroyotv: «i & ddAws adro 
ovvappocets, pavjceral oot, didTe THS ouvbecews 
mrowtys 6 Kvpuridys padddv eorw 7 rod vot. ént 

45 ris ovpouerns bd Tob Tavpou Aipxns, 

et d€ aou TUYOL 
mépE édiEas, etAke <rdv0’> opod AaBav 
yuvaika mérpav dpiv peradAdoowy det, 

w 4 a 4 \ ~ € / 4 

€oTt ev yevvaiov Kal ro Afjupa, adpdrepoy dé 

* A Sicilian historian (fourth century) and an imitator 
of Thucydides. 

> Her. Fur. 1245. . 
¢ The sense is doubtful. He seems to mean that common- 

place phrases gain grandeur from their position in the whole 
passage. A modern critic has said the same about the 
line, “It all comes lo ihe same thing in the end,” in 
Browning’s “Any Wife to Any Husband.” A common 
phrase becomes in that setting fine. 
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moreover by the bonds of rhythm, then by being 
merely rounded into a period they gain a living 
voice. In a period, one might say, the grandeur 
comes from a multitude of contributors. We have 
indeed abundantly shown that many writers both in 
prose and poetry, who are not by nature sublime, 
perhaps even the very opposite, while using for the 
most part current vulgar language, which suggests 
nothing out of the common, yet by the mere force 
of composition and verbal carpentry have achieved 
dignity and distinction and an effect of grandenr ; 
Philistus,? for instance, among many others, Aristo- 
phanes occasionally, Euripides almost always. After 
the slaughter of his children Heracles says : 

J am stowed full with woes and have no room for more.? 

The phrase is indubitably vulgar, yet becomes 
sublime by being apt to the setting. If you put the 
passage together in any other way, you will realize 
that Euripides is a poet rather in virtue of his 
composition than his ideas. Speaking of Dirce 
being torn away by the bull, he says, 

And wheresoe’er he chanced 
To wheel around, he seized and haled at once 
Woman or roelz or oak, now this, now that.¢ 

The idea itself is a fine one, but it gains additional 

# From the lost Antiope. Loved by Jupiter, Antiope 
bore two sons, Amphion and Zethus. Later she fell into 
the clutches of her uncle Lycus, oe of Thebes, and his 
wife Dirce, who condemned her to be dragged to death by a 
bull. Antiope’s sons, entrusted with this execution, dis- 
covered that she was their mother, so they killed Lycus and 
tied Dirce by her hair to the bull. In this passage the bull 
is dealing with Dirce. 
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yéyove TD viv dppoviay pa) Kareometobar pyd’ 
otov év amoxvdlopare dépecbar, GAAG ornpiypovs 
re éyew mpos GAAnAa Ta dvopara Kal e€epeicpara 
T&v ypévwv mpos <Opaiov SiaBPeByxdra péyebos. 

41. Mixpomouoty & obdéy otras ev rots tyAocis 
ws pulucs KxexrAaopevos Adywv Kal ceooBnudvos, 
olov 51) muppixiot Kat tpoxato. kat deydpecor, 
téAcov eis dpynariKoy ouvexrinrovres. etOds yap 
mdvra daivera Ta Kardppvoua Kopiba kal pucpo- 
yaph Kat amafdorara 61a Tis dpoewdelas eém- 
moaAdlovra Kal éry TOUTWY TO xelpioTor STL, WoTrEp 
Ta wodpia tods aKpoards amd rot mpdyyaros 
addres kat éd atra Bidlerat, odrws Kal ra 
Kareppv0utoneva tTOv Aeyouévwy od TO Tod Adyou 
maBos évdidwor trols axovovar, 76 Sé Tod pubuod, 
ws eviore mpoeddras Tas dpetdowevas Karadnéers 
atrovs troxpovew rots Adyouar Kal dbdvovras cis 
€v xop@ Twe mpoatodiddvas THY Bdow. dpolus 8é 

3 dpeyeln Kat ra Alay ovyKeipeva Kal eis utxpad Kal 
fpaxvovMaBa ovyrexoupéva Kal woavel youdous 
tioly émadAjdos Kar’ éyxomds Kal oxAnpdrynras 
ETLOVVOCOEULEVE.. 

42, “Hire ye pty drbous pesurexdy kai) dyav rij 
dpdcews auyKonn: wnpot yap TO wéyeDos, Orav €is 
Alay ovvaynrar Bpaxd> axovéobw bé viv wy ra [od] 
Sedvrws* cvvearpappeva, GAA’ doa dvruxpus pikpa 

1 7a, dedvrws Manutius for rd ob dedvrws P. 

* He is referring probably to the clash of consonants 
which gives emphasis by delaying pronunciation, thus 
producing an “ austere” effect. The words cannot be run 
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force from the fact that the rhythm is not hurried 
along as if it ran on rollers, but the words offer 
resistance to each other and derive support from 
the pauses, planting themselves in an attitude of 
stable grandeur. 

41, Nothing demeans an elevated passage so much 
as a weak and agitated rhythm, pyrrhics (~), for 
instance, and trochees (~), and dichorees (-»-v), 
which fall into sheer dance-music. For all over- 
rhythmical passages at once become merely pretty 
and cheap; the effect of the monotonous jingle is 
superficial and stirs no emotion. Moreover, the 
worst of it is that, just as lyrics® divert the attention 
of the audience from the action and forcibly claim 
it for themselves, so, too, over-rhythmical prose gives 
the audience the effect not of the words but of 
the rhythm, Thus they sometimes foresee the due 
ending for themselves and keep time with their 
feet, anticipating the speaker and setting the step 
as if it were a dance. Equally deficient in grandeur 
are those passages which are too close-packed and 
concise, broken up into tiny fragments and short 
syllables. They give the impression of being roughly 
dovetailed together with close-set pins.° 

42. Extreme conciseness again has a lowering 
effect. The grandeur is mutilated by being too 
closely compressed. You must understand here not 
proper compression, but absolutely short sentences, 

together: each resists the other and claims full room, as 
it were, with straddled legs (d:aS¢eSnxéra). 

> On the stage. 
¢ He seems to mean that the pauses do not come at the 

proper places to give the sentence an organic unity: it is 
like a piece of carpentry not properly jointed but roughly 
hammered together with a clumsy crowd of nails. 
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ra éxrddnv damdbuya, dre wap dkaipov piKos 
dvaxaddpeva ‘ 

43. Acwr 5 atoxovar TO. peyeln Kat 7 pu porns 
Tov dvop.arwr. mapa yooy rh ‘Hpoddrep KATO. pe 
TO Ajpara Saynoviens O Yeuov méppaoras, Tid 
de v1 Ata mepiéyes THs dls ddofdorepa,, Ka TooTo 
pev tows as Ceodons dé ris Baddoons,’ ” ws 76 “ Fen 
odons " aoAD To vysos meplong, Sea TO KaKOoTOLOV, 
aN’ “6 dvejios ”? “dnolv “ éxorlacev,” Kal “ Tous 
mept TO vavdytov Spacoopevous efedexero téhos a- 
apr c doeuvor yap To Komidoat iSuewrucoy <ov,> 
TO eo dx dprorov TAuKodrou maQous dvouretov. 
dprotews Kal 6 @edzropmos dmeppudds oxeudoas 
THY Tou Ilépcov karaBaow em Alyumrov évo- 
parious Tol Ta Gra SieBanrev. “ mote yap 70ds 7} 
mrotov eOvos Tay Kara Ty “Aciav ovK empeaBevero 
mpos Baowrea. ; ; ri dé rév ex rHs yas yevvenpevany 
7 Tov Kara Téxvyv emurehoupLeveny Kandy 4 Trista 
obic éxouicbn Sdpov ws abrav ; ov moat per 
Kab mrohuredeis - -oTpwpval Kal xravides, Ta joey 
aAovpyh, Ta dé mouctArd, Ta 5é AevKd, ToAAai Sé 
oKnval ypucat KATETKEVATHLEVOL maot trois xpy- 
cipots, mohad dé Kat fvorides Kal «Xivas mohv- 
tedeis ; ere de Kal otdos dpyupos Kad xpuads 
dmretpyaopevos Kat exemeduare, Kal Kparfjpes, bv 
Tous pep AoxoMrrous Tous 8° dMcos axpiBas 
kai modvreA@s cides dy exremovnuévous. mpds dé 

1 dre aap’ sone for ré yap P: dvayaddyera Toup for 
dvaxadotmera, 
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the small change of literature. For extreme concise- 
ness cripples the sense: true brevity goes straight to 
the point. Conversely, it is plain that prolix passages 
are lifeless ; their undue length makes them drag. 

43, The use of trivial words has a terribly debasing 
effect on a grand passage. The storm, for instance, 
in Herodotus is, as far as the ideas go, wonderfully 
described, but it includes certain things which are, 
Heaven knows, beneath the dignity of the subject. 
One might instance perhaps “ the sea seething ”’ :4 
the word “ seething ”’ is so cacophonous that it takes 
off a great deal of the sublimity. But he does worse. 
“The wind,” he says, “ flagged,” © and “ For those 
who were clinging to the wreck there awaited an 
unpleasing end.” * “Flagged” is too colloquial a 
word to be dignified, and “unpleasant” ill befits so 
terrible a disaster. Similarly Theopompus, after 
fitting out the Persian king’s descent into Egypt in 
the most marvellous manner, discredited the whole 
description by the use of some paltry words. “ For 
what city or what people of those in Asia did not 
send envoys to the king? What was there of 
beauty or of value whether born of the earth or 
perfected by art that was not brought as an offering 
to him? Were there not many costly coverlets 
and cloaks, some purple, some variegated, some 
white ; many pavilions of gold furnished with all 
things needful, many robes of state and costly 
couches? Then, moreover, there was plate of beaten 
silver and wrought gold, cups, and bowls, some of 
which you might have seen studded with jewels 
and others embellished by some other means both 
cunning and costly. Besides these there were 

* vii, 188. » vii. 191. * vill. 13. 
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tovros avapiOunror pev STrAwY pupiddes TOV wer 
"EAAnuirdy, trav dé BapBapixdv, drrepBdAdovra de 
70 TARO0s taroldyia Kal mpos KaTaKoTyy lepeta 
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7a dpripara Kat a caxcia wayerpelov rid, pav- 
Tactav éroincev. Wormep yap eb Tis er aura 
exeivwy TOV TmpokoounpdaTrwy perags Trav ypvotwy 
Kat ABoxodAyntwyv Kparipwv Kal dapyvpov Kotdov 
oKyvay Te OAoYptowY Kal éexmmpdrwr dépwrv pera 
eOnxev Ovddeia Kal oaxkia dmpemes dv Hv TH 
mpoodite. TO Epyov, ovrw Kal Ths épunvelas Ta 
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Pa a 4 xaGiorarar mapa Kaipov éyxararaTTopeva. Trap- 
éxeito 8° ws dAooxepas éedOeiv Kai ots byOous 
héyet ovpBeBAjoOar kat wept ris GAAns mapacKeuys 
otrws dAAafas elmeivy KapjAovs kal rAROos bro0- 
luyiwy dopraywyowvTwy mdvta ra mpds tpudyy 
Kat améAavow tpamel@v yopnyiyara, 7) owpovs 
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4 a > a SB yap Sel Karavréy év rots teow els ra purrapa 
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countless myriads of weapons, some Greek, some 
barbarian ; baggage animals beyond number, and 
victims fatted for slaughter ; many bushels of spice, 
and many the bags and sacks and pots of edible roots 
and of all other things needful; and such a store of 
salted meat of every kind that it lay in heaps so 
large that those who approached from a distance 
took them for mounds and hills confronting them.” 
He runs away from the sublime to the trivial, where 
he needs rather a crescendo. -As it is, by introducing 
bags and spices and sacks in the middle of his 
wonderful description of the whole equipage he has 
almost given the effect of a cook-shop. Suppose 
that in all this elaborate show someone had brought 
bags and sacks and set them in the middle of the 
gold and jewelled bowls, the beaten silver, the 
pavilions of solid gold and the drinking-cups— 
that would have presented an unseemly sight. In 
the same way the untimely introduction of such 
words as these disfigures the description, brands 
it, so to speak, with infamy. He might have given 
a comprehensive description both of what he calls 
the heaped-up mounds and of the rest of the equipage 
by altering his description thus, “camels and a 
multitude of baggage animals laden with all that 
serves the luxury and pleasure of the table”: or he 
might have called them “heaps of every kind of 
grain and of all known aids to cookery and good 
living”: or, if he must at all hazards be explicit “ all 
the dainties known to caterers and cooks.” One 
ought not in elevated passages to have recourse to 

Lsnieca: 8° Ton for vaprat Bu8Mwy P. 
‘ Pate anor. Richards for alrdpxy otras P. . 
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what is sordid and contemptible, except under 
pressure of extreme necessity, but the proper course 
is to suit the words to the dignity of the subject 
and thus imitate Nature, the artist that created man. 
Nature did not place in full view our dishonourable 
parts nor the drains that purge our whole frame, but 
as far as possible concealed them and, as Xenophon 
says,* thrust their channels into the furthest back- 
ground, for fear of spoiling the beauty of the whole 
figure. 

There is, however, no immediate need for enumerat- 
ing and classifying all the factors of mean style. As 
we have already laid down all the qualities that 
make our utterance noble and sublime, it obviously 
follows that the opposite of these will generally 
make it trivial and ungainly. 

44. One problem now remains for solution, my 
dear Terentianus, and knowing your love of learning 
I will not hesitate to append it—a problem which 
a certain philosopher recently put to me. “It 
surprises me,” he said, “as it doubtless surprises 
many others too, how it is that in this age of ours 
we find natures that are supremely persuasive and 
suited for public life, shrewd and versatile and 
especially rich in literary charm, yet really sublime 
and transcendent natures are no longer, or only 
very rarely, now produced. Such a world-wide 
dearth of literature besets our times. Are we really 
to believe the hackneyed view that democracy is 
the kindly nurse of genius and that—speaking 
generally—the great men of letters flourished only 
with democracy and perished with it? Freedom, 
they say, has the power to foster noble minds 

a Mem, i. 4. 6. 
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1 P has cexovdvAcouévor. 
? guvapao? Schmidt for cuvdpor P, 
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and to fill it with high hopes, and with freedom there 
spreads the spirit of mutual rivalry and eager com- 
petition for the foremost place. Moreover, thanks to 
the prizes which a republic offers, an orator’s intellec- 
tual gifts are whetted by practice, burnished, so to 
speak, by friction, and share, as is only natural, the 
light of freedom which illuminates the state. But in 
these days we seem to be schooled from childhood 
in an equitable slavery, swaddled, I might Say, 
from the tender infancy of our minds in servile ways 
and practices. We never drink from the fairest and 
most fertile source of literature, which is freedom, 
and therefore we come to show a genius for nothing 
but flattery.” This is the reason, he alleged, that, 
while all other faculties are granted even to slaves, 
no slave ever becomes an orator. For his fear of 
candour * promptly bubbles to the surface and the 
dungeoned air of one ever accustomed to the 
cudgel. As Homer says: “ Surely half of our man- 
hood is reft by the day of enslavement.”® “ And 
so,” my friend adds, “ if what I hear is true that 
not only do the cages in which they keep the pygmies 
or dwarfs, as they are called, stunt the growth of 
their prisoners, but their bodies even shrink in close 
confinement, on the same principle all slavery, how- 
ever equitable it may be, might well be described 
as a cage for the human soul, a common prison.” 
However I took him up and said, “It is easy, my 
good friend, and it is characteristic of human nature 
always to find fault with things as they are at the 
moment, But consider. Perhaps it is not the 
world’s peace that corrupts great natures but much 

4 The lack of free-speech (rappycia) seemed to the ancients 
the greatest evil of slavery. ® Od, xvii. 322. 
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énifupias amepiopiotos obroot mdAeuos Kal vi} 
Ala mpés tovrw 7a dpovpotvra tov viv Biov Kat 
Kar’ dkpas dyovra Kai pépovra taut rally. 1) yap 
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48n tods Bious’ girapyupia perv voonwa jsucpo- 

7 mor, Pidndovia 8 ayevyéorarov. od} Sy exw 
Aoytduevos edpeiv, ws oldvy re mAobrov adpiotov 
exrynnoavras, TO 8 aAnéorepov etielv, éxOerdoav- 
Tas Ta oupduy Tovrw Kaka eis Tas puxds adv 
érrevolvTa pun mapadéyecOar. akodrovdet yap rh 
duérpw mAovre Kat dxoAdorw ourvnpevy Kat toa, 
daci, Batvovoa moduréAcca Kat dua dvolyorros 
éxeivov Tov moAewy Kal olKWY Tas eladdous EdMds! 
éuBaiver Kat ovvoiuxilerar. xpovicavta dé ratira 
év trois Blows veorromo.etras KaTd Tovs copods Kal 
Taxéws yevoueva, qept Texvorrotiay ddaloverdy Té 
yerrdor kal tipov Kai rpudyv, ob vdba éavrayv 
yerrnpara aGAAd Kat mdvu yrijow. édv 8€ Kal 
rovTous tis TOO mAovTov Tavs eicydvous els HAtKiaY 
eAbety édon, raxéws Seondras tats yvyats ev- 
TixTovow dmapaiTyTrous, UBpw Kal mapavouiav Kat 

8 dvaioxuvriay. tabra ydp otrws dvayxn yiveoBou 
Kat pnrére tods avpatous dvaBAdrew wndé mépa? 
diyns elvat twa Adyov, dAAd Toiovrwv ev KUKAw 

207 v. TeAeotoupyetaba, «ar dAtyov tiv Trav Biwv dia- 
POopay, Abivew bé cat karapapaiveoSas 7a uyiucd 
peyebn Kat dlyda yiveoOar, qvixa ta Ovyra éav- 
tiv pépn Kal darravyra® éexfavydlorev, wapévres 

1 ed@ds Mathews for eds as P. 
3 wndé wépa Manutius for pa’ trepa P. 
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rather this endless warfare which besets our hearts, 
yes, and the passions that garrison our lives in these 
days and make utter havoc of them. It is the love 
of money, that insatiable sickness from which we 
all now suffer, and the love of pleasure that enslave 
us, or rather, one might say, sink our lives, soul 
and all, into the depths ; for love of gold is a wither- 
ing sickness, and love of pleasure utterly ignoble. 
Indeed, I cannot discover on consideration how, if 
we value boundless wealth, or to speak more truly, 
make a god of it, we can possibly keep our natures 
free from its evil parasites. In close company with 
vast and unconscionable Wealth there follows, “ step 
for step,” as they say, Extravagance : and no sooner 
has the one opened the gates of cities or houses, 
than the other comes and makes a home there too. 
And when they have spent some time in our lives, 
philosophers tell us, they build a nest there and 
promptly set about begetting children; these are 
Swagger and Conceit and Luxury, no bastards but 
their true-born issue. And if these offspring of 
wealth are allowed to grow to maturity, they soon 
breed in our hearts inexorable tyrants, Insolence 
and Disorder and Shamelessness. This must in- 
evitably happen, and men no longer then look 
upwards nor take any further thought for their 
good name. And what is the end of this process? 
Step by step the ruin of their lives is completed, 
their greatness of soul wastes away from inanition 
and is no longer their ideal, since they value that 
part of them which is mortal and consumes away, 
and neglect the development of their immortal 

3 xat SararnTd Rothstein for cararyra P, 
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1 Perhaps rpupis has been omitted here. 
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souls. A man who has been bribed for his verdict 
can no longer give an unbiased and sound judgement 
on what is just and fair, for the corrupt judge in- 
evitably regards his own interest as fair and just. 
And seeing that the whole life of each one of us is 
now governed wholly by bribery and by hunting 
after other people’s deaths and laying traps for 
legacies, and we have sold our souls for profit at 
any price, slaves that we are to our luxury, can we 
then expect in such a pestilential ruin of our lives 
that there is left a single free and unbribed judge 
of the things that are great and last to all eternity ? 
Are we not all corrupted by our passion for gain ? 
Nay, for such as we are perhaps it is better to have 
a master than to be free. Were we given complete 
liberty we should behave like released prisoners, 
and our greed for our neighbours’ possessions 
would swamp the world in a deluge of evils. “In 
fact,” I said, ‘‘ what spends the spirit of the present 
generation is the apathy in which all but a few of 
us pass our lives, only exerting ourselves or showing 
any enterprise for the sake of getting praise or 
pleasure out of it, never from the honourable and 
admirable motive of doing good to the world.” 

“’Tis best to leave this to a guess *” and pass on to 
the next question, which is that of the Emotions, 
a topic on which I previously undertook to write 
a separate treatise, for they seem to me to form 
part of the subject of writing and especially of 
sublimity. ... 

[The rest is lost.| 

* Kur. Ul. 379. 
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AppiTrionaL Notes 

P, 148, * The sense but not the exact words of Genesis i, 
Sand 9. ‘ The idea of the first and instantaneous appear- 
ance of light. . . is sublime; and its primary appeal is to 
sense. The further idea that this transcendently glorious 
apparition is due to mere words, to a breath, . . . heightens 
enormously the impression of absolutely immeasurable 
power.”—A, C. Bradley, Ouford Lectures on Poetry, p. 57. 

P. 198, * Lit. “to be hung all over with bells,” as some 
war-horses were. In [Demosthenes] 4 ristoyeiton § 90 Kbdu- 
vas ékawduevos is used of advertising what had better be 
concealed. <A “ figure” should be concealed not advertised, 
ef. chapter xvii. § 1 (sub fin.). 

P. 207, ¢ Verrall detects a buried iambic line: 

ws otre Thofrov dpyupoty lipuydvor 
civ évoueiy oltre det ypucoty mwéder 

and censures Longinus for not recognizing a quotation intro- 
duced by Plato to enrich the passage with literary association. 

P, 229, ° From'the speech entitled Halonnesus (§ 45), no 
longer attributed to Demosthenes. 

P. 233, ° épuovia is a combination of elements in a proper 
proportion. In music these elements are treble and base and 
the result melody. In writing the composition of clauses, 
sentences, paragraphs is a “ harmony,’’ but Longinus is 
thinking here rather of the aural effect of good composition, 
the melody of words. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tur date and authorship of the Greek tract “ On 
Style’ ¢ are uncertain. But the principles on which 
it is based are clearly Peripatetic in origin. The 
first authority to be quoted in it is Aristotle, whose 
definition of the period ” is given in§11. Aristotle's 
pupil Theophrastus is quoted in § 41. Though no 
definite reference is given in either case, the Third 
Book of Aristotle’s Rhetoric is certainly meant in § 11,° 
while the lost work of Theophrastus, Ilepi Aé£ews,° 
is almost certainly meant in § 41.4 No one who 
studies the Ilept éppaveias carefully, as a whole 
and in detail, can well doubt that its ultimate sources, 
for substance as distinguished from framework, are 
the Third Book of Aristotle’s Rhetoric and the [epi 
AeEews of Theophrastns.¢ Indebtedness to Stoic 

@ Tlept épenvetas, ““ Concerning Expression, Style *; De 
élocutione. 

> Also in §§ 34, 38, 81. 
¢ * Concerning Diction, Style.” The Third Book of the 

Rhetoric, or the main part of it (ec. 1-12), is sometimes called 
Tepi A¢Zews in Greek writers. 

@ Also in §§ 114, 178, 229. 
* Passages in which Demetrius is certainly or probably 

indebted to Aristotle and Theophrastus are brought together 
in A. Mayer’s Theophrasii epi dekews libri fragmenta, 
Leipzig, 1910. For other Peripatetic sources see §§ 34, 57, 
181, 223 (with notes). In § 181 the term ol I[ep:raryrixoi, 
used collectively of writers possessing cummon character- 
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writers can sometimes, as in § 172, be detected or 
surmised ; and if the treatise belongs (as will pre- 
sently be maintained) to Graeco-Roman times, its 
Peripatetic doctrine may have flowed through Stoic 
channels. 

Demetrius offers no formal definition of Style, 
but his general treatment of the subject, and his 
own practice, presuppose the Aristotelian conception 
of good style. In the Rhetortc Aristotle says: 
“Style to be good must be clear, as is proved by 
the fact that speech which fails to convey a plain 
meaning will fail to do just what speech has to do. 
It must also be appropriate, avoiding both meanness 
and undue elevation ; poetical language is certainly 
free from meanness, but it is not appropriate to 
prose.” 2 Aristotle seems here to be adapting to 
the needs of prose (oratorical prose especially) the 
shorter, but in the main identical, definition found 
in the Poetics (c. 22), “Style to be good must be 
clear and free from meanness.” In prose he distrusts 
ornament, though he recognizes that a good prose 
style will rise and fall with its subject. Ornament, 
he feels, is apt to obscure the meaning and to lead 
to fine writing and famboyant speaking ; the diction 
of prose is, he declares (Ithet. iii. c. 1 ad f.), distinct 
from that of poetry. The key-notes of the definition 
in the Rhetoric are, therefore, clearness and fitness. 
The former is, with him and with all who followed 
his teaching, a primary essential. As he says above, 

istics of style, seems to point to a late date. The term is not 
found in Aristotle’s extant works, nor indeed earlier than 
the time of Cicero, Some of Demetrins’s quotations from 
letters attributed to Aristotle may also be taken to indicate 
late authorship. 

« Arist. het. ili. c. 2, tr. Roberts. 
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in terms characteristic of his philosophy, “ speech 
which does not make the meaning plain will not 
perform its own proper work (épyov, function).’ As 
for ornament, it will be kept in its place by a sense 
of what is fitting—by a good taste which will shrink 
alike from excess and defect. 
Waiving for the moment the difficult question of 

the origin of the division into those Four Types of 
Style under which, as a vague and elastic framework, 
Demetrius discusses his subject after a short intro- 
duction dealing with the structure of rhythmical 
sentences, we can see that in essence he is true to 
Aristotle’s definition of prose style. In §§ 190-203 
he enjoins clearness, giving hints for its attainment ; 
and, in agreement with Aristotle’s distrust of orna- 
ment, he feels that clearness can best be compassed 
in the plain style. Bathos and bombast are pilloried 
in §§ 114, 121, 304. The importance of fitness 
(appropriateness, good taste) is proclaimed and 
exemplified in § 6 and throughout. His own style, 
like Aristotle’s in the Rhetoric, is unpretending and 
on the whole clear; it is the customary matter-of- 
fact style of the Peripatetic lecturer—of the man of 
science rather than the literary virtuoso. 

The origin and growth of the fourfold classification 
just mentioned is not, perhaps, of great moment in 
this Introduction, except for its bearing on the date, 
authorship, and affinities of the treatise; in them- 
selves, all such divisions are pedantic if regarded as 
in any way absolute and final. But something must 
be said; and Aristotle must again be quoted, this 
time to show a point of divergence. The origin of 
the division of style into certain Types or Characters 
(xapaxrfpes) is best studied in connexion with the 
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Elevated Style*—the yapaxrijp peyahorpemjs, the 
“ ovand ” or ‘‘ magnificent ” style, if these adjectives 
ean in modern English be taken as terms of 
praise. In the Rhetoric, iii. c. 12, Aristotle says: “ To 
analyse style (rijv Aééuv) still further, and add that it 
must be ‘agreeable’ or ‘magnificent’ (#Setay Kal 
peyadomperf), is superfluous ; for why should it have 
these traits any more than ‘ restraint,’ ‘ liberality,’ or 
any other moral excellence (1)Govs upeTh) ? Obviously 
agreeableness will be produced by the qualities 
already mentioned, if our definition of excellence of 
style has been correct. Tor what other reason should 
style be ‘ clear,’ and not ‘mean ’ but ‘ appropriate ’ ? 
(rivos yap évexa Sei cari) Kat py romreunv etvur ard 
aperoveuy ;) If it is prolix, it isnot clear; nor yetif 
it is curt. Plainly the middle way suits best (éAAa 
SjAov ore 7d péoov dpydrres), Again, style will 
be made agreeable by the elements mentioned, 
namely by the good blending of ordinary and unusual 
words, by the rhythm, and by the persuasiveness 
that springs from appropriateness.’’ 

It seems evident from this passage that Aristotle 
did not himself name any style “ magnificent” or 
“ agreeable,” and likely that some previous or con- 
temporary teachers had done so: indeed, the 

* For the general structure of the De elocutione, and its 
arrangement under Four Types, the tabular analysis on 
pp. 290-293 should be consulted. 

® Arist. Rhet. 14144 19-28, tr. Roberts. Aristotle has 
not introduced brevity, or even purity (rd  éAdnvlifen, 
“good Greek”), into his actual de“ni“on of styles they 
are, both, covered by 74 xs .c0- 4 brain decorum), and 
brevity must be subordinated to clearness, In the passage 
translated above, the term 7d wécov may be specially familiar 
in the ethical domain, but its use here is not ethical. 
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€ scholiast here comments “ as some used to say.” 
As we know from the Ethics, peyadowpérem was 
with him a “moral excellence.” In treating of 
style, he avoids the ethical point of view; it is, 
indeed, a noteworthy fact that, in all the Rhetoric, 
no clear reference is made to the Ethics, nor yet in 
the Ethics to the Rhetoric. Ethical designations of 
this kind, if applied to style, were (he clearly thought) 
not only misplaced, but would have no endo Some 
of his friends and pupils went further than he did. 
Quintilian (iv. 2. 63) tells us that Theodectes wished 
the expository style to be not only “ magnificent ” 
(magnifica) but “ agreeable” (ucunda). ‘Theophrastus, 
too, seems to have recognized peyadorpéreca. and rd 
700 as merits (dperal) of style generally,° but not 
perhaps to have labelled any particular style as 
Xapaxrip peyadorperys or yapaxrip yous?: his 

* Anonymi et Stephani in Aristotelis Artem Rhetoricam 
commentaria, ed. H. Rabe, p. 225 1. 4, ws rwés &eyor. 

» The Greeks knew, of course, that speech is as various 
‘aS man—that style is personal (cf. Menander, dvépis 
rapaxryp é€x Oyou yrupltera:, and Dionysius, éeemds *yip 
dravres voulfoucw elxdvas élvac rhs éxdorov Wwuy%s Tobs Abyous, 
Ant. Rom. i. 1); but such variety does not lend itself 
easily to analysis. C/. also Demetrius § 227. 

¢ Departing thus from Aristotle’s conception of goodness 
of style as a unit to which more than one element contributes, 
and also giving a more definite place to ornament than 
Aristotle was disposed to concede. For Theophrastus’s 
recognition of weyadorpdsrera of. § 41. 

@ Cic. Or. § 79, ‘ sermo purus erit et Latinus; dilucide 
planeque dicetur; quid deceat circumspicietur; unum 
aberit, quod quartum numerat Theophrastus in orationis 
laudibus: ornatum illud, suave etadfluens.” Here we have 
Ciceronian equivalents for éhAquiouss (“* purity,” “ correct- 
ness’), cagjvera, and 74 wpévov, all of which are recognized 
in the course of Raet. iti. It is added that Theophrastus 
wished also for agreeable and rich adornment (cp. 7dus 
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Xapaxtijpes—those seen by a sharp-sighted botanist 
—-were personal, and they depicted individuals sc 
little agreeable and magnificent as the dydijs (“‘ dis- 
agreeable,’ ‘“‘unpleasant’’ person) and the dr- 
eAebepos (“‘illiberal,”’ ‘‘ mean’’), puxpoAdyos (‘‘ penuri- 
ous’), pexpoptArAdstios (“the man of petty ambi- 
tion’). His lost book on Style (the [lept A€fews) 
was an important work, freely used by later writers, 
including Cicero, Dionysius, Quintilian, and Deme- 
trius; but any classification so specific as Aé£eus 
XapaxrHpes would seem to be later Lhan Theophrastus 
and may have originated in the desire, shared by the 
Peripatetic and Stoic schools, to distinguish a strictly 
logical from a more ornamental or “ rhetorical” 
way of speech and writing.¢ 
A clear division into classes, or forms, of style we 

do not actually find till Roman times, and the classes 
are then not four but three. Such a division there 
is in the Latin treatise addressed, probably by 
Cornificius, to Herennius about 85 s.c., where the 
descriptive adjectives uscd are gravis, medtocris, 
attenuatus; and then in the De oratore (55 3.c.) and 
Orator (about 45 B.c.) of Cicero, who calls them gravis 
(grandis, vehemens), medius, subtilis (tenuis); and, 
finally, in the Greek essays of Dionysius, whose terms 

and xeyadorperjs). Cicero probably prefers “laudes” ta 
“ virtutes,” as a less directly ethical rendering of dperat. 

@ The whole question is ably discussed in (1) G. L. 
Hendrickson’s articles, in the American Journal of Philology, 
1904 and 1905, on ‘‘ The Peripatetic Mean of Style and 
the Three Stylistic Characters,” etc.; (2) J. Stroux’s book 
De Theophrasti virtutibus dicendi, Leipzig, 1912. From 
the nature of the case, such classifications teem with 
uncertainties; the various “characters” are apt to run 
into one another in imperceptible and unnumbered ways, 
and may be found together in one and the same person. 
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are such as inAds, péros, iryvds. Cicero regards 
Demosthenes as a master not of one type only, but 
of all three, in their respective tasks of moving, 
pleasing, proving. Many problems in the history of 
Greek rhetoric and literary theory can best be 
explained by the increasing interest taken in these 
studies by Roman statesmen and by the secure 
establishment of Demosthenes’ pre-eminence which 
accompanied it. 

Aristotle and Demosthenes were almost exact 
contemporaries, but—whatever the reason—no illus- 
trations of oratorical practice are borrowed from 
Demosthenes in the Rhetoric,? whereas Isocrates is 
quoted again and again. Theophrastus, too, seems 
to have ranked him in some ways below even 
Demades.’ Nor can he have fared any better at the 
hands of Demetrius Phalereus (300 B.c.), who, like 
Demades before him, was a Macedonian favourite, 
and who, with his florid style, was the precursor of 
that decline of taste which, with few exceptions, 
afflicted the Greek world for more than two centuries, 
during @ period when creative imagination and 
healthy political interests were all but dead, when 
learning flourished rather than letters, and when 
speakers and writers were no longer guided 
by true Attic theory and practice. The revival 
came when Greek teachers and gifted Roman 
learners reviewed together the authors of the best 
Athenian age. It is Cicero (106-43 8.c.) who, thanks 
to his genius and his familiarity with great affairs, 
can see and show, in the teeth of prejudices which 

* Unless perhaps in 1407a6. The name Demosthenes 
occurs three times only in the Rhetoric, and nowhere else 
in Aristotle’s works. 

> Cf. Plutarch, Vit. Demosth. c. 10. 
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in many various quarters had been current for 
generation upon generation, that Aristotle was 
greater than Isocrates and Demosthenes greater 
than Lysias. Like Tacitus at a later time, Cicero 
was interested less in the ‘ dry-as-dust’* books 
(with their minute, and often futile, technicalities) of 
Greek rhetoricians such as Hermagoras than in the 
Greek masterpieces which lay behind them; unlike 
the Roman author who, at a later day than Herm- 
agoras, had written the treatise dd Herennium in 
which the name of Demosthenes does not once occur, 
he openly based his own rhetorical precepts on 
Greek as well as on Roman exemplars. 

In his rhetorical teaching, Cicero was an eclectic 
of the best sort, drawing freely from Isocrates as 
well as Aristotle,? from Lysias as well as Demo- 
sthenes, and rejoicing also in the gifted orators of 
Rome. Dionysius of Halicarnassus (who was born 
about 60 s.c., lived till 8 B.c. or later, and came to 
Rome some thirteen years after Cicero’s death) does 
not mention Cicero’s name in any of his critical essays. 
But, in general terms, he acknowledges gratefully 
the part played by Rome in the restoration, among 
his Greek contemporaries, of those literary ideals 
whose decay began, he says, with the death of 
Alexander: “I believe that this great revolution 
(viz. the return to the best Attic teachers and models) 
was caused and originated by Rome, the mistress 
of the world, who compelled entire communities to 

* Tac. Dial. c. 19, “ aridissimis Hermagorae libris.” 
>In Hp. ad fam. 1. ix. § 23 Cicero says, of the three 

books De oratore, that he had written them “ Aristotelio 
more,” and that they ‘“‘ abhorrent a communibus praeceptis 
atque omnem antiquorum et Aristoteliam et Isocratiam 
rationem oratoriam complectuntur.” 
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look up to her: Rome and her ruling classes, men 
of high character, excellent administrators, highly 
cultivated and of fine critical intelligence.” 4 

In relation to the Attic authorities, Dionysius was, 
like Cicero, an eclectic. Keenly alive, as his First 
Letter to Ammaeus shows him to be, to the traditional 
feud, in the Greek rhetorical schools, between the 
followers of Isocrates and of Aristotle, he never- 
theless acknowledges his indebtedness not only to 
Isocrates, who claims his first allegiance, but to 
Aristotle, Theophrastus, and the Peripatetics gener- 
ally ; nor does he overlook the services rendered. to 
the study of rhetoric by the Stoics. The composite 
Atticist (as distinguished from Asiatic) rhetoric 
which he himself taught he likes to call “ philo- 
sophical,” by which he means “theoretic” (or 
“technical” in the best sense),‘ artistic,” “scientific”; 
the antithesis of all that is merely “‘ empirical,” 
merely the result of practice and of knack. But in 
reality he, together with his fellow-Greeks of Roman 
times, is devoted mainly to the study of style, and 
does not, like Aristotle in his strictly philosophical 
treatment of rhetoric as the art of persuasion, analyse 
the processes of the human reason and probe into 
the secret workings of the human heart. 

However much they may differ in the details of 
their classification of styles (principal and inter- 
mediate), the later Greek critics agree with the best 
Romans in assigning a specially high rank to Demo- 
sthenes and in attributing to him pre-eminently 
the quality of Sevérns. Dionysius makes Demo- 
sthenes’ Aexrixi Sevdrys, or the dexterity and power 

* ¥rom Dionysius’s Preface to his Ancient Orators (of 
Greece), 
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(the mastery) of his style, the subject of a long and 
able essay. That Dionysius is here thinking of style 
in no narrow sense is clear when he asks, in the 
same essay, ‘‘When we who are centuries removed 
from the time of Demosthenes, and are in no way 
affected by the matters at issue, are thus moved and 
overcome and borne wherever the argument leads 
us, how must the Athenians of that day and the 
Greeks generally have been carricd away, when 
living interests of their own were at stake, and when 
the great orator, whose reputation stood so high, 
spoke from the heart, and laid bare his inmost 
feelings and the promptings of his soul?” ¢ 

Skill and power, mastery of oratorical technique, 
and a certain concentrated force (the vis of Cicero 
and Quintilian) are in the minds of these Greek 
critics when they think of Demosthenes with his 
high aims and overpowering convictions. They do 
not, as a rule, use Sewvds simply in the more or less 
colloquial sense of Sevds Aéyerv.2 They hark back to 

*—), H. De adm. vi dic. in Dem. c. 22. 
» Jt is not easy to co-ordinate the various senses borne in 

Greek by the remarkable word dewds—terrible, strange, 
(uncanny), strangely strong, clever. But (1) Herodotus and 
Sophocles, who are often at one on points of language, 
seem to be the first extant writers to couple Sevds and codds ; 
(2) this use of dewvdés (‘shrewd,’ ‘clever,’ ee kal cops 
is criticized pedantically by Prodicus in Plato’s Protagoras 
341; (3) Prodicus’s criticism may suggest the conjecture 
that dewds Neyer originally meant “ (awfully) clever at 
speech,” just as dewds dayety (Xen. -/neh. vii. 3. 28) is used 
of a man with an “awful” appetite. The dvds was the 
dangerously dexterous man. ‘Lhe special! devérys imputed 
by Aeschines and Demosthenes to one another is rhetorical 
cleverness: the special devérys ascribed by Longinus to the 
oratory of Demosthenes is formidable force, overwhelming 
intensity, awe-inspiring mastery. 
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the primitive and literal associations of the word with 
“fear” (ef. Plato, Laches, 1988; Aristotle, Nie. Eih. 
1115 a 24-26). Dionysius and Demetrius are in the 
habit of coupling 7d devdv and 7d doPepédv as almost 
synonymous terms, and Longinus (De subl. c. 34) 
tells us that, while no one fears (doPetrac) when 
reading Hypereides, everybody shrinks from the un- 
approachable terror and might (Sevéryra kat Sdvapuy) 
of Demosthenes.* 

Demetrius stands alone, among extant writers 
(Peripatetic or non- Peripatetic), in introducing 
the devds (“forcible ’’) yapaxtyp as a separate 
type of style. The sections in which he does this 
show signs of confusion and poor writing: it is not 
easy for him to mark off at all points the devis 
xapax7yp from the peyadorpertjs xapoxrip. A 
natural inference is that, in initiating or adopting 
this classification, he has been influenced by a desire 
to find an independent place for Demosthenes,’ and 
for Demades, whom he, agreeing here again (how- 
ever oddly) with Theophrastus, couples with Demo- 
sthenes in his illustrative quotations. He speaks also 
(§ 245) of ) viv karéyovoa Sevdrys (“ the forcible 
style now in vogue’), an expression which may 
indicate that, in his day, Demosthenes’ forcible 
style rather than that of any other Greek speaker 
or writer was coming more and more to be regarded 
as a paramount model in the Greek schools of oratory. 
Demosthenes is such a model in the opinion of 
Dionysius, who (like Cicero) ranks him as foremost 

* Of. also D. H. dd Amm. JI. c. 2, and Demetr. De eloe, 
§§ 8, 2383. 

> Into Demetrius’s yapaxrip peyadorperis Demosthenes 
hardly enters, except once for Peripatetic criticism and 
correction: § 8 (ef. De subl. xxxii. 2 and De eloe. § 2.50). 
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in each of those three types of style which, in Diony- 
sius and Cicero, correspond to the first three named 
by Demetrius.¢ Demetrius, going further still, as- 
signs him a class in which he seems to stand supreme, 
It only needed one further step and the fluid “ types ” 
of style were, as by Hermogenes of Tarsus (a.p. 170), 
discarded in favour of various idéc: (“ forms,” “kinds”’) 
of style, among which the last and greatest is dewwdrys 
(the command of all the oratorical gifts and resources), 
as shown in fullest measure by Demosthenes. Of 
Seavdrys Hermogenes distinguishes three varieties : 
one which seems it and is it, a second which is it 
without seeming it, a third which seems it without 
being it. The last sort of decvdrns is that of the 
Sophists, the first is that of Demosthenes. 

The Graeco-Roman date of Demetrius is thus made 
extremely probable, were there no other evidence 
one way or the other, by the main subject (the Four 
Types of Style) of his treatise and by his favourable 
attitude towards Demosthenes : in Peripatetic circles 
neither the fourfold classification of styles nor the 
exaltation of Demosthenes can well have been an 
early growth. Authorship in Roman times is also 
indicated by the use of late words and phrases, such 
as are found in the age of Plutarch. Further: in 

® Demetrius deals with his four xapaxrfpes in the follow- 
ing order: eyadorperis, yAadupds, loxvds, davds. The 
xapaxrhp ydadupés (‘‘smooth,” “elegant,” ‘finished ”’) 
corresponds roughly to the xapaxrhp péoos, puxrds, edxparos, 
etc., of other Greek theorists of style. éyos is noted in 
§ 38 as a current equivalent for peyahorperts. 

» Details in Roberts’s larger edition (Cambridge, 1902), 
pp. 55-59: vocabulary (including rhetorical—e.g. épuyveia 
itself,—grammatical, and metrical terms) and points of 
grammar (¢.g. artificial use of dual number, and capricious 
use or non-use of dv with optative mood). <A point of diction 
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§ 108 there seems to be, in the expression “ broad 
purples,” a direct reference to the laticlave (4 t\ard- 
onpos) of the Roman senator. In §§ 128, 130, 
doreioos (found also in Dionysius) may, in forma- 
tion and in meaning, have been influenced by the 
Latin urbanitas.4 
‘External evidence, on the other hand, at first sight 

appears to demonstrate a much earlier authorship— 
that of Demetrius of Phalerum (800 3.c.). At the 
beginning of the best and oldest (10th or 11th 
century) manuscript (P 1741) which preserves the 
treatise stands the heading : Anynrpiov Pudnpéws repi 
épuyvelas 6 erte wept dpdcews. But at the end of 
the book the same manuscript gives Anpyrpiov repi 
épunvelas simply. The belief of the present editor 
is that the shorter title was the original one, and 
that it was amplified in Byzantine times. Accord- 
ingly he has ventured to bracket, on p. 294, both 
& éoTt wept ppdoews (words which rightly explain 
éppnvela as meaning dpdors, viz. Aéfis) and Padnpéws,? 
The work being clearly Peripatetic in the groundwork 

not mentioned there may be added here. A good com- 
meniator on the De eloc. once took exception to the use of 
Aadounever In § 62: “ Neque honorificum satis,” said he, 
““de Homero dicere Aadeiv.” But in late Greek (e.g. in 
the New Testament) Audet is no less dignified than Aéyecr. 
Valuable indications as to date are also furnished by the 
personal names fuund in the De eloc.; of. larger edition, 
pp. 51-55. ft is hardly likely, for example, that Demetrius 
ot Phalerum would, as in § 289, be so detached as to spealz 
of himself as Anujrpeos 6 Padypets. 

@ Other possible Latinisms are (1) § 292, (nhorurety with 
the dative (cf. aemulari) ; (2) § 122, dda» dvovyrivar ruil (ef. 
viam aperire, patefacere), though with this may be 
compared Pindar, Pyth. v. 88. 

> Facsimiles of the superscription and subscription as found 
in P 1741 are given in Hoberts’s larger edition, pp. 65, 208. 
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of its teaching, it was not unnatural for a copyist to 
attribute it, by the conjectural addition of “ Pha- 
lerian,” to so accomplished and versatile a leader of 
the Peripatetic school as Demetrius Phalereus. But 
in its present form the treatise cannot, for reasons 

fully detailed in the introduction, notes, and glossary 
of the larger edition, be the work of a writer who 
lived at Athens so early as 300 z.c. There is also 
external evidence, of a much earlier date than that 
of P 1741, for naming “ Demetrius,” without addition, 
as the author. Both the Peripatetic commentator 
Ammonius (about a.p. 500) and the Neo-Platonist 
Syrianus (a generation or two earlier) speak of 
** Demetrius ”’ in terms which seem to mark him out 
as the writer of the work we know, and the latter 
appears to place him after Dionysius in order of 
time. On the whole, therefore, it seems best, on 
the evidence before us, to assume that the name 
attached to the treatise at an early date, if not 
originally, was “ Demetrius,” and Demetrius without 
further specification. 

Demetrius was a common enough name in the 
Greek and the Graeco-Roman world. But, if we are 
free to speculate where certainty is for the moment 
unattainable, the present editor of the treatise would 
wish to revive and amplify a suggestion made by 
him incidentally in a letter to the Classical Review? 
some twelve years ago. 

® The passages of Ammonius and Syrianus are cited in 
the larger editien, pp. 60, 61. It was not the habit of the 
Graeco-Roman erities to refer expressly to one another’s 
Wrilings, but in § 120 of Style the defence suggested for 
Polycrates may possibly be a reply to the strictures of 
Dionysius in his essay on Isaeus, c. 20. 

>Classical Review, xxvii. 290 (December 1913). 
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The suggestion is that the writer on Style, whose 
work (as we have seen) seems on internal grounds to 
come later than Dionysius (30 8.c.) and earlier than 
Hermogenes (a.p. 170), belongs to the days of 
Plutarch towards the end of the first century s.p. ; 
that he is no other than the learned and far-travelled 
scholar Demetrius of Tarsus, who at Delphi takes 
part in Plutarch’s dialogue On the Cessateon of the 
Oracles, being at that time on his way home from 
Britain to Tarsus *; and, further, that C. W. King 
and H. Dessau® are right in their view that this 
Demetrius, the friend of Plutarch, is identical with 
the Demetrius who, when residing in Britain, 
dedicated the two bronze tablets, bearing pious 
Greek inscriptions, which are now preserved in the 
Museum at York.< If all this be true, it follows 
that the author of the disquisition on Style should 
be described as Demetrius “‘ of Tarsus,” who lived 
as many as four centuries later than Demetrius “ of 
Phalerum.”’ 

9 Plutarch, De def. orac. c. 2 Anwirpios pév 6 ypapmarixés 
éx Bperravias els Tapodv dvaxoufduevos ofxade. 

> Archaeological Journal, xxxix. (1883), 23 ff.; Hermes, 
xlvi. (1911), 156 ff. 

¢ The inscriptions are: (1) 'Qxeave@ | cat Tyét | Anudrpios, 
and (2) Oecvis| rots rol iyeluovexod mpatlrwploy SxpB. 
Anunrpos. Very few Greek inscriptions have been found 
in Britain, and these two are among the earliest. The 
Greek scholar here shows himself not only in the selection 
of the names Oceanus and Tethys, but in the careful 
addition of the iota adscriptum—QKEANQI, The Homeric 
scholar is seen in the reminiscence of Iliad xiv. 801 &pxopac 
byouéyy twoduddpfov weipara -yalys, | Qxeavdv re, Gedy yevecw, 
Kal pnrépa Ty btu, where the phrase “‘earth’s farthest bounds” 
may be thought to anticipate penitus toto divisos orbe 
Britannos (Virgil, Eel. i. 66) and ultimos orbis Britannos 
(Horace, Odes, i. 35. 30). 
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But what grounds, however slender, are there for 
conjecturing that it was Plutarch’s Demetrius who 
wrote on Style ? 

Once we conclude, on internal (and some external) 
evidence, that the treatise was put together, by a 
Demetrius, in the latter half of the first century a.p., 
the field of choice is much narrowed; and, though 
it is dangerous to argue from silence, we do not, 
as a matter of fact, know of any other Demetrius 
during this half-century who would seem so well 
qualified for the literary and educational task here 
in question. After all, Plutarch makes us feel that 
his Demetrius was a scholar, well read and critical: 
one whom the company regards as its philological 
expert, though it rallies him now and then on the 
scholar’s proneness to pedantry. The dialogue does 
not allow much scope for literary reference, but 
Plutarch’s Demetrius shows his familiarity with 
Homer, Hesiod, Euripides, Heracleitus, Plato— 
authors who all find a place in the treatise on Style. 
He also quotes (c. 3), as from Alcaeus, the proverb 
“to take the claw and paint the lion from it’? (a 
wholesome warning against basing, as we now are 
bold enough to do, broad conclusions on slender 
premisses) ; and the same proverb is found in Style, 
§ 156, with the remark that Sophron had made lavish 
use of this and other proverbs. 

Plutarch’s Demetrius was (c. 2) a religious man ; 
and the dedicator of the votive tablets at York was 
clearly that. The author of the treatise shows, in 

4 ypapparicds (cc. 2, 23)=a scholar, man of letters, 
grammarian (in a broad sense), 

> Plutarch, De def. or. c. 3 ob war’ "AAKaltoy 6 Svuyos rds 
Néorvra ypumorras. 
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§ 71, a special interest in the songs of the Egyptian 
priests. Moreover, after concluding the famous 
chapter (c. 17) which tells that “ Great Pan is dead,” 
Plutarch makes Demetrius say “that, among the 
islands near Britain, many were deserted and lay 
scattered (Sporades), some of them bearing the 
names of daemons and demigods; and that he him- 
self, by the emperor’s command, made a voyage of 
inquiry and observation to the nearest of the deserted 
islands, which had a few inhabitants, all sacred 
persons and never molested by the Britons.”’* The 
dramatic date of Plutarch’s dialogue is known to be 
about a.p. 83, and we therefore have his Demetrius 
returning from Britain to Tarsus about the third 
year of Domitian’s reign and the sixth year of 
Agyricola’s governorship. We can, accordingly, 
hardly doubt that the emperor who sent Demetrius 
on this special mission (ror rot Bactéws ®) was 
Domitian. The island may have been Anglesey, 
or one smaller and further from the coast.° What 
was the mission itself? Hardly a mere bid for 
trade. A possible inference from Plutarch’s language 
is that Demetrius, himself a religious man, was sent 
to win over, in their last refuge, the most religious 
men (Druids perhaps) of the Britons, and through 
them the Britons themselves. Long before he went 
to Britain, Demetrius seems * to have been on the 

@ Plutarch, De def. or. c. 18, tr. Prickard. 
> These words seem to mean missu Caesaris, and not 

simply to refer to a government escort on the voyage. 
¢ This may have been the occasion on which the York 

Demeirius, if identical with Plutarch’s Demetrius, dedicated 
his tablets; or a more likely occasion may be sought in his 
original voyage to Britain (cf. p. 271, note °). 

# Plat. De def. or. c, 45. Agricola was quaestor in Asia 
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staff of a Roman governor of Cilicia, his own native 
province, and the province which Cicero once had 
administered ; and there to have taken an interest 
in the doings of oracular shrines ; and in Britain he 
would, like Agricola,* desire, as a matter of state 
policy, to see temples built wherein men “ scattered 
and uncivilized ”’ (dispersi ac rudes) might gather and 
‘‘ grow used to peace and quiet.” 

As for the exact office held by Plutarch’s Demetrius 
in Britain, he was probably a member of Agricola’s 
staf and employed in some secretarial capacity, as 
under the Roman Empire men of letters often were. 
This may have been the position, too, of the York 
Demetrius, whether we take the 2xp:@ of the 
inscription to stand for Scriba or Sceribonius® A 
“ vpappareKds ’? would also, by talk and lectures, 
bring the refreshment of Greek culture to Agricola 
and his entourage °; Agricola himself would thus be 
in a.p. 64 and would then have opportunities of meeting 
government servants. Or they may have first come together 
in Rome, where Plutarch’s Demetrius had no doubt spent 
much of the long time during which he had been absent 
from Tarsus. 

* Tac. Agr. c. 21. 
> Neither “ Scriba ”’ nor ‘* Scribonius ” nor ‘ of Tarsus” 

would normally appear in any Greck literary references to an 
author Demetrius who was entitled to one or other of these 
appellations. The York dedicator describes himself as 
“Demetrius” simply on one of the tablets. Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus is often introduced as Acoviiotos only, 

¢ Viz. the “ domus ” of Tac. gr. c. 19. This “ house- 
hold” would include the official staff, high and low (ef. 
“domum Caesaris’’ in Tac. IJZist. ii. 99, and ol éx rs 
Kaicapos oixias in Hp. to Philipp. iv. 92).  Agricola’s 
wife, a woman of talent and breeding, was probably with 
him in Britain throughout his governorship ; his daughter 
was in Italy with her husband Tacitus; his infant son he 
lost in the seventh year of his British command. One of 
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keeping alive those studies in philosophy and rhetoric 
which, as a youth, he had pursued in the Graeco- 
Roman university of Marseilles.¢ Little disposed 
as Greek men of letters were to learn Latin, Plu- 
tarch’s Demetrius would, at Tarsus and in Britain, 
have many occasions (and necessities) of doing so, 
and may even have seconded Agricola’s effort “ to 
give,’ doubtless in the Latin tongue, “ the sons of 
British princes a liberal education.” ® 

Now, apart from his obvious accomplishments as 
a man of letters and a teacher, does the writer on 
Style show any acquaintanee with such secretarial. 
work in high places as probably fell to the lot of 
Plutarch’s Demetrius and the Demetrius of the 
York tablets? We turn to § 234 of his treatise, and 
cannot help feeling that the words “ Since occasion- 
ally we write to cities or royal personages(GacsActoriv)” 
are meant to include actual cases in which the author 
had written to Roman emperors. Sections 289-294 
strengthen the impression. Though in a Greek 
treatise the author naturally, and prudently, refers 
to incidents in the old Greek world, he is thinking 
of his own Roman times and their well-known risks 
of imperial disfavour. He is no professional sophist, 
boasting of his familiarity with the great and inditing 
congratulatory addresses to them; by him the word 
“ sophist ” is nowhere used, and in the one passage 
(§ 15) in which “ sophistical ” is found it is, with him 

the York tablets is dedicated (p. 271 note *) to “the gods of 
the Governor’s Headquarters”—the gods of Government 
House, 

@ For Massilia as a seat of refined learning ¢f. Tac. 
Agr. c 4 What Tarsus did for Hellenic culture in the 
Eastern Mediterranean, that Massilia did in the Western. 

» Tac. Agr. c. 21. 
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as with us, no term of praise. Again, the sections 
(223-235) on letter-writing are among the very best 
in the book; and this we might expect if the author 
were not only a Peripatetic but asecretary. Whether 
Plutarch’s Demetrius was, like the writer on Style, 
a man of Peripatetic leanings, we can hardly say on 
the evidence before us; we can only point out that 
in c. 23 he attacks an opinion of Plato’s with an 
Aristotelian pugnacity which must have shocked the 
Academic dovecotes of Plutarch’s home.* Certainly 
neither of the two men is wanting in self-confidence 
and self-assertion.? ; 

As a whole, the treatise may have been put 
together at Tarsus, and used later in Britain as notes 
(irouvipara) for lectures, or lessons, on “‘ How to 
write Greek Prose”’; or, as we might rather say, 
on ‘“ How to learn Greek through Greek,” since 
these old Greek teachers and critics were firm 
believers in the Direct Method and made no use of 
Latin in teaching Greek to their masterful Roman 
pupils, but conducted them straight to the fresh and 
ancient springs—to ot dapyato. (Style, §§ 67, 244), the 
Classics of Greece. “ Treatise ’’ too is hardly the 
best (though the customary) description of a manual 
which has no formal beginning or end, and contains 
no address to a friend or patron, such as is usually 
found in critical essays of this kind during Graeco- 
Roman times. Possibly Style was never meant for 

* The combination (for which see Stroux, De Theophr. 
virt. die.) of Stoi¢ with Peripatetic views in the structure 
of Style would be in keeping with a training received at 
Tarsus. The author also probably knew Alexandria and 
its library. 

» De def. ce. 3 and 23 may be compared with De eloc. 
§§ 15, 87, 179. 
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publication ; it may owe its survival not so much io 
the fame of its writer as to its preservation in the 
household of Agricola in Britain and in Rome. If 
it were published after its author’s death and at 
a distance from the main scenes of his activity, 
the uncertainties of its later ascription are easily 
accounted for. 
Whoever may have written it, Style seems clearly 

to belong to that second half of the first century of 
our era when the loss of the freedom of speech which 
had once prevailed in Republican Rome was deplored 
alike in Tacitus’s Dialogue on Oratory, in Quintilian’s 
Causes of the Decay in Eloquence (no longer extant), 
and in the Sublime of ““ Longinus.” Bad as the time 
was, there was not wanting the promise of greater 
liberty, of better public speaking and a_ wider 
culture. Towards the close of the century, the 
Latin language and literature were making rapid 
headway in the provinces. In the year a.p. 96 
Martial * can report the rumour that his verses are 
sung in Britain. Some twenty years later Juvenal 
says that “ To-day the whole world has its Greek 
and its Roman Athens; eloquent Gaul has trained 
the pleaders of Britain, and distant Thule talks of 
hiring a rhetorician.” ? 

Not that the author of Style would have cared to 
be called rhetor ; he would prefer the title of gram- 
maticus (‘man of letters,” “teacher of letters,” 
“scholar ”). Though we are apt to think of him as 
a “‘yhetorician,’ he does not once use the word 
“yhetorie ” (4 Aytopuc). Where he speaks of “ the 

® Martial xi. 3. 5, “dicitur et nostros cantare Britannia 
versus.” 

» Juy. Sat. xv. 110-112, tr. G. G. Ramsay. 
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rhetoricians ” (§ 24) it is with a touch of irony, 
as with us to-day. Towards “rhetoricians,” and 
“‘ sophists,” his bearing seems to have been as 
guarded as that of Aristotle himself. But, in dealing 
with capricious and arbitrary superiors, he found, as 
we have seen, the “ figured speech ” (8§ 287-295) of 
the rhetoricians useful; and this device and this 
spirit may perhaps be seen when, in § 108, he glances 
at “the shows of the rich—cornices, triglyphs, and 
broad purples.” In such queer company, and in 
such ambiguous words, does he introduce the lati- 
clave of the haughty Roman Senator ! 

Demetrius of Tarsus (and the writer on Style, if 
the two are to be identified) would, not more than 
twenty years after St. Paul’s death at Rome, be 
teaching Greek at York ; and the years round about 
a.D. 80 may therefore be regarded as the birth-years 
of Classical Education in Great Britain. The long 
tradition of Greek literary study at Tarsus is sug- 
gested by the names of the Stoic Archedemus of 
Tarsus (130 B.c.: § 34) and the rhetorician Hermo- 
genes of Tarsus (a.p. 170); and the vigour with 
which such studies could be adapted to new and 
high purposes is best seen in Paul of Tarsus, who 
was proud to be a citizen not only of Tarsus but of 
Rome. St. Paul’s writings and his life are a standing 
proof that the Tarsus of Plutarch’s Demetrius was 
serving as a linguistic and literary centre and was 
becoming a great link between East and West. In 
his Greek epistles, St. Paul can quote Epimenides 
and Menander ; at Athens, where he quotes Aratus, 
he can deliver a Greek speech to a critical audience. 
As a great letter-writer, and one who fully under- 
stood that a good letter should be one of the two 
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sides of an imaginary dialogue (Style, § 223), St. Paul 
was in the true Peripatetic tradition. Even in the 
minutiae of self-expression, he will be found to be 
in accord with that same tradition as preserved and 
developed in the work on Style. The famous thir- 
teenth chapter in the First Epistle to the Corinthians 
exemplifies the dodvéera and the dAoyiae which, 
when used in season, are praised in Style, §§ 267-269, 
108. His prose-rhythm is often so marked that 
whole passages may appropriately be arranged in 
the form of hymns. Even when (as in Rom. xi. 33-36) 
his language may partly coincide with the Greek of 
the Old Testament, there are signs that his individual 
sense of rhythm keeps him true to the best Greek 
precepts. 

This intellectual and spiritual centrality of Tarsus 
is brought home to us still more by the actual career 
of St. Paul who at Jerusalem, Athens, and Rome 
could, becoming all things to all men, use the current 
language of those three great cities. A ‘“ Roman 
born,’ @ he would at Tarsus itself, Greek-speaking 
though it was in the main, have some opportunity, 
when a youth, of hearing Latin, the official language 
of a town which, like Athens, was ‘‘ no mean city.” ? 
If, in the passage of the Acts,° he used Greek (not 
Latin) in reply to the chief captain’s question, “ Tell 
me, art thou a Roman? And he said, Yea,” surely 
he did so because he thought that an officer with 
“ Lysias ” as one of his names was Greek in origin. 
His early knowledge of Latin would be deepened 

@ gyh S8 si aerdsryic, dete xvii. 98. 
bb. xxi UO: ef. Murenide., Jon 8, quoted in T. BE. 

Page’s edition vo the ders, 
© 1b. xxii. 27. 
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when “ he abode two whole years in his own hired 
dwelling ’¢ at Rome; and it has sometimes been 
thought that his growing familiarity with the signifi- 
cance of the characteristic Roman words gravitas and 
pietas accounts for the fact that he uses cepvdrys 
and etoéSea several times in his Pastoral Epistles 
but in none of his other Epistles. 

Be all this as it may, the period to which we would 
venture to assign the essay on Style is that period 
(a.p. 50-100) of contact between different languages 
and different civilizations, between old faiths and 
new, when Plutarch was preparing the ground for 
his comparison of Demosthenes and Cicero (as part 
of his Parallel Lives of Greeks and Romans) and for 
the writing of his Roman Questions ; when “ Longinus” 
was teaching men how to admire not only Cicero and 
Demosthenes, but the sublimity with which the 
“legislator of the Jews” begins his account of 
the Creation ; when “ Philo the Jew ” and Caecilius 
“in faith a Jew” are still remembered in Greek 
literary circles; when Plutarch holds “ theology ” 
to be the final goal of all philosophy and preserves 
for us the memory of a Demetrius who, in Britain, 
had known the remains of those Celtic Theological 
Colleges in which, as Julius Caesar® long before tells 
us, young Britons were taught about the heavenly 
powers, the world of nature, and the survival of the 
human soul; when Tacitus, Pliny the Younger, and 
Quintilian were observing the ways of Jews or 
Christians ; when the Gospels and the Epistles had 
begun to stir the minds of men; when, in short, 
Judaea, Rome, Greece, and even distant Britain in 

@ Acts xxvili. 80. 
& De bello Gallico, vi. 14. 
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the West, were playing their part in the creation of 
a new Europe and finding their chief channel of 
communication in Greek, with the promise of a wider 
“Hellas and Hesperia ” * yet to come, which should 
embrace not only Eboracum but a future Eboracum 
Novum—not only the York that was new to Agricola, 
but the New York that is planted in a world unknown 
(save perhaps in legend) to those races which were 
pioneers in the intellectual and spiritual aspirations 
of humanity. 

“Demetrius Phalereus De elocutione,” to give it 
the title it bore among scholars, was long a favourite 
text-book of speech and writing and literary taste 
in the universities of modern Europe. Milton may 
well have studied it at Christ’s College, Cambridge. 
At all events, he mentions the book, under the name 
of “ Phalereus,” in his Tractate of Education when 
he borrows a striking comparison from the Stoic 
philosopher Zeno: “ And now lastly will be the 
time to read with them those organic arts which 
enable men to discourse and write perspicuously, 
elegantly, and according to the fitted style of lofty, 
mean, or lowly.2 Logic, therefore, so much as is 
useful, is to be referred to this due place with all 
her well couched heads and topics, until it be time 
to open her contracted palm into a graceful and 
ornate Rhetoric, taught out of the rule of Plato, 

@ The title of B. L. Gildersleeve’s well-known book. 
» The adjective “ mean” is, unfortunately, ambiguous in 

English. Here the sense is ‘‘ intermediate.” The Greek 
equivalents for Milton’s three adjectives would, in the order 
in which they stand, he “!-\4, -¢7o3 (not tamevis), loxvds. 
* Pitted style "=7a 0... 
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Aristotle, Phalereus, Cicero, Hermogenes, Longinus.” 
Towards the end of the eighteenth century, 8. T. 
Coleridge, then an undergraduate at Jesus College, 
Cambridge, was (upon some breach of College 
discipline) “ gated” for a month, and set the task 
of translating the De elocutione into English: whether 
the version was completed, and how long it survived, 
we do not know. 

In the year 1871 two classical graduates of Cam- 
bridge, who were also excellent writers of English 
and workers distinguished in many lines of activity, 
E. A. Abbott and J. R. Seeley, brought out their 
English Lessons for English People. In what they 
themselves describe as “a practical text-book ” of 
English, there is a point of coincidence between them 
and Demetrius which is specially worthy of note, 
whether it is accidental or designed. They find it 
convenient to apply the terms simple, elevated, grace- 
ful, and forcible, to the characteristic styles of various 
English poets — Wordsworth, Milton, Tennyson, 
Shakespeare. 

It is in his practical application of the general 
principles of good taste and aesthetic discrimination 
to the art of prose-writing that the strength of 
Demetrius lies; and the soundness of his precepts 
and their permanent value may be inferred from the 
ease with which they can be illustrated, as in the 
present edition, by examples drawn from English 
literature, not only prose but (as with him) poetry 
as well. His handbook is not to be ranked with 
works so great as the Poetics and the Rhetoric. These 
too are, in a manner, practical; but they are the 
product of a master mind, and one of them stands 
in a class apart through having as its subject the 
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transcendent theme of poetry. When he turns to 
rhetoric, Aristotle is interested not so much in its 
relation to style, as in its widest bearings—logical, 
ethical, political : he defines rhetoric as “ the faculty 
of observing in any given case the available means of 
persuasion,” and busies himself with the discovery 
of arguments or inducements which can convince the 
mind, and bend the will, of men. Demetrius does 
not take so wide a range as that. Nor has he the 
breadth, and other great qualities, of “ Longinus.” 
In one respect, no doubt, he is broader. He treats 
of four types of style; Longinus of one only—the 
sublime. The tilos (“ height,” “ elevation,” “ sub- 
limity ’*) of Longinus corresponds closely to the 
yopaxtnp peyadorperys of Demetrius. The noun 
twos, and the adjective tyyAds, were, by the Greek 
literary critics, often used to describe the style of 
Plato; and in his own way of writing, thinking, and 
feeling, Longinus is influenced above all by that su- 
preme master of imaginative prose. The Poetics is of 
unsurpassed interest because in it Aristotle the man 
of science inquires, as an epoch closes, into the 
secrets of the great poetry of Greece; Longinus, 
the literary enthusiast, is in his own way unique 
because, at a time when the three great ancient 
literatures were coming to know one another and 
the Greek language was spreading far and wide, he 
is under the spell of Plato who, with the poetry of his 
prose, has quickened fresh votaries from age to age. 
Among the weaknesses of Style may be reckoned 
4 The earliest English translations of the treatise give, as 

its title, (1) ‘ Of the Height of Eloquence’ (Hall, 1659), 
(2) “‘ Of the Loftiness or Elegancy of Speech ” (Pulteney, 
1680). Boileau’s rendering “Traité du sublime ou du 
merveilleux dans le discours ” eventually won the day. 
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sundry repetitions, inconsistencies, and digressions : 
defects which may be partly due, as already sug- 
gested, to want of revision for publication. A more 
serious fault is one in which its author differs widely 
from Aristotle. While Aristotle is inclined to say 
much about subject matter and little about style, 

his chief concern being with thought rather than 
with language its instrument, Demctrius sways the 
other way and is apt to busy himself with the expres- 
sion of thought to the partial neglect of thought 
itself. Though we do not forget that “ expression ” 
is his subject, we fee] some impatience when (8§ 4, 238) 
he assails the short clauses, one following another, 
with which Hippocrates, at the beginning of his 
most famous book, arrests attention for memorable 
thoughts in an unusual, because unperiodic, way. 
Still, we have reason to be grateful to Demetrius for 
his special point of view. Of the subject matter we 
can to-day more readily judge than of the form and 
sounds in which it is conveyed; and here these 
Graeco-Roman critics give us the stimulus of an added 
appreciation and enjoyment; we are borrowing Greek 
ears and Greek taste in order the better to catch the 
living accents of the great Greck authors. And it 
is the great authors to whom Demetrius makes his 
appeal, whether or no we can always follow him in his 
praise ov strictures. The very first writers he cites 
wre (in the order given): Hecataeus, Xenophon, 
Ilippocrates, Plato, Archilochus, Anacreon, Homer, 
Demosthenes. We cannot but prize a Greek critic 
who quotes freely from Homer and shows special 
delight in those passages of the Odyssey where 
Nausicaa (like Artemis) is easily known among her 
maidens, beautiful though they are one and all; or 
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the nightingale sings her lovely song in the first 
season of spring. To Sappho, too, Demetrius appeals 
repeatedly, and finely says that in the texture of 
her poetry “ every lovely word is inwoven.” * Plato 
also is cited often, and the Sophron whom Plato 
admired and Graeco-Roman critics seldom quote. 
From Aristophanes lines are adduced which show a 
perception, not too common in Greek writers, of 
his liking for parody, hyperbole, and surprise-jests ® ; 
the same welcome sense of humour being seen in 
such sections as 79 and 170. 

Though scanty, Demetrius’s remarks on the relation 
of style to subject are sound and useful. He recog- 
nizes that the subject must create the style—that a 
great theme is necessary to the grand style, which 
otherwise will be merely grandiose; and that no 
beauty of language can ennoble what is essentially 
base. He is a broad-minded literary critic rather 
than a narrow rhetorical theorist, and draws literary 
analogies from great works of sculpture,’ knowing 
that the principles of all fine art are the same. He 
sees,4 with Theophrastus, that distinction comes to 
style no less through what is not said than through 
what ts said: much should be left to the reader’s 
own perception andimagination. He praises lucidity, 
and tells us why the language of Heracleitus is 
obscure. Bombast and bathos are among the faults 
he xvidicules, together with preciosity and affectations 
of all sorts” ach style has, he sees, the defects of 
its qualities, and the greater the height attempted 

4 § 166. > §§ 150, 152, 161. 
8 14. @ § 999, 
® §§ 191, 192. 
¢ §§ 114, 115, 119, 121, 186-8, 239, 304. The elaborate 

term EnpoxaxogyAla is particularly noteworthy. 
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the greater is apt to be the fall. Even so useful a 
device as antithesis can, he points out, be overdone 
and seem like false artifice,t whereas all good 
prose is, as he assumes throughout, the offspring 
neither of artifice nor negligence but (like poetry) 
of art. 
Many niceties in Greek prose-writing which we 

are prone to miss to-day Demetrius brings before 
us, such as the choice of words with noble associa- 
tions ; the use of a rhythm (a prose mesurée >) which 
will pay special heed to the beginning and the end 
of sentences ; the recognition of the fact, now coming 
into view once more, that there is such a thing as a 
stage-language—one in which the actor finds it easy 
to make us think with him and feel with him.¢ 
Proverbs also are valued by Demetrius when they 
are used in season; he sees how important it is for 
artistic prose to keep in touch with the familiar 
thought and language of the people—with the vulgar 
tongue (4) cvviGea), The part which the proverb 
plays in the field of popular philosophy is well 
indicated in § 232: “it is the wisdom of a people, 
it is the wisdom of the world.”¢ Its frequent use in 
letter-writing is there recommended: a precept 
endorsed, as we know, by the practice of Cicero, 

* § 250. 
> Even so great an artist in the finer medium of verse as 

Milton too often forgets, in his controversial writings, that 
there rust be “measure” (uérpov) in proses prose must 
not sprawl illimitably. Demetrius makes this clear from 
the start; he also recognizes the need of variety—of inter- 
mingling shorter with longer clauses or sentences, and of 
passing from one type of style to another. 

& §§ 193, 194. 
# Cf. Roberts, Demetrius on Style (Cambridge, 1902), 

pp. 259-262. 
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The sections on the art of letter-writing (§§ 223-235) 
include the definition of a letter as “the heart’s 
good wishes in brief.” In his reference (§§ 61, 62) 
to Homer’s brief glorification of Nireus of Syme, 
the little island in the Dodecanese, Demetrius 
is following Aristotle’s Rhetoric, but he puts his 
point effectively in his own way. The example from 
Ctesias in § 216 is apparently chosen by himself, and 
it is certainly presented with remarkable taste and 
feeling. Altogether we feel, when we read Deme- 
trius, that we are being carried back to the great 
era of Greece though four centuries have passed 
since it ended, and that our author, with Aristotle 
and Theophrastus as his chief guides, shows Peri- 
patetic point, good sense, and brevity. His own 
way of writing is, in the main, spare and plain—that 
Xapaxrnp ioxyvds under which some of the best 
qualities of style are grouped by him—clearness, 
vividness, naturalness, persuasiveness. 

It is this carrying back to the great writers of 
Greece and the very words they uttered that we 
need to-day. Demetrius and the other Graeco- 
Roman critics should not themselves absorb too 
much of the reader’s time, in an age when so large 
a body of noble world-literature lies behind us. But, 
as aids to literary enjoyment and appreciation, it is 
important that the essays of such critics should be 
made at once easy of access and of understanding 
to modern students, and it is for that reason that 
Demetrius claims and deserves a place in this 
Classical Library. 
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Text 

The Greek text is based on a collation, by the 
present editor, of the famous Paris codex (P 1741) 
which contains not only Demetrius but the Poetics 
and the Rhetoric of Aristotle. All important devia- 
tions from this manuscript (which is here denoted 
by the letter P) are given as they occur, and its 
obvious clerical errors are occasionally mentioned 
in order to indicate its general character. Some 
inconsistencies (e.g. in the use or omission of dy with 
the optative) are retained in the text. Where a 
manuscript is comparatively old (in this case, the 
10th or 11th century) and gencrally sound, it seems 
best to follow it as closely as possible, while recording 
in the footnotes the conjectures made at various 
times by good scholars in passages where there is 
room for doubt. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

A full bibliography, up to the year 1902, of the 
editions, translations, and occasional writings which 
have been concerned with Demetrius is given in the 
present editor’s larger work, pp. 311-316 (‘ Deme- 
trius on Style: the Greek text of Demetrius ‘De 
elocutione,’ edited after the Paris manuscript, with 
introduction, translation, facsimiles, etc., by W. 
Rhys Roberts: Cambridge, 1902”). During the four 
centuries which open with the editto princeps of Aldus 
Manutius in 1508, work on Demetrius has been done 
by various Italian, German, French, and other scholars, 
the two editions of Victorius (1552, 1562) being of 
special importance. The first English translation, 
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here revised for the Loeb Library, is that by Roberts. 
The first complete German translation, by Emil 
Orth, was issued in 1923: E. Orth, Demetrios vom 
Stil, Miinchen (Max Hueber). Orth has also contri- 
buted papers to the Pdilologische Wochenschrift in the 
following years : (1) 1922, p. 887,“ Demetrios § 214” ; 
(2) 1922, pp. 1003-8, “ Demetriana’”’; (3) 1923, 
pp- 909-911, “ Zu Demetrios *’; (4) 1925, pp. 778- 
783, “‘ Kin Fragment des Herodoros. Zu Demetrios 
§ 66”; (5) 1926, “Ein Fragment des Kynikers 
Diogenes. Zu Demetrios § 171.” Orth’s separate 
publication ‘‘ Logios” (Verlag Maria Martental, 
bei Kaisersesch: 1926) is a comprehensive study, 
with Adyios=peyarorperfs, Demetr. § 38, as its 
starting-point. Mention may also be made of A. 
Kappelmacher’s “ Bemerkungen und Ubersetzungs- 
probe zu Pseudo-Demetrius,” Nikolsburg, 1903: 
Fortsetzung, 1904; A. Brinkmann, “ Zu Dionysios’ 
Brief an Pompeius und Demetrios epi épunvetus,” 
Rheinisches Museum, vol. \xix. (year 1914), pp. 255- 
266; F. Boll, ‘ Zu Demetrius de Elocutione,” Rhein. 
Mus. vol. Ixxii. (year 1917-18), pp. 25-33; H. 
Richards, ‘‘ Notes on Demetrius rept épunveias,” 
Classical Review, vol. xx. (1906), p. 393. The 
characteristics of Demetrius, and other Greek critics, 
are discussed in J. D. Denniston’s recent (1924+) 
volume on “ Greek Literary Criticism.” Some 
incidental illustration of various points in Siyle will 
be found in Roberts’s editions of Longinus’s On the 
Sublime, and Dionysius’s Three Literary Letters and 
Literary Composition, as well as in his translation of 
Avistotle’s Rhetoric (Oxford, 1924). 
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TapuLar ANALYSIS 

[The numbers refer to sections of the treatise.] 

I. Preliminary Remarks on the Period, eic. 

1-8. The “ members ” (k@Aa): and their appro- 
priate length. 

9, The “ phrase ”’ («éupa). 
10, 11 ff. The * period ” (aepiodos). 
12-18. The periodic and the disjointed style 

(Eppryvela Karerr papery), eppnvela Sinpnpévn). Number 
of members in a period. 

19. The narrative period (epioSos terropui). 
20. The rhetorical period (repiodos pnropeK7). 
21. The conversational period (zepiodos diadoyixi}). 
22-24. Periods formed of contrasted or antithetical 

members (é€ dvrixetpéevwv KdAwv mepiodor). 
25. Symmetrical members («Aa rapdpoin). 
26-29. Members with similar terminations (éy0.0- 

réAevra.). Cautions with regard to their use. 
30-33. The enthymeme (év@vunpa). Difference 

between enthymeme and period. 
34, 35. The member («@Aov) as defined by Aris- 

totle and Archedemus. 

If. The Four Types of Style—The Elevated Style 

36, 37. The four types of style (xapaxrfjpes rijs 
épuyveias) are: the plain (icyvés), the elevated 
(ueyaXorperfs), the elegant (yAadupds), the forcible 
(Secvds). 
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38-127. General subject: the elevated style 
(xapaxtip peyadrorper)s, or Adytos), with the follow- 
ing subdivisions : " 

(1) Elevation in composition or arrangement, 
civderis peyadorperis, 38-74 ; 

(2) Elevation in subject matter, mpdypata peyoAo- 
wpen) (= Szdvou, peyadomperis), 75, 76 ; 

(3) Elevation in diction, Aéfis_ peyadorperys, T7~ 
113 ; 

(4) Frigidity (7d Yvypédv) as the correlative vice of 
the elevated style, 114-127. [Like elevation, frigidity 
arises at three points: (1) diévow, (2) Aé€fs, (8) 
civierss. The very acme of frigidity is reached in 
hyperbole, 124-126.] 

Special topics in the following sections : 
59-67. Figures of speech (oxijparu Aé£ews). 
68-74. Hiatus (obyxpovors durnévrwr). 
78-88. Metaphor (peradopd). 
89, 90. Simile (etxacfa) and comparison (repaBoAz). 
91-93. Onomatopoeic or coined words (évépyare. 

TeTounpeva). 
99-102. Allegory (4AAnyopia), 
103-105. Brevity, aposiopesis, indirect and harsh- 

sounding expressions, ete. 
106-111. Epiphoneme (éripavnpe). 
112, 118. Poetical colour in prose (rd wouprixdy év 

Adyous). 

Ill. The Elegant Style 

128-189. General subject: the elegant style 
(xapaxtip yAadupds), with the following subdivisions 
and topics : 

(1) Charm and gaiety of expression, xapievrirpds 
cab thapds Adyos, 128-172. 
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(a) Kinds of grace and their elements, «dy rév 
yuplrav Kat év ticu, 128-136. 

(b) Sources of grace, tézot THs XdpsTos, 137-162. 
(a) Sources in diction and composition, rézox 

tTijs Aéews Kai ris ovvOecews: Figures, 
ete., 187-155. 

(8) Sources in subject matter, rérow rév 
mpuypirov: Proverbs, Fables, Compari- 
sons, Hyperboles, ete., 156-162. 

(c) Difference between the laughable (73 yeAotor) 
and the graceful (7d etiyupt), 168-172. 

(2) Elegant diction, beautiful and smooth words 
(AeEus yAupipd : dvopara cada kat A€fu), 173-178. 

(3) Elegant composition, otrvOeous yAapupa, 179- 
185. 

(4) Affected style (yuparrip caxdgyAos) as the 
correlative vice of the elegant style, 186-189. 

IV. The Plain Style 

190-235. General subject: the plain style (yupu«rijp 
icyvés), with the following subdivisions : 

(1) Plain subject matter, rpdypara ioxvd, 190, 
(2) Plain diction, AEs tri), 190, 191. 
(3) Plain composition, oivGeris iryv}, 204-208. 
(4) Arvid style (yapaxkrijp Sypds) as the correlative 

vice of the plain style, 236-239. 
Special topics in the following sections : 
191-203. Concerning clearness, repi rijs cudyveias. 

[Also: concerning stage-style and concerning resump- 
tive hae wept trokpitiKGy Kal mepl éravudijwpeus, 
194 if. 

209-220. Concerning vividness, rep! ris évapyetas. 
221, 222. Concerning persuasiveness, wept rs we 

Gavernros. 
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293-235. Concerning the epistolary style, rept 08 « 
émwrtoAtkod Yapaxrnpos. This is to be regarded 
(ef. 235) as a blend of the plain and the graceful 
styles. 

V. The Foreihle Style 

240-804, General subject: the forcible style 
(xapaxtip Seeds), with the following subdivisions : 

(1) Forcible subject matter, zpdypara Sava, 240, 
(2) Forcible composition, civéerss decv}, 241-271. 
(3) Forcible diction, A€fis Sex}, 272-286, 
(4) Concerning the unpleasant style, rept rov 

axXaptros yapaxTypos, 8301-304. 
Special topics : 
287-298. Concerning figured language, wept rot 

ery nparirpévov Adyou 
299, 300. Concerning hiatus in forcible passages, 

wept ovyKpotoews ev SewvoryTh 
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[DAAHPEQE] 

NEP] EPMHNEJAS 
[oO ERTI MEP] #PAsEO3] 

I 

"Qomep F moinows Svaipetrat Tois perpous, ofov i Taper pots” 7 efaperpots 7) tots ado, ovTa) 
Kal rHv épunvetay THy Aoyurcry Suaupel Kat Sua 
Kpive Ta Kadodpeva, K@Aa, Kaldmep avamavovra TOV 
‘A€yovrd Te Kat Ta Acyoucva" adrd, Kat év aoAMots 
dpots dpilovra tov Adyov, Emel Tor waKpos av etn 
Kal daretpos Kal arexvas mviywy tov Aéyorra. 

2 BovdAerar pévro. didvowav amapriley ra KOAa 
Tatra, moTté ev OAnv Sidvowav, olov as “Exaratés 
dnow ev tH apyh ths toroptas, “ “Exaratos 
MiAjotos dde pvdetra”’+ ovveiAnmra: yap dud- 
vou TH KwAD GAw Ody, Kal dudw ovyKara- 
Ajyovow. eéviore pevrot TO KBAOV GAny pev ot 
ovpTrepasot Sudvoway, pépos Sé dAns GAovr ws yap 

1 olov } diuérpors Muretus: olov } rpoiuérpors Spengel. 
2 \éyorrd re kal rd Aeydueva Finckh: Adyor rd re xara. 

Aeyéuera P, 
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ON STYLE 

I 

As verse is articulated by measures (such as the 
hemistich,* the hexameter, and the like), so also is 
prose style articulated and marked out by what are 
called ‘‘ members.” ® These members give rest, one 
might say, to the speaker and his discourse ; they set 
bounds to its various parts, since it would otherwise 
extend itself without limit and would simply run the 
speaker out of breath. 

But the proper function of such members is to 
indicate the conclusion of a thought. Sometimes 
a member is a complete thought in itself, as for 
example Hecataeus opens his History with the words 
“Hecataeus of Miletus thus relates,’¢ where a 
complete member coincides with a complete thought 
and both end together. Sometimes, however, the 
member constitutes not a complete thought, but 
a part of it, yet a complete part. For just as the 

9 Cf. pérpwv hucéwy in § 180. The meaning here is 
“* short lines, long lines, or lines generally.” See §§ 4, 5. 

» cola: limbs of a period, clauses of a sentence, Cf. § 34 
and Aristotle, Rhetoric, iii. c. 9. 

* Hecat. Fragm. 232, C. F. Miiller, F.H.G. i. p. 25. 
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THs Xetpos ovans oAov TWOS Hep abris dha oAns! 
éoriv, ofov Sdxrurot Kab mXYs” idiay ‘yap arept- 
ypapiy eyet Toure Toy prepay EKaOTOV, Kal toca, 
pépn* ovTw Kal Svavotas TWOs éAns ovens peyddns 
eprepthauBavour” av pépy Twa avTis dAdKAnpa. dvra, 
Kal aura. 

3 "Qomep | ev Th apxh Ths "AvoBdcews THs Hevo- 
pdvros TO TowovTov, ‘ Aapetov rai Tlapvodridos ’ 
pepe Top VEOSTEPOS | dé KGpos,”’ ovvrereheopevy 
méca Sudvoud ear 7a & év avrh KOda duo Hépn 
pev adtis éxdrepov eort, Sudvoue dé ev _exaré pi 
mAnpobrat TUS, idtov é éyouca mépas, olov “ Mapetov 
Kat TapuodriSos yivovrau matdes.”” exe yap TWO, 
OAoKAnpiav 1) a Sudvoua adh Kal? abrir, Ort eyevovro 
Aapeiey Kal Tlapuodrid. mratoes. Kab woavTus Td 
erepov K@Aov, ore “ mpeoBirepos pev “Apragepéns, 
vewtepos 5é Kiépos.”’ wore To peev K@rov, as 
Ale Sidvovay mepietes TWd TAVTN TAVTWS, HToL 
oAny 7} p€pos éAns dor. 

4 Aci bé obre mavy papa motety Ta K@Aa,, erreEt ToL 
yiverat dyerpos 7 odvGeaus q SvoTrapaxolovinros: 
ovde yap 4) mounrucnh dimép efdueTpov 7Abev, El Lt} 
m0v ev odiyous: yedotov yap To j4éTpov djeTpov 
elvat, Kat xarahyyovros Tob pérpou emdeA faba 
pas 7 more’ Hparo. ovre 1)" TO pijcos Ov Kebheov 
mpérrov Tois Adyots Sud ray auerptav, oVTE 7) LiKpPd- 
TS; érret TOL yivour ay Aeyouevy Enpa. ouvbeors, 
olov 7% Todd “6 Bios Bpays, 4 réxvn parpd, 6 

2 Sras Vietorius : Shy P, 
2 afxus Schneider: mies e 

$ amore Schneider: 4 ére (sic) P 
4 ore 5) Victorius: oltre 6é Pp. 
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arm, which is a whole of a certain kind, has parts 
such as fingers and forearm which themselves again 
are wholes, inasmuch as each of them has its own 
limits and its own parts ; so also a complete thought, 
when it is extensive, may very well comprise within 
itself parts which themselves are integral. 

At the heginnirg of the Anabasis of Xenophon 
an example wil be fund, in the words “ Darius and 
Parysatis”’ down to “the younger Cyrus.” ? This 
is a fully completed thought, of which the two 
members contained in it are parts; but each of 
these, within its own limits, conveys a meaning 
which is in a manner complete. Take the first 
words: ‘‘ Darius and Parysatis had sons.” The 
thought that sons were born to Darius and Parysatis 
has its own completeness. The second member, in 
the same way, conveys the complete thought that 
“the elder was Artaxerxes, the younger Cyrus.” 
Accordingly, as I maintain, a “ member” must in 
all cases be understood to comprise a thought, either 
complete, or a part of the whole complete in itself. 

Members should not be made very long; other- 
wise the composition becomes unwieldy or hard to 
follow. For even poetry, with rare exceptions, is not 

written in measures of greater length than six feet, 
since it would be absurd that measure should be 
without measure, and that by the time the line comes 
to an end we should have forgotten when it began. 
But if long members are out of place in prose owing 
to their unwieldy character, so also are brief members, 

for the reason that they produce the so-called “ arid ” 
composition, exemplified in the words “ life is short, 

@ Xen, Anab. i. 1 Aapslov kat Dapvedridos yiyrovrat matdes 

dbo, mpeosd-cpos wer 'Apratépins, vedrepos 6¢ Kipos. 
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Katpos o€vs.” KaraKexoupern yap eo.Kev 4 avy: 
Beats Kal Kexeppatiopévn,’ Kat ebxatappdvntos 
dud. TO puxpa ovpmrarta eye. 

Diverat pév oty more Kal paxpotd KuAov Kaipds, 
ofov év trois peyébeow, ws 6 Adrav dyoi, “ rd 
yap 81)" wav téde tore pev® adros 6 Geds mopevd- 
pevoy avumodnyel* Kal ouyxudAd.”’ ayeddv yap 
Td peyébe. tod Kddov ovveEHptar Kat 6 Adyos. 
dia ToGro Kat é€duerpov jpddv tre dvoudlera 
tad Tod pyjKous Kal mpérov | ypwow, Kal ode dy 
ayy ‘Opnpov *TAudba mpemdvrws tus ypdiperev® Tots 
"ApytAdyou Bpayéow, ofov 

dyvupevy oKurady 
kal 

Tis aas Tapyeipe Ppévas; 

ovdé tots "Avaxpéovros, <as>® rd 

dép vdwp, dep olvov, @ mat 

peDtovros yap 6 puduos arexyvds yépovros, od 
peayopevou Wypwos. 

1 xaraxexouméevy . , . Kexepuariouévyy Schneider, 
2 7d yap wav sine 6% codd. Platonis. 
3 roré uev codd. Plat.: 7d pér P. 
4 rropevdnevory cuprodyye? codd. Platonis: sopevéuevos ro0d- 

nye P. 
5 yodwWeev Victorius: ypdwe: dv P. 
® ws post -os omissum restitui; cf. §§ 268, 970, 272. 

* Hippocr. dphorism. i, 1 (Littré, Guvres completes 
a’ Hippocrate, iv. 458). In the text of Hippocrates, 6¢ is 
found in the clauses that follow the first, as also in § 238 
below. By 4 réxvn Hippocrates probably. meant “the Art,” 
viz. Medicine. réyvy was not, to him, & manual of rhetoric. 
See, further, W. H. S. Jones (Loeb Hippocrates, Preface), 
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ON STYLE, 1. 4-5 

art long, opportunity fleeting.” ¢ For the composi- 
tion here seems to be minced fine, and may fail to 
impress because everything about it is minute. 

Occasionally, however, a long member is appro- 
priate. For example, in elevated passages, as when 
Plato says: “At times God himself taketh part in 
guidance of the universe and aideth its revolution.’”’® 
The elevation of the language corresponds, it may be 
said, with the size of the member. That is why 
the hexameter is called heroic, because its length 
fits it for heroes. The Jliad of Homer could not 
fittingly be written in the brief lines of Archilochus, 
as 

Staff sorrow-stricken ; ¢ 
or 

Who made thy wits swerve from the track ? ¢ 

nor in the lines of Anacreon, as 

Bring water, bring wine too, page-boy.’ 

That is just the rhythm for an old man drunk, but 
not for a hero in battle. 

“The aphorism became unpopular, even among the Coan 
physicians, and gave place to the rhetorical prose style char- 
acteristic of the early fourth century. . . . The aphorism, as 
a Greek literary form, died out, at least as far as medicine 
and science generally were concerned.” The advantages of 
variety were forgotten. 

5 Plat. Politicus 2690 7d yap wav roré pey ards 6 Beds 
cupmodnyel mopeudpevov kal ouyxuxde?, tore 6° dvfxer, Gre al 
weptodo. rod awpoonxovros abr@ pérpov elhjpwow Hon xpivou, 
KT Da 

® Archil. Fragm. 89 Bergk P.L.G.4—Here, and else- 
where, the verse renderings are, for the most part, from the 
hand of Mr. A. S. Way. 

@ Archil, Fragm. 94 Bergk*. 
* Anacr. Fragm. 62 Bergk*. 
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6 Maxpod pév 87) KdAov kapos yivour’ dv more bud 
raira: yivorro 8 dv more kal Bpaydos, olov rot 

ws CL rt n pixpov Te Hudv AeydvTwrv, ws 6 Hevoddy dyow, 
St ddixovro of “EXAnves emi tov TyAcBday mora- 

4 cl @ 8 1 / x av r \ é £49) o~ pov: “obras 8é Fv péyas pev ov, kados 6€.."" 77 
yap puKpdoTynTL Kal amoKomh Tod puluod ovvav- 

o~ la \ edavn Kal  piKpdTns TOD moTapod Kal ydpis: et 
Sé odtws exteivas abro elmev, “ obtos 5é peydber 

i a 2 / “~ AA ~ LAA 5S) 4 ¢ pev jv eAdtrtwr ta&v modAdv, Kadder Se drrep- 
eBadAdero wadvras,’ Tod mpémovros ameTuyyaver 
Eg 4 3% Ly A , fa r LAAG 4 dv, kal epyiyvero 6 Aeydpevos yvypds aAXa zepl 
puxpoTnros ev vorepov Aexréov. 

~ 4 ~ é > f a Ff > 

7 Tay dé pixpdv KbdAwy Kay Seworyre xpiois éore 
4 s a) > sy 7 \ > / ¥ dewdrepov yap To év dAlyw Todd eudawopevor Kat 

4 i \ ¢ La é € \ apodpdrepov, did Kat of Adxawves BpayvAdyou dio 
dewoTynTos’ Kal TO pey émiTdocew ovyTopoy Kal 

7 4 a 3 eg 3 ir SAA. 4 Bpayt, kat mas Seomdrns SovAw povoatAdaBos, Td 
4 ¢ ? \ \ \ Pia ec \ d€ ixerevew pakpov Kat Tro odvpecOar. at Asrai 
7 s % 1 ¢ 1 oe 4 “~ xa? “Ounpor Kat xwhat kai pooat dad Bpadvrfros, 

rovTéotiv bid pakpodoyias, Kal of yépovTeEs pLaKpo- 
Adyou bid THY aobeveray. 

- 
8 Ilapddcsypa 8€ Spayelas cuvbdoews 7d “ Aaxe- 

1 adds wey, wéyas 8 of Xenophontis codd. 

* Xen. Anab.iv. 4.3. Demetrius’s quotations often differ 
slightly from the traditional Greek texts. ! 

®’ The writer who is a “ frost,” through his bad taste. 
Cf. &§ 114-127; Arist. Rhet. iii. c. 3; Longinus, De sudl. 
cc. 8,4. When the poetaster Theognis (Xiw) was produc- 
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ON STYLE, 1. 6-8 

Sometimes, then, a long member may be appro- 
priate for the reasons given; at other times a short 
one may be fitting, as when our subject is something 
small. Xenophon, for éxample, says of the river 
Teleboas, in the passage where he describes the 
arrival of the Greeks on its banks: ‘this river was 
not large; beautiful it was, though.” ? The slight 
and broken rhythm brings into relief both the small- 
ness of the river and its grace. If Xenophon had 
expanded the idea and said: ‘ this river was in size 
inferior to most rivers, but in beauty it surpassed 
them all,” he would have failed in taste, and we 
should have had the so-called frigid ® writer. Con- 
cerning frigidity, however, we must speak later. 

Short members should also be employed in 
forcible passages. For there is greater force and 
intensity when much meaning is conveyed in a few 
words. Accordingly it is just because of their 
force that the Lacedaemonians are chary of speech. 
Command is always concise and brief, every master 
being curt towards his slave, but supplication 
and lamentation are lengthy. The Prayers in 
Homer are represented as wrinkled and lame? in 
allusion to their tardiness, which is tantamount to 
saying their prolixity. Old men, too, are prolix 
owing to their feebleness. 

As an instance of brief composition the following 
may be given: “The Lacedaemonians to Philip: 

ing a tragedy at Athens, the rivers in Thrace were frozen 
(Aristophanes, Ach. 139; of. Thesm. 170). 

¢ Greek “ monosyllabic.” ‘Cf Erasmus, in the Adages, 
** omnis herus servo monosyllabus.” 

4 Hom. JI, ix. 502: 
kal yao re Acral elor Ards xodpar peyddoro, 
xwral re pucal re wapaphdwrés 7° dpbarycd, 
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DEMETRIUS 

2 

Saydvio. Birla: Avovdoros ev Kopivéw.” odd 
‘ ? , £ be t f an yap Sewdrepov datverar pyfev otrw Bpayéws, 7 

~ t 

elmep atto paxpas éxretvavtes elrrov, Ore 6 Arove- 
y 7 a 

olds ToTe péyas @v TUpavvos Worep ad duws viv 
nm P A“ iSuwredwv oikel KépuvOov. od yap ért da moAAdy 

pnbev émimdnée. edicer, GAA Sunytpuare, kab waAAdv 
rit SidaoKovrt, odk exdoBobvrt- otrws éxTewdoue- 
vov exAvera Tot Adyou 7d GuptKdv Kali aopodpdv. 
womep Ta Onpia avorpéovTa EéavTad pdyeras, 
rowwdTn Tis av ein ovotrpopy) Kal Adyou Kabdrrep 
éomreipapevou mpds SeuvdTyTa. 

4 4 

‘H 8€ rovatrn Bpaytrys Kara THY advleow 
2 1° Koppa dvoudlerar, opilovra: 8° adro dde, xoupa 

e 4 
éotiy TO KwAov eAaTTov, olov TO mpoeipynyevoyv, 76 

? 3) \ 4 te “‘ Atoviatos ev Kopivd,” Kat ro “ wh 
/ 3 7 \ ee @ om \ om ~ 

ceauTov,” Kat to “érov Ged,” Ta TadV copay. 
” AY ‘ ? 4] ‘ e f 4 gore yap Kat dmopleyparixoy 4 Ppaxdryns kat 

t 4 , Yoo oye \ 
yrwporoyiKdy, Kal copuTepov TO ev GALyw mroAAjY 

a“ 2 a“ 
Sudvoray HOpotcbar, KaGdarep ev rots o7éppacw 
dévdpwy GAwy | Suvdyerss ef 8° Exretvowrd Tis Typ 
yreipnv ev paxpois, SidacKkadia ylverat tig Kal 
pyropela dvrt yrupys. 
Tay pévrot KdbAwy Kal Koupdrwy TotovTwy our- 

/ \ + f < f tibepevv mpds ddAnAa ovvicravra. ai mepiodos 
dvopaloueva. gorw yap 7} mepiodos atornua éx 

* Cf. §§ 102, 241. This Laconic letter to Philip of 
Macedon is an apt reminder that other tyrants have ere 
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ON STYLE, 1. 8-10 

Dionysius at Corinth.” ? For it is felt to be more 
forcible when thus briefly put than if the Lace- 
daemonians had said at full length that Dionysius, 
although once a mighty monarch like yourself, now 
resides at Corinth in a private station. Once the 
statement is made in detail, it resembles not a rebuke 
but a thing narrated ; it suggests the expositor rather 
than the intimidator. The passion and vehemence 
of the words are enfeebled when thus extended, 
As a wild beast gathers itself together for the attack, 
so should discourse gather itself together as in a coil 
in order to increase its force. 

Such brevity in composition gives rise to the term 
“chip” or “phrase.” A “phrase” is commonly 
defined as “‘ that which is less than a member,” for 
example the already quoted words “ Dionysius at 
Corinth,” and the two sayings of the sages ““ Know 
thyself” and “ Follow God.” For brevity suits 
apophthegms and maxims; and it is a mark of 
superior skill to compress much thought in a little 
space, just as seeds contain potentially entire trees. 
Draw out the maxim at full length, and it becomes 
a lecture or a piece of rhetoric rather than a maxim, 
From the union of a number of these members 

and. phrases are formed what are called ‘‘ periods.” 
Now the period is a combination of members or 

now fallen from power—and become schoolmasters, teaching 
for a pittance in some gay city. For the brevity ¢f. “* And 
as Jehu entered in at the gate, she said, Had Zimri peace, 
who slew his master?” (2 Kings, ix. 31), 

> xduuas a thing chopped or cut, chip, segment, short 
clause (Latin incisum, French incise). As terms of punctua- 
tion we still use “comma,” “colon,” “ period.” The 
metaphor in “ period ” is that of a “ full-orbed,” ‘‘ rounded,” 
“ circular” sentence; of. §§ 10, LL. 
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hal Kwrov } Kopudrwy etxaractpddws eis’ THY dud- 
vouay Thy Baroxeyev yy annptiopévov, oioy “ ud- 
Avora pev elverca, tot vopiifer ouppepew TH mde 
Achtobas Tov vdpov, era, eal Too araudos elveKa Tob 
Xafpiov, dpoddynac Tourous, cs dv olds re &, 
ouvepely atrn yap 7 meptodos ex Tpiby Keb deor 
ovoa Kapmiy Té Twa Kal ovorpodiy exer Kard 76 
Téhos. 

11 "Apiororéedns d¢ opileras Tip meptodov ores, 
“ qepiodds eore Aékus a dpyyy exovea Kal TeAeuray,” 
pada KaA@s Kal mperovTws opiodpevos: evBds yap 
} THY meplodov A€ywv eudaiver, Ort jprras mobev 
Kat dmorehevTiaEL Tou Kav" émelyeTar els Te Téos, 
womep ot Spopeis apebevres: Kab yap éKxeivey 
ovvenpatverar Th apy rod Spduov 7d tédos. 
évev Kat meptodos avoudoty, amekacbeioa vais 
ddots rats xvichoebéo wal mepuwbevpevars. Kat 
abdrov® obdev 7 7 meplobds € €ort Any rou, avvieois. 
el yoody Avbein auriis TO TEPLUWDEVLLEVOY | eal [LETACUY~ 
rebein, Td, [ev mpaypara, ever Ta, atrd., mepioBos 
Sé ovK EoTat, oloy et my mpoerpnwevny Tis TOO 
Anpoobévous mrepiodov dvaorpéas eimou &3é mws, 

1 ets Schenkl: apis P. 
Eee wo. xat H. Stephanus: daoredeurfoat wore? 

kal 
3 kat xafdkov Radermacher: xaééd\ov P. Cf. § 108 init., 

§ 119 init. 

* Dem. Lept. init. “Avipes dixacral, uddtora pev elvexa 
Tol voulvew cupméper TH wéder AeAvoGar ror vdnov, elra cal rod 
macdes elvexn Tod Xafplov, wyodrdyynoa ravrois, ws av olds 7’ &, 
ouvepety. 

* Avistot. Rheé. iii, 9 Néyw 58 aeplodoy AdEw eyouray dpxhy 
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phrases, arranged dexterously to fit the thought to 
be expressed. For example: “Chiefly because I 
thought it was to the interest of the State that the 
law should be abrogated, but also for the sake of 
Chabrias’ boy, I have agreed to advocate my clients’ 
ease to the best of my ability.”¢ This period, con- 
sisting of three members, has a certain rounding and 
concentration at the end. 

Aristotle defines the period thus: “ a period is a 
portion of speech that has a beginning and an end.” ® 
The definition is good and fitting. For the very use 
of the word “ period ” implies that there has been 
a beginning at one point and will be an ending at 
another, and that we are hastening towards a definite 
goal as runners do when they leave the starting- 
place. For at the very beginning of their race the 
end of the course is before their eyes.¢ Whence 
the name ‘period,’ the image being that of paths 
traversed in an orb or circle. In general terms, a 
period is nothing more or less than a particular 
arrangement of words. Anyhow, if its circular form 
should be destroyed and the arrangement changed, 
the subject matter remains the same, but period 
there will be none. This may be illustrated by some 
such inversion as the following in the period of 
Demosthenes already quoted: “I will support the 
nat redveurhy atriv cad’ abriv xal péyebos edoivorra. “* By 
a period I mean a portion of speech that has in itself a 
beginning and an end, being at the same time not too big 
to be taken in at a glance” (W. Rhys Roberts, Translation 
of Aristotle’s Rhetoric in Works of Aristotle, vol. xi, 
Oxford, 1924). 

¢ Or, “ For, in the case of runners, the beginning and the 
end of the course find their expression in one word, viz. in 
weplodos *?: R. Y. Tyrrell, who refers to Plutarch, Sol. 4, 
for weplodos as meaning a coming round to the starting-point. 
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“ auvep® rovrois, @ dvdpes "AOnvatoe: didos ydp 
pot dot 6 vids XaBpiov, moAd dé waAdAov rovrov 
4 mods, H ovverrety pe Sixaudy ear.” od ydp 
ert oddapod 4 mepiodos evptoKeTat, 

12 Téveots 8 adrijs Se. THs épunvelas 7 pev dvo- 
pacerat KaTeoTpaypevn, olov 4 KaTa 7epiddous 
éyouoa, ws % Ta&v "looxpareiwy pyropedy' Kal 
Topyiov kat ’AAKiddpavros: dAaw yap da mepiddwv 
elaly avveyav obddv re Edarrov Hrep 4 ‘Oprjpov 
motnows u’ éaperpwv> 7 Sé ris Senpnyevy éppnveia 
Kadeirar, h els K@Aa reAvpevyn od} pddra aAAHAots 
curnpTnueva, ws 4 “Exaraiov, Kal Ta wAeiora Tey 
‘“Hpoddrov, kal dAws 7) apxaia maoa. Tapddevypa 
airs, “ “Exaratos Miujowos 8 pvietras rdde 
ypddw, ws por Soke? daAnbda elvar: of yap “EAA}- 
vow Adyou TOAAGL Te Kal yedotoL, Ws eol daivovrar, 
ciciv.” womep yap ceawpevjpevors én’ aAAnAoLs Ta 
KBAa Eouxev Kab érreppyspevors Kal ob Eyovow 
ovvdeow ovd avréperow, o8¢ Bonfobvra ddAjAots 
womep ev rats meptddots. 

13 “Kouce yodv ra ev meptodixea K@Aa Tots AiDows 
Tots avrepeiSovat Tas mepthepels oTéyas Kab cuV- 
éyovat, Ta O€ THS StadeAuervyns Epynvetas Sreppip- 

aarv. wevois TAnoiov AiBots udvov | Kab od cuyKeyrevots. 
14 Ard kal wepre€eopdvoy Eyer Te) Eppnvela % mp 

Kat evorards, womep Kat 7a dpyata dydApara, 
ay réxyyn éddxer % ovorod) Kal ioyvdrns, 7 5é 
Tov pera tatra épunveia trois DeiSiov epyors 

1 bnropaay Weil: pyray P. 
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ON STYLE, 1. 11-14 

complainants, men of Athens. For Chabrias’ son is 
dear to me, and much more so is the State, whose 
cause it is right for me to plead.”* No longer is 
there any trace of the period. 

The origin of the period is as follows. There are 
two kinds of style. The first is termed the “ com- 
pacted ”’ style, namely, that which consists of periods. 
It is found in the rhetorical discourses of Isocrates. 
Gorgias, and Alcidamas, in which the periods succeed 
one another with no less regularity than the hexa- 
meters in the poetry of Homer. The second style 
bears the name of “ disjointed,” inasmuch as the 
members into which it is divided are not closely 
united. Hecataeus is an example; and so for the 
most part is Herodotus, and the older writers in 
general. Here is an instance: “ Hecataeus of 
Miletus thus relates. I write these things as they 
seem to me to be true. For the tales told by the 
Greeks are, as it appears to me, many and absurd.” ® 
Here the members seem thrown upon one another 
in a heap without the binding or propping, and with- 
out the mutual support, which we find in periods. 
The members in a periodic style may, in fact, be 

compared to the stones which support and hoid 
together a vaulted dome. The members of the dis- 
connected style resemble stones which are simply 
thrown about near one another and not built into a 
structure, 

So there is something trim and neat in the older 
method of writing. It resembles ancient statues, 
the art of which was thought to consist in their 
succinctness and spareness. The style of the 
writers who followed is like the works of the sculptor 

*Of.§10 supra. °° Hecat. Fragm. 332 (of. § 2 supra). 
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7199 Zouxev Eyouvod, Te Kal peyadretov Kal axpies 
pia. 

15 Aokipdlw yap 57 é eywrye pare mepddots Gdov Tov 
Adyov ouvelpecta, wos 6 Lopytov, pajre Siadcdv- 
ofa. dAov, cs Td, dpyata., aNd. pepix Ban paAAop 
be dudorépear: otTw yap Kal éyKatdaKevos core 
Kal amAots dua, eal é€ dudoty Adds, Kai ote 
pdha iSuarucds, otre pdda copiotuKds Tay oe 
Tas muKvas meptddous Acyovrey od" at epadat 
pedis éotdow, ws ent trav otvapeveny , ot TE 
aKkovovres vauridou Sua +d amriGavoy, roré dé Kant 
exdwvotor Ta TéAn TOV TEepLddwv mpoeddtes Kal 
ampoavaBod@eat. 

16 Tay b€ tepiddwr aut puKpoTepat pev eK Suotv 
kabhow ovvrifevrat, at peycorau de érc TETTA pw" 
70 8 barép rértapa ovKéer’ av evrds Ein TrEepLodiKs 
ovperpias. 

17° Divovrat 8€ Kat tpixwAot ries: Kat povdrwdAdt 
bé, ds Kadofow dahés meptddous. éray yap TO 
«Bdov phos te éyn Kab Kapemry Kara TO Téhos, 
TOTE povdxaAos mepiodos ‘yiverat, Kabdrrep 7 
rowdde, “ “Hpoddrov ‘AXucapvacfjos t loropins aiTd= 
defis be.” "cad mdAvw, “9 yap. cad) ppaous 
m0Ad gos. TApeXeT at tais Tay dicovdvray dta- 
votars.”? da’ audoty pevror ouviorarau 4 darAf 
mrepiovos, Kat bd Tob pjicous Kal Od THS KapTAS 
THS mept TO Téhos, to 5é Garépov ovdé MOTE, 

ig "Ev 6¢ rats ovvbérous mepiooors TO Tedevratoy 
K@Aov paxpdtepov yp7) elvar, Kal Womep mepréxor 

1 6@ Schneider: re P. 

* Winckelmann comments on this section in his Geschichte 
der Kunst des Alterthums (ed. 1764), p. 240. 
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ON STYLE, 1, 14-18 

Pheidias, since it already exhibits in some degree 
the union of grandeur with finish.* 
My own personal view is that discourse should 

neither, like that of Gorgias, consist wholly of a 
string of periods, nor be wholly disconnected like 
the ancient writings, but should rather combine the 
two methods. It will then be elaborate and simple 
at the same time, and draw charm from both sources, 
being neither too untutored nor too artificial. Public 
speakers who employ accuroulated periods are as 
giddy-pated as tipsy men, and their hearers are 
sickened by the lack of true persuasiveness ; some- 
times, indeed, they loudly declaim the endings of the 
periods which they foresee and “ur.stah, 

The smaller periods consist of two members, the 
largest of four. Anything beyond four would trans- 
gress the due bounds of the period. 

There are also periods composed of three members ; 
and others consisting of a single member, which 
are called “simple” periods. Any member which 
possesses the requisite length and is rounded at 
the end can form a single-membered period. For 
example: “‘ Herodotus of Halicarnassus sets forth 
in this History the result of his inquiries.” ® Again: 
* Clear expression floods with light the hearer’s 
mind.” ¢ For the simple period these are the two 
essentials, the length of the member and its final 
rounding. If either of these conditions be wanting, 
there is no period. 

In composite periods the last membcr should be 
longer than the rest, and should as it were contain 

* Herod. i. 1 init. 
* Seriptor Incertus. [This phrase, abbreviated as “Ser, 

Ine.,”’ will be used to indicate that the authorship of a 
particular illustration is unknown.] 
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4 Kat meptecdndos TaAAa. ottw yap peyadomperns 
4 \ 

gora. Kal cen) mepiodos, eis Cepvoy Kal WarKpov 
a i \ ~ 

Aijyouca K@Aov: €f S€ wy}, dmoKeKoppevy Kal ywAF 
duota, mapdderypa 8° adrijs TO Tovodrov, “‘ od yap 

\ > na ~ Ao: LAA ‘ > ? 5 ~ TO elmeiv KadA@s Kaddv, addAd 7d cimdvTa Bpaoar 
To eipyeva.” 

f \ f 58 3 é ¢ 4 3 Tpia Sé yévn mepiddwv éoriv, toroptky, dia- 
? ? RoyirH, PyTopiKH. toTopucn ev } wre TEepinyywern, 

/_ > 3 4 3) LAAG \ 3 “a € unr dveyevyn odddpa, addAd peraéd apdoty, ads 
pyre pytopicn dd€eev Kal amifavos 81a THY mept- 
aywyny, TO ceuvov TE Exyovoa Kal toTopiKov eK THS 
¢ f e ¢ f ct f 7 7 amidrntos, olov % rowdde, “ Aapetov kat Tapvod- 
Tid0s yiyvovra.’” péxype Tod “ vearepos 5é Képos.”’ 
¢ ? ? \ > aA , # édpaia ydp Tw. Kal aopare? Karadréer eorxev 
airys % andbects. 
Tis 5é pnropixfs mepiddov ovveotpaypéevov TO 

eldos Kal KuKALKOV Kal BSeduevov oTpoyytAov o76- 
A ‘ i _ patos Kal yeupds auprreptayopnevys TH pulud, ofov 

Tis “padwora pev elvera tod voile cvpdéepey 
rh move eAvoOat Tov vdpov, elra Kab Tod adds 
elvera ToG XaBpiou, | apodAdynoa rovrous, as ay 
olds te @, ovvepetv.” oyeddv yap «dOds ex ris 
apyis % wepiodos 4 roidde ovveorpaypévoy re 
” 3 “ @ 3 av 2 ¢ > ¢ fat 

eyer Kat éudatvov, dre odk ay darodjEeev els aAody 
réXos. 
Avadoyin 8€ éort meplodos ) ert dvemméryn cal 

@ Ser. Ine. > Xen. Anad. i. 1s ef. § 3 supra. 
° vewrepos 5é€ Kipos is an incomplete iambic line, with a 

firm basis in the long first syllable of Kipos. 
@ Of. Aristophanes, Fragm. 397 xpO6uar yap adrod [se. 

Euripides} ro orézaros Te orpoyythy, and Horace, Ars P. 
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ON STYLE, 1. 18-21 

and embrace them all. When the member with 
which it concludes is long and stately, the period 
itself will be stately and impressive; otherwise it 
will be broken and will seem to limp. The following 
is an instance of the period here recommended : 
“For it is not to speak nobly that is noble, but 
after speaking to perform what has been spoken,” 4 

There are three kinds of period: for narrative, 
dialogue, oratory. The narrative period should be 
neither too carefully moulded, nor yet too relaxed, 
but between the two; so framed that it does not 
seem rhetorical and unconvincing through its 
moulded shapeliness, but draws its dignity and power 
of exposition from its simplicity. An instance of 
such a period is furnished by the words “ Darius and 
Parysatis ’ down to “the younger Cyrus.” The 
cadence of the period here resembles a sure and 
well-based stop in a line of verse.? 

The form of the oratorical period is tense and 
circular ; it needs a neatly rounded mouth 4 and a 
hand which follows closely each movement of the 
rhythm. For example: “ Chiefly because I thought 
it was to the interest of the State that the law should 
be abrogated, but also for the sake of Chabrias’ boy, 
I have agreed to advocate my clients’ case to the 
best of my ability.”¢ From the very outset such 
a period contains something tense—something which 
clearly hints that it will uot end as a “ simple” 
period. / 

The period of dialogue is one which remains lax, 

393 * Grais dedit ore rotundo | Musa Joqui.” Contrast ora 
vasto, and xelheow diepp»yeseu (Aristoph. Wud. 873). 

¢ Dem, Lept., init.; ef. § 10 supra. 
’ The principle of suspense is meant. 
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DEMETRIUS 

dmhovarépe. Tis toropuctis,” Kal pods eudatvovaa, 
OTL meptodds éoTw, warep 7 Toudde, ; KaréByy 
xbes eis Tov Tleepasé ” pexpH rob “ dre vov mp&rov 
dyovres.’ éméppimrat yap _aMhots Ta Kaa € 
ere pep" erepov, womep ev rots SiaheAuuévors Adyous, 
Kab dmroiSavres ports av evvonetjev * KUT, 76 
rédos, Ott TO Aeyopevov mepiodos i. def yap 
per ago Sunpymerns Te Kal KATEOT POL LEVnS Adfews 
THY Staoyureny meptodov ypdpectar, Kab josey pe 
yyy opotay duuporépous. TepLodcay ev eldy Toodee. 

22 Dwovras dé kab e€ a dvTuKeyLevaw KwAwy meplodot, 
dvrucenreveov 8e 7 rot tots mpdypaoww, ofov “ mAdwy 
peep 5ia, Ths hrelpov, mreCedeoy* de Sud Tis Bardo 
ons,” us duporépors, Th re AdEet ad Trois mpdy- 
pac, aomep n adry) meploSos dde eXEt. 

23 Kara d¢ ra Svopara, p.dvov avrikeieva KOAa 
roudde éoriv, olov ws 6 THY SEdevny mapaparcy 
7@ ‘Hoard? gnow, ore “ TO ev emizrovov teat 
mohurelySuvov TOV Biov emoinaey, THs be mepi~ 
Prerroy Kat mrepysdxntov Thy pow Karéorncey, 
avrikevrar yap Kat a&pOpov apo pw, Kab advdeouos 
ouvoeopi, Guowa opotois, Kal TaAda. be Kara, TOV 
adrov tpdmov, 7H pev “ éroinocev”’ ro “ katréary- 
aev,’ rH Sé “ éximovov”’ +d “ mepiprenror,’ TO 
be “ TrohuxivSuvov "ro “ mepysdynToy, ” Kal dAws 
Ev mpds Ev, d{L0LOV map’ ¢ Spovoy, 4 avramdéoots. 

24 “Hort 6é x@Aa, d ph) dytineieva eudatves rid 

1 teroptxs Victorius: pyropixis P. 
2 érépy edd.: éxarépw P. 

3 dvvonPetuev Spengel: dvvonddyer P. 
& whetoa . . . wetefoae codd. Isocratis. 

* Plat. Rep. i. 1 xaréByy xOés es Tlerpard perd PrAadxwvos roi 
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ON STYLE, 1. 21-94 

and is simpler than that of narrative. It scarcely 
betrays the fact that it is a period. For instance: 
““T went down yesterday to the Peiraeus ” as far 
as the words “ since they were now celebrating it 
for the first time.” ¢ The members are flung one 
upon another as in the disjointed style, and when we 
reach the end we can hardly realize that the words 
formed a period. For the period used in dialogue 
should be a form of writing midway between the 
resolved and the compacted style, compounded of 
both and resembling both. Such are the different 
kinds of period. 

Periods can also be formed of contrasted members. 
The antithesis may lie in the thought, as “ sailing 
across the mainland and marching across the sea,”’& 
Or it may be twofold, of thought and of expression, 
as in this same period, 
Members which are only verbally contrasted may 

be illustrated by the comparison drawn between 
Helen and Hercules: “to the man he gave a life 
laborious and perilous, for the woman he made her 
beauty to be admired and coveted.” * Here article 
is opposed to article, connective to connective, like to 
like, from the beginning to the end: “caused” 
to “ gave,” “ admired ” to “ laborious,” “ coveted ” 
to “perilous.” The correspondence of one thing 
with another, of like with like, runs throughout. 

There are some members which, although not 
really opposed to one another, are apparently anti- 

’"Aplorwvos rpocevtduerds re TH Ged Kal dua rhv éoprijy Boudé- 
pevos Qe" ~ 74 =" roadway worjooury fre vy sraSrov dyovres. 

biseun Poors 888 Gere Te crpatorcdy whePoa: per 
da ris trelpov, weteDoat dé did ris Caddcrys, tur wév “EXAgos 
movrov fetkus, Tov 3 "Abw Siopdeas. 

¢ Isocr. Hne. Hel. 17. 
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dvrideow did TO TH oyare avTiOérass yeypapean, 
Kabdmep TO map’ “Emixdppeyp TQ MomTH wenrasy- 
pévov, ore “ ToKa pey ev THvOLS eyav WY, TOK. 
d¢ rapa, THvous éyeoy.’ TO avr? peev yap elpyTas, 
Kat oddev évavriov' 6 d€ TpdmOS THs éppnvetas 
jeep prevos® dv7ibeotv TiO. mAavésvet courcer. 
aan’ obros peev lows yeduromoudy oUTwS avT- 
éOnxev, Kab disc. oKeimTiy TOUS piropas. 

25 "Hore be Kal Trapdpova K@Aa, drwa mapopova 
d7) tots én dapxiis, olov 

/ / / , > > la 

SwpynTot Te wéAovTO, TapdppyTot T° Eéméecou 

H ws énl rédous, ws } Tod Tlovnyupicod apxy, 
monAducts eGartpaca TOV Tas mravnyvpers ouv- 

ayaryovrey at TOUS yupvurods dydvas KaTa- 
ornadvrwy.’ <iSos dé rob To,popotov TO todxwhor, 
erayv toas EX, 7a KGda tas ovddaBds, aorep 
Oovxvdisy, “ ws ovTe dy muvddvovrat dragiovy- 
Twv Td Eépyov, obs re emiperes ely elddvat ovK 
dverd.ldvTwy'’* iodxwAov pev on toUro. 

26 ‘Opoworédevta bé é eor To, eis bpoua Karadryovre., 
HroL els ovepara Tatrd," déarep exe emt rob “od 
8 adrov xat Cavra eAeyes Kax@s, kab viv dao- 

1 7) atrd apogr.: adrd P. 
2 peptpmmévos Muretus: pemrypdvos Py 
3 ofs re Thucyd.: ofs ro P: fort. of: 7’, sic enim sedecim 

(non septendecim) syllabae eveniunt. 
4 raiira Ps corr. edd. 

¢ Epich. Fragm. 147, G. Kaibel, C.Gur. Of. Arist. 
het. tii, ec. 9, 1410 b 5. 

> The special reference is to assimilation of sounds, 
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ON STYLE, 1. 24-26 

thetical owing to the antithetic form in which they 
are written. Such is the pleasantry of the poet 
Epicharmus: “One time in their midst was I, 
another time beside them I.”¢ The same thing is 
said, and there is no real opposition. But the tun 
of style, counterfeiting an antithesis, suggests a 
desire to mislead. Probably the comic poet em- 
ployed the antithesis to raise a laugh, and also in 
mockery of the rhetoricians. 

There are also symmetrical® members. Among 
these the symmetry may be found at the beginning, 
as 

Yet might they by presents be won, and by pleadings be 
pacified ¢: 

or at the end, as in the opening passage of the 
Panegyric: “I have often wondered at the con- 
duct of the men who convened the assemblies and 
instituted the gymnastic contests.”¢ Under the 
heading of symmetry of members comes equality of 
members, which occurs when the members contain 
an equal number of syllables, as in the following 
sentence of Thucydides: “ This implies that neither 
those who are questioned disown, nor those who are 
concerned to know censure, the business.” ¢ Such, 
then, is equality of members. 

** Homoeoteleuta ’’ are members which have 4 
similar termination. They may end with the same 
word, as in the sentence: “ You are the man who, 
when he was alive, spoke to his discredit, and now 

assonance; an approximation to rhyme, internal or terminal 
—éupnrol .. . wapdppyro, cwayayovray . . . KaracTrycdyTow, 

* Hom. Jl. ix. 526, 
4 Isocr. Panegyr. 1. 
¢ Thucyd. i. 5. The “ business ” is that of piracy. 
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228 v. Bavdvra' | ypapes Kards ar; bray eis ovdAaBijy 
Kkaradnyn rh attny, worep Ta €x TOO Tlavyyv- 
picot TMpoeipnueva. 

27 Xpijous dé tv rowdrwr KdAwy emoparys. 
ovre yap Sewdds Adyourt emer deva exAver yap Try 
Sewornra y) rept aura repOpeta Kat povris. 
Ofpov om jyty rotro oet @edmopmos. Kat- 
nyopav yap TOV Didiarrov pidrwy dnow, . * dv8po- 
povor de Thy pvow oO ovres, dvBpomd pvou Tov TpoTrov 
Woav kal exadobvro peev éraipor, Hoav dé € éraipas.’ 
% yap OpordTns % qept Ta K@Aa Kea avrideous 
exAder THY Sewdrnro, dud THY Kasorexviay. Bupeos 
yap TéexvS ov Setrat, GAAG Set TpoTrov TW adropud 
civas él t@v TowovTwy Karyyopiay Kat dmAd ra 
Aeyopeva.. 

28 QOure 37 TO, ev SewdryTt XpHoyLa 7a ToLWatra, as 
Gersa, ovTe ey adGeoe Kal WOcow: darhoby yap 
elvan Bovrera Kal dmrotnrov To TéGos, dotws be 
Kab 7d 700s. ev yoty rots ’Aparorédous mrepl 
Sucaroodyys 9 my “AOnvaiwy mow ddupdpevos eb 
pev oUTws elrrou éru “ gotav rowadrny moAw etAov 
Ta ex9pav, olap Thy iStav améAuw dmeshecay, 
eumabds av etpnecos €in Kat ddupriKcds” et de 
qTPOjLOLOV adrd mounoen “ roiay yap woAw Tay 
ey Opav Tovar AY é\uBov, szroiay Thy idtav da 
éBarov,” od wa Tov Aia mdBos kuwjoes ovde édeor, 
GAA Tov Kadovpevov KAavovyéhwra., 7d yap év 

* dwobavévra Orth, coll. § 211: neque #avdvra neque 
arobavéura apud Arist. Rhet. iii, 9: Bavévra P. 

@ Ser. Ine. : °f Aristot. Rhet. iii. o. 
> Theopomp. Mragm. 249, Miiller, F.H.@. i. p. 320, 
* On the principle that « facit indignatio versus,” 
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ON STYLE, 1. 26-28 

that he is dead write to his discredit ”%: or they 
may end with the same syllable, as in the passage 
already quoted from the Panegyric of Isocrates. 
The use of this kind of members is full of risk. 

They are ill-suited for forcible declamation, since the 
artifice and study which they involve impairs the 
force of discourse. Theopompus proves our point 
when, in arraigning the friends of Philip, he exclaims : 
“Men-slayers in nature, they were men-harlots in 
life; they were called comrades, but were con- 
cubines.”® The similarity in the members, and the 
antithesis between them, impairs the vigour of the 
expression through the trick of art. For anger needs 
no art®; in such invectives the wording should be 
simple, and, in a manner, impromptu. 

Such devices, as I have shown, do not contribute 
to force of style. They are not appropriate to out- 
bursts of passion, or to delineations of character. For 
simplicity and naturalness is the mark alike of passion 
and of character-drawing. In the dialogue of Aris- 
totle Ox Justice, for instance, a speaker laments 
the fate of Athens. If he asks “ what city had they 
taken from their enemies as great as their own city 
which they had lost,”? he will have spoken with 
feeling and mournfully. But if he makes. the 
members of the sentence end with similar sounds ¢: 
“what so great city from their enemies had they 
taken as their own city which they had forsaken,” 
you may depend upon it that he will not excite 
emotion or pity, but rather the so-called “ mirth 
amid tears.” 7 For ill-judged ingenuity of this kind 

@ Aristot. Fragm. 71, ed. Berol. v. p. 1487. 
* Lit. “ symmetrical.” ‘Terminal rhyme is here meant. 
* Of. Xen. Hellen. vii. 2. 9 rdvras 6& robs wapivras Tore ‘ye 

r@ byte Khauolyedws elyev, where Il. vi. 484 seems meant. ‘ee 
1 



DEMETRIUS 

mevOoto. mailew, KxaTd THY wapoyiavy, TO Ta, 
rowaira év Tots maveot KaKoTEXvely core. 

290 Diverau jeevrou ye xpyouud TOTE, ws *Apioro- 
réAns dnow, “ even €K pev "AOnvav eis Urdyeipa 
Bor dud TOV Baothéa Tov peyav, ex Sé Lrayetpwv 
eis “Abjvas: dud, Tov Xetp@vo. TOV peyav 6 eb yotv 
apéhous TO eTEpov  uéyay,’’ * ovvaparpyon Kal sda 
yap" Th yap peyadnyopia ouvepyot dv® ra rouabira, 
K@Aa, drrota Trav Popytov Ta TOAAG avribera kal 
tav *looxpdrous. wept prev 8) r&v rrapopotwy 
Tatra. 

30 Acadéper® dé evOdpnjto, meptodov THE, ért 7 yey 
mepiodos odvbears Tis €OTL TepLny Ler,” ap” As real 
avopaorat, TO be evOdpnpa év TO LAVONMATL EXEL 
THY Sdvapuy Kat ovoTac* Kal eo 7 pev mepiodos 
KUKAOS Too evOuunuaros, WoTep Kat TOY d\Nuwy 
Tmpayydrey, 70 o evOdpum pra? Sidvoud Tis TOL €Kk 
pans Acyouevn 7 an 4 axodovdias oXNpATe. 

31 Lmpetov dé et yap dtadvoetas tiv atvGeow rob 
evouunparos, THY ev mepiodov npavioas, To 8 
evOupinpa TaUTOY pévEet, OloVv et TLS TO TrApA Anpo- 
obever Siaddcecer evOd uma. TO Towodrov, “ domep 
yap eb tis exeivwy éddw, od Tad’ odk av éyparas 

1 rg Brepov eye P: corr. edd. 
2 cuvepyot dy Goeller: cuvepyotey P. 

3 rin Guageéper evOvpnua meprddou titulus in P. 
* oy rh» Siadopay in margine P, 
5 rl éorw évOiunue in margine P, 

® # addidit Finckh., 

* Aristot. Fragm. 619, ed. Berol. v. p. 1582. Cf. Grote, 
Aristotle. p. 6, and Jaeger, Aristoteles, p. 331. 

b EL mologically a “consideration ”; a rhetorical syllo- 
gism (§ 32), an argument based on probable evidence. For 
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ON STYLE, 1. 28-31 

in emotional passages is no better than the proverbial 
** fun at a funeral.” 
There are, however, cases in which symmetry of 

members is useful, as in the following passage of 
Aristotle : “ I went from Athens to Stageira because 
of the great king, and from Stageira to Athens 
because of the great storm.” * If you take away 
the word “great” in either case, you will at the 
same time take away the charm. The reason is that 
such members, like the many antithetical ones of 
Gorgias and Isocrates, tend to heighten expression. 
Thus much, then, with regard to symmetrical 
members. 
The “ enthymeme ”® differs from the period in 

that the latter is a rounded structure, from which 
indeed it derives its name; while the former finds 
in the thought its meaning and constitution. The 
period encircles the enthymeme in the same way as 
other subject matter, but the enthymeme is a 
thought expressed either controversially or in the 
form of a consequence. 
A word in proof. If you break up the verbal 

structure of the enthymeme, you destroy the period, 
but the enthymeme remains intact. Suppose, for 
instance, the following enthymeme in Demosthenes 
to be broken up: “Just as you would not have 
made this proposal if any of the former parties had 
been convicted, so if you are convicted now no one 

this section ¢f. Roberts’s larger edition of Demetrius, pp. 
279, 291. Demetrius here means that the enthymeme is a 
form of thought, whereas the period is a form of composition, 
or expression, which enfolds the enthymeme in its circular 
(xdxhos) embrace. Sections 30-33 seem to smack of the 
school-book : the author does not hesitate to repeat himself 
for the sale of clearness. ; 
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fo a 3 otrws av od viv dAds, dddos ob ypdiser’’> Bea- 
n / 

Adoevev S€ otTw: “ un emiTpemeTe Tols TA TApa- 
2291. vou, ypadovow: eb yap éxwddovro, odlK av viv 

a a é obros taira éypadev, odd’ érepos ere ypadiper 
tovrov viv GAdvros:” evTatOa ris mepiddou pev 6 

4 > / \ > > d > 2 kent é KtKdos éxAdAuvtat, Td 8 evdunpa év TadT@ jévet. 
32 Kal xafddouv 5é 7d prev evOdpunya ovddoyiouds 

ris ort pytopiKds, 4 mepiodos dé ovAdoyileras pev 
ovdev, ovyKevTa Sé pdvov: Kal meptddous pay év 
mavTt pépet Tod = Adyov Tiepev, oiov év trois 
™mpoousious, evOuuynuara Sé ovK eV may: Kal TO 
juev Worrep emiAéyerar, TO evOdunua, H mepiodos bé 

> ‘ 

adrobev Aéyerar’ Kat Td ev olov avdAdoytopuds 
2 > : e X Ed ¢ 4 > ve cor ateAjs, 7 dé ovTe SAov TL ore aredes 
avddoyiverar, 

33 _2upBeBnxe pev ovv 7H evOupn pare Kal mrepidde 
elvan, Sidte mepiodicds avyKeutar, meplodos 5° ovK 
éorw, wamep TH olxodopoupery oupBeBnice ev 
Kat AevK® elvat, dv AevKov 7H, TO olKodopovpevov 
. > a Ar / 4 x 57; Ps) on ? 0 la otk gore AcuKdv. epi prev 51) dtadopas evluuy- 
patos Kat mepiddou eipyras. 

~ 7 3 Td 8 K@Aov ?ApiororédAns otrws dpileras, 
¢ n ‘x@Adv éort TO Erepov pépos aepiddov”’> elra 
> f ce t BY \, ¢ ~ z ? wv emupeper ““ yiveras 5€ Kat a7AR wepiodos.” ovrws 
t é €¢ A 7 / 3? / % é dptodpevos, “Td erepov pepos,” SixwdAov éBodAero 
> 4 f fa & 3 3 / élvar THv meptodov SyAovért. 6 8 "Apyédyuos, 
NA 4 ‘ Ld “~ > / \ \ avdiaBav rév dpov rod “AptororéAovs Kai 76d 

> ? emipepduevoy TH Spw, caddorepov Kat reAcdrepov 

@ Demosth. Aristoer. 99. 
> Aristot. Rhet. iii. 9 weplodos dé 7 udv dr xebdous 4 8’ dhedts 
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will do so in future ’* Let it be broken up thus: 
“Show no indulgence to those who make illegal 
proposals ; for if they were habitually checked, the 
defendant would not be making these proposals now, 
nor will anyone in future make them if he is con- 
victed now.” Here the round of the period has been 
destroyed, but the enthymeme remains where it was. 

In general, the enthymeme is a kind of rhetorical 
syllogism, while the period is not an instrument of 
reasoning, but simply a combination of words. Nor 
is this the only point of distinction. We use periods 
in every part of the discourse, for example in 
exordiums ; but we do not so use enthymemes. 
The one—the enthymeme—is as it were an addition 
to speech, while the period is just a form of speech. 
The former may be called an imperfect syllogism, 
while the latter is no syllogism, whether complete 
or imperfect. 

It may, indeed, happen that an enthymeme is at 
the same time a period because its construction is 
periodic. Still it is not identical with the period. A 
building may be white if it so chance, but a building, 
as such, is not necessarily white. So much for the 
distinetion between enthymeme and period. 

The “ member ” is thus defined by Aristotle: “A 
member is one of the two parts of a period.” He 
then adds: “ A period is also occasionally simple.” ® 
The reference in his definirion to “one of the two 
parts” makes it clear that he preferred the period 
to have two members. Archedemus, combining the 
definition of Aristotle and its supplement, produced 
a clearer and fuller definition of his own: “A 

. KOdov & deriv 7d Erepov wdpiov ravrys. apedi de Neyo rip 
uovdxuhor. 
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ouTws wpicaro, “ x@ddv éorw HTOL amAH mreptodos, 
q ovvbérou arepiddou pLépos.”” 

350 C«CT pay oy anaAy mepiooos, elpyTas” ovvdérov be 
pycas adro mepiddov pépos, ov dvot Ka@Aous Ty 
meptodov opilew & gouker, ddAd Kal Tptot Kat sAeto- 
ow: jets be peTpov pev meptddav extecipela, 
vov Sé wept ta&v yapaKxripwrv Ths épunveias 
Adywpev. 

8 

36 Elot 6é rérrapes of azAot Xapaxripes, tayvds, 
peyadompents, yAadupes, Sewos, Kal Aounov ot exe 
TOUTWY puyvdpevor. piyvovrat d¢ od mas mavri, 
GAN’ 6 yAadupos pev Kal T@ loxrg Kal TH 
peyahomperct, Kat 5 Sewds 82 opotes dudoré- 
pois’ pdvos be 6 peyadompem)s 7 ioxyv@ od 
pbyvuran, GAN’ worep avOéorarov Kal avrixerobop 
evavruntdre. 510" 87) Kad povous 8uo xapa.~ 
KTHpas Twes dgvodouw elvat Tourous, Tovs O€ 
Aourovs Sto peragy rouTwy, Tov prev yrAadupoyv TH 
tox mpoovEepovres paarrov, TO dé peyadomperel 
TOV dewvov, ws 708 yAadupob [ev pucpo7nrd, Twa 
Kab xoprpelay éyovtos, Tob Sewot dé dyrov Kal 
gai 

Tedotos 8° 6 trowoiros Adyos. dp@pev yap many 

2 héyouer P: corr. edd. 2 6.3 Victorius: ée 6 P. 

* Archedem. Fragm. Archedemus of Tarsus probably 
lived about 130 3.c., and it is possible that the author of the 
present treatise draws muuch of his material from him, 
directly or indirectly. It is to be noticed, however, that the 
quotations from Aristotle are not taken ‘from the Rhetoric 
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member is either a simple period, or part of a com- 
pound period.” ¢ 

The simple period has been already described. In 
saying that a member may be part of a compound 
period, Archedemus seems not to confine the period 
to two members, but to include three or a greater 
number. We have set forth our views concerning 
the limits of the period; let us now describe the 
types of style. 

If 

The simple types of style are four in number: 
the “plain,” the “ elevated,” the “elegant,” the 
“forcible.” In addition there are the various com- 
binations of these types. Not every style, however, 
can be combined with every other. The elegant is 
found united with the plain and the elevated, and 
the forcible with both alike. The elevated alone 
cannot be combined with the plain, but the pair? 
stand, as it were, in irreconcilable opposition and 
contrast. For this reason some writers maintain 
that there are no other types of style besides these 
two, to which the other two are intermediate only. 
The elegant style is, thus, regarded as akin to the 
plain, and the forcible as akin to the elevated, as 
though the first contained something slight and 
dainty, and the second something massive and grand. 

Such a view is absurd. We can see for ourselves 

only; they are oddly miscellaneous, and may be held to 
indicate that the author approached Aristotle directly, or 
through sources not laier than Theophrastus or Praxiphanes. 

> The artificial use of the dual number here is noteworthy. 
Demetrius seems to be reviving, with some exaggeration, an 
obsolete or obsolescent grammatical forms cf. §§ 235, 287. 
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Ta elpnpevosv! Xapaxrrpey evavricov, mdvras pey- 
vuevous maou, olov 7a ‘Optpou re enn Kab Tovs 
TAdrwvos Adyous Kat Bevoddvros Kat “Hpoddrov 
kat coAAwy mrohhav moAAny jev peyadompéreray 
KQATApLELLLYy LEV HV éxovras, woAAny bé Sewdryra TE 
Kal xapu, ware TO sper mAnGos r&v Xapaicrijpey 
Trocotrov ay ein, doov AddexTar.  éepunveia 
éxdoTw mpéemovoa yévour’ dv Towdde Ts. 

38 | "ApEoua S€ amd rod peyadonperods, ovirep 
BO yop Adytov dvoudlovow. év spol 6% Td peyado- 

mpemés, Stavoia, AEE, TH ouyrcetoban mpooddpws, 
ovvbears dé peyadompems, ws Anow "ApiororeAns, 
4 TOLNVUKY). Taiwvos d¢ etd ovo,” TO Lev Tpo- 
KATAPKTUKOY, od dpyes pev pape, Ajyoust 
tpets Bpayeta, ofov 7d roudvde, “ npédrd dé,” 
de KaradnKerucoy Barépy dvtiatpodov, ob “pels 
pev Bpaxetay apxouaw, Anyet 5é pia wakpd, worep 
76 “’Apapia. 

39 Aci dé &p Tots xebdous Tob peyadonperods Adyou 
Tov MPOKAaTapKTUKOY pev maiwva dpyew Tay Koo- 
Awy, Tov Karan kTucov dé emeoban. mrapdBevypa 
& avra&y 7d OovsevdiSevov To0€, * ‘ npedrd' 8é rd 
Kaiv @ AWibaias.’ > rt mor” oby “Apuarorelns 
obrw Suerdgaro ; ére Sef Kat THY EéuPodArv Tob 
Kw@Aov Kak dpyyy peyadom per edOds elvan sical 
rédos, Tobro & eorat, day did paxpas dpywdpeba 

1 elpyyévwr Victorius : Speoudvesy P, 
2 dre dbo eldy aalwvos, meleoy a mu, watery Bo ov in 

maurgine P. 3 ré Gpipela P: corr. Walz, 
4 aptiiré P syllaba longa hoe loco non indicata. 

* 4e. four and the various combinations among them 
(§ 36) which are admissible in great authors. ‘ 
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that, with the exception of the two opposites just 
mentioned, any style may be combined with any 
other. In the poetry of Homer, for example, as 
well as in the prose of Plato, Xenophon, Herodotus, 
and many other writers, great clevation is joined to 
great vigour and charm. The number of types of 
style is, therefore, that already indicated.* The 
mode of expression appropriate to each will be found 
to be of the following kind. 

I shall begin with the elevated style, to which 
to-day the title “eloquent” is given. Elevation 
consists in three things: ‘‘ thought,” “ diction,” 
“ appropriate composition.” According to Aristotle, 
the paeonic rhythm is elevated.®? There are two 
kinds of paeon, the “ procatarctic ” (initial), begin- 
ning with a long syllable and ending with three 
short ones, as jp£aro 6¢: and the “ catalectic” 
(terminal), the converse of the former, that is to say, 
beginning with three short syllables and ending with 
a single long one, as ’ApaBia. 

In the elevated style the members should begin 
with a procatarctic paeon and be followed by a 
catalectic paeon, as in this passage of Thucydides: 
“ Now it was from Aethiopia that the malady origin- 
ally came.” ¢ What, then, is the reason why Aris- 
totle advised this arrangement of syllables? Because 
the opening member should both begin and end 
impressively ; and this will be so if we begin with a 

> Aristot. het. iii. 8. 
¢ Thueyd. ii, 48. There is a similar English rhythm in 

the words “ Oh that my head were waters, and mine eyes 
a fountain of tears,” Jeremiah ix. 1. The marks over long 
and short syllables given in the Greek text of §§ 38, 39 
are found in the Paris manuscript 1741 which is followed 
minutely in this edition. 
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Kai els pacpav Arywpev. pdcer yap peyadeiov 
pakpd, Kal mpodreyouern te mAjacce edlds Kat 
amoAnyovoa év peydrAw tui Karadelmes TOY aKOU- 
ovTa. mavres yoy idiws Tay Te mpwTwY pyNnLO- 
vevouev Kalb Tar boTdTwv, Kal bro ToUTwY KivoOd- 

peOa, dro 8 THv petaéd EAatrov domwep éyxpuTto- 
peeve 1 evadarilopéevwy. 

40 Afdov Sé¢ robro ev toils Mouxudidouv- ayedov yap 
GAws To peyadonperés ev wdow aitd mo? 4 Tob 
pvbuod paxpdryns, Kal Kwdvveter T@ avdpl rovTrw 
mavrodamot évros Tov peyadompemots atry 7 
ovvbeas porn 7 pdAvora. TepiTovety TO Leytorov. 

41 Act pévros Aoyilecban, dre Kav ph axpiBds dvvw- 
cla? rots KebAots tepiriOdvar robs matwvas évlev 
Kat évOev adorépovs, mawwricny ye mavrws 
mrounodyeba® Thy obvbeow, olov éx paxpav dpys- 
ie Kat eis papas KaraAnyovres. TooTo yap 

“AptororéAns mapayyeArew dover, ddous de 
TO bi rob matwvos rereyvoAoynKévat dicot 
Pelas Evexa. Sid7ep Ocddpacros wrapddevypa ex~ 
réBeurat _Heyahonpemeias 7d ToLodrov K@dov, “ Tdv 
pev mept Ta pndevos afta prrocogotyruy” : ov yep 
é€k qrasvwv ducpiBds, adAd. maeaaveKdy vi €0Tl. 
mapadaBety® pévrow tov matwra els tods Adyous, 
eretoy puKTos Tis €oTe Kal dopaddéorepos, TO 
peyadomperés prev ex ris pakpds AapPdvwv, rd 
Aoyixoy 8¢ ex Tdv Boayedy. 

1 Surdiueba Schneider: duvdueda P. 2 romrdpyeda P. 
5 rapadafely Steinberger: mrapahaSay (Aa supra versum 

scripto) P. 
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long syllable and end with a long syllable. For the 
long syllable has in its very nature something grand, 
and its use at the beginning is striking, while as 
a conclusion it leaves the hearer with a sense of 
elevation. Anyhow, we all remember in a special 
degree, and are stirred by, the words that come 
first and the words that come last, whereas those 
that come between them have less effect upon us, 
as though they were obscured or hidden among the 
others. 

This is clearly seen in Thucydides, whose verbal 
dignity is almost in every instance due to the long 
syllables used in his rhythms. It may indeed be 
said that, while the stateliness of that writer has 
many sides, it is this marshalling of words which, 
alone or chiefly, secures his greatest elevation. 
We must, however, bear in mind that, even if we 

cannot exactly furnish the members with the two 
paeons at either end, we can at all events give a 
paeonic character to the arrangement, by beginning 
and ending with long syllables. This is seemingly 
what Aristotle ¢ recommends, although, for the sake 
of precision merely, the two sorts of paeon are 
prescribed in his treatise. On the same principle 
Theophrastus has given as an instance of elevation 
the following member: ‘Those who philosophize 
in matters that are worth nought.” ® This particular 
sentence is not precisely composed of pacons, yet 
it is paeonic in character. The reason for employing 
the paeon in prose is that it is a mixed measure and 
so safer, deriving its elevation from the long syllable 
and its prose quality from the short ones. 

2 Aristot. Rhet, iii, 8. > Theophr. I[ept héfews, 
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42 O88’ GrAot, 6 pev jp@os cepvds kal ob AoyiKds, 
GAN? hyaddys* obdé etipubos,’ GAN’ dpvOj0s.2 do- 
mep 6 Toidabe eye,’ yew Hudv eis thy ydpav” 
9 yap muKvérns Tv paxp@v treprinres rod 
Aoysxod pérpov. 

43 ‘O dé tayBos edredjs Kal rH Tv TwodAdy AdEa 
d.oL0s. moAAol yody peérpa lapBixa AaAodow odk 
elddTes. 6 dé malwy audoty uéoos Kat pérptos, Kal 
dmoios ouyKkeKpapévos. % ev 57) TratwKy ev rots 
peyadompernéot otvieats BS’ adv mus AapPdvorro. 

44 [Touet 62 kal ra pen TOV KdbAwWY péyeOos, ofov 
aa0r. ““ Movavdidns “AOnvaios | Evvéypaise tov moAcuov 

t&v [leAomovvyciwy cai “A@nvaiwy,” «at “ “Hpo- 
ddrov “AdAtkapvacéws foropins amddebis Se.” 
To yap Tayéws darocww7av ets KdAov Boayd Kkara- 
opicptves THY To Adyou cepwdrnTa, Kav % da0- 
kewyevy Sidvown peyadompenys 7, Kav TA Ovdpara. 

45 Meyadomperés dé Kat TO €x mepiaywyhs TH 
auvléce. Adyew, ofov ws Bovevdidys: “6 yap 
*AyeA@os rorayos péwy éx TivSou spous* dea 
Aodorias Kal ’Aypiavdy® cal "Audircywr, dvwbev 
mapa Ltpdrov médw és Oddacoay SreEvels map’ 

1 dypuduos P. 2 dpvOuos Victorius: dvdpubuos P. 
3 ¢yes Radermacher: éce? P; cf. § 16-4, x! 

4 8pous P, 5 ’Aypady codd. Thucyd. 

* The spondaic feet in a hexameter line seem here to be 
meant. » Ser. Ine. 3 ef. § 117. 

* Gf. Aristot. Poet. ce. 4, 1449 a 26. Dickens, whether 
knowingly or unknowingly, in impassioned prose often 
writes iambic lines: for example, in Alartin Chuzzlewit 
c. xv, As for the burial of yesterday ; |... All hushed, all 
noiseless, and in deep repose, | Save the swift clouds that 
skim across the moon, | (And the cautious wind,) | As, 
creeping after them upon the ground, | It stops to listen, and 
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Among other feet the heroic is solemn and ill- 
adapted for prose. It is clangorous; not full of 
good rhythm, but without it. Take, for instance, 
the following words : ‘‘ This land, our land, reached 
now by me.”® Here the reiteration of long syllables 
exceeds the bounds of prose. 

The iambic measure lacks distinction and is like 
ordinary talk. Indeed, many people speak iambic 
lines without knowing it. The paeon hits the happy 
mean between the two, and may be said to be com- 
posite. The paeconic structure may, accordingly, be 
employed in elevated passages after the manner 
thus described. 

Long members also contribute to grandeur of 
style, eg. “Thucydides the Athenian wrote the 
history of the war between the Peloponnesians and 
the Athenians,” 4 and “ Herodotus of Halicarnassus 
sets forth in this History the result of his inquiries.” ¢ 
A sudden drop into silence on a short member 
diminishes dignity of expression, elevated though 
the underlying thought and the words may be. 

Elevation is also caused by a rounded form of 
composition, as in the following passage of Thucy- 
dides : “ For the river Achelous flowing from Mount 
Pindus through Dolopia and the land of the 
Agtianians and Amphilochians, having passed the 
inland city Stratus and discharging itself into the 
goes rustling on, | (And stops again,) | And follows, like a 
savage on the trail.” So, in ¢. xx., it is said of “ A lovely 
evening in the spring-time of the year ’’ (Alexandrine) that 
it was “ A time when most men cherish good reselves, | and 
sorrow for the wasted past; when most | men, looking on 
the shadows as they gather, | think of that evening which 
must close on all, | and that to-morrow which has none 
beyond.” 2 acd 

4 Thucyd. i. 1 init. * Herod. i. 1 init. 
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Oludsas, Kat thy modAw adrots seprryswdluv 
dmopov move b7d Tod Bdaros ev yeywve orpared- 
ecbat.” otpmaca yap % Towadrn peyadompéreta 
ek Tis mepiaywyis yéyover, Kal ék Tob pdyis 
dvaratoa, abtév re Kal TOV GKOvoVTA. 

46 Ei 8 otrw Siadvoas adro eimoe tis: “6 yap 
"AyeA@os moras pel pev éx IIivdov spou xeAGos morapds pel ps pous, 
éxBddAre 5é map’ Oinddas es OdAaccay apd dé 
ths éxBodfs ro Olvaday wediov Aiwynv motel, WoT’ 
avrots mpos Tas Xeywepevas epodous tay TroAepicov 
épuya Kal mpdBAnua yweoba To Bowp:” ef 987 
Tig ovTw peraBadwy Eépunvedoerev adrd, modAds 
pev dvarataas mapéer TH Adyw, TO péyelos 
8° ddaiphoerar. 

47 Kabamep yap tas paxpas ddovs at ouveyets 
KaTaywyal puxpas motodow, ai 8° épnuio, Kav 
rats puxpats ddots eudactvy twa Eyovat prjKovus, 
ravTo 67 Kami trav KdAwY dy yiyvouro. 

48 love? Sé Kat Svodwria ovvidoews ev troddols 
peéyebos, olov To 

Alas 8 6 péyas aiev ep” “Exropt yaAkoxopvarf}. 
af 4 ‘ we , e coal / 
dAkws pev yap tows SvojKoos 4 THY ypaypdre 

* Thucyd. ii. 102. A splendid example is the “ Prayer 
of St. Chrysostom ” as given in the Book of Common Prayer: 
“ Almighty God, who hast given us grace at this time with 
one accord to make our common snpplications unto thee; 
and dost promise, that when two or Lhree are gathered 
together in thy Name thou wilt grant their requests: Fulfil 
now, O Lord, the desires and petitions of thy servanis, as 
may be most expedient for them; granting us in this world 
knowledge of thy truth, and in the world {0 come life ever- 
lasting.” 
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sea near Oeniadae, and surrounding that town with 
a marsh, makes a winter expedition impossible owing 
to the floods.” * All this impressiveness arises from 
the rounded period and from the fact that the his- 
torian hardly allows a rest to himself and the reader, 

If the sentence were broken up and made to run 
as follows: “ For the river Achelous flows from 
Mount Pindus and empties itself into the sea near 
Oeniadae ; but before reaching the outlet it converts 
the plain of Oeniadae into a marsh, so that the water 
forms a defence and protection against the attacks of 
the enemy in winter,’’—if the phrasing of the sentence 
were to be varied in this way, there would be many 
resting-places in the narrative but its stateliness 
would be destroyed. 
Long journeys are shortened by a succession of 

inns, while desolate paths, even when the distances 
are short, give the impression of length. Precisely 
the same principle will apply also in the case of 
members. 

In many passages a great effect is produced by 
words hard to pronounce in combination, as for 
example by the line : 
And Aias the mighty at Hector the brazen-helmed evermore 
Was aiming his lance.® | 

No doubt the clashing of letters is, as a rule, un- 

* Hom. Jl. xvi. 358: 
Alas 5’ 6 péyas alévy éf’ “Exropt xahxoxopuory 
ter’ dxovrlocas, 

For the harsh sound ef. Tennyson, “ All thro’ the crash 
of the near cataract hears ” (Geraint and Enid); ‘‘ Then at 
the dry harsh roar of the great horn” (Last Tournament). In 
the passage of the Iliad, Alas and addy “ clash,” as do the 
final syllables in Alas and néyas; and 6-pudyas (if this is the 
scansion) would not be easily uttered. 
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adurrAngis, tarepBodr 8 eupaivovoa TO peyeBos 
rot ‘pwos: Aes ns yap Kal TO Edy Koo ov mdvu 
év peyadompereia yupav éxovow, ef py mov ep 
2\4 \ e > \ con] A dAiyots. Kal 6 Mouxvdidns 5¢ wavtayod ayeddv 
devyer TO Xelov Kal opadrés tis ovvOécews, Kal 
del parAdv re mpookpovovTse Eoukev, Worrep ot TAs 
Tpayelas ddovs mopevdpevor, emav A€yy, “ dru Td 

A or, wv c ¢ / a ? ‘ TAA peev 87) eros, Ws wWyodAdynro, dvocoy és tas dAAas 
aobeveias erdyyavey dv.’ pdov pwev yap Kat 7dvov 
so° La Ss 4 es oo» i Ly aN 3 Q 8’ dy tis elmev, ott “ dvooov és Tas dAAas aode- 

f A 2? #2? 2 é a +) “~ \ A vetag ov éruyyavev,” adypyro 8 adrot riv weyado- 
mpemevay. 

49 “Qomep yap Gvop.a. TPAXd péyeBos epyateran, 
ouTw ovvbeats. ovopara dé Tpaxéa TO Te “ Ke- 
Kpayws”” avi tod “ Body,” Kal ro“ pnyvdpevov”’ 
> \ m Ft / a> ia a“ 1 ¢ 0] yy dvrl rob “ depdpevov,”” otots m&aw* 6 Oovevdidns 
xphrat, dopo. AapBdvwv Ta Te svdpara TH 
avvbéoet, trois Te dvdpact THY odvicow. 

/ A A > 7 \ / \ / 

50 Tdooew S€ rd svduara xp) Tovde Tov TpdzroV, 
mara pwev ribéva. Ta poy pada evapyh, Sevrepa 
dé Kat sorara 7a evapydorepa. ovTw yap Kal 
rod mpwrov akovaducla ws evapyots, Kal rod 

asov. pET atTO ws evapyeorépov. et dé pH, Sdgopev 
e€nobevyKévat, Kal* olovy KaramenTwKevat ard 
laxuporépov emi dobevés. 

61 [lapddeuyua 5é ro mapa tr TlAdtwvr Acydpevor, 
6tt “‘ érav® pev tis wovowh Tmapéyyn KaravAety Kal 
Katayety* dia Tay Wrwv’’s woAd yap To Sedrepov 

1 ofors Gow Hammer: of oréow P. 
2 gal post cfyodernxéva: ins. edd. 

5 8rav Platonis libri. * xaraxety rijs puxis Plat, 
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pleasant to the ear; but here the very excess brings 
out the greatness of the hero, since in the elevated 
style smoothness and pleasant cadences have no 
place, except here and there. Thucydides almost 
invariably avoids smoothness and evenness of com- 
position. He has rather the constant air of a man 
who is stumbling, like travellers on rough roads ; 
as when he says that ‘‘ from other maladies this year, 
by common consent, was free.”¢ It would have 
been easier and pleasanter to say that “ by common 
consent, this year was free from other maladies.” 
But this would have destroyed the effectiveness of 
the sentence. 
Composition ® makes style impressive in the same 

way as a rugged word does. Instances of rugged 
words are “ shrieking”’ in place of “ crying,” and 
“bursting” in place of “ charging.” Thucydides 
uses all expressions of this kind, assimilating the 
words to the composition and the composition to 
the words. 
Words should be marshalled in the following way. 

First should be placed those that are not specially 
vivid; in the second or last place should come those 
that are distinctly so. In this way what comes first 
will strike the ear as vivid, and what follows as more 
vivid still. Failing this, we shall seem to have lost 
vigour, and (so to speak) to have lapsed from strength 
to weakness. 
An illustration will be found in a passage of Plato : 

“‘ when a man suffers music to play upon him and to’ 
flood his soul through his ears.” * Here the second 

* Thueyd. i. 49. 
* 4.2, word-arrangement, here and elsewhere. 

® Plat. Rep. ih, 411 a. 
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évapyéoTepov Tob mporepou. Kab mddw mpoidy 
pnow, 7 orav dé Katayéwr" pw) avi}, adda nf, 
70 oy pera. tobro 7100 THIEL kat AeiBer.”’ 70 
yap “ AciBer ” rob “rhe” éudarixwTepov reat 
eyyurépw TOUILATOS. et be mpoeceyveyKev avo, 
dobevéorepov av to aye” emupepdpevov ebdvy. 

52 Kai "Ounpos dé emt Tob Kuicdwros det emauget 
thy trepBodjv, Kat éravdvre én” adbris Gower," 
olov 

) AY 2 4 od yap eudxes 
3 i Ld bd \ te ¢ / avopi ye ovroddyw, GAAG fiw tAnevto, 

Kal mpoaere dyndob ¢ Cpous Kab drreppawvouevou Tay 
GMrcwy dpav, del yap Kaitou peydra évra TO. mpo~ 
TEpov qrrova paiveras, werldvey attots Trav werd 
Taba, emupepomevonv. 

538 Xp7 dé Kal rods ovvdeopous ca) pada, avrasro- 
didocba. axpBds, olov 7 nev ”’ cuvddapw Tov 
“be” pucpompemes yap % axpiBea: aAAd, Kab 
draKToTEpws ms xphoba., kalldzrep mou 6 “Avtt- 
pov Adyer © 9 fey yap® vijoos y EXOMEV, Sin’ 
pev Kal méppuBev cor dynAn Kat Tpaxeta Kal 
7a poev XpHowa Kal Epydoua. purpa obras cor", 
To bé dpya mohd opwKpas adrijs ovons. Tpteat 
yap tots “ wev’”’ ouvddopnos els 6 “ 8é" dvramo- 
didorat. 

64 IloAAdxis pevroe refévtes mms ehebfs aty- 

i Kora ee ae éméxcov Plat. 2 go.xev edd.: om. P. 
3 4 wey yep Capperonnier: 4 yap P. 

4 Ay éxonévy Shy P. 

* Plat. Rep. iii. dJ1 ps. The passage of Plato should be 
read as a whole (ovxoiy bray. . . madOaxdy alxpyriv). It 
is much in Demetrius’s mind; ef. §§ 183-185. 
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expression is far more vivid than the first. And 
farther on he says: “‘ but when he ceases not to 
flood it, nay throws a spell over it, thereupon he 
causes it to melt and waste away.” The word 
“waste” is more striking than the word “ melt,” 
and approaches more nearly to poetry. If Plato had 
reversed the order, the verb “ melt,” coming later, 
would have appeared too weak. 

Homer, also, in describing the Cyclops, augments 
continuously his hyperbole and seems to mount 
higher and higher on its steps : 

Not like to the sons of men, but seeming a forest-clad crest? ; 

and what is more, the crest of a lofty mountain and 
one that towers above all its fellows. For great though 
they may be, the things which come first always 
seem lesser, when greater things follow them. 

Connectives, again, such as pév and 6é, should not 
correspond too nicely. There is something trivial in 
excessive nicety. A certain negligence in the use 
of particles is desirable, just as Antiphon somewhere 
says: “for the island we inhabit can be seen from 
a distance to be lofty and rugged. Those parts of 
it which are tilled and useful are insignificant, while 
the uncultivated portions are many, small though 
the island is.” * There is here only one 6¢ to answer 
to the thrice-used pér. 

On the other hand, it often happens that connec- 

+ Hom. Od. ix. 190: 
obse étdxer 

dvdpl ye ciroddyy, GAAG fiw bAjerre 
bynrdy dpéwr, 5 re palvera otov ax’ Brdwy, 

* Antiphon, Fragm. 50 (Blass). 
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Seopor Kal Ta pupa peyara mo.obow, as Tap 
‘Opripe TOV Bowwrearcdy mohewy Ta Ovopnara 
evTEAH C ovra Kal puxpa OyKov Tid exet Kab reyebos 
dua. Tos ouvdéojous efeEfs TocovTous refevras, 
olov ev TO 

Lyotvev re LKBAdv re, woAVKUnpdv 7 "Erewvdv. 

55 Tos be TapamAnpuparucots ouvdeopous x¥pn- 
oréov, ody ws mpoodhKats Kevais Kal ofov mpoo- 
pipacw 7 7) mopagvopaow,, Sorep TWes Te “dy” 
xp@vrat mpos ovdev Kal TO “wv” Kab rd “ m™po- 

32 3 2 8 é id Lp repov,’ add’ av oupBadrwvrat Te Te peyeber rod 
56 Adyou, kabdmep mapa IAdreom, “6 pev 39 péyas* 

év odpav@ Zeds-”’ kat wap’ “Oprjpow, 
2 > @ \ e o* ns aAN’ ore 51) wopov Lov eiippetos rorapoio. 

dprruKos yap tebels 6 avviecpos Kal dmoondaas® 
TOY mporepwv 70, exdpeva psyadetor TL clpydouro. 
ab yep moat dpxat cepvornra epyabovrat. a O° 
ade elmrev, “GAN ore emt Tov mépov ixovro Tob 
mroray.08,’ ” pexpodoyotyTs eae. Kat Ere ws mepl 
€vos TPayLaTos Agyovrt. 

67 AapBdvera. 6€ Kai wabytinds* amoAAdKis 6 
ovvdecpos obros, Womep ent THs Kaduybots mpds 
rov “Odvocéa, 

1 péyas tyryenmr Plato. 
2 dwoordoas Finckh: drocracéels P. 

3 radyrixas ap. Greg. Cor.: wadyrixots P. 

* Hom. J. ii. 497. 
> The reference is to the complementary (rapamArpw- 

partkois, ‘employed to fill up’) connectives bie a 
wider term even than ‘particles,’ as the illustrations show) 
used to eke out metre or rhythm. 

¢ The author seems tu be thinking of the apparently 
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tives which follow one another in close succession 
make even small things great, as in Homer the 
names of the Boeotian towns, though ordinary and 
insignificant, possess a certain pomp and circum- 
stance owing to the accumulated connectives, for 
example in the line : 

And in Schoenus and Scolus, and midst Eteonus’ hill-clefts 
eep. 

Expletive particles’ must not be employed as 
pointless appendages and excrescences, so to say, or 
expansions, as 6) and vv and zporepov® are some- 
times aimlessly used. They must be introduced 
only if they contribute something to dignity of style, 
as in Plato, ‘lo mighty Zeus in his heaven’’ 4; and 
in Homer : 

But lo when they came to the ford of the fair-flowing river.’ 

The particle placed thus near the beginning of the 
sentence, and severing what follows from what pre- 
cedes, makes a dignified impression. For amplified 
beginnings have a stately effect. If the poet had 
said “‘ but when they arrived at the ford of the river,” 
he would have seemed to be using trivial language 
and also to be speaking of one definite occurrence! 

The particle 67 is also often used with a touch of 
feeling, as in the words which Calypso addresses to 
Odysseus : 

pleonastic use of wpérepov in the locution wpérepoy . . . mpl. 
“ Particle”? must be understood in the broadest sense. 

@ Plat. Phaedr. 246 =; ef. Soph. El. 174 
* Hom. ZI. xiv. 433, xxi 1. 
f i.e, the single prosaic fact that they had reached the 

river, as contrasted with the whole picture of an advancing 
army which “Lo!”, uttered slowly and as if you meant 
it, conjures up. 
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Atoyeves Aaepriddy, mohvpunxav" "Odvoced, 
ottw 87 ofkdvde PiAny és marpida yatav; 

et yoty tov otvdeopov eéhois, ouvefapycets Kal 
TO mabos. Kkaforov yap, womep 6 ITpageparnys 

asin pyoiv, avert pvypnav | mapeAap, dvovto ot ToLodrou 
ovvdecpor Kat orevaypav, worep to ‘at al,” 
Kal To “ ded,” kai “ motdv ri éorw;” ws adbrds 
oqo, co Kau we ddupopevoraw ”  &mperpev, 
enpacty rie éyov olktpob dvoyuaros. 

58 "Ol d€ mpos ovdev avamAnpodrres, pnat, TOV ouv~ 
Seopov éoikacw rTois broxpitais tots TO Kal TO 

4 LIN ” 4 ® ef we ¢ mpos ovdev Eros Aéyovaw, olov et Tis Bde A€yot, 

Kadviav pév 78¢ yata Iedozeias xOovds, 
ed. 

> 3 / ‘> ot > 3 i év dvrimdpOuors med?’ Exovo” eddaipova, 
at, ab. 

os yap mapéAcer TO at at kal ro ded evOdde, otra 
Kal 6 mavraxod paryy eu Badrdouevos ovvdeouos.* 

59 OF pew 81) ovvdeopor Thy odvéeow peyahompemt 
mowotow, os elpyrat, 7a Se oxhuaTa Tis Aggeds 
€oTt ey. Kal atta ovvlécews Tt el8os- TO” yap 
57 7a adra Adyew Sis SurAcbvra } eravadeporra 

+ euParddpnevos civdecpuos ap. Greg. Cor.: éuBaddduevos P. 
2 7d Victorius: ray 

* Hom. Odyss. v. 203. 
* Praxiphanes, a disciple of ‘Theophrastus. 
° Hom. J0. xxiii. 154 cai vd x’ ddupopévoirw eu ddos hedlo.o: 

also Odyss. Xvi, 220, xxi. 226. Possibly xal vv fancifully 
suggests kaive, ** I slay.” 

 Eurip. Meleag. (Eurip. Fragm. 515 Nauck?). The first 
line is attributed to Sophocles in Aristotle’s Rhetoris, iii. c. 9, 
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O Zeus’ seed, son of Laertes, Odysseus of many an art, 
Lo even thus home to thine own dear land art thou fain to 

depart ?4 

Remove the particle, and you will at the same time 
remove the feeling conveyed by the line. In general, 
as Praxiphanes® says, such particles used to be 
employed in place of moanings and laments, In- 
stances are “ ah me!” and “ alas!’ and “ oh, what 
is it?” As he himself says, the words cai vi xe were 
fittingly applied to men who are “ lamenting,” since 
they suggest in some degree a word of mourning.° 

But those who use expletive particles aimlessly 
resemble, so Praxiphanes says, actors who employ 
this exclamation or that without rhyme or reason, 
as though one were to say 

ee soil is this, whose fertile plains 
as! 

Look o’er the narrow seas to Pelops’ land 
(Ah me !).¢ 

For as in this passage the “ ah me!” and the “ alas!” 
are merely dragged in, so is any particle when 
inserted causelessly and indiscriminately.¢ 
Now while the connectives, as has been said, 

elevate the composition, the figures of speech are 
themselves a form of composition, since it is practi- 
cally a matter of arrangement and distribution when 
you say the same thing twice, whether through 

but the scholiast (Rabe, p. 197) is probably right in assign- 
ing itto Purinides, Demetrius (or Praxiphanes) humorously 
foawhis thal cg ane ovies actor opens the Meleager with 
“Thee ds Catacrien sof in Pelops’ land,” and then adds 
“Wor mol as wel oo may, having (by his misplaced 
pause) pitchforked Calydon into the Peloponnese! 

¢ Of. Shakespeare’s burlesque line “ With hey, ho, the 
wind and the rain,” in the song which ends Twelfth Night. 
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” 3 / a 4 
7 dvOuTadAdooovra Siararropevm Kal peTacur- 
TiWévr. orxev. Staraxtéov 5é Ta mpdodopa adrav 
yapaxrip. éxdot@, olov 7@ peyadomperet pv 
mept o0 mpdxerrat, Tatra’ 

~ \ AY > fa ¢ ? 60 mpaTov pev THY avOuTadAayyy, ws “Opunpos, 
A 4 x ¢ 

of dé S¥o oxdmedor 6 pev odpavoy edpdy ikdver 

s AY Lg / > AA ; LA 

TOAD yap otTw peyaredrepov evadAayetons mTU- 
x t U 

cews, H elmep ovTws Edn, 

a A 4 / ¢ X ? \ 2 , trav 8é vo oKxoTméAwy 6 ev odpavov edpuy: 

cuvidws yap eAdyero. wav dé ro atvyfes puxpo- 
amperes, S10 Kal a@avpaorov. 

61 Tov 8& Nipda, adrov re é6vTa puxpov Kal ra 
mpaywata avTod puKpdtepa, tpels vats Kal oAt- 
yous dvopas, péyav' Kal peydAa éroinoer Kal 
Toa avr’ dAiywrv, TH oxpate STAD Kal pwiKt@ 
ypnodwevos e& erravadopds te Kal Sadvoews. 
“Nupeds yap,” dno, “ rpets vijas dyev, Nipeds 
"Aydains vios, Nipeds, ds KdAdoros avip’”’ y Te 
yap éravapopa rhs Ad€ews emt To adrd dvopa Tdv 
Nipéa, Kat 4 dudAvors, 7AROdS Te eudhaiver mpay- 
pare, kairo. dvo } Tpiav dvr. 

2 udya P. 

* 4.¢e, substitution of one grammatical case for another: 
here “‘the twin rocks’’ is subsliluted for ‘ of the twin rocks,” 

> Hom. Odyss. xii. 73. 
* Hom. Ji. ii. 671: 

Nepe’s af Dounder dye rpets rfas etcas, 
Nipeds ’AyAatys vids Kapdrotd 7’ dvaxros, 
Nupevs 6s xadAdoros avhp bwrd "Thtov HdOer 
tov &hNov Aavady per’ dpipova Wydelwve, 
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repeating it, or through echoing it, or through 
changing its terms. The appropriate figures must 
be assigned to each several style. To the elevated 
ie our present subject, must be assigned first 
of all: 

“ Anthypallage,” ¢ as in Homer’s line, 

And the twin rocks—one of the twain with its peak towers 
up to the skies.?® 

With the grammatical case thus changed, the line is 
far more stately than if the poet had written : 

And Hd the twin rocks one with its peak towers up to the 
skies. 

That would have been the ordinary way of putting 
it. But everything ordinary is trivial, and so fails 
to win admiration. 

Again, take Nireus—he is personally mean, and 
his power is meaner still, three ships and a handful 
of men. But Homer has made him and it great, 
and has multiplied his following, through using in 
combination the two figures of “repetition” and 
‘ disjunction.” “ Nireus,’” he says, “ brought three 
ships, Nireus Aglaia’s son, Nireus the goodliest man.’" 
The recurrence to one and the same name “ Nireus ” 
and the avoidance of conjunctions give an impression 
of copious power, though it is composed of but two 
or three items. 

In this illustration, as in others elsewhere, Demetrius follows 
Aristotle who, in Riet. iii. ce. 12, quotes the passage and 
comments happily on it. In English cf. “ Elaine the fair, 
Flaine the lovable, | Elaine, the lily maid of Astolat,” Tenny- 
son, Lancelot and Elaine, init. é« 6€ used to begin four 
successive lines (Jl. i. 436-9) is a striking exaniple of the 
effective repetition of a preposition together with a 
conjunction. 
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62 Kat oyeddv adrak rob Nipéws dvopaatévros év 
TO Spdpare pepynpeba. ovdev TTov 9 Tob “Axua- 

34 Mws Kat tod "OSvacéus, Kalrou kat' €7rog 
exaaTov" Aahovpéven oxeddr. atria &° Tob 
oXTaros da ae et 8° ovrws elev, Nipevs 6 
’Aydratas vids exc Lduns TpEets vijas HYEY, ‘ mapa 
ceowwmnKOTe édxe. tov Nipéa: womep yap év tais 
éoTidcect Th ddtya dtvaraxévra mus moAAa dai- 
verat, oUTw Kav Tots Adyots. 

63 ToAAayod pevTou TO evaytiov TH Aboe, H our 
dgeva, peyeBous atr.ov yiveras paddov, otov OTL 
“ édorparevovro “EMgvés TE Kal KGpes kal Avxuot 
kat Idpdudor cat Dpdyes.” 4 yap rot adbrod 
ovvdéopov Odors eudaives Te dzrepov mAAbos. 

64 To dé rototro “ Kuprd, padnpidwrra,” rH eEa- 
pécet rob es Katt a ouvddopou peyaderdrepov aréBn 
padrov, 7 «l® elev, “ KupTa Kat padnpidwrra.”” 

65 [To} peyadetov pevror év Tots OX pao +0 
281 v. pide | emt Tis abris pévew TTTEWS, ws Oov- 

Kvdidys, “Kal mp&ros dmoBaivey | émt Ty dro - 
Bdépav eAevroypiyno€ TE, xab meadvros abtod és 
Thy mapetetpeciar *” ; ond yap ovrws peyaherd- 
Tepov, H élaep emt THs abrHs wrawocws ovTws épy, 

1 xara réy (ut videtur) P: xara Gregorius Cor. 
8 éxdorwy P, 

3 ef ante elev add. Victorius. 4 +d seclusi. 

* For dpdua as applied to the Jtiad of. Longinus, De 
subl. ix. 18. In § 156 Demetrius uses dpduara of the 
mimes of Sophron. 

> Ser. Inc. There are great examples in Revelation vi. 
15, vii. 9; and an interesting instance in Matthew Arnold's 
Sohrab and Rustum, “*Kalmucks and unkempt Kuzzaks,” 
etc. 
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Thus, though Nireus is hardly once mentioned in 
the course of the action,? we remember him no less 
than Achilles and Odysseus, who are spoken of in 
almost every line. The influence of the figure is 
the cause. If Homer had simply said “ Nireus the 
son of Aglaia brought three ships from Syme,” this 
would have been tantamount to passing over Nireus 
in silence. It is with writing as with banquets, 
where a few dishes may be so arranged as to seem 
many. 

In many passages, however, the opposite figure to 
separation, namely combination, tends to elevation 
of style, as “ To the war flocked both Greeks and 
Carians and Lycians and Pamphylians and Phry- 
gians.”® The repeated use of the same conjunction 
gives the impression of an innumerable host. 

But in such a phrase as “ high-arched, foam- 
crested ” the omission of the conjunction “ and” 
lends an air of greater distinction to the language 
than its insertion would have done: “ high-arched 
and foam-crested.’’ ¢ 

In framing a sentence it is well, in order to attain 
elevation, not to keep to the same construction, but 
to follow the example of Thucydides when he writes : 
“And being the first to step on to the gangway he 
swooned, and when he had fallen upon the forepart 
of the ship his shield dropped into the sea.” % ‘This 
is far more striking than if he had retained the same 

¢ Hom. Jl. xiii. 799. An inserted “ and’ would be even 
more hurtful here than (say) in Tennyson’s “ iron-jointed, 
supple-sinewed ”’ (Locksley Hail). 

@Thucyd. iv. 12 cai reipduevos droBalvew dvexdrg bad 
rév ’AOnvaluy, xal rpavyariodels mwokka é\urowlygoré Te Kal 
merivros abrod és Thy wapeteipeciay h domls mepieppiy és Tivy 
dddaroay, KTR 
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ore “ érecev és tiv mape€epeciay Kal dréBare 
Thy dormida,” 

66 Kat dvadimAwois 8 érovs cipydoaro péyebos, 
ws ‘Hpddoros “ Spaxovres 5é rou,” dyotv, “ Foav 
év 7@ Kavedow péyebos,’ Kal wéyefos Kat 7ARGos.” 
Sis pyOev 1d “ péyebos’”’ SyKov twa TH éeppnveia 
mapeoyev. 

67 Xpiicbae pévror rots oxjuace pr) urvois: 
GaretpoKaAdov yap Kat wapeudatver tia, Tod Adyou 
dvapadiay. ot yodv dpxato. moAAd oynpara év 
trois Adyous TiWWévres ovvnféorepot THY aoynpari- 
aorwy ciciv, da TO évréxvws Tilévar. 

68 [epi dé ouyxpovcews darndvrwy darédaBov 
dAdo. dAAws. “looxparys pev yap édvddrrero 
ovpmAjcoev atrd, Kal of dm adrod, dAdo dé 
vives Ws ervye ouvéKpovoay Kat wavTdmact det Se 
ovre HYwSy ToLeiv Thy advOcow, aréyvws aba. 
suumAnccovTa Kal ws ervye Staorac@ yap rob 
Adyou +d rowobrov Kal Scappixper gover ovTE pv 
mavTerAas pvAdaceolar tHv ovveyeray TOY ypap- 
pdrav Aeorépa ev yap ovrws Eorat tows 7 

1 kal dvadirdwoas & ros elpydoaro péyebos 6 “Hpddwpos: 
Spdxovres O€, rod pyow, fioay ev re Kavedow Pavuacrol rd 
péyebos, kal udyePos kat ardAfOos Orth. 

* The nearest parallel (a very doubtful one) in Herodotus 
will be found in his First Book, ¢. 203. Emil Orth (in 
Phitologische Wochenschrift, 1925, No. 27, pp. 778-83) 
argues, with much probability, that the passage is quoted 
from the Argonautica of Herodorus of Heracleia; see 
critical note. The odd Greek of the best manuscript seems 
to mean literally ‘ serpents there were about in the Caucasus, 
a big species—a big species, and a lot of them.” What 
Demetrius has in view is some such repetition as that of 
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construction, and had said that ‘he fell upon the 
forepart of the ship and lost his shield.” 

The “redoubling”” of a word also conduces to 
elevation, as in the following passage of Herodotus : 
“There were huge serpents in the Caucasus, both 
huge and many.” * The repetition of the word 
“huge” imparts a certain impressiveness to the 
style. 

Overloading with figures® should, however, be 
avoided, as betokening lack of taste and producing 
a certain inequality of style. The ancient writers, 
it is true, employ a number of figures in their works, 
but they employ them so artistically that their writ- 
ing is more natural than that of those who eschew 
them entirely. 

With regard to concurrence of vowels different 
opinions have been held by different persons. 
Isocrates and his followers avoided it, while others 
have admitted it wholesale wherever it chanced to 
occur. The true course lies between the two 
extremes. The composition should not clang,° as it 
will if the vowels are allowed inartistically to collide 
just as they fall together, producing the impression 
of a jerky and disjointed style. On the other hand, 
the direct contact of such letters should not be 
shunned altogether. The composition will perhaps 

the word “ black” in Milton’s Il Penseroso: “ O’erlaid 
with black, staid Wisdom’s hue; | Black, but such as in 
esteem | Prince Memnon’s sister might beseem.” 

> 4.2. special forms, constructions, shapes, gestures, 
attitudes, poses, of language. nok 

¢ Cp. Pope’s ‘“‘ though oft the ear the open vowels tire.’ 
A certain metallic resonance (cf. §§ 42, 174, 299) seems to 
be meant by Demetrius. “To jar” is perhaps too strong; 
of. § 174. 
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; 3 i x . ‘ 3 ~ atvleots, duovootépa dé Kal kwh areyvds, woA- 
Aj eddaviav ddapeleioa rHv ywoueyny eK THs 
auyKpovoews. 

69 Lnewrdov bé mp@rov péev, ote Kat 4 ovv7 Pea 
at7?) ovprAnrres Ta ypdupata tatra’ rots ovd- 
pacw, Kalror oroyalouevn pdrtora ethwvias, 

a 5 a > 4 \ , \ 4 \ x olov év r@ Aiakds Kat yudv. moddd 8é Kat dia 
povav trav dwvynévrwy ovvtTiOyow dvépara, olov 

> #¢ A a 9 - / ~ 

Alain kat Etwos, otd€v re Svodwrdrepa trav 
a > 4 ~ 3 > 0 \ / dAAwy éort ratra, dAN tows Kal povarccirepa. 

70 Td ye pj mounTeKd, ofov To HéAtos, Suypyuevov 
Kal oUyKpovdpevov emirmees, edpevdrepav €oTe 
Tob HAwos Kal 7d dpéwv® Tod dp@v. exer yap Tivo, 
4 Adows Kal 7 avyKpovots ofoy @dny émuywopuernv. 
moda S5é Kat GAAa ev ovvadoudf pev Acyopweva 

~ é \ 

dvodopa Hv, StapefevTa Sé Kat auyKxpovabevra, 
 ¢ \ A 

eddwvdrepa, ws TO “‘advTa pev Ta véa Kal Kadrk 
éorw.’ ef dé ouvadreiibas elmos “ KaAd aru,” 
dSvodwrdrepov éorar Td Aeydpwevoy Kat edredé- 
oTEpov. 

1 *Ev Aiydarm Sé kal rods Geods tuvotor d1a rdv 
e¢o¢ “a > ~ a 

evra pwvnevrwy ot tepets, ebeEfs Hyodvres adrd, 
na 4 \ om 

Kat avri addod Kat dvrt «Odpas TOv ypapyarwr 
TovTav 6 Hxos aKovera, ta’ evdpwvias, more 6 
> ~ 4 4 10e id at / eLaipav tiv avyxpovow oddev dAdo } pédos 

4 rd, ev (“intra vocabula’”’) coni. Roshdestwenski. 
2 dpéwy P. 

@ i.e. vowels; ef. §§ 68, 71. 
® Cf. faéry in Milton’s “ faéry elves” or Keats’ “ fatry 

lands forlorn.”’ Such words are specially ‘‘ musical.” 
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be smoother in this way, but it will be less tasteful 

and fall quite flat when robbed of much melody 
made by the concurrence of vowels. 

It is worthy of remark, in the first place, that 
common parlance itself, though it aims at euphony 
above all things, brings these letters * into contact in 
such words as Aiaxés and yuv. It also forms many 
words of vowels and of vowels only, e.g. Aiaéy and 
Evios, and these, so far from being less pleasant 
to the ear than others, possibly seem even more 
harmonious.> 

Poetical forms such as 7é\10s, where the resolution 
and the concurrence are designed, have a better 
sound than 7Avos, and the same is true of dpéwy as 
compared with dpév. The resolution and the con- 
currence have the effect of actually making the words 
sing themselves. Many other words would be dis- 
agreeable if run together, but are pleasanter when 
they are separated and chime, e.g. wavra pev 7d veo 
Kat KarXd éoriv.e If you were to fuse the vowels into 
xudd ’orty, the expression would be less euphonious 
and more commonplace. 

In Egypt the priests, when singing hymns in praise 
of the gods, employ the seven vowels,’ which they 
utter in due succession; and the sound of these 
letters is so euphonious that men listen to it in place 
of flute and lyre. To do away with this concurrence, 
therefore, is simply to do away entirely with the 

¢ Ser.Inc. Cf. §207. “ All things young are also fair” ; 
or (to keep some of the short ayilehiccy “ everything that is 
young is pretty.” 

2 Yor “le chant des sept voyelles grecques” see C. E. 
Ruelle in Revue des Etudes grecyues, ii. 38-44. Also J. M. 
Gesner, “ Oeohoyotyeva de aude Dei per vii Vocales ad 
Demetrium Phalereum,” Gottingen, 1746. 
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drexvas efatpel Too Adyou aut pobcay. AAA 
mept roUTwy ev od KaLpos pnrebvew tows. 

"Ev 8€ 7O psyahompenet Napaxrhpe ovyKpovors 
mapadapBdvour” ay mpérrovea qATot ded pakpay, 
ws TO i Adav dives wbeate’’ Kat yap 6 oTixos 

 BRKOS Te eaxev ére THs ovyKpovcews, | Kat pep 
pnrat Tod Aidov THY dvadopay Kat , iav. woadrws 
Kab TO “by iymeupos elvat’”’ TO Douxvdiderov, 
guyKpovovrar Kat didfoyyor SipPoyyors, = raurny 
KarpKnoay pev Keprupatot: olKtorns be evyevero. 

love? prev ody kat Ta otra parpd, ovyipoud- 
ce péyebos, Kat at adrat dipfoyyo. at dé é« 
Svadepdvreny ovyKpovcers ood Kad péyebos ToLoo- 
ow Kal mouciAiay € ex THs 70 unxias,’ ofov “ nds,” 
ev de TO  oimy”? ou povov duadepovra: 7a, ypdpe~ 
yard eorw, aAAd, ral ot 7xOt 6 pev dacs, o 8e 
pnrds, ware TOAAG dvd wove. civas, 
Kat ev @dats dé ra pediopara emt rod évds 

ylveras Too adtot poarpod ypappuros, olov pdav 
éreupadrdopevwr @dats, dore 4 TOV Spoliwy avy- 

1 rhs ob modkvnxlas P: o} om. Victorius. 

® Hom. Odyss. xi. 595: 

h} Toe 6 wey oxnpimripevos xepoly re wooly Te 
Nadav dvw dlecxe worl Addow GAN’ Bre péddor 
z aa terete, rér” amroorpéyarke xparacls: 
aerit Tvares . Jon". kuAtvSero Adas dvady}s. 

For the long syllables in the second line ef. Pope’s “ When 
Ajax strives some rock’s vast weight to throw, | The line too 
labours, and the words move slow” (Essay on Criticism). 
Fustathius’s comment on the Homeric passage is: * It is 
renowned for ils composition (word-arrangement), as 
ind sicating ihe hard labour of the pushing by the juxta- 
position of the vowcls. These stuff the mouth and won't 
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music and harmony of speech. But perhaps this is 
not the right time to enlarge on these matters. 

It is the concurrence of long vowels which is most 
appropriately employed in the elevated style, as in 
the words, “ that rock he heaved uphilbward ” (éve 
dGerxe).¢ The line has gained length through the 
hiatus, and has actually reproduced the mighty heav- 
ing of the stone. The words of Thucydides “ that 
it may not be attached to the mainland ” (yi: 7}rexpos) 
furnish a similar example.’ Diphthongs also may 
clash with diphthongs, e.g. “ the place was colonized 
from Corcyra ; of Corinth, however, was its founder 
(KRepxupatos’ olxsorrijs).° 

Well, then, the concurrence of the same long vowels, 
and of the same diphthongs, contributes to elevation 
of style. On the other hand, the concurrence of 
different vowels produces, through the number of 
sounds employed, variety as well as elevation, an 
instance being the word 7jWs. In the word ofjy not 
only are the letters different but also the breathings, 
one being rough and the other smooth, so that there 
are here many points of unlikeness.? 

In songs, too, trills can be made on one and the 
same long letter, songs being piled (so to say) on 
songs, so that the concurrence of like vowels may be 

allow the words to trip along. So the language proceeds 
reluctantly, in keeping with the laboriousness of the heavy 
heave uphill (rj epywile rod dvw dbeiv).” 

» Thucyd. vi. 1 dtefpyera: 7d wh frreepos strat. 
¢ Thucyd. i. 94 ratryr dagewven pév Kepxvpaios, olxeorys 

& éyévero Pddtos Koptrd.as yévas ror gy Hauxtéors. 
4 This obscure and trivial section may, like others of the 

same kind, be a late addition to the treatise. Possibly ob 
should be retained before woNaviss, giving the rather 
forced sense “ even though the breathings (the unaspirated 
two vowels in 7s) are the same." 
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Kpovots puxpov éoTa TL OHS pépos Kal péeAvopa. 
Téept ev 01) GvyKpotoews, Kal ws ylvour dy 
peyadonpents otvbeors, AcAéxOw Tooasira. 

75 "Ears dé Kat év mpdyywaot 76 peyadompenes, dv 
peyddAn’ Kat Siampenys meCopayia 7) vavpayta, 7 
méept obpavot 1) wept yhs Adyos: 6 yap TOG peydAov 
aKxotwy mpdyparos eb0ds Kat tov Adyovra® oterat 
peydaAws Aéyew mAavdpevos: Sef yap od 7a Aeyd- 
peva oxometv, GAAd mOs Adyerou EoTe yap Kab 
peydia puxp@s Adyovra dmpemés Troveiy TH mpdy- 
part. 610 Kat Sewots twds dacw, wWomep Kal 
Medropmov, Sewa od dewds Aéyortas? 

76 Nixias 8 6 Cwypddos kal robro ebfds eAcyev 
elvas THs ypadiiiss réxvns od piKpdv pépos 7d 
AaBdrvra BAny edpeyély ypddew, Kal pr) KaTraKep- 
parilew riv réxyvny eis puxpd, ofov dpvilia H avbn, 
GAN’ inmopaxias Kal vavpayias, évOa woAAd prev 
oynpara Seigevev dv tis inmwy rOv pev Cedvrar, 
Tay 8é dybiorapévwv dp0dv, ddAwy 8 dxda- 
Lévrwv, moddods 8 axovrilovras, moAdovs 8é 
Karaninrovras Tov inméwy' @ero yap Kai ri 
drdbcow adryv wepos eivar THs Cwypaduchs Téxvys, 
@orep tos puvbovs tHv wordy. otdev oby 

1 neyad P: fortasse peyddn 7 legendum. 
2 nad AéyorTa P: rav add. edd. 
8 \éyorras Goeller: Aéyorra P. 

@ i.e, the repeated y in wh dwrepos may be regarded as a 
singer’s trill or shake. The study of prose-rhythm has, in 
ancient and modern times, had results which would have 
astonished rugged thinkers like Thucydides or Carlyle. 

> Theopompus (b. about 380 3.c.), a pupil of Isocrates, is, 
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regarded as a bit of a song, in fact as a trill? These 
remarks must suffice on the question of hiatus and 
of ae kind of composition appropriate to the elevated 
style. 

Elevation resides also in the nature of the subject 
matter, when (for instance) the subject is a great 
and famous battle on land or sea, or when earth or 
heaven is the theme. For the man who listens to 
a great subject is promptly beguiled into thinking 
that the style itself is great. “‘ Beguiled,” I say: 
for we must consider not so much the things narrated 
as the method of their narration, since great topics 
may be handled in a manner that is mean and below 
the dignity of the subject matter. Whence the 
saying that there are forcible writers, like Theo- 
pompus, who give feeble utterance to forcible 
conceptions. 
The painter Nicias* used to maintain that no 

small part of the artistic faculty was shown in the 
painter’s choosing at the outset a theme of some 
amplitude, instead of whittling down his art into 
small things, little birds (for example) or flowers. 
The right subjects, he said, were such as naval battles 
and cavalry engagements, which give many oppor- 
tunities of representing horses charging or rearing 
high or crouching low, and their riders hurling 
javelins or being thrown. His view was that the 
subject itself was a part of the painter’s art, just as 
the ancient legends were a part of the art of poetry. 

in this treatise, represented as a “‘ forcible-feeble ” or ‘‘ feeble- 
forcible": §§ 75, 940, 247, 250. Cf. Roberts in Classical 
Review, xxii. pp. 118-122 (“Theopompus in the Greek 
Literary Crities: with special reference to the newly- 
discovered Greek historian **). 

¢ Probably the contemporary of Praxiteles. 
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Gavpacror, el Kal év Tots Adyous [at]? éx Tmpay- 
pdrwv peyddAwy® _ peyadomperera yevnran. 

77 «Th 68é AcSur év TO Xaparhipe TOUT@ TWEPLTTHY 
elvas def Kal dé Maypevny Kab dourniin paAAov* 
odrw yap e€eu TOV dyKov, dé Kupia Kat ouv7Oys 
cadns jel, Acura dé Kat evicaradpdovnTos. 

73 Updra pev obv perapopats xpnoréov: adras yap 
udAvore. Kat 1Sovipy oupPddMrovrat rots Adyots Kal 
péyebos, pe) pevroe muxvais, emret row S.OvpapuBov 
avert Adyou ypddomev: pyre pay ToppwGev pet - 
evqveyLevaits, GAN’ airddev Kal é Tov dpotou, ofov 
Eourev d.AAjAows oTparnyos, KuBepvyTys, ‘jvioxos: 
madvres yep obrot dipyovrés elow. aadards odv 
épet Kal 6 Tov oTparnyov KeuBepynrny A€ywr THs 
Toews, Kal dvdmadw 6 Tov KuBepvirny dpyovra 
THs vos. 

79 «6O8 méoar PeVTOL dvramoBi8ovrat, worep ae 
Tpoeipyy.evan, eel THY dard pevay pev Tis "Tons | 

239 vy. 7TOOG ecay elmety TOV TOUNTHY, tov 5€ Tod avOpamou 
700. obKert Dmwperay etmely. 

80 “Edy pevror Kdvvadys a] perapopa doh, 
perarapBavéoben eis cixactav obra yap aopa~ 
Acorépa yiyvoir dv. eixacia 8% dort eragopa, 
meovd.lovac, olov et ris T@’ “ réTe TH [Gove 
Te Pryropt peovrt xa?’ tudv”’ mpoobels trot, 
‘“Bomep péovre ral? sudv.” odrw pep yap 

2 «at secl. Spengel. 
2 peydhwr scripsi Hammerum secutus : peydryn P. 

® herh Spengel: del TH P. * § Victorius: aaa’ P, 
5 +g ante rére add. Gale. 

* Or (with the manuscript reading) “.. . words, though 
always clear, are also (in a way, 7}; of. wf § 103) liable 
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So it need awaken no surprise that, in prose writings 
also, elevation results from the choice of a great 
subject. 

The diction employed in the elevated style shouldbe 
superior, distinguished, and inclined to the unfamiliar. 
It will thus possess the needed gravity, whereas 
usual and current words, though clear, are unim- 
pressive and liable to be held cheap.* 

In the first place, then, metaphors must be used ; 
for they impart a special charm and grandeur to 
prose style. They should not, however, be crowded 
together, or we shall find ourselves writing dithy- 
rambic poetry in place of prose. Nor yet should 
they be far-fetched, but natural and based on a true 
analogy. There is a resemblance, for instance, 
between a general, a pilot, and a charioteer; for 
they are allin command. Accordingly it can safely 
be said that a general “pilots” the State, and con- 
versely that a pilot “commands” the ship. 

Not all metaphors can, however, be used converi- 
ibly like the above. Homer could call the lower 
slope of Ida its “ foot,” but he could not go further 
and call a man’s foot his “ slope.” ® 
When the metaphor seems daring, let it for 

greater security be converted into asimile. A simile 
ig an expanded metaphor, as when, instead of saying 
“the orator Python was then rushing upon you in 
full flood.”” we add a word of comparison and say 
‘was like a flood rushing upon you.” * In this way 

..” Neither Aerés (“plain”), nor its more usual form 
hirés, is used elsewhere in the treatise. 

> Of. Hom. JI. ii. 824 and xx. 59 with xx. 218. Demetrius 
is commenting humorously on a classification well known 
in the Peripatetic school; ¢f. Arist. Ithet. iil. 4 fin. 

* Demosth. De cor. 136. 
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eixacia yéyovev at dodpaddarepos 6 Adyos, 
exeivas 8€ petadopad Kal xwduvwSdéorepos. 820 
kat [Adrav émuadadds te Soe? wovety peradopais 
EGAdov xpwpevos } eixactots, 6 pévror Hevodadr 
elxactars paAdov. 

81 “Aptory S5é Soxet peradopa r@ *Aprotordre 7 
Kara evepyeray Kadovpévyn, Grav Ta dibvya évep- 
yobvra ciadynras Kabdaep guruya, as TO ent rod 
Bédous- 

o€uBeAjs Kal” butdov émunrécOar peveatvwny, 

Kai TO 
Kupta, dadnpiowvra. 

mdvra yap Tatra, ro “‘ dadnpidwrra” kat rd 
“ weveaivwy,’ Cwticats evepyelars eourev. 

82 "Ena pévro. caddarepoy ev rats petadopats 
Adyeras Kal xupwirepov, yrep' év adrots ois 
kuptows, ws To “ éfpifev S¢ dyn.” od yao dy 
Tis adro petaBadwv did kupiwy ovr’ aAnbéarepov 
eizrot ove cadéorepov. Tov yap ex T&v Sopdrwy 
KAdvov Kal tov yudpnevov totrois dpéua Hyov 
cuvexds ppiccovoay pudyny mpoonydpevoev, Kat 
dua emeidnnrat mws THs Kat’ évépyeiav peradhopas 
THs mpoeipyeryns, THY pdynv dplocew eimedv 
.aomep Cdov. 

83 Act pevrou pt) AavOdvew, drt Arar peradopal 
Pixpompémeay otodct p&ddrov % péyeDos, xalrov 
Tijs peragopas mpds dyxov AapBavoperys, cs 7d 

1 etrep P. 2 xal rdv ins. Spengel, 

* Of. Longinus, De subl. xxxii. 8 (after Aristotle and 
Theophrastus). 

’ Arinlot. £heé. iii. 11, ¢ Hom, Jt. iv. 126. 
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we obtain a simile and a less risky expression, in the 
other way metaphor and greater danger.? Plato’s 
employment of metaphors rather than similes is, 
therefore, to be regarded as arisky feature of his style. 
Xenophon, on the other hand, prefers the simile. 

In Aristotle’s ® judgement the so-called “ active ’ 
metaphor is the best, wherein inanimate things are 
introduced in a state of activity as though they were 
animate, as in the passage describing the shaft : 

# 

Sharp-shot flies at the crowd the angry shaft,° 

and in the words: 

High-arched, foam-crested.¢ 

All such expressions as “ foam-crested ” and “ angry ’ 
suggest the activities of living creatures. 

Some things are, however, expressed with greater 
clearness and precision by means of metaphors than 
by means of the precise terms themselves : as “‘ the 
battle shuddered.”* No change of phrase could, by 
the employment of precise terms, convey the mean- 
ing with greater truth or clearness. The poet has 
given the designation of “ shuddering battle ” to the 
clash of spears and the low and continuous sound 
which these make. In so doing he has seized upon 
the aforesaid “ active ” metaphor and has represented 
the battle as “ shuddering ”’ like a living thing. 
We must, however, not lose sight of the fact that 

some metaphors conduce to triviality rather than to 
grandeur, even though the metaphor be employed 
in order to enhance the effect. An instance is the 
line : 

@ Hom. JI. xiii. 799 ; quoted, for another reason, in § 64, 
¢ Hom. JI. xiii. 339. 
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audt & daddAmuypEev péyas odpavds: 

odpavay yap GAov xobvra ouK expay mpoceucdoat 
nxovon odhmvyyt, mAny et py Tts dpa! darohoyotro 
inép Tob ‘Opsjpov Aéywv, ws odrws* aKNEY peyas 
ovpuves, ws av XToELEY cadmilwr dros ovpavds. 

g4 ‘Erépav otv erworowpev petadopay puxpdrytos 
airlay ywoperny paddrov 7} peyedous: bet yap ex 
TOY perloveny perapepew eis TO purcpd., od TO 
évavrioy, oiov ws 6 Bevopav pnow, “ émet Ge 
Topevopeveny ebexvpnve Te THs _pddayyos.” THY 

/ yap ths Tdbews mapextpomny exxupasrovon a 
Adcon etkacev Kal mpoowrvdpacer. et dé TUs pera 
Bares Eliot expadayyioacav THY Oardacoay, axa 
pev ovde olkelws peToice, mdvTn Sé mdévTws 
juxpompeT@s. 

g5 "Evios 8€ Kal aopaNilovrat Tas peradopds érrt~ 
Bérous émihepopevors, Srav adrots xwdvvadees 
doxdaw, ws 6 Ooyns TmapariBerat tH OE 
» Poppeyyae dxopoov ” ” émi rob TO roéyp Ban: 
ovTos u] yey yop pdppuyé xwSuvOSes emt rob 

ro€ov, T@ de® dxopoep jopadoras. 
gs [dure 8& «at rav d&Mdwv 9 ounjGea Kal 

1 Goa edd.: dua P. 
2 ws otrws ap. Greg. Core: dcatrws P, 

3 re ris Xenophontis libri: vfs Py 
4 +g rbéw popmryya., Nauck: rév rogoddpucyya P. 

5 +d de P. 

* Hom. Jl. xxi. 388. 
» Criticism and defence alike scem laboured. But we can 

see from Arist. Rheé. iii, 3 (latter portion) how different 
ancient views of metaphor were, in some ways, from modern. 
Would Aristotle, and Demetrius, have disliked Wordsworth’s 
line ‘‘ The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep ”’ in 
the famous Intimations ? 
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All round the great sky trumpeted.¢ 

The entire firmament when resounding ought not 
to have been likened to a resounding trumpet, unless 
on Homer’s behalf the defence be advanced that 
high heaven resounded in the way in which the 
entire heaven would resound were it trumpeting? 

Let us, therefore, consider a different kind of 
metaphor, one which leads to pettiness rather than 
to grandeur. Metaphors should be applied from the 
greater to the less, not the other way about. Keno- 
phon, for example, says: “on the march a part of 
the line surged out.” ¢ He thus likens a swerving 
from the ranks to a surging of the sea, and applies 
this term to it. If, however, it were conversely to 
be said that the sea swerved from “line,” the 
metaphor would possibly not be even appropriate 3 
in any case it would be utterly trivial. 

Some writers endeavour by the addition of epithets 
to safeguard metaphors which they consider risky. 
In this way Theognis applies to the bow the expres- 
sion “lyre without chords” when describing an 
archer in the act of shooting.? It is a bold thing to 
apply the term “lyre” to a bow, but the metaphor 
is guarded by the qualification “ without chords.” 

Usage,* which is our teacher everywhere, is so 

¢ Xen. Anab. i. 8. 18 ws d& ropevoudvar ckevitpaiwd te 
ris gddayyos: “ fluctuated,” Goldsmith (Fssay xvii. on 
“ Metaphor”), This well-known chapter of the auabasr: 
(i. 8: it describes the battle of Cunaxa) supplies ilustra- 
tions also in §§ 103, 104; again with slight deviations from 
the accepted text. Cf also § 216. 

4 Theog. trag., Nauck®, p. 769. i 
¢ Common usage; ordinary, everyday, familiar speech. 

Cf. Horace, drs P. 71, 72 “usus ... norma loquendi 
(= kava, § 87). 
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pddvora, perapopayv diddoKaros: purcpob yap aye- 
dov' mdvra peradpépovoa AavOaver Sid, 7d dapahds 

aasr. METApepety, Acvicny re pwn Agyouea | Kab ogdy 
dvO pextrov Kaul TpAXY HOos Kab paKpov Pryropa. Kal 
tara, 6oa oUvUTw petadeperat PLOVOLKaS, WoTE 
OjLoL, Sorety Tots Kupious. 

87 Todrov ¢ eyo Kavova riBepat Tis év Adyous pera 
popas, Thy THs ovvyfeias réyvyy etre puow. ovrw 
yoov evi, peeTyveyrev 4 ouvifea Kards, wore 
obde Kuplwy ere eder/Onuer, aAAd pepevnicev a 
perapopa KaTéyovoa TOV TOO Kuptov Tomo, cs 
“6 Tis dumédou ofOadpos’? Kal et te ErEpov 
Towobrov. 

88 Updvduros HEVTOL Kal KAels Tae emt 708 odparos, 
Kab Kréves, od KaTd etapopav Bveuaorar, ands 
Kad Godt yTa Sud TO éouxévas TO bev KEV Epos, 
TO O€ Krewdi, TO be opovdtiyp. 

89 "Endy pévroe eikaciav mou eV TIP weTrapopar, 
ws mpoddAexrat, oroxaoreo Tob OUVTOWOV, Kal 
vo pndev mAgov tod* “ domep’ * mporievar, érret 
Tot avr e«ixacias apafoAj éoras mouriKy, 
otov To rot Hevoddivros, ‘‘ domep 5 KUwyr yevvatos 
ampovoytws emt Kampov déperat,”’ Kat “ worep 
imtros Aubeis Sud mediov yavpidy Kat droAaKti- 

* an delendum vel pixpod vel oxedor ? 
2 roo by dt 70s py Sie whdov rod in margine Fe 

* Lit. “ white”: “vox candida )({ fusca,” in Quintilian 
xi. 3. 15, 

® ie. “bud” or “shoot”; ef. oculus in Latin. So 
ot 33 heart of oak. 

° 4.¢ “ like a hound ” or “ like a horse,” without detailed 
points of comparison. 
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particularly in regard to metaphors. Usage, in fact, 
clothes almost all conceptions in metaphor, and that 
with such a sure touch that we are hardly conscious 
of it. It calls a voice “ silvery,’ 4 a man “ keen,” 
a character “ rugged,” a speaker “ long,” and so on 
with metaphors in general, which are applied so 
tastefully that they pass for literal description. 
My own rule for the use of metaphor in prose is 

the art—or nature—found in usage. Metaphors 
have in some cases been so well established by usage 
that we no longer require the literal expressions, but 
the metaphor has definitely usurped the place of the 
literal term. For instance, “‘ the eye ® of the vine,” 
and so forth. 

The parts of the body, however, which are called 
“vertebra” (oddveudos), “‘ collar-bone” (xAcés), 
and ‘‘ribs”” (reves), derive their names not froin 
metaphor but from their resemblance to a spindle- 
whorl, a key, and a comb respectively. 
When we turn a metaphor into a simile in the way 

above described, we must aim at conciseness. We 
must do no more than prefix some such word as 
“Vike,” * or we shall have a, poetical comparison in 
place of a simile. Take, for example, Xenophon’s 
“like as a gallant hound charges a. hoar recilessly,” 
and (another writer’s) “like as a horse when un- 
loosed bounds proudly prancing over the plain. 

Land 

¢ Xen. Cyrop. i. 4. 21, and Ser. Inc. In one of his 
letters Charles Darwin writes: ‘“ When a horse is turned 
out into a field he trots with high elastic steps and carries 
his tail aloft.” Thatis the language of prose. The unknown 
author of the seeand example quoted by Demetrius employs 
a full-blown simile which contains poetical, or semi-poetical, 
words $ even aro\axtigey is not éxdaxrifar. 
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Cwv’’s Tatra yap ovK« elkaciats Ere doixev, GAAd 
mapaBoAats mounriKats. 

90 Tas 8é mapaBoAds tavras odre padiws év rots 
melots Adyous tiBéva Set, ore dvev taAclorns 
purdakhs. Kal mept petadopds pev rocatra’ we 
TUmw etrety. 

91 Anmréov 6é Kal ovOera dvéuara, od Ta Bibv- 
papBirds ovyretueva, olov “ Jeorepdrous trAdvas,” 
obde ‘‘ dorpwy Sopvmupov orpatov,” dAd’ doucdra 
Tots bo THs ovvnbeias* ovyrKeyLevors* Kabddov 

f / ~ f yap tavrnvy Kavdva wowdpa mdons dvopacias, 
vopobéras A€yovoay Kal dpyuréxrovas, Kal rToudde 
TOAAG eTEpa adopadws ovvTiMeioay. 

92 “Kées pevro. to otvOerov dvoua oobi Kat mrot- 
KiAdlav tive éx THs avvOécews Kal wéyeBos, Kal dua 
Kal ouvropiavy Twd. Svopa yap teOjcerar avi 
dAov Tot Adyou, ofov dy Thy Tod otrov Kopsdhv 
ovromoumiav Aéyns todd yap otrw petlov. raya 
& dv Kat dAvoevros dsvduaros <is Adyov Erepov 
Tpdrrov peilov yévovro, olov cirov mousy avr 
ovroTropiTrias. 

93 “Ovoua & davri Adyou riferas, olov ads 6 Bevoddav 
dnow dre odk Fv AaBety dvov dypiov, et pur) ob 
inmets Staordvres Onp@ev 8radeyopevor ovdpari, 
otov ori? of ev dmiobev ediwKor, of 8 amjvrav 
dredavvovres mpdow, wore Tov voy ev pew 
arodapSdveobar. dvadrreabas pévrot dumdAd rié- 

1 roratra add. Schneiders ef, § 220. 
® cunéeias Finckl: ddyOelas P. Fort. ddyéelas hie ser 

vandun, et d\y0obs (vice cur7Gous) legendum in § 96. 
8 an dvduare SydGv Sri (olov 8ri perperam iterante olov ds et 

gnaole Sri)? 
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Such descriptions have the appearance no longer of 
simile, but of poetical comparisons, 

These comparisons should not be used in prose 
lightly nor without the greatest caution —This con- 
eludes our sketch of the subject of metaphor. 
Compound words should also be used. They should 

not, however, be formed after the manner of the 
dithyrambic poets, e.g. “‘ heaven-prodigied wander- 
ings ” or “ the fiery-speared battalions of the stars.”’ 4 
They should resemble the compounds framed by 
everyday speech. In all word-formation I regard 
usage as the universal arbiter, usage which speaks of 
“lawgivers”’ and “ master-builders,” and with sure 
touch frames many other compounds of the kind. 
A compound word will usually, from the very fact 

that it is composite, derive a certain decorative 
quality and grandeur, and a certain conciseness as 
well. One word will stand for an entire phrase. For 
instance, you might speak of the transport of corn 
as “ corn-convoy,” thus using a much more striking 
expression. Still, it may sometimes happen that the 
same strengthened effect will be obtained by the 
converse process of resolving a word into a phrase— 
“ eorn-convoy,” for instance, into “‘ convoy of corn.” 
An example of a word used instead of a phrase is 

Xenophon’s sentence: “it was not possible to 
capture a wild ass unless the mounted men separated 
and hunted in two parties.”* The single word 
(Sia8exduevor) is equivalent to saying that some 
horsemen were in pursuit behind, while others rode 
forward to meet them, so that the wild ass was inter- 
cepted. The compounding of words already com- 

@ Lyric. Fragm. Adesp. 128, Bergk*. 
» Xen. Anad. 1. 5. 2. 
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DEMETRIUS 

4 $ A 2 4 ~ \ u J vat Ta SirAG dvdpnara> todro yap eect’ Adyou 
aelot ro €ldos. 

A x ia sf ec ¢ 4 \ Ta 8é qwerounnéva dvdpata opilovras prev Ta, 
7 EA Kara piunow éxpepducva mdfous ) mpdyuaros, 

oiov ws to “ oile”’ | kat td “ Adarovres,’ mrotel 
\ / ; s 6 e é dé pdrdtora peyadompéeresav 61a TO ofov ypddors 

a ld eoukévat, Kab paddioeta tO Edvw od yap dvra 
: évduara Adyer, dAAd TOTE ywdpeva, Kal dua copdy 

Te paiverat dvdparos Kawot yéveois, olov our- 
a “ “A é nGetas: dovxev yotv dvopatoupy&v ois mpuraus 

Oepévors Ta ovdpara. 
a ~ ~ 3 o 96 Biroyacréov mp@rov péev tot cadois &v 7H 

97 

motoupevay dvduaTe Kat ovvyifous, emeta Tis 
GmoloTnTOS mpos TA Kelpeva dvdwara, ws 
dpuyile 4% oxvbilew ris Sd&ee peragd “EAAy- 
veK@VY ovopndrwv. 

Tlowyréov pévro. Frou 7a put) Ovopwacpéva, ofov 
6 7a TUpmava Kal TadAAA TOV padlaKkdy dpyava 
Kivatdias eimav Kat “AptororéAys tov éAchar- 
TLoTHY mapa Ta Kelweva wapovoy.dlovra avrov, 

1 éee. Victorius: tf P. 
2“ Edquixdy dvopdrwr edd.: “ENdyxols dvéuacw Py 

¢ Demetrius does well to give this word of warning: the 
ower of freely compounding words is of great value In any 
anguage, but it ran riot in late Greek, where preposition 
was often piled upon preposition, adding length with little 
added meaning. The adviser (Demetrius) does not always 
“reek his own rede.” weracuvriféva:, mpvaraSoir, and 
Enpoxaxofm\la are found in him alone, but all three are 
serviceable words. He also uses dv@rirud\durw, cuvetatpw, 
and troxaraccevdfw. Longinus goes much further. Com- 
pound words occurring in the Si6/ime and nowhere else are: 
avouravray, dyrisuupayetv (in the passive), mpocupavifoya, 
wpoverBedopot, mpoomepoplfoua:, cvreumvéw, to which may be 
added wpocévayxyos. In company with other writers or 
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pounded should, however, be avoided.* Such double 
composition oversteps the limits of prose. 

Our authorities define “ onomatopoeic ” words? 
as those which are uttered in imitation of an emotion 
or an action, as “ hissed ” and “‘ lapping.” ¢ 
Homer ¢ impresses his readers greatly by his em- 

ployment of words resembling inarticulate sounds, 
and by their novelty above all. He is not making 
use of existing words, but of words then coming into 
existence. Moreover, the creation of a fresh word 
on the model of words already in use is regarded as a 
kind of poetic gift. As a word-maker, Homer seems, 
in fact, to resemble those who first gave things their 
names. 

The foremost aim in the formation of words should 
be clearness and naturalness ; the next, due analogy 
with established words. A writer should not have 
the appearance of introducing Phrygian or Scythian 
words among those of Greece. 
Words should be formed either to denote things 

which have as yet not been named, as was done by 
the person who described the kettledrums and other 
instruments of effeminate devotees as “ lecheries,”’ 
or by Aristotle when he spoke of an “ elephanteer ” 
(elephant-driver).° Or again, a writer may inde- 
pendently fashion words from existing ones, as when 
alone, Longinus also has such lengthy forms as dvededo- 
wootpeva (nérpa), avridiarifer@a, StaxrnpovogetsOat, ere Ky- 
Notrern Cary On) cacacgaaridiecha, (nasstve’, rorefavdcracts, 
heer oy ae eee. ot Plato has 

ht nines, OF manu 
aye ut i 

CLV COOTL te o3 ferred s words G evs aad ine 
Tlory. Seges ON A ab Pee, 

4 rove? Sé, sc. 6 woegrijs (rather than 7a werorquéva dvbpara). 
* Aristot. Hist. anim. Book II. (i. pp. 497, 610, ed. et 
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olov ws tov oxadirny’ ris éfn Tov Thy aKddnv 
epéooovra, aul “Aptarorédns Tov avrirny olov 
tov povov atrov ovTa. 

98 Fevopav dé ‘HAE’ * pyow ee: orpards, 
Thy tot eAcAcd dvaBonow hv aveBoa 6 orpares® 
ouvexds Traparoujoas Ovdpart. emiapanes juevrou 
Tobpyov, ws" ebny, real avrots Trois mourais. Kat 
TO Surody pevroe dvopa. eldos av «in TeTrOu)- 
jeévov dvoparos: mév yap to ouvriewevov ex 
TWwY yéyover SnAovere. 

99 MeyaActov dé ti dors Kal 7 aMnyopia, ral 
pdAvora év tals azetrats, ofov ws 6 Atovidatos, drt 
‘ot rérruyes adrots doovrar xapdbev5”’ 

100 Hi 8 otrws dmAds elrev, dre teed THY Aoxpida 
xdpav, Kad dpytAdrepos av epavn Kal ereAéorepos. 
viv be aorep ouyicaddupare Tod Adyou Th aadn- 
yopia KexpyTau wav yap To Srrovoovuevov poBepa- 
Tepov, Kat dAdos eixales di\No ru Oo 8é cubes Kal 
davepdv,® Karappovetobar «ixds, Womep TovSs azroO- 

: Sedupevous. 
101 Avo Kal Ta pvorrpua. év dMnyoplas Adyerat 

mpos éxadnéw Kal dpixny, domep ev oxdtw’ Kal 

g 33 

= 7 aie Cees PL 2 prédeke Victorius: #ddaker P. 
. is Viclortus: erpargyds P. 
4 &s'Victorius: «al ds P. 5 dpdvrat xaudber P, 
8 pavepoy Goeller: popepdy P. 
? oxérw Victorius: avrd P: tows dv dd’ry m. rec. in 

marg, P. 

* Or (in modern times) “ airman,” suggested by “ boat- 
man” and “seaman.” Does vis refer, as Radermacher 
thinks, to Strabo, who once (xvii. 817) uses the word cxadirys 
which seems to be found nowhere else in extant Greek 
literature ? 
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somebody gave the name of “‘ boatman” 2 to one who 
rows a boat, or as when Aristotle called a man who 
lives sole and alone (all by himself) a “ solitary.” ? 
Xenophon says that “ the army huzzaed,” denot- 

ing by this derivative the cry of “ huaza ” which the 
troops kept raising continually. The practice is, 
however, as I said, full of risk even for the poets 
themselves. It may be added that a compound is 
a kind of manufactured word, for everything which 
is put together must, of course, have sprung from 
some existing material. 

There is a kind of impressiveness also in allegorical 
language? This is particularly true of such menaces 
as that of Dionysius: “ their cicalas shall chirp from 
the ground.” ¢ 

If Dionysius had expressed his meaning directly, 
saying that he would ravage the Locrian land, he 
would have shown at once more irritation and less 
dignity. In the phrase actually used the speaker 
has shrouded his words, as it were, in allegory. Any 
darkly-hinting expression is more terror-striking, and 
itsimport is variously conjectured by different hearers. 
On the other hand, things that are clear and plain 
are apt to be despised, just like men when stripped 
of their garments. 

Hence the Mysteries are revealed in an allegorical 
form in order to inspire such shuddering and awe 

» Cf. § 144 infra. ¢ Xen. Anab. v. 2. 14, 
¢ “Figurative” language, but with a notion also of 

“veiled meaning,” “dark saying’; ¢f. Milton’s “* where 
more is meant than meets the ear,” and De subi. vii. 3 éy- 
xatoNelrew ry diavolg metov Too Aeyoudvou Td dvabewpotmeror. 
See also § 222 of the present treatise. ? 

* Explained in the next section; ef. “ making the 
squirrels walk,” as used of a great fall of wood. 5 
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vurri, é€ouxe 8€ at % dAAnyopia TH oKdrw" Kat 
TH vurri. 

102 Dvrdrreofae perro Karr Tadrns TO ouvexes, 
ws pn} aivuypa 6 Adyos npty yévntar, olov Td ert 
THs ouKvas THs taTpets: 

dvip eldov mupt yadkov én’ dvépe KkoAAjoarra. 

Kal ot Adxeves Tord év aAAnyopias éAeyou 
expoBotyres, olov to “‘ Atoviawos ev Kopivdw’ 
mpos Didurrov, Kal GAAa Tovar, otk bAlya. 

103 ‘H ovvropia dé mh pev pueyadorrpeTy}s, Kat 
pdAdvora 7 dmoauasmn ous: eva, yap 41) pyPevra 
poeiCova paiverar sat _dmovon evra paddov- TH Oe 
HLuxpompers. Kab yap év Sidoyiats yiverat peé- 
yeos, olov as Eevopav, © Ta dé dppara epépero,”” 
pyot, 9d, peev du’ atrav ray Prrtoov, Ta O€ Kab 
ou addy Tov mode pieny,’ ” qoAd yap odrw peilov, 
n elrep BS elev, “ cat dia Tov didiwv, Kat bd 
tOv roAepiwy atrev.” 

| TToAAaxoo be Kal TO mAdywov petlov rod 
ed0dos, ofov “7 6é ywruoun i, ws els Tas Takers 
TOV “EM jvev edavrav® Ka Sucicoyssvreny * ” ayrt 
too “‘ Stevoobvro eAdoat seal Sucuredifra.” 

105 LupPeBrnrar dé Kal % Opoudr ys rv dvopdrony 
Kai 4 Svodwria % pawvopevy” Kal yap To dva~ 
guwvov moAdaxob dyxnpdv, wWomep 

104 
234 r, 

1 cxéry Vietorius: auré (sic) P. 
2 &\dvrev Xen. libri: Laas P, 

* Cleobulina, Fragm. i. Bergk* (cf. Arist. Rhet. iii. 2). 
Of. §§ 8, 241. 

* A sudden drop into silence; a suppressed word or 
clause; of. §§ 149, 253, 264, 
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as are associated with darkness and night. Allegory 
also is not unlike darkness and night. 

Here again excess must be avoided, lest language 
become a riddle in our hands, as in the description 
of the surgeon’s cupping-glass : 

A ne : beheld who with fire had welded brass to a man’s 
esn. 

The Lacedaemonians conveyed many of their threats 
by means of allegory, as in the message “ Dionysius 
at Corinth ”’ addressed to Philip, and in many similar 
expressions. 

In certain cases conciseness, and especially apo- 
siopesis,° produce elevation, since some things seem 
to be more significant when not expressed but only 
hinted at. In other cases, however, triviality is the 
result. Impressiveness may result from verbal repeti- 
tions 7 such as those of Xenophon, who says: ‘ the 
chariots rushed, some of them right through the 
ranks of friends, some right through the ranks of 
foes.” ¢ Such a sentence is far more striking than 
if Xenophon had put it in this way: “ right through 
the ranks both of friends and foes.” 

Often an indirect construction is more impressive 
than the direct: as “the intention was that they 
should charge the ranks of the Greeks and cut their 
way through them,” rather than “ they intended to 
charge and cut their way through.” ¢ 

Similarity of words and manifest difficulty in utter- 
ance may contribute to the same result. For such 
difficulty is often impressive, as in the words 

@ Cf. Genesis xlvii. 9 and Book of Daniel iii, 1-18; two 
fuller and more “ impressive ” examples. 

¢ Xen. Anad. i. 8. 20. 
* Xen. Anad. i, 8. 10, 
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Atas & 6 péyas alév éf’ “Exropt. 

mod) yap paddov tov Aiavra péyav evednvev 7 
T&v dvo ovpmAngis ths értaBoeiov domisos. 

106 6To 6é éemdbdvnya Kadodpevov dpiloiro pév dv 
Ts def emuoopodoay, gore 5é TO peyadomperé- 
orarov ev Tots Adyos. THs yap Adfews 7 ev 
banperet, 4 8é emixoomel. Umnperee pev 7 
TOLGOE, 

“¢ \ ec? > ” - £ Pa olay rav tdxwbov év otpect trouséves avdpes 
moool KaraoTeiPovow, 

> a \ \ > / A emiKoopel b€ TO emipepdpevoy TO 
A va / ¢ xepat dé te wéphupov avos* 

CTPEVTIVEKTOL yap Tobro Tots mpoevnveypévous Kd- 
anos capds aud dos. 

e ? ? 107 Meor? dé rovrwy Kat 4 ‘Opnpou zrotnots, ofov 

éx Kkamvod KaréOnk’, éret odKétt Totow exer, 
< \ é ig 4 f > / ois To mapos Tpoinvde xiwy Karédevirev “Odvoceds. 

\ > \ / “A 2 4 \ ¥ ampos 8° éTt Kat Tdde pcilov emi dpeaiy euBadre 
Satpevy, 

- ?, é yf ¢ ? com” pnmws olvwbévres, Epi orijaavres év tiv, 
aAAnAovs TPwCHTE. 
> 3 n eira émipwvel, 

> ON \ 274) ¥ / atros yap édéAkerat avdpa atdypos. 

108 Kai xa8ddrov rd émddvnpa rots taév miovolwy 
* Hom. Jl. xvi. 358; ef. § 48, where the complete line 

is quoted. 
> For such “ clanging”? sounds in English ef. “ it strikes 

On a wood, and takes, and breaks, and cracks, and splits a 
(Tennyson, Princess); ‘‘ Grate on their scrannel pipes of 
wretched straw ” (Milton, Lycidas). 
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And Aias the mighty at Hector the brazen-helmed evermore 
Was aiming his lance.? 

The clashing of the two words (Aias, aiév) brings 
out the greatness of Ajax more vividly than his 
famous sevenfold buckler.? 

The so-called *‘ epiphoneme ” * may be defined as 
language that adds adornment. It produces eleva~ 
tion of style in the highest degree. Language can 
convey the sense; it can also add adornment. It 
conveys the sense in such words as: 

Like as the hyacinth upon the hills 
Is trodden by the shepherds with their feet, 

but the adornment comes with the added clause: 

And low on the earth lies that purple fower.¢ 

For the addition thus made to the preceding lines 
clearly adorns and beautifies. 

The poetry of Homer abounds in instances, as 

“ T have taken them out of the smoke,” say thou, “ for they 
seem no more 

Like those that Odysseus left when he sailed for the Trojan 
shore, 

But marred, wherever the wreaths of the fire-reek were wont 
to roll. 

And another fear and a greater Cronion hath put in my soul, 
Lest perchance ye be heated with wine, and ye break into 

strife and jar, 
And ye wound one another, and shame the feast, and your 

wooing mar.” ¢ 

After this he adds as a finishing-touch : 
For the steel of itself hath a spell and it draweth men on 

unto war.® 

In general it may be said that the epiphoneme 

¢ Conelnding exclamation, finishing touch, culmination. 
@ Sappho, Fragin. 94 Bergk*t; Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, 

i. p. 286. © Of. Hom. Odyss. xvi. 288-294, xix. 7-13. 
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couse emdelypacw, yeloos Aéyw Kal TpuyAdors 
Kab Trop pupas mAareiats: ofov yap Tt Kal avTo 
Tob ep Adyors mAodrov onpetsv eoTL, 

109 Adgever_ 8 ay Kat TO evodpnua emipernuaros 
eldds te elvat, ode dy ev: od yap Kdopov Evexer, 
aAAG dmodelkews mraparapBavera, mwAnv émeyd- 
pevdv ve emipevnpaTcDs . 

110 ‘Qoavrens dé Kat y) yon emidervouperip Twt 
eoucer emi mMpoetpnwevous, aA 083” atrn émidad- 
und. éore Kal yap mporeyera moAAdKis, Aap- 
Bdver pévrot xdpav more émupwvyparos. 

lil To be, 
vimtios oS dp éuweAde Kaxas bd Kipas advEew, 

ove” abTd émupebynpec dv ein: od yap emAdyerau 
obde émixocpel, otd" ddws emipewoviware éouKev, 
aAAd mpoopurnuart 1) q ETLKEPTOMN LATE. 

112 To 8é TounTLKoV év Adyots Tt pev peyado- 
mpenes, Kat TUPAS bAAdv past, many ot _pev yopvA 
awevu Xpavrat Th pyoes TOV mrounTe@v, podaddov 
dé ob puoet, dAAd, perabécer, wabdarep ‘Hpd8oros. 

118 Gouxvdidys pevror KaV AdBn mapa mounrod Tt, 
iSieas atr@ xpopevos totov TO AndGev srovet, ofov 
6 pev rrounris emt Tis Konrns eon. 

Kpyrn Tes yar’ gort? peeoep evt olvoms movTa, 
rea) Kal qieipa, meplppvTos. 

6 pév 31 ei rod peyélous expioaro 1G" “‘ wepip- 
1 vat’ éort codd. Homeri: y' érrt P. 2 éyphjoaro 7d Py 

* The laticlave of the Roman senator seems to be meant. 
» Hom. JI. xii. 118. Probably Demetrius has in mind 

some definite writer who had quoted this Homeric line as 
an example of the epiphoneme. 

‘ As plain as a pikestaff’: ef. § 289. 
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bears a likeness to the things on which the wealthy 
pride themselves—cornices, triglyphs, and bands of 
purple. Indeed, it is in itself a mark of verbal 
opulence. 

The enthymeme might be thought to be a kind of 
epiphoneme. But it is not so, since it is employed 
for purposes not of adornment but of proof. Though, 
to be sure, it may come last after the manner of an 
epiphoneme. 

Similarly a maxim resembles in some points an 
epiphoneme added to a previous statement. Never- 
theless the maxim, in its turn, is not an epiphoneme. 
Though at times it may come last like an epiphoneme, 
it often comes first. 

Again, the line 
Poor fool! he was not to escape hard fate® 

will be no epiphoneme. For it is not final, nor is it 
ornamental. It has no likeness at all to an epi- 
phoneme, but rather to an allocution or a taunt. 
A touch of poetic diction adds to the elevation of 

prose. Evena blind man can see that,’ as the proverb 
has it. Still some writers imitate the poets quite 
crudely. Or rather, they do not imitate them, but 
transfer them to their pages as Herodotus has done.? 

Thucydides acts otherwise. Even if he does 
borrow something from a poet, he uses it in his own 
way and so makes it his own property. Homer, for 
instance, says of Crete : 
A land there is, even Crete, in the midst of the dark sea-swell, 
Fair, fertile, wave-encompassed.¢ 

Now Homer has used the word “ wave-encompassed ” 

4 Demetrius may be thinking of such famous things in 
Herodotus as éreori ydp od Seomrérys vipos (vii. c. 104). 

* Hom. Odyss. xix. 172. 
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putos,” 6 8é Oouxvdidys Spovoeiv Tovs Luxe - 
aad v, AswdTas Kadov olerat elvat, vis dvras | pds at 

Tmepippurov, kal Tavra' mavro, civ, viv Te avri 
vyCOU Kat meptppurov | aoatrws, ouws Erepa Ad- 
yew doxel, dior odx Ws Tmpos peyebos, GAAG mpos 
Oudvovay adbrots éypiocatro. meplt prev 81) peyado- 
mpemetas Tooatra. 

114 “Qozep bé Taparcerrat padrd Twa, dorelots 
Tol, olov Odpper ev TO Opacos, 9 & aioxdvn TH 
aldol, TOV abrtov Tpdmov Kat THs Eppnvelas tois 
Xapaxrhpow mrapdcewrau UjpapTnpLevo TwWeés. 
mpdra de mepl 708 yewrudvros +B peyadomperrel 
Aefouev. 0 ovopLo, peev ovv adres buy pdr, opileras 
dé 70 poxpov @eddpacros odrws, yuypdv eats ro 
virepBdAdov rHv oikelay daayyeAlav, oiov 

amvvodcwros of tpamelodras KvALE, 

dvr rod dariBuevos € ert Tparrelns sedans ov rierat. 
73 yap mpayya opixpov dv od béxera dyKov 
toootrov Aéfews. 

LA / \ ‘ \ ? A ee 

1150 Dwverat peévros Kat 76 yuypov ev TpLoiv, woTep 
Kat TO peyadotperés. 1) yap év Siavola, Kalarep 

1 ratra P. 

é Thucyd. iv. 64. 370 8¢ Eiurav yelrovas dvras cal Evvolxous 
pedis ywopas Kal mepppvrou Kai dvoua ey KeKNypev aus DeveNesrass 
Hermocrates of Syracuse is the speaker, and is urging his 
fellow-Greeks of Sicily to put aside intestine feuds, and to 
resist as one man any invasion of their island-home. 
Thucydides (as author of the speech) is supposed by 
Demetrius to give a new turn to the familiar lines in which 
the great national poet of Greece had described the sea-girt 
isle of Crete. The sea may resemble a huge rampart; it 
may also, with the help of traitors, afford a landing to the 
ships of the invader. 
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to indicate the great size of the island. Thucydides, 
on his part, thinks it a right thing that the Greek 
settlers in Sicily should act in unity, as they belong 
to the same land and that a wave-encompassed one.* 
Although he employs just the same terms as Homer— 
“land” in place of “island,” and likewise “ wave- 
encompassed ’’—he seems nevertheless to be saying 
something different. The reason is that he uses the 
words with reference not to size but to national 
unity.—Thus much with regard to elevation of style. 

But as in the sphere of morals certain bad qualities 
exist side by side with certain attractive ones 
(audacity, for example, corresponding to bravery, 
and shame to reverence), so also the leading types 
of style are matched by distorted varieties. We will 
first speak of the faulty style which is next neighbour 
to the elevated. Its name is “ frigid,’ ® and “the 
frigid ’’ is defined by Theophrastus ° as that which 
overshoots the expression appropriate to the thought, 
for example 

A cup unbased is not intabulated.4 

Here the meaning is: “‘a cup without a bottom is 
not placed upon a table.” The subject, being trivial, 
does not admit of such magniloquence. 

Frigidity, like elevation, arises at three points, 
One of these is the thought itself, as when a writer 

> * Brosty 3 cf. § 6. With all its fiery ambitions, such 
a style is what modern actors call “a frost.” It falls flat. 

¢ Theophr. epi AéZews. 
4 Soph. Triptol. fragm. See Pearson’s Soph. Fragm. 

ii. p. 251, with his comment, ‘“‘ We are perhaps justified in 
recalling that the play was probably an early one.” Is it 
a case of [6 ZopoxAfs] deareraryes rov Alcxvaou bycov (Plat. 
Mor. 79 z),—an instance of deliberate burlesque? 
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émt tod KuxAwios boBodoivros Thy vaty rob 
3 5 Z v te rd ~ Ate. s Odvocdws ébn tis, “ depopévov tot AiPou alyes 
3 7 > 3 m™ 33 ? A ~ ¢ a evépovro év adT@.” é« yap tod drepBeBAnuévov 
Ths Suavoias Kal advvarov 4 puxporns. 

116 «’Ey dé Ad€ee 6 “ApiorotéAns dyot yivecbat 
~ 1 e % é ce oe 4 ¢ ~ o>? 

reTpayas, « * ) ws “AAKidduas “ dypov para. 
ba $ Ad i a] aS) ~ ¢ /  é&v ovvlér@, 6rav diOupayBwdys ovvTefR 1 di- 
TAwats To dvéparos, ws TO “ épnuomdAdvos”’ 
épn tis, Kal et? te GAXo odTws brépoyKov. yiverat 

dé kal év petadpopG ro wuypdv, “ tpéwovra Kal 
wypa Ta mpdypara®” rerpaxds pév ody Kara 
tiv AdEw odtws adv yiyvouro. 

117 Ldvbeors Se Yuypa 7% pn <dpvOuos,* aAdd dpvb- 
pos ovca Kab ud mavrwy paxpay® éyovoa, Womep 
H Todde, ““Hxwv Hudy els THY xwpav, md&ons 
¢ “ bd AF 4 a3 noe \ * r \ Oe npdv dpOfs ovens.” oddev yap exet Aoyixdy oddé 
? A 4 \ f ~ * ~ 

dogares bia THY ouvéyeray TOY pakpdyv ovAAaBdv. 
YY \ Pa) \ s ‘ ‘4 a) f lod a] / 11s Wuypov Sé Kai ro pérpa tilévar ovvexya, Kabd- 

mep Ties, Kab un KAerropeva tro THs ouveyetas: 

1 hiatum indicavit Victorius. 
2 eiom. P: add. edd., cf. § 64. 

8 rpdyuara Victorius (cf. Arist. Rhet. fii. 3): ypdupara P. 
4 etipudzos Finckh: éppvdsos (sic) P. 

5 waxpdv Schneider: paxpov P. 

« Ser. Inc. 
> Cf. Avist. Rhet. iii, 3 yAdrras . . « ériPérous, 
* Alcidamas, fragm. The rhetorician Alcidamas was a 

pupil of Gorgias; cf. § 12. 
# Ser. Inc. (? Gorgias; ef. Arist. Zthet. iii. 3). 
* Scr. Inc.; of. §§ 40-42, 246. So, in verse, And ten low 
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once said, in describing how Homer’s Cyclops cast 
a boulder after the ship of Odysseus: ‘“ when the 
boulder was in mid career goats were browsing on 
it.’ The words are frigid because the conceit is 
extravagant and impossible. 

In diction Aristotle ® says that frigidity is of four- 
fold origin, arising from [(1) “strange terms”; (2) 
“epithets ”"] ...as when Alcidamas speaks of 
“moist sweat’’¢; (3) “ composites,” when words 
are compounded in a dithyrambic manner, as with 
the expression “ desert-wandering ” which someone 
uses, and with other pompous expressions of the 
kind; (4) “metaphors,” eg. “a crisis pale and 
trembling.” @ Frigidity of diction may, therefore, 
arise in four ways. 

Composition is frigid when it lacks good rhythm, 
or lacks all rhythm, having long syllables from begin- 
ning to end, as “‘ This land, our land, which I now 
reach, which I find all upstirred.”¢ Owing to the 
unbroken succession of long syllables, this sentence 
is highly questionable and entirely lacking in prose 
rhythm. 

It is also a mark of frigidity to introduce, as some 
do,f one metrical phrase after another in prose, 
the close succession of which thrusts them on the 
words oft creep in one dull line” (Pope, L’ssay on Criticism). 
But the poets can also make most expressive use of acecumu- 
lated long syllables, as in Tennyson’s “ The long day wanes : 
the slow moon climbs; the derp | loans round with many 
voices’; and in Shakespeare’s “If thou didst ever hold 
me in thy heart, | Absent thee from felicity awhile, | dnd 7x 
this harsh world draw thy breath in pain, | To tell my story.” 
Of. Dionys. Halic. De comp. verb. ce. 15, 16.  Catullus 
(exvi. 8) has a hexameter line consisting of spondees only: 
* qui te lenirem nobis, neu conarere.” 

* As Dickens and Blackmore in English. Cf. § 43. 
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Toujua yap akaipov yuypdv, wWomep Kal Td vrrép- 
[LETPOV. 
Kat Kabddov omrotov Ti cor n draloveia, To.obrov 

Kal y puxpdorns® fo) TE yap dhalav ra. oy) mpooovra, 
abr abyel dws ws mpoodyra, 6 TE puuKpots 
mpdypaow mepipddAwy Oykov, Kal adTos ev pLKpots 
dAalovevopéevw eovxev. Kal Omoidv Te TO ev TH 
mopounla, Koopovpevoy drepov, rovodrév Ti éoTe Kal 
TO é&v TH épunvela en pysevo € év puxpots mpdyuaou. 

alto. TwWés pace Setv Ta pupa peydaAws Agvet’, 
kal onpelov Todra Hyoovrat drrepBadrovans durd- 
pews. eya 5é ToAuxpadres peev TH prropt ouy- 
xwpa eyrcenpealovre et as "Ayapeuvova év 
avribérous Kal peradopats kal maou Tots ey Key LLbO,~ 
oTtKols Tpdmots: emailev ydp, ovK éomovdaler, 
Kat atros THs ypadiis o dyKos aratyvisy éort. 
mailew pev d7° e€€oTrw, ws me, 70 dé mpemov év 
movi mpdywart gu aKTeov, totr gore _mpoo|popus 
épunvevréov, Ta pev purKpa ptKpOs, Ta pweydAa dé 
peyadws. 
Kabdrep Revopav emt Tob TndeBoa morapod 

peuKcpod ovros Kab Kadob gnow, . odros dé ToTapos 
a peyas jev ov, Kadds dé: TH yap Bpaxvrnre 
rijs ouvdecews Kal TH drodnger Th els to “ 8e”’ 
peovov otk emddergev Quiy urxpov morapdv. Erepos 
6€ Tis Epunvedwr duoiov TO TyrAcBea moray &dy, 
ws “aad tov Aaupixdy dpéwy dpud@puevos €xdid00 

1 Jacunam statuit Victorius. 2 def Py 

* The contemporary of Isocrates, who addressed his 
Busiris to him. 

> The name of some contemptible person, such as Thersites, 
seems to be missing in the Greek text. 
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attention. A bit of verse out of place is just as 
inartistic as the transgression of metrical rules in 
poetry. 

There is a sort of general analogy between impos- 
ture end frigidity. The impostor boasts, facts not- 
whi tan’ rye. chal qualities belong to him which do 
nei, te Pic isesmer, also, the writer who invests 

trifles with pomp resembles one who gives himself 
airs about trifles. A heightened style used in con- 
nexion with a trivial subject recalls the “ ornamented 
pestle ” of the proverb. 

There are, however, people who hold that we 
ought to use grand language of little things. They 
regard this as a proof of surpassing power. For my 
own part, I can forgive the rhetorician Polycrates ¢ 
who eulogized® ... like (another) Agamemnon 
with antitheses, metaphors, and every trick and turn 
of eulogy. He was jesting and not in earnest ; the 
very inflation of his writing is but pleasantry.* I 
have no objection to jesting, as I say. But fitness 
must be observed, whatever the subject ; or in other 
words the style must be appropriate—subdued for 
humble topics, lofty for high themes. 
Xenophon obeys this rule when he says of the 

small and beautiful river Teleboas: “ this was not 
a large river ; beautiful it was, though.” Through 
the conciseness of the construction, and through 
placing the “though ” at the end of the sentence, 
he has almost brought before our very eyes a small 
yiver. Another writer, on the contrary, when writ- 
ing about a river like the Teleboas, said that “ it 
rushed from the hills of Laurium and disembogued 

¢ Fun, sport, playfulness. 
# Nen, Anad. iv. 4, 3; of. § 6 supra, 
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és @ddaocar,” xaddrrep zov NetAov éppnvedoor 
Karaupnpuvidrevov ) «tov “lorpov éxBd.Adovra.' 
mdvra ov 70, rowtra ux porns adetrat. 

Tiveras pevrou TO pupa peydha Erepov _TpoToD, 
od dud Tod dmperrobs, GAN’ eviore ta’ dvdyens. 
olov Gray puKpa caroplicarrd TWA OTpaTnyov 
efaipew Bovrdpeba. ws peyara Kkatwphuxdro,, 
<> oloy | OTL epopos év Aaredainove TOV Tepe~ 
épyws Kal ob emuxeopios opatpiouyra ewaori- 
ywoev" ToUTa® ‘yap atrobey pepe dicovo ivan 
ove émurpauypdodper, ws ob Ta puurepa, movnpa On 
éavres ddov tots petloot movnpots dvouyviovow, 
Kal Ott él ots pucpots Topavounpaccy xp) 
Kordbew LaMov, ods emt rots peyddors. Kab THY 
mapoyntav erolcoey,! “ dpy7) O€ Tou Tusov mravr ds, 
ws eouxviay Toure T@ Opup@ Kaxe, H Kal’ drt 
ovdev eaurcoy puKpov éorw. 
Otrws pev 87)’ ebeorw Kal 70 puucpov Kor 

opBw ja. efaipew peva, ob pay WOTe dmpemeés Tt 
mroueiv, GAN womep Kal 70 peya KaTaopLuKpuvera 
xpnoljws moAAdiKis, otTws dv Kal TO puKpaV 
e€aipotro. 

124 MéAvora dé 7 darepBodn) puxporarov madvroy. 
Tpir7n Sé eoTw: 7 yap Kal’ Guowdrnta éxddperat, 

1 éxBdddovra Gennadius: uBdddovra DP. 
& jinserui; cf, adn. 6 infra, Fort. } dndduev bre; ef. § 93, 

3 votre P. 
7 éroloouey Hemsterhuys : érahoanev P. 

5 rofro P: rodrw r@ m, rec. P. 
5 «at P; 4 supra versum add. m. rec. P. ? de? P, 

* Ser. Inc. Cf. Pope’s mock-heroiec lines, “ To where 
Fleet-ditch with disemboguing streams, | Rolls the -large 
tribute of dead dogs to Thames,” Dunciad, book ii. 
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into the sea,” * as though he were writing about the 
cataracts of the Nile or the mouth of the Danube. 
All expressions of this kind are called “ frigid.” 

Small things, however, may be magnified in 
another way, and that not an unbecoming but some- 
times a necessary way, for instance when we wish 
to exalt a general who has succeeded in some small 
enterprises as though he had actually won great 
triumphs. Or we may have to justify the ephor at 
Lacedacmon for scourging a man who played ball 
like an exquisite, not like a native of the country? 
The offence at first strikes the ear as a trivial one, 
Consequently we solemnly descant upon its gravity, 
pointing out that men who permit small malpractices 
open the way to more serious ones, and that we ought 
to punish for small transgressions rather than for 
great. We shall, further, adduce the proverb “ the 
thin end of the wedge,” ° showing how it bears upon 
this trifling offence; or we shall go so far as to 
maintain that no offence is trifling. 

In this way, then, we may magnify a small success, 
but without doing anything unbecoming. As what 
is great can often be depreciated with advantage, 
so can what is lowly be exalted. 

The most frigid of all figures is hyperbole, which is 
of three kinds, being expressed either in the form of 

> The player was too much of a dandy to please the stern 
Spartan magistrate. For the sense of veplepyos here ef. 
Plutarch, Moral. 693 B at yuvatces Pwxotuevar cai puprfduey at 
Kal xpvodv popoica: cal roppipay meplepyor Soxotow, 

¢ Of. Plat. Laws vi. 753 u dpi) yap Adyera: wer quccu ravrds 
ty Tais mapoulais Epyou, and Polyb. v. 39. 1 Gappav yap dy ris 
elror, otxX Tucou thy dpxty elvac rod wavrés, a\AG Kal wpos 7d 
révos dtarelvery. Demetrius gives a turn of his own to a 
proverb which usually meant “ Well begun is half done.” 
Pythagoras is supposed to have been its author. 
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ws TO ‘ * Oeew 8 dvéwotow opotor,” 7 al? drep- 
oxy, ws TO " Aeundrepou ydvos,”” 7 Kara TO 
aovvaror, as 70 “ obpav@ eornpife Kdpn. 

125 Iléoo, pev obv drrepBodAr ddvvaros éorw" oure 
yop ay yLdvos Acuxdrtepov yevorro, our’ ay dvd pnep 
Oéew _opowov. atrn pevror % trrepBody}, 7 etpy)- 
pevn,” etaipérins dvopdlerar addvaros. b8 59) 
kal paddora wvypa Soxet méca drepBody, Sidru 
aduvatw goucev. 

126 © Ava Tobro be pddvora Kal ob Kepdorrotol 
xpavrat avrg, ore ek Tot dduvatov epeAcovrar TO 
yeAoiov, womep emt TaY Tlepodv Tis amAnorias 
UrrepBahdpevds Ths eon, ore “ rredia éféxelov 
6Aa,” Kal ort "Bods € ev rats yuabous epepov. 

127 Toi 8€ adrod <iSous €ort Kal To * padaKpd- 
Tepos «vdias,” Kal To “ Kodokdvrns DYLEOTEpos. 
7o 5€ “xypvod xpucotépa’”’? 7ro Lamdexdv ev 
trrepBoly Aéyera Kat atts Kal dduvdres, aan 
abr® ye 7B aduvdtw yap eXel, ov uxpornta. 
é by eal pddora Bavudoecev av Ts Lampotis THS 
Betas, dre pce KuwBuveder mpdypware reaut dugkar- 
opladrw € expijoaro emxapirws. Kab rept peev bux pd- 
TNTOS Kal vrepBodfs rocatra. viv dé wept tod 
yAapupotd yapaxrijpos AdEopev. 

1 pévrot qrot (sic) 7 dwrepBory } elpnuévy P. 

* Hom. J], x. 436: 

tof 0% xadAlorous trmous tor 45e weylarous’ 
AeuxdTepar xidves, Oelew 8 dvduoww duotot, Krad, 

& Hom. J1. iv. 443: 

ovpav@ éeripise xdpy, xal éat xGorl Balves. 
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likeness, as “‘ a match for the winds in speed”; or 
of superiority, as “whiter than snow’’;* or of 
impossibility, as “with her head she has smitten 
the sky.” ® 

Indeed, every hyperbole transcends the possible. 
There could be nothing “ whiter than snow,’ nor 
anything “a match for the winds in speed.” How- 
ever, the particular hyperbole already mentioned is 
specially called ‘impossible.’ And so the very 
reason why every hyperbole seems, above all things, 
frigid, is that it suggests something impossible. 

The chief reason why the comic poets employ 
hyperbole is that out of the impossible they drag in 
the laughable, as when someone said hyperbolically 
of the voracity of the Persians that “they voided 
entire plains,” and that “they carried bullocks in 
their jaws.” ° 

Of the same character are the expressions “ balder 
than the cloudless blue” and “ lustier than a pump- 
kin.”4 Sappho’s words “more golden than all gold” ® 
are themselves hyperbolical and impossible, though 
from their very impossibility they derive charm, not 
frigidity. Indeed, one cannot sufficiently admire 
this in the divine Sappho, that she can so handle 
matter by its very nature hazardous and intractable 
as to invest it with charm. These observations on 
the subject of frigidity and hyperbole must suffice. 
We shall next consider the elegant style. 

° Ser, Ine. 
4 Sophron, Fragmm. 108, 34 Kaibel, C.G.F.: Sophron, 

the fifth-century writer of the “‘ mimes,” in Doric rhythmical 
prose, which Plato admired. 

¢ Sappho, Fragm. 123 Bergl'. 
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Til 

{‘O yAagupos Adyos Xaptevrioyds Kat tAapos 
Adyos éort. TOV 3 Xapireay at ev stot pretloves 
KL oEepverepat, at Toy mounta@v, at oe ebredeis 
padrov Kab Kwutkw@Téepar, oKmppaow dorxviae, 
ofov at “Aptororédous ydperes Kal Lebdpovos Kal 

f \ \ tc & tun 2 > / 4 Avoiov 70 ydp “ Hs pdov dv tus api uncerev TOUS 
eddévras 7 Tovs Saxrddous, TO emt vijs mpe- 

4 4 \ &é Xx oBurios, Kat TO “* doas aE vos: Hv AaBetv T nyds, 
Tocavras etAndev Spaxpds, ” of Towobro aoretopot 
obdev Siadepovew CKUpPpATwWY, OVSE Tdppw yeAwTo- 
motlas elot. 

129 To de 
7h Sé O dua Now 

mailovos: veynbe $2 te dpdva Anrw- 

128 
235 v. 

1 
KOOL 

cA 3° > 4 ? A \ Pay / fod 
peta 8 apuyvairn méAerat: Kadal dé Te maoat: 

[rat]*® adrai efow at Aeydpevas cepval ydpires 
Kat peydrar. 

130 Xpirar dé adrats “Ounpos Kal mpdos Selvwow 
éviore Kat gudacw, Kat mailer oBepdirepds éo7t, 
mparos TE edpnxeva Soxet doBepas Xéperas, 
worep TO emt Too dyapirwrarou mpocwmov, 7d 

9 1 yéynbé re sine d¢ P. 2 «al secl. Schneider. 

* They are “urbanities’ which are not urbane. The 
Greek word (here and in § 130) may be a conscious equi~ 
valent (as doreérys seems to be) of the Latin urbanitas 
and so point to authorship in Roman times. For examples 
of such witticisms see Falstaff’s concluding speech in Act nn 
Sc. ii. of Second Part of King Henry | ve 
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Il 

Elegance of expression includes graceful pleasan- 
tries and gay, genial speech. Some pleasantries 
—those of the poets—are loftier and more 
dignified, while others are more commonplace and 
jocular, resembling gibes, as is the case with those 
of Aristotle, Sophron, and Lysias. Such witticisms ¢ 
as “whose teeth could sooner be counted than her 
fingers ” (of an aged woman), and ‘“‘he has received 
pounds where he deserved poundings,”’? differ in no 
way from gibes, nor are they far removed from 
buffoonery. 

Take, rather, the lines : 

While the daughters of him whose shield is the Aegis sport 
at her side, 

The beautiful nymphs of the field, and Leto beholds her 
with pride, 

And by face and by radiant head above the rest is she tall, 
And, where lovely is every one, they are all by her outshone : 
So did the maid unwed outshine her handmaids all.¢ 

These ave the graces that can be called dignified 
and lofty. 
Homer uses such means sometimes in order also 

to make a scene more intense and telling. When 
he is jesting he is all the more fearful, and he seems 
to have been the first to devise fearful pleasantries, 
as in the passage describing that most unpleasant 

» Lysias, Fragmm. 5, 275 Baiter-Sauppe. 
* Hom. Odyss. vi. 105: 

7H 8 & &ua vipat, xotipar Aids alycdyoro, 
aypovéuo. walfover’ yéynbe S€ re ppéva Anrus* 
macdwy & brép Hye xdpy exer 766 pérwra, 
pet. +? dpeyvdrn wéderat, xadal b€ re oat" 
ds Hy’ dudurédowt perérpere waphévos dbus. 
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Le o~ = > 2 emi tod Kukdwaos, 76 [odv]' “ Odrw éya mv- 
‘ parov eouat, Tovs dé Aowrods mpwTovs, TO Tob 

Ky. > , 2 > x a > 4 3 4 UKAwros E€vov®+ ob} yap ottws adrov évépynver 
8 ‘ 3 a tA Lg 8 ; 8 ae , ewov ex tOv dAAwv, drav dUo Seurvp ératpous, 
ot dd tod Oupeod } ek rod pomwddov, ws éx 
rovrou Tob doretiapuod. 

o ~ \ 131 Xpfra 8€ 7H Towvrw cider Kat Hevoddy, ral 
> 4 ~ 

adtas dewdrnras elodyes éx yapirwyr, olov émt ris 
evo Xr > id te A \ ¢ 4 “a TI A mAov dpynortpisos, ‘‘ épwrnfels bird tod IadAa- 
yovos, ef Kal at yuvaikes adrots auveroAguour, 
” a \ ‘oo 4 so \ 
éfn avrar yap Kat érpesayv tov Baotdéa.”’ Serr 

wn 7 ¢ bY yap éudaiverat 4} Sewdrys ex THs xapuros, 7 ev 
ig ? a & > a ¢ iAN’ eX a) ¢ 67t od yuvatkes adrots elzovTo, G paloves, 7) 

> ‘ Sé xara Bacikéws, <i otrws Fv doberiis, ds taro 
yuvakdv puyetiv. 

2 Ta péev obv cidy ray yxapirwy roodde Kal 
roudde. eioly d€ al ev ev rols mpdyuace xdpires, 
ofov vuudato. x70, tudvaror, Epwres, GAn 
hampots qmoinow. Ta yap Towtra, Kady did 
‘lamavaxros Aéynrat,® yapievrd éort, Kal adrd 
€ \ ‘ lod > ¢ ~ 2 \ ‘ bay idapov rd mpaypa e& éavtod- ovdels yap dy 
eo YO 4 29 ‘ 29 ‘ ao 
tuevatov door’ dpyilduevos, obde Tov Pwra 
$ a Epwodv roujoeser® rH épunveta 7) yiyavra, oddé 7d 
yeday xdratew. 

+ of P, om. edd.: fort. delenda sunt verba omnia rd 
ért . . . 7d ody, 

tévecor P, 8 déyera: P: corr. edd. a 
* @do: Schneider: de P. 
® rojocey Hammer: ore év P. 
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personage the Cyclops: “Noman will I eat last, 
but the rest before him”—that “guest-gift” of 
the Cyclops. No other detail reveals so clearly the 
grimness of the monster—not his supper made from 
two of the comrades of Odysseus, nor his crag-door, 
nor his club—as this show of urbanity. 

Xenophon, too, is familiar with this form of wit, 
and can (like Homer) give a startling turn to a 
pleasantry, as in the passage describing the armed 
dancing-gir]. ‘‘ A Greek was asked by the Paphla- 
gonian, whether their women accompanied them to 
the wars. ‘ Yes,’ he replied, ‘for they routed the 
Great King.’”® This pleasantry clearly has a 
startling effect in two ways, implying in the first 
place that it was not mere women who accompanied 
them, but Amazons; and the other hit is at the 
Great King, who is taunted with being such a poor 
creature as to be put to flight by women. 

Grace of style has, therefore, a certain number of 
forms and characteristics. The grace may reside in 
the subject matter, ifit is the gardens of the Nymphs, 
marriage-lays, love-stories, or the poetry of Sappho 
generally. Such themes even in the mouth of a 
Hipponax,° possess grace, the subject matter having 
a gaiety of its own. No one would think of singing 
a bridal song in an angry mood; no gifts of style 
can change Love into a Fury or a Giant, ox trans- 
mute laughter into tears. 

® Hom. Odyss. ix. 369, where the Cyclops says to Odysseus 
(Noman ”): 

Odri éy miparor eopat perd ols érdporce, 
rovs 6’ G&\dous wpdaGev* rd Gé ror Eewyioy Eorat 

Cf. also §§ 152, 262. + Xen. dnab. vi. 1. 13. 
* The scurrilous sixth-century writer who invented the 

“limping” iambic. Cf. §§ 251, 301. 
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133 “Qore 7 % bev tes ev mpdypace xdpis €ort, 7a, bé 
kat 4 Ad€is rove? emtyapiTwrepa, obov 

as 8 dre Havédapéov® Koupy, xAwpyis dnowy, 
Kaddv deldnow, gapos véov torapévoto- 

evrabba yap Kal H andar Xdprev dpvibioy, Kat 76 
éap pice xdprev, mond 5é emuKEKOopNTaL Th 
epunvela, Kal €ore Xaprdore par, T@ Te * XAwpyis ° : 
kat T@* “ Tlavdapéov* Kovpyn”’ etmeiv emt dpvidos, 
amep Too mounros iBud éore. 

134 TloAAdices dé Kaul v0. pev mpdypara drepri eort 
plo Kal oTvyva, bad d€ tod A€yovros yiverau 
iAapd. totiro 6¢ mapa Hevoddvre Soxel mpairw 
ebpijoae- AaBesy yap dyéaorov mpdowmov Kal 
aTuyvov, Tov “Ayhairdbay, TOV dépoyy, yehura 
etpey €€ atrob Xuplevra, é7t “ padv’ date trip 

eee Salsas dard cob 7} yeaa.’ : 
135 Avry Be core Kal 4 Suvarwrdry xdpus, Kat 

padora év 7 Adyovrt. TO pe yap mpayyua Kal 
pice. oruyvoy ve Kat | TOAEuLOY ydpere, onep 
Kat “AyAairddas. 6 8 domep evSetxvuTat, drt Kat 
amo Tv TowovTwy mailew goTw, Womepel Kal Ud 
Geppot ydyeo8a, OeppaivesBa. Sé dad Téby 
puxpav. 

136 “Hel dé ra cidy Trev yapirwy SédeKra, Tivo 

L rpdyuaot Victorius: rpdyuare P. 
2 Tlavéapéov codd. Homeri: Wavédapéy P. 

Sr@re... Kalr@ Finclch : rote... kalro P, 
4 Tavdapén Py 5 pov codd. Xen.: padior P. 

* Hom. Odyss. xix. 518. When he used the diminutive 
épvidiovy in the next sentence, Demetrius may have been 
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While grace is sometimes inherent in the theme 
itself, at other times diction can lend an added 
charm, as in the lines : 

As Pandareus’ daughter, the wan-brown nightingale, 
Singeth a lovely song, in the opening spring.* 

This passage refers to the nightingale which is a 
dear delightful songstress, and to the spring which is 
a delightful season of the year; but the wording has 
greatly embellished the idea, and the whole picture 
is the more delightful because the epithets “‘ wan- 
brown ” and “ daughter of Pandareus”’ are applied 
to the bird. Now these touches are the poet’s own. 

It often happens that, unattractive and sombre as 
the subject matter in itself may be, it grows merry 
in the writer’s hands. This secret seems to have 
been first discovered by Xenophon.? Dealing with 
so grave and gloomy a personage as the Persian 
Aglaitadas, Xenophon makes at his expense the 
pleasant jest, ‘‘ One could sooner strike fire from 
your skull than laughter.” ¢ 

This is, indeed, the most effective kind of charm, 
and that which most depends upon the writer. The 
subject was in itself sombre and hostile to charm, 
as was Aglaitadas. But the writer demonstrates as 
it were that, even with such material, one can jest ; 
there is the possibility, so to speak, of being cooled 
even by what is hot, or warmed with things cold. 
Now that the varieties of graceful style, and its 

thinking of its application to the nightingale in Aristophanes, 
Birds 223: 

O Zeus and King, the little birdie’s voice! 
O how its sweetness honied all the copse! 

(tr. B. B. Rogers). 
* hit, “‘in Xenophon.” ¢ Xen. Cyrop. xi. 2. 15. 
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ott Kal év riow, vov Kal TOvs Tém0US Tapa. 
deifoper,” ad’ av al xdpures. oav Sé ypiv at 
prev ev 7H Aggeu, at be év Tots mpdypLaow. Tapa 
deiEouev obv Kal Tods TOToUs Kal” éxdTEpa* mpd- 
Tous b¢ Tous Tis. A€fews. 

137 Ed@ds oby TPWTN éort Xdpes 4 ex ouvroplas, 

bray 70 atro Len icuvdpevov dxape yevnrat, bd dé 
Tdxous xXdpiev, womep Tapa Bevopiyvre, “ TO byte 
TovTw” ovdev péreott THS “HAAdSos, émrel eye 
adrov eldov, womepel Avddv, auddrepa ra Ta 
rerpuTmpevov” Kal elyev ovTws. " 7d yap emtAeyd- 
pevov To “ ctyev ottws ”’ d70d rijs ovvTOLias Tb 
ydpw moe, e€ dé eunkivoy bid mAerdveny, ore 
“ édevev rabra adn Oi, cages yap érerpumyto,” 
Sunynua av pudov € eveveTo avr xdpiTos. 

138 Todas 5e kal duo Ppdlerar d.° évds ampds 
TO xdprev, olov emt Tis, Apaldvos jabevdovons 
épyn Tis, Or “To TOEOV evreTapevov éKelTO, Kal 1 
papérpa mAnpns, 76 yeppov emt Th ean Tavs 
de Cworfipas od tovran.’ ev yap Toure Kal oO 
vdos etpnrau 6 mepl rob Sworijpos, Kal OTL ovK 
éhuoe Tov Cworipa, Ta dvo mpdypora dua pais 
Eppnvelas. Kal amo THS ovvTopias ravrns yAa- 
pupdv Ti €ort, 

139 Acdrepos S€ rd7r0¢ éorly ard Tis Trdg ews. TO 
yap avTo _mparov pev telev 7 Hécov dxape 
yiverat’ émt dé Too Tédous xapeev, otay as 6 
Revopdy gyow emt Tob Keooa ‘ Bibwor Be adr 
kat d@pa, immov Kat otoAjy Kal orpenrov, Kak 

1 mapadeizopey Gale: wapadelfoum P. * rotro P, 
8 rerpun mney ov codd. Xen.: Te TaLLeron 12s 

"8 Xen. Anab. iii. 1. 31. > Ser. Inc 
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elements, have been indicated, we will next state 
its sources. As we have already said, it consists 
partly in expression and partly in subject. So we 
will state the sources severally, beginning with those 
of expression. 

The very first grace of style is that which comes 
from compression, when a thought which would 
have been spoiled by dwelling on it is made graceful 
by arapid touch. Xenophon will furnish an example: 
‘““* This man has really no part or lot in Greece, for 
he has (as I have myself seen) both his ears pierced 
like a Lydian’; and so it was.” * The clinching 
stroke “ and so it was ”’ has all the charm of brevity. 
If the thought had been developed at greater length, 
under some such form as “ what he said was true 
since the man had evidently had his ears pierced,” 
we should have had a bald narrative instead of a 
flash of grace. 

The conveyance of two ideas in one sentence often 
has a graceful effect. A writer once said of a sleep- 
ing Amazon: “ Her bow lay strung, her quiver full, 
her buckler by her head; their girdles they never 
loose.”’> At one and the same time the custom 
concerning the girdle is indicated and its observance 
in the present case—the two facts by means of one 
expression. And from this conciseness a certain 
elegance results. 

Grace of style comes, in the second place, from 
arrangement. The very thought which, if placed 
at the beginning or middle of a sentence, would have 
no charm, is often full of grace when it comes at 
the end. This is the case with a passage of Kenophon 
relating to Cyrus: ‘‘as presents he gives him a 
horse, a robe, a linked collar, and the assurance that 
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\ é fa ¢ éf +3 > 4 ‘/ 

THY xwpav pnKéte apralecOa.”’ ev yap Tovrots 
4 4 a m~ 

To pev redevtaldv éore TO THY ydpw TroLoby Té 
ct A} 7 fa ¢ f 73 \ 4 a THY ywpav pyKére dprdlecba”’ Sia ro E€vov 
Tod Sdpov Kal THY ididTnTAa. altios b€ 6 Tdmo0s 

THs xdpiros. ef yodv mpdrov érdyOyn, dyapired- 
Tepov Hv, olov ore “ didwow atr@ dpa, TH Te 

xXdpav pynKkérs apmdlecbar, Kal tmmov Kat oroAj 
Kab otpemtév.” viv 8 mpoeurmy 7a eifropeva 

dHpa, teAevraiov emjveyney 76 Edvov kat aryfes, 

e€ Gv dmdvrwy ouvaKra: y xdpis. 

140 Ai 8é amd t&v oynudrwry xdpires SHAai elow 

Kal aAcioras mapa Damdot, olov ék tis ava- 

SimAwoews, Omov' viudyn mpos THY TapOeviav 

dnot, ‘ wapGevia, mapGevia, mot we Avotca otyn;”’ 
A “ 

% d€ droKpiverat mpdos adtiy TO abt oyypare, 
ee 9 / a 4 f4 3 - a +9 i 4 obxér, Ew mpos o€, odKéts HEw’ mAciwy yap 

ca 9 f at uy vd yy 7 \ » ydpis eudaiverar, 7) elmrep dmak édéyOn Kal dvev 
“~ a 

Tod oxipatos. Kaito 7 dvadimAwors mpos Seavd- 

Tytas paddov Soxet cipfabar, 7) 5é Kat Tots Sewvo- 

rdrows KaTayphra. emyapiras.* 

141 Xaptevrilera 5¢ wore Kat e€ avadhopds, ws emi 

1 grou edd.: roi P. 
2 griyaplrws Finckh: éme (sic) xépiros P. 

a Xen. Anab. i. 2. 2, 
> Cf. the repetition of ‘‘all made of” in Shakespeare, 

As You Like It, v. ii, Other examples in Roberts’s edition 
of the De elocutione, p. 265. 

¢ Sappho, Fragm. 109 Bergk*; Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, 
i. p. 294. 
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his country should be no longer plundered.” ¢ [+ 
is the last clause in this sentence (viz. “ the assurance 
that his country should be no longer plundered ’’) 
which constitutes its charm, the gift being so strange 
and unique. And the charm is due to the position 
of the clause. Had it been placed first, it would 
have lost in charm: as (for example) “ he gives him 
as presents the assurance that his country should 
be no longer plundered, and also a horse, robe, and 
linked collar.” As it is, he has put first the accus- 
tomed presents, and added in conclusion the novel 
and unusual gift, and from this combination comes 
the charm. 

The graces that spring from the employment of 
figures of speech are manifest, and abound most of 
all in Sappho. An instance in point is the figure 
“yedoubling,” as when the bride addressing her 
Maidenhood says 

Maidenhood, Maidenhood, whither away, 
Forsaking me ?® 

And her Maidenhood makes reply to her in the same 
figure : 

Not again unto thee shall I come for aye, 
Not again unto thee! ¢ 

The thought, thus presented, has more grace than 
if it had been expressed once only and without the 
figure. “ Redoubling,” it is true, seems to have 
been devised more particularly with a view to giving 
impassioned force to style. But in Sappho’s hands 
even the most passionate force is endowed with 
grace. 

Sometimes also Sappho makes graceful use of the 
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708 “Kore "Eh dé, d pov, omepe, mévra épets,” noi, 
Rae dip, Ree alya, pépets parépe maida.’ 
Kal yap evrabia . xdpes eotiv €x THs Adkews Tis 

ae pets ”” emt 70 ado dvagepoperns. 
42 | Tloddds 8° dy Ts Kal das expépor Xdpuras. 

a yeyvovrat dé Kal azo Agfeuws ydpires 7 ex [eTO~ 
popds, ws em tod tértuyos, “ mreptywy 
c / bh 3 5 td a ? a A / drokaKyee. Avyupav dowdy, 6 Te wor’ av dAdytov 
Kabéray émimrdpevov KaravAet*.”’ 

148 “H ék ovvférou rov* évépuaros Kai dQupapBucod, 
‘ $éar0Ta, TAovrwy* pedavorreptywv, TouTi deuvov 
mpo mreptywyv attd moinaov.”’ & pddtora 87 
Kwpwoikd talyyd éoTt Kal carvpexd.® 

A > 3 ~ 4 2. 7 f € é l44 Kat e& iStwrixod dé dvopnaros yiyverat, ds 6 
3? "ApiororéAns, “ dow yap,” dnot, . povebrns ett, 

prrouuforepos yéyova.’ Kal ex TeTOUN[LEVOV, ws 
6 adrés év TO ada, “ dow yap abrirns Kat povarns 

s s ciul, purouv8depos yéyova.” 7d yey yap pove- 
TNS iuurucwrépou éBous 7701) eort, 7a Se 
‘atrirns”” memounpévov éx tot adrds. 

1 &y Paulus Manutius: ofvoy P. 
2 xaravxet  Finckh: xaravéely P. 

3 +ov Radermacher: ro? P. Sed cf. § 275 
4 TWdodrwy Bergk: riofrov P. 
5 garupixd Gale: carvpia P. 

se ¢ Puttenham calls this the figure of report, “‘ when we 
make one word begin and, as they are wont to say, lead the 
daunee to manv verses in sute,” 
6 SoPpho, Fragm. 95 Bergk*; Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, i. 

p. 284 
¢ Aleaeus, Fragm. 39 Bergk*. Assigned to Sappho in 
in Lyra Graeca, i. p 252, where see text and trans- 
ation. 
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ON STYLE, ur. 141-144 

figure “‘ anaphora,” ¢ as in the lines on the Evening 
Star : 

O Evening Star, thou bringest all that’s best: 
The sheep, the goat, thou bringest home, to rest : 
The child thoa bringest to the mother’s breast. 

Here the charm lies in the repetition of the phrase 
“thou bringest,” which has the same reference 
throughout. 
Many other examples of graceful language might 

easily be cited. It is attained, for instance, by choice 
of words or from a metaphor, as in the passage about 
the cicala : 

From ‘neath his wings he pours 
A strain of piercing notes : 
Far up that fiery vapour-veil it soars 
Which o’er the landscape floats.* 

Another source is dithyrambie compounds such 
as: 

O Pluto, lord of sable-pinioned things, 
This do thou—’twere more dread than all their wings ! ¢ 

Such freaks of language are best suited for comic 
and satyrie poetry. 
Even pedestrian expressions may be a source, as 

when Aristotle says ‘ the more deserted I am, the 
more myth-enamoured I become.” * Coined words, 
again, are a source, as in the same author and passage: 
“the more solitary and deserted I am, the more 
myth-enamoured I become.”* The word “‘deserted”’ 
is of a rather pedestrian character; the word 
“ solitary ” is coined from “ sole.” 

4 Lyric. Fragm. Adesp. 126 Bergk*. 
¢ Aristot. Fragm. 618 (ed. Berol.). Cf. §§ 97, 164, and 

Jaeger, Aristoteles, p. 342. 
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145 TToAAd Sé dvéuara Kal mapa thy Odow rihyv emi 
Twos yaptevrd éotw, ofov “od yap dpvis otros 
5 3 4 4 f 19? 3 50 ¢ / > \ Koha€& é€ori kal KdBaros.”’ evratOa % ydpis ard 

Tob ondxpar Tov apy Kabdamep dvOpwrov, Kal ott 
Ta [2) oun ero ovopara TH Opribi. at pev 
oby Towadron ydpures Top auras ras AdEes. 

146 "Ex 6€ mapaBodAtjs Kai émi rot é&dyovros avdpos 
q Lamdd dyor, 

wéppoxos ws br dowdds 6 AdoPtos dAdoSarroiow. 

évraida yap Xd pw emoincer 4 Tro,paBoXn padrov q 
péyebos, Kalrou ebay eimrety méppoxos _Warep 7 
celjvn tv GAAwy dotpwv, 7) 6 Atos 6 Aaparpd- 
repos, 9 doa dAda dori mounriKwTepa. 

147 Lddpwv de Kat adTos emi Tou dpoiov eldous 
got, “ Qdoat, 60a vada Kal Kdppea Tol maides 
TOUs dvdpas BaddiLovrn, olov Tep gavrt, pia, 
Tous Tp@as TOV Atavra, x) TaAG.” Kaul yap 
evratba emiyapis % mapoPodj éort, Kab rods 
Tpdas Stamrailovoa warrep matoas. 

ug “Eos 3 ris Wins xdpus Lampuri ee pera 
BoAjjs, orav TL eimrodoa petaBadAnrae ad womrep 
peravoryon, oiov “‘ trou? on,” prot, aa) pédabpov 
adépare Téxroves* yauBpos elaépxerau loos “Apyi, 
avopos preydAov TOMA petlwv,’ womep erriAap- 

1 x6Baros Wilamowitz: xédaxos P. 
* twou edd.: vivw P: fort. leg. tw vel tou. 

* Ser. Ine. 
aoe Fragm. 92 Bergk*; Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, i. 

¢ Sophron, Fragm. 32 Kaibel, C.G.F. 
; a Bee Fragm. 91 Bergk*; Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, i. 

p. 284 
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Many words owe their charm to their application 
to a special object. For.example: ‘‘ why, this bird 
is a flatterer and a rogue!’’* Here the charm is 
due to the fact that the bird is upbraided as though 
it were a person, and that the writer has called the 
bird by unusual names. Such graces as these are 
due to the language pure and simple. 

Grace may also spring from the use of imagery. 
Thus Sappho says of the man that stands out among 
his fellows : 

Pre-eminent, as mid alien men is Lesbos’ bard.? 

In this line charm rather than grandeur is the out- 
come of the comparison. It would have been 
possible, had the aim been different, to speak of a 
superiority such as the moon or the sun possesses 
in brightness over the other orbs, or to use some 
still more poetical image. 

The same point is illustrated by Sophron too, who 
writes : 

See, dear, what rain of leaf and spray 
The boys upon the men are showering, 

Thick as flew Trojan mud, they say, 
At Aias huge in battle towering.° 

Here again there is charm in the comparison, which 
makes game of the Trojans as though they were boys. 

There is a peculiarly Sapphic grace due to recanta- 
tion.: Sometimes Sappho will say a thing and then 
recant, as though she had a fit of repentance, For 
example : 

High uprear the raftered hall, 
Builders, of the bridal dwelling ! 
The bridegroom comes, as Ares tall~ 
A tall man’s stature far excelling.? 
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Bavopérm éauris, 6tt aOouvdrw expyjoaro urrep- 
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149 Tod de abrod eiSous Kal 78 Tra,pa TrdAcudya, 
67. “‘d¥o Ktves Sedéaro mpo ths addAjs, Kal 
dvvayas Kal Ta dvdpara eimety TOY KuVav. aAAd 
vt av por Bovdorro ra dvdpara Tadra. § i eat 
yap obTos peraBalrdprevos petagd horeioato Kal 
droouyyjcas 76, ovdpara. 

150 Kati dao oriyou dé dddorpiou yiverat xdpus, cbs 
6 "Aptoroddvns oKdmro mov tov Ala, dre ov 
Kepavvot Tods movnpous, dyaiv, 

dAAa tov éavTod vew Barret, Kal Lovmov dxpov 
"Adnvar. 

@arrep yoov odKere a) Leds | keopupdetoBae Sorel, 
GAW’ "Opnpos Kaul é orixos 6 ‘Ounpixds, Kat aad 
rovrov mAciwy éoriv 4 ydpus. 

151 , Exovor b€ Te oTwpvdaov Kat aMnyopiat TwWES, 
womep 76, “ AeAdoi, masBiov o Spay a keveoy Peper.” 
real TO. Laippovos O€ TO, emt rev yepovrey, “ évbade 

arr. OV’ | KAYye) tap’ dupe Tous omorpixas eSoppc- 
Copan, mAdov Sond baw mvrwov dpréat" yap 759 
rots radtkotode ral’ dyxupa’’ doa re emi tay 

1 &Odde Gy Schneider: évOadeor P, . 
2 oravrioy dpréac Kaibel: aovrivat P, 

8 ranrtxous dérat P, 

* Ser. Inc. 
> Cf. Byron, Don Juan, canto 1, st. 53 (of college), “ For 

there one learns—'tis not for me to boast, | Though I acquired 
-~—but I pass over that.” See § 103. 

¢ Aristoph, Wud. 401: 
adda Tov alrod ye veww Bddkee cal Lodviov dxpoy ’A@qvéur. 
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She checks herself, as it were, feeling that she has 
used an impossible hyperbole, since no one is as tail 
as Ares, 

The same feature appears in the story of Tele- 
machus: ‘Two hounds were fastened in front of 
the court. I can tell you the very names of the 
hounds. But what use would it be for me to tell 
you their names? ’’* ‘The narrator, with this sudden 
turn, urbanely puts you off, and fails to disclose the 
names.» 

Charm may also spring from a reference to the 
verses of another writer. Aristophanes somewhere, 
when mocking at Zeus because he does not smite 
sinners with his thunderbolt, says : 

Nay, his own fane he smites, and his thunderbolt lights 
Upon * Sunium, Attica’s headland.” ¢ 

In the end it seems as though it were not Zeus that 
is burlesqued, but Homer and the Homeric line ; and 
this fact increases the charm. 

Certain veiled meanings have a touch of common 
talk about them, as in the words: “ Delphians, that 
bitch of yours bears a child.”4@ Another example 
will be found in the words of Sophron with regard 
to the old men: ‘‘ Here I too in your midst, whose 
hair like mine is white as snow, Wait, ready to put 
out to sea, until the fair wind blow, Yea for the old 
the word is still, “The anchor’s weighed,’ I trow.” ¢ 

Hom. Odyss. iii. 278: 
adr’ bre Dolviov lpdy adixdued’, dxpor 'AGgvéwy. 

Demetrius gives the first part of the Aristophanic line in 
prose, with the rare accusative ved. The travesty of Homer 
comes in the words Zoduor dxpov “AOnvar. 

2 Lyric. Fragm. Adesp., Berg's‘ iii. pp. 742, 743: prob- 
ably an equivoque, (1) “ carries a child,” (2) * is with child.” 

* Sophron, F'ragm. 52 Kaibel, C.G.P. 
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LAN’ O° > r 50 ral , os ¢ Se tA GAN 088° jxodovGer tots aporépots: 4 S€ Toradry 
avakoAoviia Kadeirat ypidos, women 6 Tapa 
Lwdpov pyropevwy Bovdrjas. ovdev yap akd- 
Aovfov atra@* Adye: Kal mapa Mevdavipw dé 6 
mporoyos THs Meconvias. 

? A \ Foal a 3 / , 154 IToAAdnis 8€ Kal K@Aa dpuora émoinoey yapw, 
¢ e 3 é te 9 4 > ~ 33 / ws 6 “AptororéAns, “é«e pev “AOnvadr,” dyoix, 

ee 2 NN > Vu AAG } ‘ \ Né ‘ eye eis Litdyerpa HAGov bia tov Baorrda rov 
é 3 \ f ? 3 a \ \ peéyavy éx 8é€ Lrayeipwv eis “APhvas ba rov 

xeydva Tov peyav.” Katadyéas yap év dpdoré- 
1 Aixveuua ap. Athen. iii, 85 ns yor’ se Po 
2 wyuxwrepa Viclorius: tj... .¢ + Ps yp. Kal puxpdrepa 

in margine P. 3 Edvecov P. 4 atrd P. 

* Sophron, Fragm. 24 Kaibel. 
> Hom. Odyss. ix. 369 ; of. §§ 130, 262. 
¢ Aristoph. Nub. 149, 179. A well-known English 

example of the “ contrary-to-expectation ”’ pleasantry is, 
“Here thou, great Anna, whom three realms obey,| Dost 
sometimes counsel take—and sometimes tea ” (Pope, Rape 
of the Lock, ii.). 

? 4.2. a rambling ambiguous mystification. Boulias, on 
the bench, was a past master in the art of wasting the time 
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Such, too, are his dark sayings about women, as 
when he speaks of fish: “ razor-fish, and oysters 
sweet, The widow-woman’s dainty meat.” * Jests 
of this kind are ugly and suited only to the lower 
varieties of drama. 

There is also a sort of wit in the unexpected, as 
in the Cyclops’ words: “Last of all will I eat— 
Noman.” ® A guest-gift of this kind was as little 
expected by Odysseus as it is by the reader. So 
Aristophanes says of Socrates that he first melted 
some wax, and 

A pair of compasses the sage then grabbed, 
And from the wrestling-ground—a coat he nabbed.* 

The charm in these instances is derived from two 
sources. Such pleasantries are not only added 
unexpectedly, but they have no sort of connexion 
with what precedes them. Such want of sequence 
is called “ griphus”;¢ and an example of it is 
furnished by Boulias who, when orating in Sophron’s 
noime, delivers an utterly incoherent speech. An- 
other instance is the prologue of Menander’s Woman 
of Messenia.? 

Again, a similarity in the members of a sentence 
often produces a witty effect, as when Aristotle says : 
“IT went from Athens to Stageira because of the great 
king, and from Stageira to Athens because of the 
great storm.” * It is through ending both members 

of his own court by cloudy pretentious talk. ‘ypigos, a fish- 
basket or creel, was used of things intricate and puzzling, 
riddles and dark sayings. 

° The Messenian woman in the play seems to have been 
always “taking back” (dvariBeuévy:s the alternative title), 
retracting, eating her own words, revoking her moves on 
life’s draught-board. 

t Aristot. Hragm. 669 ; of. § 29 supra. 
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Ouototyrar xdpiow, wowep mapa Hevopdv7. 6 
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kal Karnyopia, eloly dmoKkexpuppevas. 

156 Ad peév ody Kard rv épunvetay yapures Tocabras 
Kal ot rémor, év 8 rots mpdypact AapBdvovrat 
xXdpires ex mrapoysias. dices yap ydpiev mpaypd 
€or mapowia, Ws 6 Ludpwv per, “‘ Haiddns,*” 
eon, “6 Tov watépa mviywy.” Kat adAaydbe aod 
pynow, ““ék tod évuyos yap Tov Adovra éyparbev: 
Toptvay é€ecev: Kvuwwov éempicev.””” Kal yap dval 
Tapoyiats Kat Tpioly eradAjAos ypiras, ws err 
mAnfiwrra. abtr@ al ydpures' oyedov Te Taoas ex 
tav Spaydrwr atrod tas srapousias exAdEar éoriv. 

157 Kat pdOos 5€ AapBavduevros Karpiws edyapis 
€or, rot 6 Keiwevos, ds 6 ’“ApiororéAns emi rob 
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1 87. Schneider: 8 71s P. 
2 'Harvbdkys Kaibel: émrlys P. 

3 érpurev Hemsterhuys: éorepev P. 

4 Xen. Anab, vii. 3. 15 ff. The proposal of Heracleides 
that the guests dining at Seuthes’ table should offer gifts to 
their royal host is embarrassing to Xenophon and his needy 
fellow-Greeks, Demetrius seems to see a graceful, witty, 
bantering side to Heracleides’ “veiled reproaches.” 

» Sophron, Fragm. 68 Kaibel. 
¢ Sophron, Fragm. 110 Kaibel. For ‘‘ Proverbs in the 

De elocutione” of. Roberts’s larger edition, pp. 259-262, with 
the notes there given. Epioles (= Epiales, Ephialtes) is the 
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with the same word (eyav) that he produces this 
pleasant effect. If from either member you strike 
out the word “ great,” the charm thereupon vanishes. 

Another point. Persiflage can sometimes be made 
to resemble witty remarks. In Xenophon, for ex- 
ample, Heracleides who is with Seuthes approaches 
each of his fellow-guests and urges him to give 
whatever he can to Seuthes.¢ There is some wit in 
this, and persiflage at the same time. 

Such are the graces which appertain to style, and 
such the sources from which they are derived. Among 
the graces which relate to subject matter we must 
reckon those which spring from the use of proverbs. 
In its very nature a proverb is a sprightly thing. 
Sophron, for instance, speaks of “Epioles who 
throttled his sire.’® And elsewhere: ‘‘ He has 
painted the lion from the claw; he has polished a 
ladle; he has skinned a flint.” ¢ Sophron employs 
two or three proverbs in succession, so as to load his 
style with elegances. Almost all the proverbs in 
existence might be collected out of his plays. 
A fable also, when neatly introduced, is very 

piquant. The fable may be a long-established one,4 
as when Aristotle says of the eagle: “ It perishes of 
hunger, when its beak grows more and more bent. 

demon who fastens on you in your sleep and strangles you 
his father (i.¢. the man who has bred the nightmare and, 
presumably, deserves this unfilial treatment). The other 
proverbs explain themselves: (1) “from seeing but a claw | 
‘The lion would he draw’”’ (of a person who founds big con- 
clusions on slender premisses); (2) ‘‘he had such an artistic 
soul | That he polished the scullery bowl" (of an enthusiast’s 
weeted labore’: (31 “he splits cummin,” Le. he is a skinflint 
orn ais adiiine, » ra w-splitting pedant (il coupe un cheveu 
en quatre). 

@ In this case, an Egyptian folklore story. 
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3 \ € ~ / éf ¢ 9 “ 161 "He dé daepBordy ydpires pddvora ai ev rats 
la cont A e 4 > 7 ¢ 

Kwpmodias, maca Sé wtrepPodAy advvatos, ws 
? ‘ é oN “~ > f ~ tl ~ Apioropavns emt ris amdnorias r&v Wepody 

1 cat seclusi. 
? rpocérAacer Victorius : apis &rdacce P. 

3 dund9 Schneider: of} P. 

* Aristot. Hist. Anim. book ix. (vol. i. p. 619 ed. Berol.). 
® Ser. Ine. 
¢ The earthen pan, used by the Greeks as a bread-oven 

and narrower at top than at bottom, might perhaps be 
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This fate it suffers because once when it was human 
it broke the laws of hospitality.” * He thus makes 
use of a familiar fable which is common property. 
We can often also adapt fables closely and suitably 

to the matter in hand. A writer once referred to 
the belief that cats thrive or pine according as the 
moon waxes or wanes, and then added, as a touch 
of his own, “ whence the fable that the moon gave 
birth to the cat.” The pleasantry will not simply 
depend on the adaptation, but the fable itself 
sparkles with a certain charm, making the cat the 
child of the moon. 
A pleasantry is often the result of a revulsion from 

fear, as when a man groundlessly fears a strap mistak- 
ing it for a snake, or a pan® mistaking it for an 
opening in the earth. Such mistakes are rather 
comic in themselves. 

Comparisons, also, may be pleasant—if (for in- 
stance) you compare a cock to a Mede because of 
its stiff-upstanding crest,“ or to the Persian king 
because of its brilliant plumage or because when the 
cock crows we start with fear as though we heard 
the loud call of the monarch. 

The pleasantries of comedy arise specially from 
hyperboles, and every hyperbole is of an impossible 
character, as when Aristophanes says of the voracity 
of the Persians that 

mistaken for a pot-hole. Aristophanic oxen, “ baked in a 
pan,” are mentioned in § 161. ‘The reference in § 159 seerns 
to be to good ‘ business ’’ on the comic stage. 

4 Cf. Aristoph. Av. 487, and Fragm. 465; also Hesychius 
and Pollux. Hesychius says: «upBacia’ 6p0q ridpa. ravry 
8& of Ilepody Bactrels wovor expSvro. nab Kogiqry adéxropos. 
The second meaning (cock’s crest or comb) is adopted in 
the translation. 
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DEMETRIUS 

dynow, ott wrtouv Bobs xptBaviras avri dptwv.’ 
emt 8€ ta&v Opakdy ETEpOS, ome“ Mydoxns 6 
Baoureds Bodv epepev dAov ev yrdbp.” 
T of dé atroi «ldovs Kal Ta. Towra EoTt, 

‘dyieorepos KoAroKdvrTyns,” Kal « dadanpdrepos 
evoias, Kal TO Lampurd - Tord TWAKTLOOS' 
ddupedcorepa, xpvooi xpuoore pa.” méoau yap 
ai Towatra, ydpires ex trav brepBorldv etpnvras. 
[Kai re Stadepovor.]* 
Avadepovor bé TO yeAotov Kal evyape mpara 

pe TH tA: xapirey pev yap vAn vuppator Kffrrot, 
epwres, amep ov yerarau yéeAwtos be *Tpos Kal 
®cpoirns. tooobrov otv Sioicovaw, doov 6 Wep- 
cirns Tot "Epwros. 
Avadépovor be Kat 7TH Adee avrp. TO pe yee 

edyapt pera, KOO[LOV expeperat Kat be dvopdronr 
Karey, a. pddvora mol Tas ydpiras, otov 76 
“ grouxiAAerat yey yata moAvorépavos””’ Kai To 

© XAwpyis dindcby ”” ‘ ro dé yeAoiov Kal ovoudrewy 
eorly evrehdv kant KOWOTEPOV, aorep éyeu: “ door’ 
yap adrirns Kal povuTyns «iui, ptAopvidrepos 
yéyova.” 
"Ererta adavilerar tro Tod Kdopov Ths épun- 

velas, reaud avri yedoiou baipa yiverar. ab wevror 
xdpurés eiou (pera ouppoovrns, To b¢ éexdpalew ra 
yédown Gpoidy dort Kat KadAwmilew miOnov. 

1 goduraxrlios P. 
2 verba kcal re diadépoucr secl, Spengel ex margine nata 

esse ratus coll, titulo § 30. * fort. dows ef. § 144 

* Aristoph. Ach. 86. » Ser. Inc. *§ 127, 
# Sappho, Fragmm. 122, 123 Bergk*; Edmonds, Lyra 

Graeca, i. p. 224. 
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For loaves, they roasted oxen whole in pipkins ; ¢ 

and of the Thracians another kind of writer says 
“ Medoces their king was carrying a bullock whole 
between his teeth.” ? 

Of the same kind are such expressions as “ lustier 
than a pumpkin” and “ balder than the cloudless 
blue’ ;° and the lines of Sappho : 

Sweeter-tuned than the lyre by far, 
More golden than all gold.¢ 

All these ornaments, different as they are from one 
unother, have their source in hyperbole. 

The laughable and the graceful must not be con- 
fused. They differ, first of all, in their material. The 
materials of grace are the Gardens of the Nymphs, 
Loves, things not meant to be laughed at; while 
laughter is provoked by Irus or Thersites.¢ They 
will differ, therefore, as much as Thersites differs 
trom the God of Love. 
They differ, further, in actual expression. The 

graceful needs for its utterance some ornament, and 
ig uses beautiful words, which are a chief source of 
grace. For instance: ‘ Earth myriad-garlanded is 
rainbow-hued,” and “the wan-brown nightingale.” / 
Humour, on the other hand, employs ordinary and 
rather common words, as in the sentence “ the 
more solitary and deserted I am, the more myth- 
enamoured I become.” 9 

Moreover, humour is spoiled by verbal adornment 
and is turned into a freak. Graces of style are good 
in moderation, whereas the elaboration of humour 
is like beautifying an ape. 

¢ Irus, the ‘common beggar’ in Odyssey xviii. 1 ff; 
Thersites, the ugly commoner in Iliad. ii, 911-277. 

? Cf. § 133 supra. 9 Cf. §§ 97, 44 supra, 
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166 Atd Kat a Lamas Tepe pev xdAous ddovoa 
KaMuemns € éoTt Kal ndeia, Kal mept epwoTwv Be Kal 
gapos* Kab mepl aAKvévos, Kat day KaAov Gvojue, 
évidavra, adtis TH moujoe, ta Sé Kal adi 
cipyaoaro. 

167 "“AAAws 8€ oxewares Tov dypotKov vuudiov, Kal 
tov Gupwpdv tov év tots ydpows, <dreAdorara, 
Kal év melots dvduaor paddrov 4 €v mountixots, 
wore atris wddAdv dort Ta Towjpara rabra d.a- 
Adyeodau iy) doe, 088" dy dppdoar mpos TOV yopor 
} mpos THY \pav, el put) TLS eu xopds SuahexriKds. 

168 MdXiora de Sradepoucr Kal ék Tis Tpoarpecewrs’ 
od yap dota mpoarpetrat 6 ebxdpioros Kab 6 
yeluroro.dy, GAN’ 6 pev eddpaive, 6 dé yeda- 
obfivat. Kal amo TOV emascodoufodyreoy Seo Tots 
pev yap. yews, Tots bé € errauvos. 

169 Kai €rc Témov. eva, pev yap yéhutos rTéyvan 
Kab Xapirwn, ev oardpy Kab ev Kw aus. Tpa- 
yeoia dé ydpiras pev mrapaAapBdver év moMots, 
6 de yéehus éyOpds Tpaypdias: ovde yop errt~ 
VOHOELEY dy Tis Tpaywolay mailovoay, eet adrupov 
ypaipe. avTi Tpaymdtas. 

170 Xpijcovray dé more Kab ob _ Ppovipior yeAoious 
ampos Te TOUS Kaupous, ofov év éoptais Kal ev 
ovpmocios, Kal ev eémurdrfeow 8€ mpds rods 
tpupepwrépovs, ws 6 THdavyts OdAaKos, Kab 7 

1 €apos Gale: dédpos P. 

* Horace (drs P. 220 ff.) is at pains to bring out the 
affinity of the Satyric drama with tragedy yather than 
comedy. It is here regarded as akin to both. 

® Probably @vAaxos is a cant term for the protuberant 
body—the “ bread-basket,” ‘‘ pouch ”"—of a wrpoydorwp. 
So @vAd«: in modern Greek, ‘and rdoxt cov, 
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ON STYLE, m1. 166-170 

When Sappho, therefore, sings of beauty, she 
does so in lines that are themselves beautiful and 
sweet. So too when she sings of love, and spring- 
time, and the halcyon. Every lovely word is in- 
woven with the texture of her poetry. And some 
ave of her own invention. 

Tt is in a different key that she mocks the clumsy 
bridegroom, and the door-keeper at the wedding. 
Her language is then most ordinary, and consists of 
prose words rather than poetic words. These poems 
of hers are, in consequence, better suited for use in 
conversation than for singing. They are by no 
means adapted for a chorus or a lyre--unless indeed 
there is such a thing as a conversational chorus. 

The two kinds of style under consideration differ 
most of all in their purpose, the aims of the charmer 
and the laughter-maker being different. The one 
desires to give pleasure, the other to be laughed at. 
The results, likewise, are different—laughter in the 
one case, praise in the other. 

Again, the provinces of the two kinds do not 
coincide. There is, indeed, one place in which the 
arts of laughter and of charm are found together, in 
the satyric drama and in comedy. It is different, 
however, with tragedy, which often welcomes charm, 
but finds in laughter a sworn foe. A man could 
hardly conceive the idea of composing a sportive 
tragedy; if he did so, he would be writing a satyric 
play rather than a tragedy.* 

Even sensible persons will indulge in jests on such 
occasions as feasts and carousals, or when they are 
addressing a word of warning to men inclined to good 
living. A reference to“ the far-gleaming meal-bag”’® 
may then be found salutary. The same may be said 
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2381 Kpdrnros TOUTUCT, | Kal pakhs eyicch poy dv 
dvayv@ Tes ev ois dodrous: TowbTos bé ws TO 
mréov Kat 6 Kuvexds tpdzos- 7a. yap rowatra. 
yehota ypelas Aap Bdves raéw Kat yrapns. 

171 "Hore dé eal Tod nous TUS eupants éK roy 
yeroiwy Kat 7) mavyvias of] dxodactas, ws Kat Tov 
olvoy Tov mpoyulevra. emruarx cov Tus  Tnhéa dur 
Oivéws.”’ 4 yap dvriBeots q Tept Ta GvomaTa kal 
y) ppovris éudaiver tivda uypdtnta lous Kal 
uvayoryiay. 

172 Tept be oKwpydroy peev, otov cikaota tis éorw’ 
7) yap dvribeors edrpdzredos. Xpyoovrat Te Tats 
Tovatrans elxcactaus, ws “ Aiyurria kdnyaris,” 
puaupov Kal pédave., Kal 70 “* Paddoovov mpoBaror,” 
Tov w@pov TOV ev TH Gaddoon. Tots jeev Towovrous 
Xpijoovrat: et S¢ ph, pevfoneba Ta oxdupara 
WOTrEp Aowopias. 

173 [lout be _ Uxapw ry épunveiay Kal Ta eyd- 
pevo, KaAd, 6 OvopLara.. epicure 8° atrd Oeddpactos 
ovTws, KdMos OvopLaros: €oTt TO mpos THY aiKcony 
H mpds TH dxuv YOU, 7} TO TH Stavoia evrowoy. 

1 drlexmr (sic) ra orHAaa, » supra versum addito, P: fort. 
wpooelré TIS. 

* The Theban Crates (cynic philosopher, pupil of Diogenes, 
contemporary of Theophrastus) wrote in prose and verse, 
praising simplicity of life. 

> 4.“ wise saws and modern instances”; for “ ridentem 
dicere verum quid vetat?’? Demetrius is not obsessed by 
# pyropixy (which term indeed he does not use), but is speak- 
ing as an unpedantic man of the world. 

** Nothing,” says Goethe, ‘‘ is more significant of men’s 
fierainer than what they find laughable.” George Eliot, 
who quotes the remark in her Essay on Heine, would say 
“culture ” rather than “ character.” Cf. end of § 171. 
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of the poetry of Crates 7; and it would be well if you 
were to read the “ Praise of the Lentil” in a party 
of free-livers. The Cynic humour is, for the most 
part, of this character. Such jests, in fact, play the 
part of maxims and admonitions.’ 

There is some indication of a man’s character ¢ in 
his jokes—in their playfulness, for instance, or their 
extravagance. Somebody once dammed the flow of 
wine which had been spilt on the ground and muttered 
words about “ Oeneus (ofvos) turned into Peleus 
(zAds).” 4 The play on the proper names, and the 
laboured thought, betray a character that lacks taste 
and breeding. 

In nicknames a sort of comparison is implied, there 
being wit in a play on words. Writers may use such 
comparisons as ‘‘ Egyptian clematis ’’ ¢ of a tall and 
swarthy man, or “ sea-wether’’S of a fool on the 
water. They may, I say, indulge in harmless jokes 
such as these, but if we cannot stop there, we had 
better avoid nicknames as we would scurrility. 

The so-called ‘“ beautiful words” also conduce to 
grace of style. According to the definition given 
by Theophrastus, beauty in a word is that which 
appeals pleasantly to the ear or the eye, or has noble 
associations of its own.? 

« Gf. Athen. ix. 8383 .c; Eustath. ad Jl. p. 772. 
‘¢ Cf. Diog. Laert. vii. 1. 2 xat ’Amoddwouws 66 pyow 6 

‘T'dptos dri loxvds Fv [sc. Zivuv], broujxys, peddyxpws, bfev res 
abrov eirev Abyurriay kknpariéa, Kad yo Xptiourmos év wpwry 
Iapouudv. So “corn-stalk” of a New South Wales man. 
See additional note, p. 501. 

f Of. Seneca, Dial. ii. c. 17 (Chrysippus again). A land~ 
lubber on the water is a veritable “ sheep at sea.” 

9 Theophrastus, Iles! Adzews3 of. Arist. Rhet. fii. 2, 
1405 b 6-8. 
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174 I1pds pev viv dw dea 7a tTowatra, “ podd- 
xpoov,’ “‘avboddpov ypdas.” doa yap dpadrat 
Hdews, Taira Kal Aeydpeva Kadd dort. mpos dé 

4 > A ae i ? ~ 9 Ld ‘ ahv axony “ KadXorpatos, “Avvodv.” 4 Te yap 
radv AdpBda odyxpovois nx@dés Te exer, Kal 7 
TOv vb ypapparwv. 

175 Kal dAws ro vi 80 edwriav' efdAxovrat of 
? 4 ce a ae é \ t¢ Arrixot “ Anuoocbevny” Adyovres kal “ Sw- 
Kparnv.” TH Svavoia Sé évtiysa ra ToLatird éorww, 
ofov ro “ apyatoe’”’ dvr tod “ wadaol”’ évriyud- 
Tepov' of yap dpyator dvopes evrysdrepos. 

\ \ o “ / , wv ” 
176 [Lapa Sé rots povotkots A€yerai re dvopya Actor, 

,¢ \ ; . oo” + y ,owyyo 
Kat érepov TO Tpaxd, Kal adAdAo edmayés, Kal GAA 
oyxnpov. A€etov pev ody eoTw dvoua 7d bid 

fa nn , a\ 5 \ Xr / te Al 

duvnevrwy  mdvrav 7 Sia mAcdvwr, oiov Aias, 
‘ \ / \ > A \ ol 4 Tpaxd dé olov BeBpwxev Kai adro 8 toiro rd 

/ on Tpaxd ovoua KaTd plunow eeriiverrar éavros. 
} 

evrayes 8¢ éraudorepilov® Kal peuvypevov tows 
a / Tots Yypd[ao. 

4 &é > ‘ > f N y ? r / 177. Td dé dyxnpdv ev tpict, mAdrer, pyKer, mAd- 
apart, oloy BpovTa avi rod Bpovry): Kat yap rpa- 

1 etpwviay Gale: eddnulay P. 2 érauporepltay P, 

¢ Of. bella and donna in modern Italian pronunciation. 
> Demetrius is right in saying that the accusatives 

Suxct-re and Anuocléeny are found, in Attic writers, as 
Weil as Zend. and Anuwordévy, In Aristophanes, Clouds 
182, 1465, 1477, the best manuseripts favour Zoxpdrny, 
though the nw may conceivably (but hardly for metrical 
reasons) have been introduced by transcribers into these, 
the only, examples of the accusative in Aristophanes. Plato 
uses Zwxpdry, Xenophon Zwxpdryv. It may well be that 
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Among expressions which call up pleasing images 
may be mentioned “ roseate-glowing” and “of 
blossom-laden hue.” Everything that is seen with 
pleasure is also beautiful when uttered. Pleasing 
in sound are such names as “ Callistratus”’ and 
‘“ Annoon,” in which the double “1” and the double 
“n” have a sort of clang." 

In general, it is out of regard for euphony that the 
Attic writers append an “n,” and speak of Anpo- 
clergy and Yoxpizyy (instead of AxpooPan and 
Lwxpdty).2 Among words with noble associations is 
apyaio.? (“men of the olden time”), which is 
superior to radai (“ ancients ’’), since it implies 
greater respect. 

Musicians are accustomed to speak of words as 
“smooth,” “rough,” “well-proportioned,” “weighty.” 
A smooth word is one which consists exclusively, or 
mainly, of vowels: as Alas. BéBpwxe (“he has 
devoured ’’) is an instance of a rough word; and the 
very roughness of its formation is designed to imitate 
the action it describes. A well-proportioned word 
is one which partakes of both characters and shows 
a happy blending of various letters. 

Weight consists in three things: breadth, length, 
formation. Bpovrd (the Dorie equivalent of Bpovri), 
“ thunder ”) may serve as an example. This word 
some writers preferred Zwxpdérqv for euphony—to avoid 
hiatus. But in § 195 Demetrius gives Evpsride: in place of 
Bip aid boon Ghoreh ro enestion of euphony arises) 
he is sector Livy sinitiae “orm. i: Attic inseriptions. 
ene woud coday oo eethai the Classical Writers of 

Greece are chiefly in the writer’s mind. dpyatos, like the 
Latin priscus, is usually a term of praise (‘ venerable,” 
*‘ ancient and standard,” “exemplary *’), though also found 
in a depreciatory sense (‘‘ old-fashioned,” ‘ out-of-date,” 
* back numbers,” “ the old gang ”’). 
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aya 3 ~ pans AA Bijs v i \ > yuryra é€x Ths mporépus ovA\uBijs eyes, wal ex 
~ Cal \ ‘ \ , 

Ths Sevtépas pijkos pev bia THY paxpdy, aAarv- 
oe 8 A \ A fo nr fa Xr A ~ \ myta o¢ dia Tov Awpicudv: mAaréa AadAotow yap 

é e A a PS) é 5 5e > YS) PS) / mavra ot Awpueis. didmep oddé exwuddovr dSwpi- 
y” > X\ ~ J id 9 ¢ A rd ‘ 

Covres, GAA mixp&s ynrrixilov: 4 yap “Artucy 
yA@ooa ouveorpapyevov Te Eyes Kal SynuoTiKdY Kat 
rats Tovavrais edtpameAlars mpérrov. 

n fan \ 4 ; ” ~ 

ims Tatra pév 84 mapareyvodoyetobw dAkws. trav 

bé elpnuevwv dvoudrwy 7a Acta pdva Anmwréov wes 
yAadupdv te Exovra. 

ig \ \ 3 f 4 ‘ vw 

179 Dwera: 5é Kat éx ovvbécews TO yAadupov’ éore 

pev odv od pddiov epi rob tpdaov tod rowdSe 
elmely: odd yap Tov mply eipnrai Tie wepl yAa- 

”~ A dupis ovvOdcews. Kara 7d Suvarov bé dpws 
mepateov Adyeuw. 

L \ 

130 Tdya yap 8) éorat tus 4dov7) Kal ydpis, dv 
dpudlwuer’ éx pérpwv tHv atvOceow H drwy 7 

f 

Hutoewr' od pv adore paivecbos adrda pérpa év 
essv. TH ovverpud tTav Adyewv, | GAd’, «f Staywpilos res 

> 8 Wy \ - / Ae ee | 
Kal’ év exaotov Kat dsarpivos, tote 52 bd? udy 
adtav pwpicGa? perpa dvra. 
Kev — ton be a TNV 7  N ; oO fa tA i 

181 Kév perpoedy dé 9, THv adtiy moujoes yap 
f font 

Aavbavdvrws S€é row wapadveras % ex THs Towadrns 
lanl \ n Hoovas ydpis, Kat mActoTov pev 76 ToLobrov €ldds5 

éo7t rapa tots Ilepurarnrexots Kat mapa TAd- 
Tove Kal mapa Hevoddvrr kal ‘“Hpoddtw, raya 

\ “ dé Kat wapd Anuoobdves mwoAAayot: Oov«vdidns 
pevTo. wépevye TO «ldos. 

1 doudtouer P, 8 popiicba P. 
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derives roughness froin the first syllable ;4 and from 
the second it derives length owing to the long vowel, 
and breadth owing to the Doric form, the Dorians 
being accustomed to broaden all their words.2 This 
is the reason why comedies were not written in Doric, 
but in the pungent Attic. For the Attic dialect has 
about it something terse and popular, and so lends 
itself naturally to the witticisms of the stage. 

But this is a mere digression in our treatise. Of 
all the words indicated, the smooth alone must be 
employed as possessing any elegance. 

Elegance may also be produced by composition, 
though it is, to be sure, not easy to describe the pro- 
cess. Yet, although no previous writer has treated 
of elegant composition, I must endeavour to do so to 
the best of my ability. 

Well, a certain charm and grace will perhaps be 
attained if we frame the composition by measures— 
in whole measures or halfmeasures. The actual 
measures must not, however, force themselves on the 
attention, if the words be read connectedly ; but if 

the sentence is divided and analysed part by part, 
then and only then ought the presence of measures 
to be detected by our own ears. 

Even a general metrical character will produce the 
same effect. The charm of this pleasing device steals 
on us before we are aware. The trait is a favourite 
one with the Peripatetics as well as with Plato, 
Xenophon, and Herodotus; and it may be found in 
many passages of Demosthenes also. Thucydides, 
on the other hand, shuns it. 

@ 4.0,, the first svllable is so formed or moulded (wAdox1) 
robe che ranscne.. af It four accumulaled consonants, lo 
sipees. dinvacc: .b + -ond is adapted to the sense. 

® Of. 'Theoer. xv. 88 écxvatredyre wharecdedaoat trata. 
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182 Hapadetypara S¢ adroG AdBo. ris dv roidde, 
otov ws 6 Atraiapyos: “ & *bAéa,” Pret, rs 
"Eradias apeaBurny yon Thy HAuccay dvra2” ray 
yap Kebhevy auporépeov at drodygers peTpoetdes Tt 
exovowy, : dad be Too elppod kal ris ouvageias KAém- 
TeTaL [Lev TO pETpLKOV, 75ov7 8° od ody & ETreoTL, 

188 [Adrwv pévron ev modAdois att 7H prvOud 
yrapupds éorTw exrerapevey® Trws, aud ovre edpay 
exovry ore phos’ TO pev yap p toxvoy Kal Sewdy, 
TO 5é piicos peyadompenés. GAN’ ofov ddiobep Tw 
couxe Ta K@da, Kal od” _eepetpous" Tavranacw 
ovr” duerpots, ofov ev 7H mepl povouctis Ady 
érav pi“ viv Sy eddyouer.®’ 

184 Kat mddu, ‘ * pavupilesy Te Kal VEyavepevos d7r0 
Tis @oiis SuareAet Tov Biov dAov.” Kab md, 

TO [eV mp@rov, eb Tt Oupoedes elyev, domep 
oldnpov euddagev.” otras pev yap yradupor raul 
OvKOY cagars ei 8 dvaorpé ag €izrots, cud 
dagev Barep oiSnpov,’ , a? * uarehet dAov Tov 
Biov,” exyets” Tob Adyou ray xdpw ev avT@ Te 
pudue otoav od yap 6) ev 7H Stavoia, ot ey 
Tats Acgeow. 

185 Kal Tel Tov povoucdy dé Spydveuv TA 
Yyaprevrws Tpwooey, év ols Oy gnaw, ‘ Adpa 8y 
cou Acireras Kara moAw-’ «i yap dvaorpébas 
eimots “kara moAw dA¢etrerat,” pePappocapérvy 

1 dvr PY 
2 gudelas wAérrat (va et er supra versum additis) P. 

3 dxrerauévg Victorius: éxrerayévos P. 
§ ofr’ éupér pots C. F. Hermann: odre pérpos P. 

5 érdv of Spengel: erdudw P. 
5 dévorer Victorius e Plat. : Néyouey P. 

# éxxets Dahl: ef téves P. 8 +@ ins, Gale, 
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An illustration of such writing may be quoted from 
Dicaearchus, who says : ‘‘ At Elia in Italy sojourning, 
an old man now, and stricken in years.” * The close 
of each member has something of a metrical cadence, 
but the fact is disguised through the linking of the 
words in one series ; and great pleasure results. 
Now Plato in many passages owes his elegance 

directly to the rhythm, which is, so to speak, long 
drawn out, but free from either heaviness or lengthi- 
ness, of which the former suits the plain and forcible, 
the latter the elevated style. His members seem 
to glide along and to be neither altogether metrical 
nor unmetrical, as in the passage about music, where 
the words “as we were saying a moment ago”? 
occur. 
And again: “in warbling and revelling in song 

he passes his life wholly.” * And once more: 
“should he see any symptom of passion, like steel 
would he temper it.’”’¢ Thus framed, the sentences 
are manifestly elegant and harmonious. But if you 
invert the order and say “‘ he would temper it like 
steel” or “ he passes all his life,” you will rob the 
language of its charm, which dwells in the very 
rhythm. Certainly it is not to be found in the 
thought, nor in the choice of words. 

Plato employs a delightful cadence, again, when 
saying with regard to musical instruments “ the 
lyre for you is left, then, in the town.” * Invert the 
order and say “ in the town is left for you,” and you 
will be doing what is tantamount to changing the 

@ Dicaearchus, Fragm. 33 Mitller, F.H.G. ii. p. 245: the 
reference may be to Xenophanes. 

® Plat. Rep. iii. 41 a. ¢ Plat. Rep. ili. 411 a. 
4 Plat. Rep. iil. 411 2. * Plat. Rep. ili, 399 pv. 
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mromoets djotov. Tobro dé éméper, “ Kal ad Kar 
dypous rois ToLLeow oupeys av tls ein?” TH yap 
extdoet Kal or) pajicer advy Xaprevres pepLysnrau 
TpoTOV Twa XOV oupuyyos. gorar S€ SfAov, «i 
TUS peracuvbets A€yor Kat robro. 

1s6 Tlept ev 87) Too Kare. ovvleow yAadupod ézt- 
pauvopevov Trooatra, ws év dvoKddats. clpy rat bé 
reat mepl Tod xapaxtipos Tob yraupod, év dots 
Kal orrws yiverar. Ka0dzrep be TO peyaAomperel 
TOPEKELTO O puxpos XaApaKTyp, obrws TO yAa- 
dup@ mapdicerrat TLS inpapTnpLevos. dvopcten! 
dé adrov TH Kowd ovopart Kad "ov. your" 
3° dy Kal otros év tpiolv, domep Kat of Aouzol 
TAVTES. 

187 *Ev d:avoia dv, ws 6 eimrey “ Keévravpos éavrdv 
inmevwv,’ Kal emt rob BovAcvopevou *"ArcEdv- 
Spout Spdjiov aywvioacbar Odvpmiaow eon) TI 
otrws: “’AddEavdpe, Spdue cot rHs pntpos ro 
cA +3 dvoj.a.. 

188 “Hy 6€ évéuaow yéyvour” av odrws, olov “* eyéha 
mov podov 0dxpoov ace) TE yep perapopa 7 
“ éyéda ”’ mdve perdicevrat daperrds, Kal TO ouv- 
ferov 7o “ Wddxpoov’”’ odd’ ev mrowjpate Dein dy 
Tis axpiBds awdpovav. 7) ws tis’ elev, “ drt 
Aenrais’ tmeatpile mitus atpats.’’ epi pev 87) 
any AdEw odrws. 

189 4 \ > ‘3 4 a > a LvvGeows S€ dvamasoruxy | Kat padvora doucvia 
239 Yr, 

4 dvoudtoa Gale: ‘oidees P (fort. subaud. ris). 
2 yfvorro edd. : ylverat P. 

3 ddetdvdpw P, 
4 &s ris edd. : sores P, 

5 Xewrais Radermacher: &é ye rais P. 
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melody. He adds: “ yea, and in the fields for the 
shepherds some manner of pipe shall be.” * By this 
long unbroken clause he has, in a manner, quite 
charmingly imitated the sound of the pipe. This 
will be clear to anyone who changes the arrangement 
of this sentence also. 

With regard to elegance as depending on the 
arrangement of words these observations must suffice, 
the subject being difficult. We have already treated 
of the essential features of the elegant style, and 
have shown where and how it originates. We have 
seen that the frigid style is nearly allied to the 
elevated. In the same way there is a defective style 
perilously near to the elegant; and to this I give 
the current name of “ affected.” % This, like all the 
rest, falls under three heads. 

The affectation may reside in the thought, as 
when a writer speaks of “ a Centaur riding himself,” ° 
or as when somebody exclaimed on hearing that 
Alexander meant to enter for the races at Olympia, 
* Alexander, race along your own mother’s name !”’ @ 

It may also be found in the words, as “ smiled ithe 
dulcet-coloured rose.” ¢ The metaphor “ smiled ” is 
sadly out of place, and not even in verse could the 
compound “ duleet-coloured ” be employed by any 
man of sound judgement. This is true also of the 
words: “the pine was piping low to the gentle 
gales.” °—Thus much with respect to diction. 

The structure of clauses is affected when it is 
anapaestic and resembles most nearly such broken 

4 Plat. Rep. ili. 399 p. 
» “ Mannered,” “precious”; “fine writing,” ‘* écrire 

trop bien.” * Ser. Ine. 
@Ser. Inc. The name of Alexander’s mother was 

Olympias. 
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Tots KexAaopévois Kal aoduvos pérpors, ola 
7 padtora ta Lwrddea’ sa To padraxwdrepor, 

é oKhAas Kadpati Kddvibov,” Kat 

ceiwy perinv Undridda Sefidv Kar’? dpov 

dvtt Tob 

ceiwy TInAidda pedinv Kard debcov aioe: 

dnote yap perapenophepevep Eoucev 6 orixos, 
wamep ot pvbevdpevor ef dppeveny poeraBaAdew «is 
Onrcias. roodde pev Kal mepl Kaxolndrias. 

IV 

190 "Ent 8é rob isyvod yapakrhpos Exounev” ay 
Kal mpdypara lows TW puKpa Kal TB YapaxrApe 
mpdoapopa, ofov TO mapa, Avoig,  oixiSiov gore 
pot durrAobv, toa, exov* Ta ave Tots Kara.” THY 
de Aekw elvan méoay xpy) Kupiav Kat ouviydn: 
pucpdrepov yap TO ouvnBéarepov mdvrav, TO de 
aovrvnbes Kat perevnveypevoy peyadompemes. 

191 Kat ponde did ovdara, Tiévan- Tob yap evay~ 
tiov Xapaxripos kal tadra, unde pany TETOLNUEVOL, 
pnd? daa. ddAo, peyaompérevav Tote, pddvara, dé 
aadh xpt riv Ag elvat. TO be cahées é ev mActoow. 

92 para pév ev rots xupiows, emerra ev tots ovv- 

1 Zwrddea Victorius: cdpara P. 
2 évoiuer Victorius: éxe? wer Py 8 tyuw P, 

4 Sotad. Fragm. Sotades wrote verses at Alexandria 
about 280 t.c., and was given to inversions and affected 
rhythms. 

Hom. Ji. xxii. 133. 
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and undignified measures as are particularly the 
Sotadean, with their effeminate gait. Examples 
are: ‘having dried in the sun, cover up ” ; ¢ and 

Upswinging the ash-beam Pelian his rightward shoulder 
above 

in place of 

Swinging the Pelian ash-beam over his rightward shoulder.? 

The line seems transmuted, as it were, like those who 
(so the fables tell us) are changed from males to 
females.—So much for the subject of affectation. 

IV 

In the case of the plain style, we can no doubt 
point to subject matter which is homely and appro- 
priate to the style itself: as the passage in Lysias, 
“T have a cottage with two stories, the one above 
corresponding exactly to that below.” ° The diction 
throughout should be current and familiar. The 
more familiar an expression is the homelier it is, 
while the unusual and metaphorical is elevated. 
Compound words should not be admitted (since 

they are appropriate to the opposite variety of style), 
nor yet newly-coined words, nor any other words 
which conlribule to elevation. Above all, the style 
should be lucid. Now lucidity involves a number of 
things. 

First of all it involves the employment of current 
words, and next of words bound together. Writing 

* Lysias, On the Death of Hratosthenes, § 9. The whole 
narrative, of which afew words only are quoted, seems to be 
meant. 
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Sedepevors. To 6¢ dovvderov at dtareAvpevor dAov 
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orots, DiAjpova dé dvaywesoKovow. 

19 “Ore 5é daoxpitixdy' 4 Avows, wapdderyua éy- 
KeloOw rdd¢e, 

ededpinv, Etuctov, éxtpépw, pire. 

otrws yap AcAvpévov dvayKdoer kal tov pn Oé- 
Aovro, droxpiveoBau dua Thy Avow: et bé ouvdrjous 
elimois, “ édeEdunv Kal érucrov Kal éxrpédw,”’ 
mroAAny dmdBevay" Tots ovvdéopots ouvenparets.® 
amdvu dé TO darabes avuTroKpiTov. 

195 “Hore 5€ cat dAda Gewphuara drroxpitixd, ofov 
Kal 6 mapa TO Kdpiuride’ "Iwy' 6 réEa dpmdlwy 
Kat T@ KvKVy@ GrreAdv TO dpyibe, Gmonarobyrt 
Kara Toy dyadudrev Kat yap KwHoELs mods 
mapexer TO BroKperh 6 émt Ta Téa Spowos Kat y 
mpos Tov dépa avaPAcis rot mpoodrov diadeyo- 

1 droxperixév edd: broxpirixdy P. 
2 Port. dwdéeav dua; cf. § 968 fin. 

5 cuveuBarets nos: oumBarets P: euBadre’s Finekh. 
4 Wuperldea (sic) P; cf. Lede (bis), § 135. 5 iby P, 

Aenean, 

2 Of. Arist. thet. tii. 5. 
» Of. Arist. Rhed, iii. 5, 12. 
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which is wholly disjointed and unconnected is entirely 
lacking in clearness. For it is impossible to discern 
the beginning of each member owing to the loose- 
ness of the structure. This is illustrated by the 
writings of Heracleitus,? the obseurity of which is due 
mainly to their loose structure. 

No doubt the disjointed style lends itself better to 
debate. It likewise bears thenameof “histrionic,’’since 
a broken structure stimulates acting and delivery. 
On the other hand, the best “literary ”® style is 
that which is pleasant to read ; and this is the style 
which is compacted and (as it were) consolidated 
by the conjunctions. This is the reason why, while 
Menander (whose style is for the most part broken) 
is popular with the actor, Philemon is the reader's 
favourite. 

To show that the broken style suits the stage, take 
the following line as an instance : 

Thee I received, I bare, I nurse, O dear one.® 

Thus disjointed, the words will of themselves force 
a man to be dramatic even in his own despite. But 
if you employ conjunctions and say “ I received and 
bare and nurse,” you will at the same time make 
the line quite lifeless. And what is unemotional is 
essentially undramatic. 

Other aspects of the actor’s art deserve attention. 
Take, for instance, the case of Ion in Euripides, who 
seizes his bow and threatens the swan which is letting 
fall its droppings upon the statues. Many oppor- 
tunities of movement are offered to the actor by 
Ton’s rush for his bow and arrows, by his face up- 

* Menander, Fragm. 980; Meineke, iv. pp. 284, 285. 
@ Kurip. Jon 161 seqgg. Ton, the acolyte in the temple of 

Apollo at Delphi, is the young Samuel of Greek literature. 
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Ladnvetas dé evexey | Kal SidoynTeov moAAdKis* 

Wotov yap ms TO OUVTOpMTEpoV 7) _capeorepov" 
ws yap ot TAPATPEXOVTES Tapophvrat evlore, 
otrws Kab Actus Tapaxoverat Sid TO Tdyos. 

198 Devyew Sé Kai tas wAayidryTas: Kal yap TobTo 
acabés,® womep 7 Dirtorov AdEis. avvrojadtepov 
dé mapddeayyua mAayias AdEews Kal did Todbro 
doadots To mapa’ Hevodd@rrt, ofov “cal dre tpuy- 
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1 crepthelpw P. 
2% gapéorepov edd.: ws cagérrepoy P: fort. ws idem 

valet ac guam (cum gr adu comparativo). 
3 doapas P. 4 +O rapa P, Fo ouxedtar P. 

197 

289 vy 

@ The fashioning of the whole scene to help the actor’s 
“business ” is meant. The writer of the treatise is much 
interested in the art of acting (cf. §§ 58, 159, 193, 194, 
226), and sees that Euripides had studied carefully such 
dramatic “ effects ” as “ fetch ’* an audience. 
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turned to the sky as he talks to the swan, and by the 
rest of the detail * contrived to aid the actor. Still, 
the subject of stage-craft is not at present before us, 

Clear writing should also shun ambiguities and 
make use of the figure termed “ epanalepsis.”’? 
‘‘ Epanalepsis ” is the repetition of the same particle 
in the course of a lengthy sentence ; as “ all Philip’s 
acts indeed—how he subjugated Thrace, and seized 
the Chersonese, and besieged Byzantium, and 
neglected to restore Amphipolis,—these things, 
indeed, I shall pass over.” * It may be said that 
the repetition of the particle “‘ indeed "’ reminds us 
of the prelude and sets us again at the beginning of 
the sentence. 

For the sake of clearness the same word must often 
be used twice. Excessive terseness may give greater 
pleasure, but it fails in clearness. For as men who 
race past us are sometimes indistinctly seen, so also 
the meaning of a sentence may, owing to its hurried 
movement, be only imperfectly caught. 

The use of dependent cases must also be avoided, 
since this leads to obscurity, as Philistus’s @ style 
shows. A short example of clearness sacrificed to 
dependent constructions (in the accusative case) is 
to be found in Xenophon: “ He was informed that 
triremes belonging to the Lacedaemonians and to 
Cyrus himself were coasting round with Tamos on 
board from Ionia to Cilicia.” ° This sentence might 
be written in a straightforward construction with 

» Lit. “a taking-up-again ”; the resumptive repetition 
of a word. 

¢ Ser. Inc. ; ef. Demosth. Or. xi. 1. 
4 For Philistus cf Roberts’s editions of Longinus on the 

Sublime, p. 237, and Dionysius’ Three Literary Letters, p. 174. 
* Xen. Anab. i. 2. 21. 
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Adyouro: ““ rpunpets mpocedox@vro eis KeAuciav' 
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a v 
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w 
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> 4 Téyvoito pev ody av Kat ro eumadw, ws TO 

, “"Kate mddts "Edupy.” ob yap advry® tavrny 
Soxydlopev thy taéw, ode thy érépav arro- 

4 Soxiyudlonev, xaba exribdueba pdvov Tro puoixov iL 
onl / elSos THs ta€ews. 

at be al 8 ?, # 3 Ly Sonl > O75 vy d€ rots Sinyipacw rot amo ris opis 
3 / eed h / > sr >? A) > A Sol aperéov, “"Eridauvds éore mods,” Y aro Tis 

> “~ et 4 <¢ if 2 f 4 / airtaTiKs, s TO “ Aéyerar “Emidayvoy ri 76- 
A 39 ¢ de TAA 4 > La ? we at d¢ dAdat mraces doddedy tia map- 
, \ f al 9 Ad > om A o~ gover Kai Bdoavoy 7@ re’ A€yorTs abt Kal TH 
aKovovre. 

Fed \ 4 ? a“ 3 f 3 Tlecpacboas S€ yt} eis pijkos exreivew ras mept- 
aywyds: “6 yap “AyeA@os péwv. é« Itvdou dpous 

1 oixeNav P. 2 at’rots P. 5 otros P, 
4 uoixg Victorius: dice cal P. 5 tomo P, 

§ ravrl P. Prore Py 

* Viz. in the plain style; its opposite, the elevated style, 
will favour an artificial, inverted, order. 

a Thucyd. i. 94, @ Hom. il. vi. 152. 
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nominatives somewhat as follows: “ In Cilicia there 
were expected many Lacedaemonian, and many 
Persian ships, the latter built for Cyrus with this 
very purpose. They were sailing from Ionia, and 
the admiral in command of them was the Egyptian 
Tamos.’”” The sentence would thus no doubt have 
been longer : it would also have been clearer. 

In general, the natural order of the words should 
be followed,* as in the sentence “ Epidamnus is a 
town on your right hand as you sail into the Ionian 
gulf.” > First of all is mentioned the subject, which 
is then defined to be a town, and next come the other 
words in due succession. 

Of course the order might be reversed, as in the 
words “ There is a town Ephyra.”’* We do not 
absolutely approve the one order nor condemn the 
other, when simply setting forth the natural method 
of arranging the words. 

In narrative passages we should begin with the 
nominative case, as in “ Epidamnus is a city”; or 
with the accusative, as in “it is said that the 
city Epidamnus ....” The other cases will cause 
obseurity and will put both speaker and hearer on 
tenterhooks.? 
An attempt must be made to keep amplifications * 

within due bounds. Take this sentence: “ For the 
Achelous flowing from Mount Pindus, near the 

4 "Erldapvos is quite clear however early it comes, and so 
is "Erléauvoyv with the infinitive in indirect discourse; but - 
put ‘Erdduvou or “Emiddury at the beginning of a sentence, 
and you will keep yourself and your readers on the rack of 
grammatical uncertainty till construction and meaning are 
made clear. 

* 4.e, the subsidiary clauses which contribute to the 
rondeur of an elaborate period. 
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Ta, onpeta corer, 7) O€ donpetwros® Kat wovoEidys, 
KaV pupa. 4H, GdynAos Soret. 

Tlepi pay 57) oadyveias rooabra, as: diya eK 
Tod, kat pdAvora év rots iayvots adrf Adyous 
xpnoréov. 
Dedyew de ev Th ouvbécer rod yapaKTipos 

TovTou mpatov pev TO pee Tv Kiba: | peyado- 
mpemés yap may phKos, wamep Kal emi ray 
[jpwikdr®] pérpwv ro éEduerpov jpwikov [dv'] 
KaArcirat to peyefous Kat mpérov ypwow, 7 
Kwpmodla Sé ovveorahrat els TO Tplerpov 4 véa. 
Ta, mroAAd, obv kebhows TpuLeTpous xpnoowueBa 

Kat eviore Koppaor, womrep 6 pev TlAdrev nat, 
“xarépynv yOes cis Tletpatd pera TAadewvos’’ 
muKval yap at dvdaavda Kat darobdoes. Ai- 
oxivns 5é “exabjueba per,” dnoiv, ‘emt rdv 

lL orpardv wd.duy P. 
1 donueloros P. qputkdy secl. Spengel. 

4 Oy (e dittographia asta) seclusi. 
5 ipwow edd. : qpdbwr P. 

* Thucyd. ii. 102. Cf. § 45 supra, where the sentence is 
quoted more fully. 

> Lit. “uniform,”’ ** monotonous.” 
¢ The elevated, elegant, and forcible styles make, in the 

pursuit of their special qualities, some sacrifice of that 
cardinal virtue of clearness which Aristotle (het. iii. 2) 
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inland city Stratus, discharges itself into the sea.’”4 
We ought to break off at once and give the hearer 
a pause thus: “ For the Achelous flows from Mount 
Pindus, and discharges itself into the sea.” This is 
far clearer than the other. It is with sentences as 
with roads. Some roads have many resting-places 
and many signposts; and the signposts may be 
compared to guides. Buta dreary ’ road with never 
a signpost seems hard to track, however short it 
may be. 

These are a few remarks, where much could be 
said, on the subject of clearness. Clearness must be 
practised most of all in the plain style.¢ 

Long members must be particularly avoided in 
composition 4 of this type. Length always tends to 
elevation. Thus, among metres, the hexameter is 
called ‘‘ heroic ’’ owing to its amplitude which fits it 
for heroes’; the New Comedy, on the other hand, 
is confined within the trimeter. 

Accordingly we shall for the most part employ 
trimeter members and sometimes phrases, as when 
Plato says, “ I went down yesterday to the Peiraeus 
together with Glaucon.”* Here the rests and 
cadences come close together. So with a sentence 
of Aeschines: “ We sat upon the benches in the 

places first in his definition of diction. The plain style 
should, en revanche, seek and ensue a perfect clarity. 

4 Viz. “ sentence-structure,” here and elsewhere. Writing 
may be made obscure not only by terseness, but by long, 
ree paces (of. Arist. Rhet. iii. 12). 

é i, 

* Plat. Rep. i. 1 inits Demetrius seems to suggest that 
the reader will pause slightly after x6és, Iepad, and 
Tratewvos. The “three measures” are the free ones of 
prose, not the stricter ones of verse. 
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a ‘ 
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“ 4 32 f f > ©€ 39 27 209 II[pdrov dé wept evapyetas: yiveras 8 7 evdpyeva 
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? n Baivovra, Kat un mapadedreidbat ponder. 

1 gédkvos Victorius: fdcos P. 
2 auds Finckh: dAdws P. 

1 Boaxdws P. * éudalverat Victorius: dudalver@a P. 
5 xatatra P: xdm’ ard dedi (cf. § 272), 
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Lyceum, aoe the stewards of the games order 
the contests.” 

In the plain style the members should end with 
precision, and rest on a sure foundation, as in the 
examples just quoted. Prolonged endings belong 
rather to the elevated style, as in the words of 
Thucydides: “the river Achelous flowing from 
Mount Pindus,” ete.’ 

In this style we must also shun the concurrence of 
long vowel-sounds and of diphthongs, since lengthen- 
ing invariably suggests elaboration. If concurrence 
be admitted, let it be of short letters with short (as 
in “ ravra pay Ta veo, KaAG eos’ %)3 or of short 
with long (as in “ the orb of day: jeAvos ”) 3 or of 
short vowels in some shape or form. In general, 
this variety of style has an unimpressive and every~- 
day effect, being in fact fashioned with that very 
end in view. 

Peculiar figures should also be avoided, since all 
eccentricity is unfamiliar and extraordinary. As, 
however, the plain style will welcome vivid repre- 
sentation and persuasiveness in an especial degree, 
we must next speak of these two qualities. 
We shall treat first of vividness, which arises from 

an exact narration overlooking no detail and cutting 
out nothing. An instance is the Homeric simile 
which begins “As when a man draws off water by 
arunnel.””¢ The comparison owes its vividness to 
the fact that all the things that happen are men- 
tioned and nothing is omitted. 

9 Aeschines Socr. Fragm. 
» OF. §§ 45, 202. © Cf. § 10. 
@ Hom. Jl. xxi, 257, with the five following lines. A well- 

chosen illustration. 
Z 4,29 
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210 Kat % tmmodpouia 8¢ 7 emt Ilarpdndw, év obs 
Aéyet, 

mvown 8° EdpyAowo perddpevov, 
Kal 

aie yap didpov" eT Ue OG Eevone elerny. 

mdavra Tatra evapyh éoTw ék Tob pnodev wapa- 
Aerei bar Tav TE ovpBauvdyrey ica cup Barrer. 

211 “QOore modus Kal 1 Siroyia. evdpyevay trove. 
paMov, H To damage Acyew, aomep To “od ® 
avrov Kal Cavra éAevyes KaKOS, Kal vov dmrofavévra, 
ypapers Karas. ‘i Sis yap Kelwevov 7d “ KkaKds” 
evapycoTépay onpatver THY Proodnpiay. 

212 “Orep dé 7@ Kraig, éyKadotiow os dBoreaxo- 
répw 8d Tas Sidoylas, Toray pev tows éy- 
Kadobow dpbds, moAAayq 8¢ odk aicbdvovrat Tis 
evapyelas Tob dv8pds: tieras yop tatrd Sie ro 
moAdrcis qovety eupaow metova.. 

213 Ola ra rowdde, “ Lrpuayyatds* rs, aviip Mies, 
yovatka Laide kataBahay dare Tou larmou" pa~ 
yovrat yap oy at yuvaiKes ev LdKaes aorep ai 
"Apaloves: feaodpwevos 81) TH Daxida edmpemi} 
Kal epatav pel fficev admocwlecbar. pera oe totiro 
onovdadv VEvopLeveny, épacbels THS yuvards air 
eruyxaver’ éd€d0K70 ev adTO amoKkaprepely: ypdde 

1 Si@pov Homerus: Slopw P. 
2 LZrovayyatos Finckh: erpudyuos P. 

* Hom, Jl. xxiii. 379 : 
altel yep Sidpov értByoouevaoww élkryr, 
wvoy O° Ebpaoo pera hoevay etipgr z aye 
Gépuer’* éx’ atrg yap Kedharas Karaédvre weréeOyy. 

» Of. § 26. 
® Ctesias, the historian of Persia and contemporary of 
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Another example is the horse-race in honour of 
Patroclus, as described by Homer : 

For ever they seemed as though they would mount the 
chariot-{loor : 

Of Eumelus, and hot on his back did the breath of their 
nostrils pour, 

And his shoulders broad, for their heads overhung him as 
onward they flew.¢ 

The entire description is vivid owing to the fact that 
no detail which usually occurs and then occurred is 
omitted. 

From this it follows that repetition often gives the 
effect of vividness more than a single statement; 
as “‘ You are the man who, when he was alive, 
spoke to his discredit, and now that he is dead write 
to his discredit.” ® The repeated use of the words 
“to his discredit” adds to the vividness of the 
invective. 

The charge of garrulity often brought against 
Ctesias ° on the ground of his repetitions can perhaps 
in many passages be established, but in many 
instances it is his critics who fail to appreciate the 
writer’s vividness. The same word is repeated 
because this often makes a greater impression. 

Here is an example: “ Stryangaeus, a Median 
man, having unhorsed a Sacian woman (for the 
women of the Sacae join in battle like Amazons), 
was struck with the youth and beauty of the Sacian 
and allowed her to escape. Afterwards, when peace 
was declared, he became enamoured of her and 
failed in his suit. He resolved to starve himself to 
Xenophon, was by profession a doctor of medicine, Like 
Hippocrates himself, he had, as a writer, been little influenced 
by the rhetoric of the schools. But, as § 216 shows, he knew 
the heart’s still rhetoric. 
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5€ mpdrepov émioroAny TH yuvaikt peuddpevos 
rodvde "Eya pev oé €owoa, cal od pev 8 gue 
eowOns: éya Sé did o€ drwAdunv.” 

"Evyraida émiryjoeev dv tows tes Bpayu- 
4 

Adyos olduevos elvat, te Sis érébn mpos oddev 7d 
cho 3} \ Lay 3 2 A > 4 3? 3 \ A éowoa”’ cat “dv éué éod@ns.”” radrov ydp 

? > / 3 > ? 2 f f onpaives duddtepa. GAN et adédows Odrepor, 
. ? _ovvahaiphoes Kal Thy évdpyeav Kal 7O €k Tis 

215 

216 

240 v 

evapyetas md0os. Kal rd émidepdpevov dé, 7d 
“drwrdunv’”’ davrt rod “ daroAAvpat,”’ évapyé- 
otepov abrH TH aGuvredcia eori: Td yap 51 yeyovds 
dewdrepov To péAAovTos 7) yivouevou ert. 

Kat dAws Sé 6 aoinris ovdros (mounTiy yap 
atrov Kadoin tis <fkdtws) evapyetas Sypsoupyds 
corw ev TH ypadh ovpadon. 

fov Kat év rots rowtode Se? Ta yevdpeva’ odk 
evOds Adyew, dtu eyévero, GAAG Kata puKpdr, 
KpepvdvTa tov adxpoaryy Kal davaykdlovTa ovv- 
aywrdy. totre 6 Krnoias év 77 dyyedla TH tepi 
Kupov rebvediros wot. eAOdv yap 6 dyyedos 
ovk evOds Adyer bre déBaveyv Kipos mapa tiv 
Ilapvodrw- roiro yap 7 Acyondvyn aad Lxv- 
Gav piiois éorw: aGAAd mpBrov pev TyyetAev, dre 
vind, 4 Se yobn Kat hywviacer- pera | Sé tobro 

1 yevdueva edd.: yuwdueva P. 

* Ctesias, Fragmm. 20, 21 (Ctesiae Persica, ed. J. Gilmore). 
6 In modern times the words olrws pidos éowOy kal odk 

amédero at the end of Plato’s Republic (621 8) have been 
rendered “In this way the myth was preserved,” rather 
than ‘was preserved and did not verish.” Dr. Postgate 
(Translation and Translations, p. 24) rightly holds that 
the italicized words should in some form be retained; he 
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- death. But first he wrote a letter upbraiding the 
woman thus: ‘I saved you, ay, you were saved 
through me; and now I have perished through 
ou, 4 
Here a critic who prided himself on his brevity 

might say that there is a useless repetition in “[ 
saved you ’’ and “ you were saved through me,” the 
two statements conveying the sameidea.? Butif-you 
take away one of the two, you will also take away 
the vividness and the emotional effect of vividness. 
Furthermore, the expression which follows (‘‘ I have 
perished ”’ in place of “ I perish ”’) is more vivid just 
because the past tense is used. There is something 
more striking in the suggestion that all is over, than 
in the intimation that it is about to happen or is 
still happening. 

Altogether this poet (for a poet Ctesias may well 
be called) is an artist in vividness throughout his 
writings. 
An example may be added here. When a mis- 

fortune has happened, we should not state the fact 
at once, but unfold it gradually, thus keeping the 
reader in suspense and forcing him to share our 
distress. This is what Ctesias does when the tidings 
come of Cyrus’s® death. The messenger, out of 
consideration for Parysatis,? does not immediately 
on his arrival announce that Cyrus is dead, for such 
a proceeding would be (to use the common expres- 
sion) a brutal one. First of all he reports the victory 
of Cyrus. Parysatis is all joy and excitement. Then 
suggests “was saved from perishing.”’ Vividness must not 
be sacrificed to brevity, important as that is. 

® Cyrus the Younger, who fell at the battle of Cunaxa in 
401 3.c., as described by Xenoplion in the Anabasia, i. 8). 

4 The Persian Queen-mother, 
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3 Sant \ A ~ 4 ¢ A 4 / épwrd, Bacirels Sé rds mpdrrer; 6 5é médevyd 
dno Kat 7 troAaBoboa: Ticcaddpyyns yap atra 
roUrwy airios' Kal mdAw émravepwrd: Kipog dé 

*~s “~ e 4 Lia > , Ld \ \ aod viv; 6 5é dyyedos auciBerar: EvOa xpi) Tods 
ayalovs dvdpas adAileoGar. Kard purcpov Kat 
kata, Bpaxd mpotav ports, tO 57) Aeydpevor, 
améppynéev adrd, pdda nOucds Kai evapyOs Tov re 
dyyedov éudivas dxovolws ayyeAotvra TH ovp- 
popdv, Kat THv pnrépa eis aywriav éuBadav Kat 
Tov aKovovTa. 

‘ A \ 4 2 ~ \ fa a 217 TDiveras &€ Kal ex roi ra waperdueva rots 
mpaypac. A€yew evapyea, olov ws emt rod dypot- 

f a 4 s¢ i ” kov Badilovros edn tis, Ste “ mpdowHev iKovoro 
abtod THv modav 6 Krvmos mpoctdvros,” ws ovd€é 
BadiLovros, add’ ofdv ye AaxrilovrTas Thy yi. 
"O be ¢ Tide \ ee ~ ‘I 4s 

218 TWéep OE O atwv dyoiv émt rob ‘lamoxpa 
¢ 3 / tous, “ épvlpidoas [dn TH vurri*], dn yap d7- 

1 #6y 7H vuxrl seclusit Schneider. 

@ Artaxerxes Mnemon, king of Persia and elder brother 
of Cyrus. Xenophon tells us that, in the battle, Cyrus 
rushed wpon the king, crying “I see the man,” and struck 
him on the breast, wounding him through his corselet, ‘as 
Ctesias the physician says, who claims to have healed the 
wound himself.” 

» Of, King David's repeated inquiry ‘Is the young man 
Absalom safe?” in the Seeond Book of Samuel, xviii. 29, 
32, when Ahimaaz and Cushi break the news of Absalom’s 
death. In the same passage there is a heantiful example of 
what Demetrius would call d:voyia: ‘‘ And the king was 
much moved, and went up to the chamber over the gate, 
and wept: and as he went, thus he said, O my son Absalom, 
my son, my son Absalom! Would God I had died for thee, 
O Absalom, my son, my son!” 

¢ Lit., “where brave (good) men should bivouac.” In 
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she asks, “And the king—how fares he?” ¢ The 
reply is, “ He is fled.” She rejoins: “ Yes, this he 
owes to Tissaphernes.’’ And she asks further, “ But 
Cyrus—where is he now?” The messenger 
rejoins, “In the bivouac of the brave.”* Thus 
warily does Ctesias advance little by little, step by 
step, till at last he “ breaks the news,” as the phrase 
goes, and indicates, very naturally and vividly, the 
messenger’s reluctance te announce the calamity, 
while he himself causes the reader to join in the 
mother’s grief.¢ 

Vividness may also be produced by mentioning 
the accompanying circumstances of any action. It 
was, for instance, once said of a countryman’s walk 
that “ the noise of his feet had been heard from afar 
as he approached,” the suggestion being that he 
was not walking at all, but stamping the ground, so 
to say? 

Plato also has an example when he is describing 
the youth Hippocrates: “* He was blushing, for the 

America and Europe we cannot but recall, after a world- 
wide war, the concluding line in Theodore O’Hara’s well- 
known quatrain : 

“On Fame’s eternal camping-ground 
Their silent tents are spread, 

And Glory guards with solemn round 
The bivouac of the dead.” 

4 Ctesias, Hragm. 36 (ed. Gilmore). 
® Ser. Ine. 
¥ A still more vivid description of noise (made not by 

two feet, but by many hungry mouths) is to be found in 
Tennyson’s deseripticn of the meal taken by the lusty 
spearmen of ire huge Earl Doorm: ‘And none spake 
word, but all sai cio. n al once, | And ate with tumult in the 
naked hall, | Feeding like horses when you hear them feed ” 
(Geraint and Enid). 
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ebnvev Tt Tyeepas, wore ' Karapavh adrov yevéoban, | 
ore peev evapyeorarov €or, mavet Ofjrov i) 8° 
evapyeca. yéyovev eK THS ppovri8os Tijs aept Tov 
Adyov Kal Tod drropvnpovedoat, Ott vUKTWP ITpds 
avTov etofiAbev 6 ‘Inmoxpdrys. 

219 Kaxopwvia 5é woAAdiis, cs TO ort’, ex 3° 
eyicepanos,”” Kal “aToAAa 8° dvayra., Karavra, ”’: 
jeepeienyra (yap TH Kaxopanvig, THY dvepartay: 
méoa dé pinots evapyes Te yee. 

220 Kai TO. TMeTTOUN [LEVO, dé dvduara evdpyevav move 
did TO KaTa piynow etevgvexban, aomep TO “ Ad~ 
mTovTes.” el be ‘ wivovres ”” elrrev, ovr” epusetro 
mivovras rods Kivas, ovre evdpyea a ay Tes eyivero. 
Kat 76“ yhdoona.”’ 8 rH Admrovres mpoanel- 
jevov ert evapyeorepov moved TOV Adyov. Kal rept 
evapyetas pev ws év Tomy elmrelv Tocaura. 

221 To mublayov be év Suoiv, & TE TH aapel Kal 
avunter 7d yep doages Kant dobynbes amtBavov: 
Ack re ody od Thy mepirriy obde dirépoyKor Siw- 

1 @ore Plat: efs rd P (sed dere recte § 225). 

9 Plat. Protag. 312 a. Three things are here made clear 
in a single short sentence: (1) he was blushing ; (2) day 
was dawning: (3) he was detected. 

® tom. Odyss. ix. 289: 

civ 6& Stw pdpwas ds re oxvdAaKas worl yaly 
kéwr’* dx 8 dyxépudos xapddis pée, deve dé -yatav. 

* Hom. Jl. xxiii 116: 

wo\na 8 dvavra kdravra wdpayrd re Séyued 7’ HAOov, 

a As i in “ Propuitty, proputty, proputty—canter an’ canter 
awaay”’ (Tennyson); “I galloped, Dirck galloped, we 
galloped all three ” (Browning). 
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first glimmer of dawn now came to betray him.’’2 
The extreme vividness of this description is clear to 
everybody. It is the result of the care shown in 
the story, and of keeping in mind that it was night 
when Hippocrates visited Socrates. 

Cacophony (harshness of sound) is often vivid, as 
in the lines : 

And together laid hold on twain, and dashed them against 
the ground 

Like whelps: down gushed the brain, and bespattered the 
rock-floor round.® 

Or, 

And upward and downward and thwartward and slantward 
they tramped evermore.° 

Homer intends the cacophony to suggest the broken 
ground, all imitation having an element of vividness.4 

Onomatopoeic words produce a vivid effect, be- 
cause their formation is imitative. The participle 
“Japping ” is an instance in point. If Homer had 
said ‘‘ drinking,’ he would not have imitated the 
sound of dogs drinking, nor would there have been 
any vividness. The word “tongues” (yAdouyr:) 
added to the word “lapping ” makes the narrative 
still more vivid.—-But on the subject of vividness this 
outline sketch must suffice. 

The power of convincing depends on two things, 
lucidity and naturalness. In other words, what is 
not lucid nor natural is not convincing Accordingly 
exuberant and inflated language must not be sought 

¢ Hom, Ji. xvi. 161: 

Adwovres yAdooyow dpujoew pédrav vdup. 

Cf. § 94. 
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Kréov ev th mbavdryT, Kat woattws odvbecw 
BeBasotcar’ kai undev éyoucay puluoedds. 

? 7 ow A / \ > @ f 222 “Ev rovrots te odv TO miBavdv, Kal ev & @ed- 
ppacrés dynow, ott od mavTa em axpiBetas Se? 
uaxpnyopely, GAN’ éia KaTadurely Kal TH axpoarH 
ovurévat, Kab AoyiLeo@ar e& atrod: ouvels yap To 
3 \ ¢ \ a 2 3 \ é 3 X ‘ eMapbev dd cot obk axpoaris podvov, GAAd Kat 
pedprus gov yiverat, Kal dua eduevéorepos. ov-~ 
veTos yap éavt@ Soxe? bia o€ Tov adopuny trape- 
oxnKdta att Tod ovvrévar, TO 5€ dvTa ws dvoyryp 
Aéyew KaTaywwokovTt éoikev TOD axpoaTod. 

> i 4 4 ¢ > \ bY a 

o23 “Hel dé Kat 6 émtoTodtKos yapaxrip Setras 
ioyvorynTos, Kal mept atrot Adfouev. “Apréuwv 
pev obv 6 Tas “Aptororddous dvaypdibas éemtotoAds 
gnow, ore bet ev TH adr@ tpdmm siddAoydy re 
ypddew kat émiatodds: clvar yap tiv émarodiy 
olov TO ETepav épos TOD Staddyov. 

\ f ? wv 3 X v4 “a AS 

224 Kat Aéyer wev te tows, od py dav bet yap 
broxareskevacta, ws paAAov rob Siaddyou Tv 
émaToAny: 6 ev yap petra. abrocyedidlovra, 
4 5é ypdderar kat S@pov mwéumerar Tpdmov Tid. 

? a a 
925 ‘Tis yodv odrws dv 8tadeySein® mpds idov, 

1 Fort. Scalav ofoav; sed cf. § 58 wapédxe.  Rader- 
macher confert Llippocr. Epidem. i. 2, p. 181, 16 Kiihlew., 
éwel kat rots évSouarrids Exovee woAdotew éBeBalwoe rére. 

2 duarexGely Schneider: diareye9 P. 

¢ Of. Arist. het. iii. 2 dud de? AavOdvew wowodyras, cal 
wy Soxety A€yeur weTdacudvws dAAa TepuKdrws* rotro yap 
midavév, éxeivo 8& robvavridy, “a writer must disguise his 
art and give the impression of speaking naturally and not 
artificially. Naturalness is persuasive, artificiality is the 
contrary ; for our hearers are prejudiced and think we have 
some design against them, as if we were mixing their wines 
for them *’ (tr. Roberts), 
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after in a style meant to carry conviction.2 The 
composition, likewise, in such a style, must be steady- 
going and void of formal rhythm. 

These, then, are the main essentials of persuasive- 
ness; to which may be added that indicated by 
Theophrastus when he says that not all possible 
points should be punctiliously and tediously elabor- 
ated, but some should be left to the comprehension 
and inference of the hearer,’ who when he perceives 
what you have left unsaid becomes not only your 
hearer but your witness, and a very friendly witness 
too. Yor he thinks himself intelligent because you 
have afforded him the means of showing his intelli- 
gence. It seems like a slur on your hearer to tell 
him everything as though he were a simpleton. 
We will next treat of the epistolary style, since it 

too should be plain. Artemon,¢ the editor of Aris- 
totle’s Letters, says that a letter ought to be written 
in the same manner as a dialogue,’ a letter being 
regarded by him as one of the two sides of a dialogue. 

There is perhaps some truth in what he says, but 
not the whole truth. The letter should be a little 
more studied than the dialogue, since the latter 
reproduces an extemporary utterance, while the 
former is committed to writing and is (in a way) sent 
as a gift. , 
Who (one may ask) would, in conversation with a 

friend, so express himself as does Aristotle when 

» Theophrastus, Iep \éfews, ed. Mayer, pp. 169, 170. 
* Date uncertain; possibly as late as 130 u.c., or even 

later. For his identification sce Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Lne. 
d. class. Alt. ii. p. Ldch7. 

4 So Goethe (in Wahrheit und Dichtung) describes letters 
as “ ideelle Dialoge.” 
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id ¢? ; 4 3 fg ¢ 4 ~ 

womep 6 “AptororéAns mpos “Avtimarpov trép tot 
duydsos ypdduv tod ydpovrdés dyow: “ ef 5é apds 
amdoas olxerat | yds' gduyas otros, wore p7) 

7 nm e a 2 > ae an 

Katdyew, SfAov as Toloye® eis “Atdov KareAbety 
é 3 A f a7 & X\ a 

BovdAopévots oddels POdvos’’ 6 yap ovrws sia- 
Aeyopevos éridexvupevy Eotxev paAXov, od Aadobvre. 

Kat Avoes ouvyval® dota * ** o8 mpézovaty 
3 A a. a X ‘ > ~aee ; 4 ‘ emtoToAats: acapes yap ev ypadH 7 Avows, Kal rd 
pupntixov od ypadijs otrws oixelov, ws adydvos, 
olov ws &v TO Hvdvdyuew- “cis Fv, & Udkcpares, 
= be ? A , 8 rNé . At e275 r @ x0es ev Aurel diehdyou; 7 moAds duas® dydos 
mepietoTyKer”” Kat puxpov mpoeAOdy émidéper, 
“ GAAd pow E€vos tis aiverar elvar, @ SueAdyov: 
tis Hv; 4% yap rowadry maou épunveia Kat jl~ 
pnows vroKpirh apéro. paddov, od ypadopévais 
émuoroAats. 

TlAciorov S€ eyérw 7d HOikov % emorody, 
Womep Kat 6 didAoyos: ayedov yap eixdva Exacros 
Ths é€avroi wvuyis ypdder tHv émioroAnv. Kai gore 

5 ‘3 AAA / 1 6 Ws) ca 1 * “~ pev Kat €€ aGAdou Adyou mavrds® ety To Hos tot 
f 3 ? A x ua € > ~ ypadovros, €€ oddevos 5é oTwWS, Ws emioToAs. 
To S€ péyefos avvectdd\dw tis emiorodjs, 

1 yas Valekenaer: ras P. 
2 rotove Ps fort. rots ye rorovrots. 
3 guxval Victorius: loxpal P, 
4 Jacunam statuit Goeller: fort. suppl. af ro d:addyou vel 

al Anroptxal. 
5 pads P. S rdvrws P, 

@ Aristot. Fragm. 615 (ed. Berol. v. pp. 1581, 1582). The 
sense is obscure, and the form semi-metrical, "Avdov ... 
é6évos being an iambic trimeter. Does the letier-writer 
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writing to Antipater on the subject of the aged 
exile? “If he is doomed to wander to the utter- 
most parts of the earth, an exile hopeless of recall, 
it is clear that we cannot blame men (like him) who 
wish to return home—to Hades.”* A man who 
conversed in that fashion would seem not to be talking 
but to be making an oratorical display. 

Frequent breaks in a sentence such as ... are 
not appropriate in letters. Such breaks cause 
obscurity in writing, and the gift of imitating con- 
versation is less appropriate to writing than to a 
speech in debate. Consider the opening of the 
Euthydemus : “* Who was it, Socrates, with whom you 
were conversing yesterday in the Lyceum? Quite 
a large crowd was surrounding your party.” ® And 
a little farther on Plato adds: “‘ Nay, he seems to 
me to be some stranger, the man with whom you 
were conversing. Who was he, pray? ”’* All such 
imitative style better suits an actor ; it does not suit 
written letters. 

The letter, like the dialogue, should abound in 
glimpses of character. It may be said that every- 
body reveals his own soul in his letters. In every 
other form of composition it is possible to discern the 
writer’s character, but in none so clearly as in the 
epistolary. 

The length of a letter, no less than its style, must 

(Aristotle or another) mean that for an exile, aged and hope- 
less, death is the only home to long for? 

& Plat. Huthyd. 971 a. 
¢ Plat. Huthyd. 2714 (with some slight verbal dis- 

erepancies in the Greek). ; 
@ Qf. Buffon’s famous saying about style in general: 

Ces choses sont hors de PThomme; le style est Phomine 
méne.”” 
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aarep Kat i Adis. aut dé dyav papal, kal 
mpooert Kara THD épynvetay dynadéorepar, od pd 
7H GAjevay emuoroAal yévowro av, aaAdd ouy- 
ypdupara, TO Yalpew éyorra mpooryeypapip.evor,” 
Kaldep Tou [lAdrevos moAAal® Kat 7 Movievdisov. 

go9 Kat TH ouvrager pevrot Acdtobes paAdov? ye- 
Aotov yap mepuodevewr, womep obK emoroAyy, dAAd 
duenv ypapovra. aut oboe yedrotov jeovov, aA’ 
odode Piducoy (ro yap 34 Kard rH Tapousiay “red. 
odka ota” Aeydwevov) emiorodAats rabra éme- 
+ndeveww. 

930 Hidevau 5é XP» art ovy Eppnnveto, pudvov, aAdd 
Kab mpdypord TWO, emoroAucd éorw, "Apioro- 
Tédns yoov és° udAtora emurerevyevar Soxet rob 
[adrod"] emaToAuxod, “ roGro bé ob} ypddw cot,” 
pnoiv: “ ob yap qv emuaroAuKoy.” 

93, Hi yap Tis ev emo olf copiopara ypddot Kat 
dvorodoyias, ypdder per, ov pny emoTonyy ypd- 
pet. prdoppdvnors yap TUS Boderau elvae 1) é€7e- 
orony ouvTojos, Kat mepl arAod apdyparos éxeats 
Kab ev dvopacuy darhois. 

232 Kaos Hevrot aris at Te piducat prrogpo- 
vijoeus aud munya mropountan evotcat Kal rToiro 
yop pedvov eveoren adr y coger, Sudte Snworsucdy 
Te coTw 7 Tapoytla Kal Kouwdr, 6 be yrapodoyady 

+ Fort. T pOYEY PO {L[LEV OV. 
* rod Adrwvos roddat Finckh: 7a WNdrwyvos woke D, 

3 8s Spengel: ds P. 
4 Secludencum, ut videtur, abroi. 

4 Of, Abbott and Seeley, Hnglish Lessons for Hnglish 
People, p. 1240. 1: “ Burke’ is Reflections on the Revolution 
in France, though written in ‘ a letter intended to have been 
sent to a gentleman in Paris,’ have nothing but the ‘ dear 
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be kept within due bounds. Those that are too 
long, and further are rather stilted in expression, 
are not in sober truth letters but treatises with the 
heading “ My dear So-and-So.”4 This is true of 
many of Plato’s, and of that of Thucydides.® 

There should be a certain degree of freedom in 
the structure of a letter. It is absurd to build up 
periods, as if you were writing not a letter but a 
speech for the law courts. And such laboured letter- 
writing is not merely absurd ; it does not even obey 
the laws of friendship, which demand that we should 
“ call a spade a spade,” as the proverb has it. 
We must also remember that there are epistolary 

topics, as well as an epistolary style. Aristotle, who 
is thought to have been exceptionally successful in 
attaining the epistolary manner, says: “ I have not 
written to you on this subject, since it was not fitted 
for a letter.” 

If anybody should write of logical subtleties or 
questions of natural history in a letter, he writes 
indeed, but not a letter. A letter is designed to be 
the heart’s good wishes in brief; it is the exposition 
of a simple subject in simple terms. 

Ornament, however, it may have in the shape of 
friendly bits of kindly advice, mixed with a good 
few proverbs. This last is the only philosophy 
admissible in it—the proverb being the wisdom of 
a people, the wisdom of the world. But the man 
who utters sententious maxims and exhortations 

sir’? at the beginning in common with the style of a letter.” 
The whole history of the “ epistle,” as a literary genre, is 
full of intercst and invites investigation. 

’ Possibly the leller of Nicias in Thucyd. vii. 11-15, not- 
withslanding the absence of yalpew. 

¢ Aristol, Fragm. 620 (ed. Berol,). 
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Kal TMporpeTrouevos ob bu’ émioroAjs ere Aadodvr: 
gouxev, aAAd pnxavas- 

233 «" Aptoror éAns pévroe Kat amodet&eat mou xphras 
emoroAucdds, ofov d1daEau BovAdpevos, ort dpoiws 
xp?) edepyerelv Tas peydAas moves Kal Tas purpds, 
gnaw, ot yap Oeot ev duporepass toot, wor” 
éret at xaperes Gea, toa amoKeicovrat cou map’ 
dyporépats.” reall yap TO darodeukvipevov aura 
emtoToAKOv Kat  amddeeis adr. 

231 *Evet de Kat moAeoly wore Kat BaciwWedow ypa- 
popev, EoTwaav Towatras [ait] emtoroAal pax pov 
eSnppevat mws. oToyacréov yap kal Tod mpo- 
gdiarou @ ypaderas: eSnppery pevrot [xat*] odx 
dore otyypappa elvou avT emoroAfs, domep out 
“Apwororédous mpos “AdAcEar8pov, Kal mpos Tovs 
Aiwvos oiretous 7 IlAdrevos. 

235 Kalérov dé peulyOw 7 emoToAy Kara Thy 
éppnvetav €K Svoly Xapaxrypow Tovrow, Tob Te 
xapievros Kal Tob toyvod. Kal mept emoroAfs pev 

al v. TCADA, Kal dua epi tod | yapaKrfpos rob 
ioyvod. 

236 Tlaparevrar dé Kat TQ loyvea SunpwapTnpevos 
Xapaxrip, 6 Enpos kadodpevos. yiverau dé Kat 
obTos é&v tpioty: ev duavoia pev, Oarep TiS emt 
Hépfou eon ort “‘xaréBawev 6 Eépéns pera 

L GAN dard wnxarfs Cobet (Ruhnkenium secutus). 
2 gi secl. Spengel. 5 cai del. Goeller. 

* Or, “from the pulpit.” In the Greek the reference 
is to the god who speke words of warning or rebuke from 
the lofty Hoy ero on which a solemn Adyos wporperrixds 
was felt to be more appropriate than a homely duAln. A 
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seems to be no longer talking familiarly in a letter 
but to be speaking ex cathedra.* 

Aristotle, however, sometimes uses actual proofs, 
but in the way appropriate to a letter. For instance, 
wishing to show that large towns and small have an 
equal claim to be well treated, he says: “‘ The gods 
are as great in one as in the other; and since the 
Graces ® are gods, they will be held as great a trea- 
sure by you in one as in the other.” * The point 
he wishes to prove is fitted for a letter, and so is the 
proof itself.4 

Since occasionally we write to States or royal 
personages, such letters must be composed in a 
slightly heightened tone. It is right to have regard 
to the person to whom the letter is addressed. The 
heightening should not, however, be carried so far 
that we have a treatise in place of a letter, as is the 
ease with those of Aristotle to Alexander and with 
that of Plato to Dion’s friends. 

In general it may be remarked that, from the 
point of view of expression, the letter should be a 
compound of these two styles, the graceful and the 
plain—So much with regard to letter-writing and 
the plain style. 

Side by side with the plain style is found a defect- 
ive counterpart, the so-called “arid” style. This, 
again, has three sources, the first of which is the 
thought, as when someone says of Xerxes that “ he 

letter must not be a sermon, except in the Horatian sense of 
‘a talk.” Nor must it be a lecture. 

» Playing on two senses of ydpires, “ Graces” and 
‘* favours.” 

¢ Aristot. Fragm. 609 (ed. Berol.). 
@ The proof here is not too formal, but has a light and 

witty touch, suitable to a letter. 
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ndvrwy tov éavtod.” pda yap <apixpuver 70 
mpaypa, avrTt rob “ pera ris “Actas dmdons” 
eimrety “* per, mdvrewy Toy éavrod “a gyoas. 

237 Tlept dé tHy Adéw yiverau To Enpdev, orav » mpay- 
pa péya opuxpois dvépacw dmrayyerry, olov wes 
6 Tadapeds” émt Ths év Dadapive vavpaylas dnot: 
Kaul rot Daddpisos tot Tupdvvou édn tis, “ drra 
yap o | Dadapis Hedy her tots "Axpayarrivors.’ : 
vavpaxiav yap rooadrny Kal Tupdvvwy eporyra 
obyt to “ drra” ovopare ovde 77) “ ayvedy rer” 
expaV Aéyew, GAN év pers Kal mpérovow TH 
UmoKeyLevey mpdyporre. 

238 “Ev dé ourbécer yiverat 76d Enpov, ToL OTav 
TrUKVa a. TO KOMpLOrTO,, waomep ev rots “A opioj.ois 

L. 
ce¢ exer” 6 Bios Bpaxds, n O€ Téyvn papa, 6 8 

Katpos fs,  5é wetpa opahepa-” i) érav ey 
peydhep mpdy pare dmoKeKopevov 7 9 7d KOAov Kat 
1s} exe, warrep Tes "Apwozetdou Karnyopay, 
ort ovK adixero €is Ti ev Zohapive vavpaytay, 
* add adrdcdnros,” eon, © OTL 7) [ev Anparne . 
BAbev Kat ouvevaupdyer, “Apuoreions bé ov.” 3 
yap doom) Kat dmpenns Kab dkatpos. Tats ev 
rovavrats dmroxomais ev érépous XPHoreor. 

239 TloAAdiis prevrot rd prev Siavdnua ado puypdv 

1 +Ov add. edd. 2 Dadapeds edd.: Dadnpeds P. 

* Ser. Ine. 
> Tf the reading in the Greek text is right, the reference 

will probably be to Theodorus of Gadara, who belongs to 
the time of Augustan Rome. Cf. Roberts’s larger edition 
of the De elocutione, pp., 54, 251. Other conjectures are; 
Tadepets (“man of Cadiz ”y and Badrnpeds (i.e. Demeirius 
of Phalerum). 
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was coming down to the coast with all his following.” 4 
He has quite belittled the event by saying “ with 
all his following” in place of “ with the whole of 
Asia.” 

In diction aridity is found when a writer narrates 
a great event in terms as trivial as those applied 
by the Gadarene® to the battle of Salamis. And 
someone said of the despot Phalaris that “ Phalaris 
was in a way a nuisance to the people of Acragas.” ¢ 
So momentous a sea-fight and so cruel a despot ought 
not to have been described by such words as “ in 
a way” and “nuisance,” but in impressive terms 
appropriate to the subject. 

Avidity may also be due to composition. This is 
so when the detached clauses are many, as in the 
Aphorisms: “‘ Life is short, art long, opportunity 
fleeting, experience deceptive.” ’ It is so, again, 
when, in dealing with an important matter, the 
member is broken and not completed. Someone, 
for example, when accusing Aristeides for not bein 
present at the battle of Salamis, said, “* Why, 
Demeter came unbidden and fought on our side ; 
but Aristeides, no.” Here the abrupt ending is 
inappropriate and ill-timed. Abrupt endings of this 
kkind should be reserved tor other aceasions. 

Often the thought is in itself frigid, and what we 
¢ Hippoer. Aphor.; of. § 4 supra. Possibly. “experiment 

(is) dangerous.” 
4 Ser. Inc. That Aristeides took part in the actual fight- 

ing al Salamis is stated by Tleredoius viii. 95 and Plutarch, 
Arist, 93 and also by Nepos (frist. ¢. 2), whose words 
“prius quam poena librraretur”’ can he corrected by 
"AOnvatwy Tlo\rele, c. 22. A late paradoxer seems, in defi- 
ance of facts and good prose, iv have said. * In the sea-fight 
at Salamis the Greeks had great allies; among them was 
Demeter. And Aristeides? No, not he.” 
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ré éoTl, Kal as vov dvopdloper KaKolyrov, 1 
atvéeots 8 drroKeKoppevn Kal KA€rrovea rob 
Siavonparos Thy ddeay, womep éxi rod vexpa wh 
yovauet pry Pévros eon TUS, ort “‘ ov patyvurae au 
TH dvBpebrrey ** TO pev yap Stavdnpa Kal TUprS 
OnAdvY paow, 7 % atvbeots 5€ ovaraneica. KAerrret pev 
mwWs Thy ddecav Tob mpdyLaTos, grovel b€ Ty voy 
dvoyLa exouoay _énpoxarcolniar ovyKeysevny éx 
Suoty Kak@v, ék prev THs KaKolnAlas 8a tod 
mpaypa, ex S€ tod Enpod Sia THv cdvbcaw, 

V 

240 = Kat Ta, meph Ths Sewdrnros Se Sida. ay ely 
Aoumdv éx TOV  MPoEipnyLeveny, ort Kal adr? yevour’ 
av év Tpotr, év olomep ot mp0 abrijs Xapaxripes: 
Kaul yap mpdyporrd, re e€ éavTav éore dewd., WOTE 
tous Aéyovras atdra Sewovs Soxely, Kav py dewvads 
Aéywow, Kabdmep 6 Wedaoumos tas ev TO Wla- 
poet avAnrpias Kal Ta mopveta Kat rods avdAoiv- 
Tas Kal ddovras Kat dpxYoupevovs, Tabra mavra 
Sewa dvouara évra® Katro. dobevds eizrwy 8atvds 
doxet. 

241 Kara de ry avvGeow 6 Xapaxrnp ovros yivour’ 
dy mpairov pev et KO pLarra, EXOL art KebAenv" TO 
yap phos exAder TH opodpdrnra, ’ To $¢ év onivey 
TmoAd éudawduevov Sewvdrepov? mapdderypna To 

1 a8 rq dvOpdr~ conicio: aurdy P (fort. a8 rats dvOpurors); 
cf. § 302. 

2 gyduara (évra supra versum add.) P: évduara delendum 
esse censuit Tyrrell. 
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now term “ affected,’’ while the composition is 
abrupt ® and tries to disguise the licence of the 
thought. Someone says of a man who embraced his 
wife when dead: “ he does not embrace the creature 
again.” The meaning even a blind man can see, 
as the saying goes; but the words are so huddled 
together as to hide to some extent the licence of 
the thing, and to produce what is now called by the 
name of “ tasteless aridity,” being made up of two 
vices, bad taste in the thought and aridity in the 
way the words are put together. 

Vv 

We now come to the quality of force. It is 
clear, from what has already been said, that force 
also, like the styles previously described, may have 
three sources. Some things are forcible in them~- 
selves, so that those who speak about them seem to 
be forcible, even if they are not forcible speakers. 
Theopompus, for instance, in a certain passage 
speaks about the flute-girls in the Peiraeus, the 
stews, and the sailors who pipe and sing and dance ; 
and through using all these vigorous words he seems 
to be forcible, although he has spoken feebly.” 

In respect of composition this type of style requires, 
first of all, phrases in place of members.? Length 
paralyses intensity, while much meaning conveyed 
in a brief form is the more forcible. An example is 

4 ie, the word-arrangement is jerky and jaunty: as in 
ob plyvurat af (not odkérs ulyvura), where the thought itself 
is a miserable “ Asiatic ” conceit. 

> Ser. Inc. 
¢ For Theopompus see § 75 (with note). 
a Cf. notes on §§ 1, 9. 
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Aaredatpovicay apos Widirmov, “ Atovicwos ép 
Kopidy el be eb éreway autre, ** Atoviawos ée~ 
mec Tis apxis mTwyever ev Kopivée bBo 
ypdppara,” dsiupyna oyedov dv av paddAdev avrt 
Aowdopias. 

242 Kav tots dAdo 8é _pdoer eBpayuddyour ot 
Adicwves: Sewdrepov yap 70 paxy KO emu- 
Tanerucdy, TO parpynyopely b€ TH ikeredew mperet 
Kal airety. 

Aus Kal ra otdpBodra exet Sewdrytas, | ort éu~ 
pep tats Bpaxvroytars: Kal yap éx Tod Bpaxéws 
pnbevros drrovofoa. To mdctora det, Kabdarep ék 
Toy oupBorwy odtws Kat To“ yaudbev of Térruyes 
dpiv aoovras Sewdrepov dMAnyopucds pybev, 7 
elirep dmddrs eppyln, “ta dévdpa ae eK 
KompoeTat.” 

244 Tas ye pay mreptodous eodiyy Oar pedro, def xara’ 
7 Tédos* 7 yap Tepraywyy dewor, 4 dé Adows 
dmdovorepov Kae xpnoronbeias onpetoy, - -xadarep 
% apyaia maou épunveta amdAoixot yap ot dpxato..” 

245 “Qore &y Sewornts pevyew Set ro dapyatoedes 
Kat Tod Hous Kat rob puduob, Kat KaTrapedyew 
pdhora emt THY voy Karéxovoay deworgra. Ta 
obv adden at rowabrat amobéces, “ cspordynoa 
rovrois, ws dy olds te @, auvepely,” Exovras 
padtora od elpyxa pvbuod. 

246 lout S€ rua kal 4 Bia Kara chy otvleow 
Sewdryra’ Sewov yap wodAayot Kat Td ddadOayyov, 

243 
242 7. 

1 xara Victorius: «cal P. 
2 ol doyaio. Speneel: dpyatoe P: fort. dpxatee. 

* C/.§ 8 supra. 
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the message of the Lacedaemonians to Philip: 
“ Dionysius at Corinth.” If they had expanded the 
thought at full length, saying ‘‘ Dionysius has been 
deposed from his sovereignty and is now a beggarly 
schoolmaster at Corinth,’’ the result would have 
been a bit of narrative rather than a taunt.* 

The Lacedaemonians had a natural turn for brevity 
of speech under all circumstances. Brevity is, indeed, 
more forcible and peremptory,’ while prolixity is 
suited for beyging and praying. 

For this reason symbolic expressions are forcible, 
as resembling brief utterances. We are left to infer 
the chief of the meaning from a short statement, as 
though it were a sort of riddle. Thus the saying 
“your cicalas shall chirp from the ground ” is more 
forcible in this figurative form than if the sentence 
had simply run ‘‘ your trees shall be hewed. down.” ¢ 

In this style the periods should be brought to a 
definite point at the end. The periodic form is 
forcible, while looseness of structure is more naive 
and betokens an innocent nature. This is true of ' 
all old-fashioned style, the ancients being distin- 
guished by naiveté. 

It follows that, in the forcible style, we must avoid 
old-fashioned traits both of character and of ricythm, 
and regard the forcible style at present in vogue as 
our special goal. Now, for the members, cadences 
of the following kind, “I have agreed to advocate 
may clients’ case to the best of my ability,” 4 keep 
closest to the rhythm I have mentioned. 

But violence, too, may in composition produce 
force. Yes, in many passages words hard to pro- 

» Of. brevitas imperatoria, Tac. Hist. i. 18. 
* Of. §§ $9, 100 supra. 4 OF. §§ 10, 20, supra, 
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domep ai avaiadoe ddoi. mapdderyua rd Anpo- 
obevixov rd “duds To Sodvas duty efetvas.” 

247 Td 8€ avrifera Kal mapdpota ev rats mepiddors 
devxtéov’ byKov yap mo.odow, od dSewdrnTa, ro\- 
Aayod 5é kal yuypérnta avtl Sewdryros, ofoy ads 
6 Wedmoumos Kara T&v éraipwv tov Dirlrrov 
Ady EAvoev 7H avribdoes rip Sevdryra, “ dvdpo- 
povor 8€ THY gdow dvres,” éywr, “ dvdpomdpva. 
Tov TpdTov Hoa’ TH yap meptocoreyvia, pGAXov 
5é Kaxorexvia, mpocéxwy 6 axpoaris ew yiverat 
Gupod mavrds. 

248 [ToAAd peévrot bn’ abrav rdv mpaypdray worrep 
avayxacOnoducba ovvbcivas otpoyyvAws Kal Seu- 
vs, olov TO Anpoobevicay TO Tovodroy, : Worrep 
yap et Tis éxetvan édhu, ov Tao} ob av eypaihas: 
ovTws av od viv dA@s, dAdos od ypaifer:”” atro 
yap To mpiypa Kat 7 rats abrod ovpredunviay® 
cadas ayer THY odvleow, Kal oddé Pracduevos av 
Tis padiws érépws ovvébyKev adrd. év yap rrodots 
mpaypac. ouvTifeuev, Womep of tds KaTaBdoes 
tpéyovres, 7” adrady éAxdpevor THY mpayparav. 

249 lownrexov 5é Sewdryrds €or. Kal ro émt réAe 
riléva. TO Sewdrarov: mept\ayPavdpevov yap ey 
péow auBrdverat, Kabdmep ro “Avriabdvous, “ oxe- 

1 go} 748’ Demosth.: od & P. 
2 guumeduxviay Victorius: cupreduxvia P, 

«Tyrrell (Hermathena, vol. xii.) suggests ‘ Warshness 
often is siting like wild, broken scenery.” But, in the 
staccato example from Demosthenes, the point seems to lie 
in the physical jerks caused by a succession of long syllables 
(three of them in disyllabic words) broken by a single short 
syllable (rd); of. § 42. Or the jolting may, in other pass- 
ages, be due to a string of short syllables; cf. § 48 
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nounce are forcible, jtist as uneven roads are forcible.* 
Demosthenes’ words are a case in point: “ (he has 
deprived) you of the bestowal—you of the pre- 
rogative,” ? 
We should avoid antitheses and exact symmetry 

of words in the period, since in place of force they 
render the style laboured and often frigid. Theo- 
pompus, for example, when inveighing against the 
intimates of Philip, enfeebled his invective by the 
following antithesis: “ men-slayers in nature, they 
were men-harlots in life.’° The hearer, having his 
attention fixed on this over-done, or rather ill-done, 
art completely forgets to be angry. 
We shall often find ourselves constrained by the 

very nature of the subject matter to construct 
sentences which are rounded, indeed, but forcible 
too, as in the following passage of Demosthenes : 
“Tf any of the former parties had been convicted, 
you would not have made this proposal; so if you 
are convicted now, no other will make the proposal 
in future.’ ? This particular arrangement obviously 
grew naturally out of the subject and the order of 
words evoked by it. Not even by violent perversion 
could a writer easily have framed the sentence other- 
wise. There are many topics in handling which we 
are swept along by the subject itself, just as though 
we were running down a slope. 

It also conduces to force to place the most striking 
expression at the end. If this be surrounded and 
enveloped, its point is blunted. Let the following 
sentence of Antisthenes serve as an example: 

®’ Demosth. Dept. § 2. 
* Theopomp. Fragm. 249 ; ef. § 27 supra. 
¢ Demosth. Avistoer. 99 ; of. § 31 supra. 
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do ‘ 35 / v a] 2 f > fy? v yap dduvice dvOpwios éx dpvydvey dvacrds: 
) 

eb yao peraovvlein tis otrws adrd, “ oyeddr 
\ 2 ¢ 2 ‘ ” rf) 35 , 19? yap ex dpvydver dvaotas dvlpwiros ddvijcet, 

; 

KaiTo. TavTov eirav od tadrov ert vopsoOjoerat 
A€éyeuw. 

t ~ 250 ‘H 8€ dvrieois, jv emi roti Oeomdumou ednv, 
ovde év roils A 0 is %, ev ; v tots Anpoobemnots yppocev, va dyoiv, 
eo9 fn ? \ \ L] / Lines Pl s A eréAets, ey dé éreAotunv: edidacKkes, ey Be 
> / > / > A 4 3 t ? epotrwy: éerpuraywrlorers, éyd) 8é eDedpnv: é&- 
/ “A émumres, eya Se éadpittov:” KaxorexvobvT. yap 
” \ 4 2 ? o~ \ y €otkey Oia TH dvramddoow, waddov bé mailovrt, 
ovK ayavaKToovTs. 

251 Ilpémes 8¢ rH Sewdrnre Kal tdv wepiddav 1 
/ / > o“ on muKvorns, KalTot év Tots Aourols xapaKripaw odK 

> emiTnocia, ovoa' ouveyds* yap tieudvy pérpp 
% al 4 ~ etkactyjoera, Aeyouevw edefs, Kat todro sewed 
f ¢ MétTpw, Womep ot ywAtapuPos. 

252 “Aua peévror muxval gorwoav Kal ovvropot, 
Aéyw Sé Sikwdol rwes, eet ror aoddnwdrot ye® 
obaat KdAAos paAdrov mapéfovow, od Sewdrnra. 

1 ddurjoe dedi: ddurqreae P. 
2 swexbs edd.: cuveye? P. 3 ye Goeller: re P, 

4 Antisth. Fragm. 67 Mullach, J°.PA.G. ii. p. 286. Some 
hunted human victim seems to be meant. 

> §8 27, QA. 
¢ Demosth. De cor. 265. Milton knew the De elocutione 

(ef. the Classical Review, xv. pp. 458, 454). But its warnings 
here did not keep him from imitating, in his pology for 
Smectymnuus, the bad taste (in substance as well as style} of 
the criticized passage from Demoastiiencs, in which Demo- 
sthenes contrasts his own early life with that of Aeschines: 
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“for almost a shock of pain will be caused by a 
man starting up out of brushwood.”2 If a writer 
wert to change the order thus, “ for a man starting 
up out of brushwood will almost cause a shock of 
pain,” he will be saying the same thing but will no 
longer be believed to be saying the same. 

Excessive antithesis, already condemned in the 
case of Theopompus,? is out of place also in that 
well-known passage in which Demosthenes says : 
‘You were initiating, I was initiated; you taught, 
I attended classes; you took minor parts in the 
theatre, I was a spectator; you were driven off the 
boards, I hissed.” ¢ The elaborate parallelism of 
clauses produces the impression of false artifice; of 
trifling, rather than of honest indignation. 
An uninterrupted series of periods, although in- 

appropriate in other styles, is favourable to force. 
Its crowded succession will convey the impression of 
line recited after line—forcible lines like the chol- 
iambic.@ 

These massed periods should, however, be short 
(of two members, say), since periods formed of many 
members will bring with them ornament rather than 
force. 

“There, while they acted and overacted, among other 
young scholars, I was a spectator; they thought them- 
selves gallant men, and I thought them fools; they made 
sport, and I laughed ; they mispronounced, and I misliked ; 
and to make up the atticism, they were out, and I hissed.” 
Yor antithesis in general ¢f. Roberts’s edition of De elocu- 
tioné, pp. 266, 267. Even Burke’s celebrated eulogy on 
Howard suffers from a superahundance of contrasted clauses. 

4 The invention of the choliambic, viz. the “ halting ” 
iambic line (with a spondee substituted for an iambus in 
the last foot), was attributed to Hipponax; ef. §§ 132, 301, 

_and the synonymous term seazon. 
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253 Odre & 7m ovvropia TH yapaxrhps yphoupoy, | 
add v. wore Kaul dmroowwmijoas TO Aaxod Sewdrepov, Ka- 

darep 6 Anpoobévyns: “ aan’ eye per, ov BovAopau 
8e Suoyepes ovdev clrreiv, obros dé ek mepiovoias 
karnyopet.” ayeddov 6' ciumyoas évratOa Sdeuwd- 

\ ~ > / v Tepos mavrds Too elwdvros dy. 
254 Kal vi rods Deods oxedov [av*] Kat a) dodpeva 

moAhaxob Sewdrns €ort’ SewdTepov yap TO vao- 
voovevor, TO S efamdwbev Karadpovetrar. 

255 “Kors 8 ony _Kaxopuvia SewdryTa mouel, Kal 
pddiora, eav TO trroxeipevov mpaypa dénrat adris,* 
domep Td “Opnpixdv, 70 

Tpdes 8 eppiynoav, Grrws tov aidAov odu: 

qv pev yap kat evtdwvordpws eindvra cdoa 76 
perpov, 

Tpdes 8 eppiynoav, dirws dduv aiddov eldov: 

an’ our dy 6 Adywv Sewos otrws eofev, ovre 
6* ddus adres. 

256 Tor obv émdpevot TO mapadelypare | Kal rd 

dAdo mpocoroxacducba® Ta dota, oloy duet pev 
te 2) 66 6 

TOU mdvra. av eypaifer eypaxpev av,"? avrt 
re) “~ d¢ rob “‘ od arapeyevero”’ “ wapeyevero ody. 

1 6 Weil: as P. 2 dy secl. edd. 
3 gdyras adr7s Radermacher: dé roadrys P. 

4 6 ante dais add. Finckh. 
5 wrpocoroxardueba Goeller: mpooroxacduebe. r; 

8 wdvra dv éypaper bypawev dy edd.: wdvrav eypayer dv P, 

* Demosth. De cor. 3 an’ euol pev—ob Botdhopat Svoyvepés 
elrely obdév dpxduevos toi Adyou, obros 8 éx aeptovclus mov 
ee Cf. § 103. 

+ Cf. the greater example in Longinus, De subl. c. ix. 
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ON STYLE, v. 253-256 

Conciseness is so favourable to this style that a 
sudden lapse into silence is often yet more forcible, 
as when Demosthenes says: “I could on my part 
‘el tied but I do not desire to say anything offensive ; 
only, my opponent accuses at a great advantage.” 4 
The orator’s reserve is here more effective than any 
possible retort could have been.? . 
And (strange though it may seem) even obscurity 

often produces force, since what is distantly hinted 
is more forcible, while what is plainly stated is held 
cheap.? 

Occasionally cacophony produces vigour, especially 
if the subject requires harshness of sound, as in 
Homer’s line ; 

Then shuddered the Trojans, beholding the writhing serpent.4 

It would have been possible to construct the line 
more euphoniously, without violating the metre,’ 
thus : 

Then shuddered the Trojans, the writhing serpent beholding. 

But there would then have seemed to be nothing 
terrific whether in the speaker or in the serpent itself, 
On this model we may venture other similar 

experiments, such as the order rdyra éypaypey av 
for rdvra dv éypuer, or wapeyévero obxi for ov rap- 

é 

CYEVETO. 

. 9 rod Alavros év Nexvla ciwrh péya kal wavrés byndbrepov 
dvyou, 

¢ For Burke’s view of the relation between obscurity and 
sublimity ef. Roberts’s edition of the De sudl. p. 32. 

4 Tlom. Z7. xii. 208. 
¢ Has the writer the digamma in mind when he calls 

attention to the fact that the reconstructed Hine will still 
“sean? 
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267 “ArroAjyovres b€ more Kal eis ovvddopous Tov 
“8é W roy “ Té < KaétoL mapayyeAAerat guyety 
THY dry Ew oy ToLaurny" GAA ToAAaxyot xp7}- 
oupos TowasTn dy yévouro, olov “ ovic edprjunoe 
pev, aévov dvra, Aripace dé,” 7 ws TO * Lxoivev 
TE Mn@dov TE,” aA’ ev wey rots ‘Ounpucots pé- 
yelos émroinoey e) eig TODS _ourdéapous teAeury. 

258 Toujoere 5 dv wore Kaul BewdrnTO,, et Tis Bde 
elrron “ dverpefer® be b7r0 Tis dppoouvns TE brr0 
THs aoeBetas Te 70, iepd re Ta Goud Te” SAWS yap 
q Acorns Kat TO ed7}KOOV yAadupérnros ica, ob 
dewdrnrdés éorw, obrou 8 of yapaxThpes evavricd- 
Tarot doKotow. . 

259 Kairou €ort woAAayod é« maduas _Tapapenvy- 
pévns seuvdrys euparvopery TUS, olov ev tais 
Kwumodias, Kat was 6 Kurds rpdmos, ws Ta 
Kpdrnros 

anpy® tis yat* gore pdow evi otvome todas 

260 Kat ro Aoydvous ro ev "Odvprig, bre rob 
omdirou Spapovros emeTpexov abros exHPUTTEY 
€aurov vurcdy Ta, ‘Odvprrea. amdvras dvbpaimrous 
Kahorayaia, Kat yeep yeAdrau TO elpnévov CefL0 
Kat Davpdleras, Kal pena Kab vrodaKver mows 
Acyopevov. 

14 inserui. ® dvérnevien Weil: dv. &ypayer P 
3 rho Victorh: RB: To srertypn 

4 ya?’ Victorius: yap P. 5 rio Viclorius: wrdvry P. 

# Ser. Ine. ; ef. Ilom. Zl. i. ii, 22. 
> Hom. J1. ii. 497. 
* Or “things sacred and profane,” if the Attic use is 

followed here. Scr. Ine. 
4 Asin Pope’s lincs, ‘‘ Where London’s column, pointing 
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In this style we shall, also, sometimes end with 
the, conjunctions dé or ré, notwithstanding the in- 
structions we have received to avoid terminations 
of the kind. Such endings are often useful, as in 
the words “He did not applaud him, though he 
deserved it; he insulted him, on the contrary 
Ghripace Sé)"%3; or as in “ Schoenus too, Scolus 
too.” ® In Homer clevation is the result of ending 
thus with conjunctions. 

Force of style will also mark a sentence of this 
kind: ‘‘ He turned upside down, in his folly and his 
impiety too, things sacred and things holy too.” ° 
In general, smoothness and a pleasant cadence are 
characteristic of the elegant, not of the forcible style. 
Indeed, these two styles seem to be direct opposites. 

In many passages the air of vigour is due to a 
dash of fun.4 This is so in comedies; and all the 
Cynic manner is of this character. Crates’ words are 
an instance : : 

There lieth a dim land under a lurid smoke-pall smothered.! 

So with a saying of Diogenes at Olympia, when 
(at the conclusion of the race between the men in 
armour) he ran up and proceeded to proclaim him- 
self victor at the Olympic games over all mankind 
“as a perfect gentleman.”’ This exclamation ex- 
cites mingled laughter and applause, and there is a 
light touch of mordant wit about it too. 

at the skies, | Like a tall bully, lifts the head, and lies” 
(Lpistle to Lord Bathurst). 

® Cratetis Fragm. 7 Bergk’; of. § 170 n. Crates is 
parodying the Homeric lines quoted in § 113. 

f The Greek word is untranslatable and describes the 
Greek ideal of a man who not only is but looks a gentleman. 
Hence the absurdity of the claim made by the disreputable- 
looking Cynic. 
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21 Kat ro pos Tov Kadov pibev adra- mpoo- 
mahateov yap KaA® madi Avoyévns Suerewvr}On NS 
TO aisoior, Tob b€ matdds poBnbevros Kal arrondy- 
cavros, “* Gappet, d maudiov" ovK etuut TauTy 
Guotos.””’ yedotov yap Td mpdyetpov roi Adyou, 
dew O° 4 kevBowevn eugacts. Kat ddws, ouveddvrt 
ppdcar, may TO <lSos rot Kuvixod Adyou caivovrs 
dua €oure Tw Kat ddicvovre. 
Xpijoovrar S° aire Kat ot prjropes MOTE, Kaul 

ExpyoarTo, Avaias pev mpos Tov epdvra Tis ypaos 
Acyev, ate “Hs paov Hv dpOuAoas TODS oddrras 
H tods 8axrvAous ’’: Kea yap SewdTaTa awa Kal 
yehoudrara evednvev rv Yypaby: “Opnpos dé 70 
‘Odrw é eye abparrov eSopan,” ws Tpoyéypamrar. 

263 ‘Os 8° dy Kal ek oxnudrey ylyvorto dewdrys, 
Acfopev. ex pev ody TOV THs Siavolas oxnLarey, 
ex pev TiS mapadeinbews dvopalouerns otrws* 
i‘ "Oduvbov ev By Kat McOdivyy Kat "AzrodAwviay 
kal ovo ral TpidKovra ToAets Tas emt Opens € ea” 

243 r. EV yop TovTots Kat ctpnicer | mdvro., 60a, eBovrero, 
reat mopaAureiy adrad dyow, ws Sewdrepa eimety 
eyo erepa.. 

264 Kat i] mpoeipypevn” OM dmocubmnots roo atrod 
HOous* éxonevy Sewdrepov Toujoes Tov Adyov, 

265 TlapadauBdavorro 8° dy oxfjua Svavotas impos 
dewdrnta 7° apoowromotia Kadovpévy, olov “ dd- 

bt o he 

1 cal 4 rpoepquérn Finekh: «al pio % elpnudvy a 
2 #8ous Victorius: ¢@ous * ins, Hammer. 

* Lys. Fragm. (cf. § 128 supra). 
>» Hom. Odyss. ix. 369 ; 3 of. §§ 130, 152 supra. 
* Demosth. Philipp. iii. 26. 4 In § 103. 
¢ For the metaphor behind cxfyea in this rhetorical sense 
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So also with his words to the handsome youth, 
when wrestling with whom Diogenes unawares 
assumed an unseemly position. The lad was 
frightened and started back. ‘“ Never fear, my dear 
boy,” he exclaimed, “I am not your match in that 
way.” There is wit in the ready reply and point in 
the hidden meaning. And it may be said in general 
that every variety of Cynic speech reminds you of a 
dog that is ready to bite even while he fawns. 

Orators will always employ, as they always have 
employed, this weapon of sarcasm. Witness Lysias 
and his remark to an old woman’s lover that “ it was 
easier to count her teeth than her fingers.” * He has 
represented the grandam in a most repulsive and 
a most ridiculous light. -So, too, Homer with his 
already quoted words, “ Noman will I eat last.’’® 
We shall next show how force can be secured by 

rhetorical figures. It can be secured by figures 
conveying the speaker’s thought. Take, for instance, 
that which is called “ praetermission,” as in ‘“I pass 
over Olynthus, Methone, Apollonia, and two-and- 
thirty towns in the direction of Thrace.”* In these 
words the orator has said everything he wished, while 
professing to have passed everything over in his 
desire to proceed to weightier matters. 

The figure “ aposiopesis ” already mentioned, 
which partakes of the same character, will also make 
expression more forcible. 

Another figure ® of thought—the so-called “ pros- 
opopoeia ”/—may be employed to produce energy 
of style, as in the words: “ Imagine that your 

of. -yuvatxds oxfua (“a woman’s shape’) in this section 
and the coupling of eléy and ocxjpara in § 267. Cf. § 67 n. 

’ “* Personification.” 
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fare duty rods mpoydvovs dvedilew kal Advew 
ade rid 7} viv “EAAdSa 7) thy watpida, AaBodcay T Ua ay 

yuvarkos oyfua.”” ; 
266 “Qomep ev 7 emradiw WAdrwr 76 “ 3 maides, 

Ort wv dore marépwv ayabav,” Kat od é« rob 
tSiov mpoocdmou Adyer, GANG ee TOO TOV Tratépwy- 
TOA yap evepyéarepa Kat Sewdrepa hatveras tid 
Tav mpoodmov, padAdov b& Spduara dreyvads 
yiveras. 

267 Ta pev eldy rijs Siavoias Kal oyyara dap- 
Bavour’ dv, cis eipyrar kal yap rocadra ra eipn- 
Beva mapadelypartos Evera, Ta 5¢ THs Ad€ews ox7- 
Hara mourddrepov éxAdyovra €or. Setvdrepov 
moveiv tov Adyov, ek re THs dvadurAdoews, cs 
“OnPar 3é, OFBa, rods aorvyelrwy, ee péons 
tis “EMddos aijipracra:”’: (Sidoynfev yap rd 
dvoua, SewvdryTa Tote). 

268 Kal ék ris dvadopas kadounévns, cds td “* ent 
gauTov KaAdcis, emt rods vdmous* Kahets, emt rh 
OnpoKpariay KaAdets’”’+ 76 Se oyfua rd cipynévoy 
Totro tpirdodv: Kat yap eémavadopd éorw, ds? 
elpyntar, Sid TO Thy adriy AdEw erravaddpeoOar emt 
Ty adriy dpyyv, cal dovvderov: diya yap ovv- 
Seouwv Addexrat, kal duororéAevrov bud THY ard- 
Angw rob “ Kadeis’’* aodAdius. Kab Sewdrns 

1 déyes Hammer: Adyew P. 
% dl rods vduous Kadels ex Aesch, Ctes. supplevit Victorius. 

3 éorwv, ws Victorius: tows P. 
* xadels edd.: «arefoda P. 

& Ser. Ine, > Plat. Menew. 246 nv. 
° i@., our language, or our writing (the modern way of 

putting it). 
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ancestors, or Hellas, or your native land, assuming 
a woman’s form, should address such and such 
reprdaches to you.” ¢ 

Plato uses the figure in his Funeral Oration: 
“Children, that you are sprung from noble sires, 
etc.”’> He does not speak in his own person, but 
in that of their ancestors. The personification makes 
the passage much more vchement and forcible, or 
rather makes it quite dramatic. 

The forms and figures of thought will, therefore, 
be employed in the way described; the instances 
cited may suffice to serve as a sample. As for the 
figures of language, the more ingeniously they are 
chosen, the more forcible can discourse * be made. 
Take the figure “redoubling,” as for example: 
“Thebes, Thebes, our neighbour-state, has been 
torn from the heart of Greece.” ¢ The repetition of 
the proper name has a powerful effect. 

The same thing is true of the figure “ anaphora,” ¢ 
as in the words: “against yourself you summon 
him; against the laws you summon him; against 
the democracy you summon him.” Here the figure 
in question is threefold. It is, as has been already 
said, an “ epanaphora,” 9 because of the repetition 
of the same word at the commencement of each 
clause; an “ asyndeton,” because of the absence of 
conjunctions ; and a “ homoeoteleuton,” because of 
the recurring termination “ you summon him.” And 

4 Aeschin. Ctes. 133. 
* “ Repetition.” 
‘ For this famous tplkwdov of Aeschines (Ctes. 202) see 

Dionys. Halic. De comp. verb. c. ix. (pp. 116, 117 of 
Roberts’s edition). 

9 “ Repetition’: éravagopd is apparently identical with 
dvagopa three lines above. 
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HOporora. ex tr&v rpidv, ei 8 clarot tis ovrus, 
“érl gavrov' Kal rods vduous Kat tiv dyuo- 
Kpariav Kades,” dua tots oxjpacw éacpyoe Kal 
thy dewdornra. 

269 MdAtora 5é mdvrwy ioréov tiv didAvow deuvd- 
THTOS epyary, olov ““ wopeverar bia THs ayopas 
ras yvadovs duodv, tas ddpis émnpkus, toa 
Baivay Tlvfoxdet’’: ef yap ovvad0A ratra ovy- 
ddapuols, mpadTepa eoTat. 

270 ©=AapBdvour’ av Kai 4} KAtwag Kadoupévyn, worep 
Anpoobeéve. 7d “ ode eizov ev radra, odk éyparya 
dé° odd éypaita pév, ode émpéaBevoa dé: od’ 
empéoBevoa pev, od émetaa 8¢ OnBaious®”’: oxe- 
Sov yap eravaBaivovre 6 Adyos Eouxev emt erldvev 
peilova’ ef dé otTwWS clamor Tis TabTa, “ cima éyw 
kat yparbas émpéoBevod re cal éreioa OnBaiovs,”’ 
Supynua epel udvov, dewdv Sé oddev. 

271 Kafddrov 8€ ris Adfews Ta oyhpara Kal dad- 
Kplow Kal adyOva mapéyer TH Aeyovrs, pddAvora TO 
SiadedAvpevov, tot7’ dor. SewdrynTa. Kal mepl pev 
TOY oxnpaTwr dydotépwv trooadra. 

1 gr cavrdvy Victorius: éravrdv Py 
2 gOnvatous P. 

“ Disjunction, disconnected words or clauses, asyndeton. 
» Cf. Demosth. De falsa leg. 314. 
¢ Demosth. De cor. 179. - The sentence is quoted as an 

example of «Niwot, or gradatio, by Quintilian (ix. 3. 54) in 
the Latin form, * Non enim dixi quidem sed non scripsi, 
nee scripsi quidem sed non obii legationem. nec obii quidem 
sed non persuasi Thebanis.” Gf. Joel bs ftp. to Romans, 
x. 14,15. In As You Like dt, v. ii. there is not only an 
illustration, but a playful allusion to the steps of the ladder 
(«\Miuaé): “Your brother and my sister no sooner met but 
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force is the cumulative result of the three figures. 
Were we to write “ against yourself and the laws and 
the @emocracy you summon him,” the force would 
vanish together with the figures. 

It should be observed that, above all figures, 
abruptness* causes force; as “he walks through 
the market-place, puffing out his cheeks, raising his 
eyebrows, keeping step with Pythocles.”® If the 
words be tied together by conjunctions, they will 
be tamer. 

The figure called “ climax ” may also be employed. 
It is exemplified in the following sentence of Demo- 
sthenes: “I did not speak thus, and then fail to 
move a resolution ; I did not move a resolution, and 
then fail to act as an envoy; I did not act as an 
envoy, and then fail to convince the Thebans.” ¢ 
This sentence seems to climb ever higher and higher. 
If it were rewritten thus, “having expressed my 
views and moved a resolution, I acted as an envoy 
and convinced the Thebans,” it would be a mere 
recital of events, with nothing forcible about it. 

In a word, the figures of speech help the speaker 
in delivery and in debate; lending especially the 
effect of abruptness *—in other words, of energy.— 
With regard to both kinds of figures what has been 
said must suffice. 

they looked, no sooner looked but they loved, no sooner 
loved but they sighed, no sooner sighed but they asked one 
another the reason, no sooner knew the reason but they 
sought the remedy; and in these degrees have they made 
a pair of stairs to marriage.” 

# A better sense would be obtained by placing pd\ora 
+d Gtaredeadvor before brdcpuoty, ie. * the figures of speech, 
and especially asyndeton (ef. ds mpod¢dexrat in the first 
sentence of § 301), help the speaker,” etc. 
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272 Adéfis 8¢ AapPavéodw waca, don Kal & Oh 
ueyadomperel yapaxThpt, wAjny odK émt To ,adro 
tédos- Kat yap peradépovra éore Seid. aovelv, cis 
To “7 Wvdwm Opacvvopevw cat rodA@ péovre 
Kal? dua.” 

273 Kat eixactas' Adyovra, ws 7d Anpoobévous, 
“rotro 76 Uidiopa Tov tor’ emidvTa TH Tddet 
Kivduvoy mapeAbelv eroinoev, aomep védos.” 

974 Ai mapaBodat Sé rH Sewdrnre od émiTySeras 
dia TO pKos, olov 7d “ womep é KUwY yevvatos, 
aaretpos, dmpovonrws emt xdipov déperas”’: KdA- 

sv. Aos yap| Kat dxpiBea vis ev rovrou eudaiverat, 
% S¢ Sewdrys aododpdév te BovAerar Kal ovvropov, 
Kat eyyi0ev mAnrrovow éouKcev. 

275 Diverar 5¢ kal éx ovvOérou dvdparos Sewdrys, 
womep Kat % cvvibea ovvriOnow Sewads todd, 
“oy yapardany’”’ Kal “ov mapamdjya’’ Kat 
ei te GAAo Tovodrov: Kal mapa Tots prjropou Se 
Tod dv tig etpoe ToLatra. 

276 TlewpGoba. 8¢ ra dvduara mperovrws éyew 
tots mpdyyacw, olov emi uev rod Big Kal mav- 
oupyia, dpaoarros “ dueBidoaro,’”* émi b¢ rod Big 
Kal davepds Kat pera drrovotas “ édxowper, 
efetAev,” emi 8é rob doAtws Kat Aabpaiws® “ érp- 
anos”? H Sudpuyev, nH et te rototrov mpdo- 

_ gopov rots mpdypacw dvoma. 
277 «TS 8é ée€aipecPat ws AapBavopwevov od péye- 

ce % Bos wove? pdvov, aAAd Kal SewdrynTa, ws To “* od 

1 ef elxdetas P. 
® SteSidoaro edd.: defiAdcaro P. 
8 \adpalws Victorius: \dépa ws P. 

§ didguyer edd.: diddaryer Py 
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In the forcible style the same kinds of diction may 
always be employed as in the elevated style, but not 
with the same end in view. By the use of metaphor 
force can be gained, as in the words: “ Python was 
blustering and rushing upon you in full flood.” # 

So, too, by the use of similes, as in Demosthenes’ 
expression: “this decree caused the danger which 
then threatened the city to pass by even as a 
cloud.”’® 

But detailed comparisons do not suit the forcible 
style owing to their length; as “ like as a gallant 
hound, ignorant of danger, charges a boar reck- 
lessly.””¢ There isan air of beauty and finish about 
this sentence. But the aim of the forcible style is 
to be sharp and short like the exchange of blows. 

Compound words also lend vigour, as is seen in 
those which usage often forms so forcibly, as“ earth- 
ward-hurled,” 4 “ slant-shelving,”’* and the like. 
Many similar examples may be found in the orators. 
We should endeavour to use picturesque words. 

For example, we may say of a man who has acted 
violently and unscrupulously, that “ he has elbowed 
his way through”; of one who has used violence 
openly and recklessly, that “he has hewed his way 
through, he has swept aside obstacles ” ; of one who 
has had recourse to guile and evasion, that “ he has 
wormed his way” or “ slipped through,’-—or what- 
ever expression is equally appropriate to the subject. 
A discreet use of elaborate language produces not 

only dignity but vigour of style. For instance: “ It 

* Demosth. De cor. 136; of. § 80 supra. 
» Demosth. De cor. 188. 

* Xenoph. Cyrog. i, 4.213 ef. § 89 supra. 
# ¢.¢,, a harlot. ° £6, a madman, 
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Aéyeww etow Ty xelpa éxovra, det, Aicyivn, adda 
mpeoBevew low a xetpa exovra.”” 

o78 Kai rd “ aan’ 6 Thy EegBouay exetvos oderept- 
Copevos’ "ob yap dwép rob peéyav TOLHOat TOV 
Adyor 1% emardoraots, GAN drép trod Sewdv. yi- 
verat dé rotro emdy perago eEapbévres* Karnyo- 
pduev twos: worep yap Aloxivov Karnyopia,* To 
dé DiAimrov éoriv. 

279 Aewdv 8é kal 76 épwrdvtra rovs aKovovras évia 
Aéyew, Kat ph amodawwdpevor, “ adn’ 6 tiv Ke- 
Bovay exelvos operepilopievos KOL KaracKevdlow 
emuretxiopa emi THY “Arruciy, TOTEpOV radro, 
mousy Hoticer, Kat édvev THY elpnvny, nH o8;” 
Kaldmep yap «eis daropiav aye TOV dcovovra. eg - 
eAeyyouevep CouKdTa Kal noEv drroxpivacdas € exovTe 
et dé 8e peraBahay épy Tes, * dire kat éAve 
Thy cipyyynv,” ocadds dddoxovre eres Kal odk’ 
edéyyovrt. 

280 tf 5é xahoupevy emrip.ov7) éorl per épunveta 
mete ro mpadypatos, peywora de oupBdAour av 
ets Sewornra: mapdberyp.a. de adris To Anpo- 
ofévous, “ voonpLa. yap, a dv8pes “AGnvaior, Sewvov 
éuméntuxev’ eis THV ‘EAAdSa.”’ otk dv ottws iv 
dewor. 

1 gtapdévres Speugel: éfacpedévres P, 
2 karnyopla H. Stephanus: xaryoplas P. 

3 od« post cat add. Victorius. * uév wérrwxev P. 

« Demosth. De Jalsa leg. 255. As an elegant speaker, 
Aeschines should hold out his hand; as an incorruptible 
ambassador, he should keep it under his cloak. 

’ Demosth. Decor. Ti. ‘Lhis is only the beginning of the 
sentence. Demetrius quotes it more fully in the next 
section. 
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is not, Aeschines, that you ought to speak without 
holding out your palm, but that you ought to be an 
amBassador without holding out your palm.” @ 

And similarly: “Nay, he was appropriating: 
Euboea...... *v The object of the rise in tone 
is not to make the style dignified, but to make it 
forcible. This occurs when in mid-height of our 
exaltation we are denouncing some opponent. So, 
in these two passages, Aeschines and Philip are 
respectively denounced. 

In speaking it is sometimes forcible to address 
questions to the audience without disclosing one’s own 
view. For instance: ‘“ Nay, he was appropriating 
Euboea and establishing a fortress to command 
Attica; and in so doing was he wronging us and 
violating the peace, or was he not?” The orator 
forces his hearer into a sort of corner, so that he 
seems to be brought to task and to have no answer. 
If the positive statement “he was wronging us and 
violating the peace’ were substituted, the effect 
would be that of precise information rather than of 
cross-examination. 

The figure called “ epimone,” © which is a mode of 
expression going beyond the bare statement of fact, 
will contribute very greatly to force of style. An 
example of it may be quoted from Demosthenes ; 
** Men of Athens, a terrible disease has fallen upon 
Hellas.’ * Thus abbreviated, the sentence would 
not have been terrible.’ 

¢ Ondwelling, lingering; the elaboration of an idea, 
“ The figure of abode ” is Putiertham’s name for it. 

4 Demosth. De julse ley. 259. In Demosthenes the 
sentence runs on: «al xaderdy cal, krX. ‘The additions 
form the epimone. 

* ie., less forcible (Gevér). 
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DEMETRIUS 

Tdya dé kat 6 eddpynptopos Kadovpevos peréyor 
ris SewdTnTos, Kal 6 Ta Svodynpa eddynpa ror, 
kal 7a docByuara etdoeByuaTra, olov ws 6 Tas 
“Nixas ras xpvods xwvevew kedcvwy Kal KaTa-~ 
xpijobat tots xprwaow eis Tov méAcnov ody obTwWS 
elev mpoyelpws, ote “ Karaxdpwpev tas Nixag eis 

4 f a? Zz 4 x“ 4 Y Tov méAepov’’: dvadnov yap dv ottws Kat AoLdo- 
potvrs €oixds Hv tas Yeds, add’ eddhnudtepov, drt 

a i 

“ guyypnoduela tats Nixats eis tov méAcuov’’ 
od yap Karaxdnrovt. tas Nixas gowcev otrws 
pybev, dAAd ovppdyovs peramo.obyts. 

A \ x XN - 7 Ld 4 Aewa 8€ Kat ra Anyuddeca, cairo. tScov «al 
dromov tpomov éxew Soxobyta, gore b€ abrdv 7 
dewdrys ék Te THY euddcewy ywouéry, Kal ef 
dAAnyopixod twos mapaAauBavopevov, Kai rptrov 
é& drepPodAjs. 

Oidy gore to “od réOynKev “ArdEavdpos, & 
+ "Ab a x av ¢ > / ~ dvopes nvator- wlev yap dy % oixouuérvy rod 

om 39 4 x aS co > 23 3 4 mam Ff 3 A vexpov. TO pev yap.“ Blev” dvri tod ‘ jobd- 
1 2 A A os \ ¢ ‘ \ veto” dAdAnyopicoy Kat diepBodckev dua, td 8é 

Ti oikouperny aicbdverOar eudavrixdy ris Suvd- 
pews THs “AdeEdvSpov, Kal dua Sé te éxmAnicrucdy 
éyer 6 Adyos HOpotcpevoy ex trav rpidv- | vaca be 
” é / 3 bn 7 éxmdAnéis Sewdv, erred) poPepdv. 

r fod 4 3 ~ wy 7 4 cf @ fol 4 Z 

Tod 6é adrod eidous Kai ro “ drt TobTo 76 obh- 
propa odK ey eypara, GAN 6 wédAcuos TO *AdeE- 

i s dvdpov Sdpart ypddwr,” Kal 7d “ gouxe yap 7 

* Demad. Fragmm., Baiter-Sauppe, ii. p. 315. The orator 
Demades was an Athenian Cobbett, always forcible and 
sometimes coarse. A collection of sayings attributed to 
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Some trace of vigour may perhaps be found even 
in what is called “ euphemism,” that kind of language 
which makes inauspicious things appear auspicious 
and impious acts appear pious. A speaker once 
urged that the golden Statues of Victory should be 
melted down, so that the proceeds might be used 
to prosecute the war. But he did not say outright, 
* Let us cut up the Victories for the war.” Such a 
proposal would have seemed impious and like an 
insult to the goddesses. He put it in the more 
euphemistic form: “ We will seek the co-operation 
of the Victories for the war.” This expression seems 
to suggest not the cutting up of the Victories, but 
the conversion of them into allies. 

The sayings of Demades, also, though thought to 
havea peculiar, even eccentric turn, possess a certain 

force, which they owe to innuendo, to the employ- 
ment of an allegorical element, and (lastly) to hyper- 
bole. 

This is an example: “ Alexander is not dead, men 
of Athens; or the whole world would have scented 
the corpse.” The use of “scented” in place of 
“perceived” is allegorical and hyperbolical alike ; 
and the idea of the whole world perceiving it suggests 
the might of Alexander. Further, the words conve 
a thrilling effect, which is the joint result of the three 
causes. And every such sensation is forcible, since 
it inspires fear. 

Of the same kind are the words: “It was not I 
that wrote this resolution, but the war wrote it with 
Alexander’s spear” *; and these: “The might of 

him is probably drawn upon here, but the first extract seems 
to be misinterpreted; its natural sense is “‘ would have 
reeked of (d{w, not degpatvount) ihe corpse.” 
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Maxedovixy Svvaysts, aroAwAekvia tov *AAEé: 
avdpov, 7 KixaAwme Teruprapevey.” é 

285 Kat dMaxob mov, “woAw,’ od thy emt 7po~ 
yovey THY vavpayor, dAAG ypatv, cavidAva brro- 
dedepergy Kab mruodvyy popdcav-’ TO pev yap 
ypaty aMnyopoby ave7t Tob aodevi wad e€irnhoy 
ON, Kab dys. eupatvov THY a8 parte avis drrep~ 
Boduds- TO be mTodvny popdaar, Emel év Kpearo- 
jatous TOTE Kat mravdarataus didyoucay drrohAvew? 
TO. oTparioTiKd Xpjpara. 

286 Tept peev obv Tis Anyaseiou SewdTyTOS apicel 
Toate, KaiTot exovons TT emiapanes aut ods 
edputunrov pdara: eveote yap TL Kal TounTUcsy To 
eidet, el ye TOURTUCOY 7 a.dnyopta Kat SrrepBor) 
Kab eudaois, 7 TOUNTURCOY d€ prov Kopmdias. 

287 To be KaAovpevov eoXNUaTicpevov ev Adyep ot 
viv piyropes yeroias movovow Kal pera euddcecs 
dyevvobs dua Kal obov dvapvnoruciis, adnbwov dé 
oxfud éort Adyou peta Svoty rovrow Aeydpevoy, 
evmperretas Kal dopahetas. 

288 Edmpemctas pev, olov ds IAdrwv “Aptorummov 
Kal KAeduBporov Aoiwopioat dedijoas, év Aiyiny 
opopayodvras Sedeuevou LwKpaTous ‘Abiynow ¢ emt 
ToAAds Huepas, Kol pa Siamredoavras® cas? Tov 
ératpov Kat diddexadov, Kaito. ody GAous ar- 

1 rékce Lhardy: watw P, 
2 drokhvew Victorius: daolvey P. 3 7d P. 
4 Scadvoavras roy erepov, wre supra Av eb ae supra e(p) 

scriptis, P. 5 ws add. Victorius. 

* See preceding note. 
> Lit. “a figure (ailitude) assumed in speech”: the 

oxjua ddyou (“figure of speech’) of §§ 287, 289. Such 
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Macedon, after losing Alexander, resembles the 
Cyclops with his blinded eye.” ¢ 
And elsewhere: ‘‘A State, no longer the sea- 

warrior of the days of our ancestors, but a lean and 
slippered crone supping her posset.’?¢ Here the 
expression “crone ” is used figuratively for a weak 
and declining State, whose impotence it indicates in 
an exaggerated way. The words “ supping her 
posset ”’ imply ironically that the city was at that 
time occupied with feasts and banquets and was 
squandering the war-funds. 

Enough has been said with respect to the Dema- 
dean vigour, which indeed has dangers of its own 
and is not easily copied. There is in its nature some- 
thing poetical, if allegory, hyperbole, and innuendo 
are poetical. Butitis poetry with a dash of burlesque 
in it. 

Next comes the so-called “covert allusion.” ® 
This the orators of our day employ to a ridiculous 
extent, coupling it with low, and (so to say) suggestive, 
innuendo. The true “covert allusion’ depends on 
two conditions, good taste and circumspection. 

Good taste is shown in the Pkaedo, where Plato 
desires to reproach Aristippus and Cleombrotus be- 
cause they were feasting at Aegina when Socrates 
was lying for many days imprisoned at Athens, and 
did not cross to visit their friend and master, although 

‘ 

“ indirection "’ may be used, with due diseretion (§§ 288, 
289), in place of the frank straightforwardness (¢f «delas 
épotuer, § 292) which shuns ambiguous turns of language. 
The writer, in some of these concluding sections, reminds 
us, without intending it, of Longinus c. 44 § 4 Gofder dd 
uniéva yhertac propa, and § 3 xéddaxes fxfalrouer peyado- 
gvets. Both authors seem to have been writing in days 
when speech was muffled and casuistry the vogue. 
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/ 1 8 / Bye ~ "A# “a ~ éyovras’ Staxocious oradious Tav “Abnvdv. tadra 
4 Py AS 4 > y . PY 5 / \ iy mavra Stappydnv pev od« elev: AowWopia yap. Fv 

6 Adyos: edmperds S€ mus Tévde TeV TpdroV. 
? \ 8 ¢ f \ f ¢ épwrnfeis yap 6 Daidwy rods mapdvtas Lwxpary, 
Kat Karadd€as Exaorov, éemavepwrnbeis, ef kat 
"Apiorimmos® Kat KreduBporos mapfoav, “ ot,” 
pynoiv, “ev Aiywn yap foav’’ mdvtra yap ra 

, 3 f a3 is oe) Ae i > a? mpoeipnueva eudaivera. TQ “ev Aiyivn Foav 
Kal odd Sewdrepos 6 Adyos Soxet Tod mpadyparos 
attod éudaivovros 70 Sewov, ovxyt tod A€yovros. 

‘ 4 3 \ 4 mA é 4 ‘ 

Tovs pev odv audi tov “Apiorimmov* kat Aotdo- 
nl a 3 7 ww > 7 t é phoar tows axwbddvov ovros ev oxjpare 6 UWddrwr 

eAowdopnoev. 
og9  TloAAdkis S€ 4 mpos Tupavvoy H dAdws Biadv 

twa Siadeydpevor Kab dvedioat dpu@vres ypr- 
Copev é€ dvayens oxjparos Adyou,® cis Anurrpios 
6 Dadnpeds® apds Kparepsy tov Maxeddva emi 
xpvojs KAivns kabeCouevov petéwpov, kal ev srop- 
dup& yxAavids, Kat trepnddvws dmodeyduevov Tas 
mpeoBelas TOv “EAdjvwv, oxnpatiocas elev évet- 
dioriKa@s, OTe “ taredeEdueld wore mpeoBevovras 
jycts tovade’ kab Kparepdv rotrov”’: dv yap 7Q 

i dréyovra P, 2 doioruros P, 3 7d PY 
< & dplariaay P. 5 déyou Finckh: Shou P. 
8 oy rl rd Aeydpevov rot (h. @. oles) Anunjrptos xal ris 6 rdde 

rpdpov AS ypddur) in margine P. 
76 14 be 

* Plat. Phaed. 59 c 
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they were less than twenty-five miles from Athens.* 
He has not said all this in express terms (for that 
would have been an open reproach), but with fitting 
tact as follows. Phaedo is asked who were with 
Socrates. He enumerates the men one by one. 
Next he is asked whether Aristippus too and Cleom- 
brotus were present. “No,” he answers; “ they 
were in Aegina.” Everything that precedes owes 
its point to the words “they were in Aegina.” > 
The passage seems far more effective because its 
effect is produced by the fact itself and not by an 
explicit statement. So, although he might no 
doubt have openly reproached Aristippus and his 
companions without incurring any risk, Plato has 
done so indirectly. 

But in addressing a despot, or any other ungovern- 
able person,’ we may often be driven to use veiled 
language if we wish to censure him. Demetrius of 
Phalerum dealt in this way with the Macedonian 
Craterus who was seated aloft on a golden couch, 
wearing a purple mantle and receiving the Greek 
embassies with haughty pride. Making use of a 
covert phrase, he said tauntingly : “ We ourselves 
once welcomed these men as ambassadors together 
with yon Craterus.”4 By the use of the demon- 

» In the Greelx, the emphasis (cf. endairerar, éucdalvorros) 
falls on the words which begin the clause, vis. ‘* in Aegina ”’ s 
Aristippus and Cleombrotus were so near to Athens all the 
time. It was just a “crossing” (cf. Aristoph. Wasps 122, 
dtérheucer els Al-yivav), With a two-obol farc (Plat. Gur. 511 D). 

¢ These words will cover the “eteiwm ardor prava 
inbentium,” as shown towards Socrates; cf. § 294. A 
democracy, as wel] as the “ instans tyrannus,” can be over- 
hearing (3io1os) and criminal. 

4 Temetr. Phaler. Fragm. 7% C. Miiller, Orat. Att. ii. 
p. 476. 
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§ A nm 6k ~ yy r ee ? eucrin@® T@ “ rotrov’’’ éudaiveras 4} dmepndavia 
tot Kparepod waca dvediopevyn ev oyjpari. 
Tod adrof eidovs éort kat to TAadrwvos mapas 

Avovdovov pevodpevoy Kal dpvnodpevov, dtu “ dyad 
cot LlAdrwy otdév adpoAd » pe ) TOD porAdgynoa, od pévror, vn rods 
Geovs.”” Kat yap eAjAeyxras eevapevos, Kal eyes 
Tt 6 Adyos oyApa peyadetov dua kal doparés. 

TloAAayh perros Kxat | émapdorepicovow: ols 
> ; ” avi \ , 9 r 2 douxévan «tb tis eGdAow Kai udyous elkasoysdyous 
eivat [OéAot vres*], wapddevypa ro rod Aloyivov ent 
ro} TyAavyods: waica yap oxeddv 7 epi ror 

n~ 3 i 2 

Trravyh dujynous dropiay mapéxot, etre Oavya- 
opds etre yAevaopds éort. ro bé rowbrov eldos 
> 7 f > y ‘) oF 3 Sov 
dpdhiBorov, Kaltoe eipwreia ovK Ov, Exel Twa Guws 
Kal <ipwretas €udacu. 

\ oe ae 

292 Advauro 8 dy Tis Kal érépws oynparicev, otov 
st % \ > “ 3 ff ¢ ? \ otrws: ered?) andds axovovow of Suvdora Kal 

Suvdorises Ta adTdv* duaptiuara, mapaivoivres 
3 a 4 € ? ? hd 9 f > “ > be) 

adrots pn duapravew od« €€ edfetas epotuev, GAA 
4 

Arov érépous PeEopev twas rd, duova tremounKdras, 
olov mpds Avovdctov tov T3pavvov Kara DaAdpidos 

ro Fae) ‘ ? 

rob rupdvvov épotpuev Kat ris Daddpidos azro- 
f a aaee J , 

ropias } emraweoduedd twas Arovvcip ra evavria 

1 7d rofrov DP. 
2 elxaoydyous Victorius: el cal 6 ydyous P. 

3 Aédot res seclusi: fort, e/dévat. ; a 2 
Tati@y Spengel: abray VY, 

ee ee 

@ otras 
cf. end of 
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strative yor all the pride of Craterus is indicated and 
rebuked covertly.* 

‘Under the same heading comes the reply of Plato 
to Dionysius who had broken a promise and then 
denied having ever made it: “I, Plato, have made 
you no promise ; but as to you—well, heaven knows!” ® 
Dionysius is thus convicted of falsehood, while the 
form of the words is at once dignified and cireumspect, 

Words are often used with an equivocal meaning. 
If anyone wishes to practise this art and to deal in 
censures which seem unintentional hits, he has an 
example ready to his hand in the passage of Aes: 
chines ¢ about Telauges. Almost the entire account 
of Telauges will leave one puzzled as to whether it 
is meant as admiration or as mockery. This ambigu- 
ous way of speaking, although not irony, yet has a 
suggestion of irony. 

Figures may be employed in yet another way, as 
for instance in this case:—Since great lords and 
ladies dislike to hear their own faults mentioned, 
we shall therefore, when counselling them to refrain 
from faults, not speak in direct terms; we shall, 
rather, blame some other persons who have acted 
in the same manner. For example, in address- 
ing the tyrant Dionysius, we shall inveigh against 
the tyrant Phalaris and the cruelty of Phalaris. Or 
we shall praise individuals who have acted in the 
not literally=xat airés) and Plat. Phaed. 69¢ of ras 
rereras fly ovro: xaragricarres {also Gorg. 470 pv, 471 as 
conteamplions use in Xen. Anab. i. ce. 6, 8§ 6, 9). After 
Alexander’s death Craterus, together with Antipater, was 
able to dictate terms to the defeated Athenians. 

> OF, Plat. Epist. 7, p. 349 z. 
¢ Aeschines Socraticus: as in §§ 205, 297, and possibly 

(with a pun) in § 170, Aeschines the Orator is quoted in 
8§ 267, 268. 
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nerrownkotas, olov TéAwva 7) ‘lépwva, ore marpa~ 
aw é€wKecay THs LiKedias Kat SidacKdAots: Kal 
yap vovberetrar adxovwy dua Kal od AoWopetrat 
kat Cydoturet TH Védave evrawoupévys Kat ématvou 
opéyeras Kal ovTos. 

Todda. 8é rowadra mapa rots tupdvvots, otov 
@idummos pev dua Td ErepddOaduos elvat wpyilero, 
ei tis dvopdoeey em” adrod Kuxdwma } dd8adpov 
oAws* “Epuetas 8° 6 rod “Atapvdéws dp&as, Katrot 
Tada mpaos, ws Aéyerat, odK av hveoxero padiws 
Tivos payatprov dvoydlovTos 7 Tomy  éxTopry 
51a. 70 edvobyos elvat. radra 8 cipnka eudivar 
Bovaduevos pdrdora 76 HOos TO dvvacrevTiKdr, 
ws pddwoTa xpHlov Adyou aodadois, ds Kadetrar 
EOVNMATLOLEVOS. 

Kairou wodAdKes Kai of Sfjs0w of peydAos Kat 
iayvpot Sdovrar rotovrou eldous THY Aoywr, Wo7TrEp 
ot r8pavvor, Kabdmep 6 “AOnvaiwy Siuos, dpywy 
vhs, “ENAados Kai kédAaKkas tpédwv KAdwvas Kat 
KAcoddivras. rd pev ody KoAakevew aicypdv, Td 
dé emirysdy émodards, dpiorov bé€ 7d peraky, 
totr’ gor TO eoynuariopevov. 
Kat wore adrov tov dpaptdvovra émratvécoper, 

ovK ép’ ols juaprev, GA’ éf’ ois ody HudornKer, 
ofov tov dpyilouevov, Ste yBes ennveiro mphos 
daveis émt rots rob Selvos ayapripacw, kat dre 
Cniwrds tots awoAtras otvectw: yews yap $7) 
Exaoros piyrelrac éavrov Kal ovvdiar BovdAcrou 

* Cf, Suetonius, Calig. c. 50 (Caligula’s dislike of the 
word capra), and the Spanish proverb which deprecates the 
mention of a “rope” in the house of a man who has been 
hanged (Nombrar la sega en vasa del ahorcado). 
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opposite way to Dionysius,saying of Gelo or Hiero(for 
example) that they were like fathers and educators 
of Sicily. The hearer is admonished without feeling 
himself censured; he emulates Gelo, the subject 
of these praises, and covets praise for himself. 

One has often to exercise such caution in dealing 
with our sovereign lords. Because he had only one 
eye, Philip would grow angry if anyone named the 
Cyclops in his presence or used the.word “ eye ” at 
all. Hermeias, the ruler of Atarneus, though for 
the most part of a gentle nature as it is said, became 
restive (because he was a eunuch) when hearing 
anybody speak of a “ surgeon’s' knife,” of “ amputa- 
tion,” or of “ excision.”¢ J have mentioned these 
facts out of a desire to bring into clear relief the 
true character of great potentates, and to show that 
it specially calls for that wary form of language 
which bears the name of “ covert allusion.” 

It must be observed, however, that great and 
powerful democracies no less than despots often 
require these ceremonious forms of language. An 
instance in point is the Athenian republic, which in 
the hour of its ascendancy over Greece harboured 
such flatterers as Cleon and Cleophon. Flattery no 
doubt is shameful, while adverse criticism is danger- 
ous. It is best to pursue the middle course, that of 
the covert hint. . 

At times we shall compliment the very man who 
has failings not on his failings but on his proved 
avoidance of them. We shall remind an irascible 
person that yesterday he was praised for the in- 
dulgence he showed to So-and-So’s errors, and that 
he is a pattern to the citizens among whom he moves. 
Every man gladly takes himself as a model and is 
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evraive €mawov, paddrov 8 eva duadh éawwov 
TOLHTAL. : 

206 Kaéddouv Sé€ domep tov adrov Knpdv 6 pév tis 
Kuva émAacev, 6 5é Botv, 6 Sé tmmov, otrw Kal 
mpaypa radrov 6 pe ais deropatvopevos Kal 
KaTnyop@v pnow, bre “ ot! av8purrou Xpywara. peer 
dmoAeimrouvat Tots mrauoly, emornuny dé od cuvaro- 
Aeizovow, THY Xpnooperny rots droAedbetow"”’ 
totro dé ro «ldos Tob Adyou "Aptorinevov ré- 
vera érepos dé TavTov brodericds “mpootceras, 

ahr, Kabdrrep Revopdvros Ta TOAAG, | ofov ore ‘‘ det yap 
ob Xprjwara. pudvov darourreiy Tots éaura@y mauaty, 
GAA Kat emarnuny THY xpnooperny adrots.’ 

237 To 6€ idiws Kadovpevov eldos LewKparenor, 
6 udAvora Soxotow onAdoas Aioxivys Ka HAdrev, 
perapuOuicerev av* rodro 76 mpaiy ia 70 Tpoetpn- 
jeévov els gpwrnow, woe Tews, olov “ & wat, wooa 
oou XpHaro, amé\urev 6 TOT Ip ; i moAAd Teva. 

~ Kad ovK edapiOunra; mTorr, @d LasKpares. dpa. 
oby Kal emorhiny darédumev ool TI Xpnoopevny 
adbrois;”’ dua yap aut els daropiay | éBanev TOV 
maida AcAnGorus, Kal hveuvyoev dre dvertory wy 
éort, Kat moudeveoBau mpoetpeparo: Tatra, TaVTO. 
HOucds read EeupeAds, kat odxt 87) TO Aeydpevor 
Toto Gd UKvdav. 

298 Ednyepnoay 8 ot rowotrot Adyou Tére eeupe- 
Gévres TO mp&rov, paMov be egémAngay Ta TE 
pyntiKe® Kal 7@ evapye kal 7H pera peyado- 

1 Src ol edd.: drt be P. 
® rols drovepOctow Victorius: rois cuvarodepbeciow PV. 

3 Merapudpioecey av Schneider : Herapuduia cay Ps 
1 mynrexe Gale: rinyqrixed P. 
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eager to add praise to praise, or rather to win one 
uniform record of praise. 

tn fine, it is with language as with a lump of wax, 
out of which one man will mould a dog, another an 
ox, another a horse. One will deal with his subject 
in the way of exposition and asseveration, saying (for 
example) that “ men leave property to their children, 
but they do not therewith leave the knowledge 
which will rightly use the legacy ’*: a way of putting 
it which is called “ Aristippcan.” Another will (as 
Xenophon commonly dves) express the same thought 
in the way of precept, as “men ought to leave not 
only money to their children, but also the knowledge 
which will use the money rightly.” 
What is specifically called the “‘ Socratic ” manner 

—one which seems to have excited the emulation of 
Aeschines and Plato in no common degree—would 
recast the foregoing proposition in an interrogative 
form, somewhat as follows. “ My dear lad, how 
much property has your father left you? Is it 
considerable and not easily assessed? It is con- 
siderable, Socrates. Well now, has he also left you 
the knowledge which will use it rightly?” In this 
way Socrates insensibly drives the lad into a corner ; 
he reminds. him that he is ignorant; he urges him 
to get instruction. And all this naturally and in 
perfect taste, and with an entire absence of what 
is proverbially known as “ Gothic bluntness.”’® 

Such dialogues met with great success in the days 
of their first invention, or rather they took society 
by storm through their verisimilitude, their vividness, 

@ Ser. Inc. The words may be quoted from Aristippus 
of Cyrene himself, 

® Cf, § 216 rodre yap % Neyoudvy dad Bxvddv pijots dor. 
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4 an . x AY ? 4 dpootvns vovbeTikd. mept bev 51) mAdoparos Aé- 
you Kat oXnpaTLopay dpretres Tatra. 

299 “H &8€ Aaudrys y) meph thy atvieaw, ota Ké- 
xpnvras pddtora of an’ "looxparous, gudagdpevor 
THY ovykpovow Tay pwvnévTwv ypapdronv, ov 
pda emurndeta € €ort dew Adyep TOMAG yap [7a"] 
éx THs oupmaAjtews av adris yévorro dewdrepa, 
oioy “ ro8 yap Dwx.ixod ovotdvros woAduov, od 
éu! eué, o8 yap eywye erroAurevduny me rote,” 
ei O€ peraBaday Tus Kal ouvdibas wd" elzrou “‘ rob 
moAéuou yap ob bu" ee Tob Derxucod cvordyros" 
od yap émoAtrevduny eywyé aww tore,””’ odk 
dAiyov Sue€arpyoe. Tis Seworyros, émel modAayod 
Kal TO HY@dEeS THs ouyKpovcews lows EorTar 
Sewdrepov. 

300 Kai yap ro ddpdvrictov avr aut TO domep 
avropues SewdTyTa Tapacrice. rid, padtora émay 
Opyilopevous eudaivwpev abrods® fi) moucnpevous. 
4 O€ mepl Thy AeorqTo. Kat dppovlay ppovris ouK 
opyrLouevou, aadd tatlovrds dort Kal émiderxvu- 
jeévov paMov. 

301 Kat Bomep TO diaheAupevor oxhya, Sewdryra 
move, ws mpodérextar, ovTw Tounoes a diaArcdu- 
pévn ddws avvleats. onpstov 8é Kat 70 “Lora 
VAKTOS. AowWopioar yap Bovddevos TOUS éx8povs 
efpavoey TO pérpov, Kai éroinoey xwAdy dvrl 

t ri, secl. Spengel. 
® rw rére edd. c. codd. Demosth. : rdrore P, 

3 adrovs P. 

* Demosth. De cor. 18. 
* Se. in such a way as to remove the various instances of 
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their nobly didactic character.—With regard to 
moulded speech and the employment of figures, this 
treatment must suffice. : 

Smoothness of composition (such as is employed 
particularly by the followers of Isocrates, who avoid 
the concurrence of vowels) is not altogether suited 
to forcible language. In many cases greater force 
will result from an actual clashing, as “when the 
Phocian war broke out originally, owing not to me 
as I was not then engaged in public life.’a yg you 
were to change the words and fit them together thus?: 
‘when through no fault of mine the confi; 
in the Phocian War, since I was not then engaged 
in public life,” you would rob them of a good part 
of their force, since in many passages the very clang 
of clashing vowels may be held to make a sentence 
more forcible. 

The fact is that words which are actually unpre- 
meditated, and are as it were a spontaneous growth, 
will give an impression of vigour, especially when 
we are manifesting our anger or our sense of in- 
justice. Whereas anxious attention to niceties of 
smoothness and harmony does not betoken anger $0 
much as elegant trifling and a desire to exhibit one’s 
powers, . 

It has already ¢ been said that the “ fioure ” of 
abruptness has a forcible effect. The same may 
now be said of abrupt composition on a largey scale, 
Hipponax @ is a case in point. In his desire io assail 
his enemies, he shattered his verse, and caused it to 

ct began 

hiatus : aoAduou, ob-—eud, ol—ywye erohirevduny : imitated 
in the English version. 

¢ Of. §§ 269, 271. 
4 Cf. §§ 132, 251. 
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DEMETRIUS 

hr 3 \ ” fy / 5 , f ed0éos,’ Kat adpvOuov, rovréote Sewdryre mpérov 
4 . ; ‘ \ ou \ Lord 2 Kat Aotdopias TO yap Eppuluov Kal edjxoov £Y- 

Kupiots av ampémor pdddov 7 pdyots. Tocaira 
Kal wept ovyKxpovcews. 

Tlapdievras 8€ rig kat TO Sew yapanrhpe, ws 
vo «ixds, Sunuaprnudvos Kat atrdés, karciras dé 
dyapis. yiveras Sé ev trols mpdyyaow, érdv ris 

3 \ \ 5 ‘ 3 ' de r€ g la ¢ aicypa kat bvopnra avadavddv A€yy, Kabdrep 6 
tis Tysdvépas* Karyyopav ws memopveuxulas Tiv 

I 4 4 > ‘ \ X 4 s Acxavida Kat tods dPBodods Kat tiv | yiafov Kat 
TOAANY Twa Toadryy dvadyiay KaTipacev TOD 
dixaoTnplov. 

‘H otvfecis dé daiverat dyapis, édy Sieoma- 
é 3 a Ss 4) , ¢t 3 é t¢ € 4 > opevn eudepjs F, Kabdwep 6 cindy, ‘ obrwot 

éyov 76 Kal 7d, Krefvot.”” Kal émav ra K@Aa 
pndeulay éyn mpos aAAnAa otvdeow, add’ Spora 
Steppnyuevors. Kai ab mepiodos dé at ovveyets iat 

‘ pakpal Kal dmomviyovsa Tods Aéyovras od pdvoy 
Karaxopés, GAAG Kal areprrés. 
TA be 3 ?oa 7 i f § Se dvouacia® woAddnis yaplevra mpdypuara. 

wv 3 : f f € 4 / 

évra arepréorepa daiverar, kaldep 6 KAcir- 
apxos mept THs revipyddvos Adywv, Cadbou pedicon 

ee éouxdtos: “ karavéneras ev,” pryoi, “ rhv dpewiy, 

1 ebddos Victorius: eddws P. 
2 xaGawen O7, dv ris tyudvdpas P: fort. xa@dwrep 6 ris 

artindrov Tidvdvas (of, § 239). 
9 ry 68 dvouavig Victorius: 4 dé dvouacla P, 

4:34, 
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limp instead of walking erect. By destroying the 
rhythm, he made the measure suitable for energetic 
invective, since correct and melodious rhythm would 
be fitter for eulogy than for satire —Thus much with 
regard to the collision of vowels. 

Side by side with the forcible style there is found, 
as might be expected, & corresponding faulty style, 
called “ the unpleasant.” ¢ It oceurs in the subject 
matter when a speaker mentions publicly things 
which are disgusting and defile the lips. The man, 
for instance, who accused Timandra of having lived 
a wanton life, bespattered the court with a descrip- 
tion of her slop-basin, her pennies, her mat, and 
many similar tokens of her ill-fame.? 

Composition has an unpleasant sound, if it seems 
disjointed, as (for example) “this and that being 
thus, death.” ® So, too, when the members are in 
no way linked to one another, but resemble frag- 
mentary pieces. And long, continuous periods which 
run the speaker out of breath ® cause not only satiety 
but actual aversion. 

Often objects which are themselves pleasant 
enough lose their attractiveness owing to the words 
applied to them. Cleitarchus, for instance, when 
describing the wasp, an insect like a bee, says: “ It 
lays waste the hill-country, and dashes into the 

* 2, “repulsive,” here. Force may be pleasant; it 
may also be coarse. 

» Ser. Inc. 
¢ The author, in bringing his essay to a close, repeats an 

expression which he had used when opening it (§ 1): he 
protests against those lengthy sentences to which Greelx 
prose was prone. His last sentence of all (wapdxerra: .. . 
aumdrepa) is short and quiet. Here, and elsewhere, he shuns 
the bombast which is apt to beset not only rhctorical 
historians like Cleitarchus but writers on Style. 
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> ? 4 > A Ul om oF et 4 eloirrarat dé eis tas Kotidas Spis:” womep sepl 
Boos dypiov 7 Tob "Epuyaviiov Kampou Aéeywr, 
> 3 ae) \ , , yg \ at GAN’ odyt mept pericons twds, Wore Kal dyapuww 
Tov Adyov dua Kal wuypov yevéoOat. mapaKeiras 
Sd > ? a ’ r 1 € mus aAdArjAots radra duporepa. 

1 Anuntplov wept éounvelas subscriptio in P. 

® Clilarch. Fragm. Cleilarchus (ce. 300 38.c.) was one of 
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hollow oaks.” * This might have served for a descrip- 
tion of some wild ox, or of the Erymanthian boar, 
rather than of a species of bee. The result is that 
the passage is both unpleasant and frigid® And in 
a way these two defects lie close together. 

the historians of Alexander*the Great. His bombastic style 
is condemned in the treatise on the Sublime, c. tii. 

» de, the characteristic defect of the xapaxrip eyaro- 
mperiis ig near akin to the characteristic defect of the 
xapaxryp Sevds ; of. § 114. 
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Abas, 41 note 
Achilles, 59, 97 
Aegaus, 111 
Aogisthua, 49 
Aepytus, §3 note 
Aeschylus, 19, 71, 89, 118 note 
Agamemnon, 107 
A bar 87, 59, 71 
Ajax, 
Alcibiades, 35 
Aleinous, 61 
Alemaeon, 47, 51 
Alemacon, The, 58 
Amphiaraos, 65 
Antheus, The, 37 
Antigone, The, 53 
Apollo, 104 note 
Areius, 118 note 
Ares, 81, 88 
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Ariphrades, 89 
Aristophanes, 18, 36 note, 84 note 
Astydamas, 58 
Athenians, 13 
dulis, The Tphigeneia in, 57 
Award af Arms, Tie, 98 

Battle of Frogs and Mice, 11 note 
Begging, The, 98 
Log and Coz, 63 note 

Callippides, 118, 114 
Carcinus, 59, 65 
Centaur, The, 9 
Cephallenians, 112 
Chaeremon, 9, 97 
Chionides, 13 
Chotphoroe, The, 61 

Cleon, 79 
Cleophon, 11, 85 
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Ceeur de Lion, 62 nuta 
Comedy, 19, 21 
Crates, 21 
Creon, 58 
Cresphontes, Lhe, 53 
Cretans, 105 
Cyclops, 11 
Cyclops, The, 19 nute 
Cypria, The, 93 
Cyprians, The, 81 
Cypriots, 81 

Danaus, 41 
Demes, 18 
Dicarogenes, 61 
Dionysius, 9 
Dionysus, $2 
Dithyrambic poetay, 9 
Dolon, 108 
Dorians, 13 

Etesira, The, 99 
Einpedocles, 9, 107 
Emipeus, 69 note 
Bpichares, 87 
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Eriphyle, 51 
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Teapgane, aN note 
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Ganymede, 109 
Gelo, 91 note 
Glaueon, 109 
Great Bear, The, 106 note 

Haemon, 68 
Hector, 97, 108 
Hegemon, 11 
Helle, The, 53 

an TY egal £2 

Blere 2 ge tts 79 

Poiana, "te 
4 pte, ut 

Hippias of Thasos, 107 
Homer, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 88, 59, 78, 

86 note, 93, 97,99, 101, 109 note 
Hypermnestra, 41 note 

fambie metre, 15, 17 
leadius, 111 
Icarius, 111 
Iliad, The, 17, 88, 57, 71, 79, 98, 95, 

101 note, 115 
Iliad, The Little, 93 
Illyrians, 
Ton, of Plato, 109 note 
Iphigeneia in Aulis, The, 57 
Iphigeneia in Tauris, The, 42 note, 

43, 49 note, 53, 61, 63, 65 
Ithaca, 100 note 
Txion, 69 

Jocasta, 41 note 

Kents, 88 note 

Laius, 52 note, 57 note, 99 
Laconian Women, The, 93 
Lynceus, The, 41, 69 
Lyrical Ballads, 65 note 

Magnes, 18 
Margttes, The, 15, 17 
Medea, Tihe, 49 note, 51, 66 note 47, 

110 note 
Megarians, 18 

Mnasitheus, 115 
Mynniseus, 118 
Mysia, 99 
Mysions, The, 99 
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Neoptolemus, The, 98 
Nicochares, 11 
Niobe, 71 
Nomic poetry, 9 

Odysseus, 38, 55, 59, 81, 100 note, 
lit 

e 

Odysseus disguised as a Messenger, 
The, 68 

O-lysseus, The Wounded, 53 
Odyssey, The, 17, 88, 49, 67, 93, 95, 

99, 115 
Oedipus, 41, 47, 49, 51 note, 58, 99 
Oedipus, The, 41, 57, 68, 115 
Orestes, 43, 47, 49, 51, 61, 68, 87, 

99 note 
Orestes, The, 55, 111 

Parnassus, 38 
Pauson, 9 
Peloponnesinns, 18 
Pelops, 69 note 
Peleus, The, 69 
Penelope, 98 note, 110 note 
Philoctetes, The, 89, 93 
Philomela, 61 note 
Philoxenus, 11 
Phineidae, The, 68 
Phorcides, The, 69 
Phormis, 21 
Phikian Women, The, 69 
Pindarus, 118 
Plato, 6 note, 7 note 
Poltrooniad, The, 11 
Polygnotus, 9, 27 
Polyidos, 68, 67 
Polyphemus, 11 note 
Polyphontes, 62 note 
Poseidon, 59 note, 67 
Procne, 61 note 
Prometheus, The, 69 
Protagoras, 78 
Pylades, 42 note 

Reynolds, Sir Joshua, 65 note 
Rhetoric, The, of Aristotle, 72 note, 

82 note 

Sack of Troy, The, 98 
Sailing of the Fleet, The, 98 
Salamis, 61 note, 91 
Satyr Play, 18 note, 19 
Seylla, The, 65, 113 
Seaman, Mr, Owen, 87 note « 
Shakespeare, 113 note 
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Sicily, 21, 91 
Sinon, The, 98 
Sisyphus, 71 
Socratic dialogues, 7 z 
Sophocles, 13, 19, 51 note, 58, 57 

59 note, 61, 63, 71,99 note, 103 
115 

Sosistratus, 115 
Sophron, 7 
Sparta, 111 
Spartoi, 59 note 
Sthenelns, 85 
Syracuse, 7 note 

Tauris, The Iphigeneia in, 42 note, 
48, 49 note, 53, 61, 63, 65 

Tegea, 99 
Telogonus, 48 
Telemachus, 111 
Telephus, 47, 99 note 
Teraus, 61 
Teucer, 61 note 
Theocritus, 9 note 6 
Theodectes, 68, 
Thesetd., 88 

Thyestes, 47 
Thyestes, The, 69 
Timothens, 11, 55 note 
Topirs, The, of Aristotle, 78 note 
Trackers, The, 19 note 
Trojan Women, The, 93 
Troy, 91 
Troy, The Sacle of, 98 
Tydeus, The, 63 
Tyro, The, 59 
Two Gentlemen of Ferona, The, 63 

note 

Washing, The, 99 
Wordsworth, 65 note 

Xenarchus, 7 
Xenophanes, 103 

Young Lochinvar, 105 note 

Zeus, 109 
Zeuxis, 27, 111 
Zoilus, 101 note 
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Achilles, 158, 177 Colossus, The, 229 
Aeschiues, 181 note, 185 Constitution of Spurtu, 185 
Aeschylus, 128 note, 175 Corona, De, 161, 181, 199, 285 
Agathocles, 185 Cyclops, 153 
Ajax, 146, 149, 161, 153 Cyropuedeia, 201 
Alexander, 133, 145, 218 Cyrus, 201 
ee The, 176 note 

vadae, 148 
Ammonius, 159 veraees ty a ts 
Amphicrates, 131, 135 att the : Delphi, 166 note 
Pe te Demis, The, 182 note 
‘Apollonius b19 Demosthenes, 124 note, 127, 161, 
Se ot 168, 165, 169, 177, 181, 195, 199) 
‘Archilochus, 161, 107, 221 Meee ae ae mal 

‘ y a ( 

Argonautica, The, 211 Dionysius, the Phocaean, 198 Arimaspeia, The, 157 Di ; : 
ie ionysius of Syracuse, 133 Aristarchus, 168 note Dionysus, 175 5 

Aristeas, 167 F 
cleistogratta, The, 127 Dirce, 289 
elristoueuten, Phe, 208 
Aristophanes, 230 Egypt, 243 
Atvintatle, 210 nove, 213 Blateia, 285 note 
Aricmis'tun, 185 Hlephantine, 201 
Athenogenes, 223 Yrastosthenes, 219 
Athens, 231 Erigone, 219 

Ttna, 227 
Daxhas, The, 176 note Hupols, 181, 183 
Bacchylides, 221 Euripides, 178, 175, 289 
Boreas, 120 Eurylochus, 189 

Calistheurs, 1z9 
Cassandra, 175 
Geeflius, ld, Lil, 118, 211, 217 
Cuyx, 203 Heeataeus, 208 
Cuseroneia, 179, 188 Hector, 208 
Creery, 198 uote, 195 Tlegesias, 121 
C’rve, 143 Fletios, 175 
Ceinarenns, 120 Terneieides, 125 
Clsomenes, 211 Heracies, 135, £03, 239 
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Hermocrates, 133 
Herodotus, 137, 157 note, 167, 189, 

198, 201, 207, 211, 231, 288, 248 
Hesiod, 145, 169 
Homer, 145, 147, 149, 151, 159, 169, 

189, 219, 227, 249 
Hypereides, 170, 221, 228 

fliail, The, 149, 151, 158, 155 
Ion of Chios, 221 
Iphigenia in Tauris, The, 172 note 
Isacns, 191 note 
Isoerates, 183, 191, 221 

Jacasta, 107 

Luws, The, 207 
Leto, 223 
Lycurgus, 178 
Lysias, 217, 221, 225 

Marathon, 181, 183, 183 
Matris, 181 
Megillus, 185 
Meidias, 191 
Menexenus, The, 199, 207 
Meroé, 201 
Miletus, The Capture of, 199 
Moses, quoted, 149 

Newman, 144 note 
Nile, The, 227 

Odysseus, 155, 205 
Geyssey, Tha, 161, 158, 155, 205 
Cecirus, 177, 197 
EDs age ray TT Ee 
ie eee ae ptoy fay U7, 227 

Wa cous. kd 

Orestes, ‘he, U71, 177 

Panegyric of Igocrates, the, 231 
Parmenio, 145 
Patroclua, 153 
Penelone, 205 
Ponthaus, 17d note 
Phennam va, Ql 
Phauthon, 173 
Philip, 181, 187, 211, 218, 235 note 
Philippics, The, 187 
Philistus, 249 

Phryne, 228 
Phrynichus, 199 
Pindar, 221 
Plataea, 181, 188 
Plato, 135, 162 note, 165, 167, 109, 

109, 207, 213, 217, 995, g97 
Plutarch, 178 note 
Polycleitus, 229 
Polyxena, The, 177 
Pope, 126 note 
Poseidon, 149 
Postumius Terentianus, 123 
Pythagoras, 124 nota 
Pythes, 211 

Quintilian, 167 note 

Republic, The, 165 
Rhine, The, 227 

Saintsbury, 181 nate, 208 note 
Salamis, 181 
Sappho, 155, 157 
Seven against Thebes, The, 175 
Shield of Heracles, The, 145 
Sicily, 231 
Simonides, 177 
Socrates, 135 
Sophocles, 129, 197, 924 
Sparta, 136, 232 
Stesichorus, 167 
Byracusans, 231 

sa a 123, 125, 138, 165, 208, 
Od 

Phobag, O93 ante 
Powys lo 

Xenophon, 135, 141, 189, 201, 218, 247 
Rorxes, 129 

Zeus, 135, 151, 155 
Zoilua, 1638 
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I, INDEX OF NAMES AND MATTERS 

The numerals refer to sections of the De elocutiona itself, not to any 
part of the Introduction, 

Acting, remarks on, 58, 193-195 
Aeschines (the Orator), 267, 268. 

Cf. Index II. 
Aeschines Socraticus, 205, 291, 

297. Of. Index IT. 
affectation (xaxegnAta), the dis- 

torted variety of the elegant 
style, strives after effect in the 
thought itself, 187, 950; in the 
exprassion, 188, 247; ‘1 the use 
of anapeestic rhythms, 18) 

Ajax, a “smooth” (enphonious) 
word in its Greck form Atas, 176 

Aleaeus, sea Index IT, 
Aleidames, 12, 116 
Alexander, 2 conceit, or pin, ad+ 

dresesd io him, 1873 Aristotle's 
latters to Mexander, 2845 Deme- 
dean references to him, 2838, 284 

allegory, its impressiveness, 99, 
100, 248; its liability to abuse, 
102; its allusiveness, 151 

Amazons, a snecinct description of 
a sleeping Amazon, 138 

ambiguity, must be avoided in the 
plain sbyie, Tad 

Anaereon, bis shorl and jerky lines 
nobappropimte Lo grava chemer, 0 

anaphora, vepolilion cf a word in 
gueccssive clauses, 141, 268 

*€ Ancients,” charactaristies of their 
style, 14, 67, 175, 21 

Anmoon, A name whose vleasing 
sound is dus to the donn's con- 
sonant, L74 

AOA, 

Antiphon, see Index II. 
Antisthenes, 249 
antithesis, 24, 27, 171, 172, ete; 

antithesis and antithetie periods 
impair force, 247, 250; example 
TP Aen ar tttharin, 4 

TET eee wieiita a character- 

aposiopesis, the figura of “sudden 
a 1038, 253, 264. Cf, 149, 

Archedemus, improves on the Aris- 
totelian definition of the period, 
34 

Archilochus, 5. Gf, Index II. 
architect {(‘‘ master- builder”), 91 

(given as an example of a word 
happily compounded) 

avid style, the defective counter 
part of the plain style, 286-238 

Aristeides, 238 (examples of the 
kind here given were probably 
traditional in the schools of 
style; ef the reforonces to the 
Gyelops, LU, Ephor, 122, Cen. 
taur, G87, Olsiioias, 17) 

Avistippius ana Gleoptbrouus, the 
genile irouy with which Plato 
in the #iaedo reproaches them 
for their absence from the side 
of their imprisoned master 
Socrates, 288 (“for they were in 
Aegina”) 

Aristophanes, 150, 152, Id Of 
Tudex LT, 



INDEX TO DEMETRIUS 
Aristotle: to he references given 

under Aristotle's name in Index 
Il, may be added 41, 116, 284; 
tie actual quotations from Rhei. 
fii, in the De elue. give but a 
faint idea of the influence of the 
former upon the latter 

art, analogies drawn from various 
arts, 18, 14 

Artemon, ©" 
Letters, by erp oc ot A 
letber to gin -.b stk oy 
223 

asyndeton, its use and abuse, 
192-194. See also 66, 208, 269, ete. 

Attic, the Attic dialect, its pun- 
gency and other qualities, 177; 
the “Attic” writers (a designa- 
tion which is perhaps a mark of 
late date), 1'76 

Bombast, its dangers illustrated, 
121, 804 

breaking the news,” an example 
of Ctasias’ delicacy of fecling, 216 

breathings, rough and smooth, 

\e Ce ee hae 

brevity (conciseness), a great aid to 
vigour and impressiveness of 
style, 7, 108, 137, 253 

broken riythin, its nse and abuse, 
6, 238, 2s) 

Bulias, a character in a mime of 
Sophron, 153 

Qacophony, may minister to vivid- 
ness and force of styie, 210. 245% 

Callistrains, 174 
eases manowony ty be avoided in 

the use Of enses, G43 the vse or 
oblique cases ced cousurietion s 
may be atlective, 10, Unt omy 
also lead fo obseucuty, Ts: 
nominative and aceusatiy a cases, 
1438, 20° 

choliambics: choliambic lines are 
forcible, 251, 301 

wae ppus, apparently followed in 
172 

cleala: proverbial and figurative 
expression concerning the cicala, 
ay 243 

Gleaness : hueidary 18 & prime essen. 
taal of the Plain style, tal ih 

R2 

Cleitarchus, an example of bombast 
quoted from him, 804 

Clematis: © Egyptian clematis” 
used ag a sobriquet for a dak 
and lanky person, 172, 502 

Cleobulina, see Index II, 
Cleombrotus, see Aristippus 
Cleon, reterred to as a notorious 

Atheniai i oo... 2 
Oleophion, acids 

Cleon, 204 
climay the ®.-¥a cr rg 4) OH 
comed: ' u 

@har 2. tp itog we gl 
i trimeter by the New Comedy, 

our wth 

hind i 

composition: the word ovr@eqis 
(which corresponds to " composi- 
tion” in its stricter sense) ocenrs 
very frequently in the treatise; 
4, 8, 9, 11, 30, 81, 88, 40, 43, 45, 
48, 49, 58, 68, 74, 92, 117, 121, 179, 
180, 186, 189, 204, 221, 287, 939, 
241, 246, 248, 299, 801, 308 

conjunctions (connectives), their 
miyltiptionting fs ar sffretivg pra 

ren A cr 
Beg ee 

toe yeh Tee 

ele el ey 

Cre ees, 
Petey ai. ae gee eae 

i mea 
a Os rr ar) oe 
Fhaiereud ‘nia upure, "usd - 

Crates, 170, 259 
Ctesias, 212-216 
cupping-glass, a riddling descrip. 

tion of, 102 
Cyclops, the grim pleasantry of his 
musxpesied guest-gift, 180, 152, 

Oynies: the “Cynie u.uiner" is dis. 
targuished by ita mordint wat, 
259.5] wen 

Demades, his highly figurative 
Sayings, 252-080 

Der etrus of Pinleriur, mentioned 
by naive in 2st} for bbe date and 
authorsuip o* the breatise sug 
the lutroalaction 

mentoned or quotes 

wen Gay ot , oat, f 
-23u, 20; 
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references to Demosthenes occur 
in the later sections, those which 
deal with Secvdrys; for references 
to the passages quoted see Index 

dialogue: resemblance and differ- 
ence between a dialogue and a 
letter, 223, 224 

Dicaearchus, 182 
Diogenes, 260, 261 
Dionysius the Younger, 8, 9, 99, 

100, 102, 290; the proverb 
“Dionysius at Corinth” clearly 
refers to the younger Dionysius, 
aud so probably does the threat 
addressed to the Locrians ; in 292 
also he may be meant rather 
than his father 

diphthongs: the concurrence of 
diphthongs produces elevation, 
73, but should be avoided in 
the plain style, 207 

dithyrambic compounds, to be 
avoided, 91,116. af. 143 

Doric dialect, its broad sounds, 177 
double compounds, to be avoided, 

98 

Egypt: the priests in Egypt employ 
the seven vowels in their hymns 
to the gods, 7h 

e.eganit sty.c, 128-189 
“niephanteer” (Achartieris), a 

word cuined by Aristotic, 97 
@evated suyle, 36-127 
enthymeme: the distinction be- 

nween the enthymeme and the 
period, 30-38 

epanalepsis, 196 
epanaphora, 61, 268 
Epicharmus, 24 Cf. Index IL. 
epimone, defined. and effect on 

style deseribed, 280 
epiphonema, defined and 

brated, 10d-111 
apistolary style: relation between 

letter and dialogue; the latter 
as a revelation of character; the 
length, structure, copies of a 
leubur, 223-235 : 

apithets, their use and abuse, 35, 
119 

euphemism, defined, and illustrated 
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illus- 

from the incident of the golden 
Victories, 281. Cf Quintil. ix. 

, 92, 
euphony, practice of Isocralessde- 

scribed and a middle course 
advised, 68; common parlance, 
69; poetical forms, 70; priests 
in Eyypt, 71; Attic writers, 176 

Euripides, the opportunities he 
« affords to the actor who takes 

the part of Ion in his play of 
that name, 195 

expletives, the employment of 
expletive particles, 65-58 

Fables, sometimes form an attract. 
ive eloment in writing, 157, 158 

figures, must not be used in excess, 
67; peculiar figures should be 
avoided in the plain style, 208; 
ligures will contribute to force, 
263-271, 280, 281 

forcible style, 240-804 
Gig y, of style, how caused, 114- 

Gelo, described as a father and 
educator of Sicily, 292 

“genitive absolute,” used for the 
sake of variety, 65 

Gorgias, his periods and antitheses, 
12, 15, 29 

graces (orornaments)of style: com: 
pression, crrsrceront, figures, 
‘a, ari tocar of style, 

1o0-Lou 
grand style: see references s.v, 

Klevated 
griphus, i.¢. incoherent language, 

158 

Hecataous, example of datached 
clauses from, 12. Cf 2 

FHeracleitus, chief reason of his 
obseurity, 102 

Herodotus, 12, 17, 87, 112, 181, ete. 
Cf. Index IT. 

“heroic,” as a metrical term, 5, 42 
a possibly referred to in 

hexameter: the hexameter, as the 
longest of Greek poetical 
measures, is sulted to heroic 
themes, 4, 5 
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Hiatus, 68, 70, 72, 78, 74, 174, 299, 
801 

Hiero, mentioned, together with 
Galo, in 292 

Hippocrates, quoted to show the 
rawbacks of a jerky style, 4, 

238 
Hipponax: how and why Hipponax 

invented the choliamhic metre, 
801, Gf 1382 e 

history and poetry, 215 
Homer, quoted throughout the 

treatise, and more ‘traquently 
than any other writer. Cf Index 
ii. 

homoeotelenta, their character and 
their dangers, 26-28 

lung: some ‘of the exmuples in 
128 ff and 170 may perhaps be 
classified under this head 

hypallage, 60: dvéumadAay} 
hyperbole, may be emplo oyed, in 

teen Tc awe. 

Lambus: the iambic measure re- 
sembles ordinary conversation, 
and many people talk iambics 
without knowing it, 43 

imagery : poetical imagery to be 
avoided in prose, 89, 90; in the 
ee style esnecially ‘ary 
paint usion ! 10 L ui ne 

¥ vay Unis it aim! 
AiaWeY is UOTE 1 
a direct assertion, 27, 

Tow! the young lon in 
Jiucipides, 

frony, a Gs 

the play of 

lint example fiom 
the Phar, 288 

isocolon, eqnelity of syilables in 
altornkt t 3 REMLICTS, Yo 

Tsocratos, his pe Mudie writl 

the avoidance oe 
and his tullawe:s, 

a's OSL e oF Ince wate 
Cinsi or. oT, ichidiry: 
WIL the words “in Com. o-itone 
adeo di ligens Wi GTA ents re. 
prehendalur.” Rea alio 2d, 24 
und Index IT. 

6 

Jesis contrary to expectation, 154 
(} mapa ry mpocdoxiay xdpus) 

Lacedaemonians, their love of 

aoe ye po Saat te” and 
. i oy or 2 

teat, wae 
laticlave, supposed allusion to, 108 
laudaudo praceipere, this maxim 

prtipes ad-a 
t 

ake . . i 

Lysias” ‘the exemplar of the plain 
style, 100; his wit and sarcasm, 
128, 262. Of. Endex IT. 

Maxims, their nature and use, 9, 
110, 170 

member"? "Me %eat eitics fo 
Aristotle .. Cope 
origin and use, 1-7 

Menander, his “Woman of dies. 
senia,” isa; why he was popul 
qyith tha patnmn, Foe 190 popwar 

i ee " 
a ot a “oh ” 

. a | en net 

some t. Pere Tey 

Methane testy gg ee dy 
: os et ee er 3 on 
fey OT yt a Mbp tar 

S15 elective and ieestertive nee 
Lit mets. 

a3 Neare the 
atdits enuisd 

cy elMhOd. 1G 
m3," the 2uel ul 
wy oorer-ciiborara 

if P words dis stineuished 
LG: verbal musie, 

]¥ ‘1, 180 

their ailcgorieal (ym- 
ieumitive) ¢ charaeter, 10] 

old- 

oTur cali, 

mstas a 

characteristic of Narveté, 
fashioned style, 244 

natural expression, its effective. 
ness, 27, 28, 216, 800 

Niring : the painter Nieias on the 
importane eut a Mery chofey, of 

subject, 76 
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Nireus: Homer, by employing 
figures, exalts Nireus, 61, 62 

Obscurity : paradoxical, but true, 
that obscurity somotimes contri- 
butes to force, 254 

onomatoposic words, defined, 94; 
add to vividness, 220 

Paeon: the two kinds of paeon and 
their use in elevated discourse, 
38-41 

parallelism of clauses, 28, 250 
parody, an instance, 150; also 259 

(of, 118) 
particles, their use and abuse, 55- 

58; a happy negligence in their 
’ 

passion, should be characterized by 
simplicity and naturalness, 28 

period, definition and description, 
10 ff; number and length of 
members in @ period, 16-18; 
simple and composite periods, 17, 
18; the narrative, conversational, 
and rhetorical period, 19-21; anti- 
thetic perisds, 22-24; excessive 
use of periods, 12, 803 5 judicious 
combination of periodic and rnu- 
ning stvles, 155 conbrast between 
the two suyles, 2ik 

Peripatetics, reterred to as writers 
POssersing, ecominou characters 
istias of prose style, ist 

personification, examples in 265, 
266, 285 

Pheidias, the characteristies of his 
senlpture, 14 

Philemon, his style emifrasted with 
that vf Menander, 198 

Philip of Macedon, why he could 
not bear ear tha Cyclops wen- 
tionad, 298; and Hlerineias, 903 

Philistns, cause of his obseurity, 193 
phrase” Cedupa)s deduiifon., tds 

pirases, rather Chau mombers, 
vondnes to force ot style, 2115 
but they may also cause aridity, 
238 

lain style, 199-239 
Jato: references to Plato will be 
found in the sectious enumerated 
in Index 11, and also in 37, 80, 
181, 228, 234, 207 
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postry, rarely written in measures 
of greater length than six feet, 
4; poetic diction in prose must 
ee used with discretion, 112, 

Polycrates, a rhetorician mentioned 
in 120 

practermission, a figure which 
makes a show of passing over 

€ polite which are really stated, 6 

Praxiphanes, on the use of par- 
ticles, 57 

proverbs, 232, etc, Cf larger 
edition, pp. 259-262 

Peceutatton, asa rhetorical figure, 
4 

redundancy, illustrated in 58 
repetition, words repeated for 

affect, G1, 62, 211-214, 2673 or 
for clearness, 196, 107 

reticence, see under Aposiopesis 
rhythm: points of rhythm are 

raised in 5, 6, 42, 48, 117, 188, 
184, 801, and passim 

riddle: language may become a 
riddle, 102 

“risky”; the word xivdvvadye is 
used of daring experiments in 
the use of language, as in 80, / 
also 19, 27, ete. 

sepnic: of. Index IX, and 182, 166, 

Seva ouerier. Tin 169 
sey oyameac thew nid Sevdav 
pigs were wee epee iy Tor 
discours & @. py de rast hfe 
ness, 216, 207 

“shake,” as a musical term, 74 
siinile, expanded metaphor, 80, 39 
Socrates: the Socratic Dialogues, 

their method and their success, 
ae 298; Socrates’ imprisonment, 
Qss 

Sophocles: a bombastic line attri 
buted to Sophocles, 114 

Sophron, see references in Index 
Lf. together with sections 128, 
153 

Sotades: the character of the 
Sotadean meag'irves, 189 

scunids: elfects produced by the 
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use of harsh or sweet sounds, 48, 
49, 69, 70, 105, 219, 255 

Stesichorus, a proverbial expres- 
sion ascribed by Aristotle to 
Stesichorus, 90, 248 

style: see the references under 
Blevated, Hlegant, Forcible, 
Plain, Arid, Hpistolary, etc., 
as well as the Introduction 
pussim 3 among the many anticig 
pations of what are sometimes 
supposed to be modern views of 
style may be mentioned: (a) 
distinction of style shown (ac- 
cording to Theophrastus) as 
much in what is omitted as in 

* what is said, 222; (b) “Le style 
est l'homme méme”: this espe- 
cially true of the epistolary style, 
207 

syllables: impressive effect of long 
syllables at the beginning and 
the end of a member, 89 

syllogism: the enthymeme distin- 
cuished from the sylogism, 82 

aym:boneal languaga, sea under 
AJdegory 

aymmetry, its use and abuse, 25, 

synaloephs, the fusion of vowels, 
0 

Taste: want of taste, how shown, 
07, 171 

Telauges, title of a dialogue of 
Aesehines Socraticus, 291, Cf 
170 

Teletioas: Xenophon, in epesking 
Gf the smal! river Teighoas, stits 
‘us lauguage to the theme, 6, 
Int 

tense: Che use of the pass tense may 
contrite to vividness, 214 

larus: Thecdorts of Gadara 
an 237 

Theaemnis: the use hy Theozms of 
the expression ‘‘stringless lyre” 
for a bow, 85. Of Index II. 

Theophrastus, see the references 
given in Index IT. 

Theopompus, of Index I]., and see 
aiso 74, 240, 250 

Thuevdides, see Index TI., and 2lso 
40, 49, 181, 228; siress is Iaid on 

the ruggedness of Thucydides 
in 48 and elsewhere 

tragedy: a “sportive tragedy” 
cal & contradiction in terms, 

types of style: see under Style; 
in one and the same writer the 
elevated, elegant, and forcible 
styles may exist side by side, 
but the elevated and the plain 
types are mutually exclusive, 37 

tyrants, various references to, 237, 
289-294 

Usage, a8 the sovereign arbiter, 
6, 92 

Vaulted roof: the members of a 
peri dL compared to ss stones 

nant Trig 14 whit suprceris 
Veber man ea eo 

Bag Pret ote i peta! 
corresponding to the measures of 
verse, 1 

vividness: this quality described 
and illustrated in connexion with 
the plain style of which it is an 
essential element, 279-290 

yowels : long vowels render slyle 
impressivi, 39; concurrence of 
vowels eovtrvibuiss to elevation 
ot siyle, s6-92, Tait om t 
avoided in the plain style 

w Wi, 128, 186, 
words: orde Wor 

he pigin styies, £0- 
cugeed words may 

49, 105; come 
> uved ence 
ef and ihe 

siyles, {1, £2, O75, but 
should be avoided in tke plain 

W153 formation of Lew 
94-985 dithyrambic cun:- 

rounds cause Irigidity, 1103 
kinds of words distinguished 
by musicians, 176; picturesque 
words, 276 

a 
i levator au ro 1 

r 

et a ied 

Xenophon, see the references inIndex 
Ii., and alzo 37, 80, 155, 181, 206 
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II, INDEX OF AUTHORS AND PASSAGES 
QUOTED IN THE DE ELOCUTIONE 

The thick numerals refer to the sections in which the quotations are found 

Aeschines (the Orator), Ctes, 138, 
267; 202, 268 

Aeschines Sucraticus, Frag., 205 
Alcaeus, Frag. 39, 142 
Alcidamas, Frag., 116 
Anacreon, Frag. 62, 5 
Antiphon, Frag. 50, 58 
Autisthenes, Frag. 67, 249 
Archedemus, Frag., 84 
Archilochus, Frag. 89, 6; 94, 5 
Aristophannas, .tch. $6, 161; Nuh. 

14h, 179, 152; 103, 150 
Arisiotle, fies ii. 8,385 di. oO, 11. 

343 fii, 13, 81. Mest ali fan, 
97; ix., 157, Fragg. 71, 28; 000, 
233; 615, 225; 618, 97, 144, 164; 
619, 29, 154; 620, 230 

Cleitarchus, Frag., 304 
Cleobulina, Frag. 1, 102 
Orates, Frag. 7, 259 
Ctesias, Fragg. 20, 21, 218 3 86, 216 

10, 11. 20, 245, 246. 
iii. 26, 263 

Dicaearchus, Frag. 83, 182 

Hpicharmus, Frag. 147, 24 
Buripides, fon 161, 195; Meleag, 

Jrag., 58 
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Hecatacus, Frag. 882, 2, 12 
Hens: i, L init., 17, 443 i. 208, 

Hesiod, Op. et D. 40, 122 
Hippocrates, Aphorism. i, 1, 4, 238 
Homer, Iliad ii, 407, 54, 2573 ii, 

671, 615; iv. 1296, 815 iv. 443, 124; 
vi. 162, 200; ix. 502, 7; ix. 526, 
25; x. 480, 124; xii. 118, 111; 
xii. 208, 255; sili, 389, 823 xiii 
798, 64, 81; xiv, 483, 56; xvi, 
161, 94, 220; xvi. 858, 48, 105; 
xx, 218, 79; xxi. 1, 565; xxi. 257; 
209; xxi. 888, 83; xxii. 133, 189; 
xxiii. 116, 219; xxiii, 154, 57; 
xxiii, 879, 210. Odyssey tif. 278, 
150; v. 208, 57; vi. 105, 129; ix, 
190, 52; ix. 289, 219; ix. 869, 
130, 152, 262; ix. 894, 943 x1 
595, 72: xii, 78, 60; xvi, 220, 57; 
xix. 7, 107; xix, 172, 113; xix. 
518, 133; xxi. 296, 57 

Isocrates, ne, Hel. 17, 23. Panegyr. 
1, 25; 68, 22 ; 

Lyric, Frage. Adesp. 126, 143; 128, 
91, 262; Bergk p. 742, 151 

Lysias, De morte Eratosth. 9, 190; 
Fragg. 6, 128 ; 275, 128, 262 

Menander, Frag. 230, 194 

Plato, Huthyd. 271 4, 226. Menex. 
248 p, 266. Phaed. 59 c, 288. 
Phaedr. 2468, 56. Poltticus 269 c, 
§ Protag, 812 a, 238. Rep. i. 
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inft., 21, 208 ; iii, 399 p, 185; iii. 
411 4, B, 51, 183, 184. Hpist. 7, 
290 

Bappho, Fragg. 91, 148; 92, 146; 
94, 106; 95, 141; 109, 140; 122, 
162 ; 128, 127, 162 

Sophocles, T'riptol. frag., 114 
Sophron, Aragyg. 24, 151; 89, 147; 

84, 127; 42, 151; 68, 156; 108, 
127; 110, 156 

Sotades, Frag., 189 

Theognis, Frag., 85 
Theophrastus, Fragg. (Gr. Agéews), 

41, 114, 178, 222 
Theopompus, Frag. 249, 27, 247 
Thucydides, i, 1 init., 445 1. 5, 25; 

i, 24, 72, 199; ii. 48, B93; ii, 49, 

48; if, 102, 48, 202, 206; iv. 12, 
65; iv, 64, 1135 vi. 1, 72 

Xenophon, Anab. i. 1 init., 3, 19: 
i, 2, 21, 198; i. 2, 27, 139; 4, 5, 2, 
93; i. 8,10, 104; i. 8, 18, 845 i 
8, 20, 103; iii, 1, 81, 187; iv. 4, 
8, 6, 121; v. 2, 14, 98; vi. 1, 18, 
131; vii. 83, 15 ff., 155. Cyrop, i 
4, 21, 89, 274; xi. 2, 15, 134 

Scriptores Incerti, 17, 18, 26, 42, 63, 
70. 89, 91, 116, 116, 117, 121, 126, 
138, 144, 145, 149, 151, 158, 161, 
171, 172, 187, 188, 196, 207, 211, 
217, 236, 237, 288, 239, 257, 258, 
265, 281, 296, 302, 303 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON DEMETRIUS, § 172 

Contributed by D'Arcy W. Thompson. 

KAn Loris Alyurrla. 
of the plant uncertain. 

The allusion is obscure and the identification 
Clematis asayptia of Pliny (NV. xxiv. 141), the 

kAnuaris of Dioscorides (iv. 7), is a low-growing Periwinkl:, ¥. Rerbacea, 
for which, however, Black Bryony is substituted in the great iustrated 
Vienna Codex; another Clematis (Plin. xxiv. 84, Diose. iv. 180) is our 
common Traveller's Joy, the a@payévy of Theophrastus. Not one of 
these three suggests a fall and swarthy man, We are no better off if 
we translate (with R. D, Hicks, Diog. Laer. vii. 1. 2, Egyptian vine- 
branch”; for to begin with, the phrase ‘' Egyptian Clematis ” is manifestly 
technical; secondly, there were many sorts of vine in Egypt, not one in 
particular; and lastly, so far as we know, not one of them was more than 
commonly dark or tall. 
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Pruvenrivs. H. J. Thomson. 2 Vols. | 

Quintinan. H. E. Butler. 4 Vols. (rd Imp.) 

Remarws or Ono Larm. E. H. Warmington. 4 Vols, 
Vol. I (Ennius and Caecilius). Vol. II (Livius, Naevius, 

Pacuvius, Accius), Vol. Ill (Lucilius, Laws of the IJ 

pa Vol. IV (Archaie Inseriptions), (Vol. IV 2nd 

mp. 
Sartust, J.C. Rolfe. (8rd Imp. revised.) 
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Scriprorzs Histonrar Aveusran. D. Magie. 3 Vols, 
(Vol. I 2nd Imp. revised.) . 

Seneca: Apocotocynytosis. Cf. Petrrontus. p 
Seneca: Evisrurar Morares. R. M. Gummere. 8 Vols. 

(Vol. I 4th Imp., Vols. If and II 3rd Imp. revised.) 
Senyeca: Monat Essays. J. W. Basore. 3 Vols. (Vol. II 

8rd Imp. revised, Vol, TIT Qnd Imp. revised.) 
Srevyeca: Tracepirs. F. J. Miller. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 4tA 

Imp., Vol. Il 3rd Imp. revised.) 
Soe: Porms ano Lerrers. W. 3B. Anderson. 2 Vols. 

ol. I. 
Srurus Iranicus. J. D. Duff. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 2nd Imp., 

Vol. IT 3rd Lmp.) 
Srarius. J. UW. Mozley. 2 Vols. (2nd fup.) 
Surronius. J.C. Rolfe. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 7th Jmp., Vol. 1 

6th Imp.) 
Tacitus: Drazocus. Sir Wm. Peterson; and Acnicoras 

anp Germanta. Maurice Hutton. (6¢h Jmp.) 
Tacrrus: Huisrortes anp Annas. C. H. Moore and J. 

Jackson. 4 Vols. (Vols. I and II 3rd Jmp., Vols. III and 
IV 2nd Imp.) 

Terence. John Sargeaunt. 2 Vols. (Vol, I 6th Jmp., Vol. 
II 5th Imp.) 

Trerruttian: Aprotocia ayo De Sprcracutis. T. R. Glover; 
Minucius Ferrx. G. H. Rendall. (2nd Imp.) 

Vatertus Fraccus. J. H. Mosley. (2nd Imp. revised.) 
Varro: De Lineva Latina. R. G. Kent. 2 Vols. (2nd 

Imp. revised.) 
Veiiztus Parercunus awn Res Gresraz Divi Avausri. 

RF, W. Shipley. 
Vinci. H.R. Fairclough. 2 Vols. (Yol. I 18th Fup. Vol, 

IT 18th Imp. revised.) 
Virruvius: De Ancurrecrura. F.Granger. 2 Vols. (Vol. 1 

Qnd Imp.) 

GREEK AUTHORS 

Acuriues Tarrus. §$. Gaselee. (2nd Imp.) 
Agewzss Tacricus, Ascieproporus anp Owasanper. The 

Ilinois Greek Club. (2nd Imp.) 
Axscuinrs, C.D. Adams. (2nd Imp.) 
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Agrsenyvius. H. Weir Smyth. 2 Vols. ; 
Vol. I 5th Imp.) a 

Azgipnnon, ABELIAN AND Purnostratus: Lerrerns. A, R 
Benner and F. HW. Fobes. ° 

AroLioporus. Sir James G. Frazer. 2 Vols. (Qnd Imp.) 
Avottonius Ruontus. R.C. Seaton, (td Zmp. 
Tue Avosrouic Faturns. Kirsopp Lake. 2 Vols. (Vol.I 

sth Imp., Vol. Uf 6th Impy) 
Aprrian’s Roman Hrsrony. Horace White. 4 Vols. (Vol. I 

3rd Imp., Vols. II, IT and IV 9nd Imp.) 
Ararus. Cf. CauLIMacnus. 
Arwrornanes. Benjamin Bickley Rogers. 3 Vols. (Vols. 

land VW St) bnp., Vol. WY 4th fnp.) Verse trans, 
Anwrorin: Arror Rinronic. J. H. Freese. (8rd Imp.) 
Anisrotie: Aruczxtan Consriturion, Eupemtan Evruics, 

Vinturs anp Vices. H. Rackham. (3rd Imp.) 
sa Generation or Animars. A. L. Peck, (@nd 

mp. 
AnisrotLe: Mzraruysics. H.Tredennick., 2Vols. (3rd Imp.) 
Anitstorne: Merrorozoaica. H. D. P. Lee. 
AnistotLe: Mivor Works. W.S. Hett. ‘ On Colours,” 
“On Things Heard,” ‘‘ Physiognomies,” “ On Plants,” 
“On Marvellous Things Heard,” ** Mechanical Problems,” 
‘*On Indivisible Lines,” ‘‘ Situations and Names of 
Winds,” “‘ On Melissus,.Xenophanes, and Gorgias.” 

Arnisrorse: Nicomacugean Ernaics. H. Rackham, (5th 
imp. revised.) 

Arisrotte: Oxconomrca snp Macya Mornana, G. C 
Armstrong. (With Metaphysics, Vol. IT.) (8rd dmp.) 

Anistrorie: Ox tie ravens. W.K.C. Guthrie. (3rd dnp.) 
Amsrorne: Ox ane Sour, Pauva Navurauia, On Bagatu. 
W.S. Hett. (end imp. revised.) 

Antsrorig: Oncanon. H. P. Cooke and H. Tredennick. 
8 Vols. Vol. 1. (2nd Zp.) 

Amstoriz: Parts or Ayimars. A. L. Peck; Moviow awn 
Proanrssion or Anrmars, ES. Forster. (Syd fanp.) 

Anstor.r: Puysics. Rev, P, Wicksteed and F. M. Corn- 
ford, 2 Vols. (dad Jmp.) : 

Azistorie: Poxrrics and Lonewnus. W. Hamilton Fyfe; 
Demmrarus on Sryvum W. Rhys Roberts. (5th Jmp. 
revised.) 

Anisrorse: Poxmics. H, Rackham. (4th Imp.) 
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Anisrotty: Prosrems. W. S, Hett. 2 Vols (2nd Imp. 
revised.) e 

Anistorte: Ruerontca 4D ALexanprum. H. Rackham. 
(With Problems, Vol. IT.) 

Anrian: Hisrory or ALEXANDER anp Inprca. Rey. BE, 
Tliffe Robson. 2 Vols. (2nd Imp.) 

Arneyanus: Derpnosorurstar, C. B. Gulick. 7 Vols. 
(Vols. I, Vand VI 2nd Imp.) , 

St. Basin: Lerrers. R. J. Deferrari. 4 Vols. (2nd Imp.) 
Canuimacnus and Lycoruron. A. W. Mair; Ararus, 

G. R. Mair. (2nd Imp.) 
eas or Auexanpria. Rey. G. W. Butterworth. (3rd 

mp, 
Corzuruus. Cf. Orrran. 
Darunis anp Cutor. Cf, Loneaus. 
Demosruzrnrs I: Otyntutacs, Puitrrrics anp Mryor 

Ornations: I-XVII ayn XX. J. H. Vince. (2nd Imp.) 
Demosruenrs IJ: Dr Corona ano Dr Farsa Leearione, 

C. A. Vince and J. H. Vince. (3rd Jmp. revised.) 
Demostuenrs III: Merpras, Anprotion, ARIsTocraTss, 

Trmocrares, Antsrocrrron. J. H. Vince. 
Demostuenrs TV-VI: Private Orartons any In Nearram. 

A. T. Murray. (Vol. TV 2nd Imp.) 
- Demosraenes VII: Fuwrrat Spreecn, Erotic Essay, 

Exorpra anp Lerrens. N. W. and N. J. DeWitt. 
Dro Casstus: Roman History. E. Cary. 9 Vols. (Vols. 

T and II 2nd Imp.) 
Dro Curysostom. 5 Vols. Volsl and II. J. W. Cohoon. 

Vol. II. J. W. Cohoon and H. Lamar Crosby. Vols. IV 
and V. H. Lamar Crosby. (Vols. I-UII Quad ine.) 

Droponrvs Sicutus. 12 Vols. Vols. I-VI. C. WH. Oldfather, 
Vol. VII. C. 1. Sherman. Vols. UX and X. Russel M. 
Geer. (Vols. I-IIl 2nd Iunp.) 

Diocenss Larrrrus. R. D. Hicks. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 4th 
JImp., Vol. IL 3rd Imp.) 

Dionysrus or Hauicarnassus: Roman Anzraurries. Spel- 
man’s translation revised by E. Cary. 7 Vols. (Vols. 
{-IV 2nd Imp.) 

Evricrerus. W. A. Oldfather. 2 Vols. (2nd Imp.) ; 
Evarrtors. A. S. Way, 4 Vols. (Vol. I 7th Jmp., Vols. 

II and III 6th Jmp., Vol. 1V 5th Imp.) Verse trans. 
Evsestus: Eccrxsiastican History. Kirsopp Lake and 
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J.B. L. Oulton, 2 Vols. (Vol. [3rd Imp., Vol. IE 4th 
Imp.) 

Gawen: On tue Natunar Facuntins. A.J. Brock. (4th Imp.) 
Tue Greek Anruonocy. W. R. Paton. 5 Vols. (Vol. I 

5th Imp., Vol. If 4th Imp., Vols. IIT-V 3rd Imp.) 
Tur Greek Bucoric Porrs (Tunocrirus, Bion, Moscuus). 

J. M. Edmonds. (7th Imp. revised.) 
Greek Excoy anv lamnus wits toe Anacrgontea, J. M. 
Edmonds. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 2nd Imp,) 

Gaeex Matrusmatican Works. Ivor Thomas. 2 Vols. 
(2ud Imp.) 

Heroves. Cf. Turornrasrus: Cuanacrens, 
Henovorus. A. D. Godley. 4 Vols. (Vols. I-III 4¢h Imp., 

Vol. IV 3rd Imp.) 
Hrsiop ann tHe Homentc Hymns. H. G. Evelyn White. 

(7th Imp. revised and enlarged.) 
Hrerocrates anp THE Fracments or Heracrerrus. W.H.S. 

Jones and E. T. Withington. 4 Vols. (Vols. I, II and 
1V 3rd Imp., Vol. Ll Qnd Imp.) 

Homer: Inrap. A. T. Murray. 2 Vols. (6¢h Imp.) 
Homer: Onyssry. A. T. Murray. 2 Vols. (7th Imp.) 
Isanus. EK. 8. Forster. (2nd Imp.) 
Isocrares. George Norlin and LaRue Van Hook. 8 Vols. 
Sv. Jonw Damascene: Bartaam anv lossary. Rev, G, R, 
Woodward and Harold Mattingly. (2nd Imp. revised.) 

Josgruus. H. St. J. Thackeray and Ralph Mareus, 9 Vols, 
Vols. I-VII. (Vol. V 3rd Imp., Vols. I and VI 2nd Imp.) 

Juxran. Wilmer Cave Wright. 3 Vols. (Vol. I 2nd Jmp., 
Vol. IT 3rd Imp.) 

Loyovs: Darsyis anp Cutor. Thornley’s translation 
revised by J. M. Edmonds; and Parrsenius. §. Gaselee. 
(3rd Imp.) 

Lueran. A.M. Harmon, 8 Vols, Vols. I-V. (Vols. I, I] 
and III 3rd Imp., Vol. IV 2nd Imp.) 

Lycornnoy. Cf. Carumacnus. 
Lyna Gnarca. J, M. Edmonds. 3 Vols. (Vol. 1 4th lnp., 

Vols. IL and LT 3rd Jmp.) 
Lysras. W.R.M. Lamb. (2nd Imp.) 
Manerno. W.G. Waddell; Protemy: Trrnasrstos, F, E, 

Robbins. (22d Imp.) 
Marcus Auneuius. C. R. Haines. (4th Imp. revised.) 
Mewanper, F.G. Allinson. (3rd Imp. revised.) 
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Minor Arric Orarons, 2 Vols. Vol. I (Antiphon, Ando- 
cides), K. J. Maidment. (2nd inp.) 
onnos: Dronysraca. W. H. D. Rouse. 3 Vols. (Vol. 
III 2nd Imp.) 

Oprran, Corzuraus, Trrenionorus. A. W. Mair. 
Papyri. Now-Lirerany Seuecrions. A. S. Hunt and C. Cc. 

Iidgar. 2 Vols. (Vol. [2nd Jinp.) Lrrenany Serxcttons, 
Vol. I (Poetry). D. L. Page.e (8rd Imp.) 

Panruenius. Cf. Loneus, 
Pausantas: Duescnirrion or Greece. W. H. S. Jones, § 

Vols. and Companion Vol. arranged by R. E. Wycherley. 
(Vols. I and IIL 2nd Imp.) 

Puzo. 10 Vols. Vols. I-V. F. H. Colson and Rev. G. H. 
Whitaker; Vols. VI-IX. FF. H. Colson. (Vols. I-III, 
V-I[X 2nd Imp., Vol. IV 3rd Imp.) 
Two Supplementary Vols. from the Armenian Text. 

Ralph Marcus. 
Puitostrarus: Tar Lire or Apoitonius or Tyana. F.C. 

Conybeare. 2 Vols, (Vol. I 4th Imp., Vol. 11 38rd Imp.) 
Partostrarus: Imaarnes; CaxrustTratus: Derscrierrons, 

A. Fairbanks. 
Puriostratus anp Euwaprus: Lives or tie Sorursrs. 

Wilmer Cave Wright. (2nd Imp.) 
Piypar. Sir J. E. Sandys. (7th Imp. revised.) 
Prato l: Eurnyeuro, Arotoey, Carro, Puarno, Prarprus. 

H. N. Fowler. (9th Imp.) 
Prato - Tuearrerus AND Sorurst. H.N. Fowler. (4th 

Imp. 
Bate III: Sraresman, Puinesus. H. N. Fowler; Ton, 
W.R.M. Lamb. (4th Imp.) 

Praro IV: Lacnes, Proracoras, Meno, Euruypemus. 
W.R. M. Lamb. (37d Imp. revised.) 

Pravo V: Lysis, Sympostum, Goneras. W. R. M. Lamb. 
(4th Imp. revised.) 

Puaro Vi: Craryzus, Panmenipes, Grearer Hirrias, 
Lusser Hirrras. H.N. Fowler. (4th Imp.) 

Praro VIL: Tutacos, Crrrias, Currormo, Mexexenus, Err 
stunar. Rev. R. G. Bury. (3rd Imp.) 

Prato VIII: Caarmrpss, Ancrnrapes, Hirrancnus, Tun 
Lovers, Taraaes, Minos anp Eprvomis. W.R. M. Lamb. 
(2nd Imp.) 

Puaro: Laws. Rev. R. G. Bury. 2 Vols. (3rd Imp.) 
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Prato: Repusztic. Paul Shorey. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 4th Imp., 
® Vol. I 8rd imp.) 
Proparch: Moratta. 14 Vols. Vols. I-V. F.C. Babbitt ; 

Vol. VI.. W.C. Helmbold; Vol. X. H.N. Fowler. (Vols. 
I, III and X 2nd Finp.) 

Pouranch: Tur Panatzen Lives. B. Perrin. 11 Vols. 
(Vols, IT, TI, III and VII 3rd Imp., Vols. IV, VI, VIII-XI 
2nd Imp.) ‘ 

Poursivs. W.R. Paton. 6 Vols. 
Procorivs: History or rae Wars. H. B. Dewing. 7 Vols. 

(Vol. I 2nd Jinp.) 
Protemy: Trerraniszos. CA Mawerno. 
Quintus SMyrvarvus. A. S. Way, (2nd Imp.) Verse trans. 
Sexrus Empimicus. Rey. R. G. Bury. 4 Vols. (Vols. I and 

ITI 2nd imp.) 
Sopnocies. F. Storr. 2 Vols, (Vol. 1 9th Imp., Vol. IT 6¢h 

imp.) Verse trans. 
Srrazo: Grocrarny. Horace L. Jones, 8 Vols. (Vols. I 

and VIII 3rd Jmp., Vols. II, V and VI 2nd Imp.) 
Turornpastus: CHanacrenrs. J. M. Edmonds: Hrronss, 

ete. A.D. Knox. (Q2d Imp.) 
Tuxorarastus: Exaurry iro Prawns. Sir Arthur Hort. 

2Vols. (Qnd Imp.) 
Tuucypives. C.F. Smith. 4 Vols. (3rd Imp.) 
Trypnroponus. Cf. Oprran. 
Xewornon: Crnoparpta. Walter Miller. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 

Qad Imp., Vol. II 3rd Imp.) 
Xevornon: Herzesica, Ananasis, ApoLocy, anp Sywpo-. 

srum, C. L. Brownson and O. J. Todd. 3 Vols. (Vols. I 
and [fl 3rd Imp., Vol. IL 4th Jmp.) 

Xuvyornon: Mrmonanrtia any Oxconosicus. HE. C. Mar- 
ehant. (2nd Imp.) 

Xenornon: Scrirra Mivona. E.C. Marchant. (2nd Imp.) 

(For Volumes in Preparation see newt page.) 
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LATIN AUTHORS 
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